ioving- coil cartridge;
Kneen. AsaL Karat Mission* Sunex
A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

Une 91 the workis pnest turntables
New Thorens TD 160 Super.
In their 1980 review of over eighty turntables, the audio experts at
"1-1i Fi Choice .said, " Clearly in the top turntable group an our tests, we
could make few criticisms of this model's sound quality."
Precision manufactured in Europe, and benefiting from the same
quality engineering that goes into top, professional studio turntables, the
high performance TD 160 Super allows you the freedom to pair it with the
finest tone-arms and cartridges.
At £ 190. list price, it's outstanding value for money.
Any of our dealers will be pleased to demonstrate the TD 160 Super
and other Thorens turntables to help you create osystem with the sound
you want.
For further information, contact your focal Thorens dealer,
or Cambrasound.

Sole U.K. distributor:
Combrosound Limited,
Freedex House, 4-10 North Rood,
London N7 9HN. Tel: 01-607 8141
Telex 264773 Metros G.
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In early HFN days Miles
Henslow was inclined to
use photos of his pet Dalmations on the
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artiodactyl ungulate of aquatic habits.
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Martin Colloms, who prepared this
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the Craftwork Gallery at Covent Garden in
London, and in Castle Street in Guildford.
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Lined up beneath one set of organ pipes in order to reproduce the sounds of another, these KEF 105/lis handled the
left-hand front channel during the remarkable Usher Hall concert described on page 96
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John Atkinson, Trevor Attewell,
Roger Bowen, Peter Branscombe,
Christopher Breunig, John Crabbe,
Stephen Daw, Kenneth Dommett,
Colin Evans, John Freestone, Peter
Gammond, Doug Hammond, Thomas
Heinitz, Ivor Humphreys, Peter le
Huray, Arthur Jacobs, Geoff Jeanes,
Andrew Keener, Victor McAloon,
Ates Orga, David Pickett, Benedict
Sarnaker, Humphrey Searle, Edward
Seckerson, Peter Turner

J. S BACH
Cantatas vol 25 ( Leonhardt)
Organ vol 5 ( Hurford)
BEETHOVEN
115 Quartets 12-1 6 ( Talich)
BERIO
116 Coro ( Berio)
BERLIOZ
116 Romeo & Juliet ( Barenbiom)
BOCCHERINI
116 Guitar Quintets
(Romero/ASM)
BOITO
116 Mefistofele prologue ( Shaw)
BONONCINI
116 Cantate ( Soloists)
BRAHMS
116 Piano Concerto 1
(Pollini/Böhm)
116 Chamber Music ( various)
BRUCKNER
116 Symphony 6 ( Karajan)
BUTTER WORTH
115
115

4
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123
117
117

120

120

120
120
123
120
117
120

120
117
120

120
120
120

Love Blows ( Handley)
CHERUBINI
Requiem ( Stein)
CHOPIN
Piano Works vol 14
(Ashkenazy)
Scherzi ( Petrov)
DEBUSSY
Nocturnes etc ( Haitink)
Preludes ( Arrau)
DOMPIERRE
Piano Concerto etc ( Dutoit)
ELGAR
Choral Pieces ( Leeds)
Songs ( Handley)
FERNEYHOUGH
Time & Motion II ( Soloists)
FINZI
Clarinet Concerto ( King/
Francis)
FRANCK
Variations etc ( Ortiz/
Ashkenazy)
GRIEG
Piano Concerto ( Ortiz/
Ashkenazy)
HOLST
The Planets ( Gibson)
HOWELLS
Songs ( Langridge/Ogston)
IRELAND
Orchestral ( Measham)
JANACEK
House àf the Dead ( Mackerras)
KESSLER
Piano Control/Smog ( Soloists)
KROMMER
Oboe/Clarinet Concertos
(Vajnar)
LIGETI
3 pieces ( Kontarskys)
LISZT
Via Crucis ( Leeds)
Songs for Baritone ( Prey/
Weissenberg)
MADERNA
Aura etc ( Sinopoli)
MAHLER
Symphony 6 (Abbado)
MASSENET
Le Jongleur ( Boutry)
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121
121
121
121
121
122
120
122
122
122
122
122
122
122
122
122

123
123
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123
123
123
123
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Roi de Lahore ( Bonynge)
MILHAUD
Chamber Music ( Athena)
MOZART
Magic Flute ( Karajan)
Symphonies 40/41 ( Abbado)
Divertimenti ( Boskovsky)
Serenade 10 (Atherton)
Wind Concertos ( Beni)
Arias ( Sutherland)
OFFENBACH
Opera exc ( Benzi)
ORR
Songs ( Langridge/Ogston)
RACHMANINOV
Piano Concertos 1/2 ( Wild/
Horenstein
Piano Music ( Berman)
RAVEL
Daphnis/Pavane ( Previn)
RILEY
Shri Camel ( Riley)
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
Coq d'Or etc ( Maazel)
Scheherazade ( Kondrashin)
ROSSINI
Complete Overtures ( Marriner)
SCHUBERT
Winterreise ( F-D/Barenboim)
SCHURMANN
Bacon Studies/Variants
(Schurmann)
SIBELIUS
Symphony 2 (Ashkenazy)
Violin Concerto etc (Accardo/
Davis)
STANFORD
Clarinet Concerto ( King/
Francis)
STOCKHAUSEN
Sirius ( Stockhausen)
Sternklang ( Soloists)
STRAVINSKY
Firebird ( Dohnanyi)
TANNER
Boy with Goldfish ( Holdridge)
TCHAIKOVSKy
Symphony 6 ( Muti)
VALLS
Scala Aretina ( Hoban)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

123
123
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On Wenlock Edge ( Handley)
On Wenlock Edge ( Measham)
VERDI
Te Deum ( Shaw)
Aida ( Karajan)
Requiem ( Abbado)
ZIMMERMAN
Piano Music ( Kontarskys)
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124
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124

BACH CHOIR CAROLS

124

CARUSO vols 5, 2

124

CHRISTMAS CONCERT

124

HALLE CHRISTMAS

125

SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS

125

FEAST OF ASSES

125

ITALIAN LOVE DUETS

125

LICHFIELD CHOIR

125

PONTIFICAL MASS

125

SERVICE & ANTHEMS

125

TEWKESBURY ABBEY

125

VILLANCICOS
Not Vocal

125

BJORN BOYSEN

127

CEREMONIAL ORGAN

127

CLASSICAL IRAN

127

FLUTE & PIANO

127

KARAJAN IN PARIS

127

MANNHEIM SCHOOL

127

MUSIC FOR A VIOL

127

POPULAR ORGAN

127
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.CUT ME OUT

JVC

FREE!

JVC 110 WATT RACK
SYSTEM WITH
METAL COMPATIBLE TAPE DECK

to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

Ask for 1C90
Yashima UFO 1with
every£ 10 you spend

SHATTERING PR/CES

Comprising: JVC RS7 Rece ver 2x 55 watts RMS
JVC LA11 Turntable with Z1S Cartridge
JVC KDA11 Metal Dolby Cassette Deck, GX60 Twin
glass door Rack in Walnut or Black Finish; Pair

-Memorex Cassettes, the tapes with the glass shattering
•performance, are now available at amazingly low prices.
Memorex has made huge reductions in the price of their
entire range of Quality Cassettes.
MEM0REx
Is it live ...
... or is it
Memorex.
NORMAL BIAS
C60
C90

90

MRX3 OXIDE

75p
79p

MEMGREx

90

HIGH BIAS

CHROMIUM
DIOXIDE II

Please also see our other advertisement on page 76

BONUS OFFER,

SCOTT 166 2- way Speakers with 100 watts
maximum power handling. In walnut finish
HURRY— LIMITED NUMBER AVAILABLE!

MEMORE),(

C60
92p
C60 £ 1.13
C60
99p
C90
99p* C90 £1.29* C90 £1.19*
Supplied
in Promotion Packs
£1.44
C1 20

Sent in 7days RECORDED DELIVERY.

Post, Pkg, Ins: 95p per order.

_ -

I

All mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO, Dept. HFN/NIX
la Highbury Station, Highbury Corner, London, N.5.

WH
O
206 London Road
0742 587726

29 Denmark Street
(behind Hippodrome)
0272-290900

Leicester Sq. Stn.
(Ticket Hall
Cranboum St. exit)
01-439 9210
113 Rectory Grove
Leigh- on- Sea
0702 712861

Masons Ave.
30 Coleman St.
01.606 4102

n
avings from ou

Claim 1C90 Yashima UFO 1 (worth £ 1.28)
FREE with every£10 you spend.

New Cross
Gate Station
01-691 7294

SPEC« OFFER!

Bull Ring Subway
(Moor St. Stn. exit)
(off Open Market)
021-643 1766

6Victona Station 62 Wellington St.
(off City Square)
Approach
0532 444692
.061-832 4592

original discount sellin

Rush System Price Only
Le( ay(.0

Ere

HI-FI & VIDEO REPAIRS
Most makes can be serviced
in our workshops

.prices

£299, 90

Open a KUSII
CREDIT CARD

ACCOUNT
I
f elMIME
DON'T FORGET THE RUSH
UPGRADE YOURSYSTEM
3- YEAR GUARANTEE
Part Exchange or Cash PurON PARTS AND LABOUR FOR
chase Welcome
HI-FI EQUIPMENT

II

HiFi Et Video Centres

Mail Order by SECURICOR £ 10 inc.
Insurance.

5 & 6 CORNH ILL,
CHELMSFORD, ESSEX.
Tel: ( 0245) 57593
Open 6 Days a Week
38 NORTH STREET,
ROMFORD, ESSEX.
Tel: ( 0708) 26840
Closed all day Thursday

2oz.MDR headphones.
So sensitive you hear more music.
So comfortable you listen longer.

A new range of three headphones, using samariumcobalt magnets smaller and lighter than a1/
2ppiece to
power the micro drive units.Superb sound reproduction.
Fromaround£15to£30.HearmoremuSic. SONY

Realistic Lab 390 Brushless DC servomotor corrects platter speed.
Non magnetic platter damps vibration. Anti- skating control helps
prevent record wear. Speed adjustment is easy and precise.
42-2967

Realistic 8500 Precision quartz lock Direct Drive Turntable for
superior sound reproduction. Brushless DC servomotor and phase
lock loop circuit results in unwavering and precise turntable speed.
Excellent tracking at less than 1.1 grams. Turntable with Moving
Magnet type cartridge for superior channel separation. 42-8970

Realistic STA 720 Receiver 4digit display shows exact FM and AM
frequencies. Full FM channel separation — automatic lock- on
frequency. Real clean sound. Powerful bass.
Fantastic sound from your LP's. 31-1997

RealisticSTA 11 Receiver LED tun ing indicator changes red togreen
when station is tuned. FM station lock-off. Wide stereo separation.
FM muting. Tape monitoringfacilities. Detented bass,
treble and mid- range controls. 31-1999 .

Realistic MC 2001 Smooth sound: deep non- booming bass to clear
dramatic highs. Efficient 20.32 cm woofer, 6.35cm Wide- Dispersion
Tweeter. 60-17,000 Hz. 60 watts. Phono type jacks and screw
terminals. Walnut veneer enclosure. Removable grill. 8ohms.
33.02 x57.15 x20.96 cm. 40-1987

Realistic Optimus 25 Deep base without cone break-up. Puts
vocalist right there in the room. Crisp clean highs. Plenty of power.
25.4 cm woofer, 10.16 cm Mid- range, 6.35 cm tweeter. 45-20,000
Hz. 75 watts. 8ohms. 25" x14" x11'.' 40-2027

079.95*

£1199.95*

ulgence.
, • /

RealisticLab420 20 pole DC servomotor means unwavering speed.
Sshaped tone arm keeps stylus perpendicular to groove radius for
extremely low distortion and excellent tracking. 42-2975

Realistic Open Reel Deck A professional's tool. 7" open reel gives
wide audio response. Low noise, low distortion. Easy editing.
Fantastic sound, every control you could possibly need! 14-700

Realistic Wide Range Stereo Frequency Equalizer Lets you perform
audio magic. Boom the bass. Punch the brass. Bring out the hidden'
vocal ist. Compensate for poor room acoustics - even minimise record
scratches, tape hiss and turntable rumble. Custom
produce your own tapes just like apro. 31-2000

Realistic SCT3000 Stereo Cassette Deck Reel to reel performance
—cassette convenience. Tape/source push button for comparison
of tape record ing and source. Two 4" mike inputs, headphone jack.
Twin 3" VU level meters, digital tape counter —
wecan't list it all. SCT-3000 14-609

099.95*
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Better Equipment. Lower Prices. No Middlemen!
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Conway H

The three way

three speaker
system from Castle
Acoustics of Great Britain.
• •
punt tor quality. nuilt for efficiency
The new Conway II is aconvincing choice
in every way.
Convincing in terms of faithful hi-fi
performance—with an "efficient design"—producing
smooth, detailed response, full volume with rich and
natural tonal accuracy.
The Conway II satisfies the need for superior
sound quality from even modest amplification.
Castle's own specially designed efficient drive units
offer responses of 4-22 kHz in the treble-range,
750-4000 Hz in the mid-range and 35-750 Hz in the
bass- range. Output integration is controlled by a
sophisticated thirteen-element crossover network,
specially designed to make the system easy to drive.
The new Conway II is also aconvincing

example of the craftsman art. The scientifically braced
cabinet is constructed of 18mm, high density particle
board, hand finished with achoice of selected real wood
veneers and protected with afinal coat of tough
polyurethane lacquer. The walls are internally damped
with bitumin and are lined with acoustic foam.
The discreetly sculptured grille maximises the
advantages of acoustic foam.
The Conway II represents anew peak in
Castle achievement. Its design and manufacture will
convince those who take quality to heart. To convince
yourself of this new speaker sound quality enjoy a
listening test at your local Castle appointed dealer For
detaids of Castle distribution in your area, and other
speakers in the range please use the Coupon Service.

Speakers for connoisseurs—buiIt on 65 years of high fidelity engineering experience.
r
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

coupon service

( ()11‘‘in,

Please provide me with the full facts on the speaker systems in the Castle Range.
Together with the address of your local dealer
i

Nam

Castle I Address
Acoustics
Limited

Post to:
I Castle Acoustics
Shortbank Road,
Ski pton,
North Yorkshire
Tel: Skipton (
0756) 5333

If you've graduated to Lux
you deserve a priz
. . . and we are giving afree rack
with every one of the superlative new
"Package 80" systems
purchased before 31st
December 1980.
System lA consists of an Li amplifier,
Ti tuner, K1 Cassette Deck, and PD264/RC
Turntable, and you will receive aFREE LK1
METAL RACK (RRP £49.45) to house it.
System 1B is identical, but
includes Lux's sensational new MS10 or
MS20 loudspeakers, and with this system
you will receive aFREE LK30 RACK
(RRP £97.95) WITH ROSEWOOD
FINISH AND GLASS DOORS.
The " Package 80" system units are part of the unique range of Lux
Ultimate Fidelity components. The Li Amplifier gives 35 watts per
channel at less than 0.02% distortion and has agreat number of
useful facilities. The Ti AM/FM tuner has asensitivity of 1.9 ¡.¡V on
FM, Signal to Noise ratio of 75db and incorporates Lux's new
`Flasher' system of tuning giving high accuracy and stability. The
Cassette Deck K1 is suitable for use with the new Metal tapes, as well
as Chrome and standard ones, and has Dolby NR noise reduction as
well as Skew adjustment.
Full technical details and description of all
controls and facilities, sizes etc. are
available free of charge on application to
Howland-West Ltd, and below is alist of
dealers ready to demonstrate the new
systems and supply the relevant
free rack with every " Package 80"
system purchaied.
Subject to stock availability

System 1B
You can receive your prize
from these Masters of the
Art of HiFi.
Berks
D COLES & SON
11 St Marks Crescent,
Maidenhead
Dorset
H.A.T.V.
183 Barrack Rd., Christchurch
Herts
KJ LEISURESOUND
101 St Albans Road, Watford
Humberside
G & FMANDERS
2/4 Edward St., Grimsby
Kent
HI FI CONNECTIONS
61 Beckenham Rd.,
Beckenham BR3 4PR

Gtr. London Area
ANALOG AUDIO
849 Finchley Rd.,
Finchley N12
CUSTOM HI FI CENTRE
82 High Holborn WC I
ELLIS MARKETING SUPPLIES
79 High St. South
Norwood SE25
KJ LEISURESOUND
278 High St., Uxbridge
MARTINS
125 Stoke Newington
High St., N16
MULTIPRODUCE Ltd
Lion House,
227/229 Tottenham Court Rd., WI
NUSOUND
376/378 Edgware Rd., W2
TELESONIC Ltd
92 Tottenham Court Rd., W1

Gtr. Manchester Area
LLOYD PATON McGLYNN
34 Moortield Walk,
Urmston M31 ITT
Merseyside
ARMSTRONG SMITH
ELECTRONICS
King St., Wallasey
Surrey
COSMIC RADIO
246/254 Station Rd.,
Addlestone, Weybridge
KJ LEISURESOUND
89 London Rd., Croydon
Yorks
FOTOFLAIR
20 Netherhall Rd., Doncaster
TAPE RECORDER CENTRE
3/5 King Cross St., Halffax
Wales
HOULDEN HI FI
27 Morgan Arcade
Cardiff, S. Glamorgan

System lA
Sole UK Distributor:
Howland West Ltd.,
3-5 Eden Grove,
London N7 8EQ.
Telephone: 01-609 0293/5.

LUX

Ultimate Fidelity

ADVERTPSEMENT

Laskys sponsor the Berlioz Te Deum

A magnificent musical event
climaxes the 34th Edinburgh
International Festival

It was the last night of the 34th Edinburgh
International Festival. The spectacular
musical climax to adistinguished list of
creative performances and events that make
up this unique international occasion. The
programme chosen could not have been
more dramatic in scale and in quality. A
performance of the Berlioz Te Deum in the
Usher Hall, performed by the London
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Claudio
Abbado. This colossal work, as all music
lovers know, makes extraordinary demands
on everybody concemed with its production.
It is written for alarge orchestra, three choirs
and grand organ, the last to be played by
soloist Gillian Weir. For the occasion the
London Symphony Orchestra had to be
augmented by extra percussion and the total
instrumental forces comprised 70 strings,

with achieving the highest possible standards
of sound reproduction, to be concerned
about maintaining ahigh standard of live
music in the UK?

But magnificent events produce

magnificent problems that
demand magnificent answers
To mount such an event in normal
circumstances demands the greatest technical
talents, musical talents and HiFi expertise to
do full justice to the composer's intentions,
but this year's event brought with it
complications far beyond the normal. For
during preliminary discussions, it was soon
realised that the organ at the Usher Hall was
no longer in agood enough condition to

Claudio Abbado

16 woodwind, 13 percussion and timpani.
The three choirs were made up from the
Edinburgh Festival Chorus — 220 singers, and
the Scottish National Orchestra Junior
Chorus of 100 boys and girls. Beyond the
2,500 people who would watch and listen to
the performance live in the Usher Hall, this
major musical event was to be televised
throughout Europe and the British Isles for
the enjoyment of millions more.
This extraordinary and great occasion was
sponsored by Laskys, who have answered
the Government's call for more private
support for the arts when the public purse is
tight, to great measure during this year. And
indeed, what more fitting company but the
country's leading HiFi specialists concemed

The gantty for the FM radio link

tackle the exacting role of the Te Deum. So
another organ had to be employed.
Originally the organ of the Notre Dame in
Paris was su ested. Paisley Abbey was
another proposal. But eventually the choice
fell on the recently renovated Father Willis

instrument in St Mary's Cathedral, because of
its close geographical proximity and its
admirable sound characteristics. But the fact
remained that the organ was not in the Usher
Hall with the London Symphony Orchestra
and Claudio Abbado. So some way had to be
found to allow Gillian Weir playing the organ
in St Mary's Cathedral to see and hear what
was going on in the Usher Hall. And,
naturally, for Claudio Abbado to see and hear
her to ensure incredibly precise perfect sound
synchronisation. Such aproblem made it
even more apposite that Laskys, Britain's
largest HiFi specialists should be involved as
sponsor of such amammoth undertaking.
For it was their genuine concern for sound
quality, together with the great expertise of
Kef Electronics that produced the incredibly
sophisticated audio/visual equipment that
helped bring the organ of St Mary's Cathedral
into the Usher Hall and make the Te Deum
into the faultless perforrnançe that it turned
out to be. Indeed, the thousands present in
the Usher Hall and the millions who saw and
heard the occasion on television found the
quality and clarity of sound quite remarkable,
and the performance of the organ sound

ADVERTISEMENT

of the performance were overwhelmingly
deserved. So long were they, in fact, that they
enabled Gillian Weir, with police escort, to

system exceeded everybody's expectations
by along way.

How we moved acathedral one
mile. Kef 105.11 loudspeakers
recreate the fire and passion of
the Te Deum
Two banks of ten standard Kef model 105 's
powered separately by one channel of a
Quad 405 amplifier, provided stereo
repnxluction of the organ. At the rear of the
Usher Hall afurther 16 model 105's with
associated amplifiers were located in the
centre of the upper cirde to provide the
antiphonal effects called for by Berlioz.
During the actual performance on Saturday
6th September, the maximum power
delivered to the loudspeakers at the front of
the hall was monitored at 1,260 watts
(63 watts per speaker), so it is highly likely
that the Quads delivering 100 watts were used
to their full potential at one or two points
during the performance. By contrast, the rear
group of loudspeakers/amplifiers was more
powerful than required, because it was

The 1410_5 Állk Il
decided to have some in reserve in case
Claudia Abbado wanted to change his
interpretation at the last moment. A small
point, but apoint that demonstrates that,
amidst the 1,001 other audio/visual and
musical considerations, artistic temperament
is not forgotten.

A triumphant success
September 6th 1980 has gone down in
musical history as one of those great
occasions where amagnificent work of huge
scale was performed magnificently. The
standing ovations for all concerned at the end

The link control equipmen:

make the mile-long journey from Sr Mary's
to receive her applause personally in the
Usher Hall as wdl. For at the end of the day,
it is the quality of the sound of the music that
is the ultimate criterion for the music lover.
How it is achieved, only those concerned
with its production, the Landon Symphony
Orchestra, the choirs, Gillian Weir, Claudio
Abbado, the organisers of the Edinburgh
Festival, Kef and, last but by no means least,
Laskys, really know. We congratulate
everybody concerned and are proud that we
at Laskys had some small part in its
achievement.

outstanding quality-of sound reproduction, Kef loudspeakers have now proven they can bring
concert hall sound quality into your very own living room.

KEF MODEL 101

from areally
compact enclosure, the 101 stands just 340
mm high yet out-performs many far larger
speakers. The 101 is produced in computermatched pairs to enhance the stereo
imaging. Afurther refinement is the built-in
overload protection circuit Alistening test
will surprise even the most critical audiophile.
20-100 watts. Laskys price £ 179.90
Astonishing performance

NEW KEF CELESTE IV
Acompact 2-way system that's equally at
home with amplifiers of 10 to 50 watts
output Its sensitivity makes the Celeste ideal
as an inexpensive upgrade for music centres
or rack systems to give asignificant
improvement in sound quality Suitable for
stand or shelf mounting and now available in
achoice of seven grille fabric colours.
Laskys price £ 119.90

KEF MODEL 105 II

Already in extensive use in professional
studio installations, the 105 II has received
great critical acclaim. The many innovative

design features help to create stereo image
of remarkable depth and locational accuracy
The 10511is produced in computer-matChec
pairs and has full overload protection
circuitry. Suitable for amplifiers rated at
25-200 wattç. Including free cover.
Laskys price £849.00

Now you can enjoy the same
Edinburgh Festival with the
Recognised throughout HiFi circles as the very pinnacle of sound
amplification, Quad amplifiers offer adegree of sonic accuracy which surely
justifies their claim to offer "the closest approach to the original sound:'

QUAD 33 control unit
The Quad 33 minimises distortion and with its sophisticated filters provides
superb stereo sound reproduction. The external design is practical and
simple while the internal layout reflects the Quad concern with quality of
manufacture and ease of service. Laskys price £ 149.90

QUAD 303 power amplifier
Incorporating aunique output circuit which greatly reduces distortion
the Quad 303 is intended for anyone who appreciates outstanding
performance and excellent reliability. Normally used in conjunction
with the Quad 33 control unit the 303 offers ahealthy 45 watts
RMS per channel into 8ohms and will contend with the most
arduous speaker loads. Laskys price £ 129.90

NEW
KEF CONCORD IV
NEW KEF MODEL 103.2
gEW KEF MODEL 105.4
icorporating

the same principles as the
videly acdaimed Model 105 lvk 11, but in a
mailer enclosure, the new 105.4 offers
ealisbc and accurate sound reproduction
ind remarkable stereo perspective over a
vide area. It will comfortably handle bursts
)f peak power from amplifiers of up to
>no watts RMS power output

_askys price £649.00

This new and carefully developed two way
system with minimum interunit time delay
offers truthful and precise sound
reproduction from acompact enclosure.
This is easily located to give good tonal
balance and exceptionally sharp, clear stereo
images. Suitable for amplifiers rated at
25-150 watts with electronic protection
against overload and faults.

Based on the same design principles as the
Celeste, the Concord has an extra bass
driver for extended bass response. The two
bass drivers work together for smooth,
distortion-free lower frequencies but afiller
progressively reduces the output of the
lower driver so that only the upper unit is
working with the tweeter at crossover
frequency 10-100 watts. Also now available
in achoice of seven grille fabric colours.

Laskys price £249.90

Laskys price £ 199.90

magnificent sound as the
same classic choice from Laskys
•

QUAD 44 control unit
The performance of the Quad 44 meets the simple Quad
criterion. The programme fed through the unit shall suffer no
audible degradation. Sensible tone controls avoid colouration or
alteration of programme musical content. Comprehensive
facilities include tape clubbing. Laskys price £258.90

QUAD 405 power amplifier
Designed for use in conjunction with the very best in domestic loudspeakers,
the Quad 405 uses acurrent dumping output circuit based on feed forward error
correction which eliminates many of the problems associated with transistor amplifiers.
Normally used in conjunction with the Quad 44 control un rt the 405 offers a
powerful 100 watts RMS per channel into 8ohms. Laskys price £219.90

Listen to Laskys the leaders in HiFi
Laskys Superstore: London 01-636.0845 Birmingham 021-632 6303 Bnstol 0272 20421 Chester 0244 317667 Edinburgh 031-556 2914
Glasgow 041 226 3349 Kingston DI 546 1271 Liverpool 051-236 2828 Manchester 061-832 6087 Preston 0772 59264 Sheffield
0742 750971 Slough 75 24401
And Nationwide:London. 8branches — 01 20D 0444 for nearest Birmingham 021 236 3503 Cardiff 0222 374893 Chatham 0634 407104
Colchester 0206 62636 Croydon 01-681 3027 Dartford 32 73481 Leicester 0533 537678 Manchester 061-834 4381 Northampton
0604 35753 Nottingham 0602 48987 Oxford 0865 722870 Reading 0734 595459 Richmcrid 01-948 1441 Romford 70 20218 Sheffield
0742 79595 Southend 0702 612241 Tunbndge Wells 0892 23242 Watford 92 47488 Wolverhampton 0902 23384
Open now in Nottingham (Super-store) and in Luton.
1. Laslcvs, the retail division of the Ladbroke Group.
PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT AND ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABIUTY.

•

Laskys Stereoclub —
the handy
way to buy
better

HiFi.

A service provided in association with
Unicredit Finance Ltd Please ask for a
lealletAPR 35.4%.
Races may vary

n1990 it could even be obsolete...

...but this is1980.
Our talent for innovation knows no bounds. Exactly what you
should expect from aworld leader in transducer products. And the
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner is no exception. Now you can
clean, in situ, adelicate stylus tip quickly, thoroughly and with a
minimum of fuss.
Here's how: —
Gently contact the AT637's cleaning pad to the stylus and switch
on. An internal light will illuminate the scene while the pad, an ultra
fine composition of nylon threads, will vibrate with apleasant
humming sound. Hold it there for around 10 seconds and switch

1. Sticky deposits of dirt arid
vinyl particles can easily build
up to mar reproduction.
2. The newly cleaned tip can
now make accurate contact
with the groove walls.
off. Exceptionally dirty styli may need adrop of the included
cleaning solvent on the pad beforehand, with further supplies of
this available as AT607.
The result is aperfectly clean and sparkling stylus tip ready once
again to do your record collection full justice.
LOOK OUT FOR THE AT637 AT YOUR DEALER SOON.
Recommended selling price £ 9.95

audio-technica
INNOVATION

PRECISION _. INTEGRITY

Audio Technica Ltd Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds LS10 1BL Tel: 0532 771441

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE, LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
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5 & 6HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR ST., READING, BERKS. TELE (0734)585463
HOURS OF BUSINESS 9-30am to 5-30pm TUES — SAT. LUNCH 2pm-3pm Except Sat Closed on Monday
ACCESS— BARCLAYCARD— TERMS AVAILABLE— MAIL ORDER— EXPORT— PART EXCHANGE

MORE NEWS FROM
THE SHOP IN
TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD
THAT SELLS HI-FI
There is alot of talk in the press at the
moment concerning the relative merits of the
MISSION 770 and the LINN ISOBARIK D.M.S.
However, if you think that we're going to
commit ourselves in print to one side or the
other, you're wrong. What we will say is that
we have these two excellent speakers on side

speakers worthy of consideration. GALE is
now back in business in abig way, and, again
by the time this appears in print, we hope to
have aprototype pair of active Gales driven by
apair of CARVER Magnetic Field power amps
with aMARK LEVINSON crossover. Should be
interesting.

by side comparison, enabling you to hear
both, and make up your own mind. No other
speakers are in this particular room, thus
eliminating sympathetic resonances from
other ( less exacting?) transduces. Source
choice is either SONDEK/ITTOK/ASAK or
SONDEK/MISSION 774/773 (and maybe by
the time this appears in print, the MARK
LEVINSON Cartridge).
Of course, things aren't really that cut
and dried, and there are more than two

As you may have gathered, the
Tottenham Court Road image is being
dramatically upgraded. Among other items on
permanent demonstration in our rooms are
QUANTUM, SUGDEN, ROGERS QUAD HAFLER
and MISSION amplifiers. ( Not one comparator
in sight, so you will be able to hear the
difference between them). Also THORENS
TD160 SUPER and AR1STON RD11S
TURNTABLES.

Now at: Lower Ground Floor, 230 Tottenham Court Road,
London Wl.Tel: 01-637 2624/5.
15

HADCOCK GH 230 ARM
OMNI

The Hadcock GH 230 arm is an entirely new 4bearing advanced design developed from the GH 228, but
incorporates pre- loaded miniature stainless steel instrument bearings resulting in extremely low friction.
The method of weight adjustment is very accurate and by using asmall rider weight calibration is simple.
The arm- tube is damped completely The whole top are is detachable by means of two sets screws and
gold plated plug and socket. The headshells are available separately Silicone fluid is provided for damping
and the amount may be varied The phono cables are low capacitance with golden phono plugs

GofiCHRDCOCH

Audio Division, Doveridge, Derby DE6 5NN, England
Telephone: Uttoxeter 2452

BRITISH HI-FI
IS NOT EXPENSIVE
FOR LISTENING
TO MUSIC
IF YOU WISH TO HEAR MUSIC THEN ANYTHING
WILL DO EVEN IF IT'S GOT EXCESS SWITCHES
AND METERS
FOR LISTENING YOU NEED QUALITY
FIND IT FROM £ 4 75—£3,000 AT

GULLIFORD HOUSE
LTD.

JORDAN

Cs) E. C. C. " SUPERFLEX
FOR CASSETTES

HERE
IS A TIDY WAY TO
STORE
YOLR
CASSETTES.
THIS
FLEXIBLE
UNIT
WILL
HOLD UP TO 864 CASSETTES.
BUY AS
MANY OF
THE
4
DRAWER
SETS
AS
YOU
NEED.
AND
USE
THE
REMAINING SPACES FOR HI-FI
EQUIPMENT AND
RECORDS.
For details of our large range of
Handmade Hi- Fi Furniture, send two
10p.

by appointment only
at
Gulliford House, Kenton, Exeter.
Telephone: Dawlish 863604

GH

stamps, quoting HEN/80, to ,

ECC, 4 BRUNSWICK DRIVE, HARROGATE,
YORKSHIRE HG1 2Pz

50mm MODULES
SYSTEMS
and
DESIGNS

eBolivar 18

SPEAKERS

89

JORDAN 50mm MODULES are miniature moving coil loudspeakers
having a cone diameter of 50 mm, a frequency range from 100 Hz to
22 kHz with a peak power capacity of 50 w. Quite exceptional is the
very low distortion level and the transient response is better even
than that of electrostatic systems.

Per
P/I0
Pair
£3.50
Special Wood Matching Stands
only £ 9 pr

JORDAN 50 mm MODULES will, therefore, reproduce the finest
detail in the most complex sounds with extreme accuracy.

Bolivar loudspeakers are ducted port systems,
made by part of theJ BL Group. Super Quality
at Silly Cheap Prices.

JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used as the heart of acomplete system
do most of the work and greatly simplify the optimum design requirements for the associated bass system.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used singly or in multiples provide for
a virtually limitless range of systems design and power requirements.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used in our unique LINEAR ARRAY
designs achieve an unprecedented standard of concert realism by
effectively recreating the full breadth and depth of the live stage performance with stable stereophonic images irrespective of the listening
position throughout the width of the room.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE please write for our free
brochure which contain full details of the JORDAN 50 mm Modules,
Crossovers, Bass units and our Design Services.
ALSO AVAILABLE is our new JORDAN MANUAL, price £2.00,
which contains full D.I.Y. constructional details of a range of superlative loudspeaker systems including LINEAR ARRAY designs together
with an invaluable reference article by E. J. JORDAN which answers
many questions on the theory and practice of loudspeakers design and
use.
PLEASE WRITE DIRECTLY TO:
E. J. JORDAN LIMITED
'Stoneyway', Bovingdon Green,
Marlow, Bucks. SL7 2JH.

SP ECIFICATION—Model

Enclosure

18
Ducted port

Bass driver
Midrange driver

8m. ( 20cm) cone
5m. ( 13cm) cone

Treble driver

2in (
5cm) cone

Crossover

1kHz, 3kHz

Level controls

Midrange
High frequency

TEAC A4300 SX
TEAC A3300 SX
TEAC A6600 SX
TEAC A6300 SX
TEAC A7300 SX
TEAC A7300 RX with
TEAC A6100
DBX System

e

P/Pack £ 6•50. each

Sensitivity ( 1watt
at 1meter. SPL)
Recommended
amplifier power
(per channel)
Dimensions
(W.D.H)
Weight

86dB
Min 10 watts
Max 100 watts
124.11.23in

(313.275
.575mm)
34Ib ( 15kg)

£469
£399
£659
£659
£699
£659
£999
15 watts Stereo Receiver

at only £ 5995 p/p £2.50
Medium and FM Stereo
Input for magnetic cartridge
12-14 High Street, BROMLEY,
Kent. BR1 1EA.
Tel 01-681 7921
CAMERA AUDIO DISCOUNT 1034/5 Whitgift Centre,
CROYDON, Surrey
Tel: 01-460 2113

PAGEANT SERIES 2
£206.00
(excl V A T.)
"qge-

SIGNIFFF-3
£608.00

FESTIVAL SERIES 2
£138.00
(exc). V.A T.)

CARNIVAL SERIES 2
£104.00
(excl V A T )

...for your greater pleasure.
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Mordaunt-Short Ltd
High- Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU31 5AZ
Telephone Rogate ( S T D. 073 080) 721/2
Telex 86443 MS HIFI
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Open all day Saturday

SPECIAL FROM

Closed Wednesday

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
U.K. ORDERS ONLY. Add 35p for PIP Prices inc
• CASSETTES
C60
Ampex High Bias . .
£1.28
B.A.S.E. LH/SM
64p
LH/SM Super
£1 - 07
Chrome
£1.44
Fern Sup. CH/1
£1 - 12
Ferrichrome
£1.60
Super Chrome
£1.70
E.M.I. X-1000 UD
75p
Fuji FX 1
£1-17
Fuji FL
84p
Hitachi UD
£112
Hitachi LN
70p
Hitachi EX or ER
.
..
£1-54
Maxell UD/XL1 or UD/XL2
£1 - 54
Memorex MRX3
£1-17
Philips Ferro
64p
Super Ferro
75p
Super Ferro 1
85p
Chrome
£1-28
Ferrochrome
£1 -49
Pyral Hi Fi
59p
Maxima
80p
Optima
70p
Super Ferrite
£1-00
Scotch Dynarange
64p
Sony CFH
64p
AHF .. .. C46 88p
fl - 02
CD Alpha
£1-26
Ferrichrome . . C46 £1.22
£1-50
BHF
90p
TDK Dynamic . . C46 70p
79p
SA
£1-38
AD
C46. £1-00
£1-01
OD

£1 -31

VAT subject to alteration without notice

C90
C120
£1-76 —
90p £1-20
£1.44 £1-92
£1 - 76 £2.29
£1.49 £1-97
£2-13 —
£2.20 —
£1-07 —
£1-60 —
£1 - 17 £1-60
£1.44 £1-97
£1 - 00 £1-44
£1 - 97 —
£1.97 —
£1.54 —
85p
fl.22
96p —
£1.07 —
£1 - 76 —
£1-92 —
85p £1-07
£1 - 10 —
£1 - 00 —
fl - 50 —
96p £1-00
96p £1-38
£1-30 —
£1.66
£1.90 —
£1 - 07 £1-31
96p £1 - 46
£2-03 —
£1-33 £1 - 97
£1.87

• AMPEX TAPES ( All ON 7" REELS)
Series 2020 1800' £4-40. Ser. 292 back ctd. 1800' £3.75.
Series 351, 2400' £3-80
Ser. 661, 3600' £4•20. Ser. 342 plus,
Series 2020 101 3,600' £14-50.
eSHAMROCK TAPES
7" 1200 El - 06, 7" 1800' £1-60, 7" 2250' £2-40 5" 900' L1-07
5" 1200' £1-28.
• 101
, spools, 3600' by AMPEX, MAXELL AND MEMOREX from
£7-00 to £16-50.

VIDEO
RECORDERS BY
AKAI, GRUNDIG
PHILIPS,
HITACHI, SONY
AND V.H.S.

Appointed stockists
for Akai, AKG. Beyer,
Garrard, Grundig,
Hitachi, JR, JVC, KEF.
Koss, Ortofon, Philips,
Black Tulip, Pioneer,
QED, Rotel, Sennheiser,
Sharp, Shure, Sony,
Tandberg, Technics,
Uher, Wharfedale.
Yamaha, Scott.

• VIDEOTAPE BY
PHILIPS, SONY,
TDK AND HITACHI

TDK ENDLESS
LOOP CASSETTE-1
min £1-86. 3 mine.
£2-08. 6 mine. £2-39.
e REEL TO REEL
Appointed stockists for
Tandberg, Sony.
Philips, Akai, Hitachi,
Uher and others.
Mies.. Mixers.
Accessories.
• Own Service Dept.
• Credit facilities

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON SW16 6EG

aworld of
your own

Between St. Leonard's Church and Streatham Station. Phone: 01-769 0466: 01-769 0192

1
2PRICE
JVC Z

When was the last time you really
listened to a piece of music? Without
interruptions or distractions?
Probably it was the last time you picked
up a pair of headphones. Yet often, you
may have found that headphones had their
own ways of intruding on your listening
pleasure. An awkward shape, for example,
tending to slip away from- your ears. Or
heavy construction making it difficult to
relax while wearing therm Or you may
easily have come across the kind that
sound as if you're listening to headphones
instead of sounding as if yot.'re listening to
music.
At Beyer Dynamic we've been quietly
pioneering in headphone technology for
more than fifty years, and we think we've
put an end to problems like these. Put on a
pair of Beyer Dynamic headphones and
you'll be alone with your music. Listening in
comfort and picking out all the tones and
subtleties that the world's finest acoustic
engineering can give you.
Beyer Dynamic. The slim, slight headphones that put you in a world of your own.

BONANZA

On offer at less than half their original list price
JVC JRS 501 RECEIVER
125 watts, FM/MW, SEA
Graphic equaliser outlets
for 2sets of speakers
plus headphones.
List Price £589
Previous KJ Price £495

JVC

RS7 RECEIVER
55 watts, FM/MW, outlets
for 2sets of speakers plus
headphones.
List Price £203
Previous KJ Price £ 179

AN AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

CROYDON
• HARROW
•

Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd.,1Clair Road, Haywanis Heath, Sussex RH16,3DP
.
1
et (0444) 51003.

INSTANT CREDIT Up to
£750 possible. There's a
budget account offering up
to 20 times your selected
monthly payment

89 London Rd. Tel: 01-686 1343
340 Station Rd, Tel: 01-863 8690

MAIL-ORDER Carriage

and Insurance £4.50 per
item. Credit cards orders
• LONDON, EC4 53 Fleet St. Tel: 01.353 7935
accepted by telephone—
• LONDON, WI 48 Wigmore St. Tel: 01-486 8263
ring your nearest branch
• UXBRIDGE
278 High St. Tel: Uxbridge 33474
to place your order.
• WATFORD
101 St. Alban's Rd. Tel: Watford 45250
OPEN: MONDAY- SATURDAY 9.30.5.30 LATE NIGHT THURS. (Wigmore St.) UNTIL 7PM
(FLEET ST CLOSED SATURDAYS)

B & W
IN
KEF
LINN ISOBAR 1K
MERIDIAN
MISS!ON
YAMAHA
A & R CAMBRIDGE
HAFLER
MERIDIAN
MONOGRAM
NAIM
QUAD
RADFORD

LINN
ARISTON
STD
SYSTEMDEK
THORENS

The above listed products are only asmall part of our extensive range, but
represent those we consider the finest in their respective categories. Personal
demonstrations can be arranged by prior appointment and advice from our staff, all of
whom are first and foremost hifi enthusiasts, is always available.
Our back-up service facilities are second to none. We of course take Access and
Barclaycard plus offering normal credit facilities including up to £500 instant credit to
callers.
If you are in the Bristol Area manager Tony Revelle and his staff will be happy
to assist you .
If you are in the London Area manager Paul Stephenson and his staff will be
pleased to see you at cur new branch in Windsor.

Radford HiFi Limited

Bristo 52/54 Gloucester Rd. Br'stol BS7 8BI-1. Tel. ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex 449315
Windscr 43 King Edward Court Windsor. Tel. ( 07535) 56931
For Latest Price
+ Expert Advice
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MISSION CENTRES
The deaers listed below have been selected as Mission Centres, these Centres will
be able to offer advice on the compatibility of Mission products together with
demonstrations of the Mission range including the Series Il system. Whether you
wish to audition the highly acclaimed Mission 770 loudspeaker or the incredible
Mission 700 you can be sure at aMission Centre you will receive the 'pest attention
from one of Britain's top hi-fi dealers.

Radford Hi -Fi

Simply Hi -Fi

K. J. Leiseresound

52-54 Gloucester Road,
BRISTOL,
0272 422709

7 Mill Street,
Prospect Centre,
HULL,
0482 29240

340 Station Rbad,
HARROW,
Middx,
01 863 8690

Hampshire Hi -Fi

W. A. Brady

K. J. Leisuresound

8 Hursely Road,
CHANDLERS FORD,
04215 2827

401 Smithdown Road,
LIVERPOOL
051 733 6859

48 Wigmore Street,
LONDON VV1,
01 486 8263

Spaldings

Midland Hi -Fi

Eric Wiley

352-4 Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON SURREY,
01 654 1231

Studio, 1 Old Hall Street,
WOLVERHAMPTON,
0902 771774

85 Beancroft Road,
CASTLEFORD
0977 553066

R.E.W. Audio Visual

Billy Vee Sound Systems

Cleartone Hi -Fi

230 Tottenham Court Road,
LONDON VV1,
01 637 2624

68 Lee High Road,
LONDON SE13
01 318 5755

116 Blackburn Road,
BOLTON,
0204 31423

he Gramophone Co.
21 Hose Stieet,
EDINBURGH,
031 225 9535

Radford Hi -Fi

The Music Room

43 King Edward C
WIN DSOR,
07535 56

221 Si. Vincent Street,
GLASGOW,
041 332 2527 "tr,

L

A ,
167

.
I
.4e

Absolute Sound & Video

Rayleigh Hi -Fi

50 Fleet Stre€ t,
Swindon
Wiltshire
0793 38222

44a High Street,
RAYLFIGH ESSEX,
0268 779762

MISSION ELECTRONICS, GEORGE STREET, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS.
(0480)57151

Many
happy
returns
to Aaron Copland
From CBS Records

Aaron Copland conducts his
own music in aspecial 80th Birthday
concert at the Royal Festival Hall
on 2nd December 1980.
CBS is justifiably proud of its magnificent
catalogue of Copland's music, much of it
conducted by the composer. A new addition
to the "Meet The Composer" series is the
reissue in December of Copland's Dance
Symphony and Short Symphony, conducted,
naturally, by Aaron Copland.
61997**
Some of the many recordings availabk,on CBS:

CONCERTO FOR CLARINET &
STRING ORCHESTRA WITH HARP &
PIANO/PIANO CONCERT0*/FANFARE
FOR THE COMMON MAN
Aaron Copland, Conductor
*Leonard Bernstein, Conductor
*Aaron Copland, Piano
61837

APPALACHIAN SPRING: Complete Ballet
(Original Chamber Version)
Aaron Copland, Conductor
61894"
DANZON CUBANO/EL SALON MEXICO
THREE LATIN AMERICAN SKETCHES Etc.
Aaron Copland, Conductor
73451
BILLY THE KID SUITE/ RODEO:
FOUR DANCE EPISODES
Aaron Copland, Conductor
72888
FANFARE FOR THE COMMON MAN
APPALACHIAN SPRING
LINCOLN PORTRAIT
Aaron Copland, Conductor
72872
COPLAND FILM SCORES
61672
Aaron Copland, Conductor
SYMPHONY NO. 3
Aaron Copland, Conductor
61869**
**Available on cassette

The Sound of Genius
I
_*i
c r
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Audio Pro A4-14
Ace Bass
Biamplified Speakers
Powerful
Uncompromising Sound.

Presenting both
sides of aunique
cartridge
breakthrough.

The new 100 Series
para.toroidal
from Audio-Technica
Yes, ' pare - toroidal'. It's an idea we've borrowed from our expensive and
highly accurate AT 24 cartridge which utilises laminated ring core and toroidal coil
technology. it produces improvements in transient response and uniformity while
reducing overall distortion levels and cutting high frequency losses.
The breakthrough comes with applying this technology to avolume
production cartridge which we've called the ' para toroidal' 100 Series. In this
design the coils are wound directly onto acontinuous laminated core with asingle
wire, thus eliminating joints in the electrical circuit. This means reduced magnetic
losses and hence amore efficient generating element.
Fewer turns of coil wire are needed to produce ahealthy output signal hence
impedance is lowered too.
Not that we've forgotten the important moving element.
The AT 155LC sports an advanced linear contact tip shaped from an
incredible 0.12 mm square diamond rod, nude mounted on aberyllium cantilever.
The AT 130E uses aprecision polished . 2x . 7mil BiRadial stylus nude mounted to
atapered aluminium alloy cantilever and even the budget priced AT 120E employs
a . 4x . 7mil BiRadial tip on ahollow aluminium tube. Add our unique Dual
Magnet principle which closely parallels the original record cutter head and you
have avery special cartridge. The 100 Series.
Give them an audition at your Audio Technica dealer or clip the coupon for
the full story.

120E

S.99eeed ww P' ,c, £ 1
,
6.991

audio-technica
INNOVATION '

PRECISION r: INTEGRITY

Audio Technica Ltd Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds LS10 1DL Tel 0532 771441

r

I advanced
lease send
ni- me
fi products
the full plus
storyan
onAudio
100 Series
Technica
cartridges
dealer and
list. othell

SN

audio pro

Audio Pro ( % A) Ltd,
Brook House, Crewe Road, Wheelodk, Sandbach, Cheshire
Telephone Sandbaci ( 09367) 7520 Telex 36492

TELEVISION
SOUND
IS
GOOD!
Yes it's true— but you'll need to listen through aMinim Television
Sound Tuner to be convinced. Music, wildlife, even the news
suddenly come to life when you can hear all the detail that you
expect from High Fidelity equipment.
Connect the Minim Television Sound Tuner to the amplifier or
music centre or listen directly on headphones so as not to disturb
others.
Further information will only cost you 12p—stamp out poor
television sound!
Name
Address

NAME
HFN11

I ADDRESS

Minim Audio Limited, Lent Rise Road, Burnham, Slough SL 17NY
Tel: Burnham 83724

Minim Audio
Hjf
IMMZ

make anote of our name!

Buy asuperb example of
Bose technology.
Get another free.
Buy apair of the
famous 901 or 601
speakers from any of
these specialists
between November
1st and January
31st, and they'll add
the fabulous Bose 550
Receiver (worth approx.
£200), absolutely free.
So you'll not only
own aunique example
of Bose spatial speaker
technology, but a
superb AM/FM Stereo
Receiver that moulds
40 watts of powerful
sound to the acoustics
of your room.
As if that isn't
enough, you'll also get a
full 2-year guarantee
with every system.

:
›
1

ea.«,

•••+,

•

DEALERS
Barnsley HiFi Centre
40-42 Sheffield Road
Barnsley. Tel: 0226 5549
Cleartone HiFi
156-158 Blackburn Road
Bolton
Cleartone HiFi
52 Drake Street, Rochdale
Tel: 0706 524652
Sounds
17 Bargate Drive
Avion Centre
Wolverhampton
Tel: 0902 21126
Hi-Town Audio
106 Victoria Street
Crewe, Cheshire
Tel: 0270 211091

Norman Audio HiFi Markets
51 Fishergate
Preston
Tel: 0772 53057
Rodger & Green
9Red Lion Square
Stamford, Lincolnshire
Tel: Stamford 2128
Erricks' Photo HiFi
Fotosonic House
Rawson Square, Bradford
BD1 3JR. Tel: 0274 31648
PA Audio
63 Liverpool Road
Crosby, Liverpool 23
Tel: 051 924 7287
The Longplayer
118 High Street
Margate, Kent
Tel: 0843 293477

Victor Morris
Audio Visual Ltd
340 Argyle Street,
Glasgow E2
Tel: 041 221 8958
ACL Radio Services
1North Mall
Grays, Essex
Tel: 0375 78646
McKenna & Brown
135 High Street
Redcar TS10 3DQ
Tel: Reclear 483 829
McKenna & Brown
190 Linthorpe Road
Middlesbrough
Tel: Middlesbrough 248345
JM SRadio
44-46 Watling Avenue
Edgware, Middlesex
HA8 OLT
Tel: 01-952 3895 & 1565
13

HIFI

STEREO

EXHIBITION

CARTRIDGES
ARMS and STYLI

IN

DUBLIN

HIFI SOUND '80

WE WILL BEAT ALL OTHER PRICES
FREE DELIVERY

FEATURING
EXCITING
NEW PRODUCTS
FROM * LINN PRODUCTS * NAIM AUDIO*
MERIDIAN * NYTECH ARC * A & R *
MORDAUNT
SHORT *
NAGAOKA *
NAKAMICHI * DENON.
SPECIAL SHOW OFFERS
SPECIAL SHOW DISCOUNTS
venue

MK111E/MK107
MK 111E/MK12T .
MK112E/MK1OT ..
141
MK 112E/MK12T ..
LFA
AT3OE . .
AT30E/AT630
Belles 8X 50
I Belles BX 50E
LU

Killiney Castle Hotel,
Killiney, County Dublin.
Friday 21st November 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday 22nd November 10 a.m.-9 p.m
•
Sunday 23rd November 10 a.m.-6 p.m

Mews,

£7.90

I
I
I

£I
60.00
£89.00
JVC 01-2)2 .. £ 7.50 1
01.21 . .. £37.50 '
Concord 10
£210 .
00
DT.X1 . .. £37.50 I
£28.00
07.02 . .. £37.50 ,
Concord 20 . £ 38 .
00
Nagoaka NIOMP
Concord 30
£ 511:00
.
. 00 711
. .. £ 5
75°
SME3OH .. .. £ 78.50
Saneui SC38
£ 7.50
915MP . £ 22.00 33
Sam
tin 1M
17G
1171
£49.00
920MP . .. £ 25.00 0 1
N3OMP . .. £35.00 III
£75.00
N5OMP
m
M1
18
1E
7S ... £ 120.00
N1OOMP . I £ 2
3:i0
15
0 f91
18 BX .. .. £
£2
14
25
0 :0
00
0
M 117211 .. .. £56.00
M 11706 .. (81.00
m
M1
1
8
1
E
7
H
SH

£ 125 .
00

.-£125 .
00
18 BXM .. .. £255.00
Shure M44 7 .. £ 7.20
M55 E .. . £8.60

N2OOMP . £ 11.00 1..
9300MP . .. £ 18.00 ..Ortolon NF 10E II £ 6.40
NF 15E II
N I5E II .
0 20E11

.

11

i

Silver Series
Black
Series 11 ..
..

P.O.A.

M76
955 1E
6 ..
.. ..
.. £4.75
£5.70 1
Ç
11

Standard Series ..

P.O.A.

N758 II ..

208 .. .. £ 105.80
Westrak CI01/C .. £ 8.50
C101/5H
C101/E ...
.....
.. £
£ 12.50
501/600

8
18 :00
0

501/PH . .. £ 95.00
A
SD
TC
YLR
IS032
RS034
RS036
RSV
RSX
SSS
AKG 083
013E
07E
06E

£7.80
. £ 9.50
. £ 14.95
(18.00
£22.00
£29.95
. £29.95
£34.95
. [ 15.95
.. £ 10.00
075 .
f8.25
Audio Technica 1096 £ 12.20
TKNI
£ 20.70
TKN2 . £43.95
7093
f40.95
10929 . £ 113.95
1094 .. £6.40
Elite Eft 507 . £26.00
EEI 517 .. £ 17.00
EEI 518 .. £23.00
EE1 526 . £ 29.00
EEI 527 . [23.00
EE1 530 . £ 17.00
HI 550 .. [29.00
EEI 450
[MOO
LEI 350 .
£7.00
Grado FTE/S
£7.00
FCF/S
[9.00
£3F/S
£12.75
F2/5
(21.50
FI/S
£27.25
61/S
£45.00
02/S
£ 68.00
Grado Signature • 4/S £ 340.00
•3/5
£255.00
2/S
£175.00
•1/5
£ 92.00

015011 .. £16.95
VMS10
£15.50
VMS20E11
f24.45
VMS30
£29.95
M20( Super £ 27.90
t
M2OFL
£31.90
m10
.
£ 17.50
LM15
£23.50
LM20
£ 31.95
LM31)
£44.95
MC10
£43.00

0
01
55
11
00
70
8E
1 : : . £
£1
7
1..9
25
5 ell
13680
05100EE..
.. .
. £
£ 16.50
11.95 i
ty,
s
0680FEE .. £21.50
rn
081
.. £ 38.50 r..
Westrak
St111/C
S101/E .. £4.50 ...
S101/S9 .. (
£9
6.
:
5
50
0 r
çn
ARMS
ADC ALT 1 . £ 34.95
LMF I
.
£ 68.00
LMG 1Headshell £4.50
Audio lechona 1010 £ 109.90
1100 . . £ 109.90
Elite Alignment Gauge £4.99
Fidelity Research
FR66S . £095.00
FROG . £ 350.00
FR64S £ 270.00
FR64 .. £215.110
FR12 .. £ 189.00
.Hadcock Super E .. ( 69.90
ETYPe
f89.00
Lyman TA 1 .. [ 69.00
Mbyware Formula 4 £49.09
Mission 774.. .. £ 149.00
SME 3009.52 . £ 64.90
3009.55 . ( 79.90
3009.3
f109.95
Ultra
AC300
Craft AC30 .
.. £ 119.00
P.O.&

comparison.
.Demonstrations of our complete range can be given at

ARM NOTE

24

BECORD HilEct MECO

It

---- FREE DELIVERY

248-256 STATION RD. ADDLESTONE, SURREY
TELEPHONE: WEYBRIDGE 54522 (4LINES)
r
MI BIZ IMI
Please
IEnclose

I

£

it :Ce:
e
,:a°c layc ard

Name

It

You may telephone
Address_

16 am BB

_

your order quoting

Access number
1.1
Barclaycard or

HFP/11/80

I
I
I
,

III

111

en
),
1
,1

I
I
I

TURNTABLE MATS

r
Abe
k
SI
4'41114r15

our listening studio. Telephone 01-4393070 or 01-995 7902
to make an appointment evenings or weekenciF
Studio Beco Ltd, 16/18 Beak St, Itegent St, London W111. 3HA.

k

Platter Pad .. £21.00
Griffin Anacoustie £4.99 ...
Unman FMI .. £ 11.90 y
r,
PM2
£34.90
Scotch Dustguard £1.50 U
61.802 Crystal Mat £49.90 ...
1.11
Disk SE 22 . £ 12.99
Arision Mat
[9.95 Ç
Disk Mat OMIO [ 10.95 111
Spectra . . £ 19.95 33
Platter Matter
E24.00

ge
technology
In sound resulting
quality design
in asouncrof
and construction
compelling
they
musical
are beyond,
accuracy.

T

.. £21.00 I
f24.00
. £ 12.00 l

0 20FL .
CLIO
L15
£ 14 .60
.. £16.00 I
£13.40
CL30
CLIO ..
. ..
. £23.00
£ 30.00....
£ 19.60
£20.50
Satin MII7M2 .. £33.00 1
1.,
£33.95
M11796 . .. £37.00 r
ri
M1179S .... £50.00
£47.50
£63.50
M18EH .. . £50.00 ...
t
3
M188XH . . £ 120.00 .,..
Sonus Gold Series 11
P0.A.
Shure 944 7 ..
£4.70 .'.„

FREE DELIVERY - --- FREE DELIVERY

AUIIQ nrIE Model M7 preamplifier
Exclusive hand made hi-fi components built to exacting
standards by dedicated people for lovers of fine music.
Years of research have reached new horizons in

£2
£
£1
12
5
91 .
.
:
9
0
605
0
50

0 2
30
0E
11510e;

500 E .. . £ 14.50
N75 ED 11 . £ 10.70 I
995 EJ .. .. £8.00
500 EE .. .. £ 15.25
N95 ED ..
680 EE . .. £26.00
..
£ 14.10 I
N95 HE .. .. £ 15.00 I
681 EEE .. £37.20
997 HE . . f21.10 ;
88IS .. .. £ 71.50
Sonus .. .
PGA. I
Ultimo 100 .. .. £54.50
208 .. .. f75.90
Stanton D5107A..,,
.. £ 7.25

JVC 0-2
[ 69.90
JVC MC- 1U . £ 154.90
JVC MC-2E . £84.90
CC JVC MCI- 1000 £66.00
tii Mission 773..
P.C1A.
Micro Acoustics 282( £40.00
•
ODC1E .. £ 51.00
141
2002E .. £64.00
IZ
530MP .. £115.00
u. Nagaoka MP- 11) .. £ 12.00
•
MP- 11
[ 14.50
ct
MP- 15
£28.00
re.
MP- 20 .. £33.00
AA P
P:30 . £ 42.00
M 50
£ 68.110
I MP- 109
(21.00
MP.1111 [ 23.00
1 MP- 15H
£ 37.00
I MP- 20H . £ 42.00
MP-30H . £ 51.00
• MP-5011
£ 77.00
▪
0S-100MP . £ 7.85
•
0S-2001AP £ 16.00
▪
05.300MP .. £ 21.00
.1 Ortolan FFIOEII [8.25
144
FF15Ell £ 12.45

IIC
IL
.

STYLI

MC20

20c1
3
1
0
m

Stanton
500
AL
500 ..
A ..
..
£ 11.85
11.85
£II
N75 EJ 'Ç
£
£7
5..9
50
0

Grado Signature • 1 £139.00
Grado SIgnature • 2 £ 259.00
Grado Signature -. 3 £ 379.00
I Grade Signature -I- 4 [499.00
JVC 2-15
£ 8.00
JI/fl
£ 48.00
JVC X.1
£ 66.00

141

---- FREE DELIVERY

M75 Ell'
6 .. ..
.. ££
12.50
7.30

tz

154 Leinster Road, Rathmine, Dublin 6.
Tel. 961316.
Telex. 5576 Warkei.

CARTRIDGES

M75 E01) ..
M95 EJ .. ..
M95 ED . ..
M95 HE .. . .
M97 HE ....
VI5 Ill HE ..
VI5 IV HE ..

£ 12.90
£17.90
Belles 80u.509S £ 19.50
, Elite EEI MC555
3.
£ 97.00
I Elite EEI 400
500
£45.00
t
£23.00
0111.6(1
6E1300 . £ 13
3 ..5
00
0
.41 Grade FTE-1 1 .. £ 10.75
Grado FCE•I 1 .. £ 14.75
Grado F36., £21.25
1es Credo F2•• . £30.50
C:1 Grade F/ • .. £43.25
Grado GI • .. £ 72.50
174 Grado 02 • £ 105.00

sole importers and distributors:
Leinster

£ 107.95
£ 165.95
£125.95
£ 181.95
£ 34.95
£04.00
£6.00

I :: 1
1 1:::=ZE

Promoted by

Noel Cloney:

---- FREE DELIVERY

3,.. CARTRIDGES
, ADC OLAA 32 111 £ 8.95
ADC UM 32 Ill £ 9.50
s ADC OLM 36 Ill
£ 16.95
ADC VIM 111 £25.50
1
41 ADC XLM 111 £ 37.00
C1 ADC UM
E58.00
AKG POR
£ 14.95
Lu AKG POE . £ 19.50
AKG P7E
f29.50
le. AKG POE
£ 33.90
AKG P8ES
£63.011
Audio Technrca TK3E £ 18.50
1K3EG
£ 26.95
105E . [29.95
107E . £ 65.95
I TK7SU . £ 67.95
•
TIM
£ 169.95
•
MK111E £ 82.95
141
MKII2E .. [ 99.95
MKIOT
£37.95
••••
MK127
£99.95

o

YAMAHA

KLH

NAKAMICHI

FULL RANGE

P.0. 0

DENON

LECTRGEIIC

AMPLIFIERS
TUNERS
SA3380 £ 119.00
ST3380 £ 106 00
PMA510
P.O.A.
TU520 .. £ 91.00
PMA530 . £ 153.00
TU530 . £ 123.01)
PMA850 .
P.O.A.
TU850 .. £ 237.00
CASSETTE DECKS
CARTRIDGES
RN1260 £ 133.00
EIL103 £ 79.00
OR220 . . £ 144.00
OL103S
f88.00
OR230 £ 172.00
OL10313 . £ 124.00
TURNTABLE
01303 . £ 145.00
DP3OL £ 125.00
01301 . . £ 86.00
OP33F . £ 202.00
HEAD AMP
DP2500 .. £ 240.00
HA600 . £ 95.00
System 70 without speakers £ 595.00

Domestic II
Domestic IImproved
Monitor Improved
Mini Prof. H.E.
Domestic Monitor
Rît

P0.5
P.O A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A .
P.O.A -

Focus One .. £ 124.90
Focus One ) Arm £ 194.90
Hydraulic Rel. .. £178.90
Hydraulic Reference
Arm .. £248.90
Electronic Rel. .. £ 208.90
Electronic Reference
•Arm.. .. £ 27890

700. 710 1, 710 II, 720. 730, 770. 773, 774

ST0305S
ST0305M

JVC

SUGDEN
£250.00
. £ 148.00
. £ 159.90
£138.00
£159.90
. £ 138.00

54811
148
P51
C51
951
051

OPTONICA
SM4100
SM5100 Amp
SM7100 Amp
Centaura Amp
" Pre . amp
" Tuner
0148

SANSLII FRO 4

£ 149110
£209.(10

JR IS NOT DEAD!
THEY ARE ALL HERE AT
COSMIC!
JR METRO
(new model)
JR 149
JR 150

£99.00
£115.00
£189.00
£315.00
f279.00
£265.00
f249.00

P.O.A.

MARANTZ

STD

HAFLER
OH1 01 K ( Kit) £ 164.00
DH2OOK ( Kit) £ 289.00

KLH2
KLH3
KLH4

Clearance Sale

MICHELL

CELEF

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

100
150
KLH1

.

£89 90

CIL-Y5F .
C1L-Y3F
OL-F6
OL-A5R
L.F66
LA-A55
L- A11

£189.90
£153.90
£129.90
£103.50
£74,50
£59.95

A- X5
A- X4
11.03
10(2
A.X1
AS?

Stereo Tuners
Stereo Tuner
Amplifiers
9.577
9-1155L
R )) 331
R :; 11L

. £ 244.90
£1 79.90
El 49.90
£113.90

AMPLIFIERS

RECEIVERS
SR . 10001
SR.2000 .
SR.2000L
SR.4000
SR .40001
40251 Casseiver

£89.90
£98.90
£179.90
£125.90
£134.90
£134.90

ST300 .. £ 69.90
ST400L £ 124.90
ST500 . £ 154.90

PM.200
f49.90
PM.250
f62.90
PM.400 . £ 71.90
PM.5000C . £ 132.00
PM.7000C £ 179.00
TURNTABLES
112000 ( Direct) ( 64.90
TT4000 ( Direct) £ 74.90

the 550 System

Stereo Receivers
AX 300
f84.90
RX 500SL £ 109.90
AX 1000 . £ 139.90
AX 1010 . f224.90

Integrated Stereo
Amplifiers
£189.95
£149.95
£196.95
£94.95
£84.95
£69.90
£54.95

SPEAKERS ( EACH)
AVONS
f49.90
45/3
f62.90
HC1440
f89.90

-

KO 48
£ 419.90
KO A77
E249.90
KO A7
£ 213.90
40 466
£ 249.90
KO A55
£ 163.90
KO A33
£ 129.90
KO 522
£ 106.90
40 511
£ 79.90
KO 720
£69 90
9M 505 Remote
Control . £ 129.90

Turntables

TUNERS

R CST

Stereo Cassette
Tape Decks

S09100 Pre- amp.. £ 169.00
SX9100 Power- amp f339.00
ST5100 Tuner .. £ 115.00
ST5200 Tuner .. £ 129.00
ST7100 Tuner .. £ 179.00
ST9100 Tuner .. £ 379.00
RT5100 Cass Deck £ 139.00
RT7100 Cass Deck £259.00
RT7000 Cass Deck £ 159.00
RT9100 Cass Deck f459 00
RP5100 Turntable £ 109.00
RP7100 Turntable £ 169.00
RP9100 Turntable £ 419.00
SA5101 Receiver £ 129.00
SM3636 Amp .. £ 149.00
SM4646 Amp .. £ 179.00
ST3636 Tuner £ 145.00
RT3838 Cass Deck £ 159.00
SY7100 Rack .. £ 74.00

CASSETTE DECKS
50.1000 £ 71.90
SL1.3000 £ 80.90
00.4000 .. £ 179.90
S0.6000 . £ 199.90

T.X6L £ 149.90
T- X5
£ 144.90
T- X3
£91.90
T-21 .. £ 129.90
T.X11. £ 82.90
7.113L
f59.95

Stereo Amplifiers
RA 300 . £ 54.90
RA 350
£ 79.90
RA 500
f69.90
RA 550
f89.90
RA 1000 £ 119.90
AB 1000
f99.90
RC 1000
f99.90
RA 1010 £ 139.90
RB 1010 £ 169.90
RC 1010 £ 119.90
Graphic Equalisers
RE 700
£ 69.90
RE 500 .. £ 69.90
RE 1010 .
f89.90
Stereo Turntables
RP 310 .. £ 49.90
RP 500 ..
f59.90

RP
RP
RP
RP

1000MC
1010
550
1001

£99.90
£129.90
f99.90
f99.90

Stereo Cassette Decks
RD 300M .. £ 74.90
RD 500 . £ 89.00
RD 550
£ 114.90
RD 1000M £ 167.90
Stereo Tuners
AT 300 .
AT 500
AT 550 .
AT 1000
AT 1010

£54.90
f74.90
f89.90
(89.90
£134.90

Stereo Systems
Micro System £ 249.90
AML 80 ( Matching
speakers) .. £49.90
A 300 system .. £ 329.90
A 503 system . £ 399.90
A 550 system
f499.90

MISSION
NAKAMICHI
STANTON
STAX
RAM
DBX
GRIFFIN
STD
THORENS
MICHELL
SUGDEN
ARISTON
IMF
ELITE
FIDELITY RESEARCH
HADCOCK
MARANTZ
HAFLER
GRUNDIG
MORDAUNT-SHORT
K.L.H.
MICRO-SEIKI '
WHARFEDALE
GOODMANS
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO , , WAR
AUDIO TECHN1CA
AIWA
AKAI
AKG
ALLISON
BANG Er OLUFSEN
AR
CASTLE
CELEF
DUAL
HARMAN KARDON '
HITACHI
JVC
JBL
JR
KEF
MONITOR AUDIO
ORTOFOlq
PANASONIC
SONY
TECHNICS
OPTONICA
SHARP
SENNHEISER
TANNOY
TEAC
TRIO
BOLIVAR
AMSTRAD
SANYO
FERGUSON
ITT
PHILIPS
S.A.E.
ROTEL
A.D.C. , MITSUBISHI
AUDIO- MASTER

MAIL ORDER HIRE PURCHASE AVAILABLE
SECURICOR DELIVERY £ 4.00 per item unless otherwise stated

Please Supply
IEnclose £
I

Name

IL Address

Cheque'P
AccesSrBarclaycard

`fou may telephone
your order quoting
Barclaycard or
HFP11/8o Access number

taimmiinimmus

I

JI 248-256 STATION RD. ADDLESTONE,SURREY

wo am ma mu/

TELEPHONEVEYBRIDGE 54522(4 LINES)

OYAMAHA
BARGAINS
CH620 Recel.,
£149-00
CR820 Receiver
£179-00
CR1020 Receiver £ 245.00
CR2020 Receiver £ 295.00
(Carriage and insurance add £ 6.50 per
item)
Full two-year gaurantee

SEIKO WATCHES

st Bargain Prices. Latest Quartz
Models.
Calculator/Alarm Super Slim
Digital
Analogue
I.
World Time etc

ADC SS1 Soundshaper
ADC SS2 Mk Il Soundshaper
ADC SLM3/Meter
Akai AMUO2
Akai AMUO3 .
Armstrong 621
Hitachi HA5700S
Hitachi HA3700
Hitachi HA4700
Pioneer SA410.
Pioneer SA510. .
Pioneer SA610
Pioneer SA710. .
Pioneer SA7800
Pioneer SA8800
Pioneer SA9800
Quad 33 /4 4/303/405
Sansui AU217 Mkii
Sansui C77/677.
Sensu, A40
Sensu, A60
Sansui A80
Yamaha A450 .
Yamaha A550 .
Yamaha A760
Yamaha A960

£ 61-00
£ 137-50
£40-75
£79-00
£109.00
£122-50
£170.00
£84-75
£107-00
£59.75
£89-75
£119-75
£149-75
£239-50
£282-50
£367.50
P0 A
£109-95
P.0 A
£60-00
£90-00
£125-00
£88.00
£105-00
£189-00
£233-00

Receivers
Aiwa AX7300
Aima AX7700
Aiwa AX7800
Aka, AA1125
Armstrong 625 FM
Armstrong 626 AM FM
Hitachi
Pioneer SX600L
Pioneer SX700L
Pioneer SXD5000
Pioneer SX1980
Rotel RX203L
S'ensui R50
Sailsui R70
randberg
TR2045 ,2060L 2080
Yamaha CR220
Yarnaha CR420
Yamaha CR620
Yarnaha CR820
Yamaha CR1020
Yamaha CR2020
Yamaha MS6 Music Centre
Yamaha MS8 Music Centre

£104.00
£164-00
£264.50
£109-00
£193-50
£222-50
P0 A
£99.75
£129-75
£399-75
£495-00
£98.00
£110-00
£140-00
P0 A
P0 A
P0 A
£149.00
£179-00
£245-00
£295-00
£255.00
£315.00

Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in the 1950s Expert
guidance from qualified staff We guarantee to provide parts and labour absolutely free of
charge for 12 months on any item
We only sell equipment that we consider to be reliable and backed by reputable
manufacturers All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by acheque card Prices
Correct at time of preparation. sublect to change without notice

irm

Demonstrations, expert
and after sales service.

order by phone 01-952 3238

guidance

Speakers
SPEAKERS Complete
Aiwa Mini SCE 11 ( pair)
Celestion 120 ( pair)
Celestion 130 ( pair)
Celestion 150 ( pair)
Celestion 200 ( pair) .
Celestion Ditton 332 ( pair)
Celestion Dillon 442 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 551 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 662 ( pair)
Harbeth H L Monitor Mk 2
IMF Electronics all models
Jordan- Watts Janet ( pair)
Jordan- Watts Juno ( Pair)
Jordan- Watts GT ( pair)

£69-00
£75-75
£109-75
£139.75
£189-75
£215-00
£249-00
POA
P0 A
P0 A
POA
£69-00
£90-00
£125-00

00 Dol/Met
£110-00
Aiwa ADL450 Dol/Met
£139-00
Aiwa ADM450 Dol/Met
£133.00
Aiwa ADR500 Dol/Mel Rev £ 179-00
Aiwa ADM600 Dol/Met
£159-00
Aiwa ADM 700 Dolby 3H Met £199.00
Aiwa ADM800 Dol/Met ,3H
P0 A
Aiwa 406900 Mk11 Dol 3H'
Rem/Met
£325.00
Akai GX40000 Reel, 3H
£ 219.50
Akai 0)(4000013 Reel/Dolby £ 259.00
Akai CSMO1 Dolby
£ 69.50
Akai CSMO2 Dol/Met £ 89.50
Akai GXM10 Dol/ Met
£119.75
Akai GXM30 Dol/Met £ 156.00
Akai CSM4OR Dol/Met/Rev
£189-75
Akai GXM50 Dol ' 3H / Met £ 224-50
Akai GXF80 Doi « HMer
£ 299-50
Akai GXF9O Dol 3Eii Met £ 359.50
Hitachi D35S
£89-00

ADC 170000 XLM
£ 111-50
Akai APD3OC
£ 79-00
Aiwa AP2400
£ 113-00
Aiwa APD50.
£145.00
Hitachi HT41S
£81-00
Linn-Sondek LP12
P0 A
Pioneer PL100
£64.75
Pioneer PL200X
£84.75
Pioneer PL300X
£99.75
Pioneer PL400X
£119 .75
Pioneer PL600X
£199.75
Pioneer PLL1000
£ 409-50
Sensu, 3R222 Mk11 Imp £ 65-00
Thorens TD160BC Mk II £ 98.00
Thorens 10160 Super £ 139-00
Thorens TD104
£ 86-95
Thorens TD105
£ 104.50
Thorens Tl:11266C Mk Ill
P0 A
Yamaha P350

£69.95

Systems
Aiwa Micro Series 50
Mai Pro
Pioneer X300/X500/X700/X900
systems
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All prices include VAT ai 15%
Please add £ 5.00 per item towards carraige and instirance ( speakers, carriage
on application, cartridges and styli post
75p)

P.O.A.
P0 A
Ali
Syt

KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF
(pr)
KEF
KEF

Celeste 4
Concord 4
Canata £285.00 (pr)
Model 101
Model 104AB £225-000A.P
Listing.
Model 103.2
Model 105.4 . .....

od(pea1,1005 Series Il.
R 14
JR
149
JR Super Woofer
Mordaunt-Short Carnival 2
Mordaunt-Short Festival 2
Mordaunt-Short Pageant 2

azeso
P0 A
P0 A
P0 A
P0 A

Hitachi D85S
£135-00
Nakamichi. ...... . .
P.0 A
Pioneer CT200 Dol/Met . .
£89.75
Pioneer CT300 Dol/Met . .
£109.75
Pioneer CT400 Dol/Met . .
£139.75
Pioneer CTF750 Dol/Met/Rev £199-75
Pioneer CTF850 Do(/3H/Met £230.00
Pioneer CTF950 Dol/3H/Met £330.00
Pioneer CTF 1250 Do1/3H/Met£449 .75
Pioneer RT707 Reel
£399.75
Sensu, D90
£ 89.00
Sensu' 0100 Met
£105.00
Tandberg 10204 Reel
P0 A
Tandberg TCD420A
P0 A
TandbergTCD440A Dol/3H/Met P.O .A
Yamaha K350
£109.00
Yamaha K850 . . .
£214-50
Yamaha K950
£248.00

Akai ATKO2L .
Akai ATKO3L . .
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Hitachi FT3400L. .
Hitachi FT4400 . .
Hitachi F-T4000L
Hitachi FT5000
Pioneer TX410L
Pioneer TX710L
Pioneer TX7800 . .
Pioneer TX9800
Pioneer TXD1000 . .
Quad FM3
Sensu, T60
Sansui 180
Sansui TU217

maxe

£79-00
£119.50
£137.00
£106-00
£74.75
£114-50
£89-75
£143.00
£59.75
£122.75
£172-50
£225-00
£249.75
PO 4
1E60-00
£95-00
£106-00

TAPE BARGAINS
UL60 80p
U1_90 99p
UDXL1 C90
£1 - 83
UDXL2 C60
£1-45
UDXL2 C90
£1.83
MX60 C60 Metal
£3-35
Just arrived VHS video tape
7 UD Reel
£ 4.30
7 UDXL Reel
£ 5.40
10; UDXL Reel
£ 12.40

RAM
Spendor BCI Mk11A

P0 A
P0

SPEAKERS Kits and Units
Jordan- Watts Module £ 25.00
20
0.
75
Jordan- Watts HF Unit £ 11
KEF 104 AS Kit00
KEF Canta:a Kit
£165.00
KEF DN22 104AB Convert Kit £ 45.00
KEF 127
£ 8-95
KEF 6110
KEF 13200
£
11.85
£13-00
KEF 6139
£26-85
KEF DN12 ( T271E1110/13139)
£8.50
KEF DN13 ( T27/13200)
£6.25

ADC LMG1 Head Shell
£5-00
Formula 4 Mk III
£57-50
SME 3009 Improved
£57-00
SME 3009 S2
£62-50
SME 3009 Mk III
£ 107-00
SME FD200 Damper £ 18.75
Cartridges
Price
Styli
'AOC QLM36 3 Imp £17-50
POA
•ADC VIM 3 Imp £ 25-00 £ 19.00
•AOC XLM 3 Imp £ 36-75 £ 23.00
"ADC ZLM Imp £ 59-50 £ 33-50
Goldring 0110 ( Styli for 0800) £ 4.00
Mayware M/C 2C
£49-55
Mayware T24 Trans £ 57.50
Mayware M/C 31 £ 49-45
Onofon FF 5E2 £ 15-00
P0 A
Onofon F15E2 £ 22-00 P 0 A
Ortofon VMS20E Il
£ 32.50
RDA
Shure M44,7
£ 8-25 £ 6.00
Shure M55-,E
£ 9-50 £ 7-50
Shure M75'EJ2 £ 13-50 £ 10-00
Shure M75, ED2 £ 16-00 £ 13-75
Shure M95'HE £ 21-00 £ 17-50
Shure V15/3HE £ 54-00 £ 21-50
Shure visr4
£66-00 £ 29-50
Shure N75,6 ( Styli) £ 7-00
Shure N93 ,E ( Styli) -- £ 10-50
•With free tMGI Headshelf

HEADPHONES
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer 5E505
Pioneer Monitor 10
Yamaha YH100. .
Yamaha HP1
Yamaha HP2
Yamaha HF3

C12-75
£19.50
£40.00
£38.00
£39.95
£35.00
£26-00
£19-50

88 High St., Edgware,
Middlesex
HA8
7HE
Telephone:
01-952 3238
Close to the M1 Motorway
OPEN
930 to 6
Mon to Sat
r
, cePt

te'
rktit1(

Thursday.
rclosed all day
Easy Parking
fat rear'

sr

r
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A KG
Without AKG hea phones
your hiell system
is incomplete*
The sound quality of AKG stereo
headphones can only be achieved
by loudspeakers, ten times the
price. Make a comparison test
between AKG stereo headphones
and any good make of hi-fi
loudspeakers and you will realise
that AKG headphones easily match
the clarity and performance of the
best loudspeakers for afraction of
the cost.

They bring you other benefits, too.
They are lightweight, comfortable
to wear and give you freedom of
movement without ever losing the
perfect stereo image. There is no
disturbance of others even at high
volume. At the same time, you
remain undisturbed by outside
sound.

AKG Acoustics Ltd,
191 The Vale, London W3 7QS
Tel: 01-749 2042 TX: 28938 akgmic g

Try this simple comparison test at
your AKG stockist straight away
and be convinced that AKG
headphones will complete your hi-fi
listening enjoyment.
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WEST MIDLANDS HI FI '80
Presented by

MIMED irtfl STUDIO
,
AT THE CONNOUGHT HOTEL, TETTENHALL ROAD,
WOLVERHAMPTON, FRIDAY 14th NOVEMBER 5.30pm till
8.30pm, SATURDAY 15th NOVEMBER 10.30am till 6.30pm,
SUNDAY 16th NOVEMBER 10.30am till 4.30pm.
PRODUCTS ON DEMONSTRATION BY: MISSION
ELECTRONICS, TRIO, SANSUI, THORENS, CLEARWATER,
GLANZ, KLIPSCH, LINN PRODUCTS, NYTECH,
AEtR ( CAMBRIDGE), LENTEK, ARISTON, SUGDEN,
ELITE, MERIDIAN, LUXMAN, DUAL, SENNHEISER AND
MANY OTHERS.
FOR DETAILS, SEND S.A.E. TO MINIM'

STUDIO

1OLD HALL STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON. TEL: (0902)771774.

bra

Award yourself the PPM!

TOP BRANDED AUDIO &
VIDEO
TAPE AT ROCK BOTTOM
PRICES
* C90 & VIDEOTAPE SPECIAL OPENING OFFER *
SONY
CHF
COO

56p

C90
C120
AD

77p

C60

£105

C90

C90
0120

.

SHE
060
C90
C120

97p

91p

C60..

£ 1.12

.

92p

SA
C60..

.

£ 1.10

C90
SA- X

C60

£ 1.18

C60

C90

£ 1 - 58

C90

fl.29

C90
METAL

f1 . 73

C46
TDK

060

76p

C90..

£ 2.35

DYNAMIC

C90
C120
Fee/
C60.

£ 1.46

C90
CHROME

£ 1.90

£ 1.22

C60
C90

£1 - 56
£ 2.22

C60

MAR METAL
C60
£ 4.60

C90
MAXELL

C90
£& 36
MA METAL

UDXLI
C60

C60
C90

C90
UDXLII

£ 3.35
£4.25

fl - 70
£ 1.99

fl.47
£ 1.84

COO

SUPER

, S0

f1.59
£ 1.99

VIDEO TAPE-VHS Et BETAMAX
TM( VHS
f5-65'
£7.65'
£8.99

JVC VHS

MAXELL VHS

SONY

060

£ 6-10

6180

BETAMAX

0120
0180

£ 8.32
£ 9.95

All Prices include VAT © 15%
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HERTS HI-FI

BAILEY

166 St Albans Rd.
Watford WD2 OAS

131 The Paeade,
Hugh Sheet. WatIord

Tel 0923 40633

Tel 0923 34644

f9 25

1500 £ 6.70
1_750 £ 8.65

Mail Order UK Only

ACTON CAMERA &
HI-FI CENTRE
86 High Street

Acton. London W3
Tel 01-992 4788/2305

Bulgin Electronics

e-a rk-Broxbourne. Herts.
Telephow: Hoddesdon 64455

f1-21
£ 1.29'

SUPER CHROME

BASF
67p

99p
£ 1.30
£ 1.79

£ 1.59

f1 - 59'

.

60p'
79p'
£ 1.35

SUPER LHI

£ 1.83

C90
ALPHA

FeCr
C60

C60
C90
C120

fl - 14

C120
OD

£ 1-12

AHF
C60

82p'
£ 1.24

SHERWOOD LOW NOISE
MICROPHONE
PRE-AMPLIFIER
HIGH QUALITY
REALISTICALLY PRICED,
MICROPHONE PRE- AMP
FOR dbx, DOLBY AND
TAPE RECORDER OWNERS
Please ring or write for full specifications.
MAC LTD., 437 WESTD,4IE LANE, MAPPERLEY, NOTTINGHAM.
TEL. (0602) 606996. TELEX. 378119 HOFMAG G
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

For 20 years Rotel has been producing Hi Fi for the
enthusiast at aprice that is affordable.
The 300 system is ¡ ust one of atotal range.
RX 300 receiver, 25 watts RMS, FM/MW/LW, signal strength meter, flywheel
tuning, phones socket, loudness control. RD 300M Dolby cassette deck, metal,
Cr02, and low noise, full auto-stop, oil damped eject, mic sockets peak level LED
indicator. RP 310 belt drive turntable, semi auto, static- balanced straight
tonearm, cue lever, anti-skating. RL 310 loudspeakers, 55 watts (DIN 45500)
8" bass unit, 1"phelonic ring tweeter, RACK tough vinyl walnut colour,
glass door, castors.

THE 300 SYSTEM THAT COSTS LESS.
Price of the system from R.S.C.
INCLUDING PAIR OF RL310 SPEAKERS,
IS ONLY
90

£299,

(Not illustrated)

OR DEPOSIT OF £60 AND 2
MONTHLY PAYMENTS OF £ 24 (Total £ 348)

ONE LUCKY CU STOMER
-IT COULD BE YOU! —
One lucky customer purcha sing a300 Sy stem in
fro m RS. will get his money back!
Details from Branches.

November

Obtainable from the following
BIRMINGHAM 30/31 Great Western Arcade
Tel 021-236 1279
( Closed Wed)
CARLISLE 8English Street
Tel 38744
( Closed Thurs)
COVENTRY 17 Shelton Square. The Precinct
Tel 25983
( Closed Thurs)
DEWSBURY 9/11 Kingsway
Tel 468058
( Closed Tues)
DONCASTER 3Oueensgate. Waterdale Centre
Tel 63069
(Closed Thurs)
EDINBURGH 101 Lothian Road
Tel 229 9501
IClosed Wed)
GLASGOW 403 Sauchiehall Street
Tel 041-332-0700

HULL 7Whitetnergete
Tel 20505
LEIC EE 3 High Street
Tel 58420
LONDON 238 Edgeware Road W2
Tel 723-1829
LEEDS 5-9 County Arcade. Briggate
Tel. 458252
LIVERPOOL 35 Dawsons Way. St John's
Tel 708-9380

(Closed Thum)
(Closed Thurs)
(Closed Thurs)

Precinct
' Closed Wed)

MIDDLESBROUGH ( 03 Linthorpe Road
Tel 247096 (Closed Wed)
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 59 Grainger St
Tel 21469 ( Closed Wed)
NOTTINGHAM 19/19A Market Street
Tel 48068
(Closed Thurs)
SHEFFIELD 13 Exchange Street ( Castle Mkt Bids)
Tel 20716
( Closed Thurs)
WOLVERHAMPTON 6Wu/Iron Way
Tel 26612 ( Closed Thum)

GET REEL HI-FI

At last, a precision engineered, high spec. alternative ideal
for budget home recording setups, demo. tapes and masters. The AS6002 standard features include:

*
*
*
*
*

37
3
,, 7+15 i.p.s std
4 chan. input mixer
Track bounce + echo
I.C. logic control
Digital tape length counter

* ExcelIent tape handling
* Nab/Din replay eq.
* Peak reading meters
and many, many more

Don't miss it!
ea
megfaml..,
-

The West of Scotland's gr'eatest Hi Fi show
ASO

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED
For Details
Audio Systems Components,
32 Crown Lane, Theale,
Berks—(0734) 302108

GREAT NEWS!

ACOUSTIC ;\'ESEARCH•ADRESS
AM/PAR:70N ALDIO•APOLLO
AUREX•CAMBRIDGE•DENON
GRADO•INFINITM EF•N AD
NATIONAL PANASONIC
PICKERING•OJAD•ROGERS•S.ME
SUGDEN•TDK*—ANBERG
TECHNICS•TRIO•ULTRACRAFT

Howard Park Hotel, Kilmarnock
28th,29th,30th,November.1980
I
nthese troubled, inn:loon-ridden days we all need the solace and encouragement line music
can give us. What bette, news. therefo.e.can we bring you this autumn than that we are in a
position to offer awide ranee of magnificent new hi- ii components at prices which are, for
t
he most part, substantially lower than last year's? With first-rate record decks now costing
as little as £ 711 lxvi. cartridge and VAn, admirable Dolby cassette decks from £ t9 and
AM FM stereo reeenairsoftigh excellence from CI w5. it is fair to saw that, in terms of real
value, potential purchasers of audio equipment hume -never had it so good'. Moreover.
those who seek our adrice will find it hared on unequalled knowledge and experience of
techn ica I
aspects ( not for nothing has Poiguin's"London Shopping Guide - dubbed us'the
doyen of hi-fi musicl) allied to profound musical understanding. that equipment purchased
from us is installed by us in ‘our home free of charge and, thereafter, enjoys the benefit of
the most comprehensive after-sales seri ice to be found anywhere'
If you are thinking onimprosing your existing installation, we will gladly visit your home
and advise you how hest to go about it. While die greatest possible musical enjoyment or
any given outlay must always be uni pr.me objective for us. this includes reliability as well
as audible performance,. we are afia anxious to ensure that the equipment we help you
choose should lit harmoniously into : is surroundings. Fortunately, many of the components we recommend today-con-thine : echnica I
excellence with neatness and even elegance
of design while loudspeakers, once so awkward 14, accommodate in the average home, have
in recent years shrunk' to tire point whine- it is now possible for thrilling sound to emerge
from diminutoe enclosures.
Our hand-picked range of compact British speakers ( from 150 per pair) may well reveal to
you hitherto unsuspected possibilities. uhile elegant components such as the new 'slimline
tuners and amplifiers from Trio. the beitetirul TX20 receiver from Onityo and awhole new
range of JVC' models may he said to set fresh standards in good, functional design. Our
weekly ..free record recital (
LIVE RECORD REVIEW: 2o'clock to 4.30 each Saturday
arternosn0 features new record issues payed via the !west components and offers agreat
opportunity for ' listening at leisure to the kind of mime you love lica on equipment which.
splendid as it sounds,
not impowerish you.

e=..%
eiettMaktee.liee.;aaaeftee`tVsaler-77.77,,,,,
;:e.e.,

Howard Park Hotel,
Kilmarnock
28th,29th,30th,
November1980
OPEN
28th 1pm-9pm. 29th 1pm-9pm.
30th 1pm-7pm.
ADMISSION FREE.
VENNAL AUDIO VISUAL,49 THE FOREGATE,KILMARNOCK.Tel. KILMARNOCK 34826
ORGANISED BY

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd
35 Moscow Road

MUSIC IN THE HOME

Queensway

Ti-lephone 01-229 2077

o

London W2

VENNAL AUDIO VISUAL

SPEND AFEW
MINUTES
LOOKING
AT OUR
PRICES.
AND SAVE AFORTUNE.
VENNAL AUDIO

Stockists of: Aiwa, Ariston, A 8z R, A.R.,
B. & W., Black Tulip, Appolo, Audio Technica,
A.D.C., Beyer, Audiomaster, Denon, Grado,
Infinity, IMF, KEF, Meridian, Mission,
Panasonic, Pickering, Q.A.S., Quad, RAM,
NAD, Rogers, Sennheiser, SME, Stanton,
Sugden, T.D.K., Maxell, Ultimo, Ortofon,
Nagaoka, Satin, Mordaunt Short, Tandberg,
Technics, Trio, Atari, Fisher, Genesis, Zerostat
Plus afew other selected quality lines.
A Member of the HiFi Markets Group

AMPLIFIERS
A & R Cambridge
Aurex ( Range)
Fisher ( Range) Meridian 101/103
N.A.D. 3020
N.A.D. 3030
Quad 33/44/303/405
Rogers A75 Ser. 3
Rogers A100
Sugden A 48 Ser. 2
Sugden A 28
Technics
Trio

£189.00
£390.00
£86.00
£99.00
£247.25
£309.00
£227.50
ritt
IN
IN

RECEIVERS
Fisher ( Range)
N.A.D. 7030
N.A.D. 7020
Technics ( Range)
Trio ( Range)

£86.00

£139.50
IN
IN

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa ( Range)
Aurex ( Range)
Fisher (Range)
N.A.D. 6020
N.A.D. 6040
N.A.D. 6140
Technics ( Range)
Trio ( Range)

£225.00

FREE DELIVERY
BY NATIONAL
CARRIERS
Yes, anywhere
within the UK mainland on all orders over
£50. Orders under
£50, a £4 delivery charge
will be added. ( Prices
on application for delivery outwith the mainland)

AR 18
AR 25
AR 94
Genesis V-6
Genesis 1+
K E.F. ( Range)
Mordaunt Short
Quad Electrostatics
Rogers ( Range)
B & W./Infinity/Ram

£89.00
£119.00
£179.00
IN

£94.90
£139.90
£219.00
£129.00
£169.00
•z•
•ws
t.d

.e-2. - Prices on application
IN - Intelligent negotiation
VIP - Vennal Introductory Price.
Export orders invited. Prices correct on going to
piess and inclusive of VAT at current rate.
2YEAR guarantee on all merchandise except
C artridges and Stylo

...
Ariston RDI IS & RD80
Ariston RDI1E
Spec. £89.95
Range of Turntables always in stock from:
Technics/Trio/Aurex/Denon/Pickering/N.A.D./
ADC etc.- Phone now for prices.

£13.75
Grado FCE+ 1
£12.50
Grado FTE+ 1
£19.25
Grado F3+
£29.50
Grado F2+
£41.00
Grado Fl+
£12.00
Nagaoka MPIO
£14.50
Nagaoka MP11
£28.00'
Nagaoka MP15
£33.00
Nagaoka MP20
Range usually in stock from Denon/Pickering/
Ultimo/Ortofon etc.

TONE ARMS
SME
SME
SME
SME

£61.00
£55.60
£101.95
£73.95

3009 Det.
3009 Fix.
Ser. 3
Ser. 3s

TO VENNAL AUDIO, FREEPOST,
KILMARNOCK. KAI IBR

1

', d P.O E CHEQUE O CREDIT APPLICATION
E ACCESS ICI BARCLAYCARD(encs.cheeue )

Credit Card no. here

URCLAYCARD

I

VENNAL ACTIONLINES 0563 34826
& 0292 64124. Phone for current
prices, intelligent negotiation
where applicable. And phone-in
orders ( credit card holders only).
CREDIT FACILITIES
For goods over £ 125 with a
minimum deposit of 20% the
balance payable over up to 30
months. Please enclose a
cheque for the deposit with
your order.

TURNTABLES

CARTRIDGES

SPEAKERS
£149.00
£157.00
IN
IN

TUNERS
Aurex ( Range)
Meridian 104
Fisher ( Range)

N.A.D. 4020
Quad FM3
Rogers T75
Sugden T48/DT48
Technics ( Range)
Trio ( Range)

Signature
Item
Price

VENNAL AUDIO

THE FOREGATE, KILMARNOCK, &
115 HIGH ST., AYR, SCOTLAND.

I Name

I
Address
CLOSED ALL DAY
WEDNESDAY

Tal

31

Let's chew over the facts
Less expensively the A & RA60 and
SUGDEN A48 integrated amps. still prove
very popular and rightly so.
If you're handy with asoldering iron the
HAFLER Kits for both pre and power amps.
can certainly save you money and without
any sacrifice in performance — they really
do go!
No review of high performance amps.
would be complete without mentioning
MERIDIAN, NAIM and QUAD. They
require little introduction from us being
already well accepted and very popular.
Just aword about valves — if you want to
hear something really special listen to the
BEARD ( B.A.S.) — there's one on dem' at
Wigmore St.

The facts about Turntables

The facts about Amplifiers
The most recent additions to our range are
the CRIMSON pre and power amps.
offering 100 watts for around £400 and the
long promised LENTEK integrated amp.
selling at £645. Both of these new models are
very high performance units and awelcome
addition to the growing range of British
made electronics.
Most people seem to judge amplifiers by
relating power output to price. Sometimes
less power with lower levels of distortion can
be more effective, although not necessarily
cheaper to buy. Your amplifier power
requirement will be directly related to the size
of your listening room, its degree of
damping and the speakers you select.
We've now got in stock the world-famous
BRYSTON power amps. ( from Canada) a
typical example of how good clean
distortion- free performance can sound
louder than nominally higher powered units.
BRYSTON have received really excellent
reviews in North America and prices start
from just around £300.
There are anumber of good pre-amps.
suitable for use with BRYSTON such is the
CRIMSON or the new ELITE 600C. You
can set yourself up with areally superb
powerful pre/power amp. combination for
around £500.

In recent months we've talked about the fact
that until quite recently nobody took any
notice of turntables. It was said that if they
revolved at the right speed then it was OK.
That's all changed, turntables must now
be the most talked about subject in the hi-fi
press. Turntables are now listened to avidly
and compared with the reference — the
mighty LINN-SONDEK. Just recently there
has been aspate of potential LINN beaters
and some of them have unquestionably
something to offer.
The new SYSTEMDEK developed by
Peter Dunlop and the latest version of the
ARISTON RDIIS have both received
accolades from the press very recently and to
judge by demand are likely to find aready
acceptance in the market. STD have brought
out aless expensive version of their basic
design called the 305S at around £ 150 and
this seems good value.
One of the turntables we get very excited
about is our own modified version of the
THORENS TD160BC which improves
dramatically the performance of this low
price unit. Selling for £ 149 this model offers
the opportunity to accommodate ahigh
performance arm and cartridge for those
with alimited budget.
Other recommended models are the
DUAL CS506 ( replacing the very popular
CS504), the SANSUI SR222 for low-cost
high performance and for those who want an
inexpensive turntable on which to mount the
arm of their choice, what better than the
standard TD160BC. For those with limited
budgets try one with aMAY WARE arm for
just over £ 150 and we'll even fit the arm
for you.
Incidentally, you can make an audible
improvement to most turntables at acost of
under £25. How? We'll let you in on the
secret — get aPLATTER PAD — it's the
original high performance turntable mat
from the USA — come and have
alisten, you'll be amazed!

The facts about Arms and
Cartridges
Whats new? Well there's anice new
KOETSU cartridge at £500 — expensive yes,
but probably the best sounding cartridge
available — currently " state-of-the-art".
There's also avery interesting new range of
cartridges named GLANZ with models from
just over £ 15 through to just under £90.
They really sound excellent and have already
caught the eye of the press who have written
very well of them. In pick-up arms the most
significant introduction is the AUDIO
TECHN1CA SIGNET arm which performs
superbly, is beautifully engineered and sells
for around £ 120.
If ever there was aneed for careful
matching it's between arms and cartridges.
A mismatch can have the most abysmal
effect on your whole system. We cover the
spectrum of arms from the MAY WARE at
£57.50 through to the superb LINN
ITTOK at £230, plus cartridges from £ 14
through to nearly £500. Current favourites
are the ELITE, GLANZ and GRADO
ranges with awide choice of moving coils
from the MAYWARE MC2C through to the
magnificent LINN ASAK at £ 184.
There are some really interesting
accessories to consider. The new ELITE
alignment gauges virtually take all the error
out of setting up your arm and cartridge. If
you're irritated by your arm not lifting from
the groove at the end of arecord try an
AUDIO TECHNICA Safety Raiser — it's
really gorgeous. Silver Litz headshell
connectors also improve the sound
performance for arelatively small outlay
Don't forget avery basic requirement —
keep your records clean. There's only one
really effective way to do this and that's by
the KEITH MONKS record cleaning system
—it can make your records sound like new
again!
Our Fleet St. branch operates this service.
We sell the
Elite MC555
Cartridge for £98
You can get one FREE!
les of , ou purchaw a •• U."» u1th a, arise id
COO twit pc > on one and ef ou don't
tang 10 go that far then nod. a',gem for
(450 nap.: > on the .uperh liSt 5110
Cartridge nab parabolic n> tut

4mong the brands we stock are the following:—
A& R, ARC, Audiomaster, Audio Pro, Audio Technica,

B.A.S., B & W, Bryston, Crimson. Denon, Dual.
E.A.R., Elite, Electrocompaniet, Entre, Ferrograph, Grace, Hadcock, Hefter, Harbeth. Heybrook,
Hitachi, IMF, JVC, Keesonic, Kef, Lentek, Linn Sondek, Lux, Mayware, Meridian, Monitor Audio,
Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Naim, Nytech, Ortofon, Onkyo, Philips, Black "Pulip, Pioneer, Pyramid
Metronome, QuactRadford, Revox, SMF:, STD, Sansui, Sony, Spendor. Stanton, Stax, J. E. Sugden. Supex,
Syrinx, Systemdek, Tandberg, Tannoy, Teac, Thorens. Ultimo, Yamaha
AN AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

CROYDON
89 London Rd. Tel: 01-686 1343
HARROW
340 Station Rd. Tel: 01-863 8690
LONDON, EC4 53 Fleet Si. Tel: 01-353 7935

LONDON, WI 48 Wigmore Si. Tel: 01 486 8263
UXBRIDGE
278 High St. Tel: l/shridge 33474
WATFORD
101 St. Albans Rd. Tel: Watford 45250
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INSTANT CREDIT
Possible on balances
up to £500. There's a
KJ Budget account offering credit up to 20 times
your selected monthly payment.

Humid N1cp Kit £ 2.08
Parastat Wash Brush ( Replacement Brush
for Manual Parastat) £ 2.12
Packs containing replacement parts are
readily available.

New Formula Parostatik'"
Antistatic Fluid
oz 39p 1 oz 63e

- PARASTAT

VIrAS

Manual Parastat®
£8.02

Distilled
Water
Dispenser
48p

Parastatik
Disc Preener® £ 1.60
Hi- Fi Parasta:

-.

£ 6.81

Stylus Cleaner 63p

Dust Bug® £ 2-93

Cecil E. Watts Ltd., Darby House,
Sunbury- on- Thames, Middlesex.
Telephone: Sunbury- on- Thames 83252.
Telex: 27750

All prices include 15% VAT. Available from all good hi-fi
stores and record shops or in case of difficulty order direct
adding 10% to cover postage and packing ( minimum P&P
20p) UK only.

Name

Please send me the following items .

HFN/11

Address
Illustrated leaflet and full price list

Ienclose chegue/P 0 value £

( please do not send postage stamps)

Optional...or essential?
Being made of vinyl, gramophone records
have astatic charge. This acts as amagnet
for dust Bib's Groov-Guard XL-2is aspecially
developed anti-static fluid that eliminates
that charge, thus helping to prevent harmful
dust from being drawn onto the surface of
your records. And not only will it help
keep your records clean but
an important additive in the
fluid reduces the friction set
up between the stylus tip
and the groove. So your
records will keep their 'new'
sound longer.
The Groov-Guard XL-2
kit, with its two handy pumpspray dispensers of fluid
and special cleaning pad, is
so easy to use yet so essential

Bib

to the care of your valuable record collection.
No matter how sophisticated your audio
system, if you neglect your records you
cannot expect to get the best sound quality.
Bib Groov-Guard XL-2is asimple remedy
to afundamental problem. No record
collection is complete without it.
Groov-Guard is part of
the Bib Audiophile Edition —
asuperior range of audio
maintenance products, carefully designed to help you
make the most of your
listening pleasure. Look for
the Bib Audiophile Centre
at major department stores
and specialist audio dealers.
Ref. 114-AE
RRP £5.47 Inc VAT

Bib HiFi Accessories Ltd.,

Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP2 4RQ. Telephone (0442) 61291.
Bib HiFi Accessories Inc. 1751 Jay Ell Drive, Richardson, Texas 75081 USA. Telephone ( 214) 2381224 Telex_792451.
/IQ
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This is the MC20 Mk II.
The latest in along and very
distinguished line ofmoving coil cartridges from
Ortofon. But before we
were experts in picking
up sound, we were
experts in putting
it down.
In fact, we only made our
first moving coil pick-up
back in 1948 because we
couldn't find another
cartridge which did justice
to the sound produced by
our own cutterheads, which
also used the moving coil
principle.
Since then, these two
lines have advanced together.
And today Ortofon are the
only company in the world
producing both first rate
pick-ups and cutterheads.
We now manufacture
the more popular magnetic
cartridges as well. And have
revolutionised this field with
developments like the Variable Magnetic Shunt (VMS).
But the absolute peak
oflistening pleasure is still
only reached through the
moving coil, with its ruler
flat extended frequency
response; clean, crisp transients; and three dimensional
imaging. This far superior
sensitivity and accuracy

The major advance
made by this model was the
solution to aproblem inherent in all previous moving
coil designs. That of low
compliance and resultant
in
fg
rfs
!:boiolirt.roacrktoo

cARTRIDGEc
makes moving coil cartridges the automatic choice
ofprofessionals and serious
audiophiles.
And it's to Ortofon that
these specialists have
traditionally looked for
leadership.
In 1977 the MC20 was
nominated the outstanding
pick-up ofthe year by the
Japanese Stereo Component
Manufacturers Association.
Then came the MC30,
which won the Japanese
Grand Prix in the following
year, and has been widely
hailed as the finest cartridge
ever made.

inimmaim

Li• patented Wide
Range Damping System,
introduced by the MOO,
provides damping which
acts differently at high and
low frequencies, giving
optimum damping and
accurate tracking across the
entire frequency range.
Now that step forward
has been incorporated into
the MC20 Mk II.
It's the most recent
innovation from Ortofon's
laboratories. But, as the
company continues its policy
of investing substantial
sums in research and development, it certainly won't
be the last.
Read more about the
MC20 Mk II in our free
information pack.
Harman U.K., St. John's Rd., Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR.
Telephone: Penn (049 481) 5331.
Naine
Address
HFN. 0.11

Post Code_ _ _

orrofon

accuracy in sound

YAMAHA YH100

YAMAHA HP3

«re--

DESIGNING A SUPERIOR SYNTHESISER HASN'T GONE TO OUR HEADS.
JUST OUR HEADPHONES.
As ahi-fi manufacturer we've found certain advantages in Ixdng
a musical instrument manufacturer as well. For example. over ihe
years it has been responsible for us developing an unusually critical
ear for music. Which is why ourpeople can actually appreciate subtle
tonal qualities that even sensitive test equipment can't measure.
Also, when you produce complex electronic instruments such
as synthesisers. you've got to be well up on the latest technology. An
those shown here feature a new, radical and exclusive Yamaha
orthodynamic design. The result is lower distortion and wider
frequency response. Here's how it works. A small- mass diaphragm
vibrates over the entire surface giving bright, clear treble and crisp.
clean bass notes. In fact, due to the spiral winding and corrugated
construction, the richness of the bass just cannot be improved.

Critics found the HP1, HP2 and HP3 "possibly the best value
and most comfortable headphones ever made." The specifications
vary slightly with additional refinements built-in according to price.
At the top end of the range is a very talented newcomer: It's
culled the YH100 and it features arare earth serium cobalt magnet
that gives high sensitivity and durability. As well as an aluminium
diecast housing that cuts out unnecessary and annoying vibrations.
Whichever of our headphones you choose, you'll find they're
remarkably light in weight and easy on the ear.
DETAILS OF THE FULL RANCE OE
YAMAHA HEADPHONES FROM: NAT( IRAI,
SOUND SYSTEMS lo BYRON ROAD.
WEALDSTONE. HARROW. MIDDLESEX
IIA3 ill.. nit EPHONK o1.863 Neu

YAMAHA
We have agood ear for music

slorus ond ,,
rlocIcil 15100
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Are you listening to

Despite
today's sophisticated technology,
the simple build-up
of oxide on atape
head, or aspeck of
dirt on astylus can
seriously impair sound
quality.
It may even damage
your expensive equipment.
At Boots, you'll find
an impressive range of
audio care products that help
to reduce wear and improve
sound reproduction.
Products like our new
Cassette Head Cleaning Tool.
An ingenious device specially
designed to apply
..
cleaning
•

411

fluid to even the most inaccessible
heads, pinch wheels, capstans and
sensors, it comes complete with fluid,
cotton buds and full instructions.
Record and cassette care
This is just one of many aids to
record and cassette care in our wide
range. You'll find complete kits for
cleaning music centres, cassette
players, in-ear decks, records and
record styli. And of course there are
record cleaners and automatic
cleaning arms too.
However, getting more from
your equipment doesn't stop at
cleanliness. Index cards, library
cases, areplacement cassette housing
and even acassette editing kit can
all help to make listening
more enjoyable.
Apart from dust and fluff
there are lots of other little
things that can mar your
enjoyment. Badly chosen or
incorrectly matched
accessories will soon

aload ofrubbish?

devalue the most advanced HiFi
system. That's why at Boots we have
developed an extensive
range of matching audio
accessories for most
types of equipment.
Microphones and leads
Arecent review of
Boots Audio SM-1 stereo
microphone in Gramophone
magazine included the
phrase -"agood investment
at its price"- which is
exactly how we select
all our products.
The SM-1 is asingle
point Stereo Electret
Condenser microphone
complete with battery and
desk stand. Professionally styled
and fitted with adetachable
low-noise cord, it really does
represent superb value.
Value of another kind comes
with our wide range of leads and
connectors. All are made to the

highest specifications to enhance
sound quality For example our
HiFi range of maximum fidelity
leads are all fitted with gold end
connectors to minimise distortion_
Our Litz Speaker Cable can
significantly improve sound quality
from sp'eakers and is compatible
with all good-quality HiFi systems
rated at 50w output or above.

Audio Technica 30E/G Moving Coil
complete with transformer at £59.50.
All in all Boots offers a
complete service to anyone who
appreciates good audio. And we're
very choosy about what we sell. You
can be sure that every item has
passed our stringent tests so you
need never listen to rubbish again.
Boots Head Cleaning Tool
and Fluid £1.95
Boots Audio SM-1 Stereo
Microphone £20.25

Styli and cartridges
At Boots Audio Departments
you'll find acomprehensive selection
of ceramic styli bearing the Boots
Audio brand, as well as HiFi
cartridges, headshells and combinations from famous manufacturers.
Once again representing
excellent value, the range spans the
Empire 2001E for £9.50 to the

Boots Maximum Fidelity Gold
End Leads from £2.55
Boots MEL5 Litz Speaker
Cable (5m) £ 5.95 per pair
Empire 2001E HiFi
Cartridge £.50
AudioTechnica 30E/G Moving
Coil complete with
transformer £59.50

HiFi is available from larger Boots Audio Departments subject to stock availability.
Retie

for the SpecialTouch
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Speaker Gale GS401A
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Photography Berris Connolly

D.W.Labs Ltd,88-90,Gray's Inn Road, London WCIX 8AA 01-404 5140

Total compatibility.
Even with your wallet.

The relationship between turntables,
tonearms and cartridges is complex and
vitally important to sound quality.
Who better, then, to extract the best
from the ADC QLM 34 1Vild11 cartridge
(acclaimed by HiFi Choice as having
'useful compatibility with medium to
high mass arms, plus apleasantly
musical and open sound with fine
stereo') than ADC?
The ADC 1500FG turntable has
servo speed control and, surprise
surprise, amedium mass tonearm
ideally suited to the cartridge.
Thus, in the Turntables and
Tonearms issue of HiFi Choke, the
1500FG was described as 'good for the
price, especially as the included

cartridge is apositive attribute rather
than an afterthought ... as is so often
the case.'
Our 1600DD and 1700DD Quartz
turntables indude even finer,
correspondingly compatible, tonearms
and cartridges.
Now you have only to decide which
is the most compatible with your wallet.
Shown above:
the ADC 1500FG Semi-Automatic Belt-Drive Turntable.
Specffications. Motor drive system: frequency generator
controlled DC servo-motor. Variable pitch control: 6%
variation, with stroboscopic light system for accurate speed
reading. Wow and flutter: less than 0.05% WRMS.
Rumble: —67db (DIN B). Tonearm:'S' shaped static
balance type, with open cradle suspension, ball race
bearings, calibrated bias compensation, viscous damped
cueing, decoupled counterweight and magnesium
headshell. Cartridge: ADC QLM341V1k. M. Frequency
response: 20Hz-20kHz ±2clB. Tracking force: 1-3 grams.
Stylus: elliptical, .0003 x.0007 inches.

7

1b: Audio Dynamics Corporation,
Powice Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5QH.
Please send me details of the full ADC
turntable range.
Name
Address

AD
Audio Dynamics Corporation. Adivision of BSR Limited.

You'll hear more from us..i

FREE OF
CHARGE
Thtsateway
to)eliminatestatic
pennanerbtly

'hi'
11 ( El i)resg.n4lea'ba,

you—care fnr the life of your records— care with Permostat.
Only Permostat can guarantee the free of charge protection
needed to eliminate permanently dust-attracting static.
Applied in seconds Permostat acts as an invisible shield to both
preserve and protect your treasured records against undue
wear and sear.
Just one application of Permostat stops dust attraction and
prolongs the life of both record and stylus.
Permostat — the safe, sure way to keep your good sounds
sounding good. Available in kit form and refill packs,
Permostat can be found in all good hi-fi record and department
stores.

Milty — record care technology that works
Milty Products Ltd., New Mansion House, 173/191 Wellington Road

MMI MIN MI NM MR MIMI»

South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA. Tel:061-480 8142/3 Telex:667700
am
11 youl ha Ve difficulty obtaining supplies please complete this coupon.
To: Milty Products Ltd., New Mansion House,
173/191 Wellington Road South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA.
lèl: 061-480 8142/3 Telex: 667700
State quantity required.

l' RICE

I
'

I
'

Ienclose

INC:. VAT EXTRA
Permostat Kit

£ 5.75

Permostat Refill

£3.92

. Permostat Jumbo Refill £ 7.94
I

NAME

I

ADDRESS

cheque/ PO. value

+ 34p
— 23p ( Please do not send
+ 46p

postage stamps.)

POSTCODE
a

(
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE.) Prices only apply to the U.K
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Participating ReVox dealers:
LONDON
ANALOG AUDIO
849 High Road
London N12
TEL. 01 445 3267
HAMPSTEAD HI.
FIDELITY UMITED
63 Hampstead High Street
London NW3
TEL. 01 435 0999
MARTINS OF CHELSEA
33.Krngs Road
London sw3
TEL 01 730 3328
M. O'BRIEN HI FI
95 High Skeet
Wimbledon Village
London SW19
TEL 01 946 1528/0331
REW AUDIO VISUAL
230 Tottenham Cour IRoad
London W1
TEL 01 637 2624
SPI SOUNDVISION
359 Green Lanes
Pelmets Green
London NI3
TEL 01 882 5888
TELESONIC LIMITED
92 Tottenham Cour tRoad
London WI
TEL 01 636 8177
UNILET HI FI
14 Bute Street
London SW7
TEL 01 589 2586
MIDLANDS
KARMA AUDIO VISUAL
44 School Sheet
Wolverhampton
West Midlands
TEL. 0902 773338
RALPH HALES LIMITED
154 Worcester Road
Malvern Link
Worcestershire
TEL Malvern 4433
MIDLAND HI-FI STUDIO
1Old Hall Street
Wolverhampton
West Midlands
TEL. 0902 771774
W.J. TAYLOR (MUSIC)
LIMITED
125.130 Hawthorn Road
Kingstanding
Birmingham B44
TEL 021 373 2645
CLEMENT WAIN
LIMITED
42 Menial Street
Newcastle.u.Lyme_
Stallordshire
TEL 0782 613119
SOUTH
ABSOLUTE SOUND
&VIDEO LTD
19 Old High St
Headington
Oxfordshire
TEL: 0865 65961
ALPINA
24 Smrlh Street
St. Peter Poil
Guernsey
Channel Isles
TEL 0481 21311
AUDIO BRISTOL
LIMITED
Park Street Avenue
Bristol 1
Avon
TEL: 0272 291931
DIRECT VISION
22 Gems Place
Bournemouth
Dorset
TEL 0202 877371
DIRECT VISION
125 Victoria Road
Ferndown
Dorset
TEL: 0202 877371
HALCYON ELECTRONICS
LIMITED
38 Wqmore Road
Bromley
Kent
TEL 01 464 2260
RALPH HALES LIMITED
24 Pfitvale Siredi
Cheltenham
Gloucestershrre
TEL 0242 41171

HAMPSHIRE AUDIO
8Hufsley Road
Chandlers Ford
Hampshire
TEL 04215 2827/65232
H.C. & C. COPPINS
131.137 Bellegrove Road
Welling
Kent
TEL 01 303 5341/1211
183 Barrack Road
ChriStchurch
Dorset
TEL: 0202 473901
K.A. CHEESEMAN
UNITED
Shewell Road
Colchester
Essex
TEL 0206 73792
MARTINS.HI FI
5High Street
Kings Lynn
Norfolk
TEL 05- 361683
MARTINS ELECTRONIC
CENTRE
85/87 Ber Street
Norwich
NO1lolk
TEL 0603 27010
P. DAY HI FIDELITY &
VIDEO
94 Victoria Road
Sweldon
WIlishee
TEL 0793 20994
RUSH HI Fl
6Cornhat
Chelmsford
Essex
TEL 0245 64393
RUSH HI FI
38 North Street
Romlord
Essex
TEL 01 702.6840
SLOMAN & PETTITT
Pudding Lane
Maidstone
Kent
TEL 0622 51478
SPEECHLEY & CO.
Hawthorn Way
Cambridge
TEL 0223 312120
UNILET HI FI
35 High Street
New Malden
Surrey
TEL 01 942 9567
W. DARBY & CO.
Lockey House
SIPeters Street
SIAlbans
Her Is
TEL ' 0727 50961
UNIVERSITY AUDIO
1 & 2Peas Hill
Cambridge
Cambridgeshire
TEL 0223 354237
NORTH
F. BENFELL LIMITED
78 Wesltreld Road
Blackpool
Lancashire
TEL 0253 49625
ERRICKS OF BRADFORD
Folosonic House
Rawson Square
Bradford
Wesl Yorkshire
TEL 0274 22972/31648
EULIPION AUDIO
LIMITED
81 Wilmslow Road
Rusholme
Manchester M14
TEL 061 225 4448
HI-FI OPPORTUNITIES
33 Handysrde Arcade
Newcastle
Tyne & Wear
TEL 0632 27791
MANDERS OF
GRIMSBY
2.4 Edward Street
Grimsby
Humberside
l'EL 0472 51391

MCKENNA 8 BROWN
190 LInthorpe Road
Middlesbrough
Cleveland
TEL 0642 248345
PETER ANSON LIMITED
523 Allrelon Road
Bobbers Mill
Noffingham
Nottinghamshire
TEL 0602 73312
SHEFFIELD SOUND
CENTRE
101A Eccleshall Road
Sheffield
South Yorkshire
TEL 0742 23365
SHEFFIELD SOUND
CENTRE
39 Carlton Road
Worksop
Noliingnarnsline
TEL 0909 87762
SIMPLY HI-FI
7Mill Street
Prospect Centre
Hull
Humberside
TEL . 0482 29240
SUPER FIDELITY
LIMITED
34.36 Queen \Actor ra
Street
Leeds
Wesl Yorkshire
TEL 0532 449075
SUPER FIDELITY
LIMITED
15 Markel Sheer
Nourngirain
Notirrighainshae
TEL 0602 412137
THE HI FI CENTRE
Green Lew
WrIrnslow
Cheshire
TEL 0625 247666
TURNER ELECTRICAL
TV & RADIO
King Street
Bridlington
Humber srde
TEL 0202 12214
ERIC WILEY
64 Bear icr on- Road
Castielord
West Yor kslirre
TEL 0977 553066
SCOTLAND
BRYSONS
28 Hamilton Road
Motherwell
TEL 0698 63406
HI FI CORNER
Haddington Place
Edinburgh
TEL 031 556 7901
McCORMACKS (MUSIC)
LIMITED
33 Bath Street
Glasgow
TEL 041 332 6644
TELEMECH AV
EQUIPMENT LIMITED
23.33 Manschal Street
Aberdeen
TEL 0224 28817
WALES
OWENS HI- F1 CENTRE
58 SIdlion Road
Colwyn Bay
TEL Colwyn Bay 30982
IRELAND
THE HI Fl SHOP
RAC House
71.75 Chichester Street
Belfast 1
TEL: 0232 40644
SOUND STORE LIMITED
Academy Street
Cork
Ireland
TEL 021 507911
SOUND STORE LIMITED
StrIlorgan Shopping Centre
Dublin
TEL 01 885646
SOUND STORE LIMITED
Dunlaognre Shopping
Centre
Dublin
TEL. 01 807358

and all dealers displaying the special promotion poster"
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Offer closes 31st December 1980
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The New ReVox B795 Direct Drive Turntable.
So confident are we that you will find
the new ReVox B795 an advancement in
operational and sonic performance over
your present turntable, that your
Participating ReVox Dealer will let you
borrow one for aweekend.
Designed to be fully compatible with
any good quality system, the ReVox B795
is aquartz locked, direct drive turntable.
It has an electronically controlled

tangential tracking pick-up arm, fat ed
with aReVox P20 MDR low mass cartridge.
And, if afterhaving evaluated its
performance in your own home, you
decide to buy it, we will send you aset of
ReVox RH310 headphones with our
compliments.
There will be no obligation whatsoever but we are sure that once you
have integrated the ReVox B795 into your

system, you'll want it there permanently.
For full details, visit your nearest
Participating Dealer and take advantage
of this unique introduction to the world
of Studer ReVox.

ereipzin

REVOX

FWD. Bauch Limited
49 Thectaid Street, Boreham Wood Hertfordere VVD6 4RZ
Telephone 01-953 0091

Offersubjecttoavailability.

The Agfa Superchrom has awider dynamic range
than any other cassette we tried:— 62DB. That's
2.5 decibels wider than one of its rivals.

The Superchrom records at phenomenally high
levels without distortion. At 250 nWb/rn. the
Superchrom registers aTHD of only ".5% while
one Japanese competitor's tape scored a
shaky 2.2%.

Sometimes arecording lasts alittle
longer than you thought And the
Agfa Superchrom scores again. OLr
C60 +6and C90 + 6cassettes give
you 3more minutes playing time on
either side.

DA
CAPO

The traditional weakness of chrome
cassettes has always been in the middle to
low frequencies. Not the Superchrom. It can
give aflatter frequency response right across
the musical spectrum.

The Superchrom has afloor level low
enough .not to interrupt the silences.

WHERE THE NEW AGFA SUPERCHROM
SCORES OVER THE COMPETITION.
The Agfa Superchrom is our new cassette for
machines with Chrome switching. And our own tests and
independent surveys show that its closest competitors
are no competition at all. Write to us for the full test
reports or let your ears prove the point on your own
equipment.
The Agfa Superchrom comes at the top of arange of
tapes designed to get the best out of every cassette
deck on the market.
The Agfa Ferrocolor makes acompact portable
sound awhole lot bigger.
The Agfa Superferro bridges the gap between
European and Japanese decks— giving superb results
on most good quality decks and music centres,
The Agfa Carat is for Fe Cr settings, with the precise
balance between the top layer of chrome and the ferric
undercoat to get the best of both media
And having made agreat range of cassettes, we
make them last. All components are manufactured at our
West German factory. So we can keep atight control on
quality.
_n They come in + 6versi ons ,
t
oo.
V Ask your Hi Fi dealer for the Agfa cassette that
gets more out of your system.

_f

AGFA-GEVAERT LTD, 27 GREAT WEST ROAD, BRENTFORD, MIDDLESEX.
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It sorts out the men from the boys

The difference between a
bass and atenor may seem
obvious enough to you, but
your stylus sees it only as
undulations measured in
microns.
Every time your stylus
lands in arecord groove it
enters arugged microminiature world where
it has to cope with forces and
obstacles on ascale that
almost defies description.
It is this crucial first
contact in the hi-fi chain that
decides everything you hear,
no matter how good the rest
of the system.
In recent years you'll have
heard of ahost of designs —
elliptical, hyper-elliptical,
line contact — all aimed at
optimising the area of contact
between stylus and groove, in

pursuit of wider frequency
response, better tracking,
lower distortion and less
record wear. Many theoretical
'breakthroughs' have been
announced. But now comes a
major and really practical
advance. All the more
practical because it is
embodied in acartridge that
isn't too exotic to be used with
normal high quality arms and
amplifiers and isn't too
expensive. It's the new van
den Hul stylus, available for
the first time in anew
cartridge from Goldring, the
G900/IGC.
Goldring's new stylus
shape isn't so much
revolutionary as evolutionary
and was designed by studying
the established advantages of
recent stylus configurations —

Goldring
G900 IGC
Write for details of the G900 range
and the story of the van den Hul stylus to:Goldring Products Ltd., Anglian Lane,
Bury St. Edmunds, IP32 6SS. Tel: 0284 64011

and their pitfalls. An IBM 370
computer was used to build a
mathematical picture of the
optimum practical mass,
shape and curvature for a
stylus that could reliably trace
and retrieve information
represented by undulations as
tiny as 5microns in height or
depth.
This new shape can more
accurately follow the recorded
modulation because it is
essentially the same size and
shape as the cutter stylus that
made the groove in the first
place.
From the foregoing, you
will not be surprised to hear
that this new design is causing
astir among hi-fi reviewers.
Some of whom are already
comparing it with some of the
most respected and expensive
moving coil cartridges.
Ask your dealer to
demonstrate the new Goldring
G900/IGC using the most
testing musical recordings and
against some of the most
expensive cartridges. We think
you'll agree it sorts out the
men from the boys.
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On the left; the smallest of our Reference Series speakers—
Model 101.
On the right, the acclaimed 105.2.
Two speakers which have set new standards in the quest for
truthful reproduction of speech and music.
Now, to complete this fine range, KEF proudly introduce
two new speakers . . . the Reference Series Model 103.2 and
Model 105.4.
MODEL 103.2

A product of KEF's 'total system' design approach (drive
units, filter networks and enclosures are developed together to
achieve atargeted response). Model 103.2 achieves broad
frequency response and optimum efficiency from an enclosure
of just 19 litres.
MODEL 105.4

The unparalleled success of Model 105 created ademand
for asystem capable of similar performance from asmaller

he New Mode1103.2

xcurred
)
should be
between?

what we
it, too.

enclosure. Model 105.4 maintains this standard of truthful
reproduction with higher efficiency.
All four speakers are protected against accidental overload
and fault conditions by aself-powered electronic circuit —
S. STOP as developed by KEE So now there's asuperb KEF
Reference Series loudspeaker for every application.
For the professional or discriminating domestic user, the
proposition is irresistible.
But loudspeakers are for listening to, not reading about.
Call your dealer today to arrange for ademonstration.
KEF Electronic Limited,
Tovil, Maidstone,
Kent ME15 6QP
Telephone:
Maidstone (0622) 672261.

Ifyou're serious about sound

FREE EAITANGLEO,TWISTEO,CREASED
OR KNO77E0 CASSETTE TAPES
'1/41 SECONOS Hwith the brilliantnew

The Video Bible

FIXOTAPE
CASSETTE ACCESSORY

only £ I.99
inc. postage & packing
Now you'll never need
to throw away that valuable
recording. New ' FIXOTAPE' is amust
for all cassette owners. Simple semiautomatic action. FIXOTAPE snap
fixes to any table edge or shelf. Just
push cassette in and place the guide
and your problem tape is fixed in
seconds. No more fumbling and
struggling. Simple. durable, always
handy. Useful for years to come.
FIXOTAPE also helps you clean.
edit or repair cassette tapes (your
own mini-workshop). An ideal gift
and not just FOR CHRISTMAS.
Yours by return post! Money back
guaranteed if not delighted!
Please send me

Television & Home Video magazine is the
authority to read on all aspects of Video Tape
Recording.
Every month it features abang- up-to-date
consumer guide on the constantly changing
equipment you can rent or buy
And it's all explained in alanguage you don't
have to be aprophet to understand.
Amen.

OCTOBER ISSUE OUT NOW 60p.
Special features include:
Interview with ` Hotlips from M.A.S.H.
Airborne T.V. at 37,000 feet.
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IIenclose cheque/cash/PO for £
IName
IAddress

FIXOTAPE is
I
our trade mark
World-wide
patents
pending.

The Magazine that reads between the lines
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Satin models:
1 Do not require astep-up
.
transformer.
2 Do not require an
expensive pre-amp.
3 Have user-replaceable stylü — a
SATIN world-wide first.
4 Have excellent tracking under 2

You know as well as we do that the
cartridge which could be described as perfect
in all respects, has still to be invented.
Yet when "Gramophone" magazine
tested the M-18E cartridge late in '77, their
reviewer described it as "unique", and said,
" . this is as nearly perfect acartridge as I
have tested".
Fifteen months later he tested our
M-117G cartridge which retails for less than
half the price of the M-18E.
Referring to the test report he said,
"These are excellent results by any
standards".
Satin cartridges are built aráurtd our
unique application of the moving coil
principle.

SA-I- I T4 MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES FROM
To: J. Osawa ik Co. (U.K.) Ltd., 10 Forge Court, Reading Road, Yateley, Camberley, Surrey‘ GU17 7RX
Please rush me full details of the unique

Name

SATIN cartridge range and list of stockists.
Address

grammes.
5 Weigh only around 9grammes.
6 Have virtually zero susceptibility to
pick-up hum.
7 Have almost complete indifference to
input impedance matching.
8 Start at around £50.
9 Aie now available with matching
magnesium headshell.
No other moving coil cartridge range
can give you all these advantages.

IArli

SAWA

Exclusive Distributor for U.K. and Ireland

Studio ALS 40
Active Line
4Way

M °nit& TLS 80
Transmission Line.
4VVay

Studio TLS 50
Transmission Line
4Way

IMF Electronics
LOUDSPEAKERS -

Reference StandaEd
Professional, Monitor
Transmission Line
4Way

are renowned worldwide as aresult of pioneering research into
transmission line and active line principles.
A complete range of the finest quality systems are hand built to laboratory
standards. Superbly finished in walnut, the rigidly braced cabinets are
veneered internally for stability. They are produced in "mirror image"
configuration with phase coherent crossover and driver layout.
Frequency response from the lower bass regions to beyond
audibility ensures that every nuance of the programme; be it
classical or popular rock, is reproduced with supreme
accuracy. Performance, not price, is the criterion.
Although having many famous studio, laboratory
and professional users, they are equally
accepted in the domestic environment. Coupled
with the best ancillary equipment, they
will fulfil any requirement to reproduce
even the most demanding material.
Listen to them at your nearest
IMF Electronics dealer. Buy them
and be confident that continuing
listening pleasure is assured.
ALS 30
Active Line
4Way

Super Compact
Reflex
3Way

IMF

Westbourne Street High Wycombe Buckinghamshire Tel High Wycombe 35576
N America

5226 State Street

Saginaw

Michigan 48603

Tel ( 517) 790 2121

ELECTRONICS

HAVE YOU AN EYE FOR
A GOOD SPEAKER?
PM 450P - The Chartwell Studio
Monitor loudspeaker, designed
primarily for professional
applications demanding high sound
pressure levels with exceptionally
low coburtition (Rosewood finish
illustrated).

PM 210 - Amedium sized, efficient
reflex design for the overage
domestic environment, suitable for
amplifiers between 10 and 100
watts per channel (Walnut finish
illustrated).

PM 410 - Aloudspeaker for larger
rooms. Its exceptional efficiency
and power handling result in
superb n.production with
amplifiers of 10 to 150 watts per
channel leak finish illustrated).

RM110 - Asmall efficient reflex
design, especially suitable for low
power amplifiers and the smaller
room. (
Black Oak finish illustrated).

Far more than most, we design speakers to be part of your home. To be as
pleasing to your eye as to your ear.
And to be sure their sound lives up to their looks, we make all our own drive units.
What's more, we use polypropylene as acone material - an outstanding feature
of our speakers.
For it combines all the advantages and reliability of plastic cones with the
sensitivity of paper cones, but without their typical variations, distortion and colouration.
The results are speakers with higher than usual sensitivity, excellent stereo image
and an even response over their full frequency range.
If you'd like to perfect your eye and your ear for good speakers, we'll gladly send
full details. Just send alarge self-addressed, stamped envelope to Swisstone Electronics
Ltd., 4/14 Barmeston Road, London SE6 3BN.
Tel: 01-697 8511 Telex: 847777 Swisselec 492.

CHARM/ELL

THE SPEAKERS THAT LOOK AS GOOD AS THEY SOUND.

Dual CS506
RECOMMENDED

liFFICHOn
TUANTABLES&TONIARMS

The CS506 is asemi-automatic belt drive hifi turntable It incorporates many fine
features, including Dual's Ultra Low Mass tonearm, complete with Ultra Low Mass
cartridge — only 8grams Total Effective Mass. An important factor when you
consider the potential wear and tear on your records and stylus. This is greatly
reduced with the Ultra Low Mass system and the trackability is much improved.
Currently the CS506 sells at around £ 100 — really good value for money.
The turntable range has now been supplemented by anew budget price version,
the CS505, which with reduced facilities sells at around £ 75.
ULTRA — LOW MASS
—\•/—

U

For more information on these turntables, other models in
the Dual range and alist of Dual Dealers, please contact:Hayden

Laboratories Limited

Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks, SL9 'JEW. Telephone: Gerrards Cross ( 02813) 88447

HAYDEN

Dual

\>;fact:
five New Shure Cartridges
feature unique, state-of-the-art\>,
technology
N
Including...

Unprecedented
Stylus Protection

the M97 Era IV Series
pickup cartridges
Model

-e>

Stylus
Configuration

Tip
Tracking
Force

Applications

4
/
3

M97HE

Nude
Hyperelliptical

to 11
2
/

grams

Highest fidelity

M97ED

Nude Biradial
(Elliptical)

4
/
3

where light
tracking forces

M97GD

Nude Spherical

to 11
2
/
grams
4
/
3

to1 1
2
/
grams

are essential.

Shure writes anew chapter in the history of affordable hi-fi by
making the latest cartridge technological breakthroughs available in acomplete line of high-performance, moderately priced
cartridges; the M97 Era IV Series Pickup Cartridges, available
with five different interchangeable stylus configurations to fit
every system and every budget.
The M97 Series incorporates such vanguard features as
the Dynamic Stabilizer—which simultaneously overcomes
record-warp caused problems, provides electrostatic neutralization of the record surface, and effectively removes dust and
lint from the record—and aunique telescoped stylus assembly
which results in lower effective stylus mass and dramatically
improved trackability.
Each of these features.. and more... has been incorporated
in the five cartridges in the M97 Series—there is even an M97
cartridge that offers the low distortion Hyperelliptical stylus!
What's more, every M97 cartridge features aunique lateral
deflection assembly, called the SIDE-GUARD, which responds
to side thrusts on the stylus by witndrawing the entire stylus
shank and tip safely into the stylus housing before it can bend!
The performance of the cartridges is highly faithful to the
recorded music. Hear it you must!

M97EJ

Biradial
(Elliptical)

11
2 to 3
/

M97B

Spherical

grams

forces are
required.

11
2 to 3
/

For 78 rpm

selected for review by H.• Fi Choice

grams

records.

and given " Best Buy" ratings.

78 rpm Stylus Biradial
for all M97's ( Elliptical)

grams
11
/
2 to 3

Where slightly
heavier tracking

These two M97 Series Cartridges were

&FA"

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road,
Maidstone ME15 6AU, Telephone: ( 0622) 59881
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Infinity technology
produces atwo-way speaker
with phenomenal midrange
without amidrange.

It could only come from Infinity:
atwo-way speaker with midrange depth
and clarity of detail superior to most
three-way speakers.
It has midrange as well as tweeter
controls. Yet it has no midrange driver.
Unprecedented control of the
musical image.

A new and unique crossover in the
RS a allows adjustment of the midrange.
You can vary depth as well as projection
of the musical image. Adjustment can
be made to suit the room acoustics,
musical content and one's personal
taste. In creating the RS a Infinity
engineers have again extended the art
of speaker technology.
Like all Infinity speakers. RS a is a
remarkable value. It achieves musical
accuracy that surpasses speakers
costing twice as much.
Infinity high technology in one of its

lowest-priced speakers.
The RS a has Infinity's universallyacclaimed EMITTm tweeter. This is the
same EMIT developed for our very
expensive Quantum Reference Standard
and Reference Standard 4.5 speakers.
EMIT is known not only for its delicacy
and transparency in the mid and high
frequencies, but for its tremendous
power-handling ability.
RS a has polypropylene, our new
cone material with acoustic properties
dramatically superior to paper and
exotic plastics: it is ideally light, stiff,
stable and acoustically inert.
And the RS a is indeed apleasure
aesthetically— crafted with the finest
golden oak veneer.
Infinity: an alloy of music and science.

A dedication to technological
advances as well as musical purity has
built Infinity's reputation as one of the
most respected speaker companies.
It has given music lovers greater
enjoyment. And it has made new friends
throughout the world.
We invite you to discover the RS a
and other Infinity speakers.

Infinity
We get you back to what It's all about. Music.

ID 1980 by Infinity Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 14.17 St. Martin's st.. Wallingford,
Oxon OX10 OEB, England. Phone: 0491-37773
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with Celestion Loudspeakers.
Laser bred high fidelity speakers that deliver all they promise.
DEPT A. CELESTION Lin' OFF' POSTER, ROLA CELESTION UMITED, DITTON WORKS. FOXHALL ROAD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP3 8JP.

MIL IlltitteNUE BETWEEN

ARISTON'S RD11S 41% win 012
EIGHTYPOUNDS.

£82* to be precise, quite asaving. Quite an
understatement. Especially when you consider
that for around this figure you could buy atop
quality tone arm. Of course price isn't the only
difference. There are anumber of others, which
in our opinion make the RD11S asuperior deck.
33 and 45 R.P.M. We don't believe that by
owning such adeck you have to sacrifice all
your treasured 45's. And in fact, today there are
many great direct cut 45 discs produced. So
therefore we have produced the RD11S with a
speed change.
A HEAVIER PLATTER Probably the heaviest
on the market. A 12" diameter platter sits upon
the inner hub. A heavyweight weighing in at
5.5 kg. Made in die cast zinc aluminium
machined all over to within 0.0127mm, which
is virtually non- resonant stopping subsonic
rumble transmitting to the stylus. This
contributes to better quality sound. Another
reason why the RD11S produces abetter sound
is that it is belt driven. It is the best method
available. Any other mechanical drive is not up

to standard, due to the unacceptable levels of
rumble and flutter.
IT'S NOT ONLY RECOMMENDED BY HI-FI
CHOICE Hi Fi Choice rounded up their review
with the statement " this model may be
confidently recommended". Another comment
"this turntable is in the top class". And it's not
only Hi Fi Choice who think highly of our deck.
Another is Practical Hi- Fi. "This turntable
combination scores very high marks and is
another worthy ofjoining the few."
Hi Fi Answers ran ablind test with the Linn LP
12 and our RD11S, and their results at picking
out which was which were unimpressive to say
the least.
COLOUR LEAFLET Our RD11S leaflet tells the
full story. You'll find it worth reading. And that
the RD11S is more than worth considering
when you're looking for the very best. Write to
Ariston Acoustics Limited,
Unit 176, Brieryside,
ARISTON RD 11S
Prestwick Airport,
sheer perfection
Prestwick. Ayrshire KA9 2RD.

Jane is listening to Concorde,
amotor bike, an emotional
neighbour, aclog dancing
lodger, adog, acat, abudgie
and Beethoven.

...Fran
The beauty of stereo headphones is the
way they allow you to ignore the din of
everyday life.
And the perfect pair for the serious
stereo listener is called the Ross RE 238.
These comfortable stereo headphones
eliminate distractions and their open back
design combined with alight-weight slimline
construction reduces noticeably listener
fatigue.
What's more, Ross RE 238's are comparatively
low priced even though they feature
professional series high velocity drive units.
So hideaway from the hullabaloo.
With the Ross RE 238.

Ross RE 238
Type: Open Back
Matching Imp:
8to 1000 ohms
Frequency response:
16 to 22,000 Hz
Sensitivity:
100 db SPL at 1mW
Weight: 160 gm
Price: Around £14.00

0 ROSS 1980

Fell me more about the new range of Ross stereo headphone71
-

Name
I

ROSS

makes sound sense

Address

IRoss ElEctronics3 2Rathbone Place, London WW 1A1)
Lek 01-580 7112/3 Telex: 22747 Preros Ldn.
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There's no way of making
aspeaker for less,without
making less of aspeaker.
The JBL commitment to
perfection in accuracy, efficiency
and power handling is legendary.
But perfection in every detail
doesn't come easy. We have to take
great care. Resist the temptation to
cut corners. Take longer and be
more painstakingly thorough in
design, precision assembly and
exhaustive testing.
And never compromise.
That means shunning readily
•
available stock parts and
manufacturing every component
ourselves to our own stringent
specifications. It's the only way of
achieving precise co-ordination
between magnet, coil and cone.
Take our magnets. If we
thought it was possible to manufacture magnetic assemblies in
anything less than low-reluctance
iron, machined to critical

tolerances of 0.003mm, we'd do it.
But only this way can the maximum
generated power be directed where
it should be — into the voice coil.

wrs.piNa; Tim voia. eon.
Instead of machine-winding
the voice coils, we wind every one,
by hand, with aflat-milled copper
ribbon.
Result?
24% more conductive surface,
high performance and maximum
power capacity.
Employing our own advanced
manufacturing techniques, we
produce acone that is rigid enough
never to flex or distort and yet light
enough to be extremely responsive.
And we don't stop there.
In over 30 years intensive

research, we've never found abetter
way of manufacturing aframe than
in thick, rigid, cast metal. Not the
stamped sheet metal normally found
in conventional speakers. Only
in this way can we ensure resistance to stress and deterioration.
And if we thought for a
moment that any machine on earth
could produce an enclosure that
matched our superbly hand-crafted
units, we'd use it. But we know that

L220 400 watts
RRP £ 1,799 pair

the handling of finest veneers and
the production ofa flawless, lustrous
finish is best left to acraftsman.
Naturally, when it comes to
testing our speakers we use the most
technically advanced methods,
employing the most demandingand
accurate electronic equipment to
scrutinise each unit underoperating
stress conditions. Checking and
rechecking at every stage.
And after the machines have
finished with them they go for the
ultimate test. The human ear in the

L150 300 watts'
RRP £ 1,099 pair

Listening Room.

Sample
of range.
From left
to right:
L110 250 watts
RRP £649.00 pair

L50 200 watts
RRP £499.00 pair

The end result is one of the
finest speakers money can buy.
Speakers that cost more. Because
they give you more.
Please send me the fullJBL story and
the address of my nearest dealer for
ademonstration:'
Name
Address

Postcode

HFN. JRL

'Subject to availability

Harman UK, St. John's Rd.,
Tylers Green, High Wycombe,
Bucks. HP10 8HR.
Tel: Penn ( 049 481) 5331.
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recordings of vocal music be presented in perceptibly different aural
planes, or is it permissible for vocalists to
sound as if they were dotted among the
instrumentalists? One can imagine the
reply of some sonic perfectionists: singers
should sound as they do at an actual
performance, with chorus well behind
orchestra at aconcert, vocalists moderately behind orchestra in an opera house,
and soloists just in front of instrumentalists at arecital. Alternatively, a pragmatic
view might be that 'anything goes', because the positional conventions which
we accept in live music- making are the
products of mechanical or acoustic convenience, not of deep aesthetic insights.
Orchestral pits or tiered choruses are far
from sacrosanct. In the opera house, for
instance, the orchestra obviously has to be
hidden, and the most convenient place to
hide it is in atrench between audience
and stage. But if instrumentalists had
always been invisible and had no tangible
physical form, would it not have seemed
more apt to suspend them across the
space from which the voices emanate?
The point with reproduced sound is that
orchestras are invisible and intangible. So
too are singers, but the vocar protagonists
in opera represent real people in specific
environments, and thus cannot easily be
abstracted. Orchestral music, on the other
hand, is very easily heard in abstraction,
and while an orchestra may be granted a
degree of solidity by good stereo, it can
hardly be said that one needs to imagine
an actual team of sweating musicians in
order to follow the music. This is not to
deny that there are certain advantages in
watching musicians at work, but if the
visual facility is absent it surely doesn't
need to be conjured up? Thus it seems
reasonable that in a purely sonic opera
production, the orchestra may be set
down in whatever aural plane best suits
the requirements of musico-dramatic
balance, and if this turns out to be the
equivalent of stringing the players across a
battle- field or between parting lovers,
should we care?
Well, some purists may still care, on the
ground that the methods of microphoning
and mixing which make it possible to
perform this sort of aural balancing act
will inevitably produce anomalies in the
recorded ambience. If vocal soloists are set
up on a platform behind the orchestra in
the studio, but their individual microphones are used to place thém apparently
in front of the orchestra in a recording, the
resulting balance of direct sound will
contradict some aspects of the reflected
sound which go to make up the ambience.

That's the theory, and there are indeed
oddities to be heard in many opera recordings. But the ear is tolerant as well as
sensitive, and it is sometimes not at all
clear where one should stand between
purist demands for integrity of sound and
the record producer's need for integrity as
an artist in his own right.
Although dominated by opera, the
above thoughts were triggered by some
music in which voices are employed in a
purely instrumental fashion, and whose
presence has only the remotest and most
symbolic of human connections: ' Sirènes',
the last of Debussy's Three Nocturnes. At
the LSO's Edinburgh concert discussed on
page 96. Claudio Abbado performed asort
of conjuring trick with this piece—at least
so it seemed to those members of the
audience who had only afrontal view of
the performers. Tiered up behind the
orchestra were 200 singers, and as the
female chorus produced its wordless siren
song, one naturally looked up and back
for the moving mouths. But all were still.
The voices seemed to float out from nowhere, or to be in some mysterious
fashion part of the orchestra itself. They
were in fact just that, for Abbado had
sprinkled the vocalists discreetly among
the instrumentalists in order to achieve
total integration with the orchestral
texture, atrick repeated at his Prom performance of the Nocturnes.
The moral of this story is that even in
the live concert- hall situation several fairly
acute pairs of ears did not deter the associated eyes from seeking sound- sources
at adistance incompatible with their real
positions. Given a few reflecting surfaces,
a reasonable amount of reverberation, and
amoderately set- back listening position,
the aurally perceived distance of voices
(those voices, anyway) is not sufficiently
precise for such things to matter agreat
deal. This may seem like heresy to some
hi-fi theologians, but we are only trying to
be practical in the real world.
In the real world things are quite frequently out of step with what one supposes ought to be the case—according to
popular mythology, to personal hunch, or
even to vaguely rumoured but undocumented pieces of research. This last
category encompasses a huge mass of
phenomena in the field of psychoacoustics, amurky region which ought
really to be central to the subject of sound
reproduction. One small item extracted
from the murk for examination in this issue
is 'absolute phase', the discussion of
which by John Atkinson and Ivor
Humphreys we commend to any reader
blessed ( or cursed) with perfect pitch

Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Telephone: 01-686 2599. Telex: 947709
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot be
answered by telephone.
THE LINK HOUSE GROUP
(d) Link House Publications Ltd. 1980. All rights reserved.
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all available for about a tenth the
price of a good pair of speakers',
AKG Acoustics Ltd. propose to
shower all and sundry with the
message. Their campaign will inAfter years of painstaking research
clude the installation of ' headphone
and development (" we kept sending
listening bars' in hi-fi shops, enabthem back with helpful suggestions
ling customers to compare any of
until they sent us one that we liked"),
the four main models with whatever
Rega ("what recession?') Research
loudspeakers the dealer may have
have now added acartridge to their
on dem. If their headphones turn
range of integrated turntables,
priced to sell at £37. Like the out to be as popular with the general
public as their microphones were
tonearm—which is now available as
with the recordists who took part in
aseparate component for all those
our July survey, they should be very
people who can only just afford a pleased
Linn—the R100 cartridge is sourced
in the far East, and is accompanied
by an unusual lack of techno- hype
('what specification?'). Selected to
Following
numerous
rumours
complement their turntables, satisthroughout the Summer, Philips
fied Rega owners should perhaps
Proudly labelled ' The Ultimate
beat apath to their local dealer for a have now confirmed that they will Recording Investment' Nakamichi's
be purchasing Marantz Europe and
demonstration.
the Marantz Companies in Taiwan, new 1000ZXL Computing Cassette
Deck is a development of its preAustralia and Japan ( 43% only).
Philips intend to continue with the decessors the 1000 and 100011. The
new deck claims to offer an amazing
Marantz brand as a separate division
within
their
corporate response of 10 Hz-25 kHz ± 3dB
Paralleling their introduction of the
on any quality tape. With quality
umbrella. We find it rather surprisK340 headset, atop-ranking model
ing that Marantz's parent loss- ferric, chrome ( or equivalent) and
using a two-way system for each
metal formulations the response
making Superscope USA company
earpiece,
with
moving- coil
the
audio
bandwidth
has remained intact. Philips needed across
bass/mid and self- energised elecanew brand image in the US while (20 Hz-20 kHz) is to within ± dB.
trostatic treble transducers, AKG are
The on- board ABLE (Azimuth,
Superscope desperately required
setting out this autumn to convert
cash—the activities outside the Bias, Level and Equalisation—who
Britain to the joys of headphone
USA were profitable. One condition said BEST?) computer can test
stereo. Arguing that 'many people
of the deal was that Superscope Inc. cassettes to determine the optimum
simply don't realise the advantages:
despite its cash-flow problems, will recording and playback parameters
the high sound quality, constantly
secure long-term supply commit- and, as if this weren't enough, the
perfect stereo image, comfort, portments from Marantz Japan Inc. and recording level is automatically adability, reduction of disturbance_
justed to allow for different tape
Philips.
sensitivities, the azimuth also sorting itself out. The ABLE settings can
be stored in one of four memories
along with
level
and
noise-

Rega Cartridge

Philips/Marantz

Nakamichi

AKG Push Cans

reduction positions. The playback
settings of these are also encoded
on the tape to allow the deck to
adjust itself automatically. The
machine's alignment procedure
takes about 20 seconds, after which
it rewinds to the beginning of the
tape.
A RAM M ( Random Access
Music Memory—hal) allows up to
15 items to be recalled in any
sequence. 'Parametric Erasure' is
employed in which aseparate erase
oscillator running at 105 kHz eliminates problems of signal beating
and whistles. Double Dolby is fitted
to alfow real-time monitoring, and
provision is made to allow external
NR systems to be patched in. Peak
or VU facilities are provided on 56segment flourescent meters and
tape position indicated on a4- digit
counter. Dual capstans, Crystalloy
heads and four motors are used and
the transport activated by a cam
arrangement
rather
than
by
solenoids. Price is expected to be
around £ 1350 ( inclusive!).

Ally Pally

Threshold
In 1976, Nelson Pass produced his
Threshold 800A design, probably
the first amplifier to use a 'sliding
bias' circuit to give Class- A
performance
but
Class- B-ish
efficiency. Since then the Japanese
have gone overboard for similar
circuitry— Class- A+, Super- A, etc
etc—in all their 1980 models, but
Pass—Audio Amateur readers may
remember his 40 watt 'real' Class-A
DIY design—has moved on. His
new 'Stasis' range of three amps is
based on anew US patented circuit
idea, not totally dissimilar to that
used in the Quad 405. The idea is
that a transistor held in a perfect
constant current/constant voltage
state—ie, stasis—would be a perfectly linear device; the only problem is that it would be unable to do
any work. However, if you connect
the output of this 'stasis' stage to the
load in parallel with acurrent mirror,
the only work it is required to do is
to absorb the minimal
nonlinearities appearing at the output of
that current mirror, which should be
low enough to allow practical perfection. Practical advantages are
that no overall negative feedback is
required, nor is any protection cir68

The disastrous fire on July 10th at
Alexandra Palace could have spelt
the end of the Great Hall, but thanks
to overwhelming public response,
positive moves are now under way
to reconstruct the building. The
appeal launched in the Spring of
1980 to restore the world-famous
Willis concert organ is continuing; has now corne up with an 8in.
happily, the organ had been dis- version, the 13220, which shares the
mantled and most of the pipes, 13250's looks and uses along - fibred
console and action were already pulp cone with adual suspension to
being overhauled at Willis' organ give high power handling ( up to 75
works. Acoustical tests and com- watts). It covers the range 30mercial organ recordings have 2000 Hz and both it and the B250
demonstrated that the hall had are available as one- offs ( two ' offs)
strikingly effective acoustical pro- to DIY nuts. There is also a kit
perties. In a 1970 report, Ken available using the B250. Details
Shearer (of RAH 'flying saucer' from Volt Loudspeakers Ltd., 88-90
fame) suggested that only minimal Grays
Inn
Road,
London
modifications would be needed to WC1X 8AA; Tel: 01-404 0844,
adapt the hall ' into an excellent
concert hall'. Its success as an auditorium resulted from its basic shape,
Following
last year's success,
which gave, for its size, an exceptDublin dealers Noel Cloney will
ionally clear reverberant characteragain be holding a show. ' Hi-fi'
istic. It is obviously essential to
Sound 80' is being held at the
restore the Great Hall to its original
Killiney Castle Hotel, Co. Dublin,
form, so that, once again, we can
from Friday 21st to Sunday 23rd
enjoy the glorious 'Ally Pally
November. Opening times are 10
SouneRexBaldocklJudith Howard
am-9pm, except for Sunday when
it ends at 6 pm,

cuitry. The mono 200 watt Stasis
1 is of no- compromise construction,
uses
72
150 watt- rated,
single- diffused power transistors,
4x 18,000 pF reservoir caps, and
has a maximum continuous output
current capability of 10 amps
(30 amps
peak);
the
stereo
2x200 watt Stasis 2 is similar but
with a6amp per channel maximum
continuous rating ( only 24 output
transistors per channel, with the
same psu as the ' 1', are used); the
stereo 2x 100 watt Stasis 3 has
slightly lower rail voltages and a
5amp continuous rating ( 16 output
transistors per channel and only
2x18,000 pF
reservoir
caps).
Threshold are being imported by
Absolute Sounds, 42 Parkside,
Wimbledon SW19 and Stasis prices
will be from £ 1100 to £2500. There
is also the CAS2 100 watt powerVolt is a small British company
amp which uses 20 output transistors in a cascode configuration_ formed in 1977 to produce high
quality
drive- units.
Their
first
price £ 740—and the SL10 preamp at £ 770, which also features model, the 10in diameter papercascode-type topology. ( Threshold coned B250 has since appeared in a
point out that every power device small number of highish cost
designs such as the IAS Beaulieu,
used is individually checked on
Teletronix best gear, thus keeping the PWB system, and the Celef
Murphy's law at bay). Absolute Domestic Monitor—its high price
Sounds will also be importing the precludes its use in cheaper
American DCM 'Time Window' models—and it's acquired quite a
reputation as asturdy UK answer to
loudspeakers.
JBL drivers. Designer David Lyth

Dublin Show

Volt Drivers

ILE Amp
Would-be constructors of the
Linsley
Hood
30
watt
amp
(HFNIRR Jan- Mar 1980) may have
discovered to their anguish that the
781‘,420CP 20V regulator IC specified is no lc nger available. However,
Hart Electronics inform us that JLH
has authorised the use of 24V
devices and these may be substituted without altering any other
component values.
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Spendor new one(s)
Not a company noted for the extravagant launch of new ranges of
models,
an
introduction
from
Spendor is always something of an
event. Not content with springing
the large two- unit active- drive SA3
upon asurprised press and public at
the New Year Audio T/AT Labs
Holiday Inn show, there is now a
second new model, this time aimed
much more at the domestic user.
Incidentally, increasing demand
from professional customers, particularly in the wake of Spendor's
success in supplying West German
broadcasting stations, explains why
few, if any, SA3s have reached

hi-fi dealers in the UK yet.
The new design, designated the
SA2, follows established practice in
using
an
8in
Bextrene-coned
Spendor bass/midrange drive unit
(in this instance derived from
that used in the BC2) plus a Son
Audax tweeter in athinwall cabinet.
Slotting in between the SA1
and Bd, the SA2 is expected to sell
somewhat
below £ 300,
and
is
believed
to
be
about
20 in.x 10 in.x 10 in. in size. The
new bass/mid unit provides improved power handling and offers a
very worthwhile 3 dB increase in
sensitivity over the classic Bd.

IMF have introduced two new
drive- units, amidrange driver with a
vacuum- formed plastic diaphragm
and an elliptical woofer with a
foamed styrene diaphragm. These
are now being fitted to their
Reference Standard Professional
Monitor Mark IV and TLS8011
models, resulting in the Mark IV
Improved and the TLS8011a. IMF
now have available limited quantities of the Ambisonic Surround
Sound Decoder they introduced

Binaural Tape

material with a stainless steel top
plate presented in brown suedefinish paint. The turntable rim on
Following their move to new, larger this model is also gold- finished to
match. Prices are £ 169 and £ 249
premises earlier in the year, Ariston
respectively, inclusive.
have announced details of not one
In addition to these models, ' E'
but several new products all due to
be
available
by
November— versions are available which incorporate electronic speed control—
encouraging news in these troubled
fine adjustment of pitch. These also
times. The new items centre on two
come with arecord clamp and cost:
new turntables, the RD8OSL and
RD8OSLE £ 229; RD110SLE £319.
RD110SL. Both continue the beltThe electronics module is available
driven,
suspended
sub- chassis
separately at £79 and will drive
tradition, the former with a 6 lb
certain other synchronous motor
platter ( including mat) the latter
driven turntables. Touch control,
weighing in at 9 lb. Bearing spindLED indication and transformerless
les are 10 mm hardened steel running in oilite shell bearings on a supply are features of this unit.
Finally the Ariston Record Clamp at
single ball. Two speeds ( manual
£7.90, the Ariston Acoustimat at
change) are provided by astepped
£12-90 and aturntable setting- updrive pulley. The more elaborate
jig ( trade only) are all available this
RD110 uses a high density woodmonth.
grained 'classical'
style plinth

New Ariston

Ambit
New from Ambit is their Mark Ill FM
tuner. Digital frequency readout, a
clock, level meters, 6 presets, silent
tuning, electronic IF bandwidth
switching and 'slope'- controlled
AFC are some of its features. As
with most Ambit designs the tuner
is available either ready built at £ 275
or in kit form at £ 212.75. Also new
is a MOSFET power amp offering
100 wpc into 8 ohms with twin
power supplies using toroidal transformers. Delayed switch- on, DC
protection, dual impedance inputs,
two sets of speaker outputs
(switches have silver contacts) and
LED level monitoring are all provided and the cost is £ 275 ( ready
built) or £ 178.25 ( kit).
On the cards for release in the
near future is a DC controlled
preamp design which has seven
inputs including two tape options
with full dubbing, tone controls,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

loudness, HF and LF filters. The DC
control permits tracking of all the
functions to within 1dB over the
80 dB overall range. S/N ratio is
96 dB with the tone circuits bypassed or 86 dB with them in. More
on this in due course, along with
details of a synthesised four- band
tuner. Ambit International, 200
North Service Road, Brentwood,
Essex.

Lentek S4 change
Since the acquisition of an anechoic
chamber, Lentek have made some
changes to the crossover on their
excellently made little S4 loudspeaker ( reviewed in HFNIRR June
'79), resulting in a Mark Two
version. Owners of older S4s can
have them uprated for a cost of
around £ 30 odd. Details from
Lentek Audio Ltd., Edison Road
Industrial Estate, St. Ives, Cambs.
PE17 4LF.
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We have mentioned Mick Skeet's
binural recordings before in these
pages and he now has produced a
real-time
duplicated
Dolby- B
cassette, entitled 'This is Binaural'
(AMC K01). The dub is carried out
by tape duplicators Gemini Sound
of Bracknell direct from the 15 in/s
Dolby- A master tape, using Pyral
Optima- XD cassettes, and the
program includes both music and
sound FX. The cassette runs for 40
minutes and the sound quality we
heard was excellent. Price will be
£4.50 inc p & p ( or £4.00 if you
already posses one of his binaural
EPs); details from Whitetower
Records,
2
Roche
Gardens,
Bletchley,
Milton
Keynes
MiK3 6H R. Mick is hoping to extend
his binaural recording activities to

1981 HFN/FtR
Annual

very successfully at the Chicago
Show in June. Though basically
intended to be used with recordings
made with the Calrec ' Soundfield'
mike, it can also be used with stereo
recordings to give a 'superstereo'
effect when used with arear pair of
speakers and another power amp.
IMF say that ' For those who have
had the experience of the system,
stereo will no longer suffice'. Details
from
IMF
Electronics
Ltd.,
Westbourne
Street,
High
Wycombe, Bucks; Tel: 0494 35576.

help up-and-coming performers
and composers get much needed
exposure.

Mohammed
Walker

Roger Walker, AR's resident globetrotter, is leaving AR to set up ahi-fi
distribution company in Saudi
Arabia. He feels there has been a
severe lack of the proper facilities in
the country, particularly for UK
manufacturers, so if you feel that
your new gizmo, gadget, or
whatever, would be just what the
Arabs need to reach hi-fi perfection,
you can get in touch with Roger
at—we don't know why he decided
on calling his company this—
Mohammed Ali Trading Establishment, PO Box 1542, Dammam,
Saudi Arabia.
of parts—particularly the pinch
roller—could they get in touch
with Kaj Stridell, Kaj Stridell
AV- Production, Rotevâgen 1, 735
00 Surahammar, Sweden.

Our 16th Annual has just been published and should by now be on the
bookstalls, or is orderable via your
newsagent. We regret that inThis month's AES lecture, held as
flationary trends have upped the
usual at the IEE in Savoy Place,
1980 price by 11%, but it does carry
London, will be on the application
reprints of over 60 equipment reof
three-dimensional
Laser
views which first appeared between
Interferometry to drive- unit design.
September 1979 and August 1980,
The speaker is Graham Bank,
plus updated versions of our esTechnical Director of Celestion, and
tablished and popular ' Classics on
time is 6.30 p.m. for 7p.m., Tuesday
Disc' and 'Audio Index', and an in11th November.
depth article on the Compact
Cassette. In the latter, Mike Jones,
ahengineer with wide experience of
tape and cassette production, sur- Tandberg are now at Unit 1, Revie
veys the problems and principles of Road Industrial Estate, Elland Road,
manufacture, presents many inter- Leeds LS11 8JG, W. Yorks. Tel:
77844.
Harrow
dealers
esting facts and figures, and offers 0532
helpful advice, all in the first- ever London Sound have moved to
exposition of its kind. There are 112 Ruislip, just 100 yards south of
pages of editorial material in the Eastcote tube station. Their new
1981 HFNIRR Annual, which we address is 266 Field End Road,
Ruislip,
Middx.
think is still good value for £ 1.50. Eastcote,
HA4 9N H; Tel: 01-868 9222. Scott
Have a look for yourself.
Strachan's excellent Syrinx tonearm is now being distributed by
Webland
International
Ltd.,
4
We have heard from aSwedish tape Cromwell Place, London SW7 2JJ;
01-584
7735.
Gale
recorder collector who is having Tel:
DW
Labs,
are
problems with an old Ferrograph Manufacturers,
importing
the
Carver
Magnetic
Field
YD 5B machine ( ser. 5/2801B). If
there is anyone who still has a amp and Sonic Holography préamp.
service manual and/or a stock See Volt note for address.

November AES

Address changes

Ferrograph Help
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advanced and accurate hi-fi systems
become, the more they reproduce even
the tiniest imperfections on the records
and cassettes that are played on them.
In the past, the problem with producing records was at the preliminary
stage, when the sounds were recorded
directly onto conventional tapes. There
was always acertain difference and
distortion between the input and output
signals.We solved thisproblem with our
award winning PCM (pulse code
modulation) 'digital' recording system.
This method converts audio signals

-0
ferred onto tape.
prove the sound of your system.
For reproduction, the digital codes
So now, there's no longer any excuse
are reconverted into the original music for not playing your hi-fi.
—
waveforms by synchronising them to a
Pfease
send
me
details
on
PCM
records
I
reference signal.
and DX cassettes.
The advantage of this system is that
Name
the codes give atrue representation ofthe
original sound form without the noise
Address
HFNII
and distortion attributable to normal tape.
In other words, you hear the sounds
To: Eumig (UK) Ltd., 14 Priestley Way,
just as they were performed.
London NW2 7TN.
Nothing else.
For tape decks,we produce arange of
THE PROFESSIONAL STANDARD IN HI-FI
improved double coated blank cassettes

DENON'

CARTRIDGE CORRELATION

Martin Colloms examines the audible effects of measured deficiencies,
as a background to his review on page 139

T

-1-H ERE ARE still no easy answers to the
I many problems encountered during the
evaluation and assessment of audio components; for example, the ear and mind prove
tolerant of certain objectively measured
failings and yet appear unaccountably
discerning as regards other more or less
perhaps unmeasurable factors. Such
anomalies derive from our present incomplete
understanding of the human hearing
mechanism, but even if our knowledge were
sufficiently advanced, there would still remain
aconsiderable lack of agreement concerning
the quality of subjectively assessed sounds
simply because they have been judged
subjectively; each individual will generate his
or her own unique response to an audio
stimulus.
If this argument is taken to its logical
conclusion, it would seem that reviewers
should refrain from making any 'sound'
judgements at all, simply leave it all up to the
would-be purchaser. However, willingly or
not, the buyer is subject to certain pressures,
notably advertising, brand reputation and the
self interest of the dealer, all of which can
combine to lead him away from the path his
ears might otherwise indicate he should
follow. With the clear understanding that the
reader's personal judgement and approval are
essential, hopefully the reviewer can provide a
relatively unbiased report of the facts and
opinions concerning the technical and sound
.quality of agiven piece of equipment.
Moreover, when agroup of items are tested,
he can point out various contrasts as well as
assess comparative balances of performance.

Subjective considerations
Over the years a package of tests has been
assembled which cover many technical
parameters of cartridge performance, several
of which individually or in concert can also
relate to aspects of subjective performance.

Trackability
Trackability is another parameter which will
affect the subjective performance, as tracking
failure results in catastrophic distortion, this
immediately audible as a rattle, fizz or
coarsening of the sound. Many modern
records have demanding high-level program
sections which will momentarily catch out all
but the finest trackers. Trackability often
varies with frequency, but the complexity of
the track is involved as well, as the safe tracking
margins or limits are difficult to quantify,
except by painstakingly trying numerous
selected records.
Coloration
Coloration in several forms may also contribute to the sound. While of secondary
importance, ' nasal' or ' hard' coloration effects
have in the past been associated with the
type of stylus suspension materials used for
some cartridges. In addition, poorly designed
mounting brackets can also contribute
unwanted sounds, while the mechanical
behaviour of the arm in which the cartridge is
mounted can also prove influential.
Arm interactions
With high compliance cartridges weak
mechanical coupling is present from the
cartridge cantilever assembly to the cartridge
body and thence to the arm itself; hence the
structural resonance behaviour of the latter is
not particularly important. However, with low
compliance designs as typified by the
moving- coil group, such coupling is strong,
and the cantilever components are structurally
(- LOW

FREQUENCY
CARTRIDGE
RESPONSE IN
DIFFERENT ARMS

Frequency response
While there are complications caused by
factors such as stylus tip geometry, the tonal
balance of a cartridge is pretty well defined
by its measured frequency response. For
example, cartridges with a 2-3 dB presence
band depression over an octave or two clearly
sound different from those models which are
nominally flat in that region. Furthermore,
cartridges with a premature treble loss in
general sound dulled and lacking in sparkle,
while those with excess lift towards 20kHz—
an all too common phenomenon—tend to
emphasise surface noise and distortion,
lending aspitty and fatiguing quality to the
reproduction.
Separation
Another technical parameter which is
important subjectively is channel separation.
This is an aspect which is often contested by
those manufacturers whose products do not
provide much more than the average 25 dB
figure. Separation results do appear to
correlate well with characterisations of stereo
image, precision, stability and apparent depth,
while subjective appreciation of musical detail
is also related, although the latter may of
course be independently qualified by a
listener. Ihave tested many cartridges with a
mid- band separation at or greater than 35 dB
over several octaves, and as agroup they
HI FI
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referred to the whole arm system. In this case
energy levels can be surprisingly high, and
the quality of the arm/cartridge interface is
very important, as is the resonance behaviour
of the arm throughout the audio range.
Differences in arm mounting matching are
thus asignificant source of inconsistency,
and generally occur where the more advanced
cartridges are concerned.
Used with an inferior or mismatched arm,
the true quality of atop class model could
quite easily be obscured. The matching of
compliance and total moving mass is also
important for the listening tests; one wellknown effect concerns the low frequency
instability due to maximum warp excitation of
a high compliance cartridge in an undamped
arm of excessive mass ( fig. 1), and results in a
major impairment of tracking and separation,
with increased intermodulation as afurther
detrimental factor. Conversely, a low
compliance cartridge in a low mass arm can
result in asubsonic resonance as high as
16 Hz, while the ' Cr' or quality factor, can in
some cases be sufficient to produce a rise of
up to 16 dB. In this instance the reproduction
may be impaired on several scores: the bass
region will be subject to some 3-4 dB of lift
at 50 Hz, thereby altering the tonal balance in
this area; the excessive subsonic output from
the resonance will be too high in frequency
for most preamplifier subsonic filters to have
much effect, so it may overload the preamp
equaliser stages; and finally, such an output
causes excessive excursion of the loudspeaker
LF driver, thereby increasing its level of
distortion and intermodulation, and impairing
power handling.

have been consistent in providing an
outstanding stereo image quality. The 25 dB
separation group can provide agood
subjective standard, but never of top class
imaging.
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Temperature
Ambient temperature can also affect sound
quality. Many cartridges are inordinately
-N.
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sensitive in this respect and may change in
output in the last octave by several dB for a
change of only a few degrees ( fig. 2). The
usual pattern is for atemperature drop to
result in reduced compliance and increased
internal HF damping, with aconsequent fall
in HF output as well as impaired tracking.
Electrical loading and matching
With many designs electrical loading is a
critical aspect of performance, as the
subjective quality may be transformed by
changes in the combination of capacitance
and resistance provided by the amplifier input
and the arm cables. Arm cable capacitances
are often assumed to be quite low, but recent
measurements on 60 samples showed this not
to be the case (
HiFi Choice, Turntables
and Tonearms, 1979). The average figure
recorded was 150 pF, with several at twice this
value. Of the current top contender cartridges,
some 10 to 15 require an ideal load capacitance of 100 pF or so, and when the amplifier
input capacitance is taken into consideration,
it can be seen that it is virtually impossible to
load them properly. However, at the other
extreme, those models requiring 400-450 pF
are relatively easy to accommodate, by the
addition of suitable loading plugs or units.
While on the subject of loading, several US
underground magazines as well as a
leading American reviewer ( Moncrieff, IAR 5)
have recently claimed that moving- coil
cartridges are strongly influenced by electrical
loading. Several effects are cited, from
modification of the frequency response
balance to low frequency damping via the
back-EMF ( electrical damping of the
cantilever/coil system via the reverse motor
effect). An even more interesting result is
Moncrieff's claim that an apparent reduction
in high order intermodulation distortion occurs
when unrealistically low values of load
resistance are imposed. Many arguments are
put forward to substantiate these findings,
but 1have been unable to verify them, either
on asubjective or on an objective basis, and
feel that several of their premises are suspect.
For example, take the question of overall
frequency response. The vast majority of
moving- coil models represent virtually pure
electrical resistance, their minute inductance
being of negligible effect except at very high
and ultra- sonic frequencies ( typically
0.1-0.2 MHz). Load resistance variations—say
3-100 ohms—will have a negligible effect on
the frequency response, though they will
affect the output level, which could, if
insufficiently accounted for, sound like a
response change. The claim for improved LF
damping is also suspect, since the conversion
efficiency of a moving- coil cartridge is very
low- 1would estimate around 1% at best—
and hence the difference between open and
short circuit loading could only influence its
natural low frequency damping to a negligible degree.
Finally, Iexamined several good movingcoil cartridges ( including the Koetsu) to
determine their highest order intermodulation
products. Provided the spectrum analyser
was not being overloaded and mistracking
was not present, then the high order products
were already low; in the case of the Koetsu,
reducing the loading to 1.5 ohms produced
no change in the distortion spectra at all, only
in the overall level. However, higher order
products could readily be produced by mild
overload of the analyser preamplifier, with
the reduction in level—and hence also
overload—produced by the reduction in load
impedance giving rise to the cited apparent
distortion improvements.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Listening fatigue
In the case of subjective testing, listener
fatigue must also be taken into account. It is
undeniable that even when using the best
equipment, the fidelity of disc reproduction is
still imperfect. The complex mix of distortions
which occurs is not always simple to pin
down subjectively, but in the long term they
can combine to produce afeeling of initially
restlessness and finally aural fatigue. For this
reason, testing a large number of cartridges is
harder on a panel than when evaluating other
components; for example, loudspeakers,
where the source may be of greater fidelity,
generally master tapes.
Influence of the room and reference
loudspeakers
A factor which cannot be overlooked is the
influence on the listening test exerted by the
reviewer's choice of monitor loudspeaker and
program, as well as his own listening room
acoustic. The latter will impose its own
'sound' due to its reverberation characteristic
and subjective balance, and even if these are
specified to aid the consistent interpretation
and analysis of the panel's judgements and
comments, it is likely that few if any readers
will possess asimilar installation. For
example, during the preparation of the most
recent HiFi Choice '
Cartridges and Headphones' it was discovered that since the
previous issue the manufacturer of the
reference loudspeakers had made a relatively
small change to the frequency balance, from
Mk Ito Mk II. This change was clearly
identifiable from the listening test results, and
required careful consideration during their
analysis and writing up in order to maintain
consistency between the two issues. Both
versions of the monitor speaker met tight
response limits, but within these tolerances a
slight frequency balance change had
occurred, with the Mk II version having a
relative loss of around 1.0 dB throughout the
treble range, this being particularly relevant
since grilles were used on the later issue tests.
Subjective references
The provision of a nominally accurate
reference source against which the cartridges'
performance can be assessed is aconsiderable help to most panellists. If acareful
check is made of the entire recording chain, it
is possible to use master tapes of commercially cut records as the reference. The match
can never be perfect, but major errors in
cartridge frequency balance, separation and
clarity are all too readily perceived, and
moreover, once several cartridges have been
auditioned they can readily be judged on a
relative basis. Recently Ihave used specially
cut acetate lacquer discs for such comparisons, the reference in this case being the
original digital master tape source used to cut
the lacquers. While the sound from the latter
differs somewhat to that from a normal disc,
its fidelity is far superior, due to the bypassing
of the usual disc processing stages, such as
coating, plating, pressing, etc, which all add
further errors. ( The lacquers use softer plastic
than record vinyl, which is coated on an
aluminium blank of different acoustic
resonance properties to a normal disc.)

Objective test procedure
Frequency response
With appropriate care taken over downforce,
electrical loading and arm matching, the
frequency response can be plotted using an
accurate test record. The problem of record
calibration is not as severe as some writers
have suggested, since the two- speed method
for absolute record calibration, as pioneered
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by Shure, is not difficult to apply. The record
Iprefer to use comes from JVC—the IRS
1007, a long wearing disc of exceptional
accuracy, offering achannel separation of
better than 35 dB mid- band and typically
30 dB at 20 kHz. The TRS 1005 ( also by
JVC) is very helpful for investigation of the
range from 1-50 kHz.
IRS 1007 is preferrable to the standard test
disc, B&K 1009, because the latter runs at
45 rpm rather than the standard 33k. The
groove wavelength at 20 kHz is longer at the
higher speed, and can lead to scanning error
differences with the larger radiused stylus tips.
Output
Seemingly straightforward, the measurement
of output level is in fact complicated by the
type of modulation on the test track employed, whether it be vertical ( L- R), lateral
(L+R) or L and R ( 45°) channels separately
assessed. It is usual to measure left and right
channels separately, but interesting results can
also be obtained by examination of the other
modulation axes. For example, acartridge
might show good channel balance in the
dominant L+R mode, but with vertical
modulation an imbalance of several dB could
appear, due to poor generator symmetry or
misalignment. With complex stereo program
such cartridges often show a lack of transparency and 'coherence' in their reproduction.
Trackability
Of necessity, trackability tests are rather
arbitrary and their results cannot be used to
predict fully the cartridge's behaviour on
music. Such tests can include various levels
of lateral and vertical modulation at 300 Hz,
with the so called 'super track' 18 dB above
nominal in the lateral plane. As such, it
represents the highest demand ever likely to
be made on a cartridge in that frequency
range ( CBS STR112).
Other tests include the mid- range intermodulation ( 1+1.5 kHz) and 10 kHz tone
bands ( 270 Hz rate), which simultaneously
explore tracking and distortion at their various
modulation levels ( these bands are on test
record TTR 103).
Tracing
A measure of the effective high frequency
scanning window of the stylus tip may be
gleaned from the analysis of the difference—
tone intermodulation resulting from the
tracing of high frequency third- octave noise
bands ( 12, 16, 20 kHz, on B&K QR 2011)
The broader tipped models, with aminor
radius from 10-15 pm, give distortion values
of up to 6% on the 20 kHz band, due to their
failure to resolve the fine recorded detail,
while the finer tips ( 5-8 pm) typically provide
half this value of intermodulation products
Distortion
This is usually assessed in the mid- band,
clean 300 Hi sinewave tracks are analysed for
distortion in both lateral and vertical modulation axes, the former typically producing
0.3% total harmonic and the latter between
2-3%, these figures. representative of good
quality cartridges. Distortion at higher
frequencies may be visually assessed by
examination of the waveform fidelity as
displayed on an oscilloscope, while tracing a
slow swept sine- wave signal. A spectrum
analyser is helpful in assessing high order
harmonic products.
Square wave response
The square wave signal represents a phase
coherent wide band impulse excitation, but
also throws up many other factors, all of
which makes interpretation rather difficult
Furthermore, the most used and most accurate
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TRIO KA3700 STEREO AMPLIFIER

A sensibly priced und which delivers excellent tonal qualities with crisp.
clear efficiency at every audible frequency. 25 watts per channel RMS into
8ohms with TH D of 0.08%. Features direct coupled low noise phono
equaliser and afull range 01
...............
controls and tacilities

SPECIAL OFFER

SPECIAL OÉFER

£59.90

£49.95

* MONITOR AUDIO MA- 18 SPEAKERS £109.90pr *

TRIO KT-5500 AM/FM STEREO TUNER

Atuner which fully reflects Trio's uncompromising attitude to tonal quality
and stereo performance. With 1.3 uV FM sensitivity you'll receive the
weakest of FM stations very clearly, without interference or noise. M advanced Phase Lock Loop IC maintains awide stereo separation of better
than 43 dB. Junction FUs give astability so high that even with powerful
input signals your stereo reception remains stable. 65 dB of selectivity
enables you to choose the
station you want. even it
are many which are crowded
together, without overlap
distortion.
SPECIAL OFFER

£49.95
* KEF COREW LOUDSPEAKERS £129.90pr *

J.V.C. JA- S44 DC STEREO INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER

* KEF 104AB LOUDSPEAKERS £249.90pr *

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
LION HOUSE HAVE BEEN APPOINTED

PIONEER AGENTS
THE FULL RANGE OF PRODUCTS ARE ON
DISPLAY AND DEMONSTRATION IN OUR OWN
SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED STUDIO
ALL AT OUR USUAL COMPETITIVE PRICES
* PYE SX6774 STEREO RECEIVER £67.50 *
LUX PD264 DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE

Areally first class turntable offered at astunning price. Semi-automatic
functions incorporating automatic arm lib and turntable stop. Brushless
DC servo motor and in line low mass tonearm Complete with high
quality magnetic cartridge Was f109.95.

AKAI AM-2250 STEREO INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER Asuperb budget priced amplifier with full range of
facilities. 25 wads per channel RMS into 8ohms. loudness control.
2way speaker switching.
twin tape monitor facility. etc
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SPECIAL
OFFER

£49.90

* HITACHI ACTOI MINI SYSTEM £259.90 *

EAGLE R7200 AM/FM RECEIVER

Asuperb AM/FM receiver with full range of facilities with an output
of 30 watts per channel RMS into 8ohms. Fea urns include 3wavebands
LW/MW/FM stereo, full range of controls, loudness. etc
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SPECIAL OFFER

£59.95

* AKAI AM-2650 STEREO AMPLIFIER £99.95 *

AKAI

PRO- 501 HI-FI
STACK
SYSTEM

New Low Price

£329.90
23 watts per channel RMS output. System comprises:
AP-820C belt drive auto return turntable; AM- U01 stereo
integrated amplifier: AT-802 AM/FM stereo tuner;
CS- M01 stereo cassette deck; SR-H30 matched speakers:
RM-H51 audio rack Optional extras DT- 100 audio
tuner 857.50 Available in blackand silver

* AKAI AT-2650 STEREO TUNER £99.95 *

£99.90
* DUAL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM £1399.90 *

J.V.C. R- S7 STEREO RECEIVER

Power and pertorinance make this JVC model outstanding foi its price
AM/FM receiver giving 55 watts per channel RMS output into 8ohms
Full range of controls and special features are low noise phono equaliser
PLL multiplex demodulator in IC for mid FM separation exceptionally
high FM S/N ratio. JVC's triple power protection

SPECIAL OFFER
aitE5CDCI)Cei

£114.90

CD a

* TRIO KA8100 STEREO AMPLIFIER £149.90 *
J.B.L. LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALS
MODEL L50 3WAY SYSTEM

SPECIAL OFFER £379.90pr
SPECIAL OFFER £449.90pr

SPECIAL OFFER
in Black Finish only

£79.95

SPECIAL OFFER

* AKAI AM2850 STEREO AMPUFIER £169.90 *

This amazing high specification deck is () tiered at arediculously low
price. Features three head system, ferrite record and playback heads.
FG servo transport motor, DOubl Dolby noise reduction system.
Mic/line mixing. independent bias and equalisation selectors memory
rewind function, output
level control. etc.

MODEL L110 3WAY SYSTEM

Areally superb stereo mplifier giving 48 wads per channel P.M S. output
oto 8ohms. Special fattires include S.E.A. stereo graphic equaliser. SEA
recording facility direct readout twin power meters. Full range of other
controls

£129.90

TEAC A-300 STEREO CASSETTE DECK " 3HEAD"

J.V.C. AS-5STEREO AMPLIFIER

Beautifully styled high quality amplifier with an output of 31 watts per
channel RMS into ohms. Full range of controls and facilities and features
direct coupled OCL design. Iwo deck dubbing. class Aphono equaliser.
connection facility for two paired speaker systems. etc.

All the amazing JBL speakers are on permanent demonstration in
our studios

* HITACHI HT405 DID TURNTABLE £67.50 *

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR15 LOUDSPEAKERS

Areally fine pair of high fidelity loudspeakers offered at a
tremendous saving. May be used with
amplifiers delivering up to 100 watts
continuous power per channel. Features
a3position switch so that the high end
contour can be adjusted to the liveliness
of your listening room. Previous discount
price £139.95pr.

NOW

* TECHNICS SU V2 STEREO AMPLIFIER £103.90 *

AKAI CS-703D STEREO CASSETTE DECK

Apopular high quality cassette deck offering really great value Available
in silver finish only Features include soft elect system. dolby noise
reduction system, full release auto stop system, direct function controls.
direct microphone input etc

SPECIAL OFFER

£69.95

£99.90pr.

* DUAL CS.506 TURNTABLE £94.95 *

AKAI AT-2450 AM/FM STEREO TUNER

Matching loner for AM2450 amplifier Medium wave and FM stereo
Va. iable FM mute control. vanable output control. signal strength and
tuning meters. etc

SPECIAL
OFFER
.0

o

* PYE SX6576 60W STEREO AMPLIFIER £67.50 *
J.V.C. JA- S77 TRI DC STEREO INTEGRATED

AMPLIFIER

Atop of the line amplifier al an incredible price 70 watts RMS output per
channel into 8ohms Full range of controls and features DC power amp
DC phono equaliser DC tone control circuit direct readout twin power
meters triple power protection etc

SPECIAL OFFER

£159.90

0 £79.95

*MARANTZ PM400 STEREO AMPLIFIER £79.90 *
AKAI AA-1175 AM/FM 'STEREO RECEIVER

Powerful 75 watts RMS output per channel into 8ohms. Bags of features.
High and low filters, bass, midrange and treble controls. variable FM mute.
17uV sensitivity on FM, signal strength and tuning meters. loudness
control. etc

SPECIAL OFFER

£139.95
* PYE SX6776 60W STEREO RECEIVER £84.90 *
AMSTRAD EX- 250 EXECUTIVE RANGE
HI-FI LOUDSPEAKERS

Model EX250 2way speaker system which
will handle 25 watts RMS output
Finished in walnut or black

SPECIAL OFFER

£29.95 pr

* EAGLE 17400 AM/FM STEREO TUNER £39.95 *

TRIO KT-7500 STEREO TUNER

Matches KA-8100/KA7100 amplifier Asuperb AM/FM stereo tuner with
FM senstitivity Oft.5 pV Switchable IF bandwidth. 3stage dual gale
MO F Tfr nt nt
nal and turno met rs. etc Mc
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SPECIAL OFFER

£129.95

* LUX R-11.20 STEREO RECEIVER £299.90 *

LION HOUSE =72..
¡'-'

227/229 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON WI. Tel: 01 637 1601 or 580 7383

Opening Times: Monday- Saturday 9am-6pm. Late opening
Thursday until 7pm. MAIL ORDER Add f5 00 for Secuncor Delivery
Order by mail or telephone using Access or Barclaycard All goods (
Mere.]
are subtect to remaining unsold. CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
Prices correct at time of going to press. but sublect to alteration without
notice. Special offers always available All prices include VAT E80E.

These offers also agrailable from: D&D HI-FI& AUDIO, 17 Tottenham Court Road 580 7731, DISCOUNT AUDIO 231 Tottenham Court Road 580 3459,
BUDGET SOUND SYSTEM 242 Tottenham Court Road 636 5974, SIMONS HI-F1185 Tottenham Court Road 6311424

PICKUP STYLI: DIMENSIONS AND
MANUFACTURING PROBLEMS
Whilst interesting, Basil Lane's August article
'Improving Groove Contact' was in more than
one respect misleading. Iam not the sort of
person who rushes for apen having read something which causes minor irritations, but Iwould
like the opportunity of clarifying one or two
points. My own background is 21 years of
cutting and polishing diamonds, and in particular diamond stylus manufacture.
Firstly, Mr. Lane gives the impression that
most styli are processed in Japan, with Germany
and Switzerland also playing leading roles. It
could be that Mr. Lane's assumption here is
based on Japan's vigour in audio equipment
manufacture. However, regarding stylus manufacture, Japan imports a large proportion of its
styli which in turn may be re-exported, but its
domestic manufacture has never been rated as
particularly high. What it does have in common
with Switzerland and Germany is ahigh output
of sapphire conical styli, which still sell in large
quantities, world-wide, for use in the cheaper
ceramic cartridges. Regarding U.K. diamond tip
manufacture, this is at present around one
million per month, which, while lower than in
recent years, is probably still higher than in any
other country known to the writer.
Later in his article Mr. Lane says that early styli
were truncated cones having aradius of 0.5 to
1.0 mil, and gives reasons why such a radius
could cause problems. In fact the early styli had
al . 0mil radius for mono reproduction only, and
smaller radii of 0.6 to 0.8 mil only came about
with the advent of stereo. The writer cannot
think of any stylus manufacturer who would
make styli with such alarge tolerance, in spite of
it being agreat deal easier.
Further developments in stylus manufacture
following diamond bonded tips were slow, and
most efforts were directed at reducing mass to
cope with the increasing sophistication of magnetic cartridges. It is this factor which brought

CARTRIDGE
CORRELATION
1kHz squarewave signal ( CBS STR 112)
carries an inherent error in the form of a
delayed ringing at 45 kHz, this believed to be
generated in the cutterhead and appearing
after the leading edge; only cartridges whose
bandwidths extend appreciably beyond
25 kHz reveal this. The geometry of the
recorded squarewave, however, is very good
on this record, and cartridges with well
behaved and intrinsically flat frequency
responses reproduce it accurately. Overshoot
and ringing, as well as the odd out- of- phase
crosstalk anomaly, may also be identified, and
it can also be used to confirm the general
response trend.
Impulse testing
Ladegard ( and also Moncrieff) have both
shown that the frequency response may also
be derived from avelocity impulse applied to
a cartridge and decoded by a Fast Fourier
analyser. Moncrieff generally employs aglass
block onto which the stylus is gently lowered
at a controlled rate in order to generate the
vertical velocity step. Such excitation
unfortunately ignores real- world factors such
as the cantilever displacement due to the
normal downforce, lateral modulation and the
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

about the elliptical shaped radius. For many
years the cartridge designer had the following
choice: ( 1) spherical bonded tip, ( 2) elliptical
bonded tip, ( 3) elliptical naked or solid diamond
tip, ( 4) spherical naked or solid diamond tip.
It was not until Shibata and quadraphonic
sound that stylus design, and in particular the
shape of the radius, took on a completely
different meaning. Shibata designed a stylus
that increased the contact length of the radius
four- fold. The main weakness in his design lay
in the fact that the contact zone crosses the soft
vectors of the diamond, thus increasing the
possibility of uneven wear after limited use.
Also, it made more difficult the control of the
parabolic shape and minor radius during manufacture. Bearing in mind that his shape was
primarily to make it possible to pick up the two
main signals and also two additional pilot signals, this inherent weakness needed to be overcome. It is not intended to expand on the demise
of quadraphonic sound, but it did pioneer the
increased contact area for agiven tracing radius,
which does reduce unit load on the record for
any type of reproduction.
There are available many types of styli, most of
which can be considered the successors of the
Shibata, with varying individual themes arising
from cartridge manufacturers' attempts to have a
'unique' product—some of which Professor Van
den Hul has photographed and examined in
detail.
It is apparent that the Van den Hul ' new'
design does have various points of merit. The
contact points are at least in the hard vector of
the diamond, which allows for an improved
surface finish over that which could be obtained
in the soft vectors. In addition, the hard vectors
permit the required shape to be achieved more
easily as the radius is not crossing through the
grains in the diamond. The claim that specially
devised grinding and polishing techniques raise
the consistency to a level not previously obtained is misleading. As anybody who cuts and
polishes diamond knows, all diamonds are difgroove tip/vinyl interface, as well as the
defined tracking angle and the like.
Conversely, it does allow for analysis of
cantilever and system resonances, as well as
the intrinsic bandwidth of the cartridge, up to
the limits set by the analyser employed.
Stylus tip analysis
Very few experts on stylus tip quality exist,
for the field is aspecialised one. High quality
stereo microscopes, such as the Dynascan by
Vision Engineering, can be helpful as a large
depth of focus is essential for examination of
mounting quality, geometric alignment, type
of grind and general finish. However, an
independent expert consultant is best placetl
to analyse the groove contact region in order
to estimate the effective major and minor
radii, as well as the quality of shaping and
final finish. Such an examination is certainly
worthwhile, as a large number of cartridges
appear to be fitted with faulty or inadequate
tips.
Van den Hul's disturbing findings were
recently reported in HFNIRR (
August p. 75)
and concerreed the surprisingly wide scanning
window of many so called line- contact styli,
particularly those of a Shibata profile, as well
as the misleading description of many of the
lower cost ones as being elliptical, when in
fact the contact region still formed part of the
original spherical radius. My own work ( and
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ferent and need treating as individuals. No
specially devised technique can guarantee such
repeated accuracy, only the skill of the operator
and adequate inspection levels can do that.
Regarding the claim that by paying greater
attention to the mounting in the cantilever the
particular geometry used produces exactly vertical line contact, this statement begs two
important questions: ( 1) Was the diamond set in
its holder prior to being formed at better than 4
microns tolerance, thus guaranteeing the radius
to be exactly at the 90* axis to the square rod?
(2) Was indeed the square rod produced square
to within the above tolerance in the first place?
Without these two questions being answered
satisfactorily, how can the mounting of the
diamond tip into its cantilever be guaranteed to
be accurate using the square of the diamond? In
the writer's experience it is not possible to use
the square as amethod of orientation, as commercially available squares cannot be relied
upon to conform to such accuracy. Perhaps a
specially manufactured square is being used?
The most fool- proof way to guarantee accuracy
of alignment is to use the axis of the radius
against the axis of the cantilever. This method is
made easier by the use of round rods, and one
does not have to carry throughout the entire
production systems ( of both the diamond tips
and the cantilever) a better than 4 micron
tolerance to ensure the final result.
As is well-known in production engineering,
samples can be produced to satisfy any
designer's dream; but achieving similar results in
mass production is an entirely different affair,
made all the more difficult by the physical size
and small tolerances. The writer would be
interested in seeing such results at alater stage
of production.
In conclusion, Mr. Van den Hul can indeed
claim that certain aspects of his stylus are new,
unlike many others since the Shibata era. His
difficulty will be to prevent it from falling into the
same category as the other ' also rans' due to the
mammoth production difficulties he has
presented.
A.G.Baugh,
Bauden Precision Diamonds Ltd.,
Ferndale Road, Llandudno Junction,
Gwynedd, LL31 9NT.
especially that of Expert Pickups) has
substantiated many of his findings, and it
seems clear that many cartridges have been
fitted with such poor diamond tips that their
performances have been impaired to some
degree. For example, the earlidr reports by
some users that their cartridges performed
better when fitted with spherical tips of
known quality rather than those supplied by
the manufacturer, are clearly not without
foundation.
Certain differences exhibited by nominally
the same model of cartridge can often be
blamed on stylus tip variation, these including
surface noise rendition, record wear, trackability and tracing, the latter at the highest
frequencies and on the inner groove radii.

Conclusions

Cartridge analysis is a complex procedure
requiring objective assessment as well as a
flexible auditioning approach, which takes
good account of a majority of the factors
mentioned previously, such as loading, arm
matching and the like, all of which can
influence the end result. However carefully
the tests are conducted, they can never be
wholly accurate, due both to each individual's
interpretation of the resultant sound quality
and its defects, and to possibly a factor of
equal importance, the variability of cartridge
performance from sample to sample •
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Consultancy
In any civilised society, there must be anatural tendency to strive
for excellence - for what truly represents apinnacle in all respects;
that defines the barriers between the " best" and the rest...
Subjective Audio are representative of this attitude, our selection
being deliberately limited to the cream of the world Hi Fi.
Our approach is to investigate and evaluate the many altematives
available and use the results imaginatively. We could have chosen
amplification equipment from no end of suppliers - we didn't.
We chose MERIDIAN.
MERIDIAN because of their strict adherence to sound reproduction
in the home, where it's designed to be heard. Magnificent in
performance and construction, the equipment is as near 100%
reliable as we have ever experienced. MERIDIAN is the best
amplification equipment SUBJECTIVE AUDIO can offer.
Consultancy is interpretation of aclient's requirements. The very
personal nature of Subjective Audio makes it necessary for an
appointments system - so please write or phone for amutually
convenient private consultation.
Specialists in the following:Meridian. Orpheus, AEtR ( Cambs), TVA/Valve, Monogram, Trio Technology. Linn,
JBE. STD, Michell Eng', Gale, Swallow, JBL, Harbeth, Quad, Spendor
Nightingale, SKS, Dynavector, Supex, Asak, Koetsu, Syrinx, Wok. SME.
Hadcock, Blak Audio Tuner, Entre etc., etc.
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Attach this advertisement to your order or bring it

CLEO LAINE
RECOMMENDS

'
VAS

blank cassette tapes

I

HI MI\ ti

with you to daim these ULTRA SPWAL DISCOUNTS

C60
AGFA High Energy

-When I
record something for my own personal
pleasure Ialways use Yashima cassettes. Completely
reliable - they give crystal-clear, faithful
reproduction. The sound is really alive! If you wa ntth e

Ante SF131
Agra Carat
Agfa Ferro Colour
Agf a Superchrome

e
rivj STEREO HEADPHONES

C90

C120

69P
89P £1.19
85p E1.13 £ 1.49
CI 08 £ 1.47
56p
76p E1. 14
(1.18 £ 1 . 59

‘best perfdrmance,DEIcanLUXE
recommend YASHIMA".

1

-..c. you,

frstcfurn Ohmura werh these deluxe e'er. he.Obenes
Eleparoly desIgned, they have 1.....e/ padded ear cushNns, and afury
aUrustable headband lOf creeploonally comfortable Seem. a. volume
controls on earh , roues. Every roe.., of the lane, should hove aset a. they enelre ideal presents Normally C. 95
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE C11 95 ONE SET FREEWITH
20 Iroxedl UFO • , UFO • UFO I. UCO the you
ouv for ( exuurfing COO s15 c45'n

Itï12S, NOMA
UFO+

UFO

I

UFO II High

C60 C90 C120
45p 48p 65p 78p 1.09
118p 1.28 1.84
Bias =. - 1.10 1.74 C30

cas

UCD Ultra Chrome Dioxide - l

REEL-TO -REEL
5
5¡
7"
5"

1.25 1.98

900' LP
1200' LP
taw LP
1200' DP
1800' DP
7,
2400' DP
51
S
1800' TP
sr 2400' TP
7'
3600' TP
lor 4200' Cine
10;" 4200' NAB
10r 3600' TDK

FUJI
FL

-

BONUSOFFER
Buy any 3 YASHIMA UFO I. UFO II or UCD and ask for 1
(sense size end type) absolutely FREE.

FX-I
FX-I1

EXTRA BONUS
FREE! Ask for 1 set De- Luxe Stereo Headphones with
every 20 YASHIMA cassettes that you pay for ( excluding C30's and C45's and
existing Free ones). This special offer supersedes all previous offers. ONLY
VALID WHEN YOU BUY AT THESE PRICES.

I

Despatched in 7days by RECORDED DELIVERY

Post, Pkg. Ins' 95p per

MASONS AVENUE
30 COLEMAN ST.
(01-686 4102)

LONDON N5

or d
er.

LONDON WC2 LONDON SE14

HIGHBURY STATION
LEICESTER SQUARE
HIGHBURY CORNER
STATION Ticket Hell
(01607-3755) ( Creebourn St. Exit)
‘01-439 9211L_
-

C46
71p
73p
88P

HFN )

2=

1

5"
7"
10r
10r
5*
7"
103"
103"
7"
7"
7"

900E
1800
36C0'
3600'
1200"
2100'
4200'
4200'
1800'
2400'
1800'

C60
79m
83p

LP
LP
Cine
NAB
DP
DP
Cine
NAB
BASF
BASF
SONY

C90
1.07
98p

£ 2.90
£4.25
£ 9.35
£ 11.29
£ 3.55
£ 5.96
£ 10.76
£ 12.91
f4.50
£ 5.80
£ 4.74

C120
1.47

BIRMINGHAM

iBULL

SONY, BASF
C60

BASF LH
BASF Super
BASF Ferro Super 1
BASF CrOz
BASF FeC,
Hitachi LN
Hitachi UD

C90

54p
88p
99p
£ 1.16
£ 1.46
58p
95p

Hitachi UDER
UDEX IUOXLII
lUDXLIII £
£ 1.26
Mmell UD
98p
Mosel! UOXLI
Maxell UDXLII
Et 22

MEMOREX
Sorry CF-IF
Sony BHF
Sony AHF
Sony CO Alpha
Sony F.C.
TDK Dynamic
TDK AD
TDK OD
TDK SA

C120

73p
£ 1.19
£ 1.30
f1.25
£ 1.90
84s
£ 1.14

£ 1.19
£ 1.55
£ 1.74
f2.23
I
£ 1 . 18
£ 1 . 54

f1.58
1.64
£
£ 1.05
II

See SPECIAL OFFER
ON PAGE 5

56p
760
850
[1.18
£1 29
67p
95p
f1.13
f1 20

77p
89p
£1.10
£1 . 58
£1.64
89p
£1.29
£1.59
£1.69

£ 1.05
£ 1.12
I

£ 1.22

If our TDK or Sony prices are not already the lowest, we will

LEEDS
62 WELLINGTON ST
(off City Square)
(0532-444 692)

from

any

other advertiser. Limit 20 per customer. Please l

quote our competitors

VIDEO

price

when ordering.

TOP QUALITY

VHS Format:
E120

FAMOUS BRANDS

E60 £ 6.10; E90 £ 6.50;
7.25; E180 ( 7.95.

BETAMAX Format: L500 £ 6.25;1750( 7.95.
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John Atkinson talks to Stan Ricker, record cutter
extraordinaire, and Gary Giorgi, of Mobile Fidelity
" -HE PERENNIAL problem plaguing record enthusiasts ( as opposed to
hi - fi enthusiasts) is that records in general never seem to be as good in
quality as the associated hardware. HFNI RR has recently catalogued
what can go wrong (" Disc Pressing Faults', June'80) and, not so recently,
what the chances are of buying arecord where something has gone wrong
('Discontent', September'78), and despite the BFI's insistence that falling
record sales are due to illegal home taping, Iwould hazard aguess that as
far as classical sales go, the incidence of pops, scratches, ticks, rustles
(Decca or otherwise), 'velcro', 'swingers' and good old fashioned warps,
has quite a lot to do with it.
It is not surprising then that there has developed an ' underground'
movement of record buyers, prepared to pay over the odds for a record
guaranteed not to suffer from the above ills, nor that in true market
economy fashion, companies emerged from the wreckage of that whole
1970s, quadraphony, direct- cut, 'superdisc' fashion, to satisfy that need.
Brad Miller's small Californian outfit Mobile Fidelity—their first recordings were of trains, hence the mobile—were probably the first company in
the West to realise that producing de- luxe editions of albums already
available would be aviable proposition, and two years ago produced a
small list of titles, including Supertramp ' Crime of the Century', Al Stewart
'Year of the Cat', Steely Dan ' Katy Lied' and LAPO/Mehta ' Star Wars'. The
US price was $ 14, twice normal, in part because MF were paying ahefty
licence fee to the original copyright owners. By the time the albums
reached the UK, the price had swollen to f14 each, but purchasers were
obviously convinced that the record quality was worth the asking price;
some of the early releases,produced in editions of up to 200,000, sold out
reasonably quickly, including the last two titles mentioned above.
HFNI RR had atechnical look at some MF releases last October, including
their cut of Pink Floyd's ' Dark Side of the Moon'—perhaps the definitive
mid ' 70s hi-fi rock disc—which was the talk of the 1979 Chicago show.
You can see from the -1--octave spectrum analysis of ' Money' that when
compared to the original there are obvious differences. The HF end is
particularly aided by the fact that Stan Ricker of the JVC Cutting Centre,
MF's cutting engineer, cuts at half speed using a lathe with aJVC high
torque direct- drive motor, and the records are pressed by JVC in Japan on
superquiet vinyl originally used for CD- 4, which had a30 kHz carrier wave
to encode rear channel information. The midrange is cleaner with less
compression ( the peak- mean ratio on the MF releases is noticeably
greater than that on the originals) and the quieter background allows a
clean transfer of the dynamic range.
Another 12 releases followed in the next 12 months, including an
impressive transfer of the classic Beatles 'Abbey Road', while other
companies started to get in on the act. In Japan King Records, a Decca
subsidiary, started releasing titles from the Decca classical catalogue,
STAN is the best known disc cutter in the
hi-fi world: his name crops up on records from
Telarc (
that 18120, and Crystal Clear, and also
in the slightly different role of engineer on the
Delos releases, imported by Unicorn, which we
examined in QM in July. We had found the
stereo imagery to be disturbingly anomalous,
more so with the Ravel String Quartet disc
(DMS 3004) than with that of solo harp music
with Susan McDonald ( DMS 3005), so while
waiting for Gary Giorgi to arrive, Iasked Stan
about his preferred mike technique.
SR: Iused just two mikes, B & K omnis. The
stands are on the floor in front of the stage; the
string quartet's on stage, up front and centre;
and the microphones, I guess, are 14-15 ft
apart, kind of up high and kind of looking down,
and in fact the same arrangement was used for
the harp. The harp sat front and centre on the
stage, with the instrument facing straight forward. The thing that's interesting about the harp
is that it's afairly single point source and so Ihad
Susan McDonald position the harp right on the
centre edge of the stage, Ihad her right in the
middle, and then Ilooked around, Iput amike
about here and there to get as close to an
equilateral triangle as Icould.
JA: But surely you won't get afocused image?
SR: Iwouldn't expect with two microphones
spaced that far apart you would get afocused
image!
JA: Then why did you go for using two spaced
omnis?
SR: Well, I've never liked the coincident
crossed pair because my feeling is that they
produce nothing more than a "fat mono". Icould
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'Money; from Dark Side of theMoon. Mobile Fidelity have taken advantage of the 3 dB
difference in background noise to cut, on average, 2 dB lower so as to minimise any
compression required. However, it can be seen that the extreme LF is boosted by 6 dB
above the mid- band level and the extreme HF by some 4 dB. The upper bass and lower mid
(63-630 Hz) are roughly some 2 dB below the upper mid level and, subjectively, the effect
is of very clean extended bass instruments—with vocals becoming much more intelligible.

while Direct- Disk Labs and Nautilus in the USA, significantly both
companies formerly concerned with direct- cut recordings, each released a
number of respectable titles, ' Rumours' from Nautilus and 'Who are you?'
from DOL, for instance. Two US majors, first A & M, and then CBS, started
offering de- luxe editions from their own catalogues; which is ironic, if you
think about it, as they're not offering any more than perhaps they should
have done in the first place.
At the 1980 Chicago show, Mobile Fidelity showed that they hadn't
been standing still in the face of this competition and introduced two remastered classical releases—the LPO/Boult Falstaff and the LSO/Previn
1812/Romeo and Juliet, originally ASD 2970 and ASD 2894,
respectively—three jazz recordings, and a range of real-time duplicated
cassettes, selected from their re- mastered disc catalogue. Iwas in America
in June for the Chicago CES so Itook the opportunity to visit both Stan
Ricker and MF's senior VP Gary Giorgi at the JVC Cutting Centre in
Hollywood.

have used three microphones, left, centre and
right, but Ididn't particularly want that much
localisation with that particular music. Now
with the harp, Iwas able to put each microphone the same distance from the centre and
then move each microphone back, which is easy
to do using ameasuring tape. And on that one,
the harp has afairly good centre image— if you
look at it on an oscilloscope, the direct
modulation from the harp is almost pure lateral
modulation, which means mono, which means
pure centre channel. It's the thing you try to get
with two microphones so that you have awell
localised phantom centre image without using a
centre microphone. The harp is right straight up
front and centre but the room acoustics are
totally random phase, which gives you the
spaciousness you're after, and you don't want
that spaciousness to appear only within the
boundaries of the loudspeakers. When you have
random phase—which indicates as much outof- phase as in- phase material—then you have
an image which isn't restricted by the boundaries of the speaker placement. And that was my
idea in doing those two recordings that
way, plus Iwanted to be as purist as possible,
with one microphone per channel—when you
use three, you have two microphones per
channel, the centre one is common—and I
figured that if Mark Levinson can do it with one
microphone per channel, Ican do it too!
JA: But you're not creating an audio picture of
a harp on a stage by using that technique
(although the harp recording is much better
than the string quartet in that respect). Ifind the
string quartet disturbing. Despite the great
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clarity of the sound and the beautiful sense of
spaciousness,
the
instrumental
positions
change according to the notes they're playing—
as aviolin goes up ascale, the image wobbles
SR: Iknow that. In Europe, there is much more
of an established thing about either M- S or
coincident pair recording. It's not so popular
here for the reasons Ithink Imentioned, in that it
seems to give a rather restricted centre image,
and that it appears to be nothing more than a
slightly enhanced mono. But it could be that I
could have done abetter job on it had Ihad the
microphones not quite so far apart. It seemed to
me, though, that the stereo spaciousness thing
was on the minds of the producers, they liked
that sound.
JA: Did you use that technique on the Delos
trumpet and orchestra recordings?
SR: The early ones, the three brass records,
have caused considerable consternation, in fact
they caused me consternation when Iwas doing
the recording. Iwas led to believe that the
orchestra would be on stage, speaking out into a
listening area. But this was not the case, they
were recorded in a room which was basically
like a high school gymnasium with a 3 storey
high ceiling—which was nice— but the orchestra was just positioned flat out in the open
in the middle of the floor. Ihad three microphones to work with and in the beginning Igot
what Ifelt was apretty decent balance between
the orchestra and the trumpet, but then the
trumpet player, who was the director, began to
freak out. Well, he's never worked with B & K
microphones before and he saw them like way
up there, you know, and he said 'Those micro77

before we ever met one another; our common
go-between was Brad Miller who was the
founder of Mobile Fidelity. I'd cut arough disc
and send it up to Gary and he'd play it, and then
we'd get together and chat on the phone, and
say, well, maybe we could add 2dB here or
there or take out something, or whatever, and I'd
cut another one and think Ilike it pretty well and
send it up to him and he'd say 'That sounds
great'. We did awhole bunch of records that way.
GG: The fact of the matter is we still make
records that way, we make them to satisfy our
own ear. If, and when, it satisfies our ears then
we put it out, but not before then.

Stan Ricker with his essential scope

phones will never hear us' and he insisted on
pulling them down. Itried to talk him out of it
but Icould see it getting to the point where, you
know, he could say 'like if you don't pull them
down, I'm not going to direct or play, or
whatever' and I didn't want to queer the
recording date. I went along with that but
they're not close- working microphones at all—
they're designed to be distance microphones
and they perform well under those conditions—
in a close up thing they tend to get screechy
because they have a rising on- axis high frequency response.
JA: That's an instructive tale: amusician who
,
has forgotten the real sound of his instrument,
and who is so used to having a close miked
sound that he feels uncomfortable with amicrophone that he feels is too far away.
SR: Well here's another thing. Ithink that any
other recording engineer having gone into this
project would have thrown up a red flag, immediately, because here he is, directing a 36
piece orchestra and he's playing the trumpet
facing into the orchestra. That's ahell of anote
for recording. No-one had explained to me that
he was gonna be facing the orchestra: Iassumed,
and again, it's aperfect example of don't assume
anything— it's Murphy's law I guess— I assumed that once he got going, he would leave
the tempo keeping, and so forth, up to the
concert master—in this case a concert
mistress—and that he would in fact face outward to play and Iexpected to have all the
microphones across the front. But such was not
the case and therefore, because he was playing
into the orchestra— he was, of course, front and
centre, standing on the director's podium— I
had to place the middle mike in the rear of the
orchestra, over the woodwinds, aiming at the
bell of the trumpet in an attempt to stabilise and
localise the trumpet sound centre channel. In
retrospect, Ithink Icould have had about 3dB
more centre channel on those recordings because Iwould have gained two things a little
more trumpet stability; and alittle more output
from the woodwind section.
Harry Pearson [ of The Absolute Sound] had
written something like What is this; something
by Stan Ricker and the trumpet is out of phase?'
Now Iadvised him that instead of just making a
statement like that, when analysing a phonograph record he should use a lateral/vertical
oscilloscope so that he can see that the trumpet
is not out- of- phase at all! The trumpet exhibits
random phase characteristics, which is what
you were talking about with the string quartet,
the image moves around depending on the
frequency, OK, and Itold Harry— he'd said that
when you combine it to mono, it drops about
4-6 dB Isaid well that's exactly the characteristic of random phase information. It willdrop
that much because 50% of it's gonna cancel; it's
not that it's either in phase or out- of- phase, it's
all this stuff that's inbetween that has no phase
correlation at all. Iexplained to him the seating
arrangement thing with the trumpet at the back
and that if Iwere the producer, then Iwould
have had the power to say ' Hey, trumpet player,
turn around, Sir, and let your concert mistress
keep tempo', but Ithink that it was amatter of 'it
had to be done this way or we would never have
got the recording out'.
Imean Iknew it was random phase just by
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listening ta it, Iknew it would be random phase
by looking at the microphone set-up. On the
other hand my feeling was, like I've indicated,
'What the hell can Ido about it? loen do nothing
about it, this is the way it's gonna be'. And
random phase program material aggravates
groove- echo: people say it causes problems
with disc cutting; itdoesn't cause problems with
disc cutting it causes problems with disc
playback, with the limited vertical modulation
behaviour of pickups! It can cause problems
with record pressing due to non- fill if you have a
pressing plant which does not know how to
press good records, but the Delos were pressed
by the Victor company and there's no noise
problem at all.
JA: Do you check phase with a scope on
recording dates when you are going to cut the
eventual master?
SR: Oh yeah, Itake a lateral/vertical oscilloscope along, set it up the way Ilike it and
specifically on Telarc, we were checking for
phase coherency on bass drum; that's what's
important, that's the thing that's gonna cause a
problem if there is a problem.
JA: So that massive Telarc bass drum is a
purely lateral cut.
SR: It's a lateral cut! Right on! and it's very
lateral—it's not slanted to one side or anything
like that. And incidentally, that's one reason
why Iwasn't particularly concerned about the
random phased- ness of the Delos product because there were only two double basses in the
orchestra anyway, and also that was an unusual
set-up. First violins were on the left and the
double basses were right behind them—that's
nice, it keeps your soprano and your bass
together so that the outside voices in four-part
harmony, if they can hear each other, the group
pays better in tune. It also puts the double
basses with the f- holes forward which I'm very
much in favour of.
JA: ( Gary Giorgi having arrived) The record
companies must be quite happy to let you have
the original mastertapes [ MF won't work from
copy masters] if they think that you're not
competing in the same market place. But surely
it must be very much harder when you're
encroaching on their sales.
GG: On the surface of it, you're right. But
remember that even if we sell a very large
number of albums, we are still not really competing with the majors. Keep in mind what their
business is. Their business is the music business. They're in the business of making the most
amount of music available to the most amount
of people at the least...
SR: ... possible cost. Cost efficiency is their
bag and they're very good at itl
GO: We are all in the music business, but it can
be split into the record business and the sound
business. We are in the sound business: in
England Naim Audio or Linn Products are in the
sound business, for instance, but we don't have
such clear guidelines on what can be done. All
that we can do is that we make it sound the way
Stan and Ibelieve is right.., and quite literally,
when this started, Ididn't care if anyone bought
our records, all Iwanted to do was make arecord
that sounded the way Ithought it shouldsound.
Stan had gone .a different path, we'd never met
before, but he felt the same way.,,
SR: And the funny thing is that Gary and I
worked together—by telephone—for over ayear
.1.

SR: If we can't make it satisfy our ears, we
either put it on the back burner or we scrap the
project completely. Now this thing here, the
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band tape that Iplayed to you
this morning, is acase in point. Now if Ihave my
way, and Ithink Gary will see it, that mother will
get scrapped without doing any further work to
it at all. You heard it. It's severely distorted!
GG: We have heavy problems with all our
tapes, particularly with distortion which can be
very high—by our standards—and the fact of
the matter is our earlier releases were also
distorted. But in the interim we learned' more
about what we were doing up here, how to get
more off the tape. Stan figured out that we
should change the heads on the recorder; he
looked more closely at the lathe, and the cutter
head; we've tried to eliminate transformers from
the chain as much as possible.., we ended up
with avery good record, the kind of arecord we
wished we always could get. But to get back to
your question, Mobile Fidelity aren't directly
competing with the majors: our customers are
replacing copies of albums already in their
collections.
JA: You mention in your literature print runs of
200,000. If you're handing the companies
massive great royalty cheques from sales like
that, aren't they going to think ' Hey, we ought to
get some of that business'. Imean, Iheard that
CBS are going to enter the field.
GG: Yeah you're right there! They have thought
about that. So far, three major labels that we
deal with have thought about it and decided that
the cost of getting into it, compared with the
return they're already getting from us, just
doesn't justify it. They do get more money from
us than anybody ever thought possible and if
they get asignificantly large amount of money
per sale, then it almost isn't worth it. However, it
isn't as easy as it might appear. I'm not saying
that CBS will not end up with good records but
it just isn't as easy as it might appear. There's a
good reason for the fact that it takes 3-5
months' work to produce amaster for a Mobile
Fidelity release.
JA: Before you arrived, Stan was saying about
the three parameters required for a tape to
undergo the MF process: the technical quality of
the mix; the musical quality and the...
SR: Sales viability. If it's a well-known album
than that's the first thing that gets it
considered...
GG: That's really not true. That's what decides
the juxtaposition of releases. What gets considered first of all, is whether we have access
to agiven library. If we do, then we go through it
and Ipersonally start selecting titles from the
past 20 years. Then if we get the tape, we'll bring
it in and start to listen to it and decide whether it's
good enough. And although the number of
tapes that we reject has declined abit since the
beginning, it's because we get abetter product
and we can have more confidence when the
record we've been involved in has a financial
history. But we're still learning how to get more
off the tape and we've still got some way ahead
to go before we can relax.
We consider, and this may be just a point of
view, but we consider that we're in a different
business in that our competitors do not yet have
the technology to overcome the problems. Our
business is not just to put out records but we
really are working hard—it sounds trite, but we
really do—to make each record we put out
technically better than the one preceding it. For
instance, JVC is carrying out a technology
program to improve pressing quality. Each one
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of our records is an evolutionary step; and in that
respect we're different to everyone else in the
same market in that we are trying to do some
thing else apart from just putting out albums.
But we also want to sell a lot of records!
SR: But we also have our concept that,
whereas Ithink others are selling phonograph
records, we're going very strong on the idea that
we're producing al, audio component, we've
gotten into that. We make it with the concept in
mind that this is the least that a person can
spend—the 15 beans it costs to buy the record—
to improve his record player, regardless of what
it may be. Put adecent record up front, put avery
good record up front, and even the most sad old
tired record player'll just jump off the ground
with glee.
JA: Why are you now getting into remastering
classical discs?
GG: Quite frankly, we've used the pop music to
accomplish two things. First of all, to get the
financial wherewithall to get into serious music;
secondly to refine the process. Now, we're
applying what we've learned. We don't expect
to sell as many classical records as rock but
those are the ones we wanted to do. And the
serious listeners will go along with us.
As matter of fact, we now have access to the
EMI classical catalogue and the RCA classical
catalogue, and there are acouple of others we
have, some others that we are processing. Our
intention is pick and choose carefully amongst
all these to get the best recording, performance
and production. Our philosophy will be to
produce accurate records, not necessarily in the
sonic sense but in terms of musical accuracy.
SR: Itell you we've got one coming up, the
1812 and Romeo & Juliet with André Previn
and the LSO. That has got to be the best
recording of the Romeo & Juliet by Tchaikovsky
that I've ever heard and it's a glorious
recording—it's what 1973 or something?
GG: We have the Angel recording of FaLstaffby
Elgar coming up soon.
SR: That's an interesting thing too. There was a
case in point where musically it's just great but
they put it all on two sides of arecord, you know,
and made like 28, 29 minute sides and it's just a
terrible compromise to do that. So we broke it
down into four sides—there's one side that's
Elgar's transcription of a Bach Fantasia and
Fugue in C minor that's now just superb.
GG: A tape that caused us a lot of problems
before we got this new Zuma computer is the
Carmine Butane with André Previn, which we
will be releasing later this year.
SR: Before we got the Zuma, it was possible to
get the long side of the Carmine Butane on one
side of the disc without any ... well, so often
cutting engineers use low frequency crossover,
which 'mono-ises' the bass below whatever
frequency he has the knob on. We didn't want to
do that, it just sterilises the whole recording, but
the problem was that without doing that, we
were finishing so far in. Imean it was going right
to 4.2.- minimum diameter and you know the
distortion down there is pretty gross! So with
the computer, at the same level Iwas able to
finish at, Ithink, 5i, almost six inches, which
is very good, much better than it had been
before. And as that inside diameter stuff is not
too far inside, it worked very well. I mean
obviously the computer can be used either to
increase the cutting level on the disc or to finish
at amore favourable diameter, which is what we
were after in this case. Now take this Pablo
Cruse track I'm working on. In this case, the
computer will enable us to get more level on the
disc: there's akick drum on 1and 3and asnare
drum backbeat on 2 and 4 and it's not the kick
drum that causes the problem, it's the snare
drum backbeat which is like 12 dB hotter on the
oscilloscope than the rest of the program
material. Any normal lathe sees all this big
excursion, this big high voltage in the preview
system, and so the pitch just stays open all the
time. The standard Neumann will update its
preview cutting information four times per turn
of the disc, but if you master at half speed, the
Zuma computer is updating 200 times per turn
of the disc and it makes alot of difference! Like
on this thing with the snare drum, it's almost a
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right-angle wave you know; if there's two of
these adjacent to one another, the computer will
fit them together so they track right. Otherwise
the grooves would stay this far apart, and you'd
be wasting this much soace all the time.
JA: Without the computer, then, aconventional
cutting engineer would use acceleration limiters
and so on...
SR: Yeah, cut conventionally, they'd have limited the hell out of that thing and they'd just
have; well Ilooked at that on the oscilloscope
and it's such afast snare drum that no way, the
vu meters don't even respond to it. They just lie
on — 15 dB but reading the peaks on the oscilloscope, hell when the music is standing on — 10,
this thing goes clear off the picture tube so it's
more than 12 dB hotter than the rest of the
program material. The standard disc cutter
would have used avery nice peak limiter on that
thing and just mashed it down and nobody
would be any the wiser. That's the standard
practice for getting more level on the disc. As it is
now, the level would be unacceptably low
because it's afairly long side, Ithink it runs 22 or
23 minutes. We just have this 3 inches or so of
space on the lacquer, we have to pack it as
economically as possible.
JA: It makes you wonder how they got that
snare drum on the tape without squashing.
SR: The tape was 30 ips and the overall level is
not loud so that there's headroom enough in the
system for that snare drum to just come wanging
on through with no problem. Idon't recall ever
seeing any clipping on that snare drum at all, it's
just very hot, but Ihave a suspicion that the
reason it was mixed that way is because they
were listening on speakers which had poor
transient response. Obviously they kept on increasing the level to make it sound right on that
speaker but if it wasn't a fast speaker system,
then that snare drum would be drowned.
Ithink I've told Gary this before but Iwould
consider cutting arecord with almost any kind
of speaker system—Ican get used to almost
anything. If Ihad nothing to work with except
the little Auratones sitting there, Iwould work
with that, learn to live with then, cut avery good
phonograph record. I could do without VU
meters, but Iwon't cut a record without an
oscilloscope. Ijust feel that it's such an extension of my other senses to be able to verify
visually any strange anomalies you hear, like this
strange thing you mention on the Delos records.
You can see exactly what's going on
mechanically.
JA: Do you add any EQ when you're cutting?
GG: That depends. The answer to that is yes, if
the tape is in such apoor condition that it needs
some EQ to bring it back to what it should be,
but wedon't go as far as hyping the EQ and we've
gone to some great lengths to find and use in
some cases, JVC equalisers, for example, that
add minimum other elements, such as high end
distortion and things like that to the music.
Obviously with old jazz recordings, these have
great musical value but the technical quality of
the tape is not too hot, and EQ could well be
necessary.
JA: If you're going to EQ it to make it sound
right, doesn't that still bring in problems of
monitor speakers. The EQ you add will depend
on the frequency response of your monitors.
SR: For that reason, we don't just depend on
one kind of speakers. We make test cuts, Gary
takes them home and Itake them home...
GG: We listen to them on a number of
systems...
SR: They're all good systems, but they're all
different—they're all in different rooms, and in
that way if you play any given ... like if Itake
that lacquer and play it in four different places,
we get four different hearings on it but we may
still come out of it with the same opinion. That's
what you're really after.
JA: Can we talk about half- sped cutting.
Some critics have said that the resultant records
don't sound the way they know they should
sound.
GG: Well Idon't think we're.satisfied that we're
yet getting optimum performance out of the
lacquers. We've got an experimental lacquer
right now that is superb— it was the best for us at
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this moment without going to wax ( and that's
another thing). The next step is to get amatrix
facility straight after the mastering facility—off
the lathe right into the plating bath, and that's
coming. We've done some experiments and
there is abenefit to be gained but I'm not sure
what the critics are talking about. However,
there is still a lot of work to do.
JA: It could be that what they are used to
hearing is the wrong thing. If you give them
something which is different and maybe less
wrong, it's not what they're expecting to hear
and so they reject it. Different must be worse.
SR: Very true! We have had some experience
here with that kind of thing with rock producers.
They've gone to alot of trouble, gone to 30 ips,
no Dolby—and that happens to be my favourite
mode of operation—and they want areal clean
transfer, you see. Well, so they hear that half
speed is the thing to do so they come in, and you
cut them arecord, cut them areference lacquer
and they take it home and play it. They come
back the next day and say ' Stan, that's the
cleanest damn thing Iever heard in my life but it
doesn't sound as loud as the others?' And part of
that 'sounding as loud as the others' is the
greatly reduced distortion you get cutting in this
mode of operation. Now most of the other disc
cutting systems are loaded with transformers for
instance. There are none here—even the Dolbys
have been non- transformed. The Ortofon has no
transformer either in the output or in its feedback
network. Now you can take aNeumann, like we
did with this one here, and take the input
transformers out of it, but there's still a transformer in the feedback network to compensate
for the main cutterhead resonance, so this
affects the coupling at low frequencies, the
damping at low frequencies, and therefore the
low frequency accuracy. And I'm wondering if
that isn't some of what they could be talking
about. So far, Mobile Fidelity products would
have been cut with this Neumann system. That
has a looser, less accurately defined low
frequency response than the Ortofon system.
JA: And presumably that is exaggerated by half
speed cutting?
SR: That's right. Well it will aggravate that
particular aspect of the frequency response of
the cutter, the low frequency damping. Now the
slew rate of this old Neumann—it's an SAL 74
but it's avery early one—the slew rate is 8 \Ups
and the Ortofon is 60 Vie, and when you talk
about cutting at half speed on the Ortofon
compared to normal speed on the Neumann,
you're talking about 8as opposed to 120
And it's quite an obvious difference when you
listen to the final product. The Neumann sound,
especially at real-time, is very much what people
have come to expect from aphonograph record.
Ithink that some critics are probably hearing the
fact that in commercial cutting alot of limiting is
used in the low end which does two things. It
allows you to get more loudness on the record
by cutting down the excursions, which are
greatest at low frequencies, you know, and
therefore there's more space available, but more
overall average energy; the other thing about
many limiters is they will actually tighten or firm
up abass, and even out the response, and that's
something that alot of people like. It may not be
as the musician sounded in the studio but the
end product may be more nearly what somebody either likes or doesn't like.
GG: The fact of the matter is that the surface
noise on these JVC pressings is so low that we
can afford to cut at a lower cutting level. We
have extra room to play with, and we'd rather
sacrifice level than go for limiting.
SR: We have never limited or used compressors
on aMobile Fidelity record and we don't intend
to. That's not our philosophy. If there was
something so grossly wrong with the tape that
we felt we had to limit or compress it, we
probably just wouldn't produce that product,
because there are alot of other products, tapes,
that are not a particular hassle.
JA: You do increase the risk of burning out a
cutter head, though, when you leave out the
acceleration limiters and so on...
SR: But by cutting at half speed, you're cutting
down the HF energy; the amplifiers take only
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As you can see, we're not the only
people who are enthusiastic about our
new range of Improved cartridges.
HiFi Choice magazine said of our
top of the range ZLIVI Improved, with
its unique Aliptic stylus: 'The high stylus
quality has been maintained.... awell
polished `semi-line' type.... all the
distortion results have been noticeably
improved:
Our XLIVI MkIll Improved:
`.... attained a 'very good' subjective
rating, which is excellent for the price:
And our VLIVINIltill Improved
showed the: `.... characteristic flat ADC
response .... and awell maintained
stereo separation:
But HiFi Choice is not the only
magazine to be impressed by the ADC
improvements. Gramophone magazine's
John S. Wright reported on our ZIIVI

....

Surely abetter way of buying bi
-f

Improved: 'It is my opinion that the best
cartridges are now achieving astandard
of performance that goes to reveal the
weaknesses of our discs, and in this
connection the ZLIVI Improved only
enhances this hypothesis:
The ADC Improved features
•Flip-down stylus guard
•Enclosed mounting lugs for easy
installation and alignment
•Omni-Pivotrm System with micromachined cantilever for precise
location.
But don't think it's only our
Improved cartridges which get all the
accolades. Our budget priced QLIVI
34 MkllI earned itself aHiFi Choice
'Best Buy' rating-for the second year
running. And you can't get much better
than that.

All of which leaves you with just one
problem. Which of Hi-Fi's Choicest
to choose.
no: Audio Dynamics Corporation,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5QH.
Please send me details of the full ADC
cartridge range.
Name
Address

HFN

AD
Audio Dynamics Corporation. A divmon of BSR Limited.

jou'll hear more from us..i

S

EVERAL years ago areader bewailed the fact
that most of the patents in this column
referred to quadraphonic sound systems. And in
just acouple of years someone will bewail the
fact that most of the patents reported relate to
advances in digital sound technology. This is a
forgone conclusion, and unavoidable because
technological development and patented innovation follow clearly defined trends. Consumer interest stimulates research interest and
vice versa, until the candle of interest is burned
out from both ends. There is, however, one
exception to this rule: interest in loudspeaker
technology and development seems permanent.
Loudspeaker design represents the ultimate
challenge, with every speaker system involving
a degree of compromise. In all probability the
current trend towards digital sound recording,
transmission, processing and amplification will
stimulate loudspeaker research still further. This
will continue until listeners are prepared to
undergo medical surgery which enables them to
receive adigital sound input by direct injection
via electrodes implanted into their body. But
one quarter the horsepower to do the job; things
like TIM, which get exponential with increased
level, are cut down; we can get the record as
close as possible to the tape.
JA: Do you get any cutter head bass problems
exaggerated, because when you play back they
must be doubled in frequency?
SR: Idon't believe so, apart from phase problems; Ithink that is what we were talking about
earlier with the differences between the
Neumann and the Ortofon. Imean the 3dB
points of our console are 5 Hz and 100 kHz, so
at half speed its still 10 Hz at the low end, but
200 kHz at the top!
JA: This place was set up by JVC as an R & D
lab for the cutting of CD- 4 records, wasn't it,
and you're still using a CD- 4 stylus with a
shallow back angle?
SR: Yeah, it's worth about 3dB at 15000
cycles just to use that stylus with no other
changes. It wears out very fast but that's one of
the trade-offs. If what you're trying to do is to get
the best possible transfer, if you can get an extra
3dB at 15000 cycles just by changing the
stylus, then that's 3dB at 15000 less you have
to crank in through an equaliser, or by raising the
level, or by any other means. It's like using atape
head with a narrower gap.
JA: That's if the pressing plant can get that
improved HF on the final record. JVC have a
very good reputation, Imean, HFNIRR used
them to press our ' Cluadrafile' test disc, 'but I
must admit to being perhaps surprised that a
large corporation can be flexible enough to meet
your particular needs.
GG: One thing you have to remember about
JVC is that it is avery close company, carefully
controlled. They are high quality manufacturers,
and they feel that investment in R & D is
essential ... they have amassive R & D centre.
Mobile Fidelity is the largest offshore customer
for their pressing plant and we set some standards for them that were quite achallenge. They
love a challenge, especially that of making a
better record, that is their bag. And remember
two things: first of all we pay them a lot of
money, and so we're aprofit to them; secondly,
we've challenged them and they've met that
challenge with new concepts, new ways of
doing things, and their people are continually
looking to see if there are new ways of solving
the problems. We stay very close to each other
just to accomplish the same things.
JA: Why have you gone into cassettes?
GG: Well, the limitations of pre-recorded
cassettes have been very much due to the
duplication process ... when you use a copy
master running at 3;1 ips for duplication, it's
arguable if the cassettes can be called high
fidelity at all. But now there are good enough
machines and good enough tape to produce a
genuine high fidelity product. Ihave an Alpine
system in my car and the new Mobile Fidelity
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until then there will always be aneed to convert
adigital pulse train into an analogue waveform
for access to the human ear and nervous system.
And the improved quality of every other link in
the digital chain will serve only to accentuate
the inadequacies of analogue loudspeakers and
headphones.
Mitsubishi in British patent application 2022
362 claim adramatic reduction in audio distortion ( 20dB down) if a modified magnetic
material is used in the voice- coil gap. According
to the inventors, the hysteresis loop created by
passage of an audio signal through the voicecoil is non-linear, and this is because the permeability of the soft iron pole- piece is also nonlinear. The result, say Mitsubishi, is harmonic
distortion in the reproduced sound. But, claim
Mitsubishi, if you coat the soft metal with a
ferromagnetic material of very fine crystalline
character, then the hysteresis loop is made linear
and distortion is reduced to one tenth the

expected level. One method of coating involves
hot- rolling a 50% nickel- iron alloy and then
bending and drawing the material into rings
which are a push- fit over the soft- iron parts.
Apparently the ferrite crystalline grains are ' remarkably reduced' in size by the bending and
drawing process as compared with the size of
grains produced by hot- rolling alone.
Only arather muddled explanation is offered
for why this fine-grained alloy should affect the
pole- piece hysteresis loop. It is suggested that
as the size of the grains is reduced, so the size of
their magnetic domain is also reduced and
'unbalance of magnostatic energy is compensated in the small magnetic domains'. The fine
grain material need not necessarily be anickeliron alloy. It can be pure iron, low carbon steel,
ferrite stainless steel, or atitanium mix. The only
over-riding consideration is that the material
added to the soft- iron in this voice- coil gap
must be of very fine crystalline grain structure

cassettes sound superb.
SR: I've always been completely turned off by
the cassette as a thing. I've always felt that
basically the whole device just sucked vigorously. But Gary's gizmo in his car just sounds
'glorious' and shall Isay, I'm duly impressed by
it, you know.
GG: We will not be releasing all the titles on
cassette ... and it brings up some interesting
problems. We're working on 'Aja' right now, by
Steely Dan. We want to release it in July for the
CES but we were having problems with the test
pressing.
SR: We found one part, one 15 second segment of one tune that wouldn't play back. We
had to redo it to get rid of that problem, do some
work on it.
GG: It was really my fault. Iwas working on the
cassette at the same time as the record and I
didn't think about the obvious, which is the
mechanical limitations of records as opposed to
the non- mechanical tape. We were trying to
make the record sound like the cassette but you
just can't do it!
SR: This was the case of a tune which was
inside diameter and high frequency losses
aggravated distortion.
JA: All records should end quietly...
SR: Yeah, Ialways think that all records ought
to be cut inside out because almost all the loud
crap is at the end of the music, you know. Some
fine day I'm gonna find out how the hell to run
the lead screw on the Neumann backwards so I
can cut amodern day inside- out record.
JA: Wasn't there someone in the ' 30s who cut
a record like that?
SR: Yeah, when disc recording was the only
method of recording, when tapes hadn't been
devised, they'd have an hour radio programme
and it would be recorded on four transcriptions.
They cut the first one outside- in and the next
one inside- out, third one outside- in, fourth one
inside- out. The reason for that was because the
eq change was so obvious from the outside to
the inside that when you finished an inside and
then picked up the next one and started on the
inside, there was not a sudden change in the
quality of the voice, you know. It went just back
and forth like that. It was avery practical thing to
do. It is avery good example of learning how to
live within the limitations of the medium. Iwish
very much that so many of Bach's toccatas and
fugues were recorded inside out because all the
super balls come at the end you know. The same
with most orchestral pieces.
JA: Stan, you've done a lot of work with
digital. Any ideas on the sound quality?
SR: My general impression has been that there
is not as much HF response as there should be
but I'm not sure why. It may in fact prove to be a
more accurate frequency response than what
we've dealt with over the years in analogue but I
don't know. When you're used to working with

analogue tape, it's very hard to say that one is
more or less correct than the other, unless you
can compare it with awideband original source.
JA: Iread that you've been working with John
Curl and Rodney Herman [ of Michaelson &
Austin ' piglet' fame] on an analogue tape deck.
GG: We've developed an analogue machine
which is ano- compromise high- cost design; no
expense spared to develop it. It could be the
best—it runs at 30 ips and it meets or exceeds all
the highly bragged about parameters and specifications of digital, and in the end has amuch
more musical sound. One friend of mine went
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through
inch 30 ips
his analogue
tapes comparing
tape machine
it witharound
the best
and
he also compared it to the best digital around.
He said that the digital killed the sound, but this
one makes it more real.
JA: When compared to the live source, because that's very important. Imean there are very
obvious differences between analogue and digital but it's hard to know which is correct if you
don't have the live source...
GG: Even when you compare it with the
source ... the machine is the only one like it in
the world. We built it for our own studios. It
has no transformers, phase compensation, and a
frequency response of well over 41,000 Hz and
1dB down at 50 Hz.
JA: What transport have you used?
GG: It's built on a half inch two- track Studer
A80 chassis. The electronics are ours and the
heads are ours. The signal-to-noise is 81 dB
unweighted, the headroom is unbelievable.
JA: What are you going to be doing with it?
Will MF be moving into original recording?
GO: Well we did one recording so far, one
album has been mixed on it. It's in astudio right
now having another album mixed on it. And it's
our hope that one of these albums will be the
kind of music and production quality that justify
arelease on MF. Iguess what I'm saying is that
we're gradually stepping farther back in the
recording chain, to get products out that we can
be proud of.
At that point I had to leave, and this is
probably the place to offer a belated thanks to
Gary and Stan for astimulating discussion. MF
records are available in the UK through MFSL
Ltd, a new offshoot from the Lentek/Zerostat
group. Soon to be released, covering opposite
sides of the musical spectrum, are remastered
versions of aKarajan Tchaikovsky 6 ( which one
I'm not sure, but probably ASD 2816) and Olivia
Newton John's 1979 'Totally Hot' album ( don't
cringe, Ifeel this is perhaps a definitive late
'70s rock production, technically speaking) and,
it is rumoured, the Andre Previn Planets. The
Pablo Cruse album Stan was working on when I
met him unfortunately has been vetoed by the
UK copyright owners, so that snare drum won't
see the light of day ( in the UK, at any rate) •
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If it is your intention to make an investment in a Hi Fi system rather than buy something to selr next year, consider the advantages of
the modular system offered by Boothroyd Stuart. Despite future development of digital disc or even pug- in digital music memories,
your domestic music system will always need a loudspeaker - we do not foresee large conceptual changes here - and a means to
control the signals from whatever source, to dnve the loudspeaker. Our recipe in an evolving enarker is flexibility and this is the safeguard of your investment. The active loudspeaker will accept the output of a preamplifier and make sounds as beautiful as the source
allows. Our modular amplifier system is c:ean, clear, precise, powerful and has lasting beauty.
The control unit 101 illustrated is constructed with three interchangeable electronic modules, two of which are solely devoted to the disc
source. The first module you cnoose to suit the pick up of your choice, now or next year. Our commitment is to oftr within this framework the possibility of today's preamp for tomorrow's music system. The perfect match for your pick up or tape recorder is offered - a
perfect concept.
Plug-in modules for Supex, Entree, Denon, Fidelity Research, Asak, Decca, Magnetic, Ultimo, Grade and others...
Also equalisation available for RIAA, RIAA lEC rec 1978, coarse groove ( 78).
Write or ' phone for detans to BOOTHROYD STUART LTD, 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON, CAMBRIDGESHIRE, ENGLAND PE18 7EJ
(0480) 57339 TELEX ( MERIDN) 32577.

300THROY9 STUART/MERIDIAN
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the classical music lover, and the cartridge is a
strong rival to another m- m design Ifavour, the
B&O MMC 20CL, though ultimately, for my
taste and system Iremain loyal to the ADCs,
particularly in terms of value for money.
Another manufacturer offering both high
quality moving- coil and moving- magnet designs side by side is Audio Technica/Signet (
AT
24/AT 32 and MK111EITK 9E). Ihave tried
three of these, and consider the moving- coil
Signet 111E the most interesting for its price; it
Paul Messenger
represents astrong competitor to the above two
m- m designs now that the price has come down
Cartridge capering
from about £ 125 to £ 90: at this sort of price,
Having just finished working on the new caranother obvious rival is the Dynavector Ruby
tridge ( and headphone) issue of Choice, Ifound
Karat, and Ihaven't yet tried the Fversion of the
it difficult to avoid becoming fascinated with
Fidelity Research. Isuspect Iwould choose the
these little devices. The engineering exercises of
Signet over these two, though Ishould stress
compromise and trade-off are as complex as
that it is only worth exploring these fairly
those in loudspeaker design, yet the results are
expensive designs if the turntable and arm are
often rather more important.
good enough—an Asak sounds good in aRega,
One difficulty in discussing the sound of a
but for the same outlay Iwould rather use aVLM
cartridge is that it depends significantly upon
with aLinn. Iam also unsure whether it is worth
the conditions of use ( see also p.71). To some
'stopping off' in the price band between £ 50
extent the reviewer must make sure that a
and
£ 100 if one decides it is worth upgrading
criticism or observation is related to the car(often unnecessarily!) agood £40 cartridge.
tridge, not the other ancillaries, and should try to
To get back to the subject, the 111E gives a
predict the effect of other combinations, as there
generally well integrated sound, with just a
is rarely enough time to try more than one or
touch of ' boom & tizz', and aparticularly nice,
two. The majority of the following observations
open midrange with convincing depth. Tracking
were made using aRega Planar 2with ADC or
abilities are very good, but the compliance is
Audio Technica headshells, feeding the Linn/
rather high, which may explain aslight lack of
Naim tri-amped system, adjusting the input
'focus' about the stereo. Once again the complicapacitance of the preamp where necessary to
ance suggests a lowish mass arm, and the
get best performance. The Rega may not get the
degree of boom in the bass will make matching
very best from the cartridges, but it is still pretty
with loudspeakers/rooms quite critical.
good, and the highish mass arm fitted is repThe AT32 is anew Audio Technica movingresentative of the typical current integrated
coil introduction, and clearly owes alot to the
player.
111E—even the price is nearly the same. By and
Best described as a ' high-tech movinglarge similar comments apply, though Ifound
magnet', Iconfess Imight have overlooked the
the bass better controlled and the top rather
Technics EPC 205C MK3 because of a not
'brittle' and brighter, perhaps the rise to tip mass
unprecedented prejudice in favour of the
resonance beginning a little earlier. Overall. I
similarly- priced 305 moving- coil model. In fact
preferred the 111E.
the 305 sounded respectable rather than excepThe Signet '
9E arrived just in time for inclutional, marred somewhat by the upper treble rise
sion, and the main complaint here must be the
which is so common amongst Japanese m- c
price, which is likely to be about £ 170; this is
cartridges. ( the home market seems to like it this
approximately double that of the AT24, upon
way!) The moving- magnet cartridge is rather
which the design is clearly based. Ignoring this
more interesting, and although the subjective
disagreeable element, it is certainly avery fine
frequency balance doesn't quite suit my system,
cartridge, though again with an unnecessarily
the sound is unusually detailed, has wellhigh compliance that must limit its application.
defined stereo, generally good integration and
The bass seemed better balanced than either the
fine tracking abilities. Isuspect that the 'classic'
Technics or the m- c111E, though it still lacked
lower treble suckout that many cartridges show
the 'authority' and power of many m- cdesigns.
actually suits my system, better perhaps than a
The midrange was clean and uncoloured, with
'flat' measured response. The main characgood stereo, but alittle of the treble ' brashness'
teristics include ageneral brightness—almost a
noted in the Technics was also present; the
'glare' on my system—in the lower treble,
extreme HF peak was audible, but reasonably
though the sound remains clear and free of
inoffensive however. The 'grapevine' suggests
'edginess'. The bass is rather retiring and seems
that the '
9E is adistinct cut above the AT24,
to lack 'weight', though again it is 'clean', if dry.
which Ihaven't tried, though the constructional
Depth and information/dynamics are both insimilarities and much lower price of the latter
ferior to my favourite moving - coils, but seem
suggest it is worth checking out.
very respectable at the £ 65 price tag. Its incluIncidentally, while amongst these ATs, Ialso
sion in the £ 200 SL- 7turntable package should
tried the new £ 17 '
120E, which tends to exagensure the latter's success!
gerate the strengths and weaknesses observed
Idon't propose to discuss the various technoin the more expensive models: notably the treble
hype features, as afull technical review of this
rise, which is often irritating and in this case
model by Martin Colloms is scheduled for the
proved fatiguing; avery attractive 'open' soundnext issue. But to try and put it into a 'subjective
ing midrange, whose precision is perhaps limperspective', Ifeel it would prefer alower mass
ited by unnecessarily high compliance. ( This is
arm than Iused ( or than the integrated headshell
particularly inappropriate for a model in this
version Ialso tried can possibly attain). It is also I
sector of the market, though AT are by no means
suspect suited to loudspeakers with afairly ' laid
the only popular manufacturer to sacrifice comback' sound, and could well complement those
patibility on the altar of trackability.) The
with arather boomy bass. The combination with
strength of the designs seems to be that they
Mission or SME Ill arms and Spendor BC1 or
place significant emphasis on mechanical inKEF loudspeakers immediately suggest themtegrity, but this tends to be achieved at the
selves. The upper range detail, delicacy and
expense of other worthwhile performance paratrackability will commend itself particularly to
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meters. The fact remains, unfortunately, that the
art ( as opposed to the science or engineering) of
transducer design comes through making the
whole greater than the sum of the parts, and it is
here that Iremain on the whole somewhat
unconvinced by the current ATs.
When it comes down to it, Iam unsure of the
value offered by most of the above designs in
relation to their price, simply because there are
several designs at lower prices that may not be
quite as smooth or controlled, but which I
actually enjoy mote—notably the ADC QLM34
and VLM and the humble GradoFTE+1, this last
being much preferred to the F3+ and F1+ tried a
year or two ago ( watch this space for aback-toback comparison with the Signature IV!).
Fundamentally, Ifeel we are living in an age
where sophistication has become desirable for
its own sake, overlooking the fact that the
dictionary definitions refer to falsehood,
speciousness and corruption rather than any
virtue; the demands of advertising and marketing have bred technological hubris which we
would do well to beware.

Cans (fast becoming pimples)
Ihave had little to do with headphones over the
years, frankly because lfind them apoor substitute for loudspeakers, and neither my domestic nor neighbour situations have made them
necessary; they are also rather tricky to use with
amulti-amped system! Phones as agenre are
further complicated by the fact that the better
designs areinvariably the open- backed models,
which in turn are the least useful in terms of
insulation ( domestic usefulness?), though they
are usually the most comfortable ( Imust admit
to finding closed- back models somewhat claustrophobic.) This said, Ihave always favoured
European lightweights, notably those from
Sennheiser, and retain aspecial soft spot for the
Beyer DT440s which were so favourably reviewed in HFNIRR during my period on the
editorial staff ( March '77), and which seem to
have stood up to more recent competition with
no problems. ( Incidentally, Ialso have a particular affection for Stax Sigmas, which carry a
horrific price tag, but which do perhaps merit
their ad-apellation 'ear- speakers'.)
The Japanese at last seem to be taking the
lightweight market seriously, the commercial
success of Sony's Stowaway being due in no
small part to the fine little headphones supplied,
which in turn have inevitably spawned ahost of
lookalikes from Japan Inc. Irecently received a
sample of the Boots H3500P, which is claimed
to originate from the same factory as the Sony
MDR3 ( Stowaway's PO-jack equivalent), and
which sells for £ 12 against the MDR3's
£16—£17. A Sony spokesman thought common
origin was unlikely, all, and only, Sony goods
being produced in Sony factories ( the Japanese
fondness for sub- contracting may justify both
claims in some measure). The MDR3 did so well
in the recent Choice tests that Itook the
opportunity to check them, both in themselves
and against the Boots models. While the appearance is quite similar, the Sony is smarter and
sounds significantly buter: smoother, less coloured, with better bandwidth and less sensitivity to placement variations on the ears ( quite
important with these ultra- lightweight supraaural design). The Boots 3500s are nevertheless
reasonable, and justify their modest cost. Good
though the Sonys are, they don't quite offer the
bass extension or overall control of the DT440s,
though they are clearly very good value for
money.
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'...with eyes closed I
would
not have known that Gillian Weir
was not playing in the same
hall as the orchestra!'
Andrew Clements, Financial Times, 9th è
RteIIIblr 1980

8
KEF Model 105.2% installed in the Usher Hall, Edinburgh, to reproduce the pipe
organ of St. Mary's Cathedral amile away during aperformance by Claudio Abbado
and the London Symphony Orchestra of Berlioz's "Te Deum" on 6th September 1980.
This final concert of the 1980 Edinburgh Festival was televised
throughout Europe by the BBC.
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John Atkinson wanders through
the methodological jungle
-1— HE PROBLEM confronting the magazine
I reviewer when organising the necessary
listening tests to accompany/reinforce the
measured behaviour of adevice under test is
complex. There has never been a problem
with the measurement aspect; as long as
someone has access to the same test gear—
and full knowledge of the test conditions—
then he should be able to replicate the critic's
findings exactly ( assuming an infinitely
narrow spread of behaviour from sample to
sample—a rasher assumption with some
manufacturers' equipment than of others).
However, when it comes to determining
reliably the audible ( or inaudible?) effects on
music program by an amplifier/cartridge/
loudspeaker etc, then the going gets tough.
Unlike the reaction of an oscilloscope, that
of a listener involves interaction: what he is
hearing; what he had been expecting to hear;
the identity of the equipment; the emotional
effect of the music program; the emotional
effect of other competing stimuli ( a recent
cup of coffee, a not- so- recent visit to the
toilet); the apparent expectations of his fellow
listeners; the ultimate purpose of the test; the
desire for self- consistency and hence selfesteem; all these can—but needn't always—
colour the listener's assessment. Obviously
this will affect the reliability of any conclusion, both when used to predict the same
listener's reaction to the same piece of
equipment and when used to predict other
people's reactions.
Which brings us neatly back to the point of
reviews, which ultimately is to enable a reader
to decide whether the effect of a piece of
equipment will or will not be beneficial, and if
beneficial, more importantly whether the
degree of any improvement is sufficient to
justify the expenditure. Even if the reader has
the necessary equipment and expertise/
experience, the measurement- only review
doesn't supply this information. It can still
exist, of course, in isolation, but magazines
don't enjoy a continued existence when only
publishing information of no practical benefit
to readers, no matter how elegant in its
own right. Any audible effects of the
measured imperfections have also to be
communicated.
Thus there are two distinct processes
involved: the determination ( listening test
results); and the resultant communication. The
latter has been a much- abused area of
journalism, perhaps because of the lack of a
precise vocabulary to describe aural sensations. Adjectives drawn in from all aspects of
human behaviour have been pressed into
service when describing the sound of hi-fi
equipment—a 'velvet sheen' to the mid- range,
a 'suet- pudding- like' bass, ' metallic edge to
vocals', 'green felt coloration' etc etc. Adrian
Orlowski's recent article' was an attempt to
define subjective terminology and perhaps
Peter Moncrieff in the USA has gone farthest
in providing a rational language to communicate subjective impressions. After all, to
quote a recent contributor to the debate 2,
'Should Ibe about to spend $ 2,000 on a
Mark Levinson ML- 1, Iwant to know about
the clarity of the midrange, not whether its
flavour is chocolate or vanilla'.
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More important, however, than the fact that
the message can be garbled by the language
used, is the validity of that message. As
indicated, the reliability of alistening test can
be seriously affected by a number of
extraneous circumstances and a reviewer
must exclude such extra stimuli. Without such
care the test results will be randomised: any
observable change must only be produced by
the insertion of the test item into the chain, or
otherwise no conclusion can be drawn. And
even then, a major pitfall lies ready to ambush
the unwary. If a change is reliably heard; how
can any value- judgement be made without
knowing what the program material should
be like. As Peter Moncrieff put it when
defining his ' M rule' 3: ' No evaluation of a
device can be scientific if that evaluation is
carried out through other devices that are
imperfect.' A recent amplifier review 4
observed that as the amount of reverberation
on some records appears to be less when
using one amplifier than another, the first
amplifier—atransistor design—must therefore
be suppressing the ambience. But unless the
ambience level on the record is known, this
can only remain one of a number of hypotheses. One could just as well say that the
other amp—avalve design—was somehow
adding ambience. In the actual review, this
was ruled out as not being consistent with
the author's apparent intrinsic belief that in a
valve/transistor amp confrontation, faults
should be attributed, if possible, to the
transistor design. Carrying out any test nonblind ie, with the identity of the device under
test known to the listener, brings in all the
above- mentioned additional stimuli, totally
invalidating any conclusions drawn. The
listener's capacity for self delusion so that he
really does hear differences which are nonexistent in reality ( but enjoy a healthy
existence in the pages of magazines) when he
is aware of the device being tested, Iwould
say is practically infinite.
Scientific method applied to equipment
reviewing does not consist of setting up a
test and drawing the conclusion which fits in
best with the reviewer's preconceptions.
Sadly, this is the way in which many
published tests are performed, because when
care is taken to remove all variables, bar one,
the device under test, there is far less scope
to wax lyrically in the true subjective- only
review manner. How much more journalistic
flair there is in writing that 'the preamp made
the music sound like it was being played by
amateurs' to quote an infamous review of the
Quad 33, than perhaps to say that there is an
0.75 dB depression between 1 and 4 kHz.
Unfortunately, magazine sales show that the
former style of writing appeals as much, if not
more, to the layman. Similarly, the publicityconscious Matti Otala saying that 'We do not
know anything about audior 5 sounds much
more impressive to the layman than would a
dry technical argument—as in one of his
many papers—as to which parameters
contribute to what audible effect.
It is an unfortunate fact, however, that to
produce amagazine review within the
available money and time budgets, not all the
variables can be eliminated totally. To apply
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the necessary rigorousness to satisfy a
psychologist, say, would mean that a review
might only appear after an overlong preparation period which, in turn, would lead to the
review appearing after the model had been
made obsolete, particularly so with those from
Japanese manufacturers. Happily, short cuts
which only slightly compromise the review's
reliability, derived from criticism of the
performing arts, do exist. Use of a 'transfer
standard', to use Trevor Attewell's terminology, gives a 'ground reference' to the
subjective comments, and ensures repeatability of results while, in the first instance,
copping out from absolute judgements. A
record critic can compare a new performance
against, say, awell-known Karajan one,
secure in the knowledge that by doing so, the
majority of his readers already familiar with
the Karajan will be able to follow thé
reasoning behind his conclusions. Absolute
judgements, however, can only be made
when the absolute program quality is known.
With loudspeakers this can be effectively
ensured by using self- recorded master- tapes,
or with electronics, by using Peter Walker's
straight- wire bypass, 4 where the original state
of the program material, before being
processed by the device under test, is
available at the flip of aswitch.
Another short-cut, where reference to the
'real thing' for practical reasons is not
available; ie, with disc playing equipment, is
to use experienced listeners who score the
device under test as to how far it departs
from their conception of ' reality'. Obviously,
the magazine reader has to take that very
much on trust, but with reliable listeners,
work by Martin Colloms, Gordon King and
Noel Keywood has shown good correllation between observed departures from the
consensus panel opinion of ' reality' and
measured deficiencies in the device under
test—using source material of known quality,
of course. There is no point in judging an
item on the way it handles stereo imagery, for
instance, when using program not possessing
coherent stereo information. Unfortunately
many American reviews do do this, resulting,
perhaps, in a 'good' loudspeaker with a
carefully and evenly controlleddispersion
pattern—essential for good stereo when the
listener is even asmall lateral distance from
the 'stereo seat'—being downrated against a
much .poorer design with all manner of side
lobes at different frequencies, which nevertheless, on non- coherent recordings of the
spaced-omni type, can give a ( program and
frequency dependent) impression of 'solidity'.
Moncrieff's ' M- Rule' is once again being
violated.
This is not to suggest that HFNIRR is overconservative, or even dogmatic, in its
approach: to adopt an attitude of being
certain that no differences between amplifiers
should exist—as in the ' bumblebees can't fly'
proof—and thus examining listening test
evidence on that basis, is as unscientific as
ascribing every subjective difference ' heard' in
an imperfect test to the object of the
investigation ie, the device under test.
Reviewer, magazine, and reader must be
open-minded so that experimental evidence
85
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contradicting personal dogma, if shown not
to be spurious, must be examined.
This rather lengthy preamble leads to the
subject of absolute phase, for it was while
trying to replicate reviewers' subjective test
data and discovering that as spurious causes
for differences were removed—level differences, frequency response differences,
awareness of device identity—so were the
audible differences between amplifiers, by
such means, Stanley Lipshitz of the University
of Waterloo in Toronto, found that the
polarity of signal absolute phase did matter.
He wasn't trying to prove that differences
between amplifiers were nonexistent, but,
rather as amathematician as well as ahi-fi
enthusiast, was applying asomewhat more
rigorous scientific methodology to determine
what the audible differences, described in
absolute terms by the American underground
press, actually were. In early 1977, he had
discovered that the slightly asymmetric
waveform produced by the tone generator of
the Wireless World Dolby- B noise- reduction
kit sounded different with the device in
'record' mode than when in ' replay'.' .
only circuitry change between the two modes
was the insertion of an inverting unity- gain
buffer on one but not the other. Level,
distortion, and frequency response differences
were all examined and found to be insignificant, so all that remained to explain the
audible difference was the difference in phase
polarity of the signal. One way, an initial
compression at the microphone caused the
speaker to deliver an initial compression
(absolute signal phase maintained) and the
other way, the initial compression at the
microphone caused the speaker to deliver an
initial rarefaction ( absolute phase inverted).
Extending this to hi-fi equipment, he found,
when applying arigorous methodology,
developed with his co-worker John
Vanderkooy, to two items which still sounded
different when all the above- mentioned
differences had been removed, that the
matching of their absolute phase characteristic then removed that audible difference.
Occam's razor—don't multiply entities
unnecessarily—therefore must ascribe the
audible difference between the two designs to
the absolute phase difference and nothing else!
All the magical properties, supposedly
unmeasurable by normal test methods which
were supposed to exist between two different
amplifiers, for example, could be boiled down
to the effect on asymmetric signals of
whether adesign was phase inverting or noninverting if—and this ' if' is itself asignificant
source of real audible differences—all
frequency response differences are eliminated
and neither amp is being driven into even
momentary overload with the speaker in use.
If you're convinced that your Quad 405
doesn't sound as good as ahighly touted
audiophile amp, you can reverse the phase of
both speaker leads and start to enjoy your
record collection again—unless you use Quad
Electrostatics, of course, which are themselves arbitrarily connected to be inverting,"
in which case you'll start enjoying your
records less!
The problem is that there is no one
standard governing signal polarity ( apart from
that for unbalanced mikes, which states that a
positive- going pressure change should
produce apositive- going voltage). After that,
all amplifiers, mixing desks, tape machines
and recording lathes used to produce the
record are designed totally arbitrarily when it
comes to preservation of signal phase
polarity. The listener has no idea how many
inverting or non- inverting stages the signal
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

absolute phase argument and so this last
has gone through to get on to the record.
piece of evidence, though interesting, is
And even if he did know, hi-fi amp design is
perhaps irrelevant ( except to designers of
again random. Some power amps invert; most
linear phase loudspeakers). Certainly other
do not. Some preamps are inverting with the
workers have reported more positively on the
tone controls switched ' in' but non- inverting
effect of absolute phase reversal on music
when switched to 'cancel'. Some are nonprogram. Ralph West'° recalls an experiment
inverting except when the signal goes
using recorded bass drum beats ( shown to
through atape loop. With some the disc input
have an asymmetric waveform on an
is inverting but not the line level inputs. Some
oscilloscope) which had slightly positive
have an inverting headamp but anonresults, while Lipshitz and Moncrieff both
inverting moving- magnet input. Some tape
quote more easily audible effects using music
recorders put an inverted signal onto tape but
as asource. However, whereas Lipshitz is
the replay amp is non- inverting. Peter
very careful in extrapolating to the possible
Moncrieff has even reported' that the circuit
effects on music program, Moncrieff has no
tracking the audio signal in the Dolby- B
doubts at all, stating that' '
experiments...
circuitry is inverting on record but not on
have demonstrated that absolute phase
playback. As it incorporates ahalf- wave
polarity is far more audible than most people
rectifier to provide the necessary DC control
have suspected.' and that 'The characteristic
signal, asymmetric waveforms—such as
sonic quality caused by phase inversion is so
speech and music—can give up to a3%
striking that it can be perceived through
frequency response error due to compandor
many other changed and changing sonic
mistracking.
properties.'
Now there still remains the major aspect
As indicated, only asymmetric waveforms
that, despite all this undoubtedly being true,
should produce an audible difference upon
its importance does depend on the absolute
having their polarity reversed, speech being
phase polarity being audible on real music
the most obvious of examples. However, as
program. It seems that all the psycho- acoustic
all continuous waveforms can be shown by
researchers into audibility of phase change
Fourier analysis to be equivalent to a
that Ihave been able to find in the HFAIIRR
combination of symmetrical—by definition—
library, right the way from Helmholtz,' who
sinewaves, one might reasonably suspect that
stated in 1862 that 'the quality of the musical
audible differences would most possibly be
portion of acompound tone depends solely
detected using program material consisting
on the number and relative strength of its
mainly of transients, which can be markedly
partial simple tones and in no respect of their
asymmetric—Ralph West's bass drum, for
differences of phase', up to Ronken 1 in
instance, or handclaps. Similarly, plucked and
1970, Madsen/Hansen of B & 015 in 1972
struck instruments should all produce
and Cabot et aP 6 in 1976, have used artificial
waveforms possessing such asymmetry, and
test signals—clicks, single or dual sinusoids,
yet the work carried out by Moncrieff gave
sine- wave pulses with shifted zero points
inconclusive results when using such program.
etc—as a ( necessarily repeatable) asymmetric
material. Perhaps the transient in these cases
program source. Most of the work since
is over too quickly for the ear/brain to be
Helmholtz suggests that on such signals, the
aware of whether it was positive- going or
human ear can detect differences, although all
negative- going. However, Stan Lipshitz did
workers indicate that the effect is subtle.
find that the handclaps on aDG 'Archiv' disc,
Obviously, it is not necessarily incumbent
'Golden Dance Hits of 1600' ( 2533 184),
upon the discoverers of an audible effect to
were particularly revealing. Richard Cabot of
show that the necessary mechanism within
Tektronix 2°noted that music signals offthe ear to detect absolute phase does exist, but
record that he was using for slew rate
the necessary physiological evidence would
analysis had adistinct waveform asymmetry
be useful in validating such work. Mark
with, in general, the greater degree of
Davis, in the Boston Audio Society
asymmetry being associated with music
Speaker," summarises work done on hearing
played on asmaller number of instruments.
mechanisms and how achange in phase on
This asymmetry polarity varied from disc to
simple test signals could be detected.
disc, presumably reflecting the arbitrary final
Although he doesn't deny the audibility of
phase condition of the record. Iwould have
either phase reversal or the group delay of
thought that this asymmetry was connected
upper harmonics with respect to the fundawith the polarity of transients rather than of
mental on special test signals, he states that
continuous signals, and this is what would be
in connection with aproposed ear nonaudible—if at all—but Moncrieff notes 21 that
linearity phase polarity detection system, 'The
'the most dramatic difference occurs instead
dynamic character of music is sufficient to
during sustained notes by amassed ensemble
render this effect inaudible... It seems fairly
of human voices, strings, or wind instrusafe to conclude that distortion- dependent
ments... The sonic effect [ of inverting the
phase sensitivity has no effect on the
absolute phase] is that of both atonal
reproduction of music, and can be completely
balance depression and suck- out through the
discounted as asource of audible aberration.'
midrange and upper midrange. The altered
The finite resolving power of the ear's hair
tonal balance in turn provides psychocell filters could also lead to amechanism
acoustic illusions of an apparent loss of
whereby phase shifting with respect to the
presence, solidity, and midrange clarity. There
fundamental of high order ( 10th) harmonics
may also seem to be less midrange definition,
can be audible. Davis concludes, however,
less depth within the ensemble, and more
that 'the audibility of this effect is about on a
depth between the listener and ensemble
par with the phase/distortion mechanism,
location.'
which is to say just barely audible under
We have never been that positive ourworst- case, laboratory conditions.
selves about the audible effects of polarity
Substitution of music... renders the effect
reversal, but since then, in true pragmatic
inaudible by virtue of the masking ability of
spirit, HFIVIFIR has been careful, whenever
the music abbetted again by its dynamic
possible, to preserve absolute phase polarity
nature, and the fact that few musical
in equipment reviews, apart from alapse in
instruments produce adequate energy at
November 1978 when we inadvertently
harmonics of sufficiently high order.'
carried out alistening test between the Quad
However, Davis here, in straying onto the
33 ( inverting) and Hafler DH101 ( nonaudible effect of group delay has left the
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PM200

Taking it from the top, you see the
Marantz PM200 and PM500.
Two amplifiers which offer the
performance, features and appearance of
more expensive machines.
Take the PM200 which HiFi Answers
felt able to give a"
more or less unqualified
recommendation for value and
performance." Aclose look at this amplifier
explains why: Power output of 2x 30 watts.
Bass and treble controls. Output level
meters. A41 stop detented volume control.
Mic./source mixing. And alow filter.
The PM500 on the other hand caught
the eye of CliffWilson at
Popular HiFi, who observed
that it " turned out to be as good
as anything else Ican think of for
the price."Again, the machine's

features

offer the
best

PM500.

explanation: Power output rating of 2x 58
watts. Five band graphic equalizer. LED bar
peak indicators. A41 stop detented volume
control. Loudness control. limo tape
monitors. And alow filter.
Popular Hi-Fi's summing up was that
"most people will find the confidence and
authority of this handsome little amplifier
very satisfying to listen to."
To judge this for yourself dial 100 and
ask the operator for Freefone 2347 or write
to Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd., Debmarc
House, 193 London Road, Staines,
Middlesex, or phone Staines (0784) 50132
for details of your nearest stockist.
Then you'll be able to find
out what life at the top is all
about. PM200 around £ 59.90
inc. VAT. PM500 around

Start

at 159.9° Inc. VAT

the bottom
when you can
start at the tor)?

o

o

devised by Maurice Taggart
A £ 5 record token will be awarded for each of the first five correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by November 14th.

CLUES ACROSS
1

(
and 5 down) No roundabout route, presumably, to modern turntable
technology? ( 6-5)
7 ( and 13 down) A little musical moonshine in famous atonal song- cycle ( 7-7)

8
10
11
12
14
19
21
22
23
24

Inclined as a filter characteristic might be ( 6)
Eva and Vic collaborate in a lively manner ( 6)
Between, say, 500 Hz and 3kHz? ( 3-5)
Peculiar feral contour of speaker cone ( 5)
Stoic British composer from Northumbrian area ( 5)
Haste, somehow, with unruly kin for amplifier component ( 4-4)
Italian tenor for whom we follow the vehicle, ending up with nothing ( 6)
Verdi arrangement gets one channel way for audio transducer
Start in arrangement of Wagnerian hero ( 7)
Sung passage from scenario so magnificently staged ( 6)
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2 ( See 16)
3
Namely, Beethoven's Op. 73 ( or Haydn's Op. 76, No. 3) ( 7)
4 ( and 17) The precious metal is proscribed, we hear, in a popular
wind ensemble ( 5-4)
5 ( See 1 across)
6
Florid musical passage has the feline in a dishevelled coat ( 7)
9
Prominent musicologist—left his mark on the musical world ( 4)
13 ( See 7 across)
15
Edmundo and Itake in some mischief for famous Italian composer ( 7)
16 ( and 2) Recording 'cellist for whom Igo with Mai & Holst ( 6-5)
17 ( See 4)
18
Pickup and loudspeaker get a note for the basic beat ( 5)
20
Carols which are the boy's personal property, we hear ( 5)

SEPTEMBER'S WINNERS: G. Allsopp, 6 Burlington Drive, Heme Bay, Kent,
CT6 6PG; J. M. Bevers, 2 Mill Gate, Harrogate, HG1 3DD; Cyril Hartley, 86 Glenwood
Drive, Irby, Merseyside L61 4UJ; B. S. Waters, 17 Vernon Place, Canterbury, Kent,
CT1 3HG; G. E. Weaver, The Cedars, Hagley Road, Stourbridge, Worcs. DY8 1RD

preamps without maintaining the
same phase polarity. A sharp reminder from
Lipshitz 22 forced us to redo the tests,
thankfully without having to modify our
original conclusions. And after all, only op
truly phase coherent recordings will it matter,
anyway. On a normal multimike recording, the
absolute phase of even different sections of
the orchestra might be opposite, so changing
the absolute phase won't then introduce any
significant overall improvement at all.
However, compulsive hi-fi neurosis led to
nagging thoughts that it might be important
on enough records to do some further
investigation. Ivor Humphreys designed a
suitable line- level black box ( see page 91)
and we did some serious listening.
The results were interesting, to say the
least. Following precedent, we decided first
to see if any difference in phase polarity
could be heard using an artificial, 'worst case'
signal, in this case a regular series ( roughly
5Hz) of clicks derived from asimple CMOS
astable circuit. Initially thinking it best to use
a ' linear- phase' loudspeaker, we decided on
the trusty Quad Electrostatics, as a 'timesmeared' design would perhaps introduce
competing sonic effects. With the pulse width
set to about 50 ms, blind A/B-ing over a long
period between the 5 Hz pulse- streams
producing compressions and a rarefactions
showed that adifference could be reliably
detected, but that the incidence of correct
detection varied widely from listener to
listener, being from 50% ( no detection) to
100% ( complete detection). Ralph West had
pondered whether the ability to detect
differences in absolute phase was similar to
that of ' perfect pitch' and it was instructive
that one listener detecting the change in
absolute phase 100% of the time did have
perfect pitch. He reported the subjective
difference between the two phase states as
being that of approximately asemitone
change of pitch, and this would tie in with
the B & 0 study, which also indicated that
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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absolute pitch, per se, that is being detected,
but asecondary effect; maybe the room itself
reacts differently to positive- going pulses
than to negative- going ones, or that the
loudspeaker cabinet has different resonances
excited in the two cases. However, repeating
the pulse train experiment in another room
with moving- coil speakers ( B & W 801$)
produced much the same results, as did
repeating it in the open air and with headphones. And in any case, whether a primary
effect of absolute phase, or asecondary
effect, the fact remains that an audible
difference is produced on the pulse train by
reversing its absolute phase polarity.
An important point to note is that we didn't
have any idea which way round was which,
so the lower- pitched' pulse- train could have
been either inverted or non- inverted: this
knowledge isn't relevant when trying to
detect differences on such an artificial signal.
On music program, though, one way round is
'correct', as then the phase polarity will be
that existing at the original microphone.
However, if adifference can be heard when
reversing the absolute phase of a record, then
there is still no easy way of knowing which
position would be correct, apart from making
a cynical assumption that it must be that
which makes the record more enjoyable. In
the absence of evidence to the contrary,
'reality' is the condition leading to increased
happiness!
Following the click experiments, we carried
out a number of blind A/B tests using both
home- brewed speech recordings and
commercial crossed- pair music recordings, as
well as live applause conveniently provided
by the BBC for the Prom broadcasts. This
time, the results were not nearly so conclusive
within the limited time permitted by a rapidly
approaching copy date; Martin Colloms
indicating that any audible difference was of the

a

aaa

a

the change in absolute phase was interpreted
by the listener as a pitch change.
Of course, it might be argued that it is not
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order of that between nominally identical
drive- units, for instance. Iwouldn't go as far
as to say that the effect of maintaining
absolute phase polarity is not that important,
but more that it is up to the individual listener
to determine the importance with his record
collection, on his equipment, for himself,
using the HFNIRR phase box. If you can
then reliably detect adifference, then all that
is necessary to do is to mark the relevant
sleeve either '+' or '-', depending on which
way round you prefer, remembering to press
the appropriate button when you put the
record on. To quote Lipshitz in his original
BAS Speaker article: ' How many of your
records would sound better when reproduced
with reversed polarity?'. Only you can decide
what the answer is •
1 'A Rational approach to' subjective evaluation' A
Orlowski HFNIRR April '80 p49
2 ' Issues of reliability and validity in subjective audio
equipment criticism' L L Greenhill Audio Amateur Jan.
'79 p17
3 'The M Rule' J Peter Moncrieff International Audio
Review 3 1978 p36
4 TVA- 1 amplifier review Dave Berriman Practical Hi- Ii
April ' 78 p99
5 Matti Otala interviewed by Basil Lane Practical Hi- Ii
March ' 79 p82
6 ' Dynamic testing of audio amplifiers' Frank Jones
HFNIRR Nov. '70 p1655
7 Letter to the Editor Wireless World May '77 p62
8 Letter to the Editor Wireless World Oct ' 77 p60
9 Letter to the Editor HFNIRR Jan ' 78 p81
10 'A little understood factor in A/B testing' S P
Lipshitz BAS Speaker March ' 78
11 Letter to the Editor HFNIRR July '78 p83
12 ' Phase Inversion' J Peter Moncrieff IAR 4 1979 p13
13 'On the sensations of tone' H L F Helmholtz Dover
1954
14 ' Monaural detection of a phase difference between
clicks' D A Ronken J. Acoust. Soc. Am. Vol. 47 p109
15 'On aural phase detection' V Hansen & E R Madsen
JAES Vol. 22 No. 1
16 ' Detection of phase shifts in harmonically related
tones' Cabot et al JAES Vol. 24 No. 1
17 Comment on Lipshitz article Mark Davis BAS
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19 Moncrieff IAR 4
20 ' Measurement of audio signal slew rate' Richard
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From the world's leading Cassette Deck manufacturer comes the world's most advanced Micro System.
Never aCompany to make idle boasts, Aiwa truly
believes the Series 50 offers superb, full size Hi Fi
performance from miniature components.
With this system there is no compromise. The
beautifully designed units are at home anywhere and
can out perform most others, big or small.
The high efficiency power amplifier delivers
50 Watts per channel into 8ohms with no more than
0.02% THD. The matched pre amplifier gives superb
S/N Ratio (88dB phono MM) with minimal harmonic
distortion of 0.002%. The quartz synthesizer Tuner offers
preset, auto or manual tuning with outstanding FM
sensitivity and excellent stereo separation of 45dB
at 1KHz. The Cassette Deck — as you would expect, has
many up to the minute design features such as Metal
Tape Capability, IC Logic Controls, Dual Motor Drive
System (wow and flutter only 0.04% wrms) and Optical
Peak Level Display.

With the addition of acomprehensive range of
matching optional equipment such as the worlds first
auto front loading turntable, an infra red wireless remote
control to operate all components, digital audio timer and
High-Corn noise reduction unit, this system is in aclass of
its own Don't take our word for it. Visit your Aiwa Dealer
and ask for ademonstration
While you're there, size up the opposition You will
corne to the same conclusion we did. There is simply no
alternative.
Aiwa (UK) Ltd, Aiwa House,
30/32 Concord Road, Western Avenue,
London W3 0TH.

AIWA

Sound science at its best
* Dolby is aregistered trade mark of Dolby Labs. Inc.* In some circumstances.
recording from disc, radio or external tape may infringe copyright.
Refer to statutory legislation* High- Corn is atrade mark of AEG-Telefunken.

Asimple phaseminversion box
Ivor Humphreys describes a CMOS-controlled
design for experimenters

w

E had the idea of making some kind of
phase control box at about the time we
were re- doing the A/B comparison tests
between the Quad 33 and Hafler DH-101
preamps early in 1979. Since the Quad has
an inverting output stage and the Hafler is
non- inverting this difference had to be compensated for before any viable conclusions
could be drawn from the tests. On that occasion heavy duty 10 amp double- pole, doublethrow switches ( operated in tandem) were
used in the speaker leads themselves, but
although this is asimple, practical solution it
is a little untidy because of the need to have
the switches back at the listening ( or in this
case control) position. This entails a considerable increase in the length of cable
required, which is not altogether agood thing
and purists also tend to get a bit jumpy at the
mention of switches in the speaker leads—
oxidisation of the contacts producing a
diode- like effect and all that—a complaint
which is certainly relevant regarding longterm use although it can hardly be levelled
against this kind of temporary measure.
Line level control is far more elegant but it
is more difficult to achieve as the signals at
this stage are unbalanced ( one line grounded)
and cannot be reversed simply by switching.
However, asuitably designed unit could be
connected to aspare tape facility on a more
permanent basis both for comparative listening tests ( on power amps or speakers for
Ri
22k

example) and for use in the normal day-to-day
listening/reviewing of records, broadcasts or
tapes. As JA. has explained on p. 87, the
signal from microphone to disc, tape or transmitter undergoes an indeterminate ( as far as
the listener is concerned) number of phase
reversals anyway, so there is no way of telling
which way round it is when it finally reaches
the preamp. And despite the recommendations of a number of concerned
authorities over the years there is still no
preferred standard.
First thoughts for asuitable circuit centred
on the familiar ' sign changing' configuration
or 'switch hitter' as some Americans call it,
shown in fig. 1 which has the attraction of
being relatively simple to realise in a practical
circuit. With the switch to ground the circuit
is an inverter. With the switch the other way
the signal is applied to both inputs of the
amplifier so there is no current flow in R1 or,
therefore, R2 and it behaves as a noninverting follower. The gain in both cases is
unity provided a low source impedance is
maintained, which implies the use of
additional input buffers. CMOS switches are
used for reliability and because they allow
remote control from aseparate hand-held
unit. 4052 2- pole, 4- way devices can provide
the required change of absolute phase, 0* or
180°, plus reversed phase for one or the other

R2
22k

channel. ( The latter is useful for checking that
the speakers are in phase with respect to each
other and also ideal for upsetting the listening
panel!)
This circuit certainly works and probably
well enough, but it left persistent doubts
about its symmetry ( regarding level matching
for example) after J.A. and G.J. began to detect
differences: were these due to the change of
absolute phase, or caused by deficiencies in
the unit? Unity gain in the inverting mode
depends on the tolerance of the 22k resistors
and the noise and bandwidth specifications
for the two modes are different by definition
and might account for the effects perceived.
Because of this it was felt necessary to come
up with another circuit which would be as
nearly symmetrical as possible, and to this
end a balanced system was chosen of the
kind normally employed in high quality transmission lines to alleviate the problems of
noise pick-up over long cable runs*. In that
application the balanced lines are terminated
by a high quality differential amplifier whose
CMRR ( common- mode rejection ratio) is high
enough to reject the noise induced ( in theory
equally) into both lines. The wanted signal
appears as adifferential input and is amplified
•See Audio IC Op-Amp Applications by Walter Jung,
Howard W. Sams & Co, Inc 2nd Edition 1978 pp
174-176.
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Individual & Hand Built HiFi Equipment

DT48 Stereo FM Tuner
Built to SUGDEN'S uncomprotnising standards...
Features:—

Specification:—

• Digital read-out of tuned frequency
• 5Pre-set station selectors
• Manual Tuning

Sensitivity:—

• LED indication of exact tuning, stereo reception and
selected station

SUGDEN introduce the DT48 FM STEREO TUNER with
manual tuning and 4figure Digital Read-out giving atuning
resolution of 100 kHz.
Based upon the already renowned T48 circuitry * the new
tuner has increased versatility by use of LED function
indicators for 5pre-selected stations and precise tuning
indication. Styled and finished in colours matching the
A4811 Integrated Stereo Amplifier.

IMMI

OMMI

MR

MU

IMO

Distortion:—
Output:—
Range:—
Dimensions:—
Weight:—

Better than 16 uV for 50 dB
Signal to Noise ratio (Stereo)
Better than 2uV for 50 dB
Signal to Noise ratio ( Mono)
Less than 0.5%
O-500 mV via variable control
(rear mounted)
86 - 108 mHz.
310 x250 x 130 mm
6.5 kgs

J.E. Sugden & Co. Ltd., Carr Street,
Cleckheaton, West Yorkshire BD19 5LA.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 0274 872501.

Ma•

MIM

MMI

To J. E. Sugden & Co. Ltd., Carr Street, Cleckheaton, West Yorkshire 8019 5LA.
Send me the full Sugden story and leaflets on your products.
Name

Indivdual & Hand Built HiFi Equipment

Address
The Sugden range consists of the A48 Integrated Amplifier, DT48 & T48 Stereo Tuners,
C51 Control Unit, P51 Amplifier, R51 Stereo Tuner & the CENTAURA Amplifier, Pre amplifier
and Digital Tuner, all of which are built to our no compromise standards.

accordingly.
Here the signal run is little more than an
inch, so noise is hardly a problem! However,
the balanced lines offer aconvenient method
of reversing the polarity ( analogous to the
simplicity of switching speaker leads) while
offering almost perfect symmetry. Fig. 2
shows the complete left channel and the
different switching arrangement required for
the right. The input signal is applied to the
+ve input of a non- inverting amplifier which
drives one side of the line with again of two
(the gain being defined by 22k resistors
connecting the - ve input to the output and
to ground). The output is also fed to a unity
gain inverting amplifier which drives the other
side of the line. The signal across the balanced line is therefore the difference between
the gains of the two amplifiers, le +2 to - 2
which equals 4 times the input level. The line
is fed via CMOS switches to the inputs of a
differential amplifier and this converts the
signal back into single- ended form, its output
being attenuated by a factor of four to recover the original signal level. The switches
allow the required reversal of absolute phase,
phase reversal of one ( right) channel only,
and a mute position which is achieved by
feeding the + 2 line component to both inputs
of the differential amp—there being no difference, the output is ( hopefully!) zero. For
lowest distortion all the 22k resistors should
be 1% tolerence, but the symmetry will be

preserved in any case because the same
parameters apply in either phase condition.
Fig. 3 shows the remote control unit. Two
NOR- type flip-flops are employed to provide
the two-bit binary word for the CMOS
switches and these control outputs are
monitored by three LEDs. Three push- tomake switches are used, one to change
absolute phase, one to change the relative
phase and one to reset either of these conditions. In addition, if both the phase changing buttons are pressed the mute operates.
The power supply, fig. 4, is based on that
uséd in the Logical Preamp design in

September. Here it provides+7.5V with
OV=ground. The current demands are much
smaller, so a 250 mA/15V transformer is more
than adequate. Fig. 5 shows pcb layouts for
the main circuit and the remote unit.
Is it all worth it? Well, as the BBC would
say, possibly or then again possibly not. Even
if you think you can't hear the difference on
program material it's good fun trying to,
and anyway the relative phase button is at
hand to annoy almost anybody. As for the
mute, well is there abetter way of coping with
Terry Wogan's programme? Every home
should have one!

Fig. 5. Pchs and layouts viewed from copper side
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THINGS I
HEAR
was broadcast on television and contained
T
the Berlioz Te Deum which, while perhaps not
HE last concert of the Edinburgh Festival

as exciting or well integrated as the Grande
Messe des Morts, contains many impressive
moments. As the Usher Hall organ is at present
out of action pending are- build, the organ of St.
Mary's Cathedral was pressed into service and
relayed to the hall. This bold experiment is
described by the Editor on page 96 and from
the television presentation it was frequently
impossible to detect any artificiality in the combination of the two acoustics. Occasionally the
extra reverberation surrounding the organ solos
did give the game away, but this was preferable
to the depressing sound of alarge organ in an
anechoic environment. Visually there were
.some memorable shots of the performers, including awide angle view of the whole concert
hall from the back of the balcony and also closeups of the ever authdritative Kurt Geodicke,
timpanist of the LSO. A previous Radio 3/BBC 2
simultaneous relay from Edinburgh of Muti and
the Philharmonia had been less than charitable
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

David Pickett

to the back desks of the violins, who were seen
to be playing with less than perfect coordination
with the rest of the ensemble.
It has generally been agood summer for music
on television, including what was left of the
Proms. Kondrashin and the Concengebouvv
were particularly entertaining in Prokofiev's
Classical Symphony.
Mussorgsky's Boris
Godounov from the Bolshoi suffered from the
limited dynamic range of television sound, but
the brief glimpses of the conductor served to
remind us how all Russian maestri seem to have
an excellent command of fluent and expressive
gesture which even in the most emotional
passages never competes with the grotesque
gyrations and gargoyle- like antics of many of
the top British names.
Quite a bit of research has been conducted
into techniques for showing music on television, and certain conventions have developed
over the years. However, it is pleasing to note
that the BBC pays scant attention to the strong
recommendation of an international conference
promoted by the European based IMZ, which

NOVEMBER 1980

declared that it was highly undesirable to confuse ahome audience by showing the orchestra
from the other side of the conductor, thus
combining violins on the right and cellos on the
left of the picture with the contradictory simultaneous static stereo balance from the front. An
interesting programme could be made by changing the recorded sound balance and stereo
positioning to reflect accurately the visual cues
given by a roving camera inside the orchestra.
Iam sure alot of people would be interested
to see and hear what it is like to be playing in the
middle of a large ensemble. A recording, per-.
haps with binaural sound, could be made from
the vantage points of, say, the back desk of the
violas—who often sit just in front of the trombones or timpani—or from the seat occupied by
the third horn or second bassoon. Ithink alot of
music lovers would be surprised and fascinated
to discover in this way the vastly different sound
of a familiar work when experienced from the
inside. It may nevertheless be better to keep the
public in ignorance of the excruciating scratching noises which the conductor sometimes
hears two feet away from even the best solo
violinist. One can be forgiven for wondering
what sort of asound the player hears at adistance more nearly approximating to two inches.
'The closest approach to the original sound'?
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Donald Aldous

A Percy Wilson devised an 'alignment pro-

S far back as 1925 my old friend the late

tractor' for measuring pickup arm tracking
errors, or errors in alignment as they are sometimes called. In the mid 50s the Burne-Jones
company, now defunct, produced their neat BJ
alignment protractor—in an ivorine type of
plastic— based on the original design by PW.
The selling price was seven shillings!
As HFNIRR readers will know, the disc cutting
head follows a radial path, but when adisc is
played by a pickup with a pivoted arm the
curved path has adeviation known as the lateral
tracking error. This can cause significant distortion, so that arm geometry and cartridge alignment are important. In fact, a few degrees of
cartridge misalignment can significantly degrade the channel separation of a top class
stereo cartridge. Of course, with a cheaper
cartridge/arm combination this degradation is
less important.
To cope with this alignment problem, socalled tangential or parallel tracking arms have
been devised, for example the Bang & Olufsen
and the models reviewed by Gordon King last
month, but if you are are mounting your own
pickup arm and cartridge system on an existing
turntable, careful attention to alignment could
pay dividends.
ADC, a Division of BSR Ltd. in this country,
have introduced a neat device known as the
Pro Trac. This is a cartridge alignment and
overhang protractor, which for the critical listener with real hi-fi equipment will show an
improvement in reproduction, as the designers
point out that an error of 0.1 in. overhang or two
degrees of offset can more than double distortion, if the arm/cartridge are incorrectly set up.
In the Pro Trac two points of error are used,
sited between the maximum and minimum
playing radii, namely at 66 mm and 121 mm. These
positions refer, of course, to LPs. This ADC
device has asuggested retail price of £ 9.50 and
is supplied in a leather case with full instructions. Incidentally, the more costly pickup arms
are supplied with simple protractor cards ( such
as the SME), although most of these have only
one stylus siting point at 60 mm.

ADC's second innovation, launched at
Harrogate, is their Pro- Grip, awell engineered
record clamp intended to eliminate disc slippage
and act as a ' record stabiliser'. These clamps
certainly keep records flat and prevent slippage.
This ADC design is priced at £ 16-50.
SITTING at home, relaxed and in familiar
surroundings, one often feels boosted by the
failure of TV's ' Mastermind' contestants to

Cameron's
49 Broughshane Street.
Ballymena.Co. Antrim BT43 6EB.
Pierey's ( Electrical) Ltd..
36-62 Lupus Street. London SWI.
PHILIPS
al

answer certain questions to which one happens
to know the answer. Under the stress of TV
studio conditions and the pressure of atime limit
the task is not so easy, and one's mental retrieval
system often goes blank. Imention this because
a few weeks ago I participated in a local
'Mastermind' event, organised for charity by a
local audio/tape group and l—with foolhardy
bravado—agreed to tackle the history of these
subjects.
My 'memory bank' went dead at one or two
awkward moments, but Iastonished the inquisitor and the audience by knowing the names of
Guest, Merriman, and Fessenden, and what
their contributions to the art were way back in
the distant past.
By one of those chances that seem to invade
our lives, a few days before the meeting Ihad
played an hour-long tape covering ' Electrical
Sound Recording Before Western Electric'.
Compiled by Michael Biel, it revealed littleknown parts of sound recording history, leading
up to the final years of the acoustic era around
1925. This lecture was presented, with slides, at
the March 1977 Association for Recorded
Sound Collections Conference in East Orange,
New Jersey, including numerous illustrative
recordings, many of which were new to me.
Mr Biel mentions the work of Guest and
Merriman and their patent, which Ihave long
known about, but it triggered off alittle further
research into their efforts—and also the developments of Adrian Francis Sykes, whom I
visited at his home in St. Albans several times.
His electrical disc recording system incorporated a large moving- coil microphone, which
was later developed by Captain H. J. Round ( of
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.) and became
the well-known ' meatsafe' model seen in many
BBC photographs of the period. The official
name
of
this
microphone
was
the
'Magnetophone', but much to the chagrin of Mr.
Sykes, the complete recording system was never
adopted.
So who were Guest and Merriman? These
pioneers were two British Army officers, Major
the Hon. Lionel Guest and aCanadian Captain
H. O. Merriman. After experimenting with a
moving- iron cutting head, they constructed a
moving- coil recording head. Its design was
based on an underwater signalling transmitter
devised and patented by Reginald Aubrey
Fessenden, who died in 1932. His British Patent
was No. 18, 765, of 1913, and its moving- coil
head—like that due to Alan Dower Blumlein—
used asingle- turn secondary.
What is perhaps more widely known is that
Guest and Merriman's equipment was built into
amobile van and, on 11th November 1920, they
made audio history by recording part of the
service for the Unknown Warrior at Westminster
Abbey. This, Ibelieve, was the first electrical
disc recording to be made outside of astudio—
and the first to capture the acoustic ambience of
alarge enclosed space.
If the history of sound recording, particularly
early performers, American radio programmes,
Edison archival material, and, say, the work of
the Volta Laboratory and sound recording, grips
you, send for a catalogue of these rare items
(available on reel-to-reel tape, or cassettes)
from Merritt Sound Recording, 223 Grimsby
Road, Buffalo, New York 14223, USA.
Whilst on the topic of nostalgia, you may like
to have another name for your address book,
especially if curiosa and music from film and
theatre performances—many not issued in the
UK—interest you: Rare Records, PO Box
10518,
417
East
Broadway,
Glendale,
California, 91209. Many of these discs, 78s and
LPs, are auctioned to the highest bidder, including postal bids. Send for lists.
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BERLIOZ and the
ANYOM ORGAN
John Crabbe looks at a unique amalgam of hi-fi
technology and live music making

H

ECTOR BERLIOZ
has always been
well favoured in Scotland, where his music
was chosen to provide
a
resounding
finale
for
the
last
concert at this year's
Edinburgh
Festival.
The work was the Te
Deum,
an
ancient
Christian
hymn
of
praise which the composer invests with such
monumental splendour that listeners of any faith may rejoice in the music,
many perhaps feeling stirred or exalted while sharing Berlioz's own
disdain for the Latin text. As with the Requiem, it was the drama implicit in
the liturgy and the poetic moods evoked by the ritual which triggered
Berlioz into musical creativity, not any specific religious beliefs.
But such points have been discussed at length elsewhere'. My brief
here is to consider the unique events surrounding the Te Deum as
performed in the Usher Hall on Saturday 6th September, when Claudio
Abbado conducted the London Symphony Orchestra, Edinburgh Festival
Chorus and Scottish National Orchestra Junior Chorus, with Philip
Langridge ( tenor) and Gillian Weir ( organ). The concert was sponsored by
Messrs. Laskys ( I'm told to the tune of £ 7,500), the first half comprising
Debussy's Nocturnes and Ravel's La Valse and the second half the Berlioz
work, which was telerecorded for transmission on BBC- 1.
The Te Deum is scored for alarge orchestra, with the chorus divided into
three choirs, two of 100 mixed adult voices each and one comprising no
less than 600 children set in isolaton on araised platform, with the organ
positioned at the opposite end of the hall from the main orchestral/choral
body. The latter requirement, first spelt out in general terms by Berlioz in
his book on instrumentation some five years before the Te Deum
appeared, arose because: 'the organ and orchestra are both Kings; or
rather, one is Emperor, the other Pope; their mission is not the same; their
interests are too vast and too diverse to be confounded together'. But he
could envisage their co-operation across areverberant space—acting as
sounding- boards for agreat choral mass situated in between, sometimes
answering the voices, sometimes each other, as 'this would be amode of
instrumentation susceptible of grand and sublime effects'.

signal into the TV mix electrically, but to treat it as part of the real
(acoustical) performance. Initially there were wild dreams of using the
instrument at Notre Dame in Paris, then Paisley Abbey, but finally they
settled for the recently restored organ at St. Mary's Cathedral, situated
about amile away from the Usher Hall. The plan was to provide aclosedcircuit TV link between conductor and organist, with supporting talk- back
and some means whereby Miss Weir could hear the music from the hall
without howl- round problems, yet with no mechanical impediment ( to
playing) or visual infelicities ( for the TV camera) such as might arise from
the use of headphones.
The BBC could manage all this with known techniques and existing
gear; but while they had plenty of microphones and the necessary facilities
for getting asuitable audio signal from Cathedral to Hall, the task of then
reproducing the organ realistically as if it were actually in the Usher Hall
was something new. It was certainly no run-of-the-mill PA job, being more
akin to domestic hi-fi used on ahuge scale, so Mr. Bunting turned to the
British audio industry for help in this unique application of technology to
the service of live music. It was agreed that Messrs. Quad and KEF would
lend and install a suitable array of amplifiers and loudspeakers, and as
Peter Walker's Quad 405s could be relied upon simply to act like his
famous ' piece of wire with gain', it fell to KEF's MD Raymond Cooke to
collaborate with Alan Bunting on the main musico-acoustic task. They
were helped in this, mechanically, by a bunch of enthusiastic students
from Napier College, who man- handled over 11- tons of gear into the
Usher Hall, and acoustically by KEFs Chief Engineer Laurie Fincham, who
did a lot of vital calculations—and also nearly broke his back when a
speaker fell on him!
Working from likely peak sound levels and the size and nature of the hall.
Laurie judged that they might need up to forty Model 105/11 speakers,
each driven by astrapped 405 amplifier ( 2x100 W), representing atotal
power capacity of 8 kW. That's alot of speakers and alot of power, but a
big organ played fortissimo makes a huge noise, while arelatively dead
concert hall can soak up acoustic energy at acolossal rate. We brushed
against this problem in June at the HFN/Unicorn demonstration of digital
recordings mentioned in the August issue ( p. 47), where two KEF 105s
were driven beyond the 2x200 W point when reproducing orchestral
music in the theatre of the Commonwealth Institute. We ought to have had
four speakers there, so forty in the Usher Hall's 565,000 cuit. is not so
extreme if one allows, say, for another 3dB of peak level ( 2x power) and
for the much greater cubic volume of the Edinburgh hall. In the event 36
speakers were used, 20 in two rows of 10 positioned L/R beneath the
USHER HALL

Berlioz remarked of the orchestra and organ as actually scored in the Te
Deum that they were to resemble ' Pope and Emperor, speaking in dialogue
from opposite ends of the nave', which is exactly what they did at the first
performance, given in the church of St. Eustache in Paris for the opening
of the 1855 Universal Exhibition. That was ahuge occasion involving 900
performers in a large building, with the 600- strong children's chorus
included in an attempt to re- capture some of the sound of 6000 orphans
singing in St. Paul's Cathedral which had overwhelmed Berlioz during his
visit to London in 1851.

1
Orchestral Platform

But such huge numbers of performers and vastness of acoustics were
hardly relevant to the Usher Hall, which has acubic volume less than one
fifth that of the Royal Albert Hall, an unostentatious mid- frequency
reverberation time of 1.65 seconds, and what is generally thought to be a
relatively dead, over- damped sound—especially on the first balcony, an
optimum location in many auditoria. These limitations are less worrying in
the stalls and hardly noticeable in the upper balcony, but as major concert
halls go the Usher cannot be said to rank very highly on the international
charts. Not a particularly promising place, one would think, for a
Derformance of Berlioz's grandly conceived Te Deum. To compound
natters, the resident Usher organ is not only in the traditional position
Dehind the orchestral platform, but it isn't avery good organ anyway, and
las a habit al breaking down at awkward moments.
All this naturally worried Maestro Abbado, who nevertheless firmly
fismissed the idea of using an electronic organ and raised the possibility
)f amore radical approach. Then Alan Bunting, the BBC's Audio Manager
n Scotland, suggested that they might attempt to transport a suitable
)rgan from elsewhere by reproducing its sound in the Usher Hall while
3illian Weir played at the distant console, not in order to feed the organ

106 ft

50ft

Disused
Organ

Rear
Speakers

See Hector Berlioz—Rational Romantic by John Crabbe ( published by Kahn & Averill London
980. £5.25).
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(unused) organ pipes behind the choir seating, and acluster of 16 at backcentre of the upper balcony. Also, it soon became clear that power
capacity could be reduced somewhat below the conjectured 8 kW, each
speaker being coupled to one half only of a405 amplifier. At the eventual
concert, peak levels reached on the main stereo speaker array were in the
1-2-2 kW region, with acorresponding maximum of 160-270 W on the
rear speakers, the live feed to whose amplifies carried aL+ Rmono version
of the main signal set at - 8dB relative to the frontal stereo.
This last expedient arose from the considered reaction of Claudio
Abbado to the organ/orchestra problem created by Berlioz, bearing in
mind the logistic and economic constraints imposed by the hall. To
reproduce afull stereo organ up on the top balcony would have involved
unacceptable waste of space at a concert where the choirs had already
ousted 333 listeners from seats behind the orchestra, and the BBC a
further 98 from positions occupied by TV equipment, leaving a total
audience figure of only just over 2300. The distant ' organ' had perforce to
be confined to the space normally occupied by 15 seats above the central
exit door of the upper circle, and being thus compacted, its 16 loudspeakers couldn't provide any meaningful stereo. The sound produced by
this rear array had much less grandeur and breadth than that from the
frontal system, so while it met the composer's wishes for spatial antiphony
it failed to match the orchestra in richness of impact. Maestro Abbado also
had reservations about the musical effect of the unavoidable extra time
delay of sounds from the far organ, and after considering and then
abandoning the idea of giving arear emphasis only to certain particularly
relevant parts of the organ's contribution—and following some trials and
head-scratchings during the final rehearsal on the Saturday morning—it
was agreed that the main weight of organ sound would come from the
front, with the rear speakers adding just atouch of spatial displacement for
listeners situated towards the hall's higher reaches.
Talking after the concert, Abbado opined that if Berlioz had been able to
judge the various options from anumber of performances he might have
advocated the use of two organs, the first for the grandest effects when
organ and orchestra really do have a Pope/Emperor dialogue ( as in the
very opening chords of the te deum laudamus), and the second for those
parts where the organ provides amore conventional harmonic backing for
the other forces. In the Usher Hall there is also the special circumstance
that the orchestral platform is an unusually large distance forward from the
organ case ( where the loudspeakers were situated), and the choral mass
was placed between the two, so that at least the singers were witness to a
Pope- and- Emperor effect, while the organ/orchestra separation remained
aurally fairly evident well back into the audience.
But Berlioz only ever heard the one performance, and left the score
unamended. Incidentally, in St. Eustache he employed an 'electric
metronome' to help convey his directions to the distant organist,
subsequently recommending use of this ( then) very advanced piece of
technology in the published score. He would surely have welcomed our
modern equivalent, the TV link, and also been pleased that it was possible
for Gillian Weir to give the orchestra its Usher Hall tuning pitch from
remote St. Mary's without any hint of the fiasco which occurred in 1855.
Then, the organ was aquarter- tone flat in relation to the orchestral wind
and the whole performance had to proceed with aconstantly obtruding
dissonance. Berlioz tended to be bedevilled by near- disasters of this sort,
while all hi-fi men know how easy it is to be let down by equipment at
crucial moments. It was thus rather tempting fate to rely so heavily on
audio technology on September 6th, and fate did indeed make a few
attempts to upset things.
An early vexation concerned the availability of Post Office lines
between the two venues—or rather their possible non- availability due to a
threatened strike. To circumvent this an FM radio link had to be employed,
and as this involved using directional aerial arrays on the wrong side of St.
Mary's, amassive transportable hydraulic hoist was brought in, its platform
being decorated with dipoles and sent up to aheight of about 70 ft. to face
over the church roof so that the 7.125 GHz carrier ( plus a 141 MHz
standby) could get to and from the Usher Hall unobstructed. Also,
although it would seem on the face of things a simple enough task to
position amicrophone in front of an organ and feed its amplified stereo
signal to asmall transmitter, in practice it was necessary to accommodate
no less than 14 sound channels plus atwo-way video signal on the same

link. In addition to areserve stereo microphone circuit and Gillian Weir's
music feed from the concert hall ( replayed via aspeaker just behind her
seat), there had to be atwo-way speech facility between conductor and
organist, while the many technicians on the job also needed to communicate in both directions. This meant that the vestry was littered with
cables and equipment, including two 6- way sound mixing desks, amass
of line amplifiers and five loudspeakers.
Although the St. Mary's organ was blessedly free from obtrusive air hiss,
there was acertain amount of traffic rumble which had to be tolerated for
the sake of agood bass response. The latter, as tested through the whole
system using steady tones, was flat down to 35 Hz and permitted levels of
100-108 dB to be reproduced in the hall at 32 Hz, with asteep fall- away
below 27 Hz. A touch of hum crept in late on the Saturday afternoon,
causing a mad scramble of elimination tests and frantic re- settings -of
levels to achieve an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio on the organ link, but
the system still wasn't quite all it should have been in this respect during
the actual performance. It is apparently extremely difficult to keep hum out
of an audio system when there is alot of high- power TV lighting around,
while the S/N ratio needed for live reproduction of a large organ made
unheard-of demands on conventional TV sound relay circuits, which
normally carry compressed signals.
To be fair, whatever might have been noticed in the hall could probably
have been avoided subjectively had there been more time for rehearsal of
the organ's contribution. The remote feed was faded down in the absence
of organ parts and Ithought, for instance, that it came up rather too
obviously for the start of the last movement (
judex crederis), when it could
perhaps have been eased up discreetly during the final bars of the
preceding te ergo quaesumus. Also, while on minor criticisms, Ifelt that
the quiet solo organ introduction to the second movement (
tibi omnes)
suffered from acurious unsteadiness of tone, rather as if the signal were
very slightly intermodulated with a 'burbling' hum component. Also, this
particular passage struck me as being especially in need of acoustic
distancing—as when one hears agentle organ passage across the spaces
of a large church on entering at the far end.
Although the aim was to reproduce the organ with minimal chinch
ambience so that it could be readily accepted as areal presence in the hall,
it was necessary to situate the microphone ( Calrec 1050c crossed- pair) ten
feet back from the front rank of pipes in order to obtain afull stereo image,
so there was an unavoidable residue of St. Mary's acoustic accompanying
the instrument. This worried some critics, but my feeling was that the
distant ambience was only really in evidence when it seemed most
appropriate—as for the opening ' Pope and Emperor' chords, when the
organ is given time to die away before the orchestra replies. It was as if the
voice of God were thundering forth from agreat space out beyond the
(apparent) organ. In any event, those same chords seemed to me to have
an electrifying effect upon the audience. One sensed agreat inward gasp
of amazed pleasure that areproduced organ could seem so astonishingly
real. Any scepticism there might have been was immediately shattered and
all the acid- generating worries of preparation were quelled. Members of
the KEF team intently wiring up multi- way distribution boxes; the
prospect of awedding ( with organ) to be held in St. Mary's between final
rehearsal and concert, causing Gillian Weir to leave an anxious note about
untouchable stop settings; Cooke and Fincham watching their meters
with worried expressions; Alan Bunting desperately chasing hum gremlins; Abbado undecided about organ levels and the front/back problem
right until the last minute; all this and much else melted before the
magnificence of Berlioz's music.
The forces used for that music in Edinburgh were just under half those
employed by the composer 125 years before in Paris. The LSO was
augmented to 117 players, and there were 220 adult singers and 100
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REAL-TIME ANALYSER?
The Gen Rad 1995 Real-Time Analyser is
among today's state-of-the-art devices for
accurately measúring and displaying audio
signals.That's why we used it to show that
MEMOREX HIGH BIAS is today's state-ofthe-art high bias cassette tape.
When tested at standard recording levels
against other high bias tapes, none had
aflatter frequency response than
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children, the latter arranged in two groups across the stage between
orchestra and main chorus. With organist, tenor soloist and conductor,
that makes 440 against Berlioz's 900. However, children are not the
loudest of instruments, and even halving the numbers of everything would
only reduce the maximum achievable level by 3dB. In the event, the
intensity and enthusiasm of the occasion were such that despite the
shortfall of 500 children one could hardly have imagined anything more
colossal or impressive being heard in a concert hall. The choruses in
particular were wonderfully fullsome and clear, perhaps benefiting from
closer reflecting surfaces than are enjoyed by orchestras in the Usher Hall.
Concerning loudness, clarity, etc, that incorrigible acoustic enthusiast
Rex Baldock was popping around with aB&K Impulse Sound Level Meter
during both final rehearsal and concert, and accumulated much interesting data on levels and dynamics. My own more modest ADC SLM - 100
(an A- weighted, waveform averaging type) was also in use, and at the
final rehearsal it registered 107 dB on the huge chords right near the
work's end, where five pairs of cymbals join the fray. This was on the upper
balcony, almost as far as one could get from the orchestra, and represents
the highest level Ihave ever recorded on classical music at such adistance.
During the public performance Rex read 115 dB absolute peak at the same
point, which probably represents a similar real level. He also noted a
minimum background of 37 dB (A- weighted), which nicely confirms the
traditional need to accommodate adynamic range of 70 dB for accurate
reproduction of the most massive music.
As the Te Deum finished and the applause resounded, with conductor,
tenor and chorus- masters taking their bows and the orchestra and
choruses all standing, it seemed sad that Gillian Weir, who had contributed so much, should be out of it all over in the quiet and gloom of St.
Mary's. But then, less than three minutes after the last chord, she appeared
on the platform ( having been whisked over by asiren-sounding police car)
and received ahuge ovation. Her arrival seemed to symbolise the success
After her lightning dash from St Mary's Cathedral to the Usher Hall, organist Gillian Weir
shakes hands with conductor Claudio Abbado, with tenor Philip Langridge looking on
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TRecording
HE

jury

of

the British Amateur Tape
Contest, when it met at the
Mullard Theatre in late summer, listened to 22
tapes which had been filtered in a preliminary
judging from the total entry of several hundreds,
and one of the most interesting features of the
Contest was that no less than six of these entries
had been made on cassette tapes. Even more
remarkably, perhaps, cassette tapes won third
and fourth positions in the marking. It is not long
since it might have been argued that no cassette
machine could produce the high technical
quality necessary today to take Contest awards.
Ihasten to add that the best of these tapes had
not been put together exclusively with a
cassette recorder. They involved agood deal of
editing and the usual procedure was to use a
second, open- reel machine for this purpose.
But, taking a remarkably fine travelogue recorded in Nepal as an example—it was placed
first in the documentary section and third in the
Contest overall— the original material had been
recorded on aSony cassette machine, and the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

%ten%
of agreat
experiment, and I'm
sure she would be the first to agree that the
applause went beyond appreciation of her own very fine playing ( it was
her first performance of the Berlioz) to encompass the whole daring
exercise in which she had had acentral role. Chatting to Gillian afterwards,
it was evident that she thoroughly enjoyed the experiment and was
pleased and proud to be associated with it—especially as she is herself
something of ahi-fi enthusiast who much values technology's services to
music.
It was an incredible and exciting occasion, only afaint echo of which
seemed to come across via television on the following evening. Although
the sound was of adequate frequency range—in fact very fine in the deep
bass—its dynamics were severely constricted in the usual TV manner, the
whole programme being conceived as avisual illustration of the score.
James Hunter's production was beautifully managed within the limitations of that genre, but the music's essential vastness was missing. But
never mind, for surely there will be a Radio- 3broadcast in due course?
That's what Ihad assumed before going up to Edinburgh, but believe it or
not, no BBC stereo recording was made of the concert despite its unique
audio interest! It was aTV production, and although the BBC's digital
sound recorder was in Edinburgh on September 6th ( and was actually in
the Usher Hall the previous evening), it was 'otherwise engaged'. There
was even a perfectly adequate analogue tape recorder around, and I
noticed two suitably positioned stereo mikes in addition to those
employed by the TV team; but no-one had the necessary authority to make
arecording apart from that on the TV sound- track, because someone in
London had decided otherwise. Perhaps this was the real Berliozian
mishap, very much in line with the composer's own bitter experiences of
philistine bureaucracy in France.
In compensation, what about Radio- 3's programme planners taking up
Abbado's suggestion concerning two organs for the Te deum? Having
made such asplendidly successful job of the Edinburgh event, I'm sure
that Raymond Cooke and Peter Walker would be delighted at the prospect
of reproducing the organ of the Royal Festival Hall on the top gallery of the
Royal Albert Hall. It could be agala Prom event, there would be plenty of
room for Berlioz's 600 children, and the BBC could even make adecent
digital recording with afront/back dimension and full ambiophony.

final edited tape was submitted as acassette.
Remarkably, too, the entrant, Mr A. Millar of
Colchester, is blind. His travelogue also took an
award, therefore, as the best entry from a
handicapped person. And, to cap his achievement, Mr Millar took first prize, too, in the
Reportage section with aworkmanlike, straightforward pool- side interview with Olympic Gold
Medallist swimmer David Wilkie.
The 'Tape of the Year' this time, with the
highest marks in the Contest, was made by a
class of 12- year- olds at the Quarryhill Primary
School in Aberdeen. Ihave lost count of the
number of times that Wilma Gillanders, ateacher
at this school, has inspired and guided her
classes to make outstanding documentaries
which have won Contest prizes. What was
gratifying this year was the degree to which the
standard of performances had improved in every
respect; here was astriking case of learning from
experience.
The class had taken the story of one of the
lesser- known heroes of Scottish folk- lore and
had scripted, acted and recorded it. It was
beautifully performed, with genuine suspense
and impact, and the quality of the recording was
way above anything the school has achieved
previously. They have obviously made good use
of the miles of magnetic tape they have won in
earlier Contests!
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The achievement is the more commendable
when one considers the tape which was marked
into second place. This was produced by
another team which has featured in earlier
Contest prize- lists: the well-known amateur
recordists Ron Parsons and Dudley Stilton, of
Leeds. And they used three recorders, aRevox,
an Akai and aJVC battery machine, as well as a
mixer and aMoog synthesiser, to get the results
they wanted. Their tape Sweet Dreams was
entered in aspecial class for feature programmes
about Hans Christian Andersen, and it was sent
forward with high hopes as one of the six British
entries in the International Contest which, by
the time these words are read, will have been
judged in Copenhagen.
The award for the best tape entered by aclub
went to the Cardiff and District Tape Recording
Club for an unusual tape called Intrusion which
was all effects and no narrative. It was judged
best in the Speech/Drama class. Other prizewinners this year were: Music, R. Bester, of
Cheshunt, Hens; Technical Experiment, R. Rix,
of Norwich; Sounds from Nature, Mrs H. Myers,
of Shrewsbury.
The only thing that disappointed me about
this Contest was that the jury felt unable to
award a prize for the best humorous tape.
Among the 22 which reached the final judging
session there was not one raising asmile.
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HE BBC has recently signed an agreement
with GEC/ Marconi for the manufacture of
BBC designed transmitter drive and output
equipment. This is to be built by Marconi's
subsidiary company Eddystone, well known for
making short-wave receiving gear. BBC- made
equipment, to their own design, has already
been in use for afew years in various transmitter
halls, and has recently been installed at
Peterborough and Rowbridge, together with
their new PCM input feed. The frequency
stability is said to be within 500 Hz of the
nominal 1 over an extremely wide range of
temperature ( — 5to + 35 ° C), and they intend to
use the new items to replace much old transmitter equipment, installed up to 25 years ago.
Ihave received many complaints, both oral
and written, about the quality of Radio 4VHF in
Scotland. One reader ( Mr. Adamson of St.
Andrews) has kindly sent me adetailed report,
together with atape, showing that when stereo
Radio 4 is relayed during the daytime, the
signal deteriorates badly in between the PCM
receiving equipment at Kirk o'Shotts and
Glasgow distribution, or possibly between
Glasgow and the transmitter on the return path.
It is claimed by several people that Radio
Scotland is not up to the quality of stereo Radio
4 when Glasgow is apparently by-passed, for
example on Saturday evenings. Quite a few
Scottish friends have also complained that they
regard BBC national Radio 4as an opt- out from
Radio Scotland, rather than the other way
round, and many programmes such as Hitch
Hikers' Guide to the Galaxy were first transmitted on LW only, while some parts of Scotland
apparently didn't receive it in stereo ( or on FM at
all) on the second hearing.
Whilst Iadmit that Radio Scotland is important, it should be realised by the BBC that a
sizable number of Scots might well prefer to
hear Radio 4rather than Radio Scotland, or one
of the alternative opt- outs. Iam informed by the
BBC that they hope to introduce an extra
network of VHF stations covering Radio 4,
because of the large number of complaints
received. Something will have to be done,
though, to improve the quality of stereo Radio 4
from Kirk o'Shotts when the audio passes
through the Glasgow complex.
When on holiday in Perthshire Iwas appalled
to find some very dead spots, at which no FM at
all was audible. On my arrival at a hotel NE of
Killin, on August 7th, Iwas astonished to find

that anew BBC TV transmitter covering the area
around Loch Tay is being considered at the
moment, and Ihope it will be possible to include
a relay of Band II FM as well.
Imust have listened to over 20 ' last nights' of
the Royal Albert Hall Proms, but this year's
transmission was by far the worst technically
that Ican remember. This was especially unfortunate since the performances were so good,
and much of the programme particularly interesting. In the first half, Delius' Sea Drift for
baritone, chorus and orchestra, and Bax's
Tintagel both fared moderately well, but Iam at
atotal loss to understand what happened in the
second half. Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance
March No. 1was relayed with so much atmosphere that it was ridiculous, and whilst Ienjoy
hearing the prommers singing ' Land of Hope
and Glory', at times the orchestra were totally
overwhelmed. Four delightful Grainger pieces
were performed, Shepherd's Hey, Brigg Fair,
Colonial Song and Molly on the Shore.
Shepherd's Hey was again far too reverberant,
and Brigg Fair, the most beautiful setting of the
original folk tune on which Delius' famous
work is based, was again spoiled. Iwas getting
very edgy by this time, and Ifinally exploded
when the balancer completely failed to realise
that in the Colonial Song two members of the
BBC Chorus, Judith Rees and Gareth Roberts,
had to be brought forward with acloser mike.
The balancer did not start bringing them up for
some seconds, but by the end they were, if
anything, too loud. My wife, who was watching
the TV relay, also noticed this effect, which was
amo.ngst the worst errors Ihave heard in stereo
radio balance. One wonders what arehearsal is
for, and if this complaint isn't enough Imust
further criticise the balancing of Colin
Bradbury's superb clarinet solo in the Sea
Songs, which received similar inappropriate
fiddling. There was, too, a certain amount of
disturbing hum on the right channel.
The general technical standard of balancing
of this year's Proms has been disappointing, to
say the least, and much of the clarity normally
associated with the Royal Albert Hall has often
been lost, with what has appeared to be the
addition of some form of artificial reverberation,
which is ridiculous for such amarvellous hall. I
do appreciate that the hall can sound a little
dead sometimes, if it is very full, but it has
certainly not always been filled to capacity this
year. Idon't believe that the Calrec Soundfield
mike has been used much, if at all, and Icannot
understand why. Iused aSoundfield in the hall
earlier this year,. to record a concert including
Beethoven's Choral Symphony on digital

equipment. and Ifound the possibility of steering the pattern during the performance to be
extremely useful. Also, Idid nàt notice any lack
of reverberation at all with the mike, while it was
strange that the Calrec seemed to bring over the
atmosphere of the hall better than did the two
AKG 414s in almost the same position, the latter
sounding closer. As to whether the degradation
of this year's balances is due to general policy
decisions, or perhaps to the attitudes of
balancers who were very upset about the strike
in July, Icannot tell, but something dramatic
will have to be done to improve the standard of
balancing, or perhaps that of the monitoring
equipment. The BBC's OB equipment generally,
including mikes and control desks, is of the
highest standard, but something seems to have
got lost somewhere.
Returning to the second half of the last night,
the balance also seemed to be changing frequently, with the cymbals sounding particularly
thin, and Ialso suspect that line output levels
were excessive at times, causing limiters to act
here and there.
In contrast to my criticisms above, Iwas
fascinated to attend the Prom on September 8th
with Raymond Cooke of KEF. We had abox on
the right side of the hall, and Raymond had
brought asound pressure level meter to check
peak levels in comparison with those in the
Usher Hall, Edinburgh. Debussy's Nocturnes
peaked to around only 88 dB, whereas this
same work had peaked 12 dB higher in
Edinburgh. Iwas not particularly struck with the
performances, and
Nuages' seemed too
detailed. However, ' Sirènes', in which Abbado
had placed the choir in clusters within the
orchestra, came over extremely well [
See also p.
67— Ed]. My son taped the broadcast at home,
and on playing it back twas struck by the
improved sound compared with that of the
usual Prom, with excellent positioning and
control of ambience, so that the performers
could be heard actually with more clarity at
home than in the hall. It was a pity that the
remarkable Bizet Farandole encore was not
transmitted, since Raymond and Iconsidered it
to be the best performance of the evening! It is
only fair to comment that Salvatore Accardo, the
soloist in Stravinsky's Violin Concerto, played
superbly well, but for me the work itself is rather
on the boring side. Let us hope that next year's
Proms will not be disrupted as this year's were.

Band II completely crammed with Italian,
Swiss and French stations, but not asingle BBC
one. Quite by chance Ihad turned on the stereo
car radio in the middle of a sporadic- E duct!
Later in the evening, to my dismay, the entire
Band II was virtually pink- noise. Iunderstand
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LEFT my drab Brooklyn street as amere
I student with practically no musical connections. Iwas returning there in much the same
state. As far as Iwas concerned, America was
virgin soil.' (')Such was Aaron Copland's reaction on his return to New York in 1924 after
three years in Paris where, as the forerunner of a
long and distinguished group, he had been the
first American pupil of Nadia Boulanger.
'Virgin soil' America certainly was, and not
only for the still unknown Copland. Like the
other American arts, American music in the
immediate post-war years was still barely conscious that it was seeking an identity it had not
found. By 1924 Charles Ives, the first truly
characteristic American composer, had finished
hewing his personal aesthetic out of his New
England
background
but was still
an
undiscovered voice; while Carl Ruggles, that
other great individualist, continued to cleave to
the self-induced isolation in which he was to
remain. Only MacDowell, already sixteen years
dead, occupied any position of esteem in
'serious' circles. To the world at large American
music meant Broadway and Tin Pan Alley,
Ragtime and Jazz, and its heroes were Irving
Berlin, Jerome Kern and George Gershwin.
Copland, the 'composer from Brooklyn',
made little immediate impression on the virgin
soil of his native land, but he quickly recognised
the need for American composers to express
themselves in terms that were recognisably
American, and not just to go on echoing the
traditions of Europe. Before the 1914-18 war
those traditions had been German: after it, as
readers of Scott Fitzgerald and Hemingway will
know, Americans turned to France for their
experience of European culture. For all that
here is in Copland's two earliest extant
orchestral works, the Dance Symphony'
and the Symphony for Organ and
Orchestra 2,strong harmonic evidence of the
influence of corn-

COPLAND at BC
Kenneth Dommett salutes America's
'simple and great man' of music
posers such as Hindemith who were outside
the
sphere
of
French—and
especially
Stravinskian—culture. But equally it is possible
to discern in the slow section of the Dance
Symphony the emergent personality so clearly
manifest in the Short Symphony, the ballets and
the Third Symphony.
In attempting this modest tribute to Mr
Copland, whose 80th birthday falls on
November 14, it seemed appropriate to follow
his music chronologically to see whether there
was a recognisable thread drawing into one
individuality the apparent diversity of this epitome of American music. Fortunately the
gramophone has been exceedingly generous in
this respect,for Copland is one of the very few
modern composers to whom it, in the person of
CBS, has accorded the tribute of a personally
directed 'complete edition'—or nearly complete,
since some important pieces of recent years, the
Canticle of Freedom (
1955), the Fantasy for
piano (
1957), and the Nonet (
1960) among
them have yet to appear.
The task Copland set himself was to become
an American composer. It was a formidable
undertaking for the son of Russian Jewish
emigrè parents with no particular musical background to attempt to give utterance to the
unique mixture of urban congestion and rural
expansiveness of which America is made. That
he succeeded, and in doing so has made the
voice of America synonymous with the sound of
Copland, is little short of genius.
This success has been achieved in part
because Copland has developed a strongly
individual musical personality; but it is also
partly due to the generosity with which he has
promoted the ' idea' of American music. And not
just that of the USA, for he has been assiduous
in encouraging the growth of music in
Latin America and Mexico too. Through
his writing, teaching, conducting,
and publishing, he has
been a source of
encouragement to
his con-

temporaries and younger colleagues in the performance and dissemination of their wore ).
A good deal has been made of the fact that as
the offspring of Jewish stock Copland has
experienced the feeling of isolation common
among minority groups. He has not denied it,
and it has become as much a part of his
personality as it was of Mahler's. In his case it
has been saved from perversity by the awareness that the spiritual ' apartheid' of the
American Jew is only one of a whole community of 'apartheids', each corralled in its own
social, ethnic or religious differences. Yet above
these differences is the unifying optimism of the
dream of Lincoln's ideal America. For Mahler
there was no such optimistic goal. This theme of
Copland's Jewishness and its allied theme of
urban isolation has nowhere been more perceptively dealt with than by the best of all
English critics of American music, Wilfred
Mellers (4) .
Although dated 1925, the Dance Symphony
emanates from an unperformed and unpublished ballet, Grogh. It therefore pre- dates the
Symphony for Organ and Orchestra (
1924),
which was commissioned by Mlle Boulanger for
her 1925 tour of America. Copland later rescored it without organ as his First Symphony.
The first performance under Damrosch on
January 11, 1925, was notable for the comment
made by the conductor to the audience: ' If a
young man at the age of twenty-three can write
a symphony like that, in five years he will be
ready to commit murder!' (3) .
It is fair to say that in the conservative climate
of American, and particularly of New York
concert society, the work must have seemed
very 'modern', but it won the approval of
Koussevitzky in Boston and began a relationship of artistic encouragement which Copland
places only second to that which he received
from Nadia Boulanger, and it was Koussevitzky
who premièred practically all Copland's
orchestral work for the next decade.
These two symphonies are apprentice works.
In his search for an American idiom it was
inevitable that Copland would latch on to Jazz
sooner or later. One can argue that his Jazz was
no more the real article than that which was
engaging the attention of Milhaud, Gershwin
and others at this period. It is a question for
purists. At that time the spirit which dominates
parts of Music for the Theatre (
1925) 3,the
Ukelele Serenade—second of the Two Pieces
for violin and piano—and the whole of the Piano
Concerto ( 1926) 4 was recognisably Jazz—
broken rhythms, the special colouration of
heavy brass, percussion and wailing woodwinds, brash tempi, and, of course, liberal
sprinklings of ninths and ' blue notes'. Of these
pieces, the Concerto has faded most. Its very
'modernism' has made it aperiod piece, and its
lyrical passages have fallen victim to the onslaught of the Gershwinesque second part
what Copland himself called 'the snappy
number' te ).Although it sounds excessive
now, one can sympathise with the
reaction of a contemporary listener
who thought it sounded like a

(a) Aaron Copland:
'Composer from Brooklyn' in THE NEW MUSIC 1900-60 (
Macdonald, London 1968).
(b) For adiscussion of Copland's activities in these fields see Virgil Thomson: American
Music since 1910 p.491. ( Weidenfield & Nicholson, London 1971).
(c) Wilfred Metiers: Music in a New Found Land. Cap.4 (Barrie & Rock/ill, London
1964) ( d) Quoted in Copland: Op. cit. p. 157. (e) Copland: Op. cit. p. 159.
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With the Concerto Copland's overt courtship
of Jazz ended. Feeling that he had exhausted
the limited possibilities of the style he turned to
the most classical medium, the string quartet.
The first of the Two Pieces 5,the Rondino, stems
from his Paris days, the second, Lento molto,
from 1928. Both are indebted to Stravinsky and
sound cooler and, dare one say it, more asceptic
in their original form than in the orchestral
version in which they are commonly heard.
These modest pieces effect a transition in
Copland's development, and the first stage
ended with the Symphonic Ode° (
1928-9). This
ambitious, skillfully put together but not particularly individual work summed up all that the
composer had essayed up to that time. It was
intended for a competition organised by RCA
Victor but could not be finished in time and the
Dance Symphony, not hitherto performed, was
entered instead. It won $5000, a fifth share of
the prize money. The Ode had to wait until 1931
for its première. Curiously, it divided the composer's supporters even more decisively than
the Piano Concerto. One, Lawrence Gilman,
hitherto astaunch advocate, felt that Copland
had become ' lost in agonizing lucubration,
praying Heaven to make him Hard and Stripped
and Astringent: (5) There is something in this,
and there have been a number of occasions
when one feels that Copland is trying consciously not to become too accessible.
The time had come to do alittle pruning. The
effulgence of the Symphonic Ode was clearly
not leading anywhere, but the appearance in
1929 of Vitebsk,' astudy on aJevyish theme for
piano trio, was an unexpected turn. The harsh
percussive style of the piano writing in the first
part, and the loosely rhythmic running passages
of the second, seem to hark back to the Jazz
pieces, but now there is anew harshness in the
second and a bareness of line that does not
scruple to contest the insinuating cantillation
implied by the 'jewishness' of the theme.
Stravinsky and Banok may be seen as sources
of this new manner which found complete
expression in awork of spartan originality. The
Piano Variations ° ( 1930) are aturning point in
the history of American piano music" and signal
the beginning of Copland's maturity. This is
music of skeletal economy and disturbing
power. It is the nearest Copland ever came to
adopting Webern's method, and his first experiments with serialism, but the aesthetic is far
removed from Webern's.
The purification of style inaugurated by the
Variations was pursued with rather less intensity
in the Short Symphony 9 (1932-3) and
Statements' ° (1933-4), six short pieces reflecting various moods—Militant, Cryptic ( winds
only), Dogmatic, Subjective ( strings only),
Jingo ( atypically racy scherzo), and Prophetic.
Writing in 1939. Copland was still able to say
that both these works 'are still comparatively
difficult to perform and difficult for an audience
•to comprehene. (5) This is only partly true now;
performers have grown up even if audiences
have not. Of the two it is the Symphony which
impresses most, and in it we find the first
complete integration of all the elements of
Copland's style, except folk musk, and the first
in which the light shines fully on the personal
aspects of his music—the taut melodic lines, the
distinctive use of triadic harmony and above all
the orchestration. The uniquely lyrical use of the
trumpet ( a favourite instrument), the slightly
acidulated woodwind writing, particularly for
clarinets and oboes, and the soaring strings in
open octaves are all peculiar to every Copland

score from this point on. The Short Symphony
has been badly neglected but must be included
among his masterworks. The Sextet arrangement of 1937 does the original scant justice.
By 1934 the Depression was biting deep, and
the New Deal was launched to put heart back
into the nation. Writers, artists, actors, filmmakers, composers, all were recruited for the
task of presenting the greatness of America to its
discouraged millions. Copland had come to the
conclusion that he was getting too far away
from public taste and decided to do something
about it. This problem of isolation was not
confined to America. In other parts of the world
but for different reasons composers were trying
harder to ' connect', particularly in Central

Europe where Hindemith adopted a pragmatic
solution and Weill, Eisler and the other
Brechtians sought a propaganda advantage
from public acceptance. In Russia under Stalin
popular appeal was official artistic policy.
Having rid his music of 'clutter', Copland
made a conscious bid for ' imposed simplicity'
and to help him achieve it turned to folk music,
and to ' utilitarian' works. El Salon Mexico"
(1936), a 'tourist's view of Mexico', was the first
evidence of the new manner and was followed
by another in the shape of aschool opera The
Second Hurricane (1937). As with Jazz the use
of raw folk music was quickly absorbed and
digested into Copland's own musical language
to page 109

Discography

numbers in the text. Deleted records are
marked ( d), but CBS plan to reissue all of their
Copland material over the next 12-18 months.
A number of smaller works not referred to in
the text are also available. For these readers are
referred
to the
Gramophone
Classical
Catalogue.

Except where stated the conductor in all cases
is Copland. No attempt has been made at a
complete Copland discography, and the
number of suggested alternative performances
has been severely limited for reasons of space.
The numbers in the first column relate to the

(I) Quoted in notes to CBS SBRG27352. (
OUP 1953).
(g) Arthur Berger: Aaron Copland p. 25 ( OUP 1953)
(h) Con/and: Op. Cit. p. 160.
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1 Dance Symphony

2 Symphony for Organ and Orchestra
3 Music for the Theatre
4 Piano Concerto

5 Two pieces for String Orchestra
6 Symphonic Ode
7 Vitebsk
8 Variations
9 Short Symphony
10 Statements
11 El Salon Mexico
12 Billy the Kid
13 Rodeo
14 Appalachian Spring (
orchestral version)
15
( original version)
16 Our Town
17 The Red Pony
18 Music for Movies
19 Quiet City
20
21
22
23
24

An Outdoor Overture
Lincoln Portrait
Fanfare for the Common Man
Danzon Cubano
Four Piano Blues

25 Piano Sonato
26 Violin Sonata
27 In The Beginning
28 Clarinet Concerto
29 Twelve Poems of Emily Dickinson

30 Piano Quartet
31 Third Symphony
32 Old American Songs
33 The Tender Land (
orchestral suite)
(excerpts)
34 Dance Panels
35 Three Latin American Sketches
36 Connotations
37 Music for a Great City
38 I
nscape

LSO
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FANYTHING were to single itself
I out from the clutch of successes
at this year's Edinburgh Festival I
think Scottish Opera's new production of Alban Berg's Wozzeck
would undoubtedly take the palm.
To have mounted, in a period of
great financial stress and insecurity
for the
company
(Wozzeck's
original producer, Peter Ebert, took
astand and resigned his staff position with the company on this
account only a few months ago),
not one but two 20th century
masterpieces ( Janacek's Cunning
Little Vixen being the other—ajoint
production this with that other
blossoming regional company, the
Welsh National), neither of them
exactly ' hot property' at the box
office, can only be regarded as a
move of great artistic courage and
resource. In any event, it looks like
having done the trick. Universal acclaim for both productions appears
to have provided precisely the injection of prestige that the company
has needed for some time.
At the head of the Scottish Opera
team, albeit modestly so—and providing much of the stimulus and
optimism within the company is, of
course, Sir Alexander Gibson, himself the catalyst involved in its formation back in 1962 and, for the last
20 years, Artistic Director and
Principal conductor of the Scottish
National Orchestra. We met on the
afternoon following Wozzeck 'sfirst
night and Sir Alex was understandably in astate of combined excitement at the undeniable impact of
this, his first Wozzeck, and preoccupation with some of the teething
problems that had come to light
during the course of the evening.
Arley Reece, their ' Drum Major',
had collapsed with a gastric virus
shortly after the performance ( areplacement was being rushed from
America) and, on atechnical level,
there were still noise and speed
problems during the fourteen or so
scene changes, in spite of the overall Brechtian simplicity of David
Alden's startling production ( Sir
Alex was amusing at this point
about the brief hiatus that preceeded the two shattering general
crescendos on Bnatural that linkthe
murder of ' Marie' scene to the final
'tavern' scene—waiting for what
seemed to be an eternity for his
green light cue to commence the
first ppp bars on horns, he's convinced that the audience in his
vicinity must have picked up some
of the cursing that was going on).
Most of the technical problems
were once again the result of restricted facilities at the Kings
Theatre in Edinburgh ( away from
their own technical crews at the
Theatre Royal, Glasgow) and,
inevitably, this brought us round to
an age-old sore spot: 'The Festival
should have an opera house like
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Salzburg
has
and
Edinburgh
deserves'.
Sir Alex has been hoping to do
Wozzeck for many years now. He
first heard it under Karl Bohm when
he was studying in Salzburg and
will never forget walking across the
bridge into the daylight after that
experience. When you consider
when it was written, how long it
took him to write and what he
selected from the 20- odd scenes of
the original, you are constantly in
awe of the piece you are rehearsing.
That went for my cast, too. All of
them, with the exception of Francis
Egerton, who'd done it before, were
working from scratch.' His own
background research was uncharacteristically ( his own admission) extensive and, as a further
point of reference, he listened also
to both the complete recordings
from Bohm and Boulez. ' Ithink, for
me, somewhere between these two
lies the heart of Wozzeck. Perhaps
Bohm over-romaticises at items,
while Boulez possibly takes the
other extreme.' A reflection of his
own modesty coupled with a
genuine fascination and respect for
the work of others lies, Ithink, in his
concern that these remarks should
not be misconstrued as arrogance
on his part.
The Scottish National ( his 'first
love', of course) turn in quite a
performance in Wozzeck. I was
struck, above all, by the daring
bravado and potency of the
playing— Berg's wild and exposed
lines torn out with seemingly little or
no caution for the dangers involved.
One passage in particular ( the
manic waltz episode just prior to the
barracks scene—horns and trumpets in acrobatic contortions) drew
Sir Alex into ademonstration of the
sudden and
heavily accented
switch into waltz time. 'Any bandmaster can do that—the problem is
to take risks with the rhythm. The
orchestra had been enjoined to consider the paying customers in the
small confines of the Kings Theatre
but there are certain places where
you've really got to go for it.' With
the creation of anew Scottish Opera
orchestra ( a situation that was
forced into being partly on account
of growing pressures on the SNO)
Wozzeck might well be one of the
last productions to utilise its services. Obviously asituation he's sad
about except that, with their interests at heart, there's compensation
in the knowledge that the overall
workload would now be substantially eased. For himself, guest
appearances elsewhere ( widely
travelled though he is) have always,
by
necessity,
been
carefully
rationed.
Scotland's music is a committment to which Sir Alex has willingly
dedicated himself for many years
now and it goes without saying that
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the sacrifices involved on that account have been fairly considerable.
To take the USA alone, there have
been invitations, which he has been
unable to accept, from the Met in
New York, from San Francisco
Opera where Geraird Evans made a
special point of asking for him to
conduct Falstaff and, on the orchestral front, approaches from
Detroit and St. Louis both of whom
wanted him to consider principal,
conductorship. Not that he's ever
resented any of the 'guesting' restrictions that he's imposed upon
himself over the years. On the contrary, he's always been completely
at one with his working committment to Scotland. ' Iwould always
hope that there'll be some function
for me to fulfil here. There's always a
new challenge, the possibility of
different repertoire ... No, I've never
felt tempted to ask to be released
from anything here in order to go
and do something tempting elsewhere. As long as I've got something imaginative to offer, I'm happy
to stay. Ihaven't got itchy feet as
yet!'
Most valued of all that he's achieved in Scotland over the last
twenty or so years is, of course, his
relationship
with
the
NSO.
Naturally, players come and go but
the fundamental bond remains. He's
immediately
put in mind of
Toscanini's advice to Barbirolli
when the latter was about to take
over the New York Philharmonic.
'Only when you've worked with
one orchestra for avery long time
can you truly depend on their respect'. As a young man, Sir Alex
always had a great respect for

Barbirolli and he manages an excellent impersonation. He recalls one
of the few occasions on whibh they
met when Sir John, in his kindness,
invited him to attend one of his
opera performances but couldn't remember whether it was Tristan or La
Boheme that he was conducting. ' If
it's Tristan, it's compulsory—if it's
Boheme, then you're excused!' Or
another occasion when SirJohn had
just returned from Berlin where he'd
recorded Mahler Nine with the
Berlin Philharmonic and was asked
his opinion of the orchestra.
"Mai
s! They adore me, that
orchestra!
They only
tolerate
Karajan, you know!'
One major extra- Scottish excursion that Sir Alex is allowing himself
over the 1981/82 season is the
Principal Guest conductorship of
the Houston Symphony where, in
fact, Barbirolli was a predecessor.
It's a city in which he's already
established firm connections and
the possibilities with the orchestra
there look very inviting. So far he's
scheduled acomplete Sibelius cycle
and hopes to be introducing acomprehensive cross-section of British
Music, from Vaughan Williams to
Sir Michael Tippett and of course,
The Planets. Additional guest engagements over the next couple of
years include New Orleans, Baal,
Jerusalem and, once again, Helsinki
for more Sibelius.
One tends to underplay Sir Alex's
achievements in the field of
Scandinavian music, so enormous
is the rest of his repertoire ( one look
at the list of first performances by
Scottish composers alone is likely to
induce dizziness). His affinity with
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carefully designed stylus suspension
systems which are unique in their price
range. In particular, the two top models
50010 and 600LA C feature the patented

Empire IDTS system, whereby the microdiamond tip is fixed on aspecial, tapered,
hollow cantilever arm of lightweight
vapored Boron Aluminium alloy,
containing an 'inner iron' elastomer—
mounted in such away that the resonance
effects of stylus and iron are selfcancelling. The result is avery much flatter
frequency response, acomplete absence
of harmful resonance effects, and a
spectacular improvement in tracking
ability.
The 600LAC model also has the
celebrated 'Large Area of Contact' stylus
design, introduced last year in the EDR9
model, which enables the tip to follow the
most complex musical wave forms, up to
and beyond the limits of audibility.
Your Hi R dealer will advise which
Dynamic Interface cartridge is best for
you. He will also give you abrochure
containing all the technical information.

EIVPIFE

Headquarters: Garden City, New York, USA
Hayden Laboratories Ltd,Churchfield Rd, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9EW England Tel. (02813) 88447 Tlx. 849469 (HAYLAB G)

the music of Nielsen and Sibelius
above all, though, is something
really rather special ( he was awarded the Sibelius medal by the
Finnish authorities in 1978 for his
services to the composer throughout the world) and Iwondered how
it all materialised. His initial reaction
to this, by way of another modest
jest, was to imply that the whole
thing might just have been one big
accident. ' Ispecialise in not being a
specialist' is afavourite quote which
he ascribes to the late George SzeII
and there's little doubt that he
shares those sentiments. Jesting
apart, though, he can trace many of
his formative impressions back to
those early days as assistant conductor to Ian Whyte with the BBC
Scottish Orchestra. ' Ilistened to Ian
rehearsing Sibelius and Isuppose I
learnt a lot about his music from
that. Naturally Iwas keen to do it
when Igot my own chance. He
wouldn't let his assistant conductor
get his hands on Sibelius—and
certainly not Brahms. You had to be
old or at least mature to conduct
Brahms.'
The opportunities came thick and
fast when he became the first Scot
to take over the SNO back in 1959.
It was a big advantage, he maintains, that the two previous holders
of the orchestra's principal conductorship, Karl Rankl and Hans
Swarowsky, were both Viennese.
From their groundwork he was able
to open up awhole new repertoire
with its base in Viennese traditions.
Some kind of 'theme' began to
emerge in the programme planning.
Musica Viva launched into the
'second Viennese school' with a
vengeance and gave Britain its first
performance of Schoenberg's Violin
Concerto, for example. From the
same series came the British premiere of Stockhausen's Gruppen for

three orchestras. Then, perhaps English National Opera recordings
more significantly, he was able to of Wagner's Ring. Even John
explore areas in
French and Culshaw's marvellous Decca cycle
Scandinavian music that Rankl and sounds artificial by comparison.'
Swarowsky had tended to neglect. He'll rapidly defend the gramoHis first Sibelius cycle provided yet phone, though, as a means of
another central theme to those early documentation and indeed his own
seasons. Scotland was pretty star- knowledge and familiarity with the
ved of Sibelius at the time. ' Sibelius past catalogue, once again as a
was not for Rankl or Swarowsky. source of reference, is far from negSwarowsky was quite interested in ligible. In fact, he thinks that records
French music but Rankl would just •
probably provided him with his earabout
manage
L'Apres
Midi. liest influences; not in the sense that
Anything more than that and he'd he was out to copy any of those
say—" Das ist kein Musik!"
ideals or, for that matter, take an
With so much repertoire now amalgam of styles and find some
under their belt, as it were, and so middle-of-the-road happy medium,
much fresh territory still to explore, but because, like all experiences, he
the SNO's exclusive new contract was able to draw upon them and
with Chandos records is an exciting then apply them to his own learnprospect. A splendid new disc of ing. For instance, he did see
The Planets (
the first to be recorded Furtwângler in the flesh but not
digitally) appears this month ( see Toscanini, so that he's always found
reviews) in the Bank of Scotland- it absolutely fascinating to compare
sponsored series. From General the slow movements of their reAccident ( not prophetic I trust!) spective
recordings
of,
say,
there's a new Mahler Four ( with Beethoven's Fourth Symphony.
Scotland's own Margaret Marshall 'Tempi are so far apart and yet
in the soprano part) and, on the way, they're equally valid in their own
an uncut Rachmaninov Second right because of the line they proSymphony. Sir Alex made the point duce.' He remembers attending a
that during their period with RCA, session for Klemperer's very first
for obvious commercial reasons, 'Eroica' where Klemperer emerged
they
were
always
somewhat from the control room after one take
hamstrung for repertoire. There in the 'funeral march' and said
were other international artists and 'Gentlemen—you must help me. It
duplication problems to be taken is too slow—Iwant to keep it movintoaccount, whereas with Chandos ing' ( another splendid impersonathere is likely to be far more room for tion), ' Now that's the kind of thing
diversification. He enjoys recording, that comes out of recording, don't
though at the same time he seemed you think?'
perfectly willing to accept my point
'I'm afraid I'm not a very intelthat his reading of Nielsen Four with lectual musician in my approach ...
the SNO at one of last year's Proms Idon't feel that Inecessarily know
was, to my mind, infinitely more anything about anything—I'm just
electric in mood and atmosphere constantly seeking. You can take
than their RCA recording. ' Yes, the best out of all your experiences,
there's no substitute for the feeling but in the endwhen you stand up in
that you are playing for people ... it front of an orchestra they're neither
has to be different. Look at those interested in you giving them along

COPLAND from page 105
as it was with Bartok and Vaughan Williams.
Thus Cowboy songs and Frontier ballads
pepper the score of the first of the three great
ballets, Billy the Kid' (1938), and rather less so
in the case of Rodeo' (1942), while apart from
the Shaker Song, the greatest and most enduring, Appalachian Spring'
(
1944) has none
at all.
In 1939 Copland wrote his first film score, The
City. Thereafter he was involved in several
commercial as well as government sponsored
films. Apart from The City, the most notable
were Of Mice and Men (1939), Our Town"
(1940), and The Red Pony' (1948). In 1942
Copland arranged items from the first three into
asuite: Music for Movies'''. Here is evidence of
the composer's adaptability to the specific requirements of an unfamiliar medium without
any loss of individuality. If the Story of Grovers
Corners, from Our Town, for instance, is typical
of Copland's eloquent evocation of the New
England countryside, Quiet City' 9 (1939-40)
for solo trumpet, cor anglais and strings is just as
potent in conjuring up the poetry of the big city.
Music for plays, for films, for radio, for schools
(An Outdoor Overture 2°) and for the ballet were
all part of this process of making contact. So in a
more obviously public way was the Lincoln
Portrait." (1942) in which aspeaker declaims,
somewhat stiltedly, patriotic utterances of the
2

3

411 5

7
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great leader against an orchestral background as
rich in American associations as anything he has
written. The Fanfare for the Common Man 22
(1942) is in the same strain though less
obviously jingoistic, and its incorporation into
the finale of the Third Symphony has given it
added stature. A brief return to Latin America,
the witty Danzon Cubano 23 (1942) confirmed
that Copland had abandoned quotes in favour
of the distillation of Cuban essence. This is pure
if slight music, as are the Four Piano Blues 24
which date from 1947, 1934, 1948 and 1926
respectively.
Alongside this public display the private,
serious
Copland
flourished.
The
Piano
Sonato" 1941), the Violin Sonata" ( 1943),
the a- typical acapella setting of Genesis. In the
Beginning." (1947), the exquisitely refined
Clarinet Concerto" ( 1948), the very personal
Twelve Poems of Emily Dickinson 29 (1950) all
led to afurther stage in his development reached
with the Piano inuartet 3° ( 1950) and the adoption of serialism. Yet equally they represent a
gradual softening of the harsh outlines of the
Piano Variations, and underpin the public works
of which the Third Symphony 31 ( 1946), with
Appalachian Spring, is undoubtedly the greatest and the one most closely associated with his
name. The two sets of Old American Songs 32
(1950) put the seal on Copland's uniquely
personal blend of originality and popularity
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speech on the background of the
work or your view of it—they want
to see by what you do with your
stick or your eyes what you feel
about it and they're the first to
know, when it comes to rehearsal,
whether you have a conviction
about the piece, even if inside you
are still struggling with yourself to
be convinced about what you are
doing.' ( He mentioned Mozart, in
particular, here and related how
Andrew Davis remarked to him recently that he was still hoping to
meet an older colleague who could
tell him that Mozart became easier
with the years. He never had.)
'When it comes to the performance,
of course, you have to be convinced
otherwise you shouldn't be standing up there performing.'
This is the kind of refreshingly
unaffected honesty . that • makes
quite an impression when one talks
to Sir Alex and then looks at the
diversity of his achievements. He's a
spontaneous, working musician
with an acute awareness of exactly
who it is that's out there making the
sounds. 'The last bastion of permitted dictatorship' was how he
summed up the conductor's role,
and it's with that daunting thought
in mind that he'll often sit at the
piano to remind himself that ' if you
have to produce the notes then
you've got a great responsibility.
The conductor is working with
artists, and the problem is maintaining the balance between your
authority
and
their
respect.
Orchestral musicians may not be the
best people to consult about who
should become their principal conductor, but in assessing who's been
around doing Mozart, Mahler,
Prokofiev— whatever—they are the
barometer
for
knowing
best
whether someone came in and
knew what they wanted and got it.'

which he somehow failed to achieve with his
sole excursion into the opera house, The Tender
Land33 (1954). Mellers has summed up the
nature of that failure well: 'the lyricism of The
Tender Land ever so slightly adulterates the
integrity which Appalachian Spring shares with
the 'absolute' works, perhaps » by unconscious
compromise with some conventional image of
what a popular work ought to be.' (1)
If there was compromise in The Tender Land
there is none in the works which follow it.
Copland's assumption of serialism has been
more easily achieved than was Stravinsky's, yet
like .Stravinsky's his music remains clearly his
own. The ballet Dance Panels34 (1959-62) and
another Latin-American excursion, Three Latin
American Sketches" (
1971) retain much of the
old approachability, but the more 'serious'
works, Connotations36 (1962), Music for a
Great City" (1964) and particularly the introspective Inscape" (
1967) tend to keep the
eager listener at arm's length.
Copland would regret this despite the many
contacts he has made with many listeners over
the years; and though at 80 he may rest content
in the knowledge that he has fulfilled his mission
of putting America on the world's musical map,
one cannot help feeling that he may still spring a
few more surprises on us.
(I) Mellers:

O P.

Cit. P.
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UNTIL NOW,
HAVING THREE HEADS WAS
STRICTLY FOR TAPE FREAKS.
Out comes the precise sound you're
getting on tape, courtesy of our Double
Dolby NR system.
Being Technics, of course, we give
you alot more than three heads for your
money.
Note, for instance, those 2-colour FL
meters with peak hold and the 4-position
tape selector for normal, metal, Cr02
and Fe Cr tapes.
You also get the luxury of our latest
soft-touch controls to save you undue
exertion of the old digits.
All this and three heads for the modest price of £199-95.
It's enough to make atape freak bite
the carpet.

You don't have to be atape freak
to appreciate why three heads are better
than two.
Having that extra head means you
can hear precisely what you're recording
at the exact moment it goes onto tape.
reo

source

tape

I

LJ

LJ

3 Head System
The problem is, you normally have to
pay through the nose for the privilege.
So at Technics we've put our heads
together and come up with the RS-M260
cassette deck that gives you three heads
for the price of two.
To hear what you're recording, you
simply press in the tape/source
monitor switch.

Technics

RS-M260 Stereo Cassette Deck
300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SD. 6JB.Tel: Slough 34522.
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New, changed
and uncertain
Following his split with Meridian
Records, the company he helped to
form two years ago, Ted Perry has
now set up a new label, Hyperion
Records Ltd. The General approach
will be similar in that Hyperion will
concentrate on 'classical' repertoire,
embracing all periods from early
music through to the present day. A
small amount of MOR ( middle- oft
he - road, ie easy listening)- type
music will also be included. The
records will be pressed in Germany
and will have an rrp of £4.99.
Among the first releases is a recital
of the piano music of Samuel Barber
from the young English pianist
Angela Brownridge whose recent
conversation with Andrew Keener
will appear in ' Interview' soon.
Angela also has arecital of Scriabin
piano music due out on Meridian at
any time. Other releases include
the Finzi and Stanford clarinet
concertos
from
Thea
King/
Philharmonia, a selection of 20th
century music from the American
guitarist Alice Artzt, English folk
songs from James Griffet/Timothy
Walker, aMussorgsky Pictures from
Arthur Wills at Ely Cathedral organ
(special price on this of £ 3.99 until
the end of the year), and ' Service
High
and
Anthems
Clear'—a
selection from the Ely Cathedral
Choir ( including Parry's ' Iwas glad'
and good old Stanford in Bt). The
last two discs are cut from digital
masters. Distribution is through
Unicorn and Lugton's.

Daniel
Michel has left the
Harmonia Mundi operation whose
UK promotion and distribution he
has so effectively built up during his
two years over here. Daniel is returning to France to take up alecturing post at the Lyons School of
Business Studies. He is replaced by
Katherine Winckenmuller who will
also be based at the Parnote
address.
With the record industry in such a
turmoil these days and with so many
personnel and/or address changes
to contend with, it has become
almost afull-time task keeping up to
date. Although it's tempting to
compile some kind of list it would
more than likely turn out to be little
more than a 'Who does what and for
how long?' All this change may turn
out to be as good if not better than a
rest in the long term—we can only
hope so—but it is nevertheless
somewhat confusing, for instance,
to ring the same number for our
contacts
at
Decca,
DG
and
Phonograml

The Letter resumes
All enthusiasts must know by now
of the sad demise of EMG
Handmade
Gramophones
Ltd.
which went into liquidation in July.
Apart from the excellent facilities at
the shop, collectors have already
found that life just isn't the same
without The Monthly Letter and its
comprehensive record reviews, so
its very welcome news to hear that
Lady Shirley Beecham and the
Beecham Trust have saved both it

FYOU WERE about to make a record called
I ' English Serenade' you might not think immediately of asking an orchestra called the
Scottish Baroque Ensemble to do it. Not unless
you ran one of the smaller record companies and
happened to have auseful working relationáhip
with said ensemble. However. Iam only being
insular in thought, as it is very easy to be. Why
shouldn't a Scottish orchestra perform English
music just as naturally as German or Italian?
They would be very short of repertoire, from
their point of view, if they had to rely on native
Scottish composers. These random thoughts are
promoted by the fact that I've had achance this
month to look at one or two new releases by one
of our smaller companies who do such excellent
work in keeping the less obvious
repertoire alive; namely
Abbey Records.
'English Serenade'
(Abbey ABY810) is
not all that
rarefied, con-

Peter
Gammond

LOOKING
BACK
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

liflhIOPffIL
and the annual Art of Record
Buying. they intend to publish a
magnum July- onwards issue of The
Letter in December, and thereafter
resume monthly publication. The
issues will be expanded slightly to
include coverage of the major
cassette releases and the subscription rate for the dozen 1981 issues
will be £ 9, post free. Although the
Soho shop has now ceased trading,
the trade mark EMG Handmade
Gramophones has been acquired by
Welmore Ltd., an associated company of Sounds Ahead Mail Order,
The Studio, 1 Bensham Lane,
Croydon, who will continue to
operate the mail order side of the
business.

Kent Opera
Opera buffs should already have the
details, but in case you've missed
them, Kent Opera's autumn season
begins at about the time this issue
will appear and runs through to the
beginning of December. The venues
are Tunbridge Wells ( Oct 29-31),
Eastbourne ( Nov
4-8),
Bath
(11-15), Southsea ( 18-22), Poole
(25-29) and Canterbury ( Dec 4-6).
Four operas are being staged including two one- act baroque
operas as a double bill. These are
Monteverdi's Il Bailo delle Ingrate
and John Blow's Venus and
Andonis and in both works the

taming Britten's Simple Symphony, Warlock's
Capriol Suite, Elgar's Serenade and one rarity in
the fresh- faced Six English Lyrics by our
Australian- born Master of the Queen's Music,
Malcolm Williamson. A pleasant English outing.
As if to dispel my provincialism, the next disc I
tried was ' Italian Cello Concertos' ( Abbey
ABY812), Moray Welsh the soloist, with the
Scottish Baroque Ensemble. A clearer recording
than the first disc, it offers some lightly affable
music by Boccherini, Vivaldi, Tartini and Leo—
who you must admit is amost unjustly neglected composer. There is a marvellous picture of
Boccherini on the cover from the National
Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne. Less wisely, I
would have thought, the Scottish Baroque
Ensemble and Abbey are putting out the complete Mozart works for string orchestra. The
present
one
includes
the
Eine
kleine
Nachtmusik,
the
three
little
Salzburg
divertimenti K136-8 and the Adagio and Fugue,
K546 (Abbey ABY809). Rather more competition here, although open to any number of
interpretations, and these are very spirited readings. While on the subject of Mozart, Iwould ask
you not to miss an opportunity to buy some
sublime rarities in the shape of the Piano Trios,
K254, 496, 502, 542, 548, and 564, neatly put
onto two discs by the Beax Arts Trio ( Philips
6768 032). These are not new to the catalogue
and have had their due praise before. It is just
that such things, however good, tend to flit by
and disappear before anyone has realised they
are around.
In the lighter fields, popular music and jazz. I
am an unashamed supporter of nostalgic reissues. In such spheres, classic performances
cannot be repeated and one is prepared to
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dance element is important so it is
appropriate that both are choreographed by Christopher Bruce, the
former Associate Director of Ballet
Rambert. He also produced the
Monteverdi, and collaborates with
producer Norman Platt in the Blow.
Il Bailo completes Kent Opera's
Monteverdi cycle edited by the conductor Roger Norrington. Platt's
Magic Flute returns to the repertoire
with the same cast as their Spring
tour and Sadler's Wells season. It
includes
Peter
Jeffes,
Meryl
Drower, Alan Watt, Colin lveson
and Marianne Blok. Verdi's Falstaff
completes the billing and is produced by Jonathan Miller. The cast
includes Thomas Hemsley, Enid
Hartle, Neil Mackie and Meryl
Drower. Further details: Kent Opera,
Pembles Cross, Egerton, Ashford,
Kent. 023 376 406/7.

Apologies
We apologise for the technical
difficulty that led to our October
Classical Index listing Dvorak Cello
Concertos and Masek Partitas, while
reviews of Foerster and Loeillet items
appeared unindexed. We also apologise for two Harmonia Mundi prices
in ' Deja Vu' ( Leonhardt sampler,
065-99795 and Christmás music,
065-99809) being quoted as £ 5.50
when both should be £ 2.50. Brain
strain strikes again! Records ED

accept all manner of atrocious sound for the
sake of an effectively idiosyncratic recording. In
the classical field Iam much less addicted to old
recordings for, except on very rare occasions,
there have been few performances of standard
works that cannot be matched in most ways by a
modern reading. Not in flavour or character, of
course. The likes of Beecham and Toscanini are
no longer around and nobody today is producing records that you can pick out with ahundred
per cent certainty that they are theirs alone.
More random thoughts prompted by abatch of
'historicals' from World Records. For their reissues of Annette Hanshaw Igo down on my
bended knees in gratitude. Iam not so sure
when Icome to Furtwângler's Eroica (
World
Records SH375®) that Iwant to live with it.
After all, we have Klemperer in a good fairly
modern recording who conducts and produces
aspecial sound as if he were Beethoven himself.
If not a 'must have', then at least a ' must hear'.
Likewise with Cantelli conducting the Franck
Symphony ( World Records SH376@); or Ljuba
Welitsch singing Brahms, Schubert and Marx
(World Records SH373 ). These must be
heard and maybe then you will decide whether
they are recovered treasure, or whether a
modern recording is more worthy. It is difficult
to imagine, of course, that what we consider
new recordings will ever be old fashioned. With
a really stunning experience to enjoy this
month—namely
James
Levine
and
the
Philadelphia Orchestra and ashattering Mahler
9th—Iam thoughtlessly confident of the present and its future. It is hard to imagine such an
experience going out of date; but then Ithought,
not so long ago, that Iwould never want to hear
anyone but Bruno Walter perform this work.
111

Listen to our furniture
aCollection of cabinets in beautiful oak
Your hi-fi may bring sweet music
to your ears but is it just as easy
on the eye?
If you appreciate agood hi-fi
sound, the chances are that you
also value some of the other good
things in life. Fine furniture, for
example.
Now Old Charm, makers for over
50 years of handsome
reproduction furniture in oak,
allow you to enjoy it all, with a
purpose-made range of cabinets to
house your hi-fi equipment. Every
piece is meticulously styled,
skilfully crafted and hand
finished to the standards you
expect from the very best quality
furniture.
If you'd like to know more, we'd
like to send you our fullyillustrated colour brochure as
soon as possible. It gives you all
the details you need. Simply send
us the coupon today to receive
your free copy.
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To: Wood Bros Furniture (U.K. Sales) Ltd
Reference C D
London Road, Ware, Herts.
Tel: Ware 3147-8
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Please send me your free colour brochure,
the Old Charm hi-fi Collection.
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.about digital curiosities and
the facts of life

either marginal or atrocious, depending on your
taste? The disc medium is a murky window to
the master tape, and bad tracking or tracing
cannot help but frost it over.
Ihope Ineed not comment on the suggestion
that 90 kHz sampling be tried, save to say that
the necessary hardware would be prohibitively
expensive, as we are already pushing readily
available technology with current standards.
May Ialso suggest that there is no better cure
for excessive subjectivism than making some of
your own live recordings ( along the lines suggested in your Creative Recording Supplement),
and that an excellent treatment for iconoclasm is
to learn some of the mathematical and electronic
facts of life. Fortunately, these develop logically,
and for the most part do not require the special
insights of youth for their understanding.
Yours faithfully

From: E. A. Kendall, 40 Harewood Road,
I
sleworth, Middlesex
Dear Sir. Despite his liberal use of qualification,
there are several points in Paul Messenger's item
on ' Digits, bandwidths etc' in his September
column with which Imust take issue.
Firstly, whether we like or not we have all
been listening to reproduced music àla Fourier
for the last thirty years at least—probably longer.
The mathematical methods developed by
Laplace and Fourier are essential tools of the
electronic engineer's trade, and it is virtually
impossible to design an amplifier without their
express or implied use.
Secondly, the latest experiments by the premier platter- purveying Picts are certainly interesting, but what do they show? What does it
matter if aSondek/Asak/lttok combination produces lots of high- frequency output from analogue discs, but not from digitally- mastered
ones? To claim that an analogue disc which
exhibits aspectrum extending into the RF band
when thus played therefore has some advantage
over a neatly band- limited digital issue which
itself extends above human hearing, is silly—the
more so if the analogue disc is mastered via tape,
as very few studio tape recorders are intended to
reproduce signals above 20-25 kHz. ( Come to
that, most studio microphones look pretty sick
up in that region!)
This being so, anything else must be distortion, however caused. Provided that our player
system can filter this out mechanically, or that
the following amplifier can handle it safely until
filters can remove it, we are safe. The cause of
this distortion, although an academic point, is
quite an interesting avenue for enquiry. My own
guess is that the distortion products inherent in
analogue tape are themselves distorted by the
cutter head ( in addition to the wanted signal, of
course). This may account for the highish
frequencies and level of the spuriae. Mind you,
30 dB down is only 3% distortion—not remarkably high for a disc- plus- tape chain at
these frequencies, and how well does the Asak
track up there? Admittedly, the rubbish disappears on digital recordings, but mistracking of
the distorted HF signals is quite likely.
In any case, the presence of frequencies
above audibility is irrelevant to music
reproduction—even assuming that these chimeral components actually convey any information. We should never hear them, even in the
concert hall ( and certainly not at the Marquee or
the Hammersmith Odeon), so why bother? All
we need to do is to ensure that th& supersonic
rubbish causes no audible intermodulation or
overload effects. Here, there may be some room
for improvement, not least in cartridge design.
What the hell use is a pickup apparently designed to be flat to umpteen kHz and beyond at
the expense of audible tracking ability which is
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

.about the Meyer image
From: Ted Meyer, 244 Seminole Drive,
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 USA
Dear Sir, Ipromise ( but don't count on it!) that
this will be my last letter to your esteemed
magazine, but Ifeel Imust put to rest the
fallacious notion held by most of your loyal ( and
legion) readers that Ted Meyer is a millionaire
who gets a vicarious thrill in spending his
millions buying audio equipment, constantly
replacing last year's gear with the next year's
mouth-watering SOTA new products! Nothing
could be further from the truth, as Ted Meyer is a
typical middle-class ( in the economic sense
only ) lover of music who constantly pursues
the finest in home audio—and, in most cases,
getting into debt attaining it.
Ican think of only one instance when Ipayed
for all my new gear at one time, and that was in
the early days of stereo when Ibreathlessly
carted home my legendary ( at that time!)
Marantz 8B amp and 7 preamp—in those good
old days the 8B cost only $ 250 and was ( still is)
a classic. And my ( also legendary) Fairchild—
long before you folks could produce anything
better than the 30Ib. Garrard automatic turntable with the clever shovel in the rear that
pushed the precious LPs onto the turntable ( sic)
like aton of bricks. And, don't faint, Iattached
to my Fairchild 412A the first SME ('world's
greatest pickup arm') with the first Shure V15
pickup.
In all the subsequent years Ihave traded in my
equipment for better items only when there was
an audible improvement in the reproduction—
.
and was forever paying off in instalments the
horrendous bills run up with countless trade-ins
to keep on getting closer to the ' real' thing in
my listening- home concert- hall. So, instead of
being a ' Rockefeller' like most of you assume
(why do the British have apenchant for always
being wrong?) Ted Meyer is just an average
income person with rich tastes—but a musiclover with impeccable taste, and class. So, may I
burst another British fallacy without giving you
tight- little- islanders yet another inferiority complex. Sorry chaps! Buy American audio products
and do yourself afavour; one of these days you
will thank me for doing so. Cheerio.
Yours faithfully
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.about sound archives and oral
history
From: Joe Pengelly, 36
Mannamead, Plymouth

Thorn

Park,

Dear Sir, The British Institute of Recorded
Sound, as pointed out by its Director Dr.

Anthony King in your October issue, is of course
the National Sound Archive for which Douglas
Brown saw an apparently unfulfilled need. But,
while acknowledging the sterling work of the
BI RS, could it not perhaps spread the load and
its problems of collection and storage by enlisting the aid of County Librarians, who are
becoming increasingly aware of the value of
Oral History?
They might very well act as agents to unearth
and collate sound recordings in their area which
would otherwise go unknown and at worst be
destroyed. By a process of selection, librarians
could retain for their own archive material that
might very well be of significance locally, if not
of revelance in a larger context. What today is
regarded as trivial could very well be atreasure
house for historians of the future. The 15th
Century Paston Letters and Henry Mayhew's
19th Century account of the London workpeople and poor are valuable because they
recorded what at the time was thought to be
inconsequential.
Perhaps the greatest service the BIRS could
render would be to upgrade the standard of
most oral historians at least to the level of the
dedicated amateur archaeologist, who records
his work with both accuracy and precision.
Most amateur oral historians that Ihave met—
and many professional ones for that matter—
seem to be content to use the tape recorder
merely as an amanuensis, disregarding for the
most part the manner of saying, the way the
questions are put and answered, together with a
whole dimension that is missing from the written account. To underline the point, the
Watergate tapes reveal something very much
more than the written transcript.
s Bismark
remarked on first hearing ademonstr tion of the
phonograph 'it could be adangerous thing for
diplomats as they would be forced to tell the
truth'.
What is needed now to complement the
invaluable collection of archive sound material
gathered by the BIRS is for some academic
recognition and use to be made of the 'sound' of
history.
Yours faithfully

Gramophile from previous page

St. Louis
The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
began
its
100th
season
in
September. The second oldest symphony orchestra in America, it was
formed in 1880 by ayoung German
organist named Joseph Otter and
gave its first formal concert in March
of that year—a performance of
Handel's Dettingen Te Deum. The
orchestra's musical directors over
the years have included Alfred
Ernst, Max Zach, Rudolph Ganz,
George Szell, Viadimir Golshmann,
Edouard Van Remoortel, Eleazor de
Carvalho, Walter Susskind and
Jerzy Semkav—quite a motley
crew! It's present director Leonard
Slatkin is one of the few Americanborn musicians to have achieved
that status. The orchestra now comprises over 100 members and gives
concerts throughout the year.
To celebrate the anniversary the
orchestra is giving several premières
including the first American performances of Symanowski's King
Roger and the world première of a
new work by Witold Lutoslawski.
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THERE'S NOT ENOUGH ROOM
IN BROADCASTING HOUSE FOR ALL OF US
We have two alternatives:
Listen to the music received
and decoded by a
conventional FM tuner.
Or listen to the music received
by aTrio FM Tuner with
Pulse Count Detector (PCD)
KT 80 slimline PCD tuner with LED signal strength indicators

Why you should choose Trio PCD
PCD is adigital method of decoding an FM signal in such away that
the output has two distinct and unique characteristics: it is linear
throughout the audible spectrum ( unlike conventional FM detectors
which utilise the amplitude of the FM wave) and in its reception it
ignores 'noise
The result: immaculate clarity. Probably better than you'd actually
hear in Sound Studio No.1 in Portland Place.

Pulse count detector curve
/

Conventional detector curve
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Bach organ vol 5 from Hurford
Berio's magically virtuosic Berio
Digital Boito/Verdi spectacular
Haitink's Debussy Nocturnes & others
Massenet: a Notre-Damic Clown
Boskovsky's lively Mozart Divertimenti
Double- starred Kondrashin Scheherazade
Marriner's complete Rossini overtures
Barenboim/F-D Schubert Winterreise
Stockhausen: a technical challenge
Alleluias & Offertories of the Gauls
Consort of Musicke's Amorous Dialogues
Ceremonial Music for Organ
Karajan in Paris: French concert
The Mannheim School: early classical
Recorder Concertos: Petri/ASM
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RECORD PRICES (
EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; DG; CBS; RCA)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: Full £5.00, ' Mid' £ 3.50, ' Low' £2.00). Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, AS D, EM D. CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG. DSLO, HEAD; 9500; 2530, 2531, 2533; 35/72/73/76000; RL
MID PRICE
ESC). SXLP, HOS/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SOD, GOS, ZK, SOL: 9502; 2542; 61000; RL
LOW PRICE
SPA, DPA(2), ECS, OLS, TVS; 6570, 6833; 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000; GL
J. S. BACH: The complete cantatas Vol. 25
'Was Gott tut, das ist wohlgetan' ( II) BWV99
'Was Gott tut, das ist wohlgetan' ( Ill) BWV100
'Nimm von uns, Herr, du treuer Gott' BWV101
'Herr, deine Augen sehen nach dom Glauben'
BWV102
Essvvood ( alt) I Equiluz ( ten) I Huttenlocher, van
Egmond ( bass) ( t00) / Treble soloists from Tützer and
Hannover Knabenchor I Tlilzer Knabenor, Concentus
musicus,
dir. Harnoncourt ( go,
lO I,
I02) /
Knabenchor Hannover I Collegium Vocale, Gent /
Leonhardt Consort ILeonhardt ( too)
Telefunken EX6.35443 (
2records) (£ 10.50) ( Decca)
A fanfare of ( Bach) trumpets is surely the order of the
day for this Silver Jubilee 25th volume of the cantatas,
and the very best of good wishes for the forthcoming
Golden Jubilee, which we should be celebrating in
1988! Inevitably, when attention is focused on the
interpretative work of two conductors— Harnoncourt
and Leonhardt— for such a protracted period and in
connection with so extensive arepertory, we become
perhaps unduly conscious of fine shadings of interpretation, and these have adangerous tendency to impair
atrue appreciation of all that has been achieved. For.
despite technical imperfections and idiosyncratic mannerisms, the fact remains that the level of achievement
has been outstandingly higher than anything attained
elsewhere, achievement both as stylistic understanding and as technical proficiency. In the latter respect
possibly only the DG Richter series can challenge
Telefunken, though otherwise DG's Bach is very much
aman of the 20th century.
The burden of the series has up till now been fairly
divided between Leonhardt and Harnoncourt— even
though in this latest volume Harnoncourt has—so to

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.

PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices now
available on records, some of the major companies are
abolishing aretail price structure. We will continue to
quote ' retail' prices where supplied to us, but would
otherwise refer readers to the box above, which relates
price to label prefixes

speak—been given the lion's share. By an odd quirk of
fate Vol. 25 allows us to compare the two conductors
and their respective forces in a unique way, for Bach
chose to open BWV 100 ( directed by Leonhardt)
with the same chorus that he used for BWV 99
(Harnoncourt). BWV 100 is the later of the two works,
practically the last cantata he produced, in fact. In reusing the first movement of BWV 99, Bach took the
opportunity to modernise its orchestration alittle— not
altogether successfully, perhaps, as the added horns
obtrude, and break theflow of the original string and oboe
lines. Apart from this, though, the movements are
identical. A comparison of the two performances
reveals Harnoncourt moving, as we have recently
observed, in the direction of disjunct articulation, in
which each small figure and even each note has a
dynamic rise and fall of its own; this is particularly
evident in the choral articulation of the A.T.B. parts
which accompany the slowly- moving treble chorale
melody. Leonhardt articulates the lines clearly but less
disjointedly: the phrases have a broader and more
satisfying shape to them, aresult that is to some extent
achieved by adistinctly brisker ( and one would have
thought more appropriate) tempo. Which of the two is
stylistically correct is amatter for dispute—for when all
is said and done there are no contemporary performance manuals that have any direct relevance to string or
wind techniques of Bach's day. Certainly there are all
the autograph scores and sets of parts, many of which
are carefully barred and phrased by Bach himself. But
as to the placing of such articulation indications
within broader phrase patterns, and as to the degree to
which notes should be shortened by the various
articulation signs, there is nothing to guide us. In the
final analysis, then, one can only work on hunches, and
grasp at incidental clues upon which to build such

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by:
» ( monophonic)
M ( stereo transcription)
0 (quadraphonic: stereo compatible)
refers to a UK reissue

Compatible

® records

are reviewed as ' stereo'.

Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.
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hunches. For my money Iwould argue for broader
phrase spans than Harnoncourt is now achieving if for
no other reason than this, that we are after all dealing
with an essentially vocal art ( for all its ' instrumental'
virtuosity), an art which surely demands, if it is to be
intelligible, an appropriately declaimed text in which
syllables are treated, not as independent units, but subunits of words, and words as sub- units of phrases and
sentences.
But it would be churlish on this happy occasion to
end on so querulous a note. There is here some
remarkably fine music, beautifully recorded, and supplied not only with the most up-to-date full scores, but
also with an admirable essay by Dr Blankenburg on the
place of the chorale in the cantatas. BWV 101 and 102
are also available on DG Archiv 2722 028 (
HFNIRR
Nov. '78 A/B: 1/2), while 101 was on Decca SXL
6392—most musically, if romantically, directed by
Ansermet. [
A*: 1/2]
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: The complete organ works. Vol. 5
Peter Hurford ( orgl
Decca 02071:13 (
3 records) ( mid price)
Peter Hurford makes another outstanding contribution
to Bach recordings with this issue, containing a
mixture of ' free' and chorale- based works, including
the eight 'short' preludes and fugues. Peter Williams'
notes ( which condense much scholarship into afew,
almost throw- away lines) remind us that these are
probably not by JSB, and that even the celebrated
toccata may not be, either. The booklet includes
specifications for the organs, by Rieger ( 1978) in
Ratzeburg Cathedral and by Casavant in Our Lady of
Sorrows, Toronto. If you smell a send-up in the
footnote about astop ( actually labelled Rauschwerk)
which opens a drinks drawer, then see ' ISO
Information' Vol. 19, in which one photo shows the
bottom left of the console. No doubt the player soon
acquires a Liszt to Port?
Perhaps the best single example of Hurford's powers
of communication is the fact that he manages to get the
old warhorse BWV 565 back on its feet and practically
prancing. He is refreshing even while inviting
controversy—how many players would have added the
Spanish trumpet at the opening of BWV 532? Hardly
Bach himself, if only for lack of opportunity.
Nevertheless it works niusically, at least for me, noting
that the stop is not bucolically obtrusive, but gives an
impression . of a powerful short- resonator reed.
Hurford's appeal is to the sensibilities as much as to the
mind, and Ifind it compelling.
The recording has that unmistakable, familiar Argo
quality, synonymous with very good in all important
respects. Like its predecessors, this volume is highly
recommended. [
A: 1*]
Trevor Attewell

BEETHOVEN: String Quartet 13 in BP, Op. 130
Grosse Fugo, Op. 133
Talich Quartet
Calliope CAL1637 (
f550) ( Harmon la Mundi)
BEETHOVEN: String Quartets 12-16
Talich Quartet
Caliope CALI 637/40 (
four records) (£ 18.00)
(Harmonia Mundi)
The inner movements of Op. 130 come off well, but the
Cavatina is disappointingly bland. The Grosse luge is
cut before the slighter finale here: the Czechs make
little of the opening material and their allegro for the
main fugue is very fast. Disconcerting for anyone who

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A
D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H ( or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B: 1*, A*: 2 or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*. (;) HiFi News & Record Review.
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ame to this music through KlemPerer's Philharmonia
Wings version. Altogether the LaSalle Quartet is to be
preferred—much better recorded, and they make
the echo effects in the ' tied' notes just before the fugue
subject. It sounds as though the Calliope involved very
close individual balances then fed through an artificial
echo; the quality is muzzy and my copy had deep stags
in the left channel,

movement of No, 4: here castanets are introduced
( played by Tristan Fry) and the rhythm is overwhelming. Boccherini was Spanish by adoption, and certainly
absorbed Spanish rhythms. This is awholly delightful
recital of pure musical enjoyment.
Ihave heard better string- tone from Philips than we
get here; there is a trace of acid to the upper strings
when the tone is pushed, though the attribution of that

The late quartets (together here, but previously
separate: HFNIRR June, Aug) come in one of the
dullest boxes of all time. It would be prudent to start by
sampling Op. 132 first, in view of the technical quality,
'I'
low contrasts in the performances.
and
[C: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig

is not easy: not from St. Martin's, surely? This, however,
is all the criticism Iwould offer. The instrumentalists are
nicely grouped, instead of being strung out across the
stage as such ensembles often are. This is music for
relaxation and first-class of its kind. [A:
1] Turner
Peter

BERIO: Coro
Cologne Radio Choir & SO IBerio
DG 2531 270
Made of 31 sections played without breaks, this
complex piece combines folk poems ( usually set for
solo voice placed next to an instrument of similar
timbre) with settings of fragments of poems by the
Chilean Pablo Neruda. The musical style grows by the
same germinal routes as folk music (though it does not
use folk music directly, nor does it sound 'folksy') and
the result is bewilderingly complex. Where others
might flounder when faced with such aprospect. Berio
flourishes in such complexity and produces atour- deforce of magical virtuosity. As in other works (
eg,
Sinfonia 1968-69) the effect is mesmerising, and
whether the sounds are hauntingly beautiful or glaringly painful ( as some of the Neruda settings—
appropriately—are) one's attention is transfixed and
the mind and the emotions are amazed. The recording
copes with the textural complexities without strain or
congestion and Bono elicits committed and secure
', performances from his German forces. [A*: 1*1
• • i_
Benedict Slumber
'BERLIOZ: Romeo and Juliat—dramatic symphony
after Shakespeare's tragedy, words by Emile
Deschamps.

the expression of the movement as awhole lies not so
much in the piano part as with the full-throated winds.
Polhill's reading could not be faulted in terms of
technique, or of taste—and he listens, as achambermusician—but . set against Weissenberg's D - minor
(sadly, an EMI deletion) it seems to me rather to avoid
the issues. DG produce clear piano tone, but the
orchestral climaxes sounded compressed and lacking
in range. The pressing submitted gave a see- saw
rumble. [A/B: 1]
Christopher BrOUnig

BOITO: Prologue to ' Meffistofele* / VERDI: Te
Deum
'John Cheek ( bass) IAtlanta SO & Chorus IShaw

BRAHMS: Piano Quartets 1-3
Beaux Arts Trio IWalter Trampler ( via)
Philips 6747068 ( 3records) ( full price) ( Import Music)
BRAHMS: Complete Chamber Music
various artists
Philips 6768 146 ( 15 records) (special price)
With the touching Poco Adag ioof

the A- major, or the

Totem DC-10045 (£ 8•80) ( Unicorn)

Alla Zingarese presto finale to the G - minor in mind, it is

The choice of Verdi's Te Deum and the Prologue hi:I'm
Boito's Mefistofele for aSoundsteam digital recording
is avery good one, for they offer avery wide range of
dynamics and timbre ( including solo voice, double
chorus, organ, childrens' chorus, off-stage brass and
full orchestra in the Boito). As arecording the venture is
asuccess, for the dynamic range is stunningly powerful
and the timbrai quality is extraordinarily fine (only the
bass seems to lack somewhat in firmness, but not in
power or extension). John Cheek has avery strong, rich
bass voice and what ( little) he lacks in verbal finesse
he makes up in vitality and freshness. The Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra and Chorus give fine performances of both works under the firmly- focused direction
of Robert Shaw. To make comparions with other
recordings is futile—as a demonstration of current
possibilities this record is splendid. Musically, too, it is
very pleasing. [A*: 1*]
Benedict Bernaker

hard to understand the seeming apathy towards
Brahms' three piano quartets. The 1973 Beaux Arts set
is new here: the piano is rather forward, not unduly so,
and Pressler is a fine Brahmsian, with a breadth of
manner at whatever tempo. As the strings are much
better recorded than the Guarneri Quartet ( RCA), I
would sacrifice the authoritative clarity of Rubinstein's
playing in favour of these IMS imports.
The three discs are also part of the Philips package
( discounting at around £ 34) which dates from 1966 to
1979-80: recordings with George Pieterson of the
clarinet sonatas and trio ( Beaux Arts). To be treasured
for the restored Berlin Philharmonic records of the
clarinet quintet, piano quintet ( Haas), string quintets
and sextets, the album also has the piano trios ( Beaux
Arts), string quartets ( Italiano), and violin sonatas
( Grumiaux). The one 'dubious' item, an undated
Mercury coupling of the cello sonatas ( Starker/Sebok),
proved to contain one of the best versions of the F-

BONONCI N I: CANTATE PASTORALI
Misero Pastorello
Ecco, Dorinda, il giorno 0
Care Luci del mio ben t: Siedi Amarilli

major I had ever heard, and the horn trio—much
criticised for balance, and for the hornist's tone
prod uc ti o n—with Grumiaux etc Ifound delightfu ltoo.

Minton IAraiza IBastin IParisOrchestra and Chorus I
Barenboim

Rene Jacobs (c- ten) ISigiswald Kuifken & Lucy van
Dad l ( vIns)1 Robert Kohnen (hpd)

A high standard of pressing and recording: much
preferred to the DG equivalent, with Amadeus perfor-

DG 2707 115 ( 2 records) ( full price)

DG 'Archie 2533 450

mances predominating. The viola alternatives to Op.

This issue joins versions by Davis, Maazel, Ozawa and
Lombard to make the fifth complete Romeo & Juliet,

During the 18th Century, when fierce rivalry existed
between Handel and Bononcini, the notable wit John

120:1/2 are omitted, but Pieterson's disc with H.
Menuhin should be separated as amatter of urgency 1

and is also the fifth recording of amajor Berlioz work by

Byrom

[
A: 1]

the Orchestre de Paris under Barenboim, ateam whose
approach to the composer has attracted much

Tweedle-dum and Tweedle-deer In the light of the
striking similarity between these composers it seems

BRUCKNER: Symphony 6 in A

favourable comment. Having said that, my initial feeling about this R & J was that while the performance is

strange that Bononcini's music should have remained
neglected while Handel's flourishes on an unprece-

BP° IKarajan
DO 2531 295

f
requently
very beautiful , it ispresented
so metimesbut
a little
cool
an
d careful—meticulously
a trifle
staight-laced, as with Barenboim's otherwise excellent
Damnation of Faust.
However, the sense of unemotional restraint gradually recedes'as the work progresses. Although Yvonne
Mi nton's strophic song lacks the heart- ren ding manner
appropriate to Berlioz's passionate eulogy of divine
first- love, and Francisco Araiza's Mercutio is more
assertive than nimble, Barenboim's handling of the

dented
totally

Capulets' drive,
Fete almost
the superb
Davis
version in
rhythmic
while rivals
his Love
Scene has
aspendidly
committed intensity. The Queen Mab scherzo has a
nice balance of tinsel glitter and dreamy mystery.
Juliet's funeral chorus is paced with an effective
dignity, and the Tomb Scene is suitably dramatic—
although nothing can quite ma tch Ozawa and the
Boston orchestra in this extraordinary passage. Then,
aided by a finely characterised Friar Lawrence (Jules
Bastin) and some superbly balanced choral singing,
Barenboim achieves a commandingly impressive and
moving transition from factional hatred to brotherly
love during the finale.
All this is helped by a spacious, full-bodied and
sensibly distanced recording of wide dynamic range. I
had afew doubts concerning momentary roughness in
two concerted string passages; but, as with the performance, . a line drawn between peaks and troughs
settled to an average of 'very good'. The Davis remains
my overall favourite, but this is an excellent alternative.
[A: 1]
John Crabbe
' BOCCHERINI: Guitar Quintets Nos. 4, 5, and 6
ASM Chamber Ensemble IP. Romero
Philips 9500 621
Boccherini wrote six guitar quintets, of which we get

claimed

that

the

difference

was

'
Twixt

Christopher Breunig

scale. This particularly
neglect of when
Bononcini's
music
is
unjustified,
Professor
Dent
Karajan has not, I think, previously recorded this
has credited Bononcini with having originated the
symphony—which was once a rarity but is now well
'
Handelian' style while Winton Dean in his treatise
represented in the catalogue, with eight versions to
Handel and the Opera Seria points out that Handel's
choose from. Despite the fact that first impressions can
fame over two centuries was maintained by the so- . be dang erous, let me say that Karajan's performance
called ' Largo' (' Ombra mai fu' from Serse) , whose
strikes me as being the best of them all. The finale,
musical germ grew from acomposition by Bononcini.
which has proved the undoing of many until then
Despite the similarity of style between the two
excellent performances ,here maintains coherence detempi
by comparison
with almost
allvery
his
composers there are some interesting stylistic difp ite its many
changes
of mood; Karajan
chooses

ferences . Handel
would
ear passions
with arias
expressive
of the rage
of delight
tyrants the
or the
of
heroes, while Bononcini excels in the tonal painting of
delicate pastoral scenes. In this context the four
cantatas here presented provide fine examples of the
composer's most expressive pastoral style. Taken from
a collection entitled Cantate eDuetti which Bononc ini
published in London in 1721 with a dedication to
George I, these pieces rank alongside the most celebrated compositions of the genre to be found either in
Handel or elsewhere.
René Jacobs sings with a clear, fine counter- tenor
voice. His interpretations are scholarly and expressive
with tempi and dynamics intuitively chosen. The accompaniments provided by original instruments have a
rich tonal quality entirely appropriate to the period. The
soloists play with assurance and exquisite tone. My
one reservation concerns the slightly over- accentuated
phrasing which, for some unknown reason, appears to
have become the accepted norm in most performances
which strive for originality.
The recording is quite admirable but the voice seems,
perhaps, just a trifle close at times. Texts and translations are provided.
All in all, amost enjoyable record which will appeal

spite
competitors, and justifies his choice. He does take the
Scherzo faster than anyone else—impressive in its way,
but Bruckner expressly warned against an overfast
tempo; that is Karajan's one miscalculation, it seems to
me The first movement hag majesty in plenty. though
there is no lingering and no portentousness. And the
Adagio, broader here than under anyone apart from
Solti, is rapt, glowing. The Berlin Philharmonic play
superbly, with a precision and delicacy that do not
.
exclude
warmth and abundant power when approP •
Bruckner's
which isaonly
hintedand
at in
a perforh Sixth
is though
starkness
austerity
in
mance which flows as easefully, beautifully as this. The
recording is very fine, full- toned and carefully balanced, though clarity of detail sometimes sounds unnaturally achieved, and pianissimos are sometimes too
soft. Nevertheless a clear overall [
A: 1].
Peter Branscombe

CH ERU BI
NI: Requiem in d
Chorale du Brassus IChoeurs de la Suisse Romande I
Pro Arte de Lausanne IOSR IStein
Dacca SXDL 7518 digital
Of Cherubini's two settings of the Requiem, the one in
C-minor of 1816, fix' mixed voices, is probably the more
generally familiar. The D- minor setting, which dates
from 1836, uses three-part male- voice chorus and
favours generally more sombre sonorities (
violins and
even violas do not appear until the Dies irae). It is a
powerful. noble work, and with it Cherubini joins the

to devotees of baroque music. [A: 1]
Victor McAloon
the last three here. They might perhaps be described as
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1 in d, Op. 15
quintets with guitar, since the ' solo' instrument is not
Maurizio Pollini (
pno) IVP0 IBern
displayed in virtuoso fashion ( most of the tricky bits are
DG 2531 294
assigned to other instruments) but is always there as
part of the overall sound. Pepe Romero seems well
Pollini plays with cool objectivity, patrician artistry, but
select band of composers who achieved amasterpiece
pleased to perform with
it is Bôhm and the Vienna Philharmonic who catch at
while in the second half of their seventies. The new
. an
.ensemble in this way, and
I
i
twenty-six
years
since
the
orchestra
does so with unselfi
sh mus
.
recording by Horst Stein with Suisse Romande forces
None of these quintets is profound in the emotional .
is very fine, materially helped by the digital recording;
or intellectual way: they were written to divert, and that
recorded the concerto. Böhm conducting for
there is afeeling of great spaciousness and freedom of
they do admirably. There are some astonishing moBackhaus.) The swell and fade at the end of the adagio
ments, like the fandango which constitutes the fourth
has the unique sound of the Vienna Philharmonic, and •
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sound, from silence to shattering outbursts. In ordinary
circumstances one would enthuse over the very existence of this recorded performance. But circumstances
are not normal: Riccardo Mutis HMV recording of
1975, with the Ambrosien Singers and the New
Philharmonia, is still available. And in most respects it is
superior to Stein's performance: grander, broader,
more expressive. The opening of the Sanctus has a
chaste majesty in Mutis performance; Stein brings out
a Romantic warmth which by comparison fails to ring
true. Stein's choruses and orchestra are very fine— but
Muti's are even better. Only in respect of sound quality
is the Decca perhaps to be preferred, though the HMV
too is excellent. [
A*: 2]
Peter Branscombe
CHOPIN: The Complete Piano Works Vol. 14
Sonata 1 in c, Op. 4III Mazurkas in 13 & G. & a,
Op. 68/20 Nocturne in e, Op. 72/1 ' Polonaise in
13,, Op. 72/20 Contredanseu Waltzes in E & AP
D Rondo in C, Op. 73
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXL 6911
Idoubt whether even the most ardent of the ' neglected
masterpiece' brigade will ever find much to get excited
about in the 17- year- old Chopin's Op. 4 Sonata. By
subtle fluctuations of pace, by a sparing rubato,
Ashkenazy almost conceals the four-square phrase
scheme of the first movement; here, as so often in a
master's weaker music, one senses an artist 'making the
work sound better than it is'. The trouble is that Iam not
sure whether that maxim applies to this Sonata: I
remember a OEH Cherkassky performance last
November which made no attempt to remove the work
from the salon. The Minuet sparkled innocuously with
a breathtaking range of nuance, the notespinning
elsewhere was turned with delightful elegance—and
the result was captivating. 1must hasten to add that
Ashkenazy's playing throughout is never less than
masterly; perhaps my feeling of unease stems mainly
from what Ihear as an incompatibility between such
guileless naïveté and the highly developed intelligence
of its interpreter. Notwithstanding their opus numbers,
the other pieces were all composed within two years of
the Sonata ( Decca's hopscotching over the volume
numbers of Ashkenazy's Chopin puzzles me; if the
cycle is to be chronological, why do such early pieces
appear under the heading of Volume 14?), yet in these
smaller forms there are glimpses of the mature Chopin.
The Nocturne is especially rapt in Ashkenazy's hands,
while the two little Mazurkas ( Chopin's earliest) and
the spirited Rondo are played in fine bravura style.
Recordings are as clean and as full-blooded as previous instalments. [
A: 1/2]
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Scherzi 1-4
Nicola, Petrov ( pno)
CFP * Melodiya' 40333 (
f199)
There is abundant fire and technical brilliance in
Petrov's Chopin. The octaves and LH figuration at the
end of the Csharp minor are staggering, yet what 1miss
most acutely is a sense of delight in the music, a
willingness to relax. Iwas left breathless— not, I'm
afraid, with admiration—at the end of the B- minor, so
unremitting is the fast music. Tenderness of expression
seems not—as yet—second nature to this fiery
Russian. No less an artist of 'temperament', Richter
(UACL 10016, reviewed January) invests the opening
of the Emajor with an engaging lightness—it positively
trips off the keyboard—whereas Petrov sounds on edge,
tending to snatch at the phrases.
The recording, admittedly, is not kind. It reproduces
cleanly enough but is dry and woefully light on bass
response—there is simply no depth to the sound and
fortissimi strike me as having suffered at the mercy of a
limiter. A brief but instructive comparison between the
imaginations of Richter and Petrov occurs at the very
opening of the B- minor. Those two, superficially
unrelated, chords are played by Petrov as just that. With
Richter they are a fateful question- mark. [
D: 4]
Andrew Keener
DEBUSSY: Trois Nocturnes' Li Jeux—Poeme
danse
'Women's voices of the Collegium Musicum
Amstelodamense ( CM:
Kees
de
Wijs)
I
Concertgebouvv IHaitink
Philips 9500 674
Only last May, in my Debussy survey, Ilamented the
absence of a really recommendable, separately available Jeux. Here it is. More than almost any version I
have heard, Haitink has the true measure of the balletic
ebb and flow of this score. Overall, he takes well over a
minute longer than Maazel ( SXL 6904). and the
difference is readily apparent in such things as the
Dutch conductor's way with the doux et caressant
strings at Fig. 27. This, the first human contact of the
ballet ( the boy's shy, wheedling attempts at a kiss)
Ell- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

receives playing of the utmost delicacy; whereas
Maazel clothes the episode in sensuous colours,
Haitink reveals the encounter as the fragile, charmed
thing that it is. Rarely, too, has the subtle magic of the
closing pages ('something sinister in the darkening
shadows', as Debussy wrote) been so potently captured, with the final little pay-off shrug ( what are these
'games' but harmless flirtations?) crisp and perfectly
weighed. The only point of questionable balance lies
on the penultimate page where the opening theme
returns over a' murmurant' string figuration: Idoubt,
had I not known this accompaniment was there,
whether it would have registered ( neither, here, is
the Concertgebouw woodwind intonation above
reproach). Yet even as Iwrite, Iam aware of drawing
attention to minutiae. 1can give this Jeux no higher
praise than to say that its childlike quality, its humanity
and delicacy of feeling revive memories of Sabata's
famous post-war set—no coincidence, surely, for these
qualities, born of deep understanding of the human
condition, are reflected in the work of both artists.
Any new recording of the Nocturnes is unavoidably
compared with Abbado's DG account. Suffice it to say
that, while there is the occasional detail even more
magically remote on DG (
cg, strings before Fig. 2 of
Nuages), there is no lack of atmosphere in Haitink's
performance. He keeps Sirènes on the move ( which is
to be welcomed), and, far from being amisjudgement
of balance, the ladies' chorus is treated as an additional
instrumental timbre, often just perceptible through
the texture. The recording on both sides is rarely
beautiful—warm and faultlessly balanced with luminous detail ( every part of the chattering woodwind
writing in Fetes '
tells'). Try, for asample, the waltz at
Fig. 51 of Jeux, where the distance between tremolando strings, harp and woodwind is judged to
perfection. [
A*: 1* (
Jeux)/1 ( Nocturnes)]
Andrew Keener
DEBUSSY: Preludes, Book 1
Claudio Arrau (pno)
Philips 9500 676
Comparison between Arrau ( his first recorded
Debussy?) and Michelangeli's DG recording ( 2531
200, rev. 12/78) vividly exemplifies the two artists'
fundamental differences of personality. Whereas the
Italian's portrayal tends towards the abstract ( atmosphere is created uncompromisingly from the printed
directions, and the result is frequently of remarkable
purity in its avoidance of glamorous half-light), Arrau,
with his warm, suggestive tone, is the more evocatively
pictorial. This is not to say, of course, that Michelangeli
lacks colour: his miraculous control is nothing less than
astounding in the sudden chromatic surges of Le vent
sans la plaine. Yet, more than with anyone else,1 find
myself responding to the superlative pianistic refinement of Michelangeli's readings—something which, of
course, brings special insights and sensations of its
own.
The difference between Chilean and Italian is perhaps best exemplified in Des pas sur la neige. There is
no consolation whatever in Michelangeli's white, unpopulated landscape, revealed in the glint of amidday
sun. Arrau's snowscape, by contrast, is bathed in the
more tranquil, enveloping glow of moonlight; contours
are softer, the tone warmer. Some of Arrau's scene
painting is remarkably graphic- 1think in particular of
the gusty, clipped semiquaver at the end of each phrase
after bar 19 of Ce qu'a vu le vent d'ouest. La cathédrale
engloutie is especially rich and broad, with the third
pedal used to revealing effect in the dotted semibreve
chords before the change to four sharps—tliey sound
throughout with wonderful presence.
Those familiar with Arrau's artistic personality will
recognise the instances of angular, short- breathed
phrasing—the very opening of La danse de Puck, with
each staccato very short, strikes me as atrifle arch, even
awkward. Yet to draw disproportionate emphasis to it
is to overlook the wood for the trees in the context of so
much insight. The recording is rich and full of overtones, if a little wide. [ A: 11
Andrew Keener
DOMPIERRE: Piano Concerto • 7 Harmonica
Flash• '
'Edith Soivin-Béluse (pno) I • • Claude Garden ( harmonica) IMontreal SO IDutoit
DG 2531 265 (
mid price) ( Import Music)
The Canadian composer François Dompierre ( b. 1943)
is askilful musical craftsman who can turn his hand to
any style. Iwould guess that most of his work is done in
the Pop and film fields. These two works 'bridge the
gap' between the worlds of Pop and 'Serious' music.
Thus the concerto is a hybrid between the large
orchestra versus solo piano of the Romantics spiced
(rather too richly) with the addition of a jazz-rock
quartet ( guitar, electric bass, folk- violin, percussion).
All three movements alternate quick and slow pace ( to
evade boredom?). It's all 'easy listening', but very
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contrived: a belated American in Pans— without
Gershwin's talent for melody, texture or extended
argument. Harmonica Flash is better ( for being less
pretentious). It shows off the harmonica skills of
Claude Garden to good ( and pleasant) effect. The
performances are all good ( if atouch routine) and the
recording a thoroughly professional job. [
8: 2/3]
Benedict Sarnaker
ELGAR: Ecce Sacerdos Magnus
Psalm 48
Ave Verum / LISZT: Via Crucis
Choir of Leeds Parish Church I Lindley I Francis
Jackson ( org)
Abbey LPB 813 (
f499) ( Gamut)
Leeds has no choir- school, but is one of the few parish
churches to hold daily choral services. The choir is
large, and has reached avery high standard, especially
in the kind and era of music illustrated by this issue. If
you are adevotee of that period ( and Iconfess that Iam
not) you can acquire this record with the assurance of
enjoyment: it is excellent.
Liszt's Via Crucis is a setting of the Stations of the
Cross—aform of meditation upon the Passion, made as
the congregation process over a route marked by the
fourteen 'stations' or stopping- places. Liszt draws
upon the two hymns. Stabat mater and Vexilla Regis,
but also uses German texts ( all given with translation
on an insert) while some of the meditations are for
organ only. One should add aspecial commendation
for the quality of organ- playing throughout the service.
The work ends quietly with the burial of Jesus.
The Elgar pieces show the composer in his 'other'
role: his long association with the Catholic liturgy. All
are well-known and typical. This is avery fine recording: adequately resonant without confusion; completely free fom distortion on climaxes; detailed and
clear. In a word, one of Abbey's notably successful
best. [ A: 1]
Peter Turner
FERNEYHOUGH: Time and Motion Study II'
KESSLER: Piano Control" j Smog • "
•Werner Taube ( v/c) I •• Jürg Wyttenbach (pno) I
•••Vinko Globokar ( tbn) I Basler OrchesterGesellschaft IRSO I— Wyttenbach
Musicaphon BM 30 8L 1718 (
f4.85) ( TOL)
These three works (all include an electronic component) are complex. In Thomas Kessler's Smog
(1971) the electronic music is simple: 6taped recordings of motor car exhausts are sequentially switched on
and gradually 'asphyxiate' the trombone soloist and the
orchestra. Since their dialogue was barely working one
may feel this a just outcome—or a comment on
ecological waste. Either way, the piece works—even if
the 'communication' doesn't. In Piano Control (
1974),
the communication works at an intimate level: the
piano soloist also controls a small synthesizer. The
piano sounds are picked up by acontact microphone
and modified ( mostly by ring modulation and filtering)
electronically. The result is extremely fine—ample
range of colour and expression yet subtle control of
shape: too often drowned by the escalating complexity
of electronics. Brian Ferreyhough's Time and Motion
Study
(
1973-76), for singing cellist and live electronics, employs similar methods ( contact and acoustic
microphones, two taped time delays, six loudspeakers).
The result is very complex and exciting, but the shape
takes much more effort to find. The live performers in
these works are excellent and the presentation is
excellently documented, but recording leaves something to be desired. There is very evident tape hiss in the
Fèrneyhough and the quality of microphones and
synthesizer could be improved. [
B/C: 1*]
Benedict Sarnaker
FINZI: Concerto for Clarinet and String
Orchestra / STANFORD: Clarinet Concerto in a
Thee King ( clt) IPhilharmonia IFrancis
Hyperion A011001 (£ 3.39 till 31/12/80, then f4.99)
(Lugton's / Unicorn)
One meets, not infrequently, music whose neglect
seems astonishing once one gets to know it. Here are
two examples. We tend to remember Stanford for his
church music; but he wrote much else, and was the
teacher of Vaughan Williams, Hoist, Ireland and
Bridge, besides being a friend of Brahms, and a
distinguished exponent of his work. The shadow of
Brahms, indeed, occasionally falls across this concerto;
but in general it is entirely Stanford, entirely delightful,
and extremely well- written.
The Finzi work shows how complete was his mastery
of string- writing: there are exquisite passages for
divided strings, and the whole work is inventive,
beautifully- made, and hauntingly melodic. Why is it
performed so rarely?
The soloist here, very appropriately, is Thea King, the
widow of Frederick Thurston, whose teacher, Charles
Draper, gave the first performance of the Stanford
concerto, while Thurston gave that of the Finzi ( and
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Stuarda. E. Speiser ( sop.) H. L. Hirsch
(h'chord, organ) ( first recording)
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Hasse). Songs of the gondolieri from
the 16th century. A. M. Miranda ( sop),
C. Gaifa ( ten.) H. L. Hirsch ( h'chord)
EXEM 5003 £ 5•75 ( first recording)
MARTIN ( 1890-1974: Der Cornet.
"Die Weise von Liebe und Tod des
Cornets Christoph Rilke" MayerReinach ( alto), Martin ( cond.)
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concerto, Ballade for Trombone.
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Soundtrack. Composed and conducted
by Theodorakis. RCA T903 £5.75
CHAUSSON (1855-1899): Poème de
l'amour et de la mer, op, 19./Mélodies.
Gérard Souzay with Dalton Baldwin
(piano) and orchestra. 2C 069-16217
£5.75
Schubert (
1797-1828): Winterreise,
with Gérard Souzay ( bar) and Dalton
Baldwin ( piano) 2C 167-14137/8
£11-50
MADO ROBIN: Songs and arias. La
Flute Enchantée, Manon Lescaut, Les
filles de Cadix. Si tu le veux. 2C
061-12096 £4-50
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CLAUDIO MUZIO: Operatic recital.
Norma, Tosca, Bohème, Traviata, etc.
3C 053-00932 £3.99
DI STEFANO: Operatic recital.
Mignon, Turandot, Tosca, etc. 3C
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Werther, Don Pasquale, etc. 3C
053-00916 £ 3-99
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also played the Stanford under the direction of the
composer). Miss King is one of our greatest exponents
of the clarinet, and is obviously very much at home with
these two works. Neither is elaborately virtuosic, for
both rely upon more fundamental qualities of
musicianship, which Miss King is well qualified to
expound.
She is aided by the excellent balance achieved on
this fine recording, both by the engineers and by the
conductor, whose integration of the orchestral parts
and grasp of the whole structures is exceptional. All
these qualities create an issue of high attraction from
every point of view. [
A: 1/1*]
Peter Turner
FRANCK: Symphonic Variations for Piano and
Orchestra 0 Les Djinns for Piano and Orchestra
/GRIEG: Piano Concerto in a, Op. 18
Cristina Ortiz (pno) IPhilharmonia IAshkenazy
HMV ASD 3960 (£ 5.40)
The two Franck pieces here receive exemplary treatment: Cristina Ortiz is highly sensitive to the changing
nuances of the works and Askenazy's clear-sighted,
committed interpretation produces a special integration of the solo and orchestral parts; furthermore, the
Philharmonia play better than Ihave heard them play
before. The performance of the Grieg is not quite up to
the same standard but it is the best to have come my
way for some time—the soloist does not have the
weight to match the orchestra in some of the heavier
passages and a few rhythmic inaccuracies have not
been edited out, but the whole does have the feel of a
red-hot live performance. Fine solo playing from the
orchestra, especially noticeable at the opening of the
second movement, contributes to the overall impression of sincerely felt emotion, without a hint , of
sentimentality. The Franck pieces are more closely
recorded than the Grieg but all works are given aclear,
spacious sound. Slight plumpness indicates asmoothing out of the upper frequencies, although this is not
unpleasant. The finished review copy has some nasty
pressing noises on the Grieg, while the Franck has a
pristine surface. [A: 1*/1 ]
Doug Hammond
HOIST: The Planets
SNO I Gibson
Chandos ABRO 1010 digital (£5.99) ( Lugton's / H.
R. Taylor)
There are agood many things to enjoy here. The first
Chandos digital recording, for a start: of impressive
depth and sonority, fully exploiting Glasgow's Henry
Wood Hall and generally free from over- illumination of
the score's more novel colouration. There are one or
two momentary lapses: the harps are much too ' present' following the big climax in ' Saturn', and
'Neptunes" mysticism is somewhat negated by overprojection of the rippling sonorities in the harp and
celesta parts. Hardly sempre pp throughout as Hoist
instructs—and that applies to the whole movement
with the notable exception of the women's chorus,
which is most effectively distanced and magically
faded at the close. Imust say that Ididn't catch the
sweeping organ glissando at the climax of ' Uranus',
but the percussion in the movement ( xylophone and
bass drum have terrific kick)—indeed throughout—is
vividly caught ( so vivid that you can hear the sympathetic vibrations of the snare drummer's snares just
prior to his first entry!).
'Uranus' is probably Gibson's most successful
movement, though as a whole his reading displays
admirable sanity and control almost everywhere. ' Mars'
is solidly grounded and excitingly raw in the brass
department ( a few problems here when the brass are
playing flat- out--the acoustic tends to cloud the
rhythm slightly), 'Venus' is well- paced and warmly
phrased and ' Saturn' conveys well its grim foreboding.
'Mercury' really isn't airy enough (a spot of heavy
turbulence perhaps?) and 'Jupiter' tends to highlight
the weaknesses in the SNO strings; generally, they
don't underpin the overall sound with the kind of
weight one would ideally like to hear. Incidentally,
there's a glaring wrong- note ' hiccup' in the chord
immediately prior to the big tune in 'Jupiter' Surely
that should have been re- taken. It's going to irritate me
every time Iplay the disc.
All things considered, a very noteworthy performance in ahighly competitive field. I'd still be inclined
to go for Haitink or Boult ( the earlier recording, Ithink),
but it might be worth holding on for Simon Rattle's
forthcoming digital recording with the Philharmonia
before deciding. [
A/A*: 1/2] Edward Seckerson
SONGS OF HERBERT HOWELLS AND C. W.
ORR
Philip Langridge ( ten) I Bruce Ogston ( bar) I Eric
Parkin (pno)
Unicorn RHS 369 (£ 5-50)
This is the second issue to come my way this year of
songs by the Cotswold composer C. W. Orr, and Ihope
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that this means that long- overdue recognition is at
last arriving. Orr was not amajor composer, but he was
aconsiderable one: afine craftsman with asensublity
precise and delicate. Most of the songs here are
settings of Housman's 'A Shropshire Lad', whereas the
better-known composer Herbert Howells is represented by settings of a very different poet, Walter de la
Mare. We therefore get anice contrast both of musical
styles
and
emotional
temperature:
a happy
combination.
To my mind, the performances here are far more
sympathetic and well- judged than those of Graham
Trew ( Meridian E77031/2). Having two voices helps,
but that is . not the main point: here we get the deep
despair and nostalgia of Housman combined with a
more gentle melancholy which is far closer to the poet's
spirit—or so it seems to me. Ihave enjoyed this recital
immensely, and shall return to it often.
Fortunately, we also get afine recording: the voices
have no edgy resonances; the piano is nicely balanced
as well as excellently played; the dynamic fully covered: anatural- sounding, intelligible version, aided by
splendid diction. A full text included. [
A:1]
Peter Turner

JANACEK: From the House of the Dead
Soloists I Vienna State Opera Chorus I VP0 I
Mackerras
Decca D224D2 digital ( 2 records) ( full price)
From the House of the Dead must be one of the most
curious works in the entire operatic repertory. Based on
Dostoievsky's autobiographical novel of life in a
Siberian prison camp, Janacek's libretto consists of a
series of unrelated episodes, though for dramatic
purposes he has ' rounded out' what little action there is
by linking the arrival and flogging of the prison&
Petrovitch and his subsequent release with an apology
from the camp commandant, with a wounded eagle
being made sport of by some of the inmates and its
symbolic flight into freedom with which the opera
ends. There is no central character; instead, anumber of
characters appear from time to time then disappear
from the action.
In Act Il there is a ' play within a play' which gives
Janacek the chance to invent some of his most
infectious music. Indeed, the entire orchestral score is a
source of endless fascination, and the listener is
continuously being arrested by the variety and richness
of the writing. The vocal writing is possibly a more
acquired taste, being in the composer's last and most
highly developed manner, almost entirely parlando
with only occasional excursions into arioso. Women's
parts are very minor here. The digital recording has
great clarity but is a little close and hard.
In general, the performance stands well with
Mackerras' two previous Janacek opera recordings for
Decca, though there is ahigher quota of mid- European
vibratos than previously. The orchestral playing,
though, is magnificent, and Mackerras' understanding
of the idiom is now surely without equal. Students will
be interested to know that this version uses a previously overlooked score copied by Janacek's copyists
and corrected by himself that was completed on 20
June 1928, but further revised up till his death two
months later. Every attempt has been made here to
return to the composer's original intentions, which will
provide some surprises for those following from the
Universal Edition piano score. [A: 1/1*]
Kenneth Dommett

KROMMER: Oboe Concerto in F, Op. 37 CI
Clarinet Concerto in Et), op. 36
Jiri Mihule ( obo) IBohuslav Zahradnik ( clt) IPrague
CO I Vainar
EMI Electrola 1C 065-034290. ® (£ 5.75) ( Conifer)
The Clarinet Concerto has been around for along time
in one version or another, but the Oboe Concerto is
likely to be new to most of us. In style Krommer ( also
known as Kramer and Kramarz) stands somewhere
between the classicism of Haydn and Mozart and the
emergent romanticism of Weber. These qualities are
more noticeable in the basically 'serious' work for the
clarinet than in the more boisterous, and quite delightful, Oboe Concerto. The sound in both concertos is
very full and rather resonant, but the recording does
have an impact akin to that one might encounter in a
smallish hall. The two soloists are very competent and
give persuasive accounts of their respective works—
the clarinettist has rather more to do than his
colleague—and the Prague Chamber Orchestra plays
with considerable panache. The recording comes in a
•
series labelled Musica Prae-Classica, but as Krommer
lived between 1759 and 1831 any assumptions on that
score are likely to be misleading. A delightful record
that may open up wider interest in this composer's
orchestral music. [A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

LIGETI: Three Pieces for Two Pianos /
ZIMMERMANN: Perpektiyen D Monologues
for Two Pianos
Alfons and Aloys Kontarsky (pnos)
DG 2531 102
Individually and ( especially) together, the Kontarsky
brothers continue to put modern music in debt to their
skill and dedication. All the works on this record were
premièred by them— not abad reason for the combination, which anyway makes a good programme. The
triplet of pieces by Ligeti .( Monument, Self-portrait
with Reich and Riley, Movement) display an ever
increasing mastery and refinement of his unerring aural
imagination. Each piece grows and resolves its material
in beautiful balance of idea and form brilliantly
touched by humour and sharp contrast. Two pieces
make up Bernd Alois Zimmerrnan's Perspektiven. The
first explores ( but fails to exorcise) the spirit of Webern.
The second is more radical in treatment—an abrupt
confrontation of blocks and groups of sound.
Monologues (
1964) is areworking of an earlier piece
which used the piano duet with full orchestra. In this
piece Zimmermann incorporates as deliberately woven
quotations the work of many other composers ( Bach,
Beethoven, Mozart, Debussy, boogie-woogie, etc).
Sadly, subtlety does not ensure coherence and the
piece lacks stylistic substance. The recording is analytically clear but at times a little hard. The playing is,
wonderfully secure, but ( especially in the Ligeti) alittle
too cerebral—atouch of humour could do wonders for
these works. [
A/B: 1/2]
Benedict Sarnaker
LISZT: Songs for baritone
Hermann Prey ( bar) IAlexis Weissenberg (pno)
EMI Electrola 1C 065-30845 (£ 5-75) ( Conifer)
This record contains 16 songs by Liszt, not many of
which have been recorded elsewhere. Es muss ein
Wunderbares sein and Die Vâtergrult are included in
Robert Tear's 1976 record of Liszt and Chopin songs,
and some of the others have been recorded by
Margaret Price and Gérard Souzay, but on the whole
this disc is avaluable addition to the recordings of Liszt
songs, especially as Prey sings with great sensitivity
and also with dramatic power where this is needed; if
anything, he resembles Fischer- Dieskau in his now
deleted record of Liszt songs. Most of the songs are
given in their later versions, dating from 1860 or later;
this includes the firlal version of the three Petrarch
Sonnets. Apart from Die Vâtergruft, Die drei Zigeuner
and the second Petrarch Sonnet the songs are mainly
lyrical, and this suits Prey's reflective style, very well.
Alexis Weissenberg is an intelligent pianist and plays
with great sensitivity; the recording of both voice and
piano is full and round, and altogether this is awelcome
record. The sleeve note gives the German and Italian
texts of the songs, but no English translation. [ A: 1]
Humphrey Searle
MADERNA: Aura
Biogramma D Cluadrivium
North German RSO ISinopoli
DG 2531 272
The death of Bruno Maderna in 1973 deprived modern
music of one of its greatest talents. Less well known
than some of his peers ( because less prone to theorising and self- publicity) he had an exquisite ear and
control of shape. All the more welcome to any recording of his music. The longest piece here ( 36' 26") is also
the earliest: Ouadrivium (
1969), for four percussionists
and four orchestral groups. Not surprisingly, Maderna
uses his Venetian heritage to exploit the spatial dimension in this piece, which flows from quietness to
massive power. Aura (
1972) for orchestra is texturally
similar to its predecessor. It uses six string sections
across which brass fanfares slice their brazen way.
Biogramma (
1972) again uses numerous percussion
instruments, including a number with defined pitch
(celesta,* two harps and piano). Distinct breaks articulate an opulent span of sound. A lyrical cor anglais
solo is added and the whole echoes the sensually
saturated sound- world of Alban Berg. The orchestra
plays crisply under the sensitive direction of Giuseppe
Sinopoli ( himself acomposer of great distinction) in a
recording of the usual very high standard which DG so
regularly achieve. [A: I]
Benedict Sarnaker
MAHLER: Symphony 6
CSO /Abbado
De 2707 117 (
2 records) ( full price)
A couple of years ago London audiences were able to
hear Karajan and Abbado in Mahler's Sixth in quick
succession, as record collectors now can, thanks to DG.
Intervening, we have had the outstanding LSO/Levine
version and my allegiance to that RCA set remains,
even though this Chicago production presents a
wealth of orchestral detail previously unheard on discs.
Abbado's is a valuable addition; the playing is very
good, the reading refined, developed over the years—
one is made to think of the 'fantasy' aspects, the
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delicacy of the scoring and constructions. Whereas
RCA managed to open up the textures with some
discretion, DG opt for atotal restructuring of the sound
as it would have been heard in the hall. Of course, you
cannot magnify and fade away details of scoring
effectively unless—as here— the conductor's precise
requirements have been grasped by the players, and a
penalty of the approach is that the more massive
climaxes become compressed—other details loom out
of scale. If ultimately Levine satisfies the emotions
more, it is because his performance suggests not just
scrupulous attention to the printed page, but a
curiously inspired mastery of this symphony. [
A*/B:
1]
Christopher Breunig
MASSENET: ' Le Jongleur de Notre-Dame'
Vanzo IBastin IVen fo IRaffalli IFrémeau IDoumène
ICarey IMonte Carlo Opera Chorus & Orch IBoutry
EMI
Electrola 2C 167-16275/6
(
2 records)
(£11- 50) ( Conifer)
The story of the clown- become- monk who, finding he
has none of the deeper, more aesthetic things to offer to
God, does what he can by performing his tricks before
the altar; his offering is accepted with miraculous
results and he dies happily knowing that his own minor
art and his sincerity are just as worthwhile.
In this, one of his later operas, first performed at
Monte Carlo in 1902 ( and therefore aptly revived by
these forces), Massenet had wonderfully refined his
technique, with delicate orchestration and marvellous
writing for the woodwind. A complete feeling of
simplicity and sincerity is achieved and a texture
against which a splendid ( entirely French) cast are
heard to their best possible advantage. Alain Vanzo as
Jean the juggler gives a truly moving performance,
portraying both the innocence and sincerity of the
role—a part often played in the past by a soprano.
Jules Bastin as Brother Boniface adds meaning and
humour to his role, and Marc Vento is excellently
pompous yet holy as the Prior. The recording is clear,
well-balanced and separated, with the voices as clear
as could possibly be wished, without actually moving
into the exhibition class. This is a Massenet work that
was very well worth reviving. [
A: 1*]
Peter Gammond
MASSENET: ' Le Roi de Lahore'
Sutherland IMines I Touraneau IGhiaurov ILima I
Morris ILondon Voices INational Phil IBonynge
Deese D21003 digital ( 3 records) (full price)
Apropos my remarks concerning Le Jongleur de
Notre Dame—one could not find a more relevant
example of the opposite pole of Massenet's art than Le
Roi de Lahore. One of his first works, he may have
begun writing it as early as 1869. Already known as an
orchestral composer, he used the orchestra for magnificent effect, and even brought in the saxophone.
Needless to say, a distinguished operatic cast have a
ball with such rich vocal opportunities open to them. It
is French grand opera at its grandest. By comparison
with a later refined score like Le Jongleur, it is like a
battlefield. Hefty orchestral sound competes with hefty
voices and there is much conflict between voices and
background. Subtlety finds little place; it is all pitched
at the Aida sort of level. Within this exotic setting Joan
Sutherland, Sherrill Milnes, Ghiaurov and the rest act
and sing their hearts out to good effect and Bonynge
and his forces give them wholehearted backing. It is all
wholeheartedly done and Sutherland offers a poised
performance as Sità. At times the digital recording ( and
your equipment) have heavy demands put upon them;
at times separation seems but adistant ideal, and there
is considerable pre- echo. Another excellent sampling
of Massenet. but Massenet in his most demanding and
exotic mood. [A: 1]
Peter Gammond
MILHAUD: La Cheminee du Roi Rene op. 2050
Suite d'apres Corrette Op. 161b
Divertissement en Trois Parties Op. 299b
Pastorale Op.
147 D Two Sketches Op. 227b
Athena Ensemble
Chandos ABR 1012 (
C525) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
This record presents agroup of very pleasant pieces—
mostly reworkings of music written to accompany films
or plays—not the stuff of which the greatest works are
made, but great fun to play and very informative about
Milhaud when combined like this. La Cheminée du Roi
René (
1939) for Wind Quintet is a suite of seven
movements evoking ( in alight- hearted manner) love in
the Middle Ages. The material was originally written for
a sequence of Raymond Bernard films entitled
Cavalcade d'Amour. The Two Sketches (
1941) and the
Divertissement (
1958) are also for wind quintet. The
first is a reworking of orchestral material; the second
(despite its title, the weightiest work on this record) is
based on music written for Alain Resnais' film Gaugin.
The other two works on the record reduce the forces
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

used to atrio of oboe, clarinet and bassoon. The Suite
d'après Corrette (
1937) uses themes by the 18th
Century French composer Michel Corrette and was
first used to accompany Shakespeare plays. The tiny
gem of a piece called Pastorale (
1935) owes no
allegiance to functional music. The form is an extended
Prelude and Fugetta. The members of the Athena
Ensemble play this music with precision and relish.
Their refined sense of ensemble makes the sound
engineers' job an easier one—which in no way
diminishes this record, since amixed wind group is no
easy task to capture. Done this well, the record does
these minor works proud and extends both our
pleasure and our knowledge of this most prolific of
20th- Century composers. [
A:1 ] Benedict Samaker
MOZART: 'The Magic Flute' 0 Overture'
Soloists IChorus of the German Opera, Berlin IBP° I
Karajan I ' Berlin Staatsoper Orchestra ( 1938) ( 12 in.
45 rpm ®)
DG 2741 001 digital ( 3 records) ( full price)
This is the first digital recording of aMozart opera to be
released here, and though it is very good on the whole
it is difficult to concede that the claim that it offers
'exceptional brilliance and clarity of sound' is entirely
met. This is a luminous score and one would expect
plenty of detail, but several points of balance suggest
that digital opera does not automatically enhance the
'presence' or give the impression of live performance,
and imagination still has avery large part to play. How
great may be judged by comparison with Karajan's first
recording, a 1938 version of the overture, which is
presented, coupled with asimilar format of the present
account of the same item, on agive-away 12 in. 45 rpm
disc included in the set. The early mono version is still
very tolerable on the ear, though the performance itself
suggests that Karajan has in asense made greater and
more fundamental advances than the engineers in the
forty- odd years. The flashy speed of the 1938 record
has been replaced by amore reflective, more profound
consideration of the music that extends over the entire
performance and marks an advance even on his 1952
HMV recordihg. This new version comes close to those
of Klemperer and &Aim (
965 DG—still, on balance,
the preferred one). Böhm has the advantage of a
seasoned cast, but Karajan's largely unfamiliar one
acquits itself with considerable honour, having a
sensitive yet masculine Tamino in Francisco Araiza to
set off Mathis' attractive Pamina. José van Dam, the
Sarastro, and Anna Tomowa-Sintow's First Lady,
represent the only other well-known names, and it is
good to be able to welcome Karin Ott's secure and
dramatic account of the Queen of the Night, Gottfried
Hornik's restrained Papageno, and Heinz Kruse's agile
Monostatos. Welcome too is the trio of boys' voices
and the fact that the singers do their own dialogue,
though this is pretty well chopped about, as usual.
Taken all round this is an interesting and stimulating
performance to set beside the two mentioned above.
[A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphony 40 in g, K550 t Symphony
41 in C, K551 'Jupiter'
LSO /Abbado
DG 2531 273
There are currently about adozen separate recordings
of these two symphonies coupled as here, besides
several more immured in boxed sets. To offer anything
like aconsidered opinion of their varied claims to our
attention is clearly impossible especially when, like this
one, the playing and recording are of a standard of
general acceptability that is now nearly a commonplace. These is much to enjoy in both performances,
though as so often happens in these modern full
orchestral versions of the G- minor, one somehow
misses the tension and anguish which manifests itself
more frequently in performances by smaller ensembles.
Here one inevitably goes back to Britten's highly
personal yet electrifying account which puts in all the
repeats, though Marriner's version—admittedly not
new—in his set, reviewed last month, also has a lot
going for it. The Jupiter takes this 'modern' approach
better, perhaps because we are used to it through
Beethoven performances, and its essential majesty is
sometimes enhanced in performances such as
Abbado's. Given that the music is valid however you
present it, these are recommendable, well recorded and
without noticeable idiosyncracy . [
A: 1 ]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Divertimento 15 in B ,, K287
Divertimento 2 in 132, K137
Vienna Mozart Ensemble IBoskovsky
Decca ' Jubilee' J1190
It was a surprise to find that neither of these two
divertimenti had made their appearance in Boskovsky's
earlier series on Decca's full price label. Especially
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surprising in the case of K287, an enchanting and quite
large scale piece, full of delightful tunes, sentiment and
humour, and one which offers the leader particular
advantages for the display of tone and technique.
Needless to say, Boskovsky takes full advantage of the
opportunity to give a performance full of felicitous
moments; silky violin playing, crisp ensemble and lively
tempi all enhance the charms of this irresistible entertainment which must surely have delighted its
patroness, the Countess Lodron, when Mozart played
it to her on October 1st, 1777. The little Salzburg
'symphony' which provides the filler is also splendidly
done, and we now have the trio complete in the Vienna
Mozart Ensemble's series. The recording, in common
with most of the others, is rather resonant but well
balanced and full of life. [ A: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Serenade 10 in Be, K361
London Sinfonietta IAtherton
Argo ZRO 919
Like Barenboim's version on HMV this is based on the
New Mozart Edition which, for virtually the first time,
presents the score as Mozart wrote it. We also have to
revise our ideas about the date of composition, though
that is of no account when considering performance.
Atherton approaches the opening movement and the
Romanze fairly leisurely; the playing has a generous
breadth and achieves arichness not always matched in
rival recordings. The two Minuets are nicely contrasted, and the finale goes with great pace. Perhaps
the magical Adagio is a shade unyielding and the
interplay of the parts sometimes sounds alittle mechanical, but for the rest one may rest well content. For
those who Still advance the cause of the double
bassoon against the stringed bass, it is now clear that
Mozart intended the latter instrument in preference to
the lugubrious and uncertain sound of the wind
instrument. Recording is good, and produces afull, rich
spectrum, less detailed than in the recent Musicaphon
issue by the Czech Philharmonic players. That, however, is rather put in jeopardy by the arbitrariness of the
repeats. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Complete Wind Concertos
Soloists, VP0 IBohm
DO 2740 231 (
3 records) ( full price) part (;)
With the exception of the four Horn Concertos everything in this set has appeared before. The oldest are the
Clarinet and Bassoon concertos ( 1974), followed by
the Flute and Oboe ( 1975) and the remaining two in
1976. Günter Hergner, the horn soloist, shares with
several of his rivals asmooth, rather creamy tone which
he is permitted to expand by the steady tempi generally
adopted by the conductor. Well into his eighties now, it
is possibly unrealistic to ask the noble Karl Bern to
become too skittish, and he accordingly gives us
readings which, while not without humour, do tend to
lean towards the reflective. Throughout the series this
tendency is observable, mostly telling, of course, in the
Clarinet Concerto. The presentatjpn of the lighter
concertos—the Flute and Harp, the Bassoon, and the
Sinfonia concertante— does lack some sparkle but is
preferable to Karajan's rather glassy versions. Ideal
among currently available sets is Marriner's with the
Academy and as good as bunch of soloists as are to be
found, all pretty well recorded too. [
A: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
SUTHERLAND SINGS MOZART—various arias
Joan Sutherland ( sop) I Richard Bonynge (pno) I
Kenneth sat° ( vIn) INational PO IBonynge
Deese SXL 6933
This recital consists mainly of arias from operas, four
from Figaro—Porgi amor', 'Voi che sapete', ' Dove
sono', and ' Deh vieni non tardar —one, 'Ach ich fühl's',
from Die 2auberflote, and ' L'amero, saro costante' from
II Re Pastore. All, except perhaps the Cherubino song,
fairly predictable choices, as is the Alleluia from
Exsultate Jubilate and, of course, the great ' Ch'io mi
scordi di ter, in which the obbligato piano part is
played by Richard Bonynge. The violin soloist in
L'amero is Kenneth Sillito. The remaining item, another
concert aria, is less predictable since there are so many
to choose from and a number that remain to be
recorded. This is 'Vorrei spiegarve, oh Dio', composed
in 1783 for Aloysia Lange, as were several of Mozart's
most ambitious arias. Dame Joan Sutherland tackles
this varied programme with all her expected technical
skill and much of her indistinct enunciation. Her
tendency to elide Vowels into one another at the
general expense of the consonants makes for abeautiful tone, but not really for dramatic impact. Perhaps this
does not matter too much in the light of the excellence
of the sound produced, though it does raise the
question of what Mozart himself may have thought
about the rival claims of coloratura and intelligibility.
[A: 2]
Kenneth Dommett
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La Belle Helene' 0 '
La Grande Duchesse' CI '
La
Périchole' 0 ' La Vie Parisienne'.
Jane Rhodes ( m- sop) I Bordeaux Aquitaine Orch I
Ensemble Vocal d'Aquitaine IBenzi
HMV Electrola 2C-069-16386 (£ 5-75) ( Conifer)
Most of these songs were originally sung by Hortense
Schneider who was at once the darling of the Bouffes
Parisiennes, the queen of French operetta, and a
courtesan favoured by kings and princes. Although she
!ived well on into the 20th century, she left us no
recordings of her voice. All these airs have tremendous
melodic charm and Jane Rhodes sings them in an
intensely
personal
way,
making
the
utmost
significance of every phrase in avoice which is highly
,
ndividual in timbre. It is apowerful instrument with a
/vide range but at times it sounds a little tired, and
occasionally in the very open- sounding middle register
there is ahint of huskiness which reminded me alittle of
Edith Piaf, although Jane Rhodes is a much more
accomplished technician. If you like Offenbach, then
this is undoubtedly the genuine article, and the
-ecording is sufficiently good to make the record well
worth having, without being in the top category. The
sound is clean, but a little lacking in orchestral
Jefinition, and the orchestral playing and choral
singing are again adequate but nothing more. Still, the
personality of Jane Rhodes comes across vividly,
naking this a 'must' for operetta enthusiasts. [
B: 1/2]
John Freestone
RACH MAN I
NOV: Piano Concertos 1in
Earl Wild (pno) IHorenstein
RCA GL25291 (£ 2.99)

0 2in c

Charles Gerhardt produced this coupling as part of. a
)omplete Rachmaninov cycle ( 1965) for Reader's
Digest. With Earl Wild you often feel he would like even
more notes to play, and an even faster tempo—
!member the Boston Scharwenka recording? For
3achmaninov he might seem nimble- fingered enough
out rather lightweight, in practice the partnership with
.he noble Horenstein ( born in Kiev), and the RPO in
teen form, works well in the scintillating finale to the f.
sharp concerto, but the Cmi nor too in its entirety gives
peat enjoyment. The Walthamstow recordings en;ineered by K. Wilkinson, just retired, are vivid in
oresence, with only slight loss in the half-hour work.
ncidently, Wild knocks 11'20" off Varsary's overall
iming for this coupling!
One of the best bargains of the year: let us hope the
wo remaining discs will follow this one [
A/B:1/1*]
Christopher Breunig
RACHMANINOV: Corelli Variations n Prelude
n cl! CI Prelude in Di D Prelude in D - , Prelude in
O Prelude in b o Prelude in B !
:azar Berman (pno)
3G 2531 276
l'he piano sound here is well below DG's best: hard,
;lightly metallic and, rather more disturbingly, ashade
infocused. A quick comparison with Ashkenazy's
:omplete recording of the Preludes could hardly be
flore revealing.
A pity, because the coupling—twinning, as it were,
corks from either end of Rachmaninov's stylistic
ievelopment—is a splendid idea ( and not otherwise
wadable, either). Berman's performances are wholly
dosorbing. Predictably, the six selected preludes are
¡per and more theatrical in their expansive use of
ubato than Ashkenazy's. The spare introspection of
he Corelli Variations brings ample contrast.
Idoubt that the sound inferiority will deter Berman's
ollowers. Nevertheless, I advise caution. Perhaps
vorst afflicted is the final B flat major prelude. The
)readth and weight of the performance simply isn't
:ontained by the recording and one is left imagining
chat it might have sounded like given Decca's tonal
rloom. [ C: 1]
Edward Seckerson
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloe— Suite no. 20 Pavane
mur une infante defunte
Bolero
.S0 /Previn
IMV ASD 3912 (£ 5.40)
'his recording of the Daphnis suite was made in July
978 soon after Previn's tenth anniversary concert
)erformance with the LSO. On that occasion Iwas a
;hade worried by what seemed acertain literalness of
ipproach ( the work was a late substitute for
vlendelssohn's first Piano Concerto). No such
eservations apply to the performances recorded here,
)owever. As in the Festival Hall, everything is
eautifully prepared and executed—only now the
:autious quality ( ás it seemed to me) emerges as a
ichly satisfying flexibility—Previn is never afraid to
txpand the music for the sake of textural elucidation.
'hrasing is sensitively moulded, with frequently
>verlooked inner detail creating amore potent sense of
nomentum and expectancy than is to be found in many
22
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of the stuttering violas and cellos at Fig. 218 in the
Danse générale (
it lends acompelling extra impetus to
the rhythm), or the clarity of the brass interjections 19
bars before the end—how often do you hear the
dramatic change of chord on the last beat of each bar?
There are now over twenty available recordings of
Bolero (
sadly, no-one has yet taken up Ernest
Newman's suggestion of a similarly- proportioned
orchestral
diminuendo,
to
be
performed
simultaneously with Ravel's crescendo!). This one is
well played and possesses many decibels; timpani and
side- drum make a splendidly fruity noise, and
contribute to a positively tumultuous final collapse.
The recording on both sides is excellent; in terms of
warmth, transparency and power, Daphnis is
frequently of star quality, if without quite the
remarkable lucidity of the digital EMI Images. [
A*/A:
1]
Andrew Keener
RILEY: Shri Camel
Terry Riley ( Electronic Organ)
CBS 73929 (£4.99)
Devotees of Terry Riley's earlier ' process' music will
have no difficulty with this record— nor will those who
like the more advanced productions of groups such as
'The Who' or ' Pink Floyd'. The process is multi- track
with all 16 tracks laid down by Terry Riley himself
playing aYamaha YC-45-D organ modified to play in
the purer just intonation. The only other processing is
digital delay. The result is rich, mostly easy- paced
music with asense of timelessness engendered by very
complex rhythmic surfaces over an underlying steady
pulse. Four pieces make up Shri Camel—all (
like the
title) affected by Oriental religious philosophy and
music. Only the last (
Desert of Fire) changes pace and
timbre enough to give asense of climax or growth—
both terms used very relatively. The music is attractive
and unpretentious—unlike the effusive sleeve- note.
The recording is clear and effortless since the dynamic
range is not overtaxing and the playing is relaxed and
flowing. Thus ( despite no acoustic norm for
judgement): [
A: 1].
Benedict Sarnaker
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Suite—'The
Golden
Cockerel' D Capriccio Espagnol 0 Russian
Easter Festival Overture
Cleveland Orch IMaazel
Decca SXL 6966
Every one of these performances is far too selfconsciously slick and well- manicured to begin
generating much in the way of spontaneous
excitement. Compare, for argument's sake, Svetlanov
in Capriccio (
unfortunately only available as part of a
three- record box set featuring selected RimskyKorsakov orchestral music). Now there's a real
performance, bristling with the kind of energy and
nationalistic colour that totally eludes Maazel. ' Russian
Easter Festival Overture'—one of Rimsky-Korsakov's
most evocative essays—is, likewise, totally without
atmosphere. The Coq d'or suite probably comes off
best. If nothing else, the Clevelanders' silky sheen
serves the seductive fantasy of the scoring well.
Decca have come up with one of their most vividly
defined
but
claustrophobic
recordings
where
everything appears to be breathing down one's neck at
once. A marvellous timpani sound, for example, but
absolutely no sense of perspective in relation to the rest
of the orchestra. It all sounds so very synthetic.
Definitely man-made fibre. [
B/C: 2/3]
Edward Seckerson
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade, Op. 35
Concertgebouw IKondrashin
Philips 9500 681
Those who heard the Concertgebouw/Kondrashin
broadcast Prom will have an idea of what to expect
here: aScheherazade comparable to Beecham's in that
orchestral virtuosity is not the raison d'etre, so much as
realisation of the moods reflecting Rimsky-Korsakov's
own virtuosity in orchestration. Some speeds are
slower than usual, such as the clarinet or bassoon solos
over plucked strings in II, but Kondrashin ties these
episodes tightly into an individual, always fascinating
unfolding of the Suite.
There is nothing like amishap to make one value the
Asak cartridge! Temporarily deprived of mine Ifeel that,
as yet, Ihave enjoyed this record only in part. The
dynamic range seems wide, as is the staging, with its
impressive depth imaging. Perspectives are truthfully
maintained, and Isuspect this may be on apar with the
previous Philips Scheherazade, the LPO/Haitink. A
cautious [A*: 1*], to prompt C)M comment.
Christopher Breunig
ROSSINI: Complete Overtures
Ambrosian Singers IASM IMeitner
Philips 6768 064 ( 4 records) ( mid price) some C)
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have done more to extend our appreciation of this great
composer, but the delicious verve and melodic joy of
these works is always welcome. Moreover, this
complete recording does give us something new. With
the help of the Fondazione Rossini of Pessara ( his
birthplace) we have here afascinating early work, the
Sinfonia ( overture rather than Symphony in the
Northern sense) 'al Conventello' ( 1806-7), which
Rossini wrote for a wealthy merchant from Ravenna.
This, the student piece called Sinfonia di Bologna and
his early operatic overture to La cambiale di matrimonio
(1810), already show abundant melodic and rhythmic
gifts. A much firmer grip on structure characterises
such works as the ever- popular L'Italiana in Algeri or /I
Barb/eye di Siviglia. However, the best part of such a
collection is the chance to encounter the less familiar:
the delicious melodies so wonderfully shaped in such
underrated serious works as Ricciardo e Zoraide
(whose overture is completed after the opening
chorus—whence the happy presence of the Ambrosian
Chorus), Maometto II and Semiramide. Without these
the ever popular William Tell could not have been. In
this polished, punctilious performance the endless
arrangements for band ( and the Lone Ranger!) are
dispersed and the full freshness and power of this
extraordinary piece is restored in all its glory. All the
performances have this fresh and polished quality. Two
records are reissues ( from 1974 and 1977); the others
are new. Happily, the quality of the earliest virtually
matches that of the most recent—whose standard is
excellent. The strings shimmer and the winds sing, all set
in a comfortable, realistic acoustic which lets all the
ideas easily through. An excellent essay by Philip
Gossett sets the work in context—and the whole makes
one yearn for more complete Rossini on record. With
the early Verdi ' in the can', who knows what delights
Philips will tackle next? [ A/A*: 1*]
Benedict Sarnaker
SCHUBERT: Winterreise, D911
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau ( bar) I Daniel Elarenboim
(pno)
DG 2707 118 (
2 records) ( full price)
Schubert, for all his experience, never reached the
resignation of old age. The melancholy of Winterreise is
still a young man's melancholy. And yet singers like
Fischer- Dieskau seem endlessly fascinated by it and, as
here, return to it in their own maturity, presumably to
plumb its depths even further. Having done it superbly
twice with Gerald Moore, why does he now come to it
again with another pianist? In the earliest ( 1963)
version there was arefreshing directness, romantically
tinged. When he returned to the songs with Moore in
the 1970s for DG there was adeeper, more searching,
introspective feeling that one senses right from the
initial Gute Nacht. Moore himself was also more deeply
expressive and at his finest. Could this ever be
bettered? With Barenboim the real difference is that it is
now a singer with a pianist, rather than an
accompanist: aduet. Barenboim imposes himself more.
Fischer- Dieskau, on the other hand, seems now to take
a more objective view, to stand further back from the
melancholy. The voice itself is less composed. I
certainly do not find this better or greater than the
second set with Moore; Imiss the fine balance of effort
that was there. However, it is afine performance, full of
depth and interest, and should prove irresistible to the
student of both the singer and the composer. It is the
most expansive set, taking all of four sides; the
recorded balance is excellent, the piano sound good. If
the previous recording deserved aclear A*: 1*, then I
can only express my feelings here by the very slightly
modified [
A*: 1*/1].
Peter Gammond
SCHURMANN: Six Studies of Francis Bacon CI
Variants
BBC SO ISchurmann
Chandos ABR 1011 (£ 5.25) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
Gerard Schurmann, born in Java of Dutch parents,
has lived in England since childhood. Commissioned
for the 1969 Dublin Festival, the Six Studies is asuite of
pieces which pays homage to the composer's friend,
the painter Francis Bacon. Like the painter's brooding,
dark toned pictures, the music is predominantly serious
and rich in its scoring and ideas. Each movement is
related to aspecific Bacon painting and reflects ( rathet
than illustrates) its content. These include humour (
cg,
George Dyer riding a bicycle, which breeds a witty
Scherzo) as well as anguish. Schurmann responds with
a late Romantic treatment of the orchestra: opulent
when used in force; varied and almost chamber- scaled
as well. Variants (
1970) is the composer's response to
the challenge of writing for an orchestra of Mozartian
dimensions. Although continuous in performance it is
clearly sectioned and tightly argued. To this structural
rigour it adds humour and whimsy. Performances ( under
the composer) and recording are both very good: a
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clear, clean complement to the music without
demanding extra attention to 'special' qualities or
effects. [
A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
SIBELIUS: Symphony 2 in D, Op. 43
Philharmonia IAshkenazy
Decca SXDL7513 digital

This first purely orchestral digital recording from
Kingsway Hall gives abold, clear, and detailed sound
picture; even if some passages will test cartridge
limitations this is worth having for its technical
qualities. It is still difficult to assess Ashkenazy's
conducting without prejudice, when his deserved
musical reputation was gained in the role of pianist
certainly his Sibelius Second is deeply felt, and his
commitment has been transferred to the Philharmonia
players. The first movement is shaped almost without
fault, but elsewhere as the music becomes more
complex in construction there is acertain evenness of
emphasis, some nervous haste, which gives an unclear
and laboured result. As comparison Ilistened to the
1961 Philharmonia version with Karajan: in its way the
sound is just as remarkable, for EMI had achieved
excellent correspondence with their best mono
orchestral recordings here ( reissued as SXLP30414).
Note how in ( ii) the string pizzicati remain clearly
separable from the bassoons at the beginning of the
movement, which is not the case with the digital disc. I
have to say that a few bars of the Karajan eclipse
thoughts of the Decca, for all its simple warmth and
immediacy of communication. Karajan was such a
master of the Philharmonia, and records of that vintage
have a hypnotic hold on the listener. [ A*: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig
SIBELIUS: Violin Concerto in d, Op. 47 CI 6
Humoresques
Salvatore Accardo ( vIn) ILSO IDavis
Philips 9500 675
Accardo's reading of the concerto must be unique in its
avoidance of epic grandeur, of heartfelt wildness.
From the beginning Accardo underlines technical
control, cultured tone- production. The notes may not
have been placed on record with more precision, even
by Heifetz, but Icannot accept it as idiomatic. Colin
Davis is too wise to throw this lack of passion into
complete relief, but it is surely perverse for the solo
entry after the massive slow- movement climax to be as
unruffled as here. And the integrated nature of the
writing is poorly served by the forward balance given to
the violin—there are other shifting prespectives
unsubtly treated. The playing of the LSO was less bland
in the older single- sided Philips version with Szeryng
and Rozhdestvensky; but it must be said that the
Humoresques are beautifully done. [
B: 1/3]
Christopher Breunig
STOCKHAUSEN: Sirius
Annette Meriweather ( sop) I Boris Carmel ( bass) I
Suzanne Stephens ( cil) IMarkus Stockhausen ( tpt) I
Stockhausen
DG 2707 122 (
2 records) ( full price)
This long work ( 96 minutes) is pretentious and at times
pompous, but to stop there is to stop at the surface and
miss much of great value. Sirius Electronic Music and
Trumpet Soprano, Bass Clarinet Bass (
1975-77)
combines a multi- track tape of electronic music with
four live performers. Sixteen pages of text ( included
with the recording) explain the structure and process of
creation and give the texts the voices sing. Briefly, the
three sections—Presentation, Wheel ( of the Zodiac),
Annunciation—explore the seasons and male- female
antitheses. The electronic music is not as tightly shaped
nor as interesting as that which Stockhausen created in
Kontakte (
1959-60), but its interplay with the two
voices and instruments builds a long, sectional piece
into a kaleidoscope of varied sound and feeling.
Although the recording would benefit from multichannel presentation ( which would be easier to
penetrate and follow), the composer's two- channel
reduction is of very good quality. The performers are
rather
mannered ( especially
in
exaggerated
enunciation of the texts), but the whole is well worth
exploring—even at the elevated prices we pay today.
[A: 2]
Benedict Sarnaker

percussionist. Stockhausen resolves the complexities
of co-ordination and structure which this implies with
an extremely subtle and far-reaching network of
proportions which affect pitch and duration. Within his
output this is an important work which anyone
interested in modern music or concerned for its future
should explore and understand. All the sadder that we
are faced with anonsense which cannot be unravelled
without intense study of the score, since ( unless
Surround Sound had succeeded and we could have
moved around ahuge sound stage) no recording of the
work can do other than muddle together what must be
clearly spaced. In short—despite avery good recording
and
excellent
performances—this
is a sadly
misconceived issue, which simply mocks the limits of
present recording technology. [
A: 1*]
Benedict Sarnaker
STRAVINSKY: The Firebird
VPO/Dohnanyi
Decca SXDL 7511 digital

This is the first digital recording of the complete
Firebird ballet, although Telarc and RCA have
previously issued digital versions of the Suite. The
impression Ihave from the RCA and Decca ( apart
from the RCA's recorded clanks) is that, although the
sound is very clean, the improvement is not as dramatic
as with other types of music. Perhaps this is because, if
we ignore Beecham's early effort with the Firebird,
Stravinsky's music has always sounded to advantage
on disc. This can only be due to the scoring which,
apart from the percussion, has rarely given recording
problems.
The VPO is not the most obvious orchestra to choose
for Stravinsky but, apart from the passage called 'The
sudden appearance of Ivan Tsarevitch', where the
horns imbue each simple legato phrase with aswell on
each note, there is nothing to criticise from the point of
view of style. One or two false balances may be laid at
the door of the conductor or recording team, such as
the crudity of the horn balance at the end of the ' Round
Dance' and the puny bass drum sound in the ' Infernal
Dance'. Iwonder whether the dynamic range of the
recording has been reduced for analogue disc, and if so
Ifancy this has been overdone in places.
There is great clarity but this is, Ifeel, afunction more
of the recording than the performance, since the clarity
which Ansermet achieves is of a higher order despite
the inferior recorded sound, and has a finesse which
Dohnanyi does not approach. The slavic vehemence of
Dorati is also lacking.
It is difficult to say exactly why this recording,
despite the digital sound, doesn't come across as a
landmark for the 1980s; because it is excellent in many
respects. Ultimately, what it lacks is atmosphere. [ A: 1 ]
David Pickett
TANNER: Boy with Goldfish
Siu /Elliott ILSO IHoldridge
Varese Sarbande VCDM 1000.30 digital (£7.97)
(Unicorn)
This piece is subtitled Heroic Fantasy for Soloists.
Chorus and Orchestra Based on the Hawaiian Legend
Paintings of John Thomas. Mr. Thomas' paintings
(liberally reproduced in colour and also available
'suitable for framing') are lush. Hollywood- influenced
images of the Hawaiian Creation Myth. Jerre Tanner's
piece inspired by them is much worse. I have no
intrinsic aversion to the meeting of the Popular and
Classical worlds and have found several of the
encounters exciting and rewarding in many ways. The
contribution of Leon Siu and Malia Elliott ought to
breed a direct, personal impact. Instead we have
vacuous, contorted versifications. These ( with
miserable word- setting) are treated to second-hand
Wagnerian
orchestral techniques and textures
'coloured- in' like a child's drawing by splashes of
authentic Hawaiian percussion instruments. The
musical achievement leaves most things to be desired.
What it does provide is a very wide variety of
instrumental and vocal timbres and textures for the
Soundstream Digital Recording System to show its
paces. Its paces are in the 'sonic superb' category and
this record could well find itself demonstrating the
highest fi equipment. [ A*: 2] Benedict Sarnaker

STOCKHAUSEN: Sternklang
Intermodulation IGentle Fire I Various Soloists
DG 2707 123 (
2 records) ( full price)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6 in b, Op. 74—
'Pathetique'
Philharmonia Orchestra IMuti
HMV ASO 3901 (( 5.40)

Sternklang (
Sound of the Stars) was written in 1971
for performance by 5 groups of musicians ( each of 4
players/singers plus apercussionist) and should last at
least 3 hours. On this recording it is trimmed down to
2hrs. 13¡mins—which piece of barely relevant
information raises many problems. The piece is the first
which Stockhausen composed specifically for outdoor
performance ( in a park) with the five instrumental
groups distributed like planets around the central

With something like thirty versions of the Pathétique
currently competing for our custom, any newcomer to
the field must have something exceptional to offer or
risk getting lost in the crowd. Muti and the
Philharmonia handle the first movement's introduction
most impressively and, later on, generate tremendous
excitement, although occasionally the orchestra
sounds atrifle 'over- heated', with consequent loss of
disciplined articulation.
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The Allegro con grazia, which can so easily sound
like awaltz with a limp, here flows with the requisite
gracefulness, while the march- like Allegro molto
vivace builds up to a thoroughly exhilarating climax,
although Ifind Mutis rhythmic control just a shade
relentless. The slow lament which rounds off this
extraordinarily original symphonic structure here
suffers, as it usually does nowadays, from an orchestral
layout never envisaged by the composer— his
schizophrenic treatment of the movement's opening
theme can only be fully appreciated when first and
second violins are placed, as was the custom in
Tchaikovsky's day, on either side of the conductor.
This vital point apart, Muti's handling of the
movement is indeed impressive even if, near the end,
the 'stopped' low horn notes are subdued to a point
where their essential 'snarl' is almost lost. The
recording as such is very fine indeed, with a wide
dynamic range and magnificently full-bodied climaxes.
Here and there, textures are not ideally transparent, but
the disc offers plenty of excitement, both sonic and
musical, although the old Leningrad PO/Mravinsky
version still surpasses the newcomer as an
interpretation and also in terms of sheer orchestal
virtuosity. [A: 2]
Thomas Heinitz
FRANCISCO VALLS: Mass 'Scala Aretine'
London Oratory Choir I Thames CO IHoban
CRD 1071 (( 5.25) ( Polygram)
This recording of the 'Scala Aretina' Mass will be the
only work by the Spanish 18th century composer in the
current catalogue, and Imust admit to not having heard
anything by Valls previously. Stylistically, the Mass is
intriguing, for typically baroque passages over firm
harmonic bases are occasionally interspersed with
static chordal writing in adistinctly more modern style;
ascending passing notes, so slow they seem to form
horrendous chords in themselves, and sudden
switches of tonality, all contribute to a very bizarre
harmonic experience.
The performance is committed and spirited, with.
lashings of baroque exuberance when required. The
soloists are taken from the choir and, by and large, the
intonation of all concerned is refreshingly unambiguous.
It is therefore apity that the performers are not better
served by the recording. All Saints, Tooting Graveney has
amoderately long reverberance time, but there are only
afew occasions where this is obtrusive, and the chief
failing is the erratic imaging which seems to affect both
singers and instrumentalists: in one section it is soloists
who seem to have been banished to the gallery, in
another, the upper strings, and sometimes the whole
choir and orchestra. There is some distortion in the
upper registers too. [
C: 2]
Roger Bowen
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: On Wenlock Edge /
BUTTERWORTH: Love blows as the wind
blows / ELGAR: Songs with orchestra
Robert Tear ( ten) ICBSO IHandley
HMV ASD38913 (( 5-40)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: On Wenlock Edge /
IRELAND: Suite—The Overlanders _ Epic
March
Gerald English ( ten) IWASO IMeasham
Unicorn Kanchana RP8001 (( 5.50)
At last, Vaughan Williams' rarely- heard orchestral
version of Wenlock Edge. Only the Unicorn release
prints Housman's texts, and the imported pressings are
superior; the balance suggests simple techniques, with
the voice clearly sharing the general ambience and set
in consistent perspective with the orchestra. EMI's
Bedworth Civic Hall production is close miked, the
voice generously balanced—but you never get an idea
of the size of orchestra used. ( Ticky surfaces on one
copy, side- length swishes on another, were a disappointment here.) Tear is preferable to English, whose
'whitish' tenor and emphatic articulation I found
slightly embarrassing to listen to. His approach is
comparatively superficial, and he can make the writing
seem crude. In ' Bredon Hill' the two singers take
opposing viewpoints. Tear telling the story in retrospect as the lover, hinting from the beginning at the
unhappy turn; English projects acheerful innocence in
the ceriening verses. The Australian orchestra plays well
for the former LSO violinist, yet he never matches
Handley's warming ability to make the work unmistakably VW's—does not create the 'evocation of
space and peace and distance' noted in Christopher
Palmer's excellent Unicorn analysis. The enjoyable
Ireland couplings—Mackerras' concert- suite from the
1946 film- score, the patriotic march commissioned for
the 1942 Proms—are also done by Boult ( two Lyrita
LPs), but ' Love blows', Brittenish in places, is a
valuable catalogue addition.Tear sings the Butterworth
and Elgar with complete competence, but the VW
settings evoke a deeper personal response. A lovely
side. HMV— US: 1] Unicorn—(A: 2/3 (
Ireland A:1 ).
Christopher Breunig

VERDI: 'Aida'
Freni/ Carreras IBe/tse ICappuccilli IRaimondi IVan
Dam I Vienna State Opera Chorus I VP0 IKara/en
HMV SLS 5205 (
3 records) (£ 15•95)
Both aurally and visually Aida is almost certainly the
most spectacular work in the operatic repertory and,
above all, this recording emphasises the opulent richness of Verdi's score. More than any other recording I
recall it projects all the orchestral detail and weight
and—since Ihave substantial reservations about it— let
me stress at once: the balance between voices and
orchestra, the dynamic range, clarity and refinement of
sound on this recording are exceptionally good. But
initial delight turns to dismay at the almost narcissistic
refinement with which all details are handled. This
sonic carefulness spreads to the singers who all sing
sweetly, but ( with rare exceptions) fail to generate a
sense of drama—of passionate, living human beings.
Mirella Freni is best. Her portrayal of Aida is touching
and strong—as well as finely sung. Agnes Baltsa has
moments of tenderness ( too often absent from
Amneris) but fails to demonstrate the character's steely
qualities and shows some insensitivity to the meaning
of her words. This last is also ( uncharacteristically) true
of the Radames of José Carreras, who submits us to
some lovely singing and to all the stupid, applause.
milking 'traditions' from which the gramophone record
should long ago have weaned us ( when last did you
hear ' Celeste Aida end pp morendo as Verdi wrote
it?—you won't discover it here). Ruggero Raimondi's
Ramphis is well sung, but not weighty enough against the
power of Karajan and the Vienna Philharmonic, Piero
Cappuccilli does fine things with the role of Amonasro,
but his and Freni's efforts (even aided by the splendidly.
voiced Priestess of Katia Ricciarelli) cannot save the
whole from being afine concert performance. If your
view of Aida is all trumpet fanfares and exotic dances,
this recording is a must, but if you are seeking a
passionate dramatic experience, then you must seek
elsewhere. [
A*: 3]
Benedict Sarnaker

This issue presents something totally new, and is
therefore extremely difficult to assess; indeed. Ishould
say that its significance will not be known or truly
estimated for a long time. Briefly, it is an attempt by
Reznikoff to reveal how 'Gregorian' chant was actually
sung in the era following the Gregorian reform—which
related to textual uniformity rather than to any musical
system. It is based on researches which were not
confined to manuscript sources, but enlarged to cover
other art- forms, as well as those relics of tradition
which persist in the Mediterranean region. It assumes a
period when singing was the exclusive province of the
master- cantor and the professional singer.
Here, surely, is an issue which cries out for atext and
for at least one musical example; but we are given
neither. One is therefore left peering behind what is
sung for clues to more familiar renderings; and they are
there. The whole record is by solo voice: legor
Reznikoffs, since he alone as yet understands his
system. The voice is supported only by afaint, bowed
instrument which recalls the dominant every time it is
reached: a curious ( but, it is asserted, traditional)
technique by no means lacking in beauty. The result,
and its effect, cannot be described: they have to be
experienced. It is highly contemplative, deeply wedded
to the verbal text, and profoundly moving. Whatever
the scholars conclude, this is an example of sustained
intellectual and vocal virtuosity of avery high order and
of absorbing interest to all concerned with the chant.
Recording avoice which never rises above mezzo ' forte
presents no difficulty, and this récording is all one
could desire. [
A*: 1*]
Peter Turner
AMOROUS DIALOGUES: Duets and dialogues
for soprano and tenor from England and Italy
(1600-1650)
Emma Kirkby ( sop) I Martyn Hill ( ten) I Consort of
Musicke
Oiseau-Lyre DSLO 687

The type of vocal duet represented on this recording
emerged around the beginning of the seventeenth
VERDI: Requiem
century. More often than not, they were based on
familiar classical themes, in which shepherds, nymphs
Katia Ricciarelli ( sop) I Shirley Verrett (m-sop) I
and
other conventional characters appeared. Many of
Placido Domingo ( ten) / Nicolai Ghiaurov ( bass) I
the
duets literally were dialogues, in that each voice
Chorus and Orchestra of La Scala, Milan / Abbado
represented a character, and thus miniature dramas
DG 2707 120 (
2 records) ( full price)
unfolded, often of amorous nature. The duets have
Claudio Abbado views this Requiem nobly and
been carefully chosen, and between them reveal and
reverently—his is the presentation of a religious work
interesting range of musical styles. The early English
rather than athundering, dramatised concert piece. The
and Italian styles are easily identified, and the contrast
consequences are profound in that the rhythmic treatbetween the early and late Italian styles is interesting.
ment of the work is precise rather than expressive and
John Banlet's Whither runneth my sweetheart? is a
the pacing taut and held within close limits rather than
delight—the epitome of the lively turn of the century
exploring the extreme dramatic possibilities which
English
madrigal, with bright angular tunes, playful bits
characterise many current recordings. As a result you
of syncopation and a handful of ring- a- ding- dings
may well not be swept out of your seat at the first
thrown in. It seems to me to be the perfect vehicle for
hearing, nor—since the recording holds aclear, slightly
Emma Kirkby and Martyn Hill, who can take asimple
distanced perspective—will you experience the gutduet like this one and turn it into something quite subtle
shattering bass drum of the rival EMI recording. Where
and sophisticated. The two singers are perfectly suited
this issue gains in its simple, reverent approach is in
to each other: Ihave often thought how marvellous
rewarding repeatability. This is arecording to live with
Emma Kirkby's voice sounds in music of this period.
and one which will reveal more and more on each
They are accompanied sparingly by lute and bass viol.
replaying. The singers seem to share Abbado's view of the
The recording includes duets (some unusual) by
work. Ghiaurov surpasses his earlier efforts in warmth
Ferrabosco, Morley, Ford and Lawes, as well as
and expressiveness—try for instance his powerful and
Gagliano, Sigismondo d'India, Ferrari, Fontei and
humane delivery of Contutatis maledictis. As you might
Mcinteverdi. The work by d'India, aSicilian composer,
expect, Placido Domingo is heroic and powerful in his
is most striking, with surprising harmonic twists, and
delivery—and finely expressive too. Power and sweeta rich palette of word colouring.
ness from Katia Ricciarelli, who sails through her lines
' There is a nice separation to the instrumenta, and a
with great ease and beauty of tone. Shirley Verrett
•typical Decca clean sound. The singers and instrugenerates a mixed response: her timbre and tone are
ments are in close perspective, adding to the realism of
wonderful in their dark, creamy smoothness, but her
this splendid record. [
A*: 1*]
Colin Evans
Latin pronunciation rings uncomfortably on this critic's
ear. However, my saddest reservation applies to the
BACH CHOIR FAMILY CAROLS
blend of the soloists in ensemble. This is less than ideal
Bach Choir IPhilip Jones -Brass Ensemble IWillcocks
(cg, different rates of vibrato create conflict rather than
Decca SXDL 7514 digital
unity of feeling) and leaves one wondering at the
practice of calling in the best individual, singers on the
This collection is called 'family carols', which implies
that all are likely to know them. For the most part, they
company's books. The recording is of thé high class we
expect from DG: fine perspectives combined with
are; but there are also some lesser- known ones,
clarity and power. In all a fine, thought- provoking
including two with words'and music by John Rutter,
which are set to those syncopated rhythms which some
issue. [
A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
composers deem to be in the modern taste. As no text is
provided, families may not find it easy to learn them,
even should they so wish.
The others are indeed familiar, and receive exemplary
performances: tender or triumphant according to the
mood, and all carried out movingly but with never a
hint of bad taste. The enjoyment is greatly enhanced by
the contribution of the brass—augmented by organ
and some percussion—which comes in with thrilling
effect. This is asuccessful and delightful issue.
Even the subterranean Nibelungs of the Kingsway
Vocal
Hall seem to have been vanquished on this occasion: I
didn't
notice them even in the quiet passages, so that
ALLELUIAS AND OFFERTORIES OF THE
we get the fine acoustic of that building without the
GAO LS
undesired rumblings. The digital recording does things
lego! Reznikoll ( ten)
for the brass, and the whole sound seems to emerge
Harmonie Mundi HM 1044 ( C5.50) (Parnote)
from a deeper silence. The presentation is lively and
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full; but whether or not the same result could be
achieved by analogue- throughout technique could be
argued about. Whatever the answer, this is avery fine
recording. [
A*: 1]
Peter Turner
THE COMPLETE CARUSO Volume 5 ( 1908-9)15 arias, concerted numbers and songs
Enrico Caruso ( ten) I Various supporting artists,
orchestras and conductors
RCA RL 12767
(£ 4•99)
These are more of the transfers made with the aid of a
computer, with the object of cancelling out the
resonances
inevitably
introduced
by
acoustic
recording. The results are interesting but not entirely
convincing. Obviously the information fed into the
computer must be accurate, and since the recording
engineers in the early days were constantly experimenting with different types and thicknesses of diaphragm
and different types of recording horn. there was no
constant characteristic inherent in acoustic recordings.
It would therefore be necessary ( and well-nigh impossible) to find out the characteristics of each individual
record before any accurate correction may be made.
However, the main interest is still the singing of Caruso,
and most of these excerpts show him at the very top of
his form. Ihave giver> a1/2 grading because some of
the other artists, like Sembrich and Homer, do not show
up too well in the concerted numbers. [ H: 1/2)
John Freestone
ENRICO CARUSO Vol 2-13 operatic selections
Enrico Caruso ( ten) I various supporting artists,
orchestras and conductors
Rubini CV 536 ® (£3-99) ( Parnote)
The difference in sound quality between this and the
preceding record is striking. Rubini have not attemp- •
ted, as far as Ican ascertain, to alter the recording
characteristics of the original discs. Instead they have
produced some immaculate transfers of the originals
which play cleanly and smoothly, and they sound just
like my original copies when Iplay them through really
first class reproducing equipment. As Inever heard
Caruso in the flesh, Iam not in aposition to say which
re- recordings are the 'closest approach to the original
sound'(!), but if you want to hear faithful copies of the
original 78s, then these Rubini transfers could not be
bettered. [ H: 1/2)
John Freestone
A CHRISTMAS CONCERT
Regensberger Domspetzen IRatzinger
DO 2538 410
On the sleeve we are shown only boys; but the choir as
recorded includes men. This famous Continental
choir's work here is of avery high order indeed: we get
none of that too- frequent faulty intonation which one
tends to accept from English choirs, though everything
is unaccompanied. Theimpression given is of aprofessional choir along the lines of the Vienna Boys' Choir.
One would welcome the opportunity to hear some of
thé classical polyphony rendered by this group.
What we are given is arecital of German carols from
various regions, together with some of the more usual
Latin texts, usually to atune less well-known than the
common ones. These range from folk music through
the 16th and 17th centuries and into our own: all
immaculately performed—indeed, there is a certain
disciplined perfection about the singing which detracts
from the impact of family music of this kind: these boys
seem almost too well- drilled; but that may be just my
impression.
The DG engineers have come up with an excellent
recording: the voices are well separated and the overall
sound is natural and undistorted. [A: 1]
Peter Turner
HALLE CHRISTMAS

Music by Adam, Anderson, Berlioz, Broadhurst,
Cornelius,
Humperdinck, Tchaikovsky, Vaughan
Williams, Trad
Brian Rayner Cook (bar) / Hallé Orchestra & Choir I
Handford
CFP 40340 (£ 1•99)
So varied is this seasonal collection that it reminds me
of awell- filled Christmas stocking— hardly the kind of
object to be subjected to solemn critical appraisal! Not
all the items are of a specifically festive chaacter; the
overture to Humperdinck's Hansel und Gretel and the
Waltz of the snowflakes from Tchaikovsky's
Nutcracker ballet have obviously been included because
both these works are frequently performed around
Christmas time ( the ballet, in fact, centres round a
Christmas party) and Leroy Anderson's Sleigh Ride
simply conjures up awintry scene.
Genuine Christmas fare ( which even Australians
might recognise as such!) is represented by two
familiar, traditional carols, 0 Come All Ye Faithful and
We Wish You a Merry Christmas, as well as
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Broadhurst's attractive
Cowboy Carol in
Sir
Malcolm Sargent's engaging arrangement. Then there
are two Christmas songs, Adam's Cantique de Noël
and Cornelius' The Three Kings; acertain substance is
provided by Vaughan Williams splendid Fantasia on
Christmas Carols, but my personal favourite is 'The
Shepherds' Farewell' from Berlioz's L'Enfance du
Christ— music of magical tenderness which these performers evidently cherish.
Indeed, all the performances on this disc strike one as
enjoyable: the singing by Brian Rayner Cook and the
Hallé Choir is thoroughly accomplished, while the
orchestral playing under Maurice Handford is worthy
of praise even if the Hallé cannot be described as a
virtuoso ensemble of world class. The recording
throughout is most agreeable, if just ashade lacking in
immediacy. [ B: 2]
Thomas Heinitz
THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS
LSO IDavis IJohn Alldis Choir
Philips 9500 779
This recording is really a kind of suite or fantasy on
Christmas carols, an arrangement by Peter Hope which
is primarily orchestral: the choir enters only from time to
time, and with splendid effect. Isuppose one could say
that the atmosphere is sentimental, but is that wrong at
Christmas? It may well be that the annual festival from
King's, Cambridge, is very much more effective
through its greater austerity, but there is doubtless
room for both. Be that as it may, Iamsure that this is
going to be avery successful issue; and so it should be.
There is some truly lovely playing here, in particular
an exquisite, silky string- tone which really does evoke
the spirit of the ' Holy Night'. The whole performance is
suffused with a tender and reverent relish for these
well-known ( for the most part) and ever- loved songs;
and the standard of the John Alldis Choir matches that
of the orchestra to create something which is far more
than just another carol- singing.
The issue is also notably well engineered: balance
within the orchestra and also with the choir could not
be better. Indeed everything sounds so natural and
unforced that one tends not to notice the art which has
gone into its production. Perhaps that is the nature of
good recordings: to direct attention to the music rather
than to the signal. As a Christmas record, this one is
going to take some beating. [
A/A*:1 ] Peter Turner
FEAST OF ASSES
Clemencic Consort IClemencic
Harmonia Mundi HM 1036 (£ 5.50) ( Parnote)
During the High and Late Middle Ages an annual Feast
of Fools was indulged in by the subdeacons. It was
associated with the period of Christmas and New Year
rather than the secular Mardi gras, and persisted into
the 16th century, despite efforts to suppress it: apparently the clerics felt the need to let off steam in order
to return with greater zest to their sacred studies.
rhis version is based upon contemporary sources,
with additions regarded as appropriate. No text came
with my copy, so that it is difficult to make out exactly
what is happening;
but the notes describe
blasphemous parodies of the Mass and other such
junketings. One example is the interruption, and final
vanquishing, of the singing of the Magnificat, by a
chorus of jeering, raucous laughter—of which we get a
grat deal, together with stick- rattling and donkeybraying. Candidly, Ifound the whole thing revolting,
and can see no musical—or even historical— reason for
reviving material which is of primary interest only to the
anthropologist or psychiatrist.
The recording, however, is adistinctly good one: the
stereo separation and location are exceptional—the
frequent percussive sounds standing out impressively.
The whole thing is very well carried out; Ijust can't
think why. [A: 1]
Peter Turner
ITALIAN LOVE DUETS
PUCCINI: ' Madame Butterfly' — Bimba, bimba,
non piangere / VERDI: ' ILombardi'— Dove sola
M'inoltro
Per dirupi e per foreste /
DONIZETTI: ' Poliuto'—Guesto pianto favelli (-]
Ah! fuggi da morte ' Roberto Devereux'—
Tutto è silenzio
Katia Ricciarelli ( sop) IJosé Carreras ( ten) I LSO I
Gardelli
Philips 9500 750 (
full price)
That this attractive collection of soprano/tenor duets
from Italian operas should have included the all- toofamiliar Love Duet from Madame Butterfly will strike
the more adventurous collector as somewhat regrettable, but Philips probably regard the popular item as
some sort of insurance since the three remaining duets
do take us some way off the beaten track.
The Lombardi piece is a fine, impassioned example
of Verdi's early style, for he wrote the opera shortly after
he had won overnight fame with Nabucco, though
already one notes hints of amore refined manner in this
extract ( which also briefly features the soprano, Linda
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Finnie, and the Ambrosian Opera Chorus). Of the two
Donizetti operas, Roberto Devereux (
whose subject is
the relationship between Elizabeth 1and the Earl of
Essex) is better known than Poliuto (
which, if memory
does not deceive me, was revived during the fifties by
Maria Callas). Judging by this duet, Poliuto is not,
perhaps, among the composer's finest scores, although
the music still makes enjoyable listening. The somewhat longer excerpt from Roberto Devereux, on the
other hand, is very attractive and here, as elsewhere on
this disc, those two gifted stars, Ricciarelli and
Carreras, splendidly supported by the LSO under
Gardelli's stylish baton, delight us with singing of high
accomplishment and warm involvement.
Since Philips also offer us a first-rate recording,
notable for its clarity and the excellent balance between voices and orchestra, the disc clearly deserves a
very positive recommendation. [ A: 1 ]
Thomas Heinitz
LICHFIELD CATHEDRAL CHOIR sings music
by Lichfield composers
Choir IRees- Williams IPeter King ( org)
Alpha APS 311 (£ 4.99) ( Gamut)
The enlightened policy of the Lichfield Choir School
requires that choir- pupils shall learn to play at least two
instruments in addition to their singing. One feels that
the enhanced depth of musical knowledge so created
is of benefit in understanding the musical structures
of the vocal works: these are very well- integrated
performances.
The first side of this issue is devoted to works by
Michael East ( b. 1580), organist at Lichfield for 25
years from 1615 and aprolific composer. His setting of
'When David heard'—words which attracted anumber
of other composers at about the same time—is particularly lovely. The second side has one piece by Byrd
(whose connection with Lichfield seems to be that this
work was reconstructed by the present organist from a
ms. in Worcester Cathedral), one by John Alcock,
Lichfield organist from 1750-60, and four by William
Harris, who was at Lichfield from 1911-19. The
festive anthem ' Exalt Thyself, 0 God', previously attributed to Tomkins, exists only in an anonymous and
incomplete ms, and one has to be grateful to Dr. ReesWilliams for making it available.
Apart from the seemingly inevitable slight lapses in
intonation, this record is a delight: musically and
technically it sets ahigh standard, enhanced by avery
natural sound which recalls the splendid acoustic of
that haunting building. [A: 1/2]
Peter Turner
PONTIFICAL MASS
St. Sergius Monastery
DG 'Archie 2533 451
Another intriguing religious disc from Archiv, this time
featuring aPontifical Mass from the Trinity- St. Sergius
Monastery near Zagorsky. This famous place of pilgrimage, associated with both Peter and Catherine the
Great, was founded in 1345, and houses the tomb of
Boris Godunov. It survives today as amajor centre of
Russian Orthodoxy, and as the home of the Moscow
Ecclesiastical Academy. Recorded live in June 1979 by
Norbert Kuchinka ( Negra IV S 2/Neumann KM 84) in
the main church of the monastery, the Uspenski
Cathedral built by Ivan the Terrible, the music ( in the
Orthodox tradition always an essential rather than
accompanimental facet of the rite) is experienced
through a sombre, moving pageant of responsorial
antiphonies between celebrants and choirs ( two of the
latter, reflecting the old Byzantine desire 'to include the
element of space within the structure of the liturgy')
cast in alanguage made up of chants and intonations
of timeless monody juxtaposed against harmonised
settings of 19th/20th century period ( by Chesnokov,
Kastalski and others). Although presented in abbreviated form with some essential portions omitted for
reasons of practical necessity, the recording is valuable
on several :counts. Firstly, because -it succeeds in
preserving much of the nature and spiritual elevation of
the original. Secondly, because it realises the stated
intention 'to do justice to the great variety of musical
and liturgical forms of expression, and also to specifically pontifical features' rather than to document a
complete performance. And thirdly, because it provides
coincidentally interesting and otherwise rare evidence
of currently authentic Orthodox worship as practised in
the modern Soviet state. Listeners disturbed by the
apparent crackling surface noise of the pressing are
warned that it is in fact the sound of hundreds of
candles burning throughout the church during the
actual celebration of the service. [ B: 1 ] Ates Orge
SERVICE HIGH AND ANTHEMS CLEAR
Choir of Ely Cathedral I Arthur Wills I Stephen le
Prevost ( org)
Hyperion A66012 digital (£ 3.99 till 31/12/80, then
£4 99) ( Lugions / Unicorn)
The composers represented here are • the Wesleys,
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father and son, Stainer ( three of whose great- greatgrandsons sing in the choir), *Attwood, Stanford and
Charles Wood—aselection which indicates the mood
and*period of the recital. We are also given Parry's ' I
was glad' ( without the Vivats). The Canticles in settings by Stainer and Stanford provide anice contrast;
and this is avery pleasing collection of works from the
19th- century Anglican repertory. The Ely choir consists of 14 boys and 10 men, the boys being taught a
rather more open and ' natural' tone than that traditionally adopted by cathedral choirs, and which, one
assumes, the composers had in mind. This, however, is
not taken as far as some choir- masters like to do today,
so that the character of an English cathedral is not lost.
Diction could be better ( easily), and we get the
expected, occasional tonal insecurity; but the general
effect is very fine, and the recital is thoroughly
enjoyable.
Overall, Idid not find the digital recording startlingly
better than the best analogue- only ones: one has to
listen very carefully to notice that one can hear, not
only the different vocal lines, but, to an exceptional
degree, individual voices within the full choir. The
higher organ pipes, too, are very clean and pleasing.
The balance is very good, and this is amost commendable issue. [ A*: 2]
Peter Turner
TEWKESBURY ABBEY SCHOOL CHOIR
Choir IPeterson IDavid Angus ( org)
Alpha APS 314 (£ 4.99) ( Gamut)
Tewkesbury must have the newest choir- school in the
country: it was founded in 1973, and sang its first
Evensong in 1974. In that brief period the choir has
come a long way: it has real style, and a standard of
diction well above that of many. On Sundays the
services are rendered by the Parish Choir, with the
School Choir singing Evensong on four days of the
week. Despite the title, there are men's as well as boys'
voices; but six of the seven men are on the teaching
staff ,of the school.
The recital here has a distinct bias towards the
16th- 17th centuries; but there are also later works,
which include a syncopated number specially composed by Grayston Ives, of the King's Singers. There are
two examples of plainsong, which reveal the usual lack
of vitality or sense of the inherent rhythm; but the
polyphony and hymnody are executed to a high
standard. Here and there we get lapses of intonation
from the trebles, but these hardly detract from the
overall impression of afine tradition in the making.
Tewkesbury Abbey can be an excellent recording
location, and this recording shows it as such. The choir
is not a large one, but it is never lost in the great
building, and the strands of sound can be followed
without difficulty. Translations of Latin texts are provided, but the English texts are incomplete, though
they can usually be followed without such aid. [
A: 2]
Peter Turner
VILLANCICOS
Atrium Musicae Madrid IPaniagua
Harmonie Mundi HM 1025 (£ 5.50) ( Parnote)
'The villancico is the most deeply- rooted poetical and
musical form in the Spanish popular culture'. Thus the
sleeve note. The name is derived from the Latin
villanus—villein or peasant—and the basic form consists of a refrain followed by one or two verses. The
subject- matter was very wide, from the tender to the
bawdy, from the ribald to the sacred. This last category
tended to increase in popularity, until today avillancico
means the same as a Christmas carol.
The, form has Moorish origins, and lends itself to
more sophisticated forms of apolyphonic nature: even
the more popular type has two parts. It can also be
performed on a wide variety of instruments and
ensembles—as here; hence the form gives enormous
scope. The examples on this issue show its continued
freshness and charm; and the music is so good as to
contrast painfully with much contemporary popular
music. It is true that the performers here deploy a
degree of virtuosity and professional style which one
would not hear from less cultivated musicians; and the
result is superb—one almost has to fall back on that
overworked word, 'exciting'. This is splendid stuff.
Undoubtedly the impact is increased by arecording
which really does justice to the music and the players: it
is bright but natural, with the many percussive sounds
beautifully placed and startlingly clear. The balance is
excellent, the atmosphere convincing. The performers
enjoy themselves;
and
so do
we.
Strongly
recommended. [
A: 1
Peter Turner

Not Vocal
BJORN BOYSEN, ORGAN
LISZT: Variations on ' Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen,
Zagen' / REUBKE: Sonata on the 94th Psalm /
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SANDVOLD: Introduction and Passacaglia
Bjorn Boysen ( org)
Simax P51001 (£ 5.50) ( Gamut)
Made with omnidirectional microphones, this recording has Some ' phasiness' and a muddy ambience. It
does sound distinctly better on headphones, presumably because this removes the effects of reflections
in the listening room. A little top lift seemed to give
improved realism to an otherwise dullish sound, at least
with loudspeakers. There is alittle wow, but the noise
level is low and the dynamic range well extended.
The organ is by Ott ( 1977-8) in the Oslo Concenhall
(specification included), and the performance is very
good, the Reubke being effective if slow- moving—
unfortunately it suffers from the use of a somewhat
coarse pedal stop with a tendency to 'cough'. The
currently recommended version of this work remains
that by Dearnley on OUP.
Sandy°ld's contribution is reminiscent of Reger,
whose music influenced this contemporary composer.
It is an attractive piece which is not available except in
B/C: 2]
Trevor Attewell
this version. [
CEREMONIAL MUSIC FOR ORGAN
Music by Anon, Clarke, Handel, Haydn, Hurford,
Jackson, Mozart, Purcell, Ravenscroft, Reubke,
Stanley, Willcocks
Christopher Dearnley ( org)
Oxford University Press OUP 164 (£ 5.05)
(Symphonica)
Well, half ceremonial music, anyway, since Reubke's
Sonata on the 94th Psalm occupies the whole of side 2.
Side 1 contains sixteen pieces, mostly arrangements, all publishéd in two books, with the same title as
the disc, by OUP—who else? The organ is the
Mander/Willis at St. Paul's Cathedral, and the double
sleeve has anote by Noel Mander, plus aspecification
and registration details. Exactly what went on in the
18th century during the performance of 'The Lord
Mayor's Swan- Hopping Trumpet Tune' is not, alas,
revealed.
Dearnley's arrangements of 17th and 18th century
music are more than life-size, providing plenty of aural
excitement, but it is his magnificent, evocative account
of the Reubke for which this recording is particularly
recommended. On all counts this is the best available
performance of a notable work.
St. Paul's is one of the best examples of abuilding in
which single coincident pair technique is simply not
practicable, at least for the organ, without severe
restrictions on tempi. This is the first recording in which
an additional stereo pair ( C414s) has been suspended
in front of the Dome section, and in my opinion it is the
best recording to date in this difficult location. There is
aremarkable bass extension for those with subwoofers
(or IMF monitors), and some accompanying rumble—
inevitable in St. Paul's—is a price worth paying. On
normal systems this very deep rumble is not noticed.
Highly recommeded. [
A/A*:1*] Trevor Attewell
THE CLASSICAL TRADITION OF IRAN
Dariush Ta/al ( tar) IJamshid Shemiriini (zarb)
Harmonia Mundi HM 1031 (£5.50) ( Parnote)
All classical Iranian music is constructed from twelve
modal systems and their derivatives, the seven most
important among them being called Dastgih. The
modes are of unequal temperament, and like so much
non- Occidental music, use quarter and three-quarter
tones as well as the more usual ( to our ears) divisions.
Each Dastge is formed into a continuous melodic
sequence, the Grisheh, and herein lies the art of the
performer. Dariush Talai and Jamshid Shemirieni are
among the foremost exponents of the ter—briefly, a
two- bowled lute played with a metal plectrum—and
the zarb—a single- membrane, chalice- shaped drum.
The two Dastg8h which make up this recording are
contrasted in character; exhilaration alternates with
langour, and even untutored 'ears are grasped by the
momentum generated.
The shimmering overtones of the ter and the deep
resonances of the zarb are outstandingly clear. The
disposition of the two instruments across the speakers
is distinct but not unnatural and both are very well
forward. The acoustic almost embraces one with its
warmth and reverberance. TA: 1j
Roger Bowen
FLUTE & PIANO
FAURE: Fantasia, Op. 79/ MESSIAEN: Le merle
noir / POULENC: Sonata / RHENE-BATON:
Passacaglia, Op. 35 / ROUSSEL: Joueurs de
Flüte, Op. 27
Gun//la von Bahr ( fit) IDag Achatz (pno)
BIS LP-140 (£4.85) ( TOL)
Another ' No Dolby' offering from BIS, recorded on a
Revox A-77 with two Sennheiser MKH 105
microphones—and anicely warm sound it is too, if not
of the most open. The flute is pleasingly, if a shade
breathily, caught. When tape hiss is as negligible as
this, one wonders what would have been gained by the
use of a noise reduction system. The Swedish- born
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Gunilla von Bahr possesses a pleasantly vibrant tone
and asensitive, unmannered personality. It is arefreshing change to hear the clear-eyed Poulenc Sonata so
free from the self-conscious quirks of rubato and
foreign expressiveness so beloved of one or two more
illustrious names—the slow movement is touchingly'
simple. All of the music is, in fact, well suited to this
player's personality, and only in the Messiaen, with its
flutter- tonguing and its exploration of the flute's tonal
resources, is it possible to imagine a wider range of
colour. Dag Achatz ( son of the Swedish flautist Carl
Achatz, one of the six players to whose influence Miss
von Bahr pays tribute in her disarming sleeve note) is a
musical and sensitive partner. An attractive disc. [
A: 1 ]
Andrew Keener
KARAJAN IN PARIS
BERLIOZ: Hungarian March (" Damnation of
Faust') / BIZET: L'Arlesienne: Suite 2 /
CHABRI ER: España / GOUNOD: ' Faust'—ballet
music
BP° IKarajan
HMV ASD 3761 ( 540)
That this familiar Karajan fare is very much the con ductor's record is apparent not only from the title and
the presence of the maestro on both sides of the sleeve.
but also from the absence of information about the
music. However familiar the repertoire, it is surely apity
to overlook the first-time listener, interested enough to
read an informative note, yet not adequately so to seek
out the half- dozen or so relevant books.
That said, these really are superb performances,
beautifully detailed and shaped, full of power and
refinement. It sounds predictable, 1know, but go to
Beecham for an undiluted sense of enjoyment, of
caution thrown to the wind in the more I
ively numbers:
to compare, for instance, the little episode for flutes
two-thirds of the way through the Chabrier with World
Records SHB 55 ( mono) is to sense an extra spring in
the step, an instinctive flexibility of phrase. Yet, if
Beecham brings gaiety to these bars, there is on the
new disc an understated delicacy characteristic of
such pages. And listen to the rasp of the Berlin
trombones in the Bizet Farandole, the frisson of expectancy at the tambourine entry of the same movement, or the fabulously unanimous 'rat- a- tat' assurance of the brass in the Gounod Danse de Phryné.
Instrumental timbres are truthful throughout, firmly
placed yet recessed, though lacking nothing in power
at full tilt. Here the sound expands handsomely, if
occasionally alittle glassily on top. There is, however, a
correspondingly sumptuous bass response. [
A*/A:
1*/1]
Andrew Keener
DIE MANNHEIMER SCHULE: MUSIK DER
FRUH KLASS I
K
Thomas Demenga ( v/c) I Thomas Füri ( yin) IHeinz
Holliger ( obo) IAurèle Nicolet (f/t) ICamerata Bern
DG 'Archly' 2723 068 (
3 records) ( full price)
For many, 18th century Mannheim is most noteworthy
for the renown of its orchestra, and more specifically for
the new concept of dynamic shading, the ' Mannheim
Crescendo'. Burney describes them as 'an army of
generals' and Mozart speaks enthusiastically of the
'discipline which prevails there'; yet alongside this
flowering of instrumental technique grew aschool of
composers who were to influence the subsequent
development of the Classical era. This collection presents symphonies and concertos by two generationsof
the Mannheim school: Stamitz and F.X. Richter, Filtz,
Cannabich and Holzbauer. Lebrun is also represented.
Almost all of the works performed display many
typical features of the early classical era: buoyant,
tuneful, outer movements, with hints every so often of
the Sturm und Drang, and elegantly turned slow
movements. The Camerata Bern follow thé lead of the
Mannheim group in the discipline and cohesion which
they bring to the orchestral parts. .1
n both the symphonies and the concertos the sound is suave and
vibrant, with a good rhythmic tautness despite their
lack of conductor ( another Mannheim precedent). The
rapport between soloists and orchestra in the concertos is outstanding, and there is some magical
playing from Holliger in Lebrun's Oboe Concerto.
The Archiv recording is very clean, with aspacious
feel to the orchestral sound. Imaging, in both symphonies and concertos, is very authentic; solo lines
have just the right prominence over background, losing
nothing of the integration evident in the interpretations. Tonal response is very good throughout the
range although there is aslight loss of upper brilliance
on occasions; dynamic outlines are also wide and do
full justice to those famous crescendos. [
A: 1*)
Roger Bowen
MUSIC FOR A VIOL
Works by Jenkins, Simpson, Ford, Locke
Weiland Kuijken (gamba) ISigiswald Ku//ken (gamba,
vin) IRobert Kohnen ( hpd)
Accent ACC 8014 (£4.75) ( Chandos)
The title Music for aviol (
Isincerely hope the word play
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cLassicaL

on the first line of the famous Purcell song was
unintentional!) issomething of amisnomer, for much of
this 17th century English music is scored for two viols:
Christopher Simpson's 2 Divisions, and Locke's 8
Duos, have two independent parts, not being set for
viol and continuo. There is a huge extant corpus of
works in this genre, the present selection being concerned to show the range of expression and mood
which is possible with even such restricted forces: from
the languorous melancholy of Locke's Fantasia,
through the spirited dance forms of Ford, to the sheer
virtuosity of Jenkins Fantasia, with its elaborate ornamentation and display. The gamba playing in all the
works is extremely accomplished, both players having
a rich and varied tone.
As with the first Accent releases (/-/FN/RR, June
1980) the image is very well defined, very well forward
and quite resonant. There is admirable clarity in the
string parts, but the keyboard continuo is a little far
back for some passages. A very enjoyable sound ¡
A:
1)
Roger Bowen
POPULAR ORGAN MUSIC—CHRISTOPHER
HERRICK AT WESTMINSTER ABBEY
Music by Bach, Boéllmann, Hollins, Langlais, Peeters,
Mulet, Saint-Saëns, Widor
Christopher Herrick ( org)
Meridian E77034 (£4.35) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
Lacking access to sales figures, it is difficult to understand how the endless flood of Bach and Widor
toccatas can fail to be counter- productive, while
Boëllmann's Gothique toccata and Mulct's Carillon.
Sortie are not exactly unknown, either. This is a
perfectly good performance of all these from a very
reliable player, and is rated accordingly, but it has
nothing fresh to offer, and Ionly wish ( if with little
hope) that the rain will soon stop for adecent interval,
or at least until somebody can justify a repetition by
providing a fresh insight into the music.
The recording in Westminster Abbey is excellent, and
has aremarkably extended bass, giving reproduction to
below 20 Hz with suitable speakers. Inevitably there is
an occasional rumble or thump, with the system
apparently almost wide open all the way to the cutter,
but nothing unacceptable—or even audible on normal
domestic systems. The dynamic range is quite wide,
with asmidgin of hiss in the softest passages which,
again, is no worry. The balance is well chosen, and the
total effect very impressive. A specification is given.
This makes avery good demonstration disc. [
A: 1)
Trevor Attewell
RECORDER CONCERTOS
HANDEL: Recorder Concerto in F ( Op. 4 / 5) /
SAMMARTINI: Recorder Concerto in F /
TELEMANN:
Recorder Concerto in
C /
VIVALDI: Flautino Concerto (RV 443) in C
Michala Pet0 ( rec) IASM IBrown
Philips 9500 714
Sammartini's concerto, of which the title reads
Concerto apiu Instromenti & la Fluta. Di Giusep. oSt.
Martini, is a dazzling showpiece. Although the concerto is in F the recorder part is written out in B flat,
indicating that the work was conceived for the socalled 'fifth- flute' or descant recorder. This concerto
was not discovered until the ' fifties, Richard Dolmetsch
giving the first modern public performance in 1958.
The Handel concerto is better known in its version for
organ and orchestra where it forms part of the Op. 4
collection. The Vivaldi concerto, too, is well known
under the title Concerto per Ottavino. In this performance the little 9 in. long gopranino recorder is employed. Although less well-known, the Telemann concerto in C major deserves consideration. It is asplendid
composition with virtuoso figuration for the solo
instrument, written for the conventional treble
recorder.
Young Danish player Michala Petri became wellknown in the mid- 70s and this recording shows she is a
virtuoso of stature and distinction. Miss Petri offers
delightful performances of these four splendid concertos. Her technique is outstanding. The Telemann
concerto sparkles and here the sumptuous accompaniments of the ASM claim attention. The Vivaldi receives
a glittering performance and ornaments are tastefully
placed. The scintillating rendition of the Sammartini
demonstrates recorder playing at its highest level. Miss
Petri's tone is pure and crystal clear, distinctive yet
devoid of intrusive mannerism. The ASM directed by
lona Brown offer lively, rhythmically alert and stylistically sympathetic accompaniments. Tempi are well
chosen with dynamics thoughtfully contrived. The unnamed continuo player should also be praised for his
discreet yet unfailingly interesting harpsichord
realisation.
The recording is quite superb, perfectly balanced and
set iri an excellent acoustic environment which is
entirely suited to the music. Iwholeheartedly commend this truly magnificent and thoroughly enjoyable
record. [
A*: 1*]
Victor McAloon
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Are you listening Comfortably?
Or are dirt, dust and static ruining your
listening pleasure?
If so, take a look at the new Zeepa range
of record and tape care products. Each
one has been
scientifically
developed and

Sonic Magic

A new breakthrough in anti- static
formulations which banishes static forever after just one
application. Crackles and pops disappear like magic,
never to return. Also lubricates record track, virtually
eliminating scratches.

Dust Bridge

The only dual-purpose record cleaner
which can be used either in the hand or while the record
is actually playing. Minute conductive fibres attract dust
and lift it right off the playing surface. Easily mounted to
record deck — detaches simply for manual use.

"

edged

orriatm

Complete Tape Recorder and Cassette Care Kit

tested and is guaranteed to perform as
claimed, dramatically improving the sound
of your records and tapes.
For a free catalogue of the entire Zeepa
range of products, plus the name of
your nearest dealer, fill in the coupon
below.

Disk Mask

Simply the most thorough and effective
record cleaning system ever devised. Actually lifts dust
and dirt right from the depths of record grooves. Restores
even old discs to showroom appearance and sound.

Dust Lifter

Most record cleaners simply move dust
and grit round the record, doing more harm than good.
The Dust Lifter is different because it lives up to its
name. Thousands of tiny conductive bristles actually lift
the dust right off the playing surface, at the same time
neutralising any static charges.

Znnpa

15 Richmond Grove,
Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AH.

To: Zeepa Instruments Ltd.,
15 Richmond Grove, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AH.
Please send me your catalogue of record and tape
care accessories together with the name of my
nearest Zeepa dealer.
If you are a dealer please tick here ( )
Name

Tape Recorder Care Kit

To keep your tape

deck in pristine condition for pure undistorted sound with
full frequency response. Contains cleaning fluids for tape
heads and rubber pinch rollers, specially- angled brushes
and tools and even a small mirror to help you clean outof- sight places.

Address
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deniably exciting. This is a recording
that the listener isn't worried by short
A reissue
(1967) hard to credit; it's clean, firm, and
sections of pizzicato in one movement
brighter
than
the
SAL
originals.
and stop- contrasts in the cembalo part
roundup
Grumiaux's accounts of the Sonata and
elsewhere, this will make agood buy; but
Tzigane (
with Hajdu) are similarly agethere is outstanding competition at fullless. Poised, pure playing, if not the most
price from Wieland Kuijken ( HM 22225).
Orchestral/Symphonies
characterful Blues; better that than empty
The sleeve- notes are misleading and inhamming, though. Not to be missed. [A:
The 1911 version of Stravinsky's accurate regarding the origin and history
0- ONE interested in the rise of the
1]
A.K.
of the work and the solo instrument. [
B:
Petrushka is generally reckoned superior
symphony can afford to overlook
Brilliant virtuoso playing and alert ac2]
S.D.
the mid- price reissue of J. C. Bach's 6 to the subsequent revision and a 1977
recording by the LSO and Dutoit is now
companiments are the features of 1966
The
I Musici
performances
of
Symphonies, op. 3 ( Philips 9502 001).
available on DG 2535419. The playing is Christmas Concertos by Corelli,
Graffman/Philadelphia/Ormandy couplMarti ner's polished performances of Op.
Locatelli, Manfredini and Torelli first aping of Tchaikovsky Piano Concertos 2,
3 with his Academy first appeared in a very good but tends to sound tame and
safe in places. The sound is brittle and
peared in the unseasonal month of June
3 ( CBS ' Maestro' 61990). But for the
boxed set alongside symphonies by
lacks warmth and this, while emphasisin 1976. They now appear again in the
Andante of No. 2 the heavily cut Siloti
Haydn. Mozart and
Beethoven in
ing
the
impressionistic
aspects
of
the
Philips
Festivo
series
(
6570
179),
and
edition was used; sound quality is rather
October 1971; the J.C.B. works came
score, robs the work of its móre menacing they are likely to appeal to all except
poor. So no recommendation. [
C: 2]
again on asingle disc in July 1972, and
C.B.
those
for
whom
considerations
of
characteristics.
For
a
more
natural
and
they still sound as bright and fresh as
earthy
recording,
although
with
some
authenticity
are
paramount.
These
are
Vocal/Operatic
when they were new Do hear them. [
A:
distortion. try lvanov on CEP ( for top warm, strong performances, with organ
1.1
P.B.
ESA Berganza sings arias by
full- price sound, Davis on Philips). [
B/C: continuo and eloquent string- playing.
Listening
again
to
BPO/Karajan
Gluck,
Handel and
II Mozart,
2]
D.P. The Manfredini ( Op. 3, no. 12) is a Rossini is the title of asplendid reissue
Beethoven overtures—Fidelio, Leonora
particular
treat,
but
the
whole
proReissued as a ' highlights' disc is the
3, Coriolan (
1966) [
B:1]; Egmont, Ruins
of some of the mezzo-soprano's finest
Concertgebouw/Dorati
coupling
of gramme is very enjoyable. The recording recordings, made between 1964 and
of Athens (1970) [
A:1]-1 was struck by
matches
the
playing:
full-blooded,
sonoSuites 1 and 2 from Tchaikovsky's
the utter seriousness of purpose, by
1970. ( Decca 'Jubilee' JB 98). In all of
rous, well-balanced. [
It 2]
P.B. these her warm, well- focused voice and
Nutcracker ballet ( Philips 9500 697).
forces leashed ( beginning of Athens)and
Extracted
from
Dorati's
complete
recordLast
appearing
in
1977
as
'7
Guitar
unleashed ( end of Coriolan), as well as
her immaculate technique are shown at
ing ( made in 1963 and reissued in 1975),
Concertos' ( 77334), CBS's 3- record box their best. The Rossinian roulades hold
the much- debated cultivation of orchesthis selection is not exactly over- set tribute to the guitar expertise of John no terrors for her, and the recordings have
tral sound. A well- filled DG ' Privilege'
generous in terms of playing time, but the Williams reappears ( 79334, full price), come out amazingly well with good balreissue, 2542 141, but with hard- to- see
Amsterdam orchestra's blend of skill, with two changes, as The Golden ance between voice and orchestra and
separation scrolls. Recommended. C.B.
discipline and enthusiasm makes the Guitar. Instead of Dodgson's Concerto excellent stereo spread and definition.
Haitink's coupling of Haydn's 96th
familiar score sound new- minted, while we
have
the ( 1979)
Villa-Lobos [A/B: 1*]
and
99th
Symphonies
with
the
J.F.
the recording as such is of high excelConcerto for Guitar and small orchestra.
Concertgebouw ( Philips Festivo 6570
Great sopranos of our Time conlence.
[A:
1]
T.H.
(Other dates are 1968, 69, 77 and the sists of nine excerpts sung by Caballé,
083) first appeared in August 1969,
other works are Castelnuovo-Tedesco's Callas, Cotrubas, De Los Angeles, Freni,
though the recordings were actually
Those who insist on a pseudo- openConcerto 1, Guiliani's Op. 30, Rodrigo's Nilsson,
made five years earlier. They still sound
air version of Tchaikovsky's 1812
Schwarzkopf,
Scotto
and
pretty good, with clean detail ( timpani
Overture, complete with high- precision Aranjuez and Gentilhombre, Vivaldi's Sutherland. The recording dates vary
Concertos in D and A. The ECO is con- from 1959 to 1978, but all come out very
rather muffled, however) and considerartillery ( Irefer, of course, to rhythmic
able vitality. A serious drawback is the
precision,
not
necessarily accurate ducted by Barenboim: Aranjuez, Villa- well in this interesting selection ( HMV
Lobs;
and
Groves:
Gentilhombre, ASD 3915, £ 5-40). Particularly outstanshooting!) and imitation Kremlin bells
use of the bad old pre- Robbins Landon
sending Bonaparte on his wintry retreat,
Tedesco.) The other change is to German ding are the Lucia Mad Scene sung by
scores—in the ' Miracle' the differences
pressings,
which
on
our
samples were Callas, Nilsson's ' Ocean thou mighty
will probably find Decca's reissue of
are not merely academic. [
B: 1/2] P.B.
immaculate. Fairly similar sound ap- monster' and Schwarzkopf's ' Come
Mehta's 1970 LAPO recording as good
One dating anomaly is cleared up in
proach: a little overdose for the guitar scoglio' and for me the least successful is
as any. Frankly. Iwould rather hear the
the reprinted text for Kokkonen
piece without these superimposed 'ef(revealing afew squeaks and clacks) but Cotrubas' aria from Les Pêcheurs de
Symphony3/Sibellua 'Tapiola', Finnish
fects' which, for me, spoil what is in other with nicely wide and spacious orchestra Perles where the voice is too tremulous.
RSO/Berglund, but the
1979 on the
if not always precisely placed. Gentle Good clean sound from all the bands but
respects asplendid- sounding disc. Both
Finlandia FA311 sleeve (£ 5.75, Unicorn)
tape hiss throughout did not disturb naturally the recording of the orchestras
here and in the Romeo and Juliet Fantasy
misleads—the tapes were available
unduly, and the really very enjoyable varies considerably. [
Overture, Mehta offers firm and enthuA/B/C: 1/2] J.F.
through Decca ( SXL 6432) in 1973. With
sounds, together with JW's superb techsiastic, if rather predictable, readings
HMV's 1966 recording ( SXLP 30444,
pinpoint lateral information, but almost
nical
fluency,
remain
a
constant
delight.
(Jubilee
J
B96).
Were
it
not
for
those
£3-45) of Handel's Dixit Dominus
no front- to- back imaging, the sound is
A very worthwhile box, musically an even featuring King's, Cambridge / ECO /
'artificial additives' ( the bells do jangle
rather odd: better than the Decca transfer,
rather
disagreeably,
and
there
is
somemore
approachable
introduction
to
the
Willcocks sounds extremely fresh despite
which could sound glassy on some sysguitar concerto than last time around. its advancing years. Soloists Teresa
thing faintly ridiculous about guns that
tems. Under- rated Sibelius performance,
[A/B: 1*/11
G.J. Zylis-Gara, Robert Tear and Dame Janet
always boom forth exactly on the beat!),
Bartok-like textures in the Kokkonen.
my recommendation might have been
The Great Violin Concertos reBaker give scholarly interpretations but it
Recommended to the adventurous colmore positive than [
A/B: 2].
T.H. corded by Heifetz in the late 50$ and 60$
should be mentioned that the proportion
lector. [
A: 1]
C.B.
The sensible reissue of Webern's are not to be sneezed at on RCA RL
of solo numbers in Dixit Dominus is
Philharmonia/Silvestri play Liszt's
Works for Orchestra from the CBS boxed 00720 ( 6 recs, £ 19-50). The composers minimal.
The
magnificent
5- part
Les Preludes and Tasso on HMV SXLP
are
Bach,
Mozart,
Beethoven,
set of the complete works ( CBS 76911)
choruses convey an enormous sense of
30447 (£ 3.45). The Liszt recordings date
Mendelssohn,
Bruch,
Brahms,
gives
cheaper
access
to
this
major
comoccasion. Handel's music is brilliantly
from 1958 and the filler, Rimsky's May
poser's bigger compositions. These in- Tchaikovsky, Sibelius, Glazunov and
florid and unfailingly imaginative. This
Night Overture, dates from 1960. The
Prokofiev.
The
highly
compelling
perclude
the
Romantic
Passacaglia
Op.
1,
album is amust for all devotees of 18th
playing of these popular warhorses is
formances
are
very
much
in
tune
with
the
the
miniaturistic
Six
Pieces
Op.
6
and
Century
choral music. [
A: 1]
V.M.
virile without being too bombastic.
Five Pieces Op. .10 as well as the mature aesthetic of tpday with their pure and
Sound quality is natural and well balanHeydn's The Seasons with Harper,
Symphony Op. 21 and Variations Op. 30. clean lines. Heifetz is not too proud to
ced with excellent stereo positioning in
Davies, Shirley- Quirk, the BBC SO and
As abonus we have Webern's orchestra- accompany the orchestra when required.
the EMI late- 50s style. Lack of top dates
Chorus/Davis, on Philips ' Festivo' 6770
The
recorded
quality
is
variable
but
often
tion of the Fugue from J.S. Bach's
the recordings and tape noise is higher
035 ( 3recs, mid price). The 1968 recordup to RCA's highest standards; well over
Musical
Offering.
The
performances
by
than desirable. [
B/C: 1)
O.P.
ing suffers from abit of rumble and tape
80% is of at least [
8:1 1 ]quality. Highest
LSO/Boulez are precise and wellFrom the LSO/Schmidt Neilsen
noise in places but captures the music
musical recommendation.
D.P.
recorded,
and
useful
sleevenotes
by
boxed set ( Unicorn), symphonies 1-3
faithfully i
nterms of timbres and balance.
Josef Suk's recordings of the Mozart
Susan
Bradshaw provide excellent
were available singly at one time. Newly
The Dutch pressings supplied were exViolin
Concertos
made
with
the
Prague
guidance.
[
A:
1]
B.S.
sleeved, these are reissued in Dutch
cellent. The performance is fully allye and
CO and released here through Ariola and
pressings with rather higher transfer
sensitive and presents the music in an
Chamber/Concertos
RCA during the mid- 1970s were dislevels than before and smoother surfaces
exceptionally clean style. Excellent singIR on the G string is the title and tinguished by excellently- judged perfor(KPM7001-3, £ 3.99 each). However,
ing ( in English) and playing make this a
first
band
of
a
Münchinger
reissue
mances from soloist and orchestra. The
there is aslight diminution in 'openness',
bargain. [
A/B: 1*]
DP.
on
Decca
SPA568.
The
compilation
is
reissue
of
Nos
1
and
3
(
K207
and
K216)
and occasional congestion was noted.
Film soundtracks seldom transfer well
mainly
of
music
for
strings
from
Vivaldi
together
with
the
two
Rondos
(
K269
and
'The Four Temperaments' ( Sym.2) is a
to record and the Losey film of Mozart's
and Boccherini to Grieg. Some of the K373)( RCA GL52288, £ 2.99)brings back
good starting- point in the cycle; all three
Don Giovanni issued complete by CBS
pieces are of the type well-known by ear worthy accounts of music which benefits
records reflect the enthusiasm of the LSO
in October 1979, is no exception. The
rather than title. The playing is occasion- from Suk's mellifluous style and warm
at the 1974 Cripplegate sessions. [
A/B:
ally pedestrian and the 1967 recording, tone, and from the stylish support of a record of highlights ( CBS73888) con1]
C.B.
tains most of the great moments but as
by not presenting too creamy a sound suitably sized orchestra. The recording is
The 1960 recording of Rimsky's
with the original Maazel's direction lacks
swamped in reverberation, creates an well balanced and suitably resonant. [
A:
Scheherazade with Philharmonia/Kletzki
impetus, and the singers, good as inhonest impression of the Stuttgart CO. A 1]
K.O.
reappears on CFP 40341 (£ 1.99). In
good present for a conservative music
Only last June Iput in a plea for a dividuals, do not shine as brightly as one
comparison with the excellent Beecham
might have expected from such lustrous
lover, preferably of no declared tastes and
reissue of the Beaux Arts Trio's
version the performance is pedestrian,
names as Moser, Te Kanawa, Berganza,
having equipment which will not reRavel/Schumann coupling; little did I
but the solo violin of Hugh Bean is better
produce the LF tone inserted between
know that plans were already afoot for Raimondi, Van Dam and Riegel. The
in tune. Tchaikovsky's Capriccio
each band. [
B/C: 2]
D.P.
the Ravel side ( Philips ' Festivo' 6570 sound is restricted and lacks brilliance.
Italien as a filler receives more exciting
[B: 1/2]
K.D.
From Philips' Living Baroque' series
177). The first movement brings apotent
direction. The recordings have excellent
The 1961 recording of Carl Cliff's
(9502 003) come Bach's three Gamba
sense of mystery while the sound the
stereo images and clarity, but dynamic
Sonatas ( BWV 1027-29), in good perplayers draw from their instruments is Antigonae was supervised by the comrange is restricted and the first movement
formances by Marçal Cervera with Rafael
gorgeous; the Torteliers ( HMV) may poser and is reissued on DG 2740 226 ( 3
of Scheherazade has been cut at alower
Puyana at the rather prominent harpsibring more spacious grandeur to the recs, mid price). Ferdinand Leitner conlevel than the rest. The test pressings
chord; the sound is clear, and providing
work's last pages, but the BA are un- ducts an ensemble of singers, 6pianos, 6
were exceptionally flat. (
B/C: 1/
2)DP.
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Its superlative performance outdates all other amplifiers! It should meet all the
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GRAMOPHONE
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flutes, 6 oboes, 6 trumpets, 9 double
basses and a host of percussion. Not
surprisingly the texture is somewhat
bleaker than that of the ever- popular
Carmine Burana, and the experimental
monotonous rhythmical declamation of
the story will not appeal to everybody.
The singers are well recorded, though
with noticeable tape modulation noise,
but the multimiked orchestra is a little
distant. The booklet supplies a text in
German only. Taken together, none of
these facts may be relied upon to attract a
large public. The Legge recordings of Der
Mond and ( particularly, being otherwise
unavailable in its original form) Die Kluge
would be more interesting to have back
in the catalogue. [
B/C: 1*]
D.P.

A feast of Puccini desserts is indulgently gathered together under the
title of ' One Fine Day' ( Decca 'World Of'
SPA574). As we might expect, they are
all there: ' Un bel di', ' Elucevan', ' Nessun
dorme!', ' Che gelida', ' 0 mio babino
caro'- all the old heart- wringers, culled
from various Decca recordings of 1958 to
72 vintages. They are sung by such as
Felicia Weathers ( who starts it off with a
precarious solo note), Di Stefano,
Cerguetti, Tebaldi, Prevedi, Bergonzi,
Chiera, Zeani and even Jussi Bjoerling.
Never has there been such agathering of
sobbing and bellowing for the intense
enjoyment of the Puccini addict. The

recordings, generally on the dry side,
maintain an acceptable standard. [
A/B:
1*2]
P.G.
Something of a Schwarzkopf/Legge
treasure-trove on HMV RLS751 ( 2
recs, £ 7-95),
Schwarzkopf's
first
Columbia recording of Strauss' Four
Last Songs (
1953) with the Philharmonie
under Ackermann has long held onto
collectors' status. It's a joyous experience:
fresh,
vibrant,
inimitably
Viennese and all the better, I've always
thought, for a less studied and worldlywise projection of the texts than one gets
from her equally celebrated stereo recording. The operatic extracts from
Capriccio (
closing scene) and Arabe/la
(Philharmonie and soloists this time
under Von Matacic, 1955) are no less
treasurable, and the pressings admirably
restored. Compulsory. [ C: 1*]
E.S.

Collections
EMINDERS of Istvan Kertesz's short
tenure with the LE10
Capriccioso, Carnival Overture, and the
Largo from the New World. '
World of
Dvorak' (
Decca SPA578, low price)
also has two Slavonic Dances, Israel
PO/Kertesz, two short vocal items
(Sutherland, Lorengar), Waltz from the
String Serenade, ASM. Quality good,
although reference to early SXLs shows
how the superior original transfers made

R

cassettes

the LSO performances seem 'warmer'.
[A:1/2]
C.B.

The latest Decca 'World of Eiger'
compilation ( SPA576, low- price) is
good value, with demonstration- worthy
LSO/Bliss Pomp & Circumstance 1and
4, ASM String Serenade, Monteux's
Nimrod. Two old items in 12 Imperial
March (
Sargent), Chanson de Matin
(Boult), an excerpt from Britten Dream,
Caprice for violin/piano, and the Anthem
Give unto the Lord. Perhaps an even
better starting- point than the earlier DPA
Elgar double- album. [A*/C: 1]
C.B.
The World of Haydn on Decca SPA
577 contains excerpts from some of
Decca's well known complete series. The
recordings date from between 1962 and
1978 and are generally adequate although none is of demonstration quality.
There is on some titles what sounds like
wideband rumble or evidence of a d- c
magnetised tape. The choice of extracts
can hardly be said to be representative of
the many facets of Haydn's world; to give
but one example, the symphonies are
only represented by slow movements
from Nos 94, 100 and 101 taken from
Dorati's complete recording. Not. Ifeel,
intended for readers of this magazine.
Mainly [
B: 1].
DP.
These you have loved Vol IV (
CFP
40337, £ 1 - 99) follows the pattern of
previous volumes and the BBC pro-

gramme with items which are well selected and sensibly juxtaposed, eight of the
eleven coming from LPs and sets still in
the catalogue. All the performances are
good and are by top well known artists.
The recording dates range from 1958 to
1977 and though afew bands suffer from
tape noise the compilation is well worth
investigating for light listening. [
A/C:
1*/2]
DP.

Toccata (
plus fugues where appropriate), Deccca SPA 583, contains 8of the
species, performed by 5 players on 6
organs, and taken from 7 records spanning 1963-77. All are splendid performances, and the older tapes sound at least
as good as on the original issues, though
the tonal and ambient contrasts are naturally rather marked. [
A: 1]
TA.
Vienna in Waltytime, Vol. 2 (
RCA
'Gold Seal' GL 25264, £2.99) continues
to bring back into circulation the AriolaEurodisc recordings of 1966/70, first
issued here in aWorld Record 6- record
set ( M113/118) and elsewhere some
years ago. Robert Stolz conducts the
VSO and the Berlin SO in agathering of
old favourites that includes Tales from
the Vienna Woods, Wiener Blut and other
waltzes and polkas, etc. As with Vol.1,
reviewed recently, the performances are
in good idiomatic style, lively, romantic;
and the recording is of anicely rich, fullbodied quality. [
A: 1]
P.G.

D: 1963. R: As for Flying Dutchman. P:
B/C: 1]
D: 1978. R: Hard piano, noisy. P: Bright Atmospheric. [
COLLECTIONS
and forceful. [
9: 1/2]
PAGANINI: Violin Concerto 6- ADAGIO. Music by Albinoni, Pachebel,
reviewed by Peter Gammond
Accardo
I LPO
I Dutoit-DG Bach, Rameau, Purcell, etc-Lucerne
Festival Strings I Baumgartner-DG
'Privilege' 3335 421
Although this section uses the same technical rating system as our disc record
D: 1974. R: Generally pleasant. P: 'Special' 3335 804
sections, readers should be aware that mass production techniques can degrade
Warmly
bright.
[
A:
1]
D: 1968. R: good, slightly artificial. P:
cassette sound quality between samples, and that the 'recording' ratings given here
PRAETORIUS: Dances from
Friendly. [
A/B: 1/2]
apply only to our review copies. KEY: P-Performance; R- Recording; D-Original
CHANT.
Christmas
Terpsichore /
H0 LBO RN E, GREGORIAN
review of disc version, when discoverable.
LAMBRANZI:
Dances--Preetorius Mass-Benedictine Abbey, BeuronConsort IBall-CFP TC-CF P40335
De Archly ' Privilege' 3347 001
Juliet-SFSO /
Ozawa-DG
BOXED SETS
D: 1976. R: Realistic, well-balanced. P: D: 1959. R: Incredibly good. P: Spiritual.
HANDEL: ' Ariodante'-Baker
I 'Privilege' 3336 422
[A: 1]
Bright and lively. [
A: 1*]
Mathis IBurrowes IBowman IRendall I D: 1973. R: Big, well- spread sound. P:
HOROWITZ
CONCERTS
PROKOFIEV: Peter and the Wolf / THE
Romantic, vibrant. [
A: 1]
Rainey I ECO I Leppard-Philips
1978/9.
First recordings of Schumann,
BRUCKNER: Symhony 6-BRSO I L MOZART: Toy Symphony-Du Pré
7699 112 (
3 cassettes)
Rachmaninov,
Liszt-Horowitz-RCA
I
ECO
I
Barenboim-DG
3301
275
Jochum-DO
'
Privilege'
3335
415
0: Sep 80. R: Slightly bass dominated. P:
D: Oct '80. R: Well defined. P: Generally 'Red Seal' RK13433
D: 1967. R: Warm concert hall sound. P:
Tastefully restrained. [
A: 1]
D: Apr'80. R: Concert recording-dry. P:
good, sometimes slow. [
A: 2]
Relaxed but tidy. [ A: 1]
MOZART: 'Die Entführung aus dam
B/C: 1*/1]
Serair-Eda-Pierre
I Burrowes
I BRUCKNER: Symphony 7-DRSO I SCHUBERT, arr. LISZT: Wanderer Typical Horowitz. [
CALLAS:
OPERATIC
Fantasia / SCHUMANN: Piano MARIA
Burrows ITear ILloyd ICurd Jurgens I Sanderling-Unicorn UKC356
Concerto-Rogoff IPO ISanderling- RECITAL. Arias by Bizet, Charpentier.
D: July '79. R: Live, fluctuating. P:
Academy IDavis-Philips 7699 111 (
2
Puccini, Saints-Saérts, Rossini, Verdi,
Unicorn UKC367
Restless and variable. [
C: 3]
cassettes)
Concert
D: Dec '79. R: Slightly unnatural. P: etc.-Callas I etc-HMV '
OLIERE:
Symphony
3
llya
D: Sep '80. R: Warmly pleasant. P: Rich,
Classics'
TC-SXLP3Q164
Average
concert
reading.
[
II:
2]
Muromete-RPO
I
Fabermansensitive, well- paced. [
A: 1*/1]
STRAVINSKY: Petrushica-LSO / D: 1959/65. R: Fair. P: S'amples of Callas
Unicorn UKC500/1
ROSSINI: Complete Overturesartistry. [
B/C: 1*/1 ]
Dutoit-DO '
Privilege' 3335 419
D: Oct '79. R: Digital, very good quality.
ASM IMarriner-Philips 7699 134 (
3
KARAJAN.
D: May '
77, DV Nov '80. R: Lacks THE WONDER OF
P: Exemplary. [
A: 1]
cassettes)
Overtures by Mendelssohn, Weber,
GRIEG: ' Peer Gynt' (
complete)-LSO
warmth. P: Objective clarity. [
B/C: 2]
D: 1977/80 R: Good to very good. P:
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 1-BP0 Nicolai & Wagner-BP0 I KarajanIetc IDreier-Unicorn UKC341/2
Good to excellent. [
A/B: 1*/1/2]
HMV 'Concert
Classics'
TCIKarajan- DG 3301 284
VERDI: Itigoletto'-Cappuccilli I D: 1978. R: Natural, open sound.. P:
D: 1979. R: Almost star quality. P: SXLP30210
A*: 1*/1 ]
Cotrubas I Domingo I Obraztsova I Impressive first. [
0: 1962. R: Moderately good. P:
GRIEG: 'Olav Trygyason'-operatic
Controlled, sensitive. [
A: 1]
Ghiaurov I Moll I Vienna State Opera
B: 1]
fragments-LSO / Dreier-Unicorn
TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture / Generally impressive. [
Choir IVP0 IGiulini- DG 3371 064 (
3
THE
MAGIC OF THE WALTZ. Music
RACHMANINOV:
3
Russian
Folk
UKC364
cassettes)
by
Strauss,
Tchaikovsky,
Delibes, Chopin
Songs
D
Spring
Cantata
NPO
/
R:
Thickish
sound.
P:
Good.
[
B/C:
2]
D: Oct '80. R: Natural, slight- tape noise.
Buketoff-RCA '
Gold Seal' GK42924 &
Berlioz-BPO
I Karajan- DG
HAYDN / HUMMEL / NERUDA:
P: Detailed, deep, musical. [
A: 1*/1]
Trumpet Concertos-Lang I NSO I D: 1968. R: Rather distant & thin P: 'Special' 3335 607
D: 1961/5. R: Reticent but good. P:
Exultant. [
B/C: 1]
Seaman-Unicorn UKC337
SINGLE CASSETTES
D: 1975. R: Forward and reverberant. P:
A/B: 1]
VIVALDI: 'Gala
Concert
in Luscious. [
BEETHOVEN:
Symphony
3
Fair, a little plodding.
2/3]
Venice*-Concertos-Baumgartner
I MOONLIGHT SONATA. Music by
'Eroie.a' BP°
I
Kubelik-DG
HINDEMITH:Mathis der Maier / R.
Chopin,
Debussy &
Hofmann IIMusic I Sacher .
Ietc-DO Beethoven,
'Privilege' 3335 412
STRAUSS: Tod und Verklarung- 'Special' 3336 830
Schubert- Kempff
I
Vasary-DG
D: 1976. R: Bold, open sound. P: Lyrical
LSO
I
Horenstein-Unicorn
UKC312
D:
1964/9,
R:
Generally
good.
P:
'Special'
3336
439
and propulsive. [
A: 1]
Generally good. [A: 1 ]
D: 1964/70. R: Good. P: Good to excelD: 1973. R: Reasonable quality. P. Broad
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 1A: 1/2]
WAGNER: 'The Flying Dutchman'- lent. [
Michelangeli I VSO I Giulini- DG
and weighty. [
B: 1/2]
ET
LA
GRANDE
LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsodies 2, 5,
excerpts-Si/ja IBumbry IWimigassen I MALGOIRE
3301 302
9, 14, 15, 19-Szidon- DG ' Privilege'
Sawallisch-Philipe '
Festivo' 7310 ECURIE EN CONCERT. Music by
0: Oct '80. R: Concert recording well
Campra, Handel, Mouret, Boismortier, L.
caught. P: Spontaneous insight. [
A: 1*]
3335 420
081
D: 1973. R: Clean and clear. P: Crisp and
D: 1962. R: Live, noises, tape hiss, but Mozart-Ma/gone-CBS 40-74859
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 3D: Mar '80. R: Clear and bright. P:
satisfying. [
A: 1]
spacious. P: Gripping. [
B/C: 1]
Rubinstein I LPO I Barenboim-RCA
A*: 111(]
MAHLER: Symphony 1-LSO I WAGNER: ' Parader-excerpts- Tastefully entertaining. [
RK11418
FOR
GUITAR
FROM
Horenstein-Unicorn UKC301
Thomas
I Hotter
I Delis
I WORKS
D: 1976. R: Slightly aggressive. P:
D:1969. R: Good. P: Fresh and well- knit.
Knappertsbusch-Philips
'
Festive' RENAISSANCE TO BAROQUE -Masterful but variable. [
13: 2]
Romero-Philips 7300 602
[A: 1*/1 ]
BERLIOZ: ' Les Troyens'- excerpts7310 082
80. R: Quietly restrained. P:
MENDELSSOHN:
Symphony
3 D: 1964. R: Bayreuth live, atmospheric. D. July '
Vickers I Lindholm I Veasey I Covent
A: 1*/1
'Scottish'
D
Hebrides-/PO
I P: Spiritual, concentrated, though ill- Sensitive. [
Garden I Davis-Philips ' Festivo'
FOLKSONGS OF GERMANY AND
Bernstein-DO 3301 256
chosen. ( Ill-advised?) [
A: 1*]
7310 096
D: Oct'80. R: Bass heavy, live recording.
WAGNER: Tannhiiisser'-excerpts- AUSTRIA- Vienna Boys Choir-RCA
D: 1970. R: Well-balanced. P: Inspired.
P: Atmospheric. [
B/C: 2]
Silja I Bumbry I Windgassen I Red Seal' RK30470
[A: 1*]
M EN DELSSOHN: Piano Concertos
Sawallisch-Philips '
Festive' 7310 D: 1980. R: Echoing acoustic. P: Fresh
BERLIOZ /
PROKO FIEV /
1 & 2-Gheorghiu ILRO IKegel-DG
080
and charming. [
A/B: 1]
TCHAIKOVSKY:
Romeo
and
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'Privilege' 3335 416

131/H

First read the
You'll be hard pushed S
to find arange of speakers
that sound as clear or natural
at anything close to our prices. Because at KLH
we've designed and engineered every speaker
in our range using all the experience gained
from over twenty three years
of producing only the
highest of hi-fi equipment.
Our two-way systems,
the KLH-33113 and
KLH-3178, are excellent
proof of this,
giving flawless
reproduction of
sound for avery
modest price.
The two
latest additions
to our range,
the KLH-150 and
KLH-160, have
unique
capabilities.

To start with we've used our own
formula of
polypropylene
for the
cones.
Developed by the BBC
to be acoustically 'dead,'
polypropylene doesn't add
its own vibrations or
sounds to the sound of the
music.
So listen out for the
clarity detail and definition,
particularly in the
mid-range
performance.
What Smore,
the KLH soft dome
tweeter will give
wide dispersion
and sweet, smooth
highs.
In order to
reduce
irregularities in
frequency response caused by the
cabinet, the KLH-150 and
KLH-160 are made with offset
drivers, supplied in mirror
,image pairs, to provide
better stereo imaging.
The KLH-150 and
KLH-160 incorporate
many of the design
factors developed for
our exclusive, if slightly
more expensive
computer controlled
loudspeakers.

Now hear them
play
Isn't it time you
heard more of KLH
for yourself?
You can hear
KLH loudspeaker
systems in most of the
major towns and cities
in the country
Ring the KLH Hotline
to discover your
nearest dealer

MI»

IMM.In

Clearly superior
The KLH Hotline: Telephone 01-584-7735
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ROCK
Ar

Sauvage; the ever-changing Ace In
The Hole, which reaffirms Simon's
belief in gospel; Late In The
Evening, with its memories of
Mambo; and Long, Long Day, yet
another glimpse in the poet and the
one-man band's personal mirror,
which comes with the reminder ' I
sure been on this road/Done nearly
fourteen years'. Paul Simon's learnt
a lot in that time, not only about
music but also. Isuspect, about
himself. And with the aid of such
friends as Richard Tee, Eric Gale,
Steve Gadd and Tony Levin, he puts
his experience to fine use on ' One
Trick Pony'. ' He makes it look so
easy/He looks so clean/He moves
like God's Immaculate machine,'
we're told. All true. But the results
Fred Deliar
are valid, easily accomplished or
not. [A:111
Next, the subject of Chicago
-r- HE SLEEVE of The Rumour's
XIV ( CBS 86118), an album whose
I Purity Of Essence ( Stiff
only redeeming feature is that it's
SEEZ 27) depicts the band doing
not a double. 'At the beginning,
their utmost to merge with the backChicago were all that I wanted
ground Vymura. Wallpaper music,
Blood, Sweat and Tears to be,' Al
then? Pretty much so, I'm afraid.
Kooper recently told me, ' but nowSixties patterned mainly, with hints
adays Iworry about them!' Frankly,
of Beatles here and touches of
Cetera, Lamm, Pankow and Co.
Byrds there—a central motif being
visible right from the start, when a would seem to be past worrying
about. Their music has become instrangely tentative revamp of Little
creasingly anonymous over the
Red Book is proferred. Love,
years and now all that's to be heard
Bacharach and 1966, right? From
are a few faceless rockers replete
then on it's the same old roll of
with trademark brass riffs and a
ready- pasted with the repeats
selection of M.O.R. ditties that Val
coming only a track apart. A Nick
Lowe number, aGraham Parker preDoonican would refuse houseroom. So sadly Igaze at my 1969
sent, a souvenir from Randy
Newman's
12 Songs—all
are
copy
of
Chicago
Transit
smoothed over with the same
Authority, with its '43/9—This
finishing brush. But because The
Label Is Removable' and think how
Rumour
are
nothing
if
not
times have changed. Sometimes my
craftsmen—after all, they do work
records get tearstained. [A: 4]
for a firm noted for its expertise in
Breaking Glass ( A&M AMLH
Do
It
Yourself offerings—the
64820), the soundtrack album of
finished results are reasonably
Hazel O'Connor's much- publicised
attractive, even if Pyramid, maybe a film, provides little to smile about
either. It's pure, unadulterated
nutty attempt to emulate Egyptian
Reggae, does make you wonder if
theatrical rock, with O'Connor
the whole thing is quite the right féz
merely playing a part. And while
up. [ B: 2/3]
Olivier could make you believe in
Archie Rice and, maybe, Jim
A true master craftsman is ai work
Stewart could even make you beon One Trick Pony (Warner Bros
lieve that he was Glenn Miller, Hazel
K56846), an album which heralds
O'Connor—at least on record—fails
the return of Paul Simon, following
an absence from the recording
to make me believe in Kate Crawley
rock- against- everybody robot of
scene that has lasted around four
the Ziggy Stardust genre. Even the
years. Ostensibly afilm soundtrack,
employment of Tony Visconti, onethere's nothing about Pony that
time Bowie programmer, does little
doesn't stand up musically even
to enhance the proceedings and all
when there are no visuals to lend
is failure in best Rock Follies tradisupport. Simon creates all the vistion. But those albums sold and so
uals in your mind and does adiffiwill this. Nothing succeeds like
cult job with such apparent ease
that some may tend to view the
excess, it seems. If you don't believe, then just check Kiss's sales
album with unfounded suspicion.
He knows his limitations better than
figures sometime. [A: 4]
Thankfully, II-Tips ( Chrysalis
most—but he does what he does
CHR 1255) are more down-toutilising every ounce of skill that he
can muster. ' He's aone- trick pony,'
earth. True, they too are basically
playing a part. Paul Young, their
he confides in the opening number,
vocalist, doubtless learned his trade
'But he turns that trick with pride.'
while singing along with Otis
The pony, of course, is Simon himRedding singles. He probably reself. He's a bit older these days—
grets being white. His instrumental
and the musical tide is turning
accomplices too have assimilated
against
him
and
his
kind.
every nuance of the Stax. Volt and
Nevertheless, he still turns his one
Atlantic soul sounds. Copyists, in
trick quite ably, proof being offered
fact, with little in the way of origiby such tracks as That's Why God
nality to offer. But they care about
Made The Movies, acool blues that
what they do and love the music
relates
to
Truffaut's
L'Enfant

with which they're involved. And if
their version of Tracks Of My Tears
predictably fails to match the original, who cares? For Q- Tips are a
happy prospect. On record they're
good. In a club environment they
ought to be sensational. I'll keep an
eye out for them on the Gig Guide.
Doubtless they'll help me sweat off
afew surplus pounds. [ A: 2]
Split Enz, like many TV ad formulae, are new and improved these
days. When they first arrived from
the Antipodes they attempted to

the blend is nothing if not diverting.
It's true that influences are often
near the surface—What's
The
Matter With You? is an obvious
early twist of Lennon, while Double
Happy and The Choral Sea are reregistered Can Volkswagens—and
it could be argued that the band has
lost something in individuality. But
they've certainly gained more than
they've lost and, if you'll excuse a
painful phrase, 'True Colours'
could well prove a new beginning
for Enz. [A: 1]

O- Tips

T
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hoist their way to the top with shock
tactics, utilising zany hairstyles,
freaky clothes and music that actually made its way nowhere but took
some strange routes to get there.
After a couple of albums for
Chrysalis, Enz disappeared for a
while, emerging last year on the
Aussie Mushroom label with an
album called Frenzy. And ( a
William Castle- like horror pause
here) the sleeve depicted the band
as ashirt and pullover brigade, their
once ludicrous coiffures reduced to
mere short- back- and- sides proportions—as shorn as the sheep with
which they posed. More importantly, the music had changed
too, Enz edging into hard- edged
pop, alongside The Sports and Jo
Jo Zep, their Mushroom labelmates. Iapplauded the album—and
applaud True Colours ( A&M
AMLH 64822), their latest creation,
even more. For the band have continued to merge their ability to write
melodic songs with their aptitude
for manufacturing sounds away
from the oeneral rut of thinos—and

IN BRIEF
Preacher
Jack—Rock'n*Roll
Preacher ( Sonet SNTF 836). Solid
Jerry Lee fare. The left hand pro •vides a boogie bass while the right
elbow sweeps the keyboard hitting
everything in sight. A touch of
country adds the sweetening:
[A/B: 2]. Dusty Springfield—
Dusty
in
Memphis,
Plus
(Mercury 6381 023). Belated ( because of aSpringfield veto) reissue
of the Dusty one's best album, plus
four US tracks never previously released in this country. Nowadays
she's technically even better, though
her records aren't half as good: [ B:
1]. Various Artists—Catch This
Beat ( Island IRSP 7). Yet another
happy compilation of ska sides from
the late ' 60s—with tracks by Jackie
Mittoo, Alton Ellis, Derrick Harriott,
The Melodians, The Ethopians etc.
At arecent UK press reception, Kiss
announced: 'We hear that reggae is
catching on over here—we might
do a reggae track on our next
album.' Ithought you'd like to know
that! IC: 21
133

UNICORN RECORDS
EXCLUSIVE U.K DISTRIBUTORS
FOR

DIRECT DISC RECORDING•LIMITED EDITIONS
The original direct- to- disc label from
America that over the past 12 years
has built an enviable reputation for
outstanding technical quality and
music innovation. Quality control
during all stages of manufacture is of
the highest standard and the records
are
beautifully
presented
arid
packaged.

THE NEW ISSUES
"MICHAEL NEWMAN" Classical Guitarist
including BACH Chaconne/ALBENIZ/TURINA/SAINZ DE LA MAZA: The
debut album by this extraordinary young guitarist. '
Simply gorgeous! The
finest guitar record ever! Buy it!!' Stereophile Magazine, USA

LAB 10

"STILL HARRY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS" Harry James and his big band
This album features Harry James and his band celebrating Harry's 40th
anniversary asa big band trumpeter and leader, including Caravan, Satin Doll
and Moonglow.

LAB 11

"NEW BABY" Don Randi and Quest
The first recording from Sheffield ' sown direct disc studios at MGM features a
jazz sextet with acollection of contemporary and upbeat instrumentals.

LAB 12

"GROWING UP IN " HOLLYWOOD TOWN" Lincoln Mayorga &
Amanda McBroom
Lincoln Mayorga joins forces with songwriter-vocalist Amanda McBroom to
produce an album of exceptional lyrical quality. Amanda's composition The
Rose won the GOLDEN GLOBE AWARD for ' Best Song for aMotion Picture'

LAB 13

* ALREADY RELEASED
"LINCOLN
MAYORGA
AND
DISTINGUISHED COLLEAGUES VOLUME 3" A
Brass Section al Instrumental arrangements of
ian and popular tunes
LAB 1
"THE KING JAMES VERSION" Harry James
and his big bend. '
Swing' standards and
contemporary tunes. GRAMMY nomination for
engineering excellence
LAB 3
BRAHMS Variations and Fugue on aTheme by
Handel CHOPIN Mazurka in A- minor Lincoln
Mayorga, Piano
LAB 4

Growing uo.) on Hollywood Town

"DISCOVERED AGAIN" Dave Grusin Jazz
quintet. GRAMMY nomination for enguleer,ng
excellence.
LAB

"COMIN' FROM A GOOD PLACE" Harry
James and his big band Dance band classics
AUDIO TECHNICA award for audiophile
excellence

LAB 6

WAGNER Excerpts from De Walkure, Tristan
und Isolde. Gotterdammerung and Siegfried
Single microphone recording
GRAMMY
nomination
Los
Angeles
Philharmonic
Orchestra/Erich Lemsdorl

LAB 7

PROKOFIEV Excerpts from the ballet ROMEO
AND JULIET
Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestra/Ench Leinsdorf

LAB 8

"CONFEDERATION" Larry McNeely, Geoff
Levin and Jack Skinner . BlJegrass instrumentals and vo al

LAB 9

ALL 12 TITLES NOW IN STOCK INCLUDING 4NEW ISSUES
rrp

UNICORN-KANCHANA

CARL NIELSEN
LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA/OLE SCHMIDT

Symphony No. 5 Op 59
Symphony No. 6 " Sinfonia Sempline"

Already available:
Symphony No. 1in G minor Op. 7

KPM 7001

KPM 7004
KPM 7005

Symphony No. 2 " The your Temperaments " Op 16

KPM 7006

Symphony No. 3 " Espansiva" Op. 27

rrp £ 3.99

UNICORN RECORDS LTD

Th e Manor

each ( in c.VAT)

UNICORN ARE DISTRIBUTORS

Completing the re-issue of our integral cycle of the six symphonies outstandingly received
when originally issued as aboxed set.

Symphony No. 4 " The Inextinguishable" Op. 29

£10.43

KPM 7002
KPM 7003
(inc.

VAT)
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THERE'S a fertile area of jazz
I somewhere between modern
mainstream and totally free jazz. It's
here that some of the most exciting
jazz is happening, rich in surprises
and exploration but also imbued
with
some
solid
footing.
Contrasts by Sam Rivers on ECM .
1162 is astimulating example of the
genre. Rivers himself—on soprano
and tenor saxophones and flute—
and his sidemen, George Lewis,
trombone, Dave Holland, bass and
Thurman Barker, drums and marimba, appear to be equally at home
playing free or playing time. The
overlap, as you might imagine with
these musicians, is such that you're
not listening to alternate styles at all,
but astrongly homogeneous music
which flows its own course. There is
a sparseness in the music which
comes from / he confidence of the
players. Their ability to get to the
meat of the music quickly and without fuss precludes any use of excess
notes. When rhythmic passages do
emerge they are stated—or rather
understated—simply and imply a
forward movement with subtle
signposts. The result is a positive,
but not too delicate, lightness
which makes it all sound so deceptively easy to execute. While many
of the moods err on the austere side
of emotional expression, there are
moments on Verve, for example,
where Rivers plays flute, when it's
pure joy that you hear. Each player
displays remarkable melodic invention and the ability to create
tension without aggression and
distortion. It's worth pointing out
that the sound quality on this album
is absolutely excellent. It all adds
up to one of the most satisfying
releases of the year. [ A*: 1]
David Murray's record output is
staggering. Since he was discovered and hailed as the new mainman of the tenor saxophone he
appears to have been making
albums every five minutes. Certainly
his early playing—although it owed
much to Albert Ayler—was abreath
of fresh air from the New York Loft
scene, but he hasn't lived up to his
early promise. His records have
been extremely variable in quality.
Some have aspark of magic—while
others seem to have been thrown
together in haste. His playing hasn't
really developed as much as most
people hoped it would. Sweet
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Lovely—Black Saint BSR 0039—
is one of his new albums, a trio
outing with bassist Fred Hopkins
and drummer Steve McCall ( who
also happen to be the rhythm
tandem in Air). Ifound the music to
be curiously rambling, roller coasting along, searching for something
... like inspiration. Everybody involved makes the right noises and
the right gestures, creating afeeling
of anticipation of impending spirit.
By taking arunning jump at it on the
last track this trio get near to it. But
it's creating tension the most obvious way—by turning on the harmonics and so on—and instead of
starting with this level of playing
and building on it, they've made an
album the first three-quarters of
which is awarm-up. [ B: 2/3]
Making the most of the mainstream is Nand To Hand, abeauty
of swinging album of hard- driving
jazz from George Adams, tenor,
flute, Dannie Richmond, drums,
Jimmy Knepper, trombone, Hugh
Lawson, piano and Mike Richmond
(no relation) bass. Straight from the
off, on the opening track The
Clooker, the band establishes its
identity with akick that would dislodge amountain. The music on this
album doesn't pretend to be anything other than high-class straight
ahead jazz. There are no experiments or innovations here and the
music is in a style already well
documented. Bur out of the records
currently being made in this style,
it's of exceptional quality. Its swing
is never in doubt and the solos from
the likes of Adams and Knepper are
strong, imaginative and exciting.
However, I found the boogaloo
track Joobubie a trifle dubious—
please excuse the pun—conjuring
up as it does visions of late night
Radio 2. But that piece apart, it's an
album worth investigating—it's on
Soul Note SN 1007. (
A/13: 2]
Doin' It Again, by the Dave
Liebman Quintet, is asimilar album
in a similar vein. This quintet—
Liebman,
tenor
and
soprano,
Terumasa Hino, trumpet and flugelhorn, John Scofield, guitar, Ron
McClure,
bass
and
Adam
Nussbaum, drums—is exciting live,
and some of that vitality has been
transferred onto disc. The arrangements are interesting, making the
best use of the themes, and setting
up sympathetic backdrops for the
NOVEMBER 1980

soloists. Ilike Liebman's playing a
lot, although it's rarely happened as
much for me on record. The fact that
this lineup had just finished atouring stint is obvious in the tightness
of the playing. All the changes of
rhythm, for example, are spot-on
and sound effortless. Yet there's no
complacency, for there's evidence
of chance- taking. Scofield's solo on
Lady sets up an edge that looks
dangerous, and the interplay between Liebman and Hino is exhilarating. On Timeless SJP 140,
[A: 2], this is another album for
your checklist.
For an album built round the
playing of bassist Richard Davis, I
found the leader's own playing the
least impressive element on With
Understanding. So much is made
in the sleeve notes of the quality of
his playing, but dodgy intonation
continually weakened his case.
There are,
however, moments
where it all gells, and the spirit of
musicians enjoying themselves is
evident. It's on Pluse MR 5083. [ B:
2/3]
Gato Barbieri has put out a few
good albums and more than afew
atrocious ones. The more he got
into commercial music, the more the
end product sounded programmed,
shrink-wrapped and lifeless. On the
re-released Under Fire, Philips
6321 116, he's about half- way in
between. Since its original release
in 1973 more jazz musicians have
leapt into latin jazz, but this album
still stands out as one of / he better
examples of that scene. Although
he's Argentinian, most of the South
American influence on the album is
Brazilian. The only other South
American
on
the
album
is
drummer/percussionist
Airto
Morena, but the overall fusion
works extraordinarily well. Stanley
Clarke digs into samba bass playing
to adegree that Brazilian musicians
have warmly approved of. The way
the music is set up, it's really all
about Gato's distinctive tenor playing. He blows with a gruff, furry,
not- quite- rasping tone most of the
time which creates its own internal
tension, but also a measure of
warmth. Once you get used to his
sound, it's welcoming and easy to
listen to. His approach is very controlled, turning on the vibe at just
the right moment. There's also some
biting playing from guitarist John

Abercrombie. Altogether an album
well worth getting in for escapist
winter nights. [
A/13: 2]
Pick A Number by a Canadian
trio of free players is an outstanding
album. Bill Smith, reeds, David Lee,
bass and cello, and David Prentice,
violin bring a number of extra- jazz
influences to this music—on Onari
004. The violinist's straight music
background injects a chamber
group feel to the music, setting up
edgy moods which prick up the ears
and raise your expectations. The
music is played very much within its
own boundaries, however, and
there's a comfortable ambience,
where wilder experiments are not
expected. At first it may seem that
the flow is disjointed—at least that's
what my father-in-law said when he
heard it—but actually they're playing very closely together working in
quite strictly defined areas. We
could go into a long argument
about whether such music is free
music or not—but that doesn't
matter at all. Call it ' nearly- free' if
you want alabel. The group playing
is tight, and rhythmic in that bobbing, bouncing ball sense. It's perhaps their presentation of their
music, their decision to sort out
different areas to play in, that makes
this some of the most attractive free
music I've heard for a while. Free
music has had enough time now to
get over being new, and avant
garde, and experimental, and Ithink
this album is an example of aconsolidation of avariety of approaches
which have emerged from that
scene, and as an introduction to free
music for those of you who have yet
to dip your ear into it, this would be
agood choice. [A: 2]
Count Basle Plays Benny
Carter Kanas City Suite is a
double album of 1960/61 glorious
big band music. The expected Basie
devices are there. . the rich riffing,
the booting solos, the bluesy feel,
the gigantic swing. But on these
sessions there seemed to be an extra
smoothness compared to other cuts
of around the same time. Carter's
influence mellowed the overall
sound with some simple subleties.
The trombones are given extra prominence, and the whole band plays
so sweetly, they make it all sound so
effortless. This choice set is on
Vogue VJD 569. [
11/13: 1]
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documentation these recordings
have been taken: Aboriginal
Music from Australia (Philips
6586 034) illustrates music from the
Northern territory and Western
Australia, principally. The Rain
Paul Oliver
Dreaming Ceremony, which accomOST societies view them- panies the passage of youths to
manhood and the ' bereavement' of
selves as at the centre of the
their mothers, is represented by exworld; our ethnocentricity places
tracts. These include chanting by the
longitude 0° through Greenwich.
men and ululating by the women.
Looking at the map which situates
Aboriginal singing tends to proceed
Britain comfortably in the middle,
through descending steps, and this
we may note that the majority of folk
is most effectively heard on the
and ethnic music recordings are
Wongga dance songs, performed to
made in the northern hemisphere.
accompaniment.
Bird
Moreover, they usually illustrate a didjeridu
clan, stingray, dolphin, shark and
relatively narrow band that takes in
other clan emblems are the subject
Europe, the Middle East, India and
of improvised songs from Arnhem
the United States.
Land and the remote Groote
What of the music in, as they used
Eylandt. Though the clap- sticks and
to say, 'the four corners of the
didjeridu are simple instruments, the
Earth'? This month Iwant to discuss
combination is enthralling and
a few examples from remoter
rhythmically varied. [
A/B: 1]
regions,
drawing
upon
the
Aboriginal music, as far removed
UNESCO
Collection
entitled
'Musical Sources.' In doing so I as possible from Australia, is to
be
heard
on
Amerindian
must hasten to correct an impression Igave in the July issue: not all Ceremonial Music from Chile
(Philips 6586 026). Songs of
the collections are on Barenreiter
Atacaman origin survive in fragMusicaphon. In fact, the pattern of
mentary,
Pre-Columbian
form,
releases is rather complicated, but
though the meaning of some of the
the following examples are on
Philips and are distributed by I
MS ancient texts has been largely lost.
Horns, bells and drums ( sèverally or
(Import Music Service), who are
together) accompany the gentle,
part of the Polygram Group. So, to
sighing,
magical
ceremonial
the Antipodes.
songs—like Talátur, performed to
Last year Ivisited the Australian
bring water to the irrigation chanInstitute of Aboriginal Studies in
nels. A number of pieces played on
Canberra, from whose remarkable

M

lt

Peter Gammond

N INTRIGUING collection, well
and truly centred in the world
A
of light music, is 18 Songs from
the World's Greatest Singers
(EMI NTS2080). It would make an
ideal quiz record as well as supplying endless fuel for the question of
whether the great singers of the past
were superior to today's exponents.
The collection includes Frind,
Dawson,
Tauber,
Moncrieff,
Kiepura, Gigli, Booth, Robeson,
McCormack, Hammond, Bffirling,
Anderson, Fields and Schmidt
(whose Tiritomba is my favourite
track and prompts me to call for a
reissue LP of this strange, talented
figure): [
H]. One of today's comparable performers is the Welsh
opera star Stuart Burrows who
sings
Operetta
Favourites
(Oiseau- Lyre DSL0126) with the
National Philharmonic conducted
by Robert Stapleton. Everything
is very professional—singing, playing and recording—and it will
please multitudes. But Iexperience
aslight lack of something—simply, I
think, character. Stuart Burrows is
blandly normal: [
A: 1 ]. Individuality
is something you find in Cleo Laine;
almost too strongly. Add her striking
talents to those of James Galway
and you have an explosive mixture
that 1suspect will remain greatly
treasured for decades. Sometimes
When We Touch ( RCA RL25296)
has some gems, eg, '
Play it again,
Sam' and the Pachelbel Canon,
with words by Cleo Laine, that will
please a certain taste: [
A: 1*/1].
The good old musicals are coming
back as classics. The latest revival is
Oklahoma and with it comes the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

the two- metre long trutruca horn
are limited melodically, but have
subtle rhythmic phrasing. Among
the people of Carquima, North
Chile, old sacrificial ceremonies
have been adapted to Catholic festivals. But the Danza de Sicuras,
performed by shepherds, or llamaherds, wearing high head-dresses
of ostrich- feathers, has a strongly
Indian character. Panpipes and
drums provide a pentatonic music
for acircle dance. Datu cutran-n is a
chant, to her own drum, performed
by a Mapuche shaman. Able to
induce a trance, the ' Machi' uses
magic powers for healing purposes;
her singing is perhaps closest to
what one has heard of Amerindian
singing from the survivors of the
ancient cultures. [
A/B: 1/2]
Eskimos ( or Inuit, as they call
themselves) also practise shamanism, and amale shaman's song is to
be heard on Inuit Games and
Songs (Philips 6586 036). This
inventive and talented people exemplify the capacity to exploit limited natural resources to maximum
effect. Their art and artefacts are
well-known, but not their music.
This is not too surprising—these
game songs, using breathy, rasping,
chattering
vocalisations,
which
often utilise only a couple of
notes, are among the most unapproachable musical forms—from
our
European
position.
The
Katajjait, for instance, are competitive songs in which, traditionally, the

women were face to face, almost lip
to lip, using each other's mouths as
resonating boxes. ' Mouth music' is
probably the nearest familiar form to
these songs, none of which are
being performed here to the Eskimo
drum; jew's harp and a grating
fiddle are represented by two short
fragments. Definitely for the hardened listener. [
A:2/3]
By comparison, Korean Music
(Philips 6586 011) from the 'opposite corner' of the northern hemisphere, sounds positively sophisticated. A wide range of drums, flutes,
oboes, lithophones and stringed instruments is to be heard on these
recordings of ancient ceremonial
and court pieces, such as Manpa
Jungshi Ji Kok—'The Calmness of
Ten Thousand Waves'. To some,
this ancient military court music
might be a misnomer, but it has a
magisterial quality about it. Of the
orchestral items on Side 1,Samhyon
Yongsan, amilitary piece played by
the Imperial Orchestra, is the most
subtle and complex. The remaining
items are solo instrumentals like the
trembling, ringing sounds of the 12string zither, Kayageum; or accompanied songs, of which afolk- song,
The Waterfalls of Bak- Yon, is particularly spirited.
Chinese and
Japanese influences can be traced,
but the archaic music of Korea has a
fascination of its own. [
A:1]
•The series is distributed from
17/19 Stratford Place, London
W1N 9AF

Broadway
cast
album ( RCA cularly active, and again this month Organ, demonstrated in avariety of
RL13572) with Laurence Guittard, there is avery fine 2- record album, veins from Fats Waller to Offenbach
Christine
Andreas
and
Mary Contrasts in Brass (Chandos by John Mann in An Eminent
Mann & his Music (
Grosvenor
Wickes. A good, clear, modern re- BBR1008), with some substantial
GRS1085): [
A*: 1]; Nostalgia in
cording through which to enjoy this music ( not
too
competitionRhythm with Robin Richmond
superb score. But is there, perhaps, slanted, not entirely poppish). It
a slight lack of the flavouring that coincides with the Leyland Vehicles getting a rather more synthetic
the older recordings gave, a slight Band's visit to Japan. An excellent sound out of a Hammond Organ,
although not overplaying the effects
lack of star quality that makes for programme well- played and atand keeping to a nicely uncomplireal excitement? Otherwise an en- mospherically recorded: [
A: 1].
joyable record: [
A:1]. Revivalism From Look Records of Huddersfield cated style ( Grosvenor GRS1086):
[A: 1]. More nostalgia as light ortaken to extremes brings back comes a list that indicates that
Captain Billy (Rare Recorded they have an interest in the brass chestral buffs can enjoy going back
Editions RRE178®), a one- act world as well, and a sample by to 1935-39 to hear the music of
World
curtain- raiser
with
music
by way of Moorside Brass (Look The Young Mantovani (
Records SH386 0?)). If you cannot
introduces
the
François Cellier dating from 1891. It LK/LP6471)
remember beyond Charinaine, here
is performed by the Leicester Gilbert Kirkbymoorside Town Brass Band
& Sullivan Society with the pre- under Les IVIbaw. A good blend of is a pleasant reminder—the faithful
dictable dramatic shortcomings, sound, not always faultless. Bags of Ronald Binge already there as accordionist and arranger, the Tipica
improving in the musical interludes. spirit are well caught on a naturaloccasionally
offering
The backing is anumber of Sullivan sounding record and afairly popular Orchestra
rarities—taken from early 78s with kind of programme including G & S: some polite Latin- Americana. Alas,
such names as Henderson, Butt, [A: 1/2]. A nice blend of rich, skilful all are now gone—but not forgotH]. More typical British Dance
Oldham and Dearth; [
B/H: 3/H]. sound on Cvinn Rhondda (EMI ten: [
Likewise culled from 78s is an in- NYS202) in which the Treorchy Band sounds, this time in a crossteresting reappraisal of the now Male Choir combine with the Cory section of The Music of Cole
World Records SH B66 ®,
neglected Samuel Coleridge- Band. Recordings made in 1973 Porter (
Taylor by way of a number of have awarm sound, though lacking 2 records). Mixture as before,
Hylton, Roy, Noble, Hall, Gonella,
recordings by such light forces as separation: [ B/C: 1]. A very high
Gibbons—all the stalwart names
the Victor Olof Sextet, DeG root and standard and most enjoyable prothe
Piccadilly
Orchestra,
the gramme on This is the Royal and sounds that are revived: mainly
Queen's Hall Orchestra and the Marines Band (EMI THIS5), the from 1927 té) 1939, with a few
H]. Of a
BBC Wireless Symphony ( Rare pick of their popular recordings wartime tracks at the end: [
made between 1967 and 1979: more up-to-date vintage The
Recorded
Editions
RRE185 in)
(14]. On Classic.' British Film [A*/A: 1]. Marching With the Magic of Italy (EMI NTS211,
Gunners (EMI NTS204) features some 40 covers 1950 to 1979, with
Themes of the 40s &
(Worlds Records SH384 0), the 1974-1980 recordings by the Royal famous names in Italian music prostandard of musical entertainment is Artillery Mounted Band, who play viding aconcert in the ' 0 sole mio'
A/B: 1]. EMI's revival series
surprisingly high; in other words, a with terrific impact, spirit and pre- vein: [
goodly percentage of items that you cision in acrisp, clear recording that 'THIS' are all of high quality and
A: 1]. offer good cross- sections of people
can enjoyably listen to for their own is a pleasure to listen to: [
sakes as well as their connections: Organ enthusiasts have several and places. For example: This is
THIS9);
in
store:
Sandy The King's Singers (
[H]. Set in the same period is the treats
(
World
Records This is the Black and White
new film The Sea Wolves '( EMI MacPherson
EMC3340) and it interestingly SH385 le on instruments ranging Minstrel Show ( THIS4); This is
filches the Warsaw Concerto and from the BBC Theatre Organ to that The Spinners ( THIS7); This is
spreads its themes around for at- at the Grand Theatre Llandudno; Des O'Connor ( THIS11); and
THIS12); This is
mosphere in a film set in wartime [H]; Reginald Dixon in typical This is London (
THIS3) and This is
India. The music, otherwise by Roy vein on the Wurlitzer Organ in Scotland (
THIS6). These ' place' surBudd, is aptly conceived: [
A: 1]. the Thursford Collection ( EMI Wales (
A: 1]; the superb veys are very well put together and
Brass band recording has flouri- NTS205): [
shed, Chandos having been parti - 'Eminent 2000' Grand Theatre make fine souvenir albums.
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This is just one, although probably the best, of a
large range of FM and AM/FM aerials we have
available from 2 to 14 elements. We also hold in
stock avery wide range of TV aerials from the simple
to the most complex, and an even wider range of
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amplifiers, filters etc.
We have demonstration aerials on our roof, and •
would be very pleased to demonstrate these to
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9.

Just available the new 9 Element Fuba Uka Stereo
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The neat and tidy way to connect your Amplifier and
Tape Decks. Permits instantaneous selection of any recording,
playback or tape to tape functions. Complete with pre-set
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Benlovv Works, Silverdale Road,
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UIPMENT

Five exotic moving - coil
cartridges reviewed by Martin Colloms

made it relatively uncritical of the step-up device used, and as Linn
orientated amplifiers such as the Naim usually come with compatible
Asak/Supex inputs at virtually no extra cost, for some users at least the
T THE price level of the cartridges in this group, it is perhaps not
surprising that they are all moving- coil models, although at least one
headamp question will not even arise.
In design, the main internal components owe much to the SDX1000,
of them, the Mission 773, nominally possesses ahigh output and does not
which is perhaps not surprising as the Asak is built by Supex. However,
normally require astep-up device. Isuspect that for many readers the idea
Linn have specified their own body style and mounting plate to increase
of spending close on £ 500 for acartridge such as the Koetsu verges on
the surface contact area between the cartridge and tone arm shell and thus
lunacy, and no amount of argument could ever justify the price. For
example, what about the problem of accidental damage—all to easy with a maximise rigidity. The body mass was relatively low at 6g, but this has not
stylus? Furthermore, in the case of moving- coil models, they have aslight
impaired mechanical strength.
The moving elements, the aluminium cantilever for example, owe more
tendency to expire prematurely due to breaks developing in the wires
to the older Supex 900, Linn choosing this in preference to the boron
leading to their ultra- fine coil windings.
cantilever of the SDX1000. The stylus is specified as an elliptical, but is
However, set the price of such acartridge against the value of alarge
record collection. Suppose that an enthusiast has bought an average of 1 actually rather more than this, being of the same excellent 'Vital' type used
LP per week over a period of some ten years. Allowing for afew bonus
for the latest Supexes.
purchases at Christmas and birthdays, the collection will number some
Stylus quality
600 discs, which at an average replacement cost of £ 5each, gives atotal
Inspection by stereo microscope revealed top quality diamond chip of
value of £ 3,000. Bearing in mind that some of the records will be
naked 'Vital' form. The mass is reduced with this type by grinding front and
irreplaceable but worn, if the £ 500 cartridge is kind to discs and delivers an
back sections, its distinctive geometry aiding accurate setting and
exceptional performance overall, for those who can afford it and who can
alignment. As expected, it was well fitted to the cantilever and as only a
appreciate such refinement, it could well be worth considering.
small amount of adhesive had been used, the mount was particularly
clean. Ground on astandard 55° angle cone, the shape was atrue elliptical
Several cartridges currently available at the other end of the price
scale—around £ 30-£ 50--also provide good tracking, low distortion, a form, fully swept and polished around the tip, with the effective contact
linear frequency response, fine channel separation, as well as sounding
radii estimated at 7pm x 18pm. The grind symmetry and finish were both
very good. What then is the elusive combination of extra performance
judged excellent.
features promised by the exotica?
Frequency response
It must be admitted that these are difficult to pin down, but in subjective
It was anticipated that the frequency response would be more uniform
terms they give an increase in listener satisfaction and areduction in aural
than for other related Supex models, this in fact proving to be the case. The
fatigue. The retrieval of fine instrumental detail can be enhanced while the
often encountered presence band droop was held to 1.4 dB or so relative
low frequency register can sound superior, exhibiting greater depth and
to 1kHz, while the 50 Hz-10 kHz band was commendably linear. The main
solidity. In distortion terms, the sound is also improved, less obvious
response mounted in a low mass arm ( Mission 774) shows a rise of
rendition of surface noise and tracing problems, and areduction in the mid
4-5 dB at 20 Hz due to this combination's undamped LF resonance at
coarseness and grittiness common on disc replay. The sound can, in fact,
13.5 Hz; it would be reduced by the use of an arm such as the Wok, with its
take on an enhanced tautness and coherence, particularly on transients,
higher effective mass of 12-14g, which would bring the system resonance
which can be difficult to believe from a disc source. Finally, the most
to just below 10 Hz.
significant improvement concerns the solidity, depth and stability of the
The response, however, did show agradual down tilt with increasing
stereo image produced on ' crossed- pair' recordings; likewise mu lti-miked
frequency, being some 2.5 dB down at 5 kHz relative to 100 Hz. The high
multi- track recordings are ruthlessly decoded.
frequency range was well controlled—just level at 20 kHz—and well
As agroup, the superclass cartridges possess certain technical features
maintained to beyond 50 kHz. The main tip resonance was noted at
in common. Compliances are generally low ( 12cu or less), while their
42 kHz, which is indicative of very low tip mass, while the high frequency
structures are rigid, often massive, and non- resonant. Bandwidths are
resonance was some 9dB high—not excessive but worthy of considerawide, and frequency responses quite uniform, while channel matching is
tion where preamps of limited ultrasonic handling capacity are involved.
above average with exceptional channel separation. Distortions are
A small channel imbalance was present at 7.5 kHz and was associated
generally low and well balanced, and the stylus tip quality is superb.
with a reduction in separation. This misbehaviour is not untypical of
Our exotic group is headed by the Koetsu and Dynavector Karat
Supex designs, and may explain acertain slight treble ring or edge which
Diamond, both costing around £ 500. They are followed by the Supex
was observed during the listening sessions. Even at its poorest the
SDX1000 at £ 300, the Linn Asak at £ 180, and last but by no means least
separation held to 15 dB and averaged an excellent 35 dB over the several
the Mission 773, costing around £ 160.
mid octaves. It recovered its composure above 10 kHz and a very fine
All were subjected to afull test programme ( see p. 71) which parallels
27 dB was subsequently recorded at 20 kHz.
the method used for the latest HiFi Choice '
Cartridges and Headphones'.
The blind listening sessions used experienced panelists, and the stylus
quality was assessed personally and also by an independent consultant;
where possible several samples were examined for consistency.
Comparison of direct- cut lacquer replay and the companion digital
master- tape was employed to help establish levels of absolute neutrality.
For the main test platform we used aTechnics SL15 fitted with the low
compliance EPA500 tonearm option ( low mass option for Mission and
Karat). During the auditioning the player was removed to an adjacent room
in order to avoid any problems of acoustic coupling. The Trio HA50
s \Atimv
headamp was used in both lab and listening sessions. Measurements are
tabulated together for comparison on page 145.
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Linn Asak

Linn's first branded cartridge, the D2100K, more commonly known as the
Asak, is intended to complement the established LP12 turntable and the
more recently introduced Wok tonearm. Irecently tested the latter and it
set asufficiently high standard to be regarded as a reference in its own
right. In view of Linn's system philosophy, the Asak was tried with its own
matching components as well on the main test platform. Its healthy output

Transient response
The squarewave shows a fast risetime free of excessive overshoot, the
wide bandwidth clearly demonstrating the cutter head ringing at 45 kHz.
The square shape droops slightly after the leading edge, indicating amild
suckout in the 2-5 kHz presence range, thereby confirming the steady
state sine- wave sweep characteristic.
Matching and compatibility
Looking at the matching requirements the output was 0.045 mV/cm/s, or
0.25 mV on typical and moderately loud program. As such, again of some
20-26 dB ( 10 to 20X) is needed to bring the output up to normal levels in
the absence of any . special input facility. With a low 3.5 ohm and
essentially DC resistive coil winding, the Asak proved highly uncritical of
loading, accommodating awide range of loading from 33 to 470 ohms
and up to 0.1 pF of parallel capacitance, all of which provided good
results. The compliance measured 14 cu ( 1cu = 1 x 10 -8 cm/dyne)—a
moderate value suited to medium mass arms having a 10-209 effective
mass. The 12 dB rise at our measured 13.5 Hz lateral resonance suggests
that moderate viscous damping could aid stability, although the case is
borderline. Tracking at atypical 2g the minor tip radius was not considered
to be overfine for such adownforce.
During testing it was found that this model produced a high level of
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acoustic energy in its body structure, pointing to tight coupling between
the cantilever assembly and the mounting platform. As such, the Asak
proved notably intolerant of the arm used, and appeared particularly
susceptible to arm coloration and resonances; for example, even with the
highly rigid Ittok it managed to transfer audible groove modulation to the
bearing assembly. Lighter and less rigid structures are incompatible,
although in these cases, mass loading could help to quieten resonances.
Distortion and trackability
Low level distortion at 300 Hz was virtually.at the theoretical limit, with a
low incidence of upper harmonics and an above average HF waveshape.
The HF intermodulation distortion was, in fact, very low on both tracking
and distortion tests, with the noise intermodulation bands also well
handled, this indicating fine tracing at HF. However, it was caught out by
the high level mid tracking tests, where the Supertrack needed more than
3g; at 2g it also failed the mid intermodulation, as indicated by the high
noted distortion which ideally should be below 2%, aresult achieved at a
3dB reduction in modulation level.
Listening test results
The Asak was very highly rated; very occasionally it recorded amomentary
failure on exceptionally difficult mid band program, but most of the time
the delivery was commendably secure at 2g, 20°C. High frequency tracing
was notably clean and less grainy than with earlier m—ctypes, but avery
slight tizzy tendency remained in the extreme treble; however, the bass
register was judged outstanding, with fine solidity and control. The mid
register showed ahigh level of detail and transparency with an open clear
balance, just perceptibly dulled or ' rich' if directly compared with 'flat'
contemporaries.
The stereo imaging was very good, with accurate rendition of space,
depth, focus and instrumental position; these factors were particularly
apparent when the Asak was mounted in the Wok arm.

Conclusion
Allowing for the maximum tracking limitation, the Asak provided accurate,
musical reproduction, with stable, controlled imaging and arelative lack of
spurious disc noises. The stylus tip was particularly fine, and Ican
confidently recommend readers to audition this model.

Koetsu MCI (wood)

Already something of alegend in Japan and the USA, this model has only
recently become available here. Technically advanced in many respects, it
is virtually handmade in Japan in small quantities by a retired Supex
engineer, Mr Sugano, with the help of members of his family.
While in voltage terms it qualifies as alow output moving- coil, in power
terms the Koetsu is one of the highest output models currently available.
However, its low coil resistance has not restricted the output excessively,
and the voltage is sufficient to drive more sensible amplifier systems to
respectable levels without a step-up. The coil does not contain a
permeable core, the latter held to be asource of magnetic non- linearity
with some models; instead the system is energised by a powerful
samarium—cobalt magnet. In both material and form the coil damper
support is reputed to be akey element of the design, and was chosen for its
ability to maintain stability in the moving system while following complex
modulations. The damping block is said to be much smaller and more rigid
than usual, the short fine cantilever is acomposite—externally of dark grey
boron for high rigidity, with a core of aluminium alloy for resonance
damping. To ensure secure mounting to the tonearm, the magnet yoke is
rigidly fixed to athick alloy back plate, while the stylus tip comprises avery
small back- mounted naked stone ground to a true elliptical profile, but
with the major radius given aslight extension to increase contact area. The
works are clad in asolid high density rosewood shell of perfect fit, which
provides a singularly dead and non- resonant structure. This standard
model weighs some 11 g, but amore expensive version is also available
which substitutes a semi- transparent agate/onyx for the rosewood,
I Art

Stylus quality
Stereo microscopy confirmed the very small size of the diamond tip—only
the active ground cone section is used ( see also Mission 773). The stone
was silver- solder- brazed by its back surface to the cantilever, this in itself a
remarkable piece of work. Possessing an excellent surface polish and
symmetry, the stylus was essentially of swept elliptical form, being well
shaped and mildly swept to aso called ' super elliptical' contour.
Frequency response*
All the models we tried produced very similar and smooth frequency
responses, although the higher compliance samples predictably showed
less lift at low frequencies. Between 50 Hz and 10 kHz the response held
to within + 1dB limits, with the rise at the highest frequencies amaximum
of 3dB, this beginning as agentle tilt upwards from 8kHz. The ultrasonic
characteristic was commendably well controlled, extending quite uniformly to the test limit of 50 kHz, but even more important was the good
dynamic control at all frequencies ( see separation.) A slight 1dB channel
imbalance was recorded, but balance was consistent over the range.
Matching and compatibility
Early samples possessed low frequency compliance values of 7and 8.5 cu
which indicated use in arms of 12-30 geffective mass. Later models of the
so-called second series ( silver bottom plate with black script and a
stamped serial number) gave values of 12 cu, suggesting 10-25 g arms.
The low frequency amplitude maximum was around 11 dB so the need for
viscous arm damping was marginal and could be ignored, as trackability
can be impaired when such damping is excessive.
As with the Asak, the Koetsu could read arm structural resonance
colorations, and needs careful choice of accompanying tonearm, but the
cartridge body itself seemed less resonant than most, possibly due to its
higher mass. Technically the Mission 774 is amismatch, and yet it gave
quite good results, as did the lttok; the latter would be my personal choice,
while other reviewers reported good performance using the FR 64S and
certain SAEC models.
Much has been written in the audiophile publications about the need for
special and expensive transformers or step-up devices, without which the
performance of the Koetsu is severely compromised. Iwould suggest that
these findings have been exaggerated, as the aural merits of this cartridge
were quite obvious when partnering relatively modest electronics. We
used the following to fine effect: Quad 44 ( either 1mV or 30D Mkt,
100 ohm/68 nF m- ccard); Trio HA50 headamp plus Technics SH9070
preamp; and the Meridian MC101 ( Supex input). The Naim system is also
reported as compatible. The Koetsu output was quite high at almost
0.1 mV/cm/s and gave improved S/N ratios compared with other models.
Separation
The first sample tested gave remarkable separation figures—better than
35 dB, 200 Hz to 5kHz, and better than 25 dB to beyond 20 kHz. In fact
the figure did not fall below 20 dB even at 50 kHz, this indicative of
remarkable control at the higher frequencies, with the oft- encountered
bending modes and tip mass resonances apparently avoided.
The third sample came from the series II group and gave comparable
results tor mid band separation, but possessed amild Supex-like 'glitch' at
9kHz, while the HF separation fell alittle below 2D dB. A second sample
gave 35 dB mid band with some 25 dB at 20 kHz, and while all were very
good, clearly the first sample we tried was exceptional.
Transient response
The minimal rounding of the squarewave top ( ignoring cutter ringing)
confirmed the essentially flat response. The leading edge was steep,
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•We tested samples from different batches, which slightly complicates the various
technical measurements.
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showing afast risetime and awide bandwidth, with the initial overshoot
quickly controlled and well delineated, being free of phase anomalies.
Distortion and Trackability
The series 2trackability was good, although the + 18 dB Supertrack at 300
Hz required a3gdownforce ( 3-5 g for the Series 1). 2gdownforce was
indicated by most tests as the optimum value, this despite many previously
published suggestions to the contrary, some as low as 1.5 g. On the
intermod tests, all samples coped well at 2g, although the high frequencies were subject to moderate mistracking. High frequency tracking
or resolution distortion was, however, very good ( pink noise), and the
300 Hz distortion levels were also very low. The generator system
appeared well balanced and highly symmetrical on all axes.
Listening test results
Very occasionally caught out on exceptionally demanding program, its
failures were surprisingly inconspicuous and were easily accommodated.
On blind listening tests it scored very highly and was noted by one
recording engineer as ruthlessly decoding the perspective and scale of his
own recordings. Despite the slightly bright upper treble, the sound was
free of the 'fizz' which often accompanies this characteristic, while the
mid- low treble balance was, if anything, slightly ' rich', which served to
emphasise the fine low frequency performance. The bass sounded deeper
and better defined than most and revealed exceptional coherence and
integration on percussive and transient sounds.
In general this model's stereo accuracy, stability and clarity came nearer
to mastertape than any other. Its ability to separate detail in complex mid
passages, such as mass choir, was outstanding and was achieved without
any apparent exaggeration or hardness. For example, on one record of
handbell music ( Saydisc SDL289) it proved unique in presenting aclear
subjective image of each bell with no trace of the dissonant grit or fizz,
noted with certain of the other models reviewed. Singing voices—male or
female—simply sounded more natural than with many other cartridges.

Conclusions

Numerous factors contributed to the striking performance of this cartridge,
particularly with regards to its mid range. These included the fine
generator symmetry; the basically low distortion; the high separation,
especially at ultrasonic frequencies; the non- resonant physical structure;
the low compliance which ensured stable generator motion; the very wide
and uniform response; and the relatively high output, which was uncritical
of loading.
Imust confess to approaching the review of this model in a highly
sceptical frame of mind, particularly in view of its high price, but Iwas
converted by the evidence of my own as well as the panel's ears. Its
.performance clearly merits recommendation, and while differences were
noted between the various samples tested, these did not prove significant
in subjective terms. We are continuing to investigate the question of
consistency and hope to report on this in the near future.

while a red stripe on the front face
aids stylus groove indexing and alignment, the
latter also facilitated by the deliberate rectangular shape
and parallel sides of this cartridge.
Stylus quality
The stylus was aWeinz ' Paroc' exhibiting afour faceted grind. Its shape
was highly symmetrial and well balanced, resulting in a fine effective
contact radius of 6pm, with an extended line contact major radius.
However, the effective minor radius does vary somewhat with distance
from the tip, and while the included contact angle was 55e—en appropriate figure—and the mounting and alignment polish were both
excellent the vertical tracking angle was rather high. The unloaded static
figure for this high compliance design was close to acr and even though it
settled slightly with use, several samples Itried remained in the 25-28°
region with downforce applied. This is asignificant drawback, since the
HF tracing ability of aline contact tip is dependent on its accurate vertical
orientation, and both separation as well as intermodulation at lower
frequencies may also be affected.
Frequency response
The 773 was characterised by avery flat frequency response measuring
some + 0-2 dB in the central range and + 1, — 0.5 overall. The high
compliance ensured that no rise was present at the low frequency limit,
while the output peaked at amild + 2dB, 25 kHz, this believed to be the tip
mass resonance. The output then rolled smoothly away, recording some
8dB down at 50 kHz, but still with quite good separation.

Transient response
The controlled overshoot and minimal ringing of the squarewave was
typical of the smooth steady-state frequency response, with the essentially
flat tops confirming the uniform bandpass. The low amplitude of the
displayed cutter ring correlates with the falling output towards 40 kHz,
which will help to keep the preamp free of ultrasonic signals, and on this
waveform, at least, the characteristic was notably symmetrical in both
directions of excitation.
Matching and compatibility
The low frequency compliance was excessive at 45 Wand even Mission's
own low- mass arm provided a resonance of 7-2 Hz, which Iregard as
MISSION 773
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Mission 773

This unusual looking black cartridge is the least expensive of this exotic
group and yet still costs around £ 160. In its favour, however, it needs no
step-up unit or special input, and may be connected to any amplifier of
reasonable sensitivity ( 3mV or less for full output.)
Design and development were supervised by Mission with the manufacture carried out by Dynavector. Several interesing features are incorporated. The cantilever is fairly long but overcomes that potential
weakness by using aboron rod for high stiffness. Tip mass is minimised by
the use of atiny stylus, consisting only of the final ground cone portion
directly attached by its flattened back surface to an angled ground section
on the cantilever. At 5-3 gthe body mass is low and helps arm matching,
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being dangerously close to the disc subsonic noise range. The
cantilever/generator was clearly highly damped since the rise was held to
alow 5dB, and the Mission arm's inbuilt damping is quite unnecessary.
Recommended arm masses are restricted to below 6g, an unusual result
for amoving- coil cartridge.
Ifound the 773 uncritical of electrical loading, with negligible change
produced by resistances in the 22 kto 47 k- ohm range, and capacitances
50-1000 pF. Some listeners have suggested that rather lower resistances
of the order of 1-2 k - ohms will produce improved results, although I
cannot understand why; we heard little change apart from a slight
reduction in output.
Distortion and trackability
The high compliance ensured good trackability on simple material such as
the 300 Hz tones, and the + 18 dB Supertrack was passed at 1 . 6g.
However, the mid band intermodulation was quite severely mistracked—
an indication of high mechanical impedance due to pxcessive cantilever
pivot damping. The high frequency intermodulation section also gave
trouble, pointing to poor dynamics and ahigher than expected effective
tip mass. Some asymmetry was also present on the generator damping, as
the distortion results for each channel differed more than usual, while both
the lateral and vertical distortion results were also alittle high, afact which
could be related to the vertical tracking angle. However, the pink noise
tracing bands were handled quite well, though not as cleanly as by some of
the other models in this report.
Separation
Channel separation and balance were quite good for this design—
consistently superior to the Dynavector Karats, for example. The general
smoothness of the crosstalk curve and its low level at high frequencies are
both positive points.
Listening Tests results
Despite the theoretical and technical reservations expressed, the 773
nonetheless turned out to be afine sounding cartridge. Its tonal balance
was highly neutral in the mid range while showing good resolution of
stereo depth and musical detail. The treble appeared brighter and more
forward than the flat response otherwise indicated, this believed to result
from the particular, combination of line contour stylus ànd high vertical
tracking angle, as well as the greater than usual distortion levels. A slight
gritty or grainy quality, however, was sometimes apparent in the upper
registers, which were less kind than some in terms of surface noise and
record distortion. The bass was deep and quite even, with good percussive
qualities in the upper range, and yet it seemed softened and not as
precisely located in the stereo sound- field as other designs, notably the
Asak. Heavy mid- range passages showed some hardening and breakup.

Conclusion
Personally Iam not entirely satisfied with this design, although it
undoubtedly possesses anumber of good qualities. It could sound very
impressive when appropriately demonstrated, with the stereo quality
generally very good, providing consistent imaging to the highest frequencies. The balance was 'open' and neutral, exhibiting ahigh level of
subjective musical detail.
Unfortunately, the end result was not entirely focused or stable and the
upper range could sound slightly brash, while on technical grounds Iwas
unhappy with the excessive level of both compliance and internal
damping. These criticisms and reservations aside, it is still well worth
auditioning, with its superb stylus, high output, and tolerance of electrical
loading proving further factors in its favour.

the finish, alignment, grind symmetry and mounting were all excellent.
Frequency response
We discovered that the whole tonal character of this cartridge changed
significantly over arelatively small temperature range. At 24° the response
was almost ruler flat throughout the mid range with an elevated treble
band, while at 20° appeared the all- too- common presence droop with a
restrained treble lift. At 18 ° C the upper response was depressed still
further. The figures quoted here for the treble correspond to 20-21 ° C, the
temperature adopted for the main lab and all listening tests. If a50 Hz
reference point is chosen, overall a gently falling characteristic was
observed. The 8kHz Supex glitch was still present with this design ( see
also separation) which more or less proves that acantilever mode cannot
be the cause of this problem. The HF response extended smoothly to our
test limit of 50 kHz, where channel separation was still creditably
maintained, while channel balance was excellent throughout.
Distortion and trackability
Tested at 1.7 g—the upper limit of the recommended tracking force
range—the distortion levels were quite low, though the lateral modulation
figure was alittle higher than usual. The high mid- band intermodulation
value simply indicated mistracking—a not uncommon feature with a
highly damped cartridge—afurther related effect being the need for 3.2 g
to master the + 18 dB Supertrack band, while 1.9 gsufficed for the level
just 3dB lower. This implies that the generator support was driven to non
linearity at the higher modulation. ( Purely as apoint of interest, note that
due to its more sensible level of internal damping, the much lower
compliance Koetsu performed better in this respect.) Nonetheless, the low
tip mass of the 1000 conferred afine high frequency trackability while the
noise tracing bands were also handled well.
Separation
This cartridge demonstrated very high separation levels in the mid band,
averaging 35 dB, 150 Hz-5kHz, and deteriorating to 24-26 dB at its
8kHz ' problem' region, but recovering again at higher frequencies. Some
18 dB was typically still present at 50 kHz.
Matching and compatibility
The low frequency compliance was noted at 13 cu—similar to values
recorded for earlier Supex models. One area of difference, however,
concerns the relatively high damping of the 1000, the resonance rise of
just 8dB giving a ' CI' of approximately 2.5 as compared with arise of
13 dB ( Q4) for a900 ' Super'. Extra arm damping is quite unnecessary; in
fact such ahigh level of generator damping could prove aweak point, a
surmise borne out by the temperature sensitivity we discovered.
Providing 0.045 mV/cm/s output at 1kHz, the appropriate step-up ratio
is 20-26 dB ( 10 to 20x), with termination resistances of the order of
30-470 ohms, and aparallel capacitance from zero to 0.1 pF. The output
was fairly high for amoving- coil ( with alow generator impedance), and
good system S/N ratios are possible. High quality fixed- headshell arms of
effective mass 12-30 g are preferred.
Transient response
the squarewave showed afast risetime commensurate with the measured

Supex SDX1000
We looked forward to testing tile Supex SDX1000, as the established 900
series has an enviable reputation for high sound quality. In design,
however, the 1000 differs radically from the 900, with the heavy body,
permeable coil and aluminium alloy cantilever of the former here supplanted by a new slimmed down body of half the mass ( 4.8 g). This
reduction has been achieved despite the inclusion of aMu metal magnetic
screening cover. The coil, energised by a high flux samarium- cobalt
magnet, is wound on anon-magnetic and non- permeable former, and is
coupled to ashort boron cantilever. Intrinsically this material is many times
stiffer than aluminium and should lift the cantilever bending modes clear
of the audible frequency range.
Stylus quality
The stylus tip was of the new low mass 'vital' type, now also fitted to the
continuing 900 models. Expert analysis revealed that the 1000 was fitted
with aflattened low mass stone possessing atrue swept elliptical contour
with aslight extension on the major radii in order to improve the contact
area. The minor radius in
effective groove contact
was estimtaed at 7pm, thus
offering good high
frequency tracing, while
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bandwidth and an emphasis of the recorded cutter ringing, which agreed
with the rising response at 40-50 kHz. The leading edge overshoot and
subsequent ringing were of aclean nature and free from phase cancellations and delay effects, while the initial slant of the flat sections matched
the droop in the steady-state response.
Listening test results
Auditioned at 20-21 * C, in general the subjective frequency balance was
slightly ' rich' with asmooth but slightly prominent treble range. At higher
temperatures it sounded brighter and harder. Trackability was considered
good on most discs, and in this respect the 1000 probably represented an
improvement over the 900 series; however, its mid- range quality was not
felt to be as good, while it was also less subtle in its presentation than the
900 Super. Complex passages resulted in a trace of muddle, while the
treble occasionally sounded less integrated than usual. Stereo imaging
was undoubtedly good with much positional and depth information, but it
appeared to lack the ambience and perspective so well portrayed by the
Koetsu and Asak. The latter were also superior in terms of transient clarity
and bass solidity.

Conclusion
While in some respects this cartridge was afine performer, offering good
separation and generally low distortion as well as fine tracing from its
excellent stylus, the temperature sensitivity was a cause of concern,
considering the elevated price level. Trackability was also imperfect and
the sound quality not without its problems so overall, the SDX1000 does
not merit a recommendation.

Dynavector DV100D Karat Diamond
Released in a blaze of publicity last year, initially the Dynavector Karat
came with an ' R' suffix denoting asynthetic ruby cantilever. However, a
diamond version was promised and it is this ' D' model, costing around
£500, which is reviewed here. Bar the choice of cantilever material, the
two versions are in fact very close as regards the technical aspects of their
manufacture; this is also true of their measured performance, except for the
range above 10 kHz where the ' Diamond' is smoother and more extended
than the ' Ruby'. They do, however, sound alittle different, though perhaps
less so than the price difference might suggest.
Working on the theory that to date most cartridge cantilevers are of
necessity used in their bending response range, which gives rise to a
degraded response as well as poor tracking and distortion at high
frequencies, Dynavector's Dr. Tominari sought to employ such ashort,
stiff cantilever that this problem would be pushed far higher in frequency
and thus out of harm's way. If this could be achieved, then the difficult and
often sonically damaging methods of damping and resonance control
could be dispensed with, resulting in improved trackability. In consequence, the Dynavector Karat models do not employ the usual flat
central support damper ring behind the moving- coil assembly; instead, a
small restraint block is located above the pivot centre simply to provide
some resistance for the downforce deflection. However, generator
symmetry suffers as aresult, and this very lack of restraint in the moving
system-while endowing a fine trackability-also gives rise to sample
variability, and atendency for the cantilever to decentre and rotate. This is
particularly true of the early Ruby models, and where this happens,
separation also suffers. Other technological features include alow- mass
glass- fibre- reinforced body which gives a mass of 5.3 g, and an
apparently healthy output voltage of 0.07 mV/cm/s. However, the coil
impedance was higher than usual at 30 ohms, so the power output,
which in theoretical terms constrains the S/N ratio, was rather low.

Stylus quality
The wedge-shaped diamond cantilever was notched on its frontal flat
region to accept the separately ground stylus tip, the latter avery small
square section splint of moderately good grind symmetry. Geometric
alignment was very good overall, with the cartridge vertical tracking angle
on the high side at an estimated 27°. The shape.was four faceted-asort of
double Shibata grind like the Weinz ' Paroc'-this resulting in a symmetrically balanced 'stone with avertical contact line, the latter varying
somewhat with groove modulation and contact depth ( see also Mission
773). Overall the quality of the mounting and surface polish was excellent
with the effective minor tracing radius noted at 8fen.
Frequency response
The ultra- rigid cantilever resulted in avery wide frequency response with
the main high frequency resonance appearing well beyond bU kHz.
Despite the lack of damping the usual rise at high frequencies was only
2-5 dB, 20 kHz, while the response was ruler flat up to 12 kHz. Channel
balance and matching were both very good, and in anominally matched
6g arm the response resulted in only a 1.5 dB rise at 20 Hz.
Matching and compatibility
The low output power indicated that transformer- type step-up units are
not particularly suitable for use with this cartridge. However, electronic
step-up devices and inputs with atermination impedance of 100 ohms
plus 22 nF or less are entirely satisfactory. As Reg Williamson noted
recently ( oerscrnal letter), when coupled by a x20 transformer, the
30 ohms source provides a30 x202 ohm source for the preamp input, (
le
12 k- ohms). Since RIAA inputs are generally designed for avoltage drive
from 1000 ohms or less, the S/N ratio can be significantly degraded on
many preamp inputs.
In a6gmass arm, the subsonic resonance was an ideal 10 Hz, while the
controlled amplitude suggested that extra damping is unnecessary. 4 to
15 geffective mass arms are suitable, but it is worth noting that the Karat
body mounting centres are ready threaded from the top face with blind
holes; thus if using the Mission arm for example, whose headshell has the
reverse feature, the carrier must be drilled right through from the top. Open
headshells present no problem. ( Special Mission carriers will be available.)
Distortion and trackability
Tested at 1.6 g downforce the Diamond proved to be an excellent
tracker-in this respect probably the finest moving- coil that Ihave ever
measured. It sailed through all the distortion tracks producing figures more

General data

Linn ;teak DC-2100K

Koetsu MC- 1
('2nd sample)

Mission 773

Sup« 80%1000

Dynavector DV10021

Cartridge type
Cartridge Mass
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10 Hz
Specified downforce
LF resonance in test arm
(Mission 774, 6g me, + cartridge)
Sensitivity at 1kHz
Recommended loading
Recommended arm mass
Recommended arm damping
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance
Induced hum level

Low output m•c
6g
14 cu
1.8-2-2 g, tested at 2.0 g
+12 dB at 13.5 Hz

Medium output m- c
11 g
(12') 8.5 cu
Tested at 2.0 g
+11 dB at 13 Hz

Kgh output m- c
5.2 g
45 Cu
Tested at 1.8 g
+5 dB at 7.2 Hz

Low output m- c
4.8 g
13 cu
1-2-1.7 g, tested at 1.7 g
+8 dB at 14 Hz

Low output m- c
5.4 g
24 cu
1.5-2.5 g, tested ail.6 g
+10dB at 10 Hz

0.045 mV/cm/s
30-500 ohms
10-20 g
Possible ( moderate)
3-5 ohms, negligible
Very good

0-09 mV/cm/s
20-500 ohms
10-25 g
Marginal benefit
4ohms, negligible
Very good

0-45 mV/cm/s
22-47 k. 50-500 pF
3-6 g
Not required
200 ohms,Very good

0.07 mV/cm/s
0.05 mV/cm/s
30-500 ohms, zero-100 nF 100-500 ohms
4-12 g
12-30g
Marginal
Not required
30 ohms, 0-08 mH
3.5 ohms, negligible
Good
Fairly good

Stylus type

Fixed nude semi- line
elliptical
Both very good
Elliptical, 7.5 pm

Fixed line- contact

+2 dB at 30 kHz

Both very good
Well formed, four faceted
Paroc
+3 dB at 27 kHz

Fixed, oriented, nude
special elliptical
Both excellent
True swept elliptical grind
7.20pm
+4 dB > 50 kHz

Low mass, oriented nude,
line contact
Excellent, Good
Semi-Shibata

HF resonance ( tip mass/vinyl)

Oriented nude, elliptical.
spec. 6.18 pm
Both very good
True swept elliptical.
7.18pm
+9 dB at 42 kHz

Frequency response, separation
and balance ( TRS 1007)
30 Hz-20 kHz
100 Hz-5kHz
Stereo separation, 100 Hz. 1kHz, 10 kHz
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10 kHz

+1 - 5-1-3 dB
±1-i dB
32, 38, 22 dB (see text)
01, 0.6 dB

-1, + 3dB
1dB
27 ( 35'), 40 ( 18'), 28 dB
1.0 dB 1.0 dB

-0.5, - 1dB
0.2 dB
28, 36, 25 dB
0.2 dB, 0.1 dB

-1. + 2dB
±1.0dB
28. 33. 32 dB
OdB 0.5 dB

+1 dB
±01 dB
28. 27, 26 dB
0.2 dB 0.8 dB

2-1 g
1.4 g
Failed at 3g

2.5 g ( 2.0 g')
1.5 ( 1.2 g•)
3.5 g ( 3.0 g')

10g
1.3 g
1.6 g

1.9 g
1.2 g
3.2 g

1-0 g
0.8 g
1.4 g

0.5%
2.0%
Good
4-5%

0.18%
1-4%
Fairly good
1.8%

0.6%
3%
Good
5%

0.4%
2%
Good
3.2%

0.18%
1.8%
Fairly good
2.0%

0.15%

0-4%

1.2%

0.15%

0-35%

0.28%, 0.45%, 1.8%

0-35%, 0.45%, 1.6%

0.8%, 1.2%, 3%

0-3%, 0.5%, 3-0%

0.5%, 1%, 2.0%

Finish and alignment
Tip geometry

Trackability
300 Hz lateral + 15 dB
300 Hz vertical + 12 dB
300 Hz lateral + 18 dB ("Supertracle)
Distortion
300 Hz lateral + 9dB
300 Hz vertical + 6dB
High frequency waveform quality
Mid- band intermodulation ( 1kHz + 1.5 kHz
24 cm/s peak lateral diff. tone)
HF intermodulation, pulsed 10 kHz,
24 cm/s peak
Pink noise intermodulation, 12 kHz, 16 kHz,
20 kHz. i. octave bands:
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or less at the threshold limits; of the moving- coils Ihave measured, only
this and the Denon 303 could cope with the Telarc 1812.
Separation
The left/right generator axes were not perfectly square, with the result that
the high separation figures found for both channels could not be
simultaneously recorded—a significant weakness at this price level.
Nevertheless, separation results were good at typically close to 30 dB over
many octaves, and still better ( though only just!) than 18 dB, 20 kHz.
From the wide measured bandwidth, Ihad anticipated that the high
frequency separation might have been better maintained, but the Karat's
performance suggests that the dynamic behaviour of the generator system
at high frequencies is weaker than, for example, the Koetsu or Asak.
Channel balance only varied slightly with frequency and was certainly
better than select samples of the Ruby Ihave tried recently.
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Transient Response
The continuing rising response to and beyond 50 kHz is clearly shown
in the magnified presentation of the 45 kHz cutter ringing. The leading
edge risetime is very fast, confirming the exceptional bandwidth, and good
control is shown. Aligned through the central axis of the spurious ringing,
the squarewave top is both flat and square, further proof of the flat audio
range frequency response and lack of the usual resonance aberrations.
Listening test results
The overall standard set by the Diamond was undoubtedly high, but in
some respects it failed to justify its price. Compared with the Ruby, the
latter's slight HF brightness and edginess was here replaced by an almost
perfect subjective neutrality; the treble was exceptionally pure and
vicefree, while surface noise was particularly well controlled. In terms of
perceived distortion the sound was clean throughout the band, and easy
on the ears.

However, despite these plus points and agenerally competent presentation of stereo and detail, the Diamond failed to impart the full stereo
depth and focus that was present on some records. The bass was not as
well defined or integrated as the Asak, for example, while mid- range
transients possessed amildly softened and veiled character, particularly if
compared with the Koetsu.

Conclusion
This cartridge showed tremendous potential in many respects, and offered
an outstanding response, bandwidth, trackability, and lack of distortion.
Its sound quality was highly neutral and fatigue- free, and it would rank
well in alisting of cartridges; however, the lack of explicit transient detail,
and slightly soft low frequency definition, plus incomplete translation of
the maximum stereo information, precludes a recommendation, considering the high price level involved.
A more recent sample was tried which demonstrated a very similar
performance both subjective and objective. It did offer areduced vertical
tracking angle much nearer the 20° standard, and the stylus tip alignment
was also more accurate than previously noted.

KOETSU BLACK LEVEL
THE MC CARTRIDGE

Also Available:ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

KOETSU Gold level (men6).

-42 Parkside London SW 19.

Audiophile Products Special level matching
Transformer.

Tel. 01.947.5047
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ICRO- ELECTRONICS, digital techniques
and frequency synthesising are playing
increasing roles in the up-market tuner. As 1
have explained before, these technologies do
not necessarily in themselves enhance the
quality of the final audio signal. Indeed, in some
respects digital tuning, for example, could be
regarded as aretrograde step when it comes to
ease of operation!
With analogue tuning the whole of the
available radio spectrum space is clearly visible
in the form of atuning scale and, as with telling
the time by unconsciously evaluating the angle
between the two hands, one soon associates the
position of the cursor along the scale with a
particular station, knowing that alittle to the left
of Radio 3 lies Radio 2 and a little to the right
•Radio 4. Similarly, with the analogue watch one
can easily see with respect to a visible datum
how much time has passed or how much time
there is to go.
Digits provide an infinitely narrow but precise
'window' on what is being measured, accuracy
being the key- note. Tuners based on frequency
synthesising tune over FM Band II in small steps
of 50kHz ( sometimes less), and the prevailing
trend is for the tuning to be operated up or down
in frequency purely electronically by the press of
an appropriate button. There is usually an option
of modes such that asingle press changes the
tuned frequency by one step, retained pressure
providing afast up or down count for getting to
the required frequency quickly, and a search
mode whereby asingle press evokes afast count
which halts automatically when aradio signal of
sufficient strength is detected by the electronics.
This sort of thing lends itself to press- button
station selection, using amemory chip, so that
once the frequencies of a number of stations
have been memorised immediate recall of any
one of them is achieved by depressing the
appropriate button. Tuners equipped with an
AM section have similar AM modes of operation
but often with tuned frequency MW steps of
9kHz. When press- button station selection is
incorporated each button can normally be programmed to memorise one FM frequency and
one AM frequency, and that selected by the
button depends on whether the band switch is
set to FM or AM. The electonics are usually
arranged so that the station which is tuned
when the tuner is switched off is that which is
obtained when it is next switched on.
Unless the station frequency is known by the
user, it is not particularly easy to tune arequired
transmitter because when the tuning is operated
in the fast mode audio muting is activated to
avoid digital switching transients causing nasty
noises from the speakers. The muting lifts only
when the count is stopped. Even though an
approximation of the station frequency may
be known, the latest breed of tuners are remarkably sensitive on FM so it is possible that
the count may be stopped at the frequency of a
more distant station which is also carrying the
sought programme, which may not be far in
frequene from that of the transmitter radiating
into the local area. This is not always helped by
the signal strength indicator when fitted, which
may indicate 'full' signal even from the more
distant transmitters!
Almost all of the UK FM transmitters are
accommodated by the 50kHz steps. The only
one Ican recall which fails to correlate exactly is
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Radio 4Wenvoe, which operates at the curious
frequency of 92.125MHz. Thus, with a tuner
using 50kHz steps, one would either have to
establish alock at 92.1 or 92.15 MHz, resulting
in atuning error of + 25kHz. Distortion would
probably be alittle higher at full deviation than if
the signal were tuned to the dead centre of the IF
passband and FM detector ' S' characteristic but,
frankly, Iwould say that the distortion would
pass unnoticed, still being greater on the transmission than in the tuner.
Digital electronics also facilitate the incorporation of areal time readout and the programming of switch- on and switch- off times, similar
to the sort of things provided by video cassette
recorders. This is exemplified by the Technics
ST- S7, which is also equipped with a mains
output switched by the timing relay.
As well as the normal lab tests the tuners were
auditioned, mostly driving the recent JVC A- X9
Super- A amplifier and IMF TLS80/11 speakers.
Program material for the subjective assessments
was obtained both from off- air transmissions
and from lab- derived VHF FM stereo signals
from reel-to-reel tape masters.

Technics ST- S7
Of neat slim- line configuration, having dimensions of 430 x53 x310 mm, this FM/AM tuner is
quartz crystal frequency synthesised, operating
over 87.5-108MHz FM and 522-1611kHz AM
(MW only). Tuning steps are 50kHz FM and
9kHz AM, the tuned frequency clearly displayed
at the front electronically. There is no analogue
tuning.
Another feature is that the digits can be
arranged to display real time ( the 24- hour
variety!) and also be geared to switch the tuner
(and arear mains outlet) on and off at different
times and in various modes. The tuning, too, can
be operated in a number of ways, including
recall from apreviously programmed memory. In
the event of mains power interruption, an
auxiliary power source in the form of three 1.5V
cells retains the memory and timer settings.
Tuning is basically operated by two press
buttons, one giving an upward count in
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quired FM or AM station by the method previously explained and then depresses a button
labelled 'memory', which illuminates for about
5s, during which time the station selector button
to which it is required to link the tuned frequency is depressed. The same button can be
used to programme the frequency of an AM
station. Each button is programmed in a like
manner, providing a recall capacity of sixteen
stations.
The station selector buttons are numbered 1
to 8and the FM and AM selector buttons 9and 0.
With the mode selector switch in the time set
mode these ten buttrins are used for setting the
24- hour real time, in rather the same way as
entries are made to a pocket calculator. The
clock starts working as soon as the mode switch
is turned to the manual position, so it is asimple
matter to synchronise the time accurately to the
pips of atime signal.
The timing part of the tuner works in relation
to the real time previously established. The
program is written by first turning the mode
switch to the 'write' position, after which the
type of timed operation required is set by other
programming buttons. There are three programs
which can be used separately or together as one
composite program, which are 'everyday 1',
'everyday 2' and 'once', and each is associated
with aswitch- on and switch- off button.
For example, by using the first two programs
just mentioned it is possible to achieve automatic switch- on and switch- off over two
separate time spans during the prevailing day
(assuming that the programmed time is after
the real time!) and all subsequent days. This
means that you could obtain switch (Am 07.00
hours and switch off at 08.00, switch on again at
20.00 and switch off at 23.00, this pattern
repeating daily. In the 'once' mode a switch
on/off cycle can be arranged for the following
24 hours only ( no repeats on following days),
the data in the memory being cancelled automatically after the operations have been processed. However, this operational cycle could
be introduced along with the repeat operations
exampled above, happening, for instance, some
period between 08.00 and 20.00 hours.

•

frequency and the other a downward count.
Pressing one of the buttons once causes the
frequency to change up or down by one step
only. Retained pressure results in arapid change
in frequency until the button is released. An
indicator labelled 'quartz lock' illuminates when
the tuning corresponds exactly to the station
frequency. When fast scanning, although aflash
of the indicator might be seen when passing
over astation, the count is too swift to be able to
halt precisely at that frequency. It is thus necessary to tune to the required frequency by singlestep operations after the fast scan has brought
the tuning within easy reach of the required
frequency.
However, there are eight press buttons which
can be used for programming up to eight FM
frequencies
and
eight AM
frequencies.
Programming is simple, for after setting a programme mode selector switch at the léft of the
fascia accordingly, one merely tunes the re-

1=1.011110011111160•186

If the multiple programming inadvertently
results in the times overlapping, then the order
of priority of switching is 'once', 'everyday 2'
and 'everyday 1', but in general the system is remarkably foolproof and was found to be consistent in operation. Since the mains outlet at the
rear of the tuner is also switched on and off at
the same time as the tuner circuits, the timer can
be used to control the switching of ancillary
equipment.
For the timed operations the mode switch is
set to the 'auto' position. There are also
positions on the switch for cancelling incorrect
data and for confirming the programming.
Additional buttons provide for recall of real
time: activating a440Hz oscillator which sends
a 'tone' to the audio outputs in place of the radio
audio for checking the recording level of atape
machine; and for mono mode, which simultaneously lifts the muting ( though it is still
present when the tuning is operated). In the
147

ing were perfect...

... acontrol unit would consist of
an on/off switch, avolume control
and aprogramme selector switch.
Unfortunately this is not the
case as any prospective high
fidelity buyer, be he neophyte
or hardened campaigner, quickly
discovers.
He is faced with achoice.
He can attempt to sift the vast
quantities of conflicting information gathered from high fidelity
magazines, retailers and "my
friend who is an electronics
engineer and knows quite abit
about high fidelity:'
—or he can buy aQuad 44.
In the latter case he can be
confident that whatever the programme sources, he will be able to
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match them correctly and apply
tonal correction when necessary
to obtain optimum results.
Moreover he can be confident
that he need not change his preamplifier to meet future developments.
To learn all about the Quad
44 he only has to write or telephone for aleaflet.
The Acoustical Manufacturing
Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, PE18 7DB.
Tel: (0480) 52561.

QUAD

for the closest approach
to the original sound de
QUAD is aregistered trade mark.
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TECHNICS ST- S7

(20.1. MODULATION AT
400Hz REF. 50ps
PRE- EMPHASIS)

FIG.1
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stereo- with- muting mode the muting is lifted
only when the incoming signal is strong
enough to activate the quartz lock function and
when the tuned frequency corresponds accurately to the frequency of the transmission.
The front on/off button puts the tuner into
standby mode. The power switch proper is
located at the rear and would normally be used
only when the tuner is out of service for a
protracted period, as it also extinguishes the
clock. Audio is delivered by a pair of ' phono'
sockets, while another pair allow the connection of an oscilloscope or amplifier for detecting
reflected signals and hence multi path distortion.
A screw- type 75- ohm FM aerial socket is fitted,
calling for an adaptor for interfacing with a
standard 75- ohm socket, while aswitch allows
the aerial input to be used with aspecial tuned
type of aerial, such as the Technics FM wing
aerial. AM signal is provided by arear ferrite rod
aerial with full swivel capability. There is also a
terminal for connecting an external AM aerial.
The lab results typify a tuner of high FM
sensitivity, approaching the theoretical limits in
this respect, of very good lmV input mono S/N
ratio and of acceptable stereo S/N ratio. The
3rd- order ARM ratios suggest that the tuner
would not be unduly bothered by quite strong
signals delivered by the aerial from amultiplicity
of off- air signals, though in extremely strong
signal fields external aerial attenuation might be
desirable, depending on whether or not a high
gain directional aerial is used to alleviate multipath reception. No matter how good a tuner's
RFIM performance, spuriae will always be
evoked given a strong enough input signal!
However, the spurious rejection, exemplified
by the repeat spot ratio, is another good
indicator that the tuner would not be easily
upset by avery strong signal. The excellent ldB
capture ratio would also tend to minimise the
tuner's sensitivity to multipath reception.
For a tuner of fixed FM IF bandwidth the
measured selectivity represents agood average
value which is neither too wide to let through
high amplitude side signals nor too narrow to
impair significantly the full deviation distortion
performance. In fact, as will be observed, the
distortion was acceptably low in all modes,
including the difficult L- R stereo subchannel
mode.
Pilot tone and stereo subcarrier at the audio
outputs were well attenuated, the former having
only a small influence on the extreme upperfrequency response ( see fig. 1). Stereo
separation was very good at low and middle
frequencies, but tending to deteriorate swiftly
above about 3kHz. AM rejection ratio can be
classified as very good based on my test
method.
The tuner performed extremely well in the
domestic scene and under detailed audition, but
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Iwould personally have favoured some form of
signal strength indication. For aperson unaware
of the frequencies of the stations required some
difficulty is bound to be experienced, and to
some degree this would be alleviated by signal
strength indication. However, once the stations
have been preset there would be no further
trouble in tuning.
Despite the collapse of upper- frequency
stereo separation, fine stereo imagery was noted
on good off- air transmissions and on my labbrewed stereo signal. At normal modulation
levels very little non- speaking channel splash
was noticed, but transient breakthrough was
apparent at higher modulation levels. On certain
off- air transmissions there was amild tendency
towards emphasised sibilance; but less on my
home signals, which could indicate atransmitter
aberration!
Overall frequency response was smooth with
good extension right down to the lowest bass
frequencies transmitted; and it was considered
that the normal- modulation distortion produced
by the tuner was at least one magnitude below
that which can be expected on the best of off- air
transmissions.
Sensitivity was such that quite distant and
hence relatively weak signals could be resolved
with low background noise, especially in mono
mode. At the off- air test site no trouble at all was
experienced from phantom signals or spuriae
resulting from front-end overload. Selectivity,
too, was regarded as quite afair value, while the
excellent capture ratio helped combat multipath
distortion caused by time- delayed reflected signals which are the plague of my reception
location!
All in all, avery interesting state- of- art tuner
which would have extra appeal to those contemplating the introduction of timed switching
into their hi-fi systems.
The AM section seemed to have a slightly
greater sensitivity than most tuners so endowed,
but the quality of reproduction was no better as
this is limited essentially by the quality of the
transmitted signals, and it is quite a revelation
setting the tuning for the same programme on
both FM and AM and then doing a quick
comparison by changing the band switch!
Detailed lab tests were not undertaken of the
AM section as it is more of aconvenience than a
hi-fi attribute.

Sony ST-J88B

This model is FM- only and yet is physically
larger than the Technics, having the approximate
dimensions
of
480 x80 x370 mm.
Nevertheless it has a neat low- profile appearance. It is equipped with racking side slots and
masking hardware.
As with the Technics, tuning is digital with
crystal- locked frequency synthesizing changing
in steps of 50kHz. There are three methods of
tuning, and instead of the two tuning buttons of
the Technics, the Sony is equipped with three
side- by- side. The two outside ones provide the
up and down frequency changes for so-called
automatic tuning. When one of these buttons is
depressed ( there being no need to hold it down
in this mode) the tuning changes automatically
up or down in frequency until astation of viable
strength is tuned, the count then halting. By
holding down the middle button while simultaneously pressing an outer one once, a50k Hz
change in frequency is achieved. If one of the
outer buttons is held down while the middle one
is depressed a ' manual tuning' function obtains,
whereby the whole of Band II is fast scanned.
There is no halting at stations in this mode.
When the mute button is depressed and the
tuning operated in 501(11.zsteps the muting is
not lifted until the precise frequency of the
transmission is tuned. In this way, therefore, a
very accurate station frequency readout can be
obtained. ( This, of course, is within the 50kHz
switching steps.) It was very interesting to
discover that the Wenvoe Radio 4 signal on
92.125MHz could be obtained at both 92.1 and
92.15MHz even with the muting active, which
tends to prove the point made earlier. Also in the
automatic tuning mode the scan stopped at
92.1 MHz in the upwards direction and at
92-15M Hz in the downwards direction!
There is also memory tuning catering for up to
seven stations with press button recall. Also
memorised on each station recalled by the press
buttons are normal or narrow selectivity ( the
model being equipped with press button selectivity change), mono or stereo mode, anri
muting on or off. Thus, if a station on, say,
88.1MHz is tuned with the mode at stereo,
muting on and selectivity normal, and this is
memorised for later button recall, then when
recalled it will appear with stereo and muting on
and selectivity at normal! The various conditions
just mentioned are indicated on a small
illuminated panel beside the usefully large and
brightly lit frequencies digits.
Programming the station buttons is easy. One
merely needs to tune the required station, set the
various conditions ( stereo or mono, normal or
narrow selectivity and muting on or off) and
hold down abutton labelled ' memory' while at
the same time depressing one of the station
buttons. This can be done up to seven times. For
writing into the memory, a station must have
been received for more than is. Labels for
station indentification are provided and are
inserted bY removing asmall cover from the top
of the tuner. The station last received is automatically memorised and thus appears when the
tuner is next switched on.
The contents of the memory are retained by a
non-volatile integrated circuit during the time
that the power is turned off and even when the
tuner is disconnected from the mains supply,
which is useful, avoiding the need for battery
backup.
The audio signals are delivered by rear
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Ears are
no longer the
best judge of perfect
tuning. At Pioneer
we've given eyes and
fingers adefinite
advantage.
Unbelieveable as
this may sound, it's the
truth. And best demonstrated by our new
receivers. The SX-600L
and SX-700L.
Their electronic pre-set
station memory buttons being
responsible for our somewhat
surprising revelation above.
Effectively, what this means is
once you manually tune into astation,
which you're likely to listen to regularly,
you can'lock' on to its frequency by using
the station memory button.
You no longer have to 'search' for it
up and down the waveband. Straining your
ears to find the strongest signal.
Instead, you simply look for the button
designated to the particular frequency and
press it.
Abra-cadabra, you're listening to the
station of your choice. Loud and clear.
Faster than the speed of sound.
How many times have you rushed
home, fought with your keys, burst through
the front door and flown across the room?
All in an attempt to switch on in time,to
catch the evening's headline news story ora
late football result.
Only to hear the Bratislavan top twenty
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hit parade instead.Then in afrenzied effort to
make good your initial foray, rushed like
mad across the entire waveband in search of
the right station.
Predictably, finding it too late to hear
what you were after.
While astation memory button won't get
you home any earlier, open your door any
quicker or help you switch on any sooner.
It would ensure you'd switch on with spot
on accuracy, right on the station you want
to hear. And that's got to be good news.
The difference between 7and
5is 100.
As you can see, both
receivers have the same
expensive slim look.
But luckily, it's alook
that won't cost you alot.
The SX-600L pushes out 20 watts RMS
per channel and costs around £99.
While the SX-700L has double the output at 40 watts RMS per channel and costs
around £ 129.
Besides their price tags, an easy way
to distinguish between the two, is to
count the number of electronic preset station memory buttons
on each.
The SX-700L has
7the SX-600L has 5.
And since both
receivers operate on 3wave bands: Medium
Wave, Long Wave and FM Stereo.
On the SX-700L with 7memory buttons,
there are twenty-one options for station
pre-sets. On the SX-600L with 5memory
buttons there are 15 options.
dMM

AMMO
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TATION ON THE LINE
3trr ON THE BUTION.
Avoltage synthesiser won't mix your
Darties.
However, what is common to both is
ncredibly accurate tuning that doesn't suffer
.
rom any political aspirations.
Once the voltage synthesiser locks on
:o afrequency, it can't be wooed to the left or
:o the right.
So, you're unlikely to hear the Rolling
Stones drift in to make an unannounced
guest appearance while you're listening to

The London PhilharmonicOrchestra.Or vicea-versa.
And with both sets, even at full power,
total harmonic distortion is alowly 0.3%.
Equally impressive is their high signal-tonoise ratio of 70 dB.
If you've been looking for areceiver but
haven't quite managed to put your finger on
the one you want most.
Return the coupon and we'll tell you
where to find it.

THE SX-600L WITH 20W PER CHANNEL AND 5STATION MEMORY BUTTONS.

THE SX-700L WITH 40W PER CHANNEL AND 7STATION MEMORY BUTTONS.

To: Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd, PO. Box 108, Iver, Bucks. SLO 9JL. I'd like more
information on receivers. Please send me the Pioneer catalogue and alist of dealers.
Name
Address
HF N2

PiONEER®
Everything you hear is true.

The next step up

BM Model 801
became agreat leap forward
The story so far. We envisaged anew breed of no compromise loudspeakersand coined thefamily name B&W
Series 80. First in this series is Model 801, launched only
ast year and now earning superlative reviews from the
Norld's specialist magazines. B&W dealers are ready to
lemonstrate the truly remarkable performance of the
301 to anyone who is musically dedicated enough to be
nterested in the possibility of owning such asystem.
3ut first, afew quotes from respected world sources:

Geoffrey Horn In Gramophone
"Truly this is one of the world's great
loudspeakers; it will be some time before we
hear abetter one"

Bert Whyte In Audio ( USA)

"The sound is phenominal utterly clean,
utterly uncoloured, no spurious resonances, .
superb transient response, outstanding
imaging and tight, unboomy bass

Jan Kool In LuIster ( Holland)

"Of course they are costly - but measured
by their performance,definitely not
expensive...for once,a really exciting audio
experience"

Frank Boss in Playtronic
(Switzerland)

"the 801 reproduces music readily,
just as it is, without adding anything and
without colouration.The sound is extremely
harmonious and well balanced"

Perhaps the greatest accolade to be
bestowed on the B&W Model 8011s
its selection by EMI as classical music
monitor at their Abbey Road Studios
(illus.) and on location world-wide.

sk your dealer about the Model 801- or drop us aline if you would
ike to have specification details mailed to you. If you don't aspire
:o the professional heights of the 801, remember that the technology
Jeveloped for this great loudspeaker has already benefitted other
lew models in the B&W range: 802,DM11, DM12, DM14,DM7 Mk2,DM2/1 I

3&W Loudspeakers Ltd
Vleadow Road Worthing West Sussex

BN 11 2RX

l&N/ DM and Series 80 are registered trade marks of B&W t
oudsoeakers Ltd

'phono' sockets at both adjustable and fixed
levels. Aerial inputs at 300 ohms balanced and
75 ohms unbalanced are provided, but the latter
by the silly type of inverted coaxial socket,
calling for an adaptor when used with a
standard British coaxial aerial plug. I really
cannot understand why tuners and receivers
destined for the UK market use this type of I
EC
male receptacle!
The lab results reveal atuner of virtually the
same sensitivity as the Technics, but having a
slight edge over this in absolute terms in the
narrow selectivity mode, and being slightly less
sensitive than the Technics in normal selectivity
mode. The lmV S/N ratios of the Sony, though,
are better than the Technics, marginally in mono
mode and more significantly in stereo mode.
Under normal off- air conditions, however, it is
unlikely that a realistic difference would be
detected.
Front-end 3rd- order IM and spurious rejection ratios are similar to the Technics, as also the
excellent capture ratio in normal selectivity
mode. The capture ratio always deteriorates
slightly in narrow mode. You will see that the
selectivity in the normal mode is wider than the
fixed selectivity of the Technics and narrower in
the narrow mode, the optional values thus being
quite acceptable.
It is normal, too, for the distortion at full
deviation to be less in the normal ( or wide) than
in the narrow selectivity mode; but good values
are retained even in the narrow mode, which is
highly commendable. Residual pilot tone was at
a very low level and the 38kHz subcarrier
virtually at vanishing point.
Fig. 2shows avery good and ' flat' frequency
response over the important part of the
spectrum, with just a slight trace of low bass
roll- off ( but note that the graph goes down to
10Hz where nothing of interest is transmitted).
Remarkably good stereo separation is achieved
right up to 15kHz in the normal selectivity
mode—acommendable result, indeed,
This model also has aform of signal strength
indication with quite a fair dynamic range,
which facilitates tuning to the strongest ' local'
station of a group carrying the required
programme.
Under domestic conditions this tuner was
highly favoured, not only for its relative ease of
operation ( though it must be admitted that most
tuning was done with the press button
facilities), but also for its very good quality of
reproduction via the test setup. Only my young
son missed an AM facility, not being able to tune
Radio 1at ' critical' times!
Stereo imagery was excellent, with very little
non- speaking channel splash even at abnormally high modulation levels as applied to my labbrewed stereo VHF signal. In fact, comparing
I-II FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

the master tape signal as applied to the test
amplifier/speakers, with the same signal from
the tuner applied to the radio input of the
amplifier, revealed dramatically the extremely
good quality delivered by the tuner. On some
material
it was virtually
impossible to
distinguish between the two conditions when
the levels for comparison were very carefully
balanced. There were mild differences in some
cases, especially at the higher frequencies and
on transient material, undoubtedly exposed by
the higher bandwidth of the signal direct from
tape as compared with the 15kHz bandwidth of
the FM system.
A little sibilance was detected, but the overall
frequency response was excellent and the bass
end nicely portrayed with good coherence of
ambience. Another very well designed tuner,
therefore, of state- of- art design but lacking the
timed switching facilities of the Technics.

Aurex ST-S20

Despite
its
mini
dimensions
of
258 x54 x184 mm ( Wx H xD), this is another
digital display device based on frequency
synthesising. It could, in fact, be used instead of
the analogue T1OL in the Aurex System 10 ( one
of Toshiba's micro- systems), styling and
dimensions being compatible. It is an all- wave
tuner, having a SW band tuning over 5-8 to
155M Hz in addition to MW and LW bands and,
of course, stereo FM. Aerial inputs for 75 and
300 ohms FM are provided. A ferrite rod aerial is
used for the MW and LW bands—fully adjustable—but an external aerial needs to be connected for the reception of SW stations.
Tuning steps are 50kHz FM, 1kHz LW, 9kHz
MW and 5kHz SW. In addition to press- button
recall there are two modes of tuning: ' manual',
with up and down frequency change achieved
by buttons, and 'auto'—when this button is
depressed the tuning scans automatically until a
station is tuned, the scan then ceasing and the
signal being ' locked' by the PLL of the synthesiser. When either of the manual buttons is
depressed once and then immediately released
the tuning changes up or down by one step, but
when finger pressure is retained the scan continues until the pressure is released. This is
a reasonably quick method of getting . to a
particular part of the frequency spectrum. It
takes about 18s to scan from one end of the FM
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band to the other.
For station recall there are eight buttons and
each one can be programmed for one station in
each band, yielding atotal capacity of no fewer
than 32 separate stations ( if you can find them!)
Small matching press buttons are also used fór
waveband selection. To relate any station to a
press button one merely tunes the station by one
of the methods described, depresses a button
labelled ' memo' and then depresses the button
to which that particular station is to be related.
Immediate recall of any station so memorised is
achieved by selecting its waveband and then
depressing the appropriate station button. The
button number depressed is shown on the
digital display as a channel number.
The front on/off switch places the tuner in
standby mode in its off position. This ensures
that as long as the tuner is plugged into the
mains supply the tuning data are retained in the
memory. To avoid loss of data in the event of
mains failure or when an external timer is used
with the tuner, amemory back-up can be fitted
in arear compartment in the form of three miniature 1.55V silver oxide cells. These, it is claimed,
should last about four months when active for
eight hours aday.
The digital display is usefully large and bright
and shows the selected waveband as well as the
tuned frequency and channel number. The word
'stereo' also appears when the station is stereoencoded. A row of five illuminated dashes above
the digits give some indication of tuned signal
strength, but the dynamic range of the indicator
is abysmal. The first dash lights with an input
around 1.25pV and all five of them when the
input is up to about 15pV. On stations of normal
usable strength, therefore, they are all lit—on
FM, anyway. Nevertheless, the indication is
handy for revealing the presence of astation, as
the audio muting lift is annoyingly delayed
when tuning ( see later).
The tuner is very neatly styled with matt
'silver' finish. Rubberised strips underneath and
grooves along the top facilitate its stacking with
other Aurex micro components. Fixed level
audio output is delivered from e pair of goldplated ' phono' sockets.
In the lab Ifound that the ultimate sensitivity
was ashade higher than that of the previous two
models, though of virtually corresponding
inputs for the 50 and 60 dB mono and stereo
S/N ratios. Limiting at - 1dB was similar to the
other models. On these counts alone, therefore,
it would be nigh impossible to distinguish
between them. Ultimate S/N ratios can also be
classified as very good, though not quite reaching the values measured on the Sony. Front-end
3rd- order IM responses and the repeat spot
spurious rejection ratio were a small shade
below those of the other models, but still quite
acceptable nevertheless. Capture ratio, too, was
very good.
IF selectivity was on the sharp side, specified
as 75dB + 400kHz IHF by the manufacturers,
and it was this, Ifelt, which to some extent led to
the higher full- deviation distortion results. I
have recently been monitoring the BBC's
deviation levels and have found that peaks to
100% modulation level ( including pilot tone)
are unusual. Iwould put the average level at
around 35 to 40% and at this deviation the
tuner's distortion would be quite small. It is

Aurex
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though showing some sideband imbalance, and
was about the same as the Aurex on repeat spot
rejection ratio. Capture ratio was also a good
'state- of- art' value.
As regular readers of my writings will know, I
assess the FM selectively by using two VHF
input signals, one at 100pV level unmodulated
to which the tuner is adjusted and the other
50mV 100% modulated at 1kHz. The modulated
signal is then detuned from the frequency of the
unmodulated
signal
until
the
signal/
interference ratio (
eg, breakthrough of the lkHz
modulation) reaches 30d B, the parameter being
the detuning in kHz required for this condition in
both plus and minus directions.
Using these procedures on the 121, it was
found that the detuned lkHz-modulated 50mV
signal could still be detected even when the
detuning placed this signal outside the tuner's
IF passband! To attain a 30dB signal/
interference ratio it was necessary to switch in a
little 1kHz filtering, which invalidates direct
comparison of this parameter against that of the

A & R (CAMBRIDGE)121

-lOdO

R.
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However, small tuning errors can be combated automatically by afront AFC ( automatic
frequency correction) switch which has aviable
'pull- in' range. Tuning and station presetting, of
course, would normally be done with this
switch at 'off'. It was noticed that fairly heavy
'crashes' emanated from the speakers when
using the station selector buttons. There is also a
stereo/mono switch, the red stereo indicator
extinguishing when mono is selected.
The audio signals are delivered by a DIN
socket and the level is adjustable by a rear
control, but not right down to zero ( see table).
FM aerial inputs are available at 75 ohms
unbalanced ( co- ax) and 300 ohms balanced

(twin feeder), the former using a proper co- ax
socket and the latter a 300- ohm socket of the
American type.
The tuner is 'slim line', measuring approximately 450 x230 x57 mm ( W xD xH) and is pre-

TECHNICS ST- S7
Inputs for
30 dB S/N ratio:

k 1

other models. However, using the IHF procedures, the selectivity ratio was placed around
48 to 50dB (
eg, 100pV unmodulated signal
with 25 to 32mV of modulated signal) for the
alternate channel. The adjacent channel ratio
was around 2to 3dB. Imust mention that while
most tuners exhibit slight modulation break-

sented in awooden sleeve, the net result being
quite attractive and 'different' in apleasant sort
of way, as already noted.
The lab results reveal a design of quite fair
sensitivity, quieting curve and noise floor, but
failing to rival its group competitors on most of
these counts, though the ultimate stereo S/N
ratio was marginally better than that of the
Technics. On average, the RFIM ratio was not
too dissimilar from that of the other models,

pV mono

SONY ST-.18813'

through outside the IF passband with a 50mV
modulated signal, the breakthrough is not
usually so strong as to make it impossible to
achieve the required 30dB i

AUREX ST- 820

A & R CAMBRIDGE T21

0.8 pV mono

s 1 pV
5 pV muting/stereo

1-25 pV ( 0.8 pV narrow)
mono
4 pV mono; 40 pV stereo
12.5 pV mono;
125 pV stereo
1.25 pV
5 pV muting/stereo

4 pVmono; 40 pV stereo
12.5 pV mono;
125 pV stereo
1.3 pV
2-5 pV stereo

6 pV mono; 50 pV stereo
15 pV mono;
150 pV stereo
2 pV
3 pV muting

Ultimate S/N ratios
mono:
stereo:

79.5 dB
71-5 dB

81 dB
75-5 dB

79.5 dB
74 dB

77 dB
73 dB

RFIM 3rd- order 94 , 95 MHz input
at 93 MHz:
at 96 MHz:

-74 dB
-73 dB

-74 dB
-70 dB

-73 dB
-71 dB

-71 dB
-75 dB

Repeat spot suppression ratio
(100.35 MHz input for 10-7 MHz IF.):

-:: 98 dB

98 dB

86 dB

85 dB

Capture ratio IHF:

si

1dB ( 1.6 dB narrow)

1dB

t-..1-2 dB

Selectivity for 30 dB S/N ratio at 95 MHz
unmodulated 100pV input with interfering
signal at 50 mV modulated:

-300 kHz/- 300 kHz

50 dB ditto:
60 dB ditto:

4 pV mono; 40 pV stereo
12-5 pV mono; 126 pV stereo

-1 dB limiting:
switching threshold:

dB

-359 kHz/- 334 kHz
+253 kHz/- 268 kHz narrow)

+207 kHz/

Distortion at 1 kHz
L ..- R:
L- R:
stereo left:
stereo right:

0-1%
0.03%
0.17%
0.17%

Pilot tone residual:

-56 dB

- 69

Subcarrier residual:

-62 dB

below - 80 dB

below

0.05% ( 0.2% narrow)
0.07% ( 0-17% narrow)
0.07% ( 0.1% narrow)
0.1% ( 0.1% narrow)

- 210

s 1.
5 pV

kHz

0.22%
0.45+.
0.45%
0.45%

dB

mono; 5 pV stereo

,- 553 kHz"/- 390 kHz"

0-3% —
0.8% —
1%"
1%"

-69 dB
- 80

-70 dB
dB

AM rejection ratio (
30% AM):

56 dB

56 dB approx.

56 dB approx.
15 pV/1 - 25 pV

-49 dB
53 di3

Signal strength indication min/max:

not fitted

500 pV/5 pV

Tuning indication:

quartz lock synthesized digital
50 kHz steps

quartz lock synthesized digital
50 kHz steps

Audio output stereo:

600 mV per channel

0-1100 mV ( var); 690 mV
(fixed) per channel

500 mV per channel
fixed

1,000 mV per channel max;
10 mV min. ( var.)

quartz lock synthesized
- digital 50 kHz steps
FM manual ( see text)

1,500 pV/6 pV LEDs
analogue using LED display
(see text)

Typical Price (
inc VAT)

£200

£369

£200

£173

Manufacturer/Distributor

National Panasonic ( UK) Ltd.,
107 109 Whitby Road.
Slough. Berks. SL1 3DR

Sony ( UK) Ltd..
134 Regent St.,
London W.1

Toshiba ( UK) Ltd..
Toshiba House.
Frimley Road,
Frimley. Camberley.
Surrey. GU16 5..14

Amplification & Recording
(Cambridge) Ltd.
French's Mill.
French's Road.
Cambridge CB4 3NP

unless

otherwise slated ref erence modulation level 100% including 10% pilot tone stereo.
test frequency 95 MHz. 1mV aerial input, CCIR ARM noise weighting and aerial loading
pd across 75 ohms matching pad.
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•Measured in normal selectivi y mode unless stated otherwise
" Interfering signal modulation breakthrough outside IF passband.
'• • LED- indicator- tuned and AFC on.
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ratio either side of the normal selectivity
characteristic. Hence the T21 breakthrough
would appear to be higher than normally
experienced from atuner in this price range.
Despite the seemingly wide' selectivity, the
full- deviation harmonic distortion was not excitingly low. It was, in fact, significantly higher
in left and right channel stereo modes than given
by the other models of the group. The 19kHz
pilot tone has been well notched- out, but less
successfully the 38kHz sub- carrier which,
devoid of modulation, was some 20dB higher in
amplitude than the pilot tone. The AM rejection
ratio, as measured, was also alittle below that of
the other tuners of the group.
Fig. 4shows a 'flat' stereo frequency response
with less than 1dB channel imbalance, but
which rolls- off before 15kHz. In common with
those of the other models, the lower curves of
the pen chart indicate non- speaking channel
output and stereo separation. They include all
harmonics of the modulation and spuriae. It is
my opinion that whatever signals are being
delivered by the non- speaking channel, then
these should be revealed, for after all these
signals will be applied to the parent amplifier
and are thus bound to influence the nth- degree
auditioning. By filtering out all the harmonics
and spuriae, leaving only the modulation fundamental frequencies, the separation ratio is invariably improved as would, of course, be
expected.
Since the audio output is widely adjustable,
the tuner will signal- interface with virtually any
amplifier. With the tuner in stereo mode the
interstation muting is continuously active. To lift
the muting and hence to tune stations below the
threshold level it is necessary to switch to mono
mode.
Despite the various technical criticisms previously made, the tuner was judged to have a
pleasant sound, quite ' rich' and full in the bass
with a ' warmth' of reproduction not matched by
some of the other models. Overall frequency
balance was also favoured, though it was generally thought that stereo imagery was slightly less
rigid than portrayed by the Sony, for example.
Using the lab- derived FM source and top- grade
program material, some shortcomings were detected at upper- treble on transients and over-

tones, but these would probably not be noticed
on ordinary off- air program material.
There was aslight delay on muting lift but not
sufficient to prove frustrating, tuning fairly
slowly. During a spell of tropospheric ducting
the model was capable of responding to distant
stereo signals without undue interaction with
more local adjacent channel stations. Noise
floors were of asubjectively hi-fi value and hum
level low. The station press- buttons proved
useful, the tuning proper not being suitable for
accurate frequency indentification. All- in- all, a
very happy little tuner, but one without AM
facilities.

Conclusions
Owing to the wide differences between the four
models it is barely feasible to suggest a ' best
buy'. Each model has its own particular characteristics which may be regarded as desirable by
an intending purchaser. For example, the Aurex
might well be favoured for its remarkably mini
dimensions and all- wave attribute, especially if
ashort waveband is considered important ( but
remember this only from 5.8 to 155M Hz). This
model also has along waveband in addition to
medium waves.
The Technics is also equipped with AM but
only for MW. The Sony and A & R are FM- only.
The timing facilities of the Technics might also
be regarded as adesirable bonus. Ifound them
useful during the trials, it being convenient to
have but one switch to activate the whole hi-fi
and to be able to arrange this for auto- timing.
The A & R is the non- digital of the four,
though the LEDs tend to give afeeling of digital
electronics. It is a neat little tuner and the only
British one of the group. One or two technical
curios were unearthed during the lab work, as
you will have seen, but for normal applications
these failed to detract from the auditioning
impressions. In fact, the model was liked for its
apparent ' warmth' of reproduction and 'fullblooded' sound.
Iagree with my collegue Angus McKenzie
about the need for a 'standard' to define the level
of the signal which is sometimes provided for
setting atape machine prior to off- air recording.
I, too, find these embodied oscillators useful.

Two budget tuners
reviewed by Gordon King

Bthan their more sophisticated counterparts,

UDG ET tuners are usually larger physically

though less elaborately equipped. They mostly
adopt mechanical capacitor gangs for tuning
and are hence devoid of press button station
selection. They are also, of course, less expensive! On the other hand, it is often difficult to tell
from comparative auditioning whether the
audio is emanating from asophisticated digital
synthesised model or from amore modest creation with analogue tuning. Indeed, there are
people around who still prefer the old-fashioned
analogue tuning, as there are who prefer
watches and clocks with hands rather than
those with electronic digits.
Parameter- wise, the sophisticated design
commonly scores on an absolute basis. The
ultimate sensitivity can be higher, as also the
ultimate S/N ratios, which, along with better
spurious rejection ratios, can render the more
expensive model more suitable for difficult
reception areas. The more advanced electronics
involved, however, do not necessarily lead
directly to improved audio quality, for quite abit
of it is concerned with the digital readout of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

frequency and the frequency synthesising of the
local oscillator signal for accurate step tuning.
The budget tuner is continuously tunable over
the entire band ( not in small steps) and is
commonly equipped with a signal strength
meter or indicator of quite fair—if not
logarithmic—dynamic range, often complemented by acentre- zero FM tuning meter. As the
audio muting of the sophisticated tuner does
not usually lift until astation is accurately tuned
by the synthesizer's PLL, a tuning indicator is
somewhat redundant, though some models incorporate an 'on tune' or ' lock' indicator which
lights when the audio muting is lifted by an
accurately tuned signal
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That of the Technics produces a tone around
440Hz at a convenient level. The instructions
suggest setting the recording controls of a
cassette deck to about - 2dB and those of an
open- reel deck to about OdB, using the tone.
With cassette decks, at least, Ifound the suggested level quite viable.
Way back in 1977, Iwas in discussion with
David Robinson of Dolby Labs about a level
standard, and Iwas inclined to agree with David
at the time that the proposed tuner Dolby
reference level, corresponding to + 37.5kHz
peak deviation, would represent a good standard. Since then Imust say that most of the
tuners and receivers passing through my lab, so
equipped, have been found to approximate this
level closely.
To be realistic, the RF performance of most of
the models of the group was so close as to be
barely detectable as 'differences' under practical
operating conditions. For nth- degree noise performance the Sony just about topped the group.
This model, too, had the edge on distortion,
taking all modes into account, in ' normal' selectivity mode; but as shown by the table the
Technics did pretty well on this score as well.
Distortion of the A & R was a little disappointing, comparatively, but the distortion
yield fell with reducing deviation. The Sony
came out well on overall frequency response
and stereo separation, as can be seen ( fig. 2).
Based on critical listening using the lab-.
derived FM signal, Iwould say that the Sony
gave the most accurate reflection of the openreel master tape source; but it is unlikely that this
would be discerned using ordinary off- air
signals against the Technics, for example. The A
& Rseemed to possess asound of its own. This
is meant in a non- derogatory manner! The
reproduction seemed to have agreater 'warmth'
and 'fullness' than the other models, which was
apparent on A/B comparison against different
tuners.
The smallest and possibly neatest model of
the group, Ithink, was the Aurex. It is remarkable how such a bundle of complex electronics can nowadays be reduced to such a
small volume. It only goes to show how much
free space there must be in large- dimensioned
tuners!

Iapplied the same range of lab tests to these
two budget tuners as to the four more sophisti •
cated models. The models were comparatively
auditioned, this time using the Hitachi HMA7500 power amplifier driven by the Radford
ZD22 preamplifier, in conjunction with the IMF
speakers used for the auditioning of the sophisticated models

DENY() TU -3000L
This Japanese model sells for around £ 68 and
exemplifies the budget tuner. Compared with
the digital models, especially the Aurex, it is
massive within its approximate overall dimensions
of
433.142. 240 mm ( W xHxD).

o
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The Ortofon 30H. The lightest,
most advanced low mass cartridge
yet conceived.
The SME Series Ill. Universally acknowledged
as the finest tone arm in the world.
Now these two ultimate pieces of technology have been
brought together To create the Ortofon/SME 30H
Integrated cartridge/carrying arm.
--Ingineered in nitrogen- hardened titanium alloy, the specially
Jesigned carrying arm attaches directly to existing SME
series Ill and IIIS assemblies.
'roducing aunit whose total effective moving mass is just
1-.5 grammes — the lowest yet achieved in the world.
nterms of acoustic feedback resistance, high-frequency
:racking and resonance characteristics, the Ortofon/SME
30H has established whole new levels of performance.
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Recommended load

tube:

4.5 grams

Type of stylus

Fine-line, nude

Recommended load

Equivalent tip mass

0.35 mg

capacitance

Frequency response

20-20,000 Hz

Tonearm resonant

resistance

Output voltage at 1000 Hz
(5 cm/sec peak)

frequency
> 3mV

Channel separation
at 1000 Hz

> 25 dB

Channel balance at 1000 Hz < 1,5 dB
Compliance, dynamic
at 10Hz

35 ien/mN

Recommended tracking
force

_.

,OmN(1.0

gm)

47.000 ohm
400 pF
13Hz

ortofon
Limn

or more information write to Harman UK Ltd., St Johns Road,Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP10 8HR.Tel: Penn ( 049 481)5331.

Encased in dark- finished metal, the fascia is
'brushed' or satin aluminium, along the top of
which is aclearly- printed tuning scale behind a
glass window. Active scale length approximates
275 mm, which is lit by diffused light. Tuning
runs smoothly, helped by flywheel inertia, but
the FM scaling is not very clearly calibrated ( in
terms of actual frequency divisions between the
main frequency numbers), and the particular test
sample was somewhat out of tuning alignment.
The ' L' suffix signifies that the model has aLW
band in addition to MW AM and VHF FM. AM
signals are picked up by arear ferrite rod aerial
which hinges away from the back panel but
cannot be swivelled. There is aterminal for an
external AM aerial if found necessary. A red LED
on the tuning scale section glows when astereo
signal is tuned, but its operation was sluggish
on the lab- derived stereo VHF of 10% pilot tone
deviation, though it seemed to switch OK on
off- air stereo stations.
Two illuminated meters reside below the scale
at the left-hand side of the fascia, one showing
relative signal strength over aquite fair dynamic
range ( see Table) and the other centre- zero FM
tuning.
A large tuning control knob at the opposite
side of the fascia is complemented by abandselector switch, two lever switches for muting
and high- blend, and a press switch for mains
power. Audio signal is delivered by a pair of
'phono' sockets, and terminals provide achoice
of 75- or 300- ohm FM aerial input.
In the lab it was found that the absolute mono
sensitivity ( for 30 dB S/N ratio) was quite fair
for a tuner at this price. Stronger signals,
though, than required by the sophisticated
models were needed to achieve the 50 and
60 dB mono and stereo ratios. Muting came on
fairly quickly.
Ultimate S/N ratios were also relatively 'fair'
but better results are only possible by more
expensive design. Iwas surprised at the quite
good front-end 3rd- order IM rejection ratios,
but the repeat spot spurious rejection ratio was
only ' fair. Capture ratio was reasonable and
selectivity not very sharp, though this led to
quite acceptable left and right channel stereo
distortion results. Curiously, the distortion was
higher in the L+R mode and higher still in the
L— R stereo sub- channel mode. Although there
is a centre- zero FM tuning meter, the least
distortion was not achieved with this tuned for
centre!
Pilot tone residual was fairly well down and
sub- carrier right down, but AM rejection ratio
was below the standard set by the more expensive models. Fig. 2shows a1dB rise in frequency
response at circa 5 and 15 kHz, the latter followed by aswift drop into the 19 kHz ' notch'.
Stereo separation ( including spuriae) was
virtually to specification, but the pen chart shows
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

difficult AM reception areas a rear terminal
caters for an external aerial.
There are also terminals ( spring- loaded type)
for 300- ohm balanced and 75- ohm unbalanced
(coaxial feeder) FM aerials. A good point for UK
users is that the 75- ohm terminals are also
complemented with a UK- type coaxial socket.
These terminals, along with a pair of ' phono'
sockets for audio delivery, are located on aflat
step at the back of the tuner. There is no DIN
outlet, but there is a three- position switch
which allows immediate change of FM deemphasis over 25, 50 and 75 ps. The UK
standard is 50 us, and it was with the switch at
this setting that the tests were made.
The tuner is metal- encased and ' functional'
looking. It is not equipped with rarely- used
knobs and switches. Its dark brown finish is
pleasantly complemented by a black tuning
knob and switch buttons. The tuning scale is
that the high- blend filter not only reduces the
also dark- backed, which contrasts against the
stereo separation with increasing audio frelighter colour of the tuning cursor and printed
quency but also rolls- off the treble end of the
FM and AM frequencies. The scale is softly
frequency response. These are quite normal
illuminated when the tuner is active, and it scans
results in high- blend mode whose purpose is to
about 230 mm. Mechanism is freely- running
reduce background noise on weak stereo sigaided by a small flywheel. FM scale accuracy
nals without entirely defeating the stereo effect.
mid- band was very good.
As already noted, the dynamic range of the
Press- switches are used for power on/off
signal strength meter was quite good, but there
('on' position shown by the glowing of a red
was apparently some scale misalignment.
LED), mono, muting, FM and AM. Above the
Bearing in mind its relatively low cost, the
tuning knob are three LEDs for FM tuning
tuner performed quite happily under audition.
indication, the correct tuning point being signiUtmost 'clarity' of the more costly sophisticated
fied by the glowing of the green centre one,
models was not present, but Imust admit that on
while plus or minus 'off tune' conditions are
some off- air programmes it was difficult to
revealed by the glowing of either of the amber
detect agreat deal of difference on A/ Btesting.
outside ones. There is afourth LED which glows
Slight stridence and 'splashing' were heard on
green when astereo signal is tuned in.
strongly modulated signals, and stereo imagery
Dimensions are 420 x96 x240 mm ( Wx HxD),
was sometimes not all that convincing. Overall
and weight 4.2 kg.
response, though, was considered satisfactory
In the lab Iwas impressed by the very good
and background noise behind strongish signals
ultimate sensitivity of the FM section which,
was not unduly apparent. In fact, Iwas quite
under the test conditions, was virtually on par
encouraged by the results from atuner in this
with the theoretical absolute. The 'quieting'
price category.
slope also came out nicely, with relatively small
Sensitivity of the AM bands was about
signals only being required for signal/noise
'average', but upper-sideband cutting was
ratios up to 60 dB ( CCIR/ARM). Iwas expectnoted in comparison with the MW/AM results
ing to have measured aslightly higher ' ultimate'
from the Technics digital ST- S7, for example.
mono S/N ratio ( 1mV 75 ohms input), but the
result obtained was perfectly respectable, and
the stereo ratio was not far below this = acouple
of dB better than measured on the Denyo.
For atuner in this price range Iwas also happy
NAD is a strange company, being Americanwith the spurious rejection ratios, exemplified
based but arranged in conjunction with a
by the RFIM and repeat spot tests. Again, both
number of European dealer chains, Hi -Fi
of these have the edge over the Denyo results.
Markets in the UK, for example. The 4020A
tuner sent for review is being made in Taiwan; I Capture ratio was also slightly lower than the
Denyo. Despite the 'sharper' selectivity of the
was given to understand that it has passed
NAD, the harmonic distortion was not unduly
through astage of improvement since its incepimpaired. In fact, quite good values were
tion, this being exemplified by the review
measured, as you can see from the table.
sample and the models currently available. ( The
The designers have kept the residual pilot
partnering amplifier is the NAD 3020 which has
tone appearing at the audio output well down,
been favoured by encouraging press.)
though the stereo subcarrier was, for some
Although the review sample was equipped
reason or other, alittle higher. Iwas also pleased
with an AM band, this was for MW only. Ithink
with the AM rejection ratio. The pen chart
I'm correct in saying, however, that there is also
shows areasonably ' flat' frequency response up
a model catering for both the MW and LW
to 15 kHz with good channel balance; also
bands, which Iwas hoping to receive. The AM
remarkably good stereo separation characterissignal is normally collected by arear ferrite rod
tics over the whole spectrum of interest. This
aerial which has the advantage of being adtuner, unlike the Denyo, has no signal strength
justable in all planes, thereby facilitating beamindicator or high blend filter. At 95 MHz the
ing on to the required transmission or orientatuning accuracy was within the readout detion to minimise its response to interference. For

NAD 4020A
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LANCASHIRE

display. All competitively priced and backed

91 93HIGHS1 EDGWARE MISTS

and many

Holdings Photo Audio
Darwen Street
Mincing Lane
BLACKBURN

CHESHIRE
I.

Lost in the HiFi Jungle?

45 RADFORD ROAD NOTTINGHAM

SURREY

248 256 STATION ROAD ADDLESTONE. SURREY
Probably the largest range of Audio, TV & Video in the
Home Counties. Demonstrations anytime just pop in!
MOST BRANDS STOCKED INCLUDING:
AR, JBL, KEF, LUXMAN, MARANTZ,
MISSION, OPTONICA, ORTOFON, PIONEER, SANSUI,
SENNHEISER, SONY, TEAC,
TECHNICS, THORENS, TRIO

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

WEYBRIDGE 54522 (
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GRADO• HARBEtH • 1
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NAGAOKA • 0.10FON • RAM • ROULAS • SALOKA • STD •
THORENS • Ut TIMO • VIDEOTONE • WHARFEDALE •

WEST SUSSEX

searr

MINIMUM OF 1 YEARS GUARANIEE ON Alt PRODUCTS
ISERVICE DEP , ON CUE PREMISES,
OUR PFUCES ARE USUAL', LOWER THAN THOSE QUOTED
THE SO CAttE0 OéSCOuNt WAREHOUSES

SWIFT
>
)
OF WILMSLOW

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

,
s,

5. Swan Street.
Wilmslow, Cheshire

783 862

WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ALL PRICES

Phone WILMSLOW 526213
for an expert guide to
the territories of:

SOUND ADVICE tROM EXPERt

other leading makes.

WE WILL EQUAL ANY RETAILERS PRICE
DEMONSTRATIONS A PLEASURE

BOWERS

e

eWILKINS)

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road • TenVol thing 64141

KENT

Receivers?
For the sound advice of a Musician
and professional Engineer
consult the specialists:

Armstrong
ITT
Quad
Sony
Tandberg

This latest amplifier from England's leading
designer uses the latest techniques and components to provide impeccable performance
audibly equal to or better than commercially built
units costing many times as much. The design
concepts were described in the February and
March issues of Hi Fi News Magazine. Every care
has been taken to ensure the utmost ' musicality',
even to the extent of using separate power
supplies for each channel. The Kit is designed as
a whole rather than a disjointed set of modules
and this leads to incredible ease of building and the
almost total elimination of conventional wiring.
The unit is housed in a solid steel case having a
silver anodised front plate with recessed turned
aluminium knobs. All components can be bought
separately at a total cost of £88.69. Special
Bargain Discount price for all parts bought
together £ 74 75 lint vat) P & P. £ 1.50.
Cassette Tape Heads. We import alarge range
of cassette heads for domestic and professional
use on chrome ferric or metal tape. Send for
further details.
TCI Test Cassette, Special Copyright multipurpose test cassette enables tape speed, head
azimuth and VU level to be set up without test ..„. n
equipment. £. 16 ( inc vat) P & I. Sop
e i, 0
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(BOSTON/ LTD

BARGATE, BOSTON
TELEPHONE 0206 82464
AGENTS FOR
Technics, Quad, Aiwa, Sony, Cambridge, B&W. Monitor
Audio, JR, Koss, SME. Sonus. Ortofon Satin, Shure
Fully equipped Demonstration Lounge
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EAST SUSSEX

JEFFRIES HI- Fl
As recommended by I'll- Fl ANSWERS — April 1979
Linn, Naim, Meridian, T.V.A., Revox, Nytech, A &
R. Rega, Nightingale, Rogers, Neal Ferrograph,
Exposure, Elite, Pioneer, Tandberg, Sansui, Celef,
Ram, Audiomaster, Dual, Teac, Harbeth, Lentek,
HK, Thorens, Entre, Grace, E.W.C., Videotone,
Optonlca, S.M.C., A.K.G., Tangent, Mordaunt
Short, Castle, Gale, Hadcock, J.R., Micro, Bolivar,
Nakamichi, Satin, Tannoy, J.B.E.
*

FULL CREDIT FACILITIES
3- years All Parts and Labour Guarantee *

JEFFRIES
H141

4 Albert Parade, Green Street
Eastbourne, Tel: ( 0323) 31336

DENY° TU 3000L

NAD 4020A

Inputs for
30 dB S/N ratio:
50 dB ditto:
60 dB ditto:
-1 dB limiting:
switching threshold:

2pV mono
5.5 uy moro; 60 pV stereo'
20 pV mono; 200 pV stereo
1.5 pV
2pV muting

0-8 pV mono
3.2 pV mono; 32 pV stereo
10 pV mono; 100 pV stereo
1pV
3.2 pV muting

Ultimate S/N ratios
mono:
stereo:

73 dB ( high blend off)
67 dB ( ditto)'

71.8 dB
69 dB

RFIM 3rd-order 94+95 MHZ input
at 93 MHz:
at 96 MHz:

-67 dB
-65 dB

-74 dB
-71 dB

77 dB

84 dB

Repeat spot suppression ratio
. ( 100-35 MHz input for 10 MHz IF):

'

2.5 dB

1.5dB

Capture ratio IHF:

"4-.

Selectivity for 30 dB S/N ratio at 100 pV 95 MHz unmodulated input
with interfering signal at 50 mV modulated:

+403 kHz/ - 391 kHz

+363 kHz/ - 334 kHz

Distortion at 1kHz
L+R:
t
L- R:
stereo left:
stereo right:

0-25% ( optimised tuning)"
0.5% ( ditto)
0.06% ( ditto)
0-06% ( ditto)

0-056% ( tuned by indicator)
0.28% ( ditto)
0.1% ( ditto)
0.1% ( ditto)

Pilot tone residual:

-57 dB

-72 dB

Subcarrier residual:

-78 dB

-63 dB

AM rejection ratio ( 30% AM):

45 dB ( tuning meter centre)

57 dB ( tuned by indicator)

1mV/4 pV

no signal strength indicator

Signal strength indication max/mm:
e
Tuning scale error 95 MHz:
.

"--

+547 kHz

zero

Audio output Stereo:

570 mV per channel

620 mV per channel

Typical price (
inc. VAT)

£58

£86

Manufacturer/Distributor

Uher Sales & Service,
24 Market Place, Falloden Way,
London NW 11

Hi- Fi Markets,
Unit 3, Colonial Way,
Watford, Hens

Unless otherwise stated reference modulation level 100% including 10% pilot tone
stereo, test frequency 95 MHz, 1mV aerial input. CCIR/ARM noise weighting and
aerial loading pd across 75 ohms matching pad.

•Auto- stereo switching sluggish.
'• Distortion rises with tuning meter at centre zero.

slightly ' thin'. The Denyo was thought to have
more lower- frequency make-up and less mid/
high- frequency roll- off than the NAD.

NAD 4020A
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finition of the scale.
Some of the parameters measured were in
advance of those specified by the-manufacturer,
which is probably accounted for by the improvements earlier noted.
We were pleasantly surprised by the results
obtained under audition. Even on relatively
weak signals the noise was not obtrusive, and
this on stereo. The same relatively low signal
applied to the Denyo resulted in a greater
background hiss on stereo. The difference,
however, diminished substantially on stronger
signals, but the NAD was always the quieter of
the two on stereo.
Overall frequency balance was also con-

sidered good, and on direct A/B comparison
with the Denyo the NAD was thought to have
more treble 'sparkle' and a fuller bass. Stereo'
imagery was excellent, and it required a fair
degree of overmodulation to evoke non-speaking channel splash or undue stridence. We
were not bugged by whistles or phantom signals, and during aspell of tropospheric propagation distant stations were resolved in stereo
without birdies or other interference, but with a
higher than acceptable background hiss.
Direct A/B comparison with the Denyo on
MW/AM transmissions indicated that there was
not very much to choose between the two in
terms of sensitivity, but the NAD sounded

Bearing in mind the real budget price of the
Denyo, obtainable, so Iunderstand, for less than
£60 from some sources, there can be no doubt at
all that this model represents remarkably good
value for money. It is well-equipped, having the
advantage over the NAD in having meters for
relative signal strength and FM tuning, and
nicely presented in the typical Oriental style.
On some of the technical parameters the NAD
was better disposed, reflective, no doubt, of the
extra selling price ( around £ 86). It is also a
different looking tuner from the Denyo, which
some might regard as better looking. It certainly
out- performed the Denyo on the sensitivity
stakes, and the stereo noise floor was lower. It
also measured better on RFIM and repeat spot,
so would possibly be a better bet in strongish
signal areas where the Denyo might call for
aerial attenuation to avoid phantoms or spuriae.
I was impressed by the relatively low fulldeviation distortion.
Careful auditioning using off- air signals failed
to reveal all that much difference between the
FM sounding of the two models. In fact, some
listeners veered in favour of the Denyo sound.
Using the lab- derived FM stereo source, however, differences became more noticeable,
though not dramatic. I then, personally,
favoured the results of the NAD, but only just!

•
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eTDK...
The great name
in tape cassette
TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd..
Pembroke House, Wellesley Roac
Croydon ORO 9XW.
Eire: Peat's Wholesale Ltd.,
Chapel Lane. Parnell Street,
Dublin 1.

Taerial system which is enclosed in awalnut
HE BIC FM10 Beam Box is a portable FM

grained
vinyl
box
measuring
about
369 x374 x76 mm ( D xW xH); it costs £49
However, Ishould mention that there is also a
smaller and less expensive (£ 29) version, the
FM8, whose performance is fairly similar to that
of the more expensive model. Both models work
in exactly the same way, but the FM10 is of
superior finish and includes interfaces for both
300 ohms balanced and 75 ohms unbalanced
feeders. The FM8 is equipped only with 300ohm terminals for connecting to balanced
feeder and the 300- ohm aerial input of an FM
tuner or receiver. This model, though, can be
interfaced properly to a 75- ohm unbalanced
(coaxial) input by using an external balun'
(matching transformer).
The FM10 sample which was sent for this
review was tested at both its 300- ohm and 75ohm interfaces with anumber of FM tuners and,
frankly, there was hardly any difference in performance between the two interfaces; but, of
course, when testing at 300 ohms the 300- ohm
aerial inputs were used and the 75- ohm inputs
of the tuners/.receivers when testing at 75 ohms.
The FM10 comes complete with just over a 1
metre length of 300- ohm twin feeder. As many
FM receivers and tuners, especially those from
the Orient, are equipped with both 300- and 75ohm aerial inputs it is generally more convenient
to use the 300- ohm interface of the aerial. The
75- ohm interface consists of one of those nasty,
non- UK- standard screw couplings—not a
British type coaxial socket..
The aerial proper consists of two shortened
dipole sections in the figure of an 'X' at the top of
the box, which are visible beneath a darktinted transparent cover which forms the top of
the box. The dipoles,. of course, are horizontally
disposed. The front side of the box is in the form
of a black- finished fascia which carries one
large and two smaller control knobs. The large
one serves as an aerial tuning control ranging
from 88 to 108 MHz. One of the smaller ones
'phases' the dipoles electronically, using passive
networks, so as to provide afour- position polar
diagram, thereby 'beaming' the aerial system
over 360 degrees. Since there are only four
directional positions corresponding to N—S,
E—W, NE—SW and NW—SE it follows that the
selectable responses are bi-directional rather
than uni directional. Nevertheless, there are
deep response nulls which can be useful, as we
shall see.
The second small knob provides two positions of bandwidth—' broad' or 'sharp'. In the
'sharp' position the CI factor of the aerial system
is greatly increased, which significantly reduces
the response of the aerial to unwanted side
signals and makes the aerial tuning that much
more critical. The broadband position is selected
for initial adjustments, after which the sharp
position is selected and the tuning optimised.
It is rather important to keep the Beam Box
well clear of large metal objects, yet on the other
hand it is desirable to keep it fairly close to the
tuner or receiver because for optimisation it
helps to have sight of the signal strength meter
or indicator when such is fitted to the tuner/
receiver. In my own case Ifound that about the
best results were achieved by placing the Beam
Box on awooden shelf some 200 mm above the
top of the tuner.
It should be understood that the device,
although being referred to as 'electronic', does
not require the use of apower supply of any sort.
It does not incorporate valves or transistors, but
is totally engineered around passive networks
containing mostly inductors, capacitors and
switches, along with the dipole elements, of
cdlirse. The aerial thus cannot, in the true sense
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

by Gordon King
of the word, ' boost' or amplify the weak FM
signals. The effectively high CI value of the
aerial, however, ensures that the signals which it
does extract from a passing radio wave are
handled as effectively as possible. ( Losses from
the aerial to the tuner/receiver are very small
owing to the short feeder length.)
Because the 'effective lengths' of the dipole
sections are probably less than 0-5 m it may be
wondered hoyv they respond properly to signals
in the FM band ( Band II) when aconventional
Band II aerial for half- wave operation is more
like 1-5 m. The 'trick' lies in externally tuning the
dipoles after loading them with inductance. This
is where the aerial tuning control comes in.
Unloaded and untuned, such short dipoles
would be dismally inefficient as FM signal
collectors. Try using ahalf metre length of wire
for your FM aerial to receive adecent signal from
a station 50 miles distant! The loading and
tuning counter the length deficiency, while at
the same time a neat exercise in HF passive
network engineering within the box makes it
possible to switch in the sharp- band, high CI
function, which further enhances the net
performance.
The aerial is easy to set up and use. When
properly connected to your tuner/receiver as
already explained, and positioned 'flat' as clear
as possible from metal objects, the tuning control is set to about mid- scale, the bandwidth
contfol to ' broad' and the directional control to
any of the four positions. The tuner/receiver is
then adjusted normally for correct tuning of a
service area station, noting. the reading on the
signal strength meter or indicator.
The directional control is then turned to find
the position of maximum signal indication. After
this the bandwidth control is turned to 'sharp'
and the tuning knob carefully adjusted for peak
reading on the signal strength meter/indicator.
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At this stage a final check can- be made on
directionality and the tuning re- adjusted for
optimum.
If your tuner/receiver is without signal
strength indication or if the signal is so strong
(as may be the case if you are close to apowerful
station) that the indicator is reading full-scale,
then the final tuning has to be based on the
judgement of your ears, adjusting for the least
background mush and multipath distortion. The
full advantage of the aerial can only be fully
realised when the tuner or receiver is equipped
with asignal strength meter or indicator.
Ifound the Beam Box particularly advantageous at my location for minimising multipath
distortion. This is an unpleasant brand of distortion which manifests most dramatically on high
peak FM deviations, especially of piano music
and music containing an abundance of audio
energy in the upper- middle and lower- treble
parts of the spectrum. Its effect is not all that
dissimilar from Class- B crossover distortion or,
indeed, an 'out- of- centre' loudspeaker cone. It
arises from signals being reflected back to the
receiving aerial from hills and lofty buildings a
small fraction of a second after the aerial has
responded to the direct -signal. On television
such reflections are responsible for ghost
images—eg, phantom images to the right-hand
side of the real images but at reduced contrast
and sometimes of opposite phase, so that blacks
become white and whites become black! Being
surrounded by hills where Ilive, Isuffer more
from the trouble than people listening and
viewing at less undulating locations.
Ikeep acheck on multipath reception, as it is
called, by using an oscilloscope coupled to a
resident Optonica ST- 3636 tuner. This tuner is
equipped with a multipath switch and rear
sockets for oscilloscope connection. A significant ' ripple' occurs on the oscilloscope trace,
which is otherwise astraight line, when multipath is present. The plan is to orientate the aerial,
which must be usefully directional, to eliminate
or, at least, minimise the trace ' ripple'. For this to
happen the aerial must be providing maximum
discrimination against the reflected signals.
Using asimple dipole, which has a ' figure- ofeight' polar diagram, it is impossible where Ilive
to eliminate multipath distortion completely. I
thus need to adopt rather elaborate phased
aerials in the roof space to yield suitable response nulls corresponding to the directions of
the incoming reflected signals.
Using the tuner/oscilloscope setup. Ichecked
the Beam box for multipath elimination using
my ' local' North Hessary Tor station some 30
miles distant. Iwas pleasantly surprised to find
that, after careful adjustment of the directional
and tuning controls, Iwas able to obtain a
perfectly flat trace and hence good quality
reception. Iestimated that the signal strength
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3MARINE COURT
ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA
EAST SUSSEX
TN38 ODX

CHRISTCHURCH
CARTRIDGES
5 Bodowen Close, Burton,
Christchurch, Dorset.
Tel 0202 471654 Evenings. Access
accepted. Mail order ONLY, all
prices INCLUDE P & P

Tel. Hastings ( 0424) 439150
Main Agents for:
N.A.D., HITACHI, TECHNICS PIONEER,
SANSUI, MISSION, KEF HAFLER,
PLUS ALL HIFI MARKETS PRODUCTS.

CARTRIDGES
ZLM imp
XLMIll

YORKSHIRE

o

SHEFFIELD SOUND CENTRE
Hi Fi Consultants for

Bang &

Olufsen

dealer

Demonstrations by appointment only
10IA Ecclesall Road
SHEFFIELD S11 8HY
Tel: 23365

39 Carlton Road
WORKSOP, Notts,
Tel: 87762

&

XLMIII Integra

£31 - 75

CILM3611I imp

£12.95

GRADO

Gi

£55-00

F1-

£28.95

G2+

£16.75
£79-95

FCE

£ 12-20

XSV 5000

£68-45

XSV 4000

£56-75

XSV 3000..

£46.10

XV15 625E

£22-45

PICKERING

QUAD, ROGERS, SUGDEN, EXPOSURE, GRANT
LUMLEY, RADFORD, CRIMSELECT, ISLEWORTH,
ARO, CAMBRIDGE, SAE, STD, ARISTON, TEAC,
TASCAM, REVOX, SONY, BLACK TULIP, TECHNICS,
ETC.
Also, Worksop's only

£48.95
. £29.95

STANTON

881S

£52-50

681EEES

£41 - 60

681EEE

£34.00

680EE ( s/o)

£19-50

500EE

£12.55

500A . . . £9.95

1
ULTIMO

10X ( s/o)

. £42-00

Karat Ruby .

£81 - 75

DECCA Export £ 25.00, EMPIRE 2000Z £ 27-50,

GOLDRING G900 IGC £45.00, JVC X2 £63-70.

ORTOFON, F- R, DENON, & many other brands,
POA.

ERIC WILEY
64 8. 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE

0977-553066
- ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Full Comparator Demonstrations
V.H.S.

Video Stockists

ACCESSORIES

ADC LMG1 £ 4.15. A- T Silver Litz wires £ 2-35,

Checking more distant stations ( Radio
Bristol, for example, from Brixham) Ifound that
the simple in- room dipole gave slightly more
signal than the Beam Box when properly or-

A- T Safety Raiser £ 9.50.

TONEARMS

A- T 1100 £ 92-95. Hadcock, KMAL, F- R, Ultracraft,
Dynavector, Stax, POA.

Prices correct 1/10/80. E & 0E.
COMPARE OUR PRICES—SAVE
YOURSELF MONEY

iented (
eg, broadside on to the transmitter), but
multipath was still a problem, though it
wouldn't matter much on such aweak signal as
the noise floor would predominate!
In summary, then, Ifound at my location that
the Beam Box gave very useful and sharp nulls
which Icould certainly use to advantage. In
non- problem areas of relatively high signal field,
its advantages over a simple dipole would

REAL HI-FI
SUPEX

TO MENTION

be less apparent ( it is a neater device than an
aerial of conventional styling, of course, and if
you are placed where adevice which would pull

IN IRELAND

LINNSONDEK

JR

NAIM AUDIO

NYTECH

ARC

REGA

NAKAMICHI
HARBETH

QED

ELITE

MERIDIAN

arePatively weak signal from astronger one on a
near bearing could be used, then the Beam Box
may also be for you).

MORDAUNT-SHORT
SPENDOR

DENY°

NAGAOKA

LENTEK

HEYBROOK

ENTRE

Please do not expect the aerial to give the
same results as a roof- mounted multi- element

SATIN

DISCVVASHER

array of normal dimensions— not in the direction
in which the multi- element is pointing, anyway!

Phone today for an appointment—after all, it
costs nothing to listen and compare.

However, in problematic areas where a roofmounted aerial is forbidden, such as in urban

NOEL CLONEY

HI-FI NEWS

sensitive and low- noise tuner. For the least
multipath Iwas not able to tune for ' maximum
signal'. With asimple in- room dipole Iobtained
slightly more signal ( my elevation is around

yields up to 1-5 mV from that station with hardly
any multipath.

Dynavector, Ortofon, F- R. Denon, A- T, POA.

A&R A60

delivered to the tuner was around 300 pV,
which is not bad and quite usable with a

250 ft above sea level) but then Icouldn't delete
all the multipath. Of course, my roof- space aerial

HEADAMPS, ETC

IRELAND

IT HELPS

Ptan thew of The Beam Boa's cnpsserl elements

blocks of flats, the Beam Box should prove
effective. Full details are obtainable from

AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD.,
Leinster Mews,
154 Leinster Road,
Rathmine,
Dublin 6

Camoridge Audio, 105/1 09
Byfleet, Surrey, KT14 7LA.

Oyster

Lane,

Tel: 961316

when
answering
advertisements

SCOTLAND

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity
34 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh

031 557 1672
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More than alittle biased.
At Boots we sell avery wide selection of tape
cassettes. But you may be surprised to find that in our
specialist range no less than seven of them are highspecification chrome and pseudo-chrome tapes offering a
choice of finely tuned benefits in the high bias sector.
Top quality names like BASF Superchrome,
Maxell UDXL-II and TDK SA feature at very
competitive prices.
So if you want to get the best from your
equipment come to Boots. You'll find we're more than
alittle biased.
High specification chrome tapes by BASF,
Memore; TDK, Maxell, Fuji, Sony and Boots from
£1.35 to £2.95.

I.

neon," no

From most Boots Audio Departments subject to stock
availability

for the Special Touch
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Infinity's
• Black Widow®
GF lbne Arm.

Ambisonics is acomprehensive technology
for surround sound recording,broadcasting
and reproduction. Sponsored by the
National Research DevelopmentCorporation
and developed by international
collaboration between scientists,

Graphite Fiber,
plus an exclusive
silicone oil damping
device, combine to
provide astate-ofthe-art tone arm
with radically
improved freedom
from resonance and
distortion.

mathematicians and engineers, Ambisonics
frees reproduced sound from the
restrictions of stereo. Equipment featuring
the Ambisonic symbol is designed in
accordance with this technology to give
greater realism and listening pleasure.
The UHJ symbol shows that programme
material conforms to optimal specifications
for playback as stereo, mono or with
Ambisonic decoding. Ambisonic surround
sound decoders also provide enhanced
results from conventional stereo, but the
highest fidelity of directional sound is
obtained from recordings and broadcasts
conforming to UHJ.

For further information regarding
Ambisonics together with details of record
and equipment manufacturers, apply to the
NRDC AMBISONIC ADVISORY SERVICE
PO Box 98, High Wycombe, Bucks,
HP11 1PJ
Telephone : High Wycombe ( 0494) 445951

A new
damping device
utilizing silicone oil, together
with aslender, exceptionally rigid
tapered tube of graphite fiber,
provides an arm of very low
mass ( 3gms.) yet free of low
frequency resonance. Thus, the
annoying resonances that plague
other tone arm/cartridge combinations have been reduced to
inaudible levels in Infinity's new
Black Widow GF Tone Arm.
The ultra light weight graphite
fiber arm also allows for the use
of acorrespondingly lighter
counterbalance, effectively eliminating much of the inertial stubbornness that causes mistracking
and subsequent distortion.
The results are improved
response over the entire
frequency spectrum and greater
immunity to acoustic feedback.
The Infinity Black Widow GF
Tone Arm. It lets your high compliance cartridge deliver all the
sounds the musicians recorded.
And nothing else.
See it at your Infinity
dealer now.

Infinity
We get you back to what it's
all about. Music.
Infinity Systems ICE) Ltd., PO. Box 14, 17 St. Martin's St., Wallingford,
Oxon OX10 OEB, England. Tel: (0491) 37773. Telex 847594 Cretco.
© 1978 by Infinity Systems, Inc. Worldwide rights reserved.
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Still the same world-famous
name, but looking alittle
different now that Garrard is part of
the very successful Gradiente Group
of Brazil.
Garrard's traditional
engineering brilliance lives on,

and now works hand in
glove with Gradiente's
electronics skills.
The beautiful DDQ650 and
DDQ550 are two of the new
Garrard masterpieces.

DDQ550 Semi- automatic player with quartz lock, coreless D.C. direct drive with electronic button controls and L.E.D. indicators.
DDQ650 Semi- automatic player with quartz lock, coreless D.C. direct drive with electronic button controls, pitch control and stroboscope.

Also from Garrard:
DD455 Fully automatic player with coreless D.C. direct drive motor,
pitch control and stroboscope.
DD450 Semi- automatic player with coreless D.C. direct drive motor, pitch
control and stroboscope.
GT355AP Fully automatic player with D.C. servo motor, pitch control and
stroboscope.
GT255AP Fully automatic single player with A.C. synchronous motor.

garrard
Garrard Limited
Cheney Manor Industrial Estate, Swindon SN1 2QQ
Telephone (0793) 35381. Telex 44271

I
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DISCWASHER®

•

DISCKIre

To: Zerostat
Components Ltd,
Edison Road,
Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Huntingdon, \
Cambs PE174LE
(Regd. Office)
Please send me your tangeleaffet D
Please send me the following items:
Quantity
Zerostat Pistol

Price

SC-2Stylus Cleaner £ ........
D4 Record Cleaning System
Discidt
Discofganizer
Pius postage andpacking
Total

Combines the Zerostat AntiStatic Pistol, Discwasher D4
Record Cleaning System and
Discwasher SC-2Stylus Cleaner
in ahandsome walnut storage
tray with smoked perspex dust
cover at asi9nificant cost saving
over the individual components.
(£26.50).
(Discorganiser storage tray and
perspex cover available
sepa rate 0.951)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
£00.30
•
•

Name
Address

DISCWASHER®

D4 RECORD
CLEANING SYSTEM
New formula D4 Fluid puts dust,
dirt, even fingermarks into
suspension whilst protecting the
vinyl record surface. Walnutmounted D4 fabric pad has extrasoft directional fibres to absorb
fluid and contamination, leaving
record surface entirely free of
contamination or residue of any
kind. DC- 1Pad Cleaner keeps the
fabric in good condition for
maximum efficiency. (£7.45).

All prices snown are inclusive of VAT.

• .-- designate registered trade marks cf Discwasher Inc., USA.
•
8

I
enclose cheque/PO. value

Please allow 14 days for delivery

Henry Royce, founder of Rolls-Royce :.190E.

E xactly

ZEROSTAT

,VANTI-STATIC
PISTOL
The new red Zerostat Pistol is the
latest version of aleader in its
field. The simplest way to remove
static and its associated
symptoms. Needs no refills,
batteries or power supply and
neutralises static charges in
seconds. Lasts for at least 50,000
operations.(£7.45).

Kea)DISCWASHER®
SC-2 STYLUS
CLEANER
SC- 2Stylus Cleaning Fluid is
formulated to disperse not only
harmful grit, but also the very vinyl

additives which D4 Fluid protects,
and which can clog styli. SC-2
Brush, with bristles of acalculated
density and texture, removes dirt
without damage to delicate stylus
cantilevers. Reverse of brush is a
magnifying mirror for easy stylus
inspection.(3.99).

einEROSTAT
Zerostat Components Ltd., Edison Road, Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs PE17 4LF

What every
cassette
deck wants
to be when
it grows up
The Teac XSeries of open-reel tape decks are the
answer to every young crfssette deck's dreams.
They're big, powerful and handsome. And they
give you the exceptional range of creative possibilities
that you can only get on versatile reel-to-reel machines.
For astart, all four machines in the range can run
at either 71
/ips or3 3
2
4 ipsif you want longer recordingtime.
/
At 71
2 ips the tape moves four times faster than acassette.
/
This means that all audio frequencies can be recorded
at higher levels without the risk of tape saturation and resulting distortion.
Add to that the fad that 1
4"
/
tape has twice the track
width and twice the oxide thickness of cassette tape and
you've got yourself 16 times more magnetic particles to

store and remember the music. Plus greatly increased
output and superior signal to noise ratio.
Teac's tradition of combining technology with
innovation has made us one of the most respected
names in professional recording. So when we designed
the X Series (X7, X'7R, X10 and X1OR), we put in a mix of
computer-age sophistication and sheer brute strength.
There's the fad that the X Series are powered by
three DC motors. And in our drive to cut wow and flutter
to an absolute minimum, we isolated the tape with a
dual capstan (closed loop) to protect the tape from outside influences, and reduce head wear
All the machines offer the sophistication of aPitch
Control, which allows fine correction of tape speed

X1OR features include: Dual-capstan closed-loop transport. Wow & Flutter . 03% at Ph ips (NAB weighted).10 1
2 "reel capacity Pitch Control. LSI logic control. Optional remote control and dbx noise reduction
/

.uring recording and playback
Electrical brakes on the X10 and the X1OR stop the

though it won't let you make asingle mistake.
For afull technical breakdown on each machine,

xpe fast but still handle it with kid gloves. That way your
ctluable tapes last longer. And both the X7R and X1OR

simply send off the coupon. Prices range from around

lachines have a bi-directional facility so that you can

£399.00 for the X7 to around £559.00 for the X1OR.
Much the same as you'd expect to pay for one of

dayback or record in either direction for up to six hours

the more ambitious youngsters.

rithout interruptions.
Another exclusive feature is that the X10 and XIOR
.ave adual action cue lever This lets you listen in during
ist rewinds to make editing quicker easier and much
:lore precise.
The brain behind these powerful machines is the

For further informalion please contact Harman UK
St Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks,
HP10 8HR. Telephone: Penn (049 481) 5331.
Name
Address

.qually powerful logic control system. At the touch of a
utton the integrated circuit carries out yourinstructions

Post Code

HFN. T 11

T E Ac

terface. Record mute function. Independent bias and equalization selectors. Precise VU. meters. Timer record/playback and bi-directieinal recording and playback. Frequency response 40-20,000 Hz (+/— 3dB).

CAVENDISH

IllFI
GUARANTEE

1year parts&
labour on Cassette Decks
2year parts&
labour all otherliFFI

Britains leading Hi Fi and Cassette Centre
Major stockists of A.D C , AR. Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestion, Castle, Ferguson, Goodmans, Hitachi, JVC, Marantz, Nakamichi,
Panason, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Technics, Teac, Tannoy, Toshiba,Trio, Wharfedale, 8. Yamaha

AMPLIFIERS

eiratée\RECEIVERS

Our Price

£79.95
2MIN!

JVC A•53
Superb 22 Watts per channel Stereo
Amplifier with no more than 0.08% THD,
direct•coupled OCL Design in Power Amp,
'3Iass•A Phonel Equalizer.
Akai AMUO I/AMUD2
POA
Aiwa 8100
75.95
Amstrad EX 220
39.95
JVC AX1/2/3/4
POA
Hitachi HA3500/4500/5700 POA
Senwi A49 PRO A80
POA
Sony ST242/STA35
POA
Teso 85 ,3130
POA
Trio KA300
57.95
Trio KA 305
POA
Technics SUZ2
69.95
Yamaha A450
POA
Pioneer C7410/510/710
PUA

Harman Kardon 230E
Superior sound quality with.this AM/FM

Natant: PM2 0
Stereo Ampli iar with 26W per channel
output rating output level meters, 41.
step detentad volume control, loudness,
low filter, bass & treble controls.
See an hear the new ranges from
Hitachi JVC, Pioneer and Sony all as competitive prices.

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY
Sansui A40
£59.95

Hitachi SR 504/604
JVC JRS201/301
JVC RS11
Marinan 10001

POA
POA
10915
89.95

Pioneer 5%600
Pioneer SX700

9995
POA

Sleuth R30/R50/R70
Sony s
rR 242/STR 343
lechnics MAD

POA
POA
POA

Trio KR 2010
Toshiba SA 735
Yamaha CR 640/840

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY
SansuiR3OL

KLH3/KLH4
Mordaunt Sheet Range
Ram complete range
Tannoy/K LH Complete range
Technics S87
Sony SD1
Wharfedale Laser 40/60/811/100
Wharf tS50/ES70/(530/E90
Wharfedale Linton XP2

POA
85.95
POA
114.95
POirt
POA
PO4
POA
POA
POA
POA
PQA
159.95
POA
POA
74.95

Maurits 1G/C 2-way
stereo speaker system incorporating a
20cm woofer and 4,5cm tweeter. Power
handling 4111W integrated programme
miterai Frequency response 40 Hz to
18 kHz.

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY
CelestionDitton
15XR
£109.95

MINI- SYSTEMS

Hitachi ACTO1
Beautifully designed mini hi•fi system
incorporating MW/LW/FM Stereo
Tuner, Amplifier giving 25W per
channel, Dolby Cassette Deck and
matching speaken..
Aiwa System50A

419.95

Amstrad Mini System
199.95
Ferguson 394827/95
Hitachi ACTO1
299:95
Pioneer Mini System "449.95
(optional rack 83000 (14.951
Rote! Mini System
POA
Technics SCOI Mini System
pp&
Technics SCO3 Mini System
POA

C

al"

Ci

CASSIII1 MIRE

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY
Aiwa System 30
£329.95

A
l 1ph g

49.95

Pioneer n300/400/200/100
Sansui SR22211 E
Aiwa AP-2100K
Tremendous value

in stock
POA

Technics SLE12
6195
Technics SLI13/SL02/SLE13/SLO2
Technics SL 0 33/ST110
POA
Trio 1033 with FF15E
57.95
Maranu
6025
£ 49.95
Sony
PST22/33/55 / 65
POA

2-speed automatic return belt
drive turntable with cueing
mechanism, anti- skating device.
top-grade MM phono cartridge,
&W&F of only 0.07%

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR ROY.
SansuiSR222
withOrtofon
FF15ECart
£69.95

ADCI 7000 DDuartz
Superb semi•aotomatic direct drive
Owirtz•lock turntable with low mass
fully tapered ionearm, carbon fibre
moulded cartridge head, viscous cuein
illuminated R.P.M. reacTout. Complete
with cartridge.
Our Price

£89.95

96.95
157.95
POA

£99.95

SPEAKERS

39.95

66.95
86.95
39.95
POA

JVC LA1 1

Stereo Receiver. Features include WiçIe
Hitachi SR-2010L
power bandwidthand superb square wave New LW/MW/FM Stereo
moon,. IF Ceramic feel, dou bl e di al
Receiver giving 15W per channel output
scale. 15w per ch anne l
.
LED signal strength meter, integrated
power output stage, high quality FM
Aiwa 7300
Cover, stable FM MPS circuit, equalizer
103.95
Aiwa AX7700
147.95
circuit with high performance IC
Akai AAR 30
109.95

DOLBY CASSETTE DECKS

Wharfedale Linton XP2
Successor to the famous Linton
3XP, this speaker has an improved
Hi Frequency unit, apower rating
of 35W and suitable for amplifiers
of between 4.8 ohms.

Amstrad Mini Lg101
AR 1875/93, 94
Castle Richmond 11
Ceteition Piston 22/121
Celestion ninon 15/XR
JVC SKI/SK 700/500
Jel 77V)1/55VX
Kef 104A8/Concorde/Celeste

ADC 1500
ADC 1600
Aim 2100
JVC/OL5/LA55/LF66

• £69 .
95

Our Price
£159

i

Hitachi 111110

Atandrad 7070
Temendets Value Dolby
Cassette Deck at asensational
price Features include variable
output. 3position tape switch.
auto stop, large VU meters, alow
W&F of only 0085%

95

•

Fabulous new Dolby Cassette Deck with
Uni torque Motor/DC Motor, 3head,
logic control. auto- rewind play/autorewind stop. R & Pcombination head
and Dolby Calibration Control System.

Sharp RT-10E
New model horn Sharp at an amazing pncel
Afront loading Dolby Cassette Deck earth
Metal Tape Switch. Sharpscan Peak Level
Meter and full auto stop

JVC ICD-A55
Magnificem new
Cassette Deck horn JVC • featuring
remote control, mitai tape malty
SA head treciplay). Super ANOS.
aW & Fol only 040', Superb value

Sony
Sony

POA

Akai

POA
POA
POA
119.90
POA
119.95

Hitachi
JVC
JVC
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Sony

Under E100
£ 104
Aiwa
Akai
Akai
Hitachi
Hitachi

ADM 100 '19.95
CSM0t
19.95
(
11•102
POA
022
59 .
95
D33S/D45S/D35S POA

Toshiba
Technics
Technics
Technics
Technics

JVC
JVC
JVC
Marantz

ED 720
EPA 11
KOA 22
MOD 1000

69.95
.11A
POA
POA

yw a

Marantz
Mamma
Pioneer
Sansui
Suisun
Sharp
Sharp
Sony
Sony
Sony

SD 100
CD 314
CT 200
090
0100
RTIO
RT 300
TCK 22
ICE 33
TCK 44

' 79.95
69.95
segg
.69.95
POA
54.95
' 74.95
POA
POA
POA

u.der f1
bu
Aiwa
ACIL 300
Ai wa
AO/ 450
Aka.
ASM 40
Akai
ASM 50
Akai
GX1110
JVC
EPA 33
Pioneer
CT 300
Pioneer
CT 400
Sansui
1330

Amstrad EX202
Amstiad EX303
Akai
ATKOZ

PCX 10
PCX 12
RS61 8
RSM 12
PUM 14

7995
7915
£ 71.95
POA
POA

'
KS 400

POA

" 104.95
132.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
109.95
139.95
POA

Technics
Technics
Toshiba
Toshiba
Trio

Under £200
Aiwa
APR 500
Akai
ASM 30
Akai
GXM 30
JVC
KDA 55
JVC
KOA 22/33/55
Teat
A108
Technics
RSM 250
Technics
RSM 22/RSM 45/
RSM 03

STEREO TUNERS

Hitachi F11400/3400
JVC T/V 3L, TXIL,T X2
Manlius ST 3001
Pioneer TX 408
Sinai 760/T80
Sony ST242/STA35
Sony STJ60
Sony ST 2421
Pioneer TX41 01510/7117
Sans,* T608/TU417/2 17
Technics STS3/ST21

39.95
44.95
(76.95
POA
PUA
99.95
19.95
79.95
POA
124.95
POA
POA

ADC

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY
JVCJTV3L
51.95

POA
Poe

317 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
279/283WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
Night next door to WIPtpchepel Underground Station
Tel: 01-247 3453(24 Hoer Answering Service)
Open 9ont-Irpm Mon-Sat

TCK 61
TCK 35/TCK 45/
TCV 30
RSM 51
FtSM 24/19
PCX 20
PCX 20
KS 550

'174.96
PGA
POA
154.95
POA
POA
POA
POA

f200 '

GXE 90/GXM50/
GXE 80
D3300M/D5500M
KDA 66/KOA 77
KA 8
CTE 1250 H8
CTE 950 HE
CTE 850 HE
TCK 81

Concorde 20 £36 95
M75EJ £ 13.50
M75ED £ 13.95

POA
POA
POA
POA
In stock
In stock
In stock
POA •

MOST OF
OUR
CASSETTE
DECKS NOW
HAVE METAL
TAPE FACILITY

CARTRIDGES

OLM34 £ 10 95
131M36 £ 16.95
ILM £54.95
VIM 111
E23.95
XLM £33.95
Audio
ATIIE £9.50
Technic* AT I3EA £ 15.95
Onoton FF15E £ 11.95
Fl5E £ 17.95
VMS20E £26.95
M2OF L £49.95
Shure

Ovar

M9580

Stanton

Grado

£ 1125

M95EJ
f13.50
M95G £ 12.95
V15 Ill £44,95
V15 IV
Emus
500A £ 10.95
500E E
£13.95
680EE £ 19.95
681EE £43.95
F1
E36.95
F2 • £26 95
F3E £ 17.75
FCE . ( 13.95

Cavendish GUARANTEE' CIF SERVICE
'OVER 2000 ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM
'PROFESSIONAL ADVICE " BEST PRODUCTS
AT PRICES WHICH ARE HARD TO BEAT
Prices Tinalised on 2111680 Neese Check
prices and availability at purchase.

*Over 2000 models in stock
*Biggest discounts
*Test on our comparators
*Established over 50 years
Our Price

£249.95

Amstrad T40
Akai AC3750L
Ferguson 3971
Ferguson 3921
Hitachi ACTO1
Hitachi STD 170

.

Hitachi SOT 400
Hitachi SOT 900
Hitachi $ 01115
JVC ME 33
JVC MF 5511
Murphy MC3210
Panasonic 502200
Panasonic
2100
Panasonic
3200
Pye 1602
Sharp 450 •
Sharp SG500
%any° 3002

• 11311.95
309.95
179.95
184.95
299.95
259.95
POA
POA
154.95
203.95
POA
399.95
174 . 95
POA
POA
129.95
099.95
459.95
274 95

13/1

Sharp SO 400E
Precision-engineered hi.li music
centre with LW/MW/SW/FM
IS are- select stations) radio,
turntable with .stroboscope
'5' shape torment. Dolby cassette
deck with auto level control

A magnificent COMPLETE
Hi•Fi System for under .(300
comprsing Sansui 0311 stereo
receiver, Semen 1390 Dolby
Cassette deck.Sansui
SRB 200 Turrcabli
with cartridge, Stereo
speakers and wood effirS4
cabinet with glass doom.
Magnificent new remote control system from Technics. Consisting al
SI 833 Duality locked Direct Drive Turntable. SE A808 Stew Power
Amplifier. ST- K808 Tuner/Pre-amp. SH-013013 Remote Comte SB-83
speakers and SH 546 Cablnel Complete voth all leads Session. ( 12

Complete with all leads.
Sharp
SG270
Sharp
SGY1
Sony HMK 7000
Sony HMK44
Toshiba 3350/3650
Toshiba 5143600e750

(179 95
E164 95
LOA
POA
POA
POA

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY
Panasonic SG 3000
£174.95

Securicor detivimy £ 12.

SYSTEM CTRS188
For those »elute WC, malry an
really affordable prices teto Amstrad
Systernconsistiog of an Amstrad EX220
25W per chased Amplifier. a3band
FM tarms EX202. Dolby Cassette
Deck 7bh, belt orate mutable
008011, rack and spemers .will
cfler you, tremendous val e t °,
money. •

Panasonic quality al an
extremely affordable
price. This system consista of SU 2700 Stereo
Amplifier giving 25W
per channel output.
ST.2700 3band Stereo
Tuner, SIN 302 Auto.
return turntable, RS6I9
Dolby Cassette Deck.
S82700 Stereo Steakers,
SH519 Rack and all leads.

'Sesuritydelivery f12

Sacuricor delivery E12

RADIO/CASSETTES

SYSTEM CTRS15 5
Our Price

£399.95
II
Sharp GF-555E
Another first tram
Sharp! 001.11111 Cassette stereo tape
recorder with LW/NW/SW/FM
radio, auto- programme locate irevile,
high power output of 6W per channel.
Benny Mains/Radios
Ale% TRP 130
Aiwa TPR ' 175
Grundig RR 400
Hitachi 5600/5601
JVC RC250
Panasonic OX 1650
Sanyo 2560 LC
Sharp 2800
Sony CFM 31

34.95
47.95
78.95
POA
.36.95
POA
39.95
39 95
56.95

Mini Cassettes
JVeMK 100
Sanyo MK 100
Sharp RO 100X
Sanyo 5300
Sony TCM It
Sony TCM 260
Sony TCH 600

69.95
46.95
11.95
56.95
61.95
99.95
123.95

S
Radio Cassette Rec.
Aiwa 901 8
Akai AJ490
Ferguson 3109
Ferguson 3T13 ( Dolby)

64.95
144.95
59.95
69.95

Aiwa TPR.9901(
Now - aportable 4
band Stereo Radio Cassette Recorder with
Dolby and Metal Tape Facility. Big output
TOW per channel. Soft- touch control
buttons. 2peak step indicators. Metal)
Cr02/Feçr/LH/normal tape facility.
Hitachi 5280
Hitachi 810 0
Hitachi 8080
JVC RC 5555
National 4350/R1(5500
Panasonic 5120
Sanyo 9998 ( Dolby)
Sharp 8585
Sharp 9494
Toshiba 8560/8000
Sharp
9595
Sony
CFS45

wire

As..

Cavendish introduce you to four of over 50
different HiFi rack systems in stock -Come
along and test them in our modern showroom
SYSTEM CTS 138
SYSTEM CTRS 144

MUSIC CENTRES

Mitsubishi P1C8000
Radically designed new music centre with
Linear Tracking Movement Turntable.
Tunes features MW/LW/FM with press
button selection ot six FM stations, Dolby
cassette deck with soft touch switches.
20W per channel output.

•

11.95
89.95
POA
86.95
69.95
99.95
209.95

This perfectly matched Ake PRO .
50I system
tontines powei performanco. femur e3 and
conven once Consists at Aka, AM UOI
Stereo Ampldiar giving 23W
Per channel Aka, AT- 1(07 Si enes
Tune( Aim CS- 0101 Stereo,
*
Lassetre Dort( rkarAP.B201
turntalne and Mai SR- 1r30
Stereo Speakers Compbte with
RM H51 Race. nil eads and vour
choice theadçnones tom sur
seleclum up ro rho value al 1•20
Securicor deliv,uy £ 12.

o

VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS

HOW TO ORDER

Pay av,sit to London's Specialist VideoCentre Test on

ORDERING BY MAIL. To order by mail

comparator Altai, Ferguson, Bush. Hitachi, JVC, Panasonic,

state the goods required and enclose cheque, postal

Philips, Salty Betamax, Toshiba. Buy now

119.95
159.95
POA
C209.95
£69.95

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY
SonyTP52
Stowaway
£89.95

Super Ai Fr Irvin JVC
at atremendous price.
Consisting of JVC AX1
30W per channel Amplifier, JVC KOA I1Metal
:ape Cassette Deck,
T.X1 3Band Stereo Tuner,
JVC LA55 Direct Orine
Turntable. Macaneo 46/C
Speakers and all leads.
Complete with double
fronted glass door HiFi
cabinet available in teak,
ash black, rosewood Of
walnut finish.
3ecuricor delivery £ 12

ready to record all your favourite

order or give your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD number
(if sending cash please use aregistered envelope). see P&P
charge below. Mail order to: 279/283 WHITECHAPEL RO.

Pria 2 Re.
18 e

793 Pl

CM, Pews

£149.
9.95
55oecpee
plus 5FREE VHS 180 tapes

Sanyo 9300
Betamax video recorder
with 30 hour record time remote
pause. 3day timer, digital tape
.
counter. 8channel tuner.

LONDON El If paying by ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
you may phone in your order for prompt delivery.
SECURICOR DELIVERY Add E5 to order.
POST & PACKING add the following for
P&P Amps, Tuner Amps., Stereo Tuners, Turntables, Cassette

Ferguson 31/22
New video Colon Cassette recurcer
will ,3hour 'mid playback crins cleac
'midges remote pause built in timer lo
Programming eight days in advance VIOL
lonnal IOW rower consumption

SPECIAL OFFERS liN VIDEO TAPES

JVCVHS180 £8.95 or 10 for £85
SonyBetamax 1750 £ 9.25orlefor£90

Players, Dolby Decks In Car add £ 1.95.Music Centres &
speakers add f5 ( Secuncor only) Cartridges add 50d.

ave
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At Maxell,we've come up with agreatwayof
making sure our cassettes are always dust-free.
On arrival at work, all our employees slip
into anatty dust-free unifornt
Then off they go into a special room to be
vacuumed from head to toe.

Only when they're as clean as awhistle do they enter the
manufacturing area.
Now, if you think that's being pernickety, you should see
what we do to the tape.
First an electric eye is cast over it to spot any flaws or
-11. i
Un!ev
microemess.
s i
eT
rh
to
en
sniff
it's opuaredyusntrdayersptheecks
noos
f
edoufsat
that may have sneaked through.
All this we do to every single inch of tape. And last year
alone we produced several million miles of it.
True, it may not be the quickest way of producing tape.
But it'll give you the cleanest sound.

If you listen to perfect source
material on aperfect system in a
perfect listening room,you may not
:
MX Sound Shaper.

As everyone knows, no record, tape or
hi-fi system is perfect. And listening
rooms add their own imperfections to
sound reproduction.
Unfortunately, ordinary amplifier
tone controls cover so wide an area of
the audible spectrum that, in eliminating
one problem, they frequently create
another.
What you need is the flexibility of
an equaliser. The ADC Sound Shaper
Three is the first Paragraphic Equaliser;
that is, acombination of agraphic and a
parametric equaliser.
As well as applying up to 12dB
boost or cut at any of 12 frequencies
per channel, the SS-3allows you to
adjust the operating centre of each one

by nearly 20%. Thus, for example, at the
flick of aswitch, the 56Hz slider
becomes a47Hz or a68Hz slider.
Write today for adetailed brochure,
or ask your dealer for ademonstration.
It could bring your hi-fi system that
much closer to perfection.
Shown above the ADC Sound Shaper Three- the most
versatile stereo equalir this side oía recording studio.
Specifications:12 slider- controlled potentiometers per
stereo channel, each giving 12c113 min. lift or cut; centre
frequency of each slider adjustable ± 20%; 13- segment
LED display for each channel; frequency response:
5Hz-100 kHz-L0.5 dB, - IdB; harmonic distortion at 1
volt output, 20Hz-20kHz: 0.018 0k; hum and noise at 2.45
volts, input shorted: - 90dB; output:nominal 10 volts
into 10kOhms: inputs: 2main, 2tape monitor. 1Sound
Level Meter; outputs: 2main, 2tape out; controls:
power, line- record, monitor, by-pass, meter on- off, 24
frequency slider!, 24 cenare frequency selectors, 2signal
gain, 2meter adjust.

Fro: Audio Dynamics Corporation,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5QH.
Please send me details of the full ADC
Sound Shaper range.
Name
Address

AD
Audio Dynamics Corporation. A division of BSR United.

hear more from usn,

Rabbit knows a
few tricks . . .

. . . but KJ hold all the aces
RACK SYSTEMS
(prices do not include speakers unless asterisked")
AKAI

Pro 20 ( 28 watt)
f349.00"
Pro 30 ( 40 watt)
£419.00*
Pro 501 ( 23 watt)
£399.00"
Pro 502 ( 28 watt)
£449.00"
Pro 503 ( 39 watt)
f539.00"
Pro 504 ( 50 watt)
f689.00*
Pro 601 ( 50 watt)
£699.00
Pro 602 ( 72 watt) £1169.00
(Pro 602 price includes FREE
RO6 remote control)
DT 200 7day
timer ( 500/600 only) f89.00
DT 100 1day timer
(500/600 only)
£56.00
JVC
G- R110 ( 27 watt) f299.00
G- R330 ( 42 watt) £
349.00
G- R550 ( 42 watt) f449.00
G-30 ( 22 watt) £
299.00
G-X100 ( 31 watt) £
329.00
G-X200 ( 42 watt) f479.00
G-X300 ( 57 watt) £569.00
G-X400 ( 63 watt) £689.00
G-X2OOR (42 watt remote
control)
£699.00
ONKYO
License 31 ( 25watt) £399.00*
License 51 ( 35watt) £429.00*
Midi 20 ( 30 watt) f599.00*
PIONEER
X300 ( 20 watt) f299.00
X500S (30 watt) f399.50
X500H ( 30 watt) f419.00
X700S ( 45 watt) £499.00
X700H ( 45 watt) £519.00
X900S ( 65 watt) £579.00
X900H ( 65 watt) f599.00
SONY
ZR200 ( 20 watt) f369.00"
ZR300 ( 30 watt) f399.00"
Z220 ( 20 watt) f419.00*
Z300 ( 30 watt) £449.00*
(NB-all Sony systems offer achoice of rack finish
in Walnut, Black or Cane)
SANSUI
44 ( 25 watt) 049.00*
COMPO
46 ( 45 watt) £379.00*
48 ( 65 watt) f519.00"
R3 ( 25 watt) f295.00*
R5 (45 watt) £
319.00*
R7 ( 65 watt) f395.00*
TECHNICS
ZSystem(25 watt) f369.00"
80's System (40 watt remote
control)
f899.00*
Note: All the above rack systems and micro
systems are as detailed in the various
manufacturer's own literature - if you would like
to have further information please visit one of,
our branches. These advertised systems contain
most of the individual models available from the
manufacturers listed. Provided they are available
separately we can always supply at very
competitive prices - please contact us for
aquotation.

AN AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

V
ite

We're full of heart (friendly souls anyway) - ready to show you our goodies and prepared to
demonstrate them - see if you can get your average discount store to try so hard.
Join the club like many thousands of satisfied customers. Come to KJ - we've been established over
15 years with a reputation to live up td- you can rely on us.
Diamonds are pretty sharp - so are we - sharp on price that is! Our 'Meet or Beat' pricing policy
ensures the best value.
Spades are for digging. We are always ready to dig you out of trouble with our attentive after sales
service. We even offer you an optional 3year guarantee.

You're bound to come up trumps at KJ

even if we didn't hold all the aces.

OPEN REEL TAPE DECKS

MEET OR BEAT
A pricing policy for the 80's
If you have received a better price than we quote please tell us we prefer to meet or beat any other genuinely offered price.

MITSUBISHI DAU 310

GALE
HEYBROOK
KEESONIC
KEF

MICRO SYSTEMS

CS 505
All models in stock
SR222 Mk 2

f74.80

P.O.A.
£259.00
TD160 BC Mk 2
f96.95"
TD160 S
f140.00"
10160 BC ( KJ modified and
supplied with platter pad)
£149.00
"(These turntables only give their best performance after having been set-up correctly - we
charge £
10 for this service).

(prices do not include speakers unless stated)
AUREX

System 10120watt)
System 12 ( 30 watt)
System 15 ( 40 watt)
HITACHI
Act 01 117 wattinc. spkrs)
MITSUBISHI Micro ( 50 watt)
PHILIPS
Black Tulip
(55 watt)
TECHNICS
La Mini Serie 3
(40 watt)

Home and portable recorders, colour cameras and
all other accessories available at the lowest
possible prices. VHS & BETA formats. We stock
MCA', JVC, HITACHI, MITSUBISHI & SONY. Call for
the latest up to the minute price.

£349.00
f439.00
f849.00
£349.00
£449.00

MISSION
PYRAMID
SPENDOR

f549.00
P.O.A.

OPEN: MONDAY- SATURDAY 9.30 - 5.30

89 London Rd. Tel: 01-686 1343
340 Station Rd. Tel: 01-863 8690
53 Fleet St. Tel: 01-353 7935
48 Wigmore St. Tel: 01486 8263
278 High St. Tel: Uxbridge 33474
101 St. Albans Rd. Tel: Watford 45250

MLS1
£129.00
MLS2
£169.00
MLS4
£199.00
LS3/5A
£179.90
GS401C
£439.00
HB2
£169.50
Kub
£
84.90
Celeste, Concord,
105 Mk II from stock
from stock
P.O.A.
Metronome 3
f1380.00
BC1
P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
BRYSTON

HAFLER
LUX
ONKYO
QUAD

SANSUI

• CROYDON
• HARROW
• LONDON. EC4
• LONDON, WI
• UXBRIDGE
• WATFORD

£639.90
£589.00
f599.00
£349.00
£439.00

SPEAKERS ( Pairs)
AUDIOMASTER

control. outputs for 2pairs
speakers and headphones KJ Price last year £ 159 90.

DUAL
ONKYO
SANSUI
SYSTEMDEK
THORENS

N4520
B77-4102/4
TD20A
X7
X10

MULTI-TRACK EQUIPMENT is stocked by our
Croydon branch - please enquire direct to them.

AMPLIFIER
50 watts per channel. 2tape
monitor positions allows
dubbing, mic' input, loudness

TURNTABLES

PHILIPS
REVOX
TANDBERG
TEAC

18 pre-amp
299.00
£
2B power ( 50 watt) £299.00
3B power(100 watt) f399.00
4B power(200 watt) £599.00
DH101 pre-amp kit £165.00
DH200 power amp
kit
f269.00
All models keenly priced
All models in stock
33 pre-amp
£139.90
303 power amp
£123.00
44 pre-amp
f269.00
405 power amp
206.00
£
AU 217 Mk 2
P.O.A.
AU 317 Mk 2
P.O.A.

MAIL-ORDER - Carriage and insurance £4.50 per
item. Credit card orders accepted by telephone ring
your nearest branch to place your order
INSTANT CREDIT - up to £750 possible. There's a
budget account offering up to 20 times your selected
monthly payment

LATE NIGHT THURS. ( Wigmore St.) UNTIL 7PM ( FLEET ST. CLOSED SATURDAYS)
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THE SOUND OF SPEED.
THE PROBLEM

Every car's accelerator is
ilso anoise pedal.
The harder you press it,
:he more engine noise, road
wise, wind noise, and
Tansmission noise it brings
nto play.
And at 6000 revs, accompanied by rain and astrong
-readwind, the best agood
;tereo unit can do is to
:ompete.
You can hear it alright,
put the clarity of the high
Ind middle frequency tones is
.ost in the general cacophony
around you.
To conquer the sound of
;peed, your stereo needs alittle help.
THE LUCAS ANSWER

To achieve more volume without
bsing quality, the first thing you need is
more power.
The Lucas LS460 Booster produces
ap to 100 watts of it.
Making it one of the most powerful
boosters on the market.

more high quality sound, it allows
you to shape it by incorporating aGraphic
Equaliser with separate click-stop slide
controls on 5sound frequency bands, and
a5-element peak reading power indicator.
Plus afader control to alter the
overall balance between the front and rear
speakers.
Enabling you to adjust the sound
level for Beethoven, the Clash,
or the Mother-in-Law.
PRODUCING THE POWER IS
ONLY HALF THE STORY

So even when you're driving flat-out,
it rarely needs to exert itself.
Enabling your car stereo to reign
supreme.
EVERY CAR DEMANDS A
DIFFERENT SHAPE OF SOUND

As you can imagine, every car's interior
is acoustically different.
Apart from enormous variations in
size and shape, the actual surfaces reflect
or absorb sound in different ways.
So the LS460 doesn't just produce

You don't have to read
HiFi Magazine every week to
imagine what 50 watts will do
to a6watt car speaker.
It simply won't take it.
Thaes why the Lucas LS460 must
only be connected to special high power
speakers, capable of handling 100 watts
peak power between them.
Naturally, Lucas have developed just
such arange of speakers, specially for use
with the Lucas LS460.
There are door speakers, and 2types
of shelf-mounting rear speakers, incorporating all the latest advanced technology
thaes normally associated with high quality

THE LUCAS LS460 SERIES IS AVAILABLE FROM MOST GARAGES, ACCESSORY SHOPS AND LUCAS SERVICE AGENTS.
WHO ARE LISTED UNDER GARAGE SERVICES W YELLOW PAGES.
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stereo equipment for the home.
Whilst we would recommend that
you ensure total compatibility of quality
by specifying Lucas throughout your
audio system, our power booster and high
power speakers are compatible with other
equipment on the market.
When you have heard the complete
system we know the quality of sound
that results will simply astound you, even
in asmall family saloon at 70 mph.
So if you're getting tired of hearing
nothing but the car's resident quartet—
engine, transmission, wind and tyres—fit a
Lucas LS460 Booster, plus Lucas High
Power Speakers.
And conquer the sound of speed.
Please send me full information on the
Lucas LS460 Series, and the rest of the Lucas Car
i Accessory Range.
Name
Address
HFN 11/80

Lucas
The right parts to fit.
LUCAS ELECTRICAL LIMITED.
PARTS AND SERVICE DIVISION, GREAT HAMPTON STREET,
BIRM : INGHAM B18 6AU TELEPHONI: 021-236 5050.

Top TAPE

CASSETTES

Video
VHS

DYNAMIC

ACCESSORIES

VHS
65p
69p

HEADPHONES
HD400

£13 95

HD414X

£23.45

HD420

£27.45

HD424X

£33.40

H0430

£37.90

CASSETTE HEAD CLEANER
TDK HC1

OAI
R:
C
n
i
sumpEce:6
A9001,
,,vicycl
y y,...
Alui

C60

SU

89p

C60
90

CASSETTE HEAD DEMAGNETISER
TDK HD-01

:
12:80:°DyN.: M CIC

£8.75

C60

£7.25
£8.75

Super Avilyn
E60
£120
E180

60
120
180

f6.75
£7.75
£8.99

BETAMAX
SONY
L125
L250
L370
L500
L750

30
65
90
130
195

£4.85
£5.45
£5.99
£6.70
£8.75

TDK

C
CCL:
69410
1

SENNHEISER

£120
120 mino
£180
180
Check for brand

Video - other brands normally
available at very competitive prices.

".
SA-X

VHS HEAD CLEANER
TDK TCL30

£9.95

Also wide range of

VIDEO CONNECTING LEADS

Reel to Reel Tapes

Make your own video copies from afriend's
machine the professional way. (State Make
of both machines). • per set £4.25

Allsop 3
AUDIO CASSETTE CLEANER
V HS VIDEO CASSETTE CLEANER
Three-in-one

and pinch

action

59p
82p
£1.09

CHF
C60
C50
C120
BHF
C60
C90
C120

£2.95
£15.95

to clean head, capsta n

roller.

79p
96p
£1.17
92p
£1.15

»IF
C60
C90
ALPHA
C60
C90
FeCr
C60
C90

NORMAL BIAS
C90
MRX3
C90
HIGH BIAS
C90
si Promotional Packs

£1.24
£1.59
£1.34
f1.79

Fuji
MAIL ORDER
TOP TAPE,

NEW - IMPROVED

(UK only)

27 Springfield Road,

Harrow, Middx.

HA1

40F.

Tel: 01-861 0601.
Postage 60p Orders over £20 POST FREE.
Prices include 15% VAT
NOVEMBER, 1990

LONDON
EC4
KJ Leisuresound
53 Fleet Street
Tel: 01-353 7935
NW6
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Tel 01-794 7848
SW3
Chelsea HiFi
305 King's Road
Tel 01-351 0200
SW13
F. H. Hellyar
145 Church Road
Barnes
Tel: 01-748 5484
W1
KJ Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street
Tel: 01-486 8262

ELSEWHERE
ALDERSHOT
Bryants HiFi
81 High Street
Tel 20728
BATH
Peul Green HiFi
Harpers Furnishing
Kensington Showrooms
London Road
Tel 316197

NO TOP TAPE
BRANCH IN YOUR
AREA? Please be
Patient - we are always
seeking established
retailers to be included
in our advertisements.

Premium quality - Rugged

FX-II
C60
C90

£1.13
£1 49

METAL ALLOY
C60
C90

£2.75
£3 95

CROYDON
KJ Leisuresound
89 London Road
Tel: 01-686 1343

GLOUCESTER
Robbs el Glos.
15 Worcester Street
Tel: 419777

LIVERPOOL
CBS Audio Visual
105 St John's Precinct
Tel: 051-709 0388

BELFAST
The HiFi Shop
RAC House
71 Chichester Street
Tel 40644

DONCASTER
Quadraphenie
19 Bradford Row
off Hallgate
Te 21215

GRIMSBY
Grimsby HiFi
71 Cartergate
Tel: 43539

MACCLESFIELD
W Hokin
8Mil, Street
Tel: 611117

BOURNEMOUTH
Suttees
10 Germs Place
Tel 25512

EASTEOURNE
Jeffries HiFi
4Albert parade
Green Street
Tel. 31336

GUILDFORD
PJEquipments
3Bridge Street
Tel: 504801

MANCHESTER 4
Piccadilly Electronics
119 Oldham Street
Tel: 832 7710

BRISTOL
Radford HiFi
52 Gloucester Road
Tel: 422709
BROADSTAIRS
Thanet Audio
78 High Street
Tel 0843 61587
CAMBRIDGE
Speechley HiFi
1Hawthorn Way
Chesterton
Tel 312120
CHELTENHAM
Robin
170 Bath Road
Tel 513195

EDINBURGH
Audio Aids
52 George Street
Tel: 031-226 3979
EGHAM
Runnymede HiFi
172 High Street
Tel: 5036

HARROW
KJ Leisuresound
340 Station Road
Tel 01-863 8690
HINCKLEY
Hinckley Sound Centre
Unit 3, Castle Street
Tel: 611541

MANCHESTER 14
Shadoos
162 Wilmslow Road
Tel: 061-224 4215
MIDDLESBROUGH
Bore Electronics
118 Borough Road
Tel. 21716'6

HITCHIN
Spectrum
106 Bancroft
Tel: 52248

NEWCASTLEUPON-TYNE
HiFi Opportunities
33 Handy9de Arcade
Tel: 27791

EXETER
Peter Scutt
76 South Street
Tel 73:109

ILFORD
AT Labs
442 Cranbrook Road
Gants Hill
Tel 01-518 0915

NORWICH
Speechley
22 St. John
Maddermarke:
Tel, 60801

GLASGOW
Music Room
221 St Vm-zent Street
Tel 221 2.27

LEICESTER
Suai ( Leicester)
135 Belg rave Road
Tel: 666136

NOTTINGHAM
Nottingham HiFi
156 Alfreton Road
Tel. 786919

ENFIELD
AT Labs
191 Chase Side
Tel 01-363 7981

FX-1
C60

BEDFORD
Tavistock HiFi
21 Tavistock Street
Tel: 56323

BRADFORD
Erricks
Fotosoruc House
Rawson Square
Tel. 22972

construction. Suits all decks.

C90

75p

Unrepeatable

OXFORD
Absolute Sound & Video
19 Old High Street
Headington
Tel: 65961
READING
Quicksilver Records
131 The Butts Centre
Tel: 595002
SALISBURY
Suttons
50 Blue Boar Road
Tel 27171
SHEFFIELD
Sheffield Sound
101a Ecclesall Road
Tel 23365
SHREWSBURY
Avon HiFi
12 Barker Street
Tel: 55166

99p
Prices!

SWINDON
Absolute Sound & Video
60 Fleet btreet
Tel: 38222
UXBRIDGE
KJ Leisuresound
278 High Street
Tel: 33474
WATFORD
IU Leisuresound
101 St Albans Road
Tel: 45250
WEYMOUTH
Dorset Radio
29 Walpole Street
Tel: 785729
WOKING
Aerco
27 Chobham Roa/1
Tel 4667

SOUTHAMPTON
Sutton
421 Shirley Road
Te 772069

WOLVERHAMPTON
Midland HiFi
1Old Hail Street
Tel. 771774

STEVENAGE
Anglia Sound
23 Queensway
Tel: 55336

WORCESTER
Johnsons Road
43 Erie Street
Tel: 25740

STOCKTON
McKenna 8, Brown
81 High Street
Tel: 69995

YEOVIL
Yeovil Audio
3Princes Street
Tel, 25430
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sly( HI-FI )
LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE
If you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is currently advertised
and in stock at alower price elsewhere - let us know and...

WE WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT...
on all brand new current merchandise in stock
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
AIWA
AA8100 2 x 25
AA8300 2 x 45

54.90
89.90

AKAI
AMUO1 2 x 20
AMUO2 2 x 25
AMUO3 2 x 37

69.90
79.90
109.90

ALBA
2025 2 x 27
2050 2 x 50
3035 2 x 30

44.90
49.90
79.90

AMSTRAD
EX 220 2 x 25
A101/P101 Micro 2 x 25

29.90
64.90

MARANTZ
1050 2 x 25
1040M 2 x 20
1072 2 x 36
1070M 2 x 35

47.90
49.90
59.90
74.90

NEC
Diango LA 2500 2 x 25

49.90

PIONEER
SA 408 2 x 20
SA410 2 x 20
SA 510 2 x 30
SA 610 2 x 45
SA 710 2 x 65
SA 7800 2 x 65
SA 8800 2 x 80
SA 9800 2 x 100
DT500 Digital timer
ROTEL
RA 300 2 X 20
RA 500 2 x 37
RE 500 seven band graphic
equaliser
RA 550 2 x 50 with MC head
amp
SANSUI
A40 2 x 25
A60 2 x 45 DC coupled
A80 2 x 65 DC coupled
TRIO
KA3750 2 x 25

49.90
59.90
89.90
119.90
149.90
244.90
299.90
384.90
39.90
54.90
69.90
69.90
89.90
59.90
89.90
119.90
49.90

OEM

AIWA
AT9300 LW/MW/FM

59.90

AKAI
AT KO2L

79.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Tuners-continued

TunerlAnspltfiers-continued

Turntables-continued

ALBA
2000 MW/LW/FM
3000 MW/LW/FM with 5 FM
pre sets

AKAI
AAR20 2 x 26 AM/FM
AAR30 2 x 38 AM/FM

GARRARD
SP25 Mk. 6 belt drive with
Shure M75/6/SM
34.90
GT250 belt-drive with Ortofon
FF15E mag. cartridge
49.90
DD450 direct-drive with
Ortofon FF15E mag.
cartridge
69.90
DDQ650 direct-drive quartz
locked with Ortofon VMS
20E mag. cartridge
119.90

59.90
79.80

AMSTRAD
EX 202 MW/LW/FM
T101 Micro digital MW/LW/
FM

27.90
59.94

MARANTZ
2050 MW/FM
2100 MW/FM
2060 ML LW/MW/FM

49.90
59.94
69.90

NEC
Diango LT2500

49.911

PIONEER
TX 410 LW/MW/FM
59.90
TX710 LW/MW/FM inc. 7pre
sets and search tuning
119.90
TX 7800 MW/FM
169.90
TX 9800 MW/FM
229.90

99.90
129.90

ALBA
2125 2 x 27 LW/MW/FM
2150 2 x 50 LW/MW/FM

69.90
79.90

AMSTRAD
5050 4 x 25 LW/MW/FM
EX222 2 x 25
EX333 2 x 30

39.90
49.90
69.90

MARANTZ
1535ML 2 x 30

109.90

PIONEER
SX600L 2 x 20 LW/MW/FM
inc. 5pre-sets
99.90
SX700L 2 x 40 LW/M»7/FM
inc. 7pre-sets
129.90
ROTEL
RX 300 2 x 20
84.90
RX 504 2 x 40
99.94
RX500 SL 2 x 30 LW/MW/
SW/FM
109.90
RX 604 2 x 50
109.94
RX 1203 2 x 120
189.90
RX 1603 2 x 180
239.90

ROTEL
RT426 MW/FM
RT300 LW/MW/FM
RT500 LW/MW/FM

49.90
54.90
74.90

SANSUI
T60 MW/FM
T80 MW/FM Digital display .

59.90
94.90

SANSUI
R30 2 x 25
R50 2 x 45
R70 2 x 65

SOLA VOX
ST 3002 FM/MW/LW

27 .
90

TRIO
K2010L 2 x 20

TRIO
KT 5550 MW/FM

49.90

89.90
109.90
139.90
74.90

TURNTABLES
AIWA
AP2100 belt drive auto return,
inc. mag. cartridge
47.90
AP2400 fully automatic direct
drive, inc. mag. cartridge 64.90

Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette
Combinations
AIWA
AF3090 2 x 40 Dolby cassette.
FERGUSON
3926 2 x 20 watts RMS 4waveband with Dolby cassette....
3925B 3 waveband inc. stereo
cassette
LLOYTRON
R744 AM/FM
cassette

inc.

249.94

139.90
79.90

stereo

MARANTZ
4025L 2 x 25 with Dolby
cassette LW/MW/FM

59.90

149.90

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
AIWA
AX7300 2

25 LW/ MW/FM .

87.90

AKAI
APB10C belt drive inc. mag
cartridge
APD 30C direct drive inc. mag
cartridge

48.90

NEC
Diango LP2500 belt drive

39.90

PIONEER
PL1OOX belt drive inc. mag
cartridge
64.90
PL200X direct drive inc. mag
cartridge
84.90
PL300X Quartz locked direct
drive auto return inc.
cartridge
99.90
PL400X Quartz locked direct
drive fully auto inc.
cartridge
119.90
ROTEL
RP310 belt drive, inc. cartridge
RP500 belt drive semi auto inc.
mag. cartridge
RP550 direct drive

79.90

49.90

AMSTRAD
TP12D belt drive

25.90

33.90
41.90
50.90
62.90
89.90

49.90
59.90
99.90

SANSUI
P50 belt drive inc. cartridge.. .

59.90

TRIO
KD1033B belt drive

49.90

49.90

ALBA
3002 semi-auto belt drive inc.
mag. cartridge

BSR
P208 belt drive auto fitted ADC
QLM33 mag. cartridge
Quanta 500 belt drive
Quanta 600 belt drive DC servo
auto return
Quanta 700 direct drive auto
return
Quanta 800 direct drive quartz
locked, auto return

MARANTZ
6025 belt drive

ALL SPEAKERS
ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD
AC40
Micro 101

27.90
39.90

CELESTION
Hadleigh

39.90

GOODMANS
G30
MC35
XB25
XB35
XB45

52.90
59.90
89.90
109.90
129.90

KLH
331
317

94.90
134.90

11 / 80
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Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
Speakers-continued

Cartridges-continued

MARANTZ
SP 225
SP 235
SP 245
HD440
HD550
HD660

39.90
49.90
64.90
89.90
119.90
149.90

SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus
N95ED
VN35E Stylus for V15 Type 3
VN45HE Stylus for V15 Type 4

PIONEER
CS 343
CS 444
CS 545
CS 646

54.90
64.90
99.90
127.90

5.50
8.50
10.90
14.90
17.90
23.90

ALBA
H6
H5

39.90
59.90
79.90
99.90
149.90

AMSTRAD
HPS 6A

11.50

WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP2
Denton XP2
Shelton XP2
Linton XP2
Glendale XP2
Teesdale SP2
E20 High power
E30 High power
E50 High power
E70 High power
E90 High power

KOSS
K600
K125
PRO-4AA

10.90
15.90
21.90

38.90
49.90
59.90
79.90
109.90
134.90
159.90
199.90
299.90
349.90
499.90

PIONEER
SE205
5E305

14.90
19.90

AUDIO
TECHNICA ATI1E
TECHNICA AT13EA
TECHNICA AT3OE Moving
coil including AT630
transformer
GOLDRING
G800
0800E
G800 Super E
G900E
ORTOFON
FF15E Mk. II
VMS 20E Mk. II
MC10 Moving coil
SL20E Moving coil
STM72 Transformer for SL20E
and MC10
M20FL
SHURE
M55E
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED
V15-Mk. 3
V15-Mk. 4

24.90
26.90
5.90
10.90

42.90
5.60
8.90
11.90
15.90
11.90
26.90
29.90
29.90
16.50
32.90
8.50
11.90
13.90
16.90
39.90
59.90

Styli
AUDIO
TECHNICA AT SI1E (for
AT11E)
TECHNICA ATN13 (for
AT13EA)
GOLDRING
D110 Stylus (0800)
D110E Stylus (0800E)
DIIOSE Stylus (0800 Super E)
ORTOFON
NF15E Mk. II for FF15E
Mk. II
D2OE Mk. II for VMS 20E
Mk. II

14.90

4.90
8.90
3.25
5.90
8.45

7.90
17.90

AIWA
ADM100 Dolby
ADM200 Dolby variable bias

26.90

67.90
84.90

AKAI
CSMO1 Dolby
69.90
CSMO2 Dolby with metal tape
facility
89.90
GXMIO Dolby with metal tape
facility
137.90
ALBA
3300 Dolby with metal tape
facility
109.90
AMSTRAD
EX700 Dolby

49.90

LLOYTRON
H522

39.90

MARANTZ
5050M Dolby
69.90
CD320 Dolby 2 head batt /
mains
104.90
CD330 Dolby 3 head batt /
mains
124.90
NEC
Diango LC2500 Dolby
PIONEER
CT 200 Dolby, metal tape
facility
CT300
Dolby, metal tape
facility
CT400
Dolby
metal
tape
facility
CTF750 Dolby auto reverse,
metal tape facility
CTFI250 variable Dolby,
3 head, metal tape,* variable
bias/equalisation, fluorescent
meters
ROTEL
RD 300M Dolby with metal
tape facility
RD 500 Dolby, metal tape
facility and adjustable bias
RD550
Dolby
metal
tape
facility LED metering

SHARP
RT 10E Dolby,
facility

72.90
metal

tape

59.90

SOLAVOX
SCD 2070 Dolby

59.90

TRIO
KX503 Dolby

79.90

OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI
PRO 635 auto reverse in RMH
400 rack
499.90
GRUNDIG
TS 945 4 motor, 3 heads and
echo
249.90
TS 1000 Semi-professional
electronic switching, 3 heads
3motors
399.90
PIONEER
RT 707 Auto reverse

389.90

5.90

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS

CARTRIDGES
AKG
P7E
P8E

SANSUI
SS30
SOLAVOX
300
WHARFEDALE
1D2

5.50
5.90

SANSUI
D90 Dolby

59.90

89.90
109.90
139.90
199.90

449.90

74.90
89.90
114.90

BLANK TAPES

MAXELL
UL C60
UL C90
UL C120
UDXL1 C60
UDXL1 C90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
UD 35 90 (7" 1800')
UD 50 120 ( 10)" 2500')
UD 35 180 ( 101" 3600')

0.65
0.90
1.05
1.25
1.50
1.40
1.75
4.39
8.57
9.33

MEMOREX MRX3
C60
C90
C90 twin pack
C120

0.99
1.35
2.00
1.65

MEMOREX HIGH BIAS
C60
C90
C90 twin pack

1.30
1.60
2.75

MICROPHONES
AKAI
ADM20
AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo mic. pack (
pair)

MICRO CASSETTES
PEARLCORDER MC60
3pack

3.90

BASF LH
C60
C90
C120

0.57
0.75
1.20

BASF SUPER LH1
C60
C90
C120

1.10
1.45
1.90

BASF CRO2
C60
C90
C120
C90 Twin pack

1.30
1.89
2.35
2.75

TDK RECORDING TAPE
TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D60
0.75
D90 Triple pack
2.55
D120
1.35
TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90 twin pack
AD C120

0.95
2.40
1.99

TDK OD CASSETTES
OD C60
OD C90

1.20
1.75

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90 twin pack
SAX C60
SAX C90

1.30
3.20
1.70
2.30

TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90

3.70
4.70

TDK AUDUA SPOOL TAPE
L1800
L3600 on metal NAB reel

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
Blank Tapes-continued

HiFi Cassette Tape Recorderscontinued

ROTEL
RL 310
SOLAVOX
PR25 Mk. II 2way
PR35 Mk. II 3way
PR45 Mk. II 3way
HS55
HS70

49.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

4.30
12.70

LASER SP. PACK
C90 5pack with rack

2.25

LASER SP. PACK
C90 high bias 4pack with rack .

3.20

8.90
13.90

MARANTZ
Superscope EC1 Electret
condenser
Superscope EC3 Electret
condenser

8.90

PIONEER
DM21 mit

9.90

5.90

HI-FI FURNITURE
ALBA
Wooden rack
3001 Rack

14.90
39.90

AMSTRAD
SR302
SR301

12.90
15.90

BIMEX
DDU II

19.90

IDEAL
L20 Hi-fi cabinet

29.90

PIONEER
CB3
CB7
Ci39

49.90
69.90
89.90

MARANTZ
MR500

28.90

ROTEL
RK310/RK300V
RK500

39.90
49.90

SANSUI
GX60 Receiver rack
GX70 Amplifier rack

39.90
49.90

SANYO
MCS22 (suitable for 02002 m/c)
MCS 33 (suitable for 03002
m/c)
TRIO
SRC 75 System rack Mk. 2

9.90
9.90
37.90

All offers subject to availability.
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Alba have combined sophistication and elegance
with the latest audio technology to bring you the
ultimate in listening pleasure. Amplifier, tuner,
cassette deck and turntable . . . each unit is the
result of dedicated high fidelity engineering to
achieve standards of quality that are second
to none.
They look superb — they sound even better — and

With the new ' Slim-Compo' series, Alba have
really put it all together .... just as Comgt discount
prices have put these superb products within the
scope of your Hi Fi budget.

3000 MW/LW/FM STEREO TUNER

3001 RACK UNIT

Designed to keep stereo distortion to aminimum and to give
optimum FM reception, the 3000 incorporates 5FM preset
buttons. Other features unclude: 5-stage LED signal strength
meter, AFC, and function switches complete with LEDs to
tell you which ones are in use. Solid-state circuitry is another
impressive feature.

Designed to show off your 'Slim-Compo' system to its fullest
advantage, the 3001 metal rack unit incorporates swivel
castors and a mains distribution unit to combine elegance
with utility.

Comet Price inc. VAT

£79.90

3035 STEREO AMPLIFIER
This outstanding pre- main amplifier delivers 30 watts RMS per
channel of low-distortion power, with output levels easily
monitored by nine- piece, 2-colour LED level indicators.
The specification also includes click-stop bass, treble and
balance controls, loudness, low filter, tape monitor, dubbing
and provision for two pairs of speakers.

Comet Price inc. VAT

£79.90

3300 CASSETTE DECK
This elegant front- loader is designed for use with the new
untra-wide frequency range low noise metal tapes, as well as
normal tapes. There's also push-button MPX and Dolby noise
reduction, rotary bias adjustment, 9-point 2-colour LED
power meters, and asoft-eject system. An ultra-sophisticated
unit — both in looks and performance.

Comet Price inc. VAT

£109.90

3002 TURNTABLE
The fine appearance matches the fine performance of this
belt- driven semi-automatic turntable. Facilities include
statically- balanced low- mass S-shaped tonearm, cueing device,
plug-in headshell, reject control and auto- shut off. The 3002
comes complete with sensitive moving-magnet cartridge with
adiamond tipped stylus.

Comet Price inc. VAT
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they're styled to grace your listening room. And if
you're into HiFi furniture there's an elegantlyrack too, complete with swivel castors and amains
distribution unit.

£49.90

Comet Price inc. VAT

£39.90
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All branches are open daily to the public
Monday.Fnday 9 am 8 pm Saturday 9 am - 530 pm Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 am - 530 pm (with the exception of branches marked T)
•Discount Photograph. Department now op« al all Breenches except we«.
mere.
SCOTLAND
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
GLASGOW

West wanders°. Wynd
1Newhaven Road
West Lodge Road. Blythswood
Trading Estate Renfrew
Kotrn ulr Road. Beekens haw Indust.,
Emote, Tannochs e. Uddingston

Tel: 0382 28101
Tel. 031-554 0454
Pal 041 686 5781
Tel: Uddingston
815134

DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN
4AYR
1DUMFR1ES
DUNFERMLINE
EDINBURGH
FALKIRK
GLASGOW
tOREENOCK
KILMARNOCK
}KIRKCALDY
}PERTH
RuTHERGLEN
STIRLING

Consleettoon Sue«
«63 Dana« Arcade
66 Glasgow Strut
Aberdour Road
118 Daley Road. West Haymarket
>mega«
22 Byres Road
4 « melee See«
Loteny Farm Indust., Estate.
$econd Avenue.
27 29 High Street
3639 George Strew
Seameeld Industrial Estate.
Boundary Road
Wallace Street.

Tel. 0224 29434
Tel: 029262284
Tel. 0387 63958
Tel. 0383 35136
Tel. 0314460191/2
Tel: 0324 34247
Tel. 041-334 4667
Tel: 0475 26261
Tel: 0563 20126
Tel 0592 68405;6
Tel 07311 36316
Tel 041647 5832
Tel: 0786 2370

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
GRIMSBY
HULL
JARROW
LEEOS
LIVERPOOL
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
ROCHDALE
SHEFFIELD
STOCKPORT
STOCKTON
WIGAN

10-22 Hammon Street
389 Mc«. Street
Ream. Road. Clough Road
56-64 Elleson Street
78 Arrntey Road
Sefton Works. Field Lane. Lotherland
Marlborough Mell.
Poplar Street. Feelsworth
Saville Row.
(off Northumberland Slue«
Corner ot Well e'Ill Lam
and Clueensway
The Mill, 1Loxley Road.
Mahn Bridge
Lower 1-tollgate
Teesway, Porlreek Lane
Whorl Moll, Ponce« Street

Tel: 051-647 5555
Tel: 0472 59623
Tel. 0482 46441
Tel: 0632 892211
Tel .0532 440551
Tel. 051-928 6688

Clarence Arcade. Stamlord Street
72 Eldon Street

Tel: 061'300 4225
Tel: 0226 83358/9

Flawlenson Street
4941 Damn Street
63-79 Blackburn Road
105407 manningharn Lane
65 The Promenade
38-40 Manchester Road
40-42 Cecil Street
43-45 St. James Street.
Ott Black Diamond Street
40 SI. Mary's GM
2491251 Edleston Road
57 Russell Street
71 Daisy Hill
17 Mark« Place
30/300 Market Place

Tel: 0229 31520131595
Tel: 0254 57813
Tel: 5204 387159/5
Tel: 0274 35353
Tel: 0262 72060
Tel: 0282 35214
Tel: 0228 38441/2

Tel: 061-682 6016
Tel. 0632 29696
Tel: 070650606
Tel: 0742 341721
Tel:081-477 2000
Tel:08421312311
Tel: 0042 34741

DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER
LYNE
BARNSLEY
BARROW-INFURNESS
BLACKBURN
BOLTON
BRADFORD
BRIOLINGTON
BURNLEY
CARLISLE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
DARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER
DRIFFIELD

Tel: 0244 313424
Tel: 0246 71390
Tel:02702143213
Tel. 0325 57361
Tel: 0924 461203
Tel: 0302 69520
Tel: 0377 40277

GOOLE
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFCRTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST HELENS
SUNDERLAND
*WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
YORK

62164 Pasture Road
70 Horton Street
16 Parliament Strut
101 New Road Side
12 Zelland Street
96-104 George Street
65 Low Street
9George Street
96 « ad« evig ale
52 Bold Street
17A Chestergate
Ounsgate House. 274 Deanna«
320-326 Palatine Road, North enden
SOM.«.
37 Church Street
Can klow Road
88 9York Place
156 HO Street
167 Lord Street
Kwik Se« Centre. Boundary Road
4-7 SL Thomas Street
14-16 Memo«
23A Peler Street
55 Peocaddly

Tul: 0405 3449
Tel: 0422 59034
Tel: 0423 67312
Tel: 0932 588079
Tel: 0484 40261
Tel: 0402 20681
Tel: 0535 67021
Tel. 052462904
Tel: 0942 670711
Tel: 051408 7170
Tel: 0625 610030
Tel: 061-834 1861
Tel: 061-998 1183
Tel: 0977 704249
Tel: 0772 21909
Tel: 070961901
Tel: 072375537
Tel: 0724 69615/6
Tel: 0704 31813
Tel: 0744 35118
Tal: 0703 59993
Te1:0924 71499
Tel. 0900 63476/7
Tel: 0904 21654/5

Heeley Road. Sally Oak
Tivoli Shopping Centre,
1570-1572 Coventry Road. Yardley
Syston Street
Round... Way
121 Town We« Sandi.«
Walsall Road

Tel. 021-4726181

MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM

Tel: 021-706 0864
LEICES-ER
Tel: 0533 52236
NORWICH
Tel: 0603 411831
NOTTMM/DERBY
Tel: 0602 396116
WILLENHALL
Tel: 090260411
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON-ON-TRENT Barge« Shopping Centre
TeL 0283 45751/2
DUOLEV
119 Wellington Road
Tel: 0384 214511
GREAT YARMOUTH 137/138 King Street
Tel: 0493 5882819
HANLEY
52 Town Road
Tel: 0782 264495
KETTERING
93-97 Montagu Street
Tel: 0536 515191
KINGS LYNN
18/20 Railway Road
Tel: 0553 62043/4
LEAMINGTON SPA 39 Bash Street
Tel: 0926 39417
LINCOLN
12-14 Claskelgate
Tel: 0522 37437/8
MANSFIELD
57 Westgate
Tel: 0623 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER
Tal: 0792 626435
LYME London Road/Brook Lane
NORTICAMPTON
38 Gold Street
Tel: 0604 22151/2
NUNEATON
96/100 Queen's Road
Tel: 0682 387023
Tel: 0733 46633/48683
*PETERBOROUGH
8The Homeward Centre
Tel: 0743 87629
SHREWSBURY
7Barker Street
TELFORD
8-10 Tan Bank. Wellington
Tel: 0952 47261/2
Tea 021-553.1157/8
WEST BROMWICH
121 High $treet
WOLVERHAMPTON 41 Exchange Street. Oueen's Square Tel: 0902 2111304
WORCESTER
4Wylds Lane
Tel: 0905 3561105

WAREHOUSES

POTTERS BAR

Rainham Road South

Tel. 97.599 5111

190 London Road
Selverdale Road. Pump Lane
The Old Book Centre Sudden*,
North Clrcular Road
Station Close. Darkes Lam

Tel:01-8694321
Tel: 61-573 1841

288490 Broadway
268472 Hogh Street

01-391 1881
Tel: 01-464 0430

TRI: 01.459 8877
Tal. 0707 43491

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLETHEATH
BROMLEY

80/82 flushey Green
413/415 Kings Road

Tel:01490861112
Tel: 01452 4846

F1NCHLEY
HOUNSLOW
KINGSTON
PUTNEY
TOTTENHAM

2080210 FlIgh voua.
10 Staines Road
35-37 London Road
278 Upper Richmond Road
422 High Road

Tel
Tel
Tel
Yet
Tel

01-444 5150/5159
01-572 5013/5023
01-U987W
01-785 9891/2
01-801 6777

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

0273 69242Q6
0703 614722
07912 5081
0865 48232

SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLE1GN
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING

15 5101 : 00 Street
Chick « hall Lane
Am Way.
Ferry Htnk”y Road. 050ey Mewl
Monarch House.
75-81 Cayersham Road
ROCHESTER «Mato. Road
SOUTHAMPTON
East Street Centre, East Ste«

DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYLESBURY
BASILDON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY

Unit 2A. CarnMidge Close
Nigh Road. Vange, Pitsea
18/20 St. Peters Street
21001d Chresichurch Road
72/74 Newmarket Read
Unit 4. Cott« Ro«.
Wench.« Industrial Estate
COLCHESTER
27/31 St. Elobtelplie Street
EASTBOURNE
50 Kingfisher Drive.
Langney 01.0161 Shopping Centre
FOLKESTONE
2840 Tontine Street
GUILDFORD
94 Woodbridge Road
HASTINGS
389 London Road.
SI. Leonards-on-Sea
HIGH WYCOMBE
16 Fromm«
IPSWICH
St. Margaret's Green
LUTON
52-52A Wellington Sheet
PORTSMOUTH
84/90 Palmerston Road. Southsea
SALISBURY
33 Catherine Sweet
SLOUGH
264 High Street
SOUTHEND
817-821 London Road.
Westclifion-Sea
STEVENAGE
14 Oueensway
SWINDON
73-75 Cricklade Road
TUNBRIDGE WELLS 41 Mount Pleasant Road
WATFORD
78 Queens Road
WEYMOUTH
54 St. Thomaa Street
WOKING
6/7 Hogh Street

Tel 0734 599911
Tel, 0634 49171
Tel 0703 36944

Tel
Tel:
Tel:
Tel
Tel

0296 2877112
0268 556209/556349
02344662506
0202 293334;5
0223 312248

Tel: 0227 56744
Tel: 0206 41382
Tel, 0323 766010
Tel. 0303 59166/7
Tel 0483 38003/4
Teil: 0424 436462
Tel: 0494 444771/2
Tel: 0473 21559617
Tel 0582 414965/419888
Tel: 0705 2466617/8
Tel .0722 24562/3
Tel: 0753 70535/6
Tel: 9702 715151
Tel: 0438 66545/6
Tel, 0793 41606/7
Tel: 0892 41477
Tel: 0923 2181112
Tel 030 57 74711
Tel: 0.18 62 20026

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
CLEVEDON
NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH

LONDON
DAGENHAM
HACKBRIDGE
(M. Croydon)
HAYES ( Middlesex)
NEASIWN

CATFORD
CHELSEA

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CHSLTENHAM
EXETER
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
SWANSEA
TAUNTON
TORQUAY
WREXHAM

Barton Hell Tradsng Estate
4-9 Kimberley Road.
fa Strode Road).
Meese« Industrial Estate

Tel: 0272 559841

110 Ms3410.« SB4LB

Tel: 0272 876041
Tel, 0633 50431
Tel 0/52 29501

Une12. Ham Gardens
16a St. Thom« Street
958 Cowbrodge Road East
1622 St. James Street
Surnmerland Street
Holloway House. Station Road
65 SR. Owen Street
218 Ilegh Street
45 St. James Street
184 Higher Union Streel
2046 Brook Street

Tel. 0225 64302/3
Tel 0272 293395/6
Tel: 0222 966138/9
Tel:0242 25786
Tel: 0392 76455
Tel. 04 52 411233
Tel. 5432 59259
Tel 079241094
Tel. 0823 8611617
Tee 0803
Tel: 0978 57115

21 150100

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, Including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD include your card number
and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD"
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:
Comet Discount Warehouse, 78 Armley Road, LEEDS LS12 2EF
Postage and Packing (
per item): Cartridges 50p; Headphones £ 1, Pick-upArms
£1; Headshells 30p: Microphones 75p.
Blank tapes - per order, i
rrespective of quantity. Spool tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p

Securicor Delivery All stock itemswill be delivered bySecuncor ( mainland U K
only). Please add £4.50 to your order for thus service
All goods are fully Insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

ORDERING BY PHONE
For telephone orders simply 'phone your nearest Comet branch and pay the
driver on delivery Comet also offer an extra service for all ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD holders, Simply ' phone Leeds 0532 440551, ask for Credit Mail Order,
stating your card number with your order You can leave the rest to us!

CREDIT FACILITIES

on Comet Discount Prices
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

Ask for written details of Credit Terms.

Order by Mall or Telephone Leeds 0532 440551,
using ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD
All pricesquoted In Comet'sAdvertusementsareeorrect atturneof going topress.
COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department, 78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all branches

11/80
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NUSOUND

120 Notting Hill Gate, London W11 30E Tel: 01-727 0511
OPEN: 9.00-6.00 Mon-Sat. LATE OPENING TILL 8.00 Thur -

NEVER UNDERSOLD. WE'LL MATCH ANY PRICE
GENUINELY ADVERTISED ELSEWHERE.
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MANSFOY:
Look and Listen

Use our voucher to save still more on the very
latest equipment available.
Come and choose from our wide video and hi-fi
selection. See our full range of accessories. Visit our
'massive 1st floor showroom. This is just atiny sample
of our keenly priced range.

SEE THE
LATEST VIDEO'S.
NEW!
NEW!
NI- W!
NEW!

HITACHI SDT 1000

Hitachi VT8000 £489.95
JVC HR3320 £489.95
Ferguson 3V22 £489.95
Panasonic NV7000 £649.95
Sony C7
£649.95

ere
on NEW

Philips

Built as one integrated system
which does not separate into
different units.
FM/MW/LW/SW. Dolby cassette
& belt drive. 2-speed player
system. 20 watts per channel RMS.
Price complete with rack &
speakers £ 349.95
Unit without rack £ 315.95

Cambridge

ps kfOr OU,d
rnsi jvC SR 77°1 23
VR2 02°. ' —1'
;
1epj Feele r' "'"

SONY Z-300
£459.95
A good sound system for the
real enthusiast!
Comprises: TA-343 amplifier,
ST-242L tuner; PST-22
turntable; TCK-33 tape deck
and 1pair SSE-30 speakers &
SV-91 rack.

Mayfair

STOCKISTS for most
leading manufacturers.
Instant Credit for approved
purchases. Remember we
will match any price genuinely
advertised elsewhere!

You hear the music with aclarity and
quality that you will find amazing, when
you listen to ademonstration of any of the
loudspeakers in the superb Tannoy range.
Tannoy Loudspeakers will bring the best
out of your Hi Fi equipment and open a
new world of sound enjoyment.

Our staff are here to help you.

JVC G-X400

Price on application
A superb racking system for the truly
discriminating. Comprises AX4 Super-A stereo
amp. T-X6L quartz-locked digital synthesiser
FM/MW/LW tuner; QL-A5 auto return quartz
turntable; KD-A55 metal cassette deck/multimusic scanner & 2LK-G645 audio racks.
Recommended speakers JVC 7.ero 3or to choice.

During November you are invited to
listen to BUCKINGHAMS on permanent
demonstration.

CENTRE OF SOUND I
Our prices arc ALWAYS competitive. This offer makes
them unbeatable.
Simply bring along this voucher and reduce the price of
ANY itenis you buy by afurther £5for each and every
£100 you spend. ( e‘duding blank ' Wen ( as.alles)
There's FREE delivery within our area. Installation too.
And "instant credit" for approved purchasers.
HURRY! Offer closes 5.30 pin on 6th December 1Y80.
NB Only one voucher accepted per transaction.
Applies only to cash/HP sales.
HFN 11/80

HI FI • RACK SYSTEMS • MUSIC CENTRES • RADIOS
• TELEVISIONS • VIDEO TAPE EXCHANGE • VIDEO

I
I

I
I

at the

CUSTOM HI-FI
CENTRE
82, High Holborn, London, WC1
Tel: 01-242 8354 Open Mon- Sat 9-6

1

• EXPERT, FRIENDLY ADVICE
•VERY COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS
012 MONTHS FREE SERVICING

ESTABLISHED OVER 20 YEARS

CHECK OUR LATEST PRICES
BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE!!

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(C&1 £4.25)
Aiwa AX7400 (s/o)£137-50
Akai AA1010 ( s/) £79.95
Akai AA1150 (s/o) £159.95
Amstrad EX333 (s/o)£87-95
Beomaster 1500 ( s/o)
£174.95
Harman Kardon Available at
our very competitive prices
HK340 (
s/ ) • £159.95
HK450 (s/ o) £204.95
HK560 ( s/0)
£239-95
HK670 (s/0) £339•95
JV C. Available at our very
competive prices
RS5L (s/o) . £108.50
JRS301 ( s/0) £ 249-95
RS7 (s/o) . . . . £144.95
RS11 L/RS33L/RS55L/
RS77. . P.O.A.
Lux . . . . . P.O.A.
Lux R1040 (s/0) £194-95
Lux R1050 ( s/0) £249.95
Lux R1120 ( s/0) £384-95
Marantz. Available at our
very competitive prices
Pioneer. Available at our
very competitive prices
SX590 ( s/0). . .
teess
SX690 ( s/o). . eileso
SX980 ( s/0). . . twain
SX600/SX700/SXD5000
P.O.A.
Rotel. Available at our very
competitive prices
RX203LW (s/0) £79.95
RX303 ( s/) . £84.95
RX403 ( s/) . . £89.95
RX403LW (s/0) £94.95
RX603 ( s/0) . £159.95
RX803 ( s/o) £ 199-95
Sansui R30
£91.50
£109-95
R70 . . £137.95
TA300 (s/). . . mess
Sony. Available at our very
competitive prices
STR232L (s/o). . [89-95
STR434L (s/0) £1114.95
STRV4L ( s/o) £199.95
Teac AG5700 (s/0) me»
Tandberg Huldra 12 ( s/o)
£199.96
TR2025FM (s/0) £149-95
TR2040FM ( s/0) £199.95
Technics. Available at our
very competitive prices
SA1001 (
s/ ).
. £69.95
SA200L (s/0)
CI 14.95
SA300L (s/0) £154•95
SA600 (s/0) £319-95
SA700 (s/0) £419.95
Trio . . . . P.0 A
KR2090L (s/) . . £94-95
KR4070 ( s/0). . £169.95
KR4070L ( s/0) £189.95
Yamaha. Available at our
very competitive prices
Yamaha CR220 (s/o)
£114•95

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
(C&I £ 3.75)
Elite, Hailer .
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon 503 ( s/)
£169-95
505 ( s/0) £229.95
Citation 16A ( S/H) ( s/o)
£484-50
J.V.C. Available at our
very competitive prices
J.V.C. ASS ( s/o) £64.95
J.V.C. JAS22 ( s/o) £94•95
JV C. JAS44 ( s/) £154-95
JVC. JAS55 ( s/) £159-95
J V C. JAS77 ( s/0) £104-95
JV.C. AS3/AX1/AX2/AX3/
AX4/AX5/AM1
P0 A

TERMS
ARE AVAILABLE
ON ALL GOODS
OVER £ 50

ecson Ad 1 ( s/o) mess
AP1X ( s/o) £139-95
AP3 Ill ( s/0)
mess
Lenteck. Lux.
P.O.A.
Marantz. Available at our
very competitive prices
Nakamichi 610 ( S/H) ( s/)
£299-95
Pioneer. Available at our
very competitive prices
SA408 (s/0) £53-50
SA508 (s/0) £84-95
SA706 (s/0) £99.95
SA608 (s/o) . £109.95
SA708 (
a/o) . . £139-95
SA8500 It ( s/0) £179.95
SA9500 (s/0). . £244-95
SA410/SA510/SA610
/SA710/SA7800
/SA8800/SA9800 . P.O.A.
Quad. Radford Revox P.O.A.
Revox 8750 Mk I ( s/0)
£359.95
Rogers
P.O.A.
Rotel RA214 ( s/0) . £69-96
Rotel RA413 ( s/0) . £74.95
Rotel RA713 ( s/0) . £59.9$
Sansui AU719 ( s/o)£239-95
Sansui A40S/40B . £613.50
Sansui A6013/ 60S . £90-99
Sansui A8013/80S £12250
Sansui C77
£77-95
Sansui B77 . . . . £118-00
Sansui AU217 II/AU317 II/
AU417/AU919.. . . . P.O:A.
Sony. Available at our very
competitive prices
Sony TA212 (
s/o)
£59.95
Sony TA212A (s/o) £68.95
Sony TA333 ( s/) £69.95
Sony TA515 ( s/0) £124.95
Sony TAF3A ( s/0) £99-95
Sony TAF30 ( s/) £79-50
Sony TAF60 ( s/) £165-95
Sony TAF70 ( s/0) £269-95
Spendor
P.O.A.
Technics. Available at our
very competitive prices
SU8011 (s/0). . . £69-95
SU8022/8022K (
a/o)
£89-95
SU8044 (s/0). . £119.95
SU8055 (s/0). £177•95
SUZ2/SUV2/SUV4/
SUV6/SUV8/SEC01/
SUC01/SUC03/SU9011/
SE9021
P.O.A.
Trio KA5700 (
a/o)
owes
Trio KA6100 (s/o) 139-.95
£
Yamaha. Available at our
very competitive prices
Yamaha CA510 ( s/o)
£114.95
CA1010 (s/o) £299-95
TUNERS
(C&I £ 3.50)
Armstrong . . . . . P.O.A.
Hagman Kardon 500 ( s/0)
£154-95
J V C. TV5L ( s/). . £87-95
TV3L/TX1L/TX2L/TX3

TX5/TX6L/TM1
POA
Lecson FM1 (s/0) £149.95
Lecson SFM2 ( s/o) £169.95
Lux 712 (s/0) . £299.95
Marantz. Available at our
very competitive prices
Pioneer
TX410L/TX7101/
7X7800/TX9800/
TXD1000 . . . . P.O.A.
Quad.
Radford,
Revox,
Rogers . . . . . . P.0 A.
Rotel RT226 (
a/o)
£64.95
Sansui 760B/60S. £65.95
Sansui 1808f 80S. £96.95
Sansui 777. . . . £115.50
Sansui TU719 (s/0)
£179.95
Sansui TU217/TU31 7
TU417/TU919 . . P 0 A
Scott 7516 (s/0) . £37.95
Sony STA3OL (s/0). £69-95
STJ60 (s/0). . C119.95
ST212AL (s/o). . teen
ST333L ( s/0). . . £79-50
ST242L/STA35L/STJ55L
P 0.A.
Technics ST8011L/LK ( s/)
£86-95
ST8044L (s/0) £119-95
ST9038 Digital Tuner ( s/)
£289-95
SI19038 Digital Prog. (
s/o)
£299-95
Trio . . . .
P0.A.
Trio 1(15300 Mk II ( s/o)
£64-95

Yamaha. Available at
very competitive prices

TURNTABLES
(C&I £ 4•25)
Aiwa, Ariston . . . P OEA
Beogram 1500 (s/0) £94-95
2200 ( 5/0)
El 52.50
2400 ( s/0) £174 95
Connoisseur, Dual
.
P0A
Dual 505 ( Black) . . £74-50
J.V.C.CILF4 (s/o). £119-95
LA11/ LA55/LF66/CILA 5R
CIL70/OL5/QLY3F . P.O.A.
Lux
P.O.A.
Marantz. Available at our
very competitive prices
Micro-Seiki MB10 (s/o)
£49-95
MB14 ( s/). . £59.95
DD24 (s/o). . £7945
DD40 (s/0) . . 159-95
£
Michell. . . . . . . F.R.A.
Pioneer PL512 ( s/0) £4.11.95
P1540 (s/0). . . nos.»
PL630 (s/0). . £149-99
PL100X/PL200X/PL300X
PL400X/PL600X . P.O.A
Revox. . . . . . . . . . P 0 A
Sansui R222 Mk II. £61-50
Sansui P50 . . . .
£61.20
Sansui FRD3B/3S . £7?).95
Sansui FRD4 . £119-95
Sansui FRQ5 . . £145•95
Sony PST15 (s/0) . £69-95
Sony PSX40 ( s/o) £112-95

BANG &

B6'

our

ris

0 LU FS EN

We are the countrys leading B & 0 specialists.
At our five B & 0 specialist centres you can see, hear and
compare the superb, sophisticated, high technolog B &
Hi -Fi range.
Call, phone or write for our competitive B & 0 prices and
discover how little extra you will have to pay to purchasethe
B & 0 system you thought you could not afford.
& 0 CENTRES
Edgware Road, Ilford, Kings Cross, Lewisham.
(see bottom of page for addresses and opening hours)
and at City 228 Bishopsgate E . C.2. Tel:01-247 2609. Open
Mon- Fri, 9-6 pm, Sun. 10-2 pm. Closed Sat.

•

•

All of our branches carry avery comprehensive selection of
the latest home video recorders, portable video cameras.
video tapes and accessories in the V.H.S.. Betamax and
V.C.R. formats and all are available at our very competitive
prices.
Every video sale is fully covered by our Free Servicing
Guarantee covering all parts and labour
Call into or telephone any of our branches for our most
competitive video prices.

Custom Hi- Fi Centre

Our Custom Hi' Fi Studio caters for the discriminating, selective Hi -Fi customer
who does not want to be ' sold' on any particular make or model because it is
'profitable', but wants the benefit of unbiased, expert, friendly advice and a
demonstration in aStudio where he can under ' ideal acoustic conditions' listen
in both privacy and comfort to the best Hi -Fi equipment currently available
Such a place is Custom Hi -Fi Studio Il
To be sure of the best attention, please ring for an appointment that will ensure
you exclusive use of the studio.
Linn Sondek - Quad - Electro Companiet - Exposure - Syrinx - Systemdek
-Celef - A & R ( Cambridge) - Ariston - Mission - Nakamichi-SonusAsak - KLH - Lux - Hafler - lsobarik - Reference - Lentek - Michell SME - Celestion - Sugden - Gale - Hadcock - Thorens - Stanton Ittok - Elite - Ferrograph - Tandberg - Spendor - STD - Chartwell Dual - Grado - KEF - Technics - Revox - Rogers - Ortofon - AR Entre - B&W - Micro Acoustics - Nytech - Griffen - Time Window Teac - Cambridge - Harman Kardon.
82 High Holborn, London, W.C.1

NIISOUND
A Hawley Leisure Company

HI-FI & VIDEO

Tel: 01-242 8354

Sony PS212A ) s/o) £74.95
Technics SP10 + Arm + Base
(s/0) . £749-95
SL200 ( s/0) £62.95
SL5200 ( s/o1 £129•95
SL5300 (s/0) . £139.95
SL1500 II ( s/o). £209-95
SL1400 II (
s/o) £236.95
SL1300 II ( s/o). £259-95
Thorens. Available at our
very competitive prices
Trio .
P.O.A.
Trio KD1500 ( s/0) £49.95
Yamaha TP211 (
s/o)C449.96

SPEAKERS
(C&I Bookshelf £ 6.00)
(C&I Console £7.50)
A.R. AR14 ( s/0) . £169.95
Amstrad EX250 (s/ o)£3111.95
EX350 (s/d). . • • £ 5495
Beovox M100 II (
s/o)
£489-95
B&W DM5 ( s/0) £99-95
Bose 501 ( s/0) £249-95
Bose 601 (s/0) £349.95
Celef ..... . . . P 0.A.
Celestion County (
ab o)
neon
Ditton 15XR ( s/0)
£194.95
Ditton 22 (s/0) £151.95
Ditton 33 (s/0). 194-96
£
UL6 ( s/o). 19415
£
Ditton 120
P0 A
Dutton 121
419-96
Ditton 130
P O.A.
Ditton 150
P O.A.
Ditton 200
P 0.A.
Ditton 300
P 0.A.
Ditton 332 [269-96
Ditton 442
4122-50
Ditton 551 £379-95
Dillon 662 £554-96
Chartwell,
Gale,
Griffin,
I.M.F., J.B.L. . P.O.A.
J.B.L. 119 ( s/o). £179.95
J.I3 L. L110 ( s/o). f449-95
Jim Rogers . P.O.A.
Keesonic
P.O.A.
K.E.F. Available at our very
competitive prices
K.L.H. 300 (s/0) . . DIS95
Leak 3080 (s/o). . £249-95
Lecson LB1 Lynette ( s/o)
£139.95
Marantz. Available at our
very competitive prices
Mission
P 0.A.
Monitor Audio Mini
Monitor (s/o). £89-95
MA6 (s/0). . £129-95
MA8 (s/0). . . £79-95
Pioneer, Quad, Radford,
Revox. . . . . . P.O.A.
Revox 13X350 ( s/0)£29948
Rogers, Spendor .
P.O.A.
Tannoy 295 ( s/o) . nests
Cambridge (s/o) £199-95
Oxford (s/0)
4144-95
Technics SBX3 ( s/0)
£214-95
SB202 ( s/)
4114-95
SEI4500 (s/o) £199.95
Wharfedale
Shelton
XP2
(s/ d) . .
neso
Linton XP2 (
a/o) £77.95
Glendale XP2 (s/0)
£107.95
Linton XP2 Kit (s/0)
£49•95
Glendale XP2 Kit ( s/0)
£61 - 95
Laser 40(T/B). £68.50
Laser 40(W). £70•50
Laser 60 ( T/B) £85.50
Laser 60 (W) £87.95
Laser 80 ( T/B) £108.50
Laser 80 (W) £111.50
Laser 100 (T/B) £138.95
Laser 100 (
W)
£142.95
Laser 200 (
W)
£183-95
Laser 400 £ 224-95
ESeries
PO

TSR Series
P0 A
Yamaha. Available at our
very competrtive prices
CASSETTE/REEL TO
REEL DECKS/
RECORDERS
(C&I £ 4 25)
Aiwa
P 0.A.
Aiwas A06350 (
s/o)
£139-95
AD6600 (
a/o)
£194.95
Akai GX4000D £201.95
Akai GX4000DB £235.95
Amstrad 7060 ( s/o) £69.95
Beocord 5000 ( s/o)
£299-95
Dual, Ferrograph . . P 0 A.
Harman Kardon. Available
at our very competitive prices
1500 ( s/0) £154.99
2500 ( s/0) £189.95
3500 ( s/o) . . . £312.95
J.V.C. Available at our very
competitive prices
J.V.C. KDA2 ( s/o) . £69.95
J.V.C. KD1OB (
a/o) £99.95
J.V C. KDA5 (s/0) £169-95
J.V.C. K065 (s/0) £199.95
Lux K5 (
a/o).
£154.95
Nakamichi
P0 A
Nakamichi DT600 ( s/o)
£389.95
Neal . .
P 0.A.
Pioneer. Available at our
very competitive prices
CTF500 ( s/0). . £79.95
CTF600 ( s/o) £97.95
CT200
£86.95
CT300
£105.50
C7400
£134.50
£206•50
CTF750
CTF850
£224.95
£315.50
C7F950
£412.95
C7F1250
RT707
£402.50
Revox. . .
POT
Sansui D9013/90S £78-50
Sansui D100. £93.95
Sansui SC1300/1330
P 0.A.
SC3300/3330
Sony Available at our very
competitive prices
TCU2 (
a/o)
E74-95
TCU30 ( s/o) £79.95
TCK35 ( s/0) £99.95
TCK45 (
s/o) £114.95
TCK56 I(
s/o) £129.95
TCK55 MN II ( s/o)
£144.95
TCK60 ( s/0) £234.95
TCK65 ( s/o) £199-95
Tandberg. Available at our
very competitive prices
Tandberg TCD340A (
a/o)
£449.95
Teac. Available at our very
competitive prices
Teac A106 ( s/0) £109.95
Teac A107 ( s/0) £109-915
Teac A3030 ( s/0) £159.95
Teac A2300SD ( s/o)
£449-95
Technics. Available at oui
very competitive Prices
RSMI 0 ( s/0) £74.95
RSM33 ( s/0) £159.95
RSM56 (s/0) £199.95
RS641 (s/0) £189.95
Yamaha. Available at our
very competitive prices
Yamaha TC520 ( s/o)
£109-95

Prices are correct as at
27/8/80
but
may
be
to change without prior
notice ( s/o)= special offers, ( s/h) = second hand
Limited supplies only available at these prices

EDGWARE RD.

376/8 Edgware Road, W2.

HOLBORN

82 High Ho born, WC1.

Tel : 01-724 0454
01-242 7401

KINGS CROSS%

242/244 Pentonville Road, NI.

01-837 8200

LEWISHAM

36 Lewisham High Street, SE1 3.

01-852 2399

ILFORD

Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford. 01-478 2291

WALTHAMSTOW 252 Hoe Street, Walthamstow E17.
01- 520 19 06
MIMIC NOW's HOISORM FOG WARE ROAD Ado,, Set 6
111080. ( iwissAm'xisGs CROSS mon Sa/It Tfro,, 1tfferfriAmsrOvi Mo. Se g t Moo I lop

RINGS CROSS
BRANCH FOR
ALL MAIL
ORDERS

MIC

Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut:
1 Wed. Cheques with £ 50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transaction.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted for normal prices.

P 0 A Price on application.
Sp off
Special offer price for cash.
PP / BA
P 8i P to be advised.
ON SALE Special low prices for limited
stock
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%.
All prices correct at time of preparation and
subject to alteration without notice E&OE
MAIL ORDER SERVICE
NAD & Fisher Range of Hi -Fi available
from HIFIMARKET of WATFORD, 131
The
Parade,
High Street, Watford,
WD1 1NA. Tel: Watford 92-34644
Discount cassettes from TAPEMARKET
NAD
Arnold-en,
3020
£86.00
3030 Silver
P.O.A.
Tuners
4020
£86.00
4030 Black
. P.O.A.
Turntables
5020 inc Cart
74.95
£
5080 Direct Drive
£89.95
Cassette Delta
6020
£89-95
6100M
£179.00
6040
P.O.A.
Receivers
7020
£157.00
Cartridges
9190
£9-50
9200
£16.50
9300
£22.00
Rack
£39.95
FISHER
Amplifiers
CA- 2030
CA- 2320
CC3000
BA3000

£99.00
£179-00
£94-00
£149-00

Tuners
FM- 2121L
FM•2331
FM - 2421

£79-00
£142-00
£173-00

Receivers
R5-3030
RS- 3050

£178-00
£199-00

Cassette Decks
CR. 4120M
CR 4150

£89.95
£198.00

Turntables
MT- 6310
MT- 6330
MT- 6340
.
.
MT- 6360
.

£ 69-95
f89.00
£ 112.00
£ 169.00

Fisher Systems
M16310 Turntable inc. Cart, RS 3030 Receiver,
CR•4120M Cassette Deck, VFR-1 Rack
£385-95
MT- 6310 Turntable inc.
Cart, CA- 2030
Amplifier, FM 2121L Tuner, CR 4120M
Cassette Deck. VFR•1 Rack . . . . . £
386-90
MT- 6340 Turntable inc. Can, BA- 3000 Power
Amplifier. CC3000 Pre- Amplifier, FM2421
Tuner, CR 4150 Cassette Deck, VFR Rack
£775.00

• TAPE RECORDERS ( P/P £ 6.50)
Akai GX 4000DB Dolby . . £245.00
Teac X10 ( Sp. off.) . £350-00
REVOX
. P.O.A.

• RECORDERS ( P/P £4 50)
Aiwa AD1250 ( Sp off)
£99.90
Aiwa AD6900 Mk2 ( Sp. off.) . . . £299-90
Aiwa A06600 ( Sp. off ) £179-00
Aiwa AD6700 ( Metal) ( Sp. off.). . L15Aiwa AD6800 ( Sp off.) £199Aiwa AD6900 ( Sp. off.) . . . . £298-00
miwa NOM111U (Metal) ( Sp off) £66.90
Aiwa ADM200 ( Sp off)
£79.50
Aiwa ADM600 ( Sp. off )
£159.90
Aiwa ADM700 ( Metal) ( Sp. off.) . £309-90
- - Aiwa ADM250. .
Aiwa ADL300 .
£119-90
Aiwa ADM450
. £139.00
Aiwa ADR500
£199.90
£75.00
Akai CSMO1
£93.50
Akai CSMO2
£129.00
Akai GXM10 ( Metal)
£155.00
Akai GXM30
£234.00
Akai GXM50 ( Sp. off.)
£136-00
Akai GXF25
£149.50
Akai GXF35
£312.00
Ake GXF80 Metal
Akai GXF90 Metal
£350.00
£99-95
Aka, CS702D Mk2 ( Sp off )
£87.50
Akai CS703D

Aka, GXM10
137.50
£
Akai GXC325D ( Sp off ) £ 210.00
Aka, GXC570D/2 ( Sp off ) £480.00
Aka, GXC72SD
£ 235.00
Aka, GXC730D ( Sp off ) £
£2
17
20
5..
0
00
0
Akai GX732D
Aka, GXC709D (SP off ) £ 169.90
Aka, GXC750D ( Sp off )
c.tbe•eu
Akai GXC706D ( Sp off
129-00) £
Akai GXC704D
£ 128.00
Akai GXC715D
£ 245.00
Mau GXC735D
£ 299-00
£88.90
Akai C5703D (
off
SP
Aka, CSM4OR
£ 175 .00
Hitachi D580
£ 157.00
Hitachi D850 ( Sp off
)
£ 171.50
Hitachi 0900 ( Sp off ) 3- head £ 210.00
Hitachi 0405 ( Sp off
)
£98.00
Hitachi D22S ( Metal)
72.50
£
Hitachi D45S ( Metal)
£99.90
Hitachi D55S
£111.00
Hitachi 077S (
SP off)
£149.00
Hitachi D85S.
£ 125-00
Hitachi 0230
£75.00
Hitachi D3300M Metal
£ 309.90
Hitachi 05500M. . . . ....... £429•90
JVC KDA2, KDA5 & KDA3 .
PUA.
JVC K0720
£95.00
Marantz CD312 ( Sp off)
£69.90
Maranta CD330 Portable Dolby £ 124.00
Marantz CLC30 carry case for CD330 £8.00
Marantz 50108 ( Sp. off.) £ 125.00
Marantz C205 Portable £87-00
Marantz S01000 ( Sp. off.)
78.00
£
Marantz SD3000
88.00 .
£
Marantz SD4000
£179.90
Marantz SD6000
£ 220.00
Marantz SD8000
National RS612US (
SP.off.). . ££89-90
350.00
Pioneer CTF500 ( Sp off)
£ 75.00
Pioneer CTF650 Metal
£160-00
Pioneer CTF750 Metal Auto Rev (
Sp
£185.00
Pioneer CTF850 Metal ( Sp. off.) £199.00
Pioneer CTF950 Metal ( Sp. off-) . £ 289.00
Pioneer CTF1250 Metal ( Sp. off) £379-00
Pioneer CT200.
£91.00
Pioneer CT300.
£111.00
Pioneer CT400. . . . £141-00
Sansui SC2000 ( Sp. off.) . £ 129.90
Sansui 090 S/B ( Sp. off.) . . £ 69-00
Sansui 0100 Metal ( Sp. off)) . £89-90
Sansui SC 1110 Black ( Sp. off.) £89-50
Sansui SC1300/Silver . . £ 129.90
Sansui SC3300 Silver . . . £ 169.00
Sansui SC1330 Black . £129.90
Sansui SC3330 Black
16990
£
Sansui SG5100
£299-00
Teac A106. A107 . . . £139-00
Teac A108 Simul Sync. ( Sp. off.). £ 145.00
Teac A430 (Sp. off.)
P0 A
Toshiba PCX10
£82-90
Toshiba PC230D
£ 115.00
Toshiba PC3060 ( Sp. off)
£84.00
Toshiba PC4030 ( Sp. off.) £99.00

• RACKS, ACCESSORIES ( P/P Cl 25)
ADC SLM3 ( P/P £2.50). . . . . . . £39-90
ADC SS1 Sound Shaper ( P/P £3•00)
£54-00
ADC SS2 Mk2 ( P/P £ 3.50)
On sale
ADC SS- 110 . .
On sale
£199-00
ADC SS- 3
£23.50
Awia CM2000A Stereo Mic
£7.48
Akai ADM2OP ( Sp. off.)
£8-50
Akai ADM40. .
£10-50
Akai ADM80 ..
Akai ACM100 Electret Cardioid
. £23.50
Altai ACM50 Electret Cardioid.
. £9.50
£14.00
Audio Technica AT605 feet
el 6.90
Audio Technica AT606 feet
£3-60
Goldring Ecstatic Mat . .
MOO
Goldring Ecstatic Disc Cleaner
£6.75
Goldring Ecstatic Sweep arm
£11.99
Goldring Hi -Fi Turntable light.
Harman Kardon TS4 Stand Pair
£19-00
HS1, HS2. HS. .
£45.00
Marantz AT5 Digital Timer
new
Marantz EQ10/10 Band Equalizer
£5.99
Marantz EC1
£9.75
Marantz EC2
£21.00
Marantz EC1213
£24.00
Marantz EC33S
£6.60
Podclamp
£41.00
Pioneer 01500 timer
£49.00
Pioneer CB700
£63-00
Pioneer CB900 . .
£10.00
Micro Seiki MSB10 feet
£37-50
Sansui GX60.
£45.00
Saneui GX70
£6-50
Zerostat Pistol

• KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE UNITS
(P P on application)
Celestion HF1300 6. and 15.iihm £8.20
Coles 4001G
£6.50
KEF 104 AB Kit ( add £ 5 P P)
£125.00
KEF Cantata Kit ( add £ 5 P/P) ( Sp. off.)
£165.00
KEF Cantata cabinet pack
P 0.A.
Kth 8110 SP1003
£12.00

KEF
KEF
KEF
KEF

£27.00
£8 65
£40.85
£8.65
£75.00
£29 90
Denton XP2 Kit
Shelton XP2 Kit
£ 38 90
Linton XP2 Kit(Sp off) £ 4 9-90
Glendale XP2 Kit ( Sp off) £59.90

B139 SP1004
B200 SP1014
DN22 pair ( 104AB Crossover)
127 SP1032

Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale
Wharfedale

• TUNERS 1P P £ 4 00)
Aiwa AT9300 LW ( Sp off) £57.50
Aiwa AT9700
£235.00
Akai AT2200 ( Sp off
)
£57.50
Akai AT2450L
£12'00
Akai ATK 02L
caokoo
Akai ATK 03L
£121.00
Akai ATV 04L
£167.00
Aka, ATS06
£219.00
Akai ATS06
£222-00
Akai ATK2LS
net»
Armstrong 623
C145-00
Armstrong 624
£112.00
Harman KardonT403 £87.50
Hitachi FT8000
£206-00
Marantz ST300L
£99.90
Marantz ST400L
rue»
Pioneer TX410L
£62.00
Pioneer TX710L.
£127-00
Pioneer TX7800 Mk2 ( Sp. off.) £149.90
Pioneer TX8500 Mk2
1182-90
Pioneer TX9800 Mk2 ( Sp. off ) £199.90
Pioneer TXD1000
£250.00
Quad FM3
P0.A.
Rogers T75 ( Series 2) Teak/Walnut
P 0.A.
Rotel RT226
£50.50
Rotel RT226L
..
£65-00
Sansui 160 S&B ( Sp. off)
£67-00
Sansui 780 S&B ( Sp. off ) £119.90
Sansui TU217
£99-90
Sansui TU317
£110-00
Saneui TU417
£135.00
Sansui TU517
£181-00
Sansui 177 digital
£125.00
J. Sugden 148. 0148, Centaura .P.O.A.
Toshiba ST220
£75-00
Toshiba ST420 ( Sp. off
)
£99-90

• STEREO AMPLIFIERS (
P/P £ 4 00)
Akai AM2600 ( Sp. off.)
£199.00
Akai AM2450
£129.50
Akai AMU 01
£ 75.00
Akai AMU 02
£ 86-00
Akai AMU 03
.
£116-00
Akai AMU 04
.
£152.00
Akai AMU 06
£ 199.00
Aiwa AA8100 ( Sp. off
)
£73.00
Aiwa AA8300 ( Sp. off)
£89.50
Aiwa AA8700 ( Sp. off.)
£ 260.00
Armstrong 621
£ 109.90
Hitachi HA330 ( Sp. off.) . . . . £ 79-90
Hitachi' HA5300 ( Sp. off.) £119.90
Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfet £ 356.00
Hitachi HA4500S Slimline £ 109-00
Hitachi HA4700
£99.90
Hitachi HCA6500 Control Amp
(Sp. off.)
.
.
£ 63.90
Hitachi HMA6500 Power Amp
(Sp. off.)
£125.00
Hitachi HCA7500
£ 224.00
Hitachi HA7700 ( Sp. off.) £199.90
Hitachi HCA & HMA6500 ( Sp. off ) £169.90
JE Sugden A4Et Mk 2
P 0.A.
.1 Sugden Centaura
P.O.A.
Marantz PM250 ( Sp. off ) £61.00
Marantz PM400
£71-50
Maranta PM500 ( Sp. off). £137-50
Maranta PM700 ( Sp off)
£159.00
Pioneer SA408 ( Sp. off.) £45-00
Pioner SA508 ( Sp. elf)
£79.00
Pioneer SA608 ( Sp. off)
£119.00
Pioneer SA708 ( Sp. off.) . £155-00
Pioneer SA7800 Magniwide ( Sp. off )
£219.90
Pioneer 5A8800 Magnivvide ( Sp. off )
£249.90
Pioneer SA9800 Magniwide. £329-90
Pioneer SA410
£62-00
Pioneer SA510
£93-00
Pioneer SA610
£ 15-00
Pioneer SA710
£142.00
Quad 44/33/303. 33/405
P0 A
Rogers A75 ( Series II) & A100
(Sp. off.)
meal
Rotel RA214 ( Sp off
)
£57-00
Rotel RA414 ( Sp off
)
£89.90
Rotel RA714
£129.90
Rotel RA413 ( Sp off
)
£79.90
Rotel RA312 ( Sp off )
£59-90
Sans(/' AU117 Mk1
£69.90
Sansui AU217 Mk1
£87-60
Sansul AU117 Mk2 ( Sp off 1
£79.90
Sansui AU217 Mk2 ( Sp efh
£104-00
Sansui AU317 Mk2 ( Sp off) £155-00
Sansui AU417
£185-50
Sansui AU719 ( Sp off ) £218.00
Sansui AU919
£349.90
Sansui A60 S&B ( Sp off ) £83.90
Sansui A80 S&B (
SP oft,
£119.00

F

Sansui B77 & C77
Teac ASM50
Toshiba 58620 ( Sp off

£210.06
£159.00
£159 90

• RECEIVERS ( P P £ 4 001
Aiwa AX7300 ( Sp off)
Aiwa AX7700 ( Sp offi
Aiwa AX7800
Aka' ,AA1175 ( Sp off)
Akai AA1200 ( Sp off)
Akai AA1125 ( Sp off)
Aka, AA1135 ( Sp off)
Akai AA1150 ( Sp off)
Aka, AAR20
Akai AAR30
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626 Long Wave
Audio Pro 30 Gruppen ( sp off)
Harman Kardon 330C
Hitachi SR302 ( Sp off )
Hitachi SR303L Long wave
Hitachi SR503 Long wave
Hitachi SR304L
Hitachi SR504L
Hitachi SR604
Marantz 22268 ( Sp off )
Marantz 22168 ( Sp off )
Marantz 2238BL ( Sp off )
Marantz SR1000L ( Sp off)
Marantz SR2000L
Marantz SR 4000L.
Marantz SR6000
Marantz R1270. 1515L
Marantz SR2000
Marantz SR4000
Pioneer LX690 ( Sp. off)
Pioneer SX590 ( Sp. off.)
Pioneer SX690 ( Sp. off.)
Pioneer SX980.
Pioneer SX790 ( Sp. off.)
Pioneer SX890.
Pioneer SX1080. SX1980
Pioneer SX600L
Pioneer SX700L
Rotel RX303 ( Sp. off )
Rotel RX403L ( Sp. off )
Rotel RX203L ( Sp. off )
Rotel RX603 ( Sp. off )
Samsun TA300 ( Sp. off )
Sansui TA500 ( Sp. off )
Sansui R30 ( Sp off)
Sansui R50 ( Sp off)
Sansui R70
Teac AG5700 ( Sp. off)
Toshiba SA420 ( Sp. off )
Toshiba SA620 ( Sp. off )

£84.90
£139.00
£259-90
on sale
on sale
on sale
on sale
on sale
£105.00
£125.00
£169.90
£199.90
£399.9C
£95-0(
£95.0(
£127-5(
£135-0(
£125.0(
£143-00
£164-9(
£16990
£119.90
£228-5C
£86-00
£149-90
£132.00
£289.0(
£95-0(
£97.5(
£122.0C
£149.90
£89-90
£116.50
£349.90
£182.00
£238.00
Pat
£99-91
£129.9(
£85.0C
£95.04)
f76.56
£179.911
£139.90
£169.90
£89.9(
£108.0(
£137-0(
£189.91
£112.01
£188.01

• STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on aPPI.) ( Some exclude sokrs)
Aiwa AA8700, AT9700. LP3000 Rack System
(Sp. off.)
£575.00
Aiwa Micro 25 system
£239.90
Aiwa Micro 30 A system
£367.00
Aiwa Micro 30 B incl. speakers £449.00
Aiwa Micro 50 A system . .
£469.00
Aiwa Micro 50 B incl. speakers £ 589.00
Aiwa Micro 50 R system . . £339-00
Aiwa Micro 50 RB incl. speakers £419-00
Aiwa MT50 Micro timer . . . . £62.50
Aiwa System 1 ( Sp off) speakers
on sale
Aiwa System 2 Rack + speakers
(SP. off.)
£399.90
Aiwa System 2 Rack + speakers
on sale
Aiwa AF3060 ex. spkrs ( Sp off ) £210-00
Aiwa AF3090 ( Sp off) ex spkrs £ 265-00
Akai AC3500. limited stock £279.00
Altai UC5 Mini.
£ 548-00
Akai UC2 Mini.
P0 A
Akai Pro 20
£ 356.00
Akai Pro 30
£422.00
Akei Pro 501
£422.00
Akai Pro 502
£469.00
Akai Pro 503
£ 527.00
Akai Pro 504
£699.00
Akai Pro 601
£766.00
Goodmans MCD100 Mk2 ex speakers
£299-00
Goodmans MCD100 Mk2 • MC35
(Sp. off
)
£380.00
Goodmans 4000 Casseiver
plus MC35 ( Sp. off
)
£189.90
Hitachi SDT300
£ 373-00
Hitachi ACT Cl Mini System ( Sp. off.)
£299-90
£395.00
Marante DC9I2L System
£374.90
Marantz 1515L Rack System
PUA
Panasonic SG5000 . .
Panasonic SG6070L ex Speakers
(Sp off )
£599-00
Panasonic SG70 Casseiver
£220.00
Panasonic SG2080L ( Sp off )
£299.90
£289.00
Pioneer X33 inc spkrs ( Sp off,
£313-00
Pioneer X300 exc). speakers
£405-00
Pioneer X500S excl. speakers
£426-00
Pioneer X500 T
£499.00
Pioneer X700 S
£520.00
Pioneer X700 T
£598.00
Pioneer X900 T
£575.00
Pioneer X900S excl speakers
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•
Pioneer 424.2 ( SX690) ( Sp off) £299.90
Pioneer Mini System 3000 ( Sp off) £389.90
Rotel RX30 Rack ( Sp oft) £340-00
Sansui Super Compo 900 System 1 . P.O.A.
Sansui Super Compo 900 System 2 . . P.O.A.
Sansui Super Compo 900 System 3/GX80
P.O.A.
Sansui A4 inc. spkrs
£322.00
£349.00
Sansui A6 inc spkrs
Sansui A8 inc. spkrs
£473.00
Sansui R3 inc. spkrs.
£275-00
Sansui R5 inc. spkrs.
£289-00
£355.00
Sansui R7 inc. spkrs. . .
Sansui G301 Rack System A
£399.00
Sansui GX60 System
£270.00
Sansui GX70 System
£320.00
Teac Libero 3000 . . .
£299.90
£399-90
Teac Libero 5000 ( Sp. off.)
Toshiba SM3350
£285-00
Toshiba SM3650
£389-00
Toshiba•220 Rack System ex.
Speakers . . . £450-00
Toshiba 225 Rack System
meta
Toshiba 335 Rack System ex.
Speakers
£465.00
Toshiba 445H System
£ 535.00
Toshiba SMD30
£349-90

matching speakers for Pioneer Rack
systems
Quad Electrostatic
P0 A
Ram 60. 80, Compack CD10. CD26
P.O A.
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands
P0 A
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut
P0 A
Rogers Comoact Monitor . P0.A
Soma ES203
£54.00
Sansui ES207
£
145-00
Spendor BC1 Mk2. BC2, BC3 and
Mini Monitor SA1. various
finishes
P0A
Tangent RS6 ( Sp. off.) . . £195-00
Tannoy Range
. on sale
Videotone GB3 . . . . £ 57-50
Wharfedale E20 . £149.90
Wharfedale E30. E50. E70.
on sale
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 Teak
£129-90
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2 Teak
£140.00
£34.00
Wharfedale Chevin XP2 .
£48.00
Wharfedale Denton XP2
£58.50
Wharfedale Shelton XP. .
£99.90
Wharfedale Glendale XP2
£64-50
Wharfedale Laser 40 . . .
£79-00
Wharfedale Laser 60 . . .
Wharfedale Laser 80 . . . £99.50
Wharfedale Laser 100 . . £129-00
Wharfedale Laser 200 ( Sp off)
£139-90
Wharfedale TSR range
P0 A

• LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
Aiwa SCE11 Mini ( Sp. off.)
£49-90
AR range
P.O.A.
Armstrong 602 (J2 stand extra) . . £175.00
Audio Pro 132.50 Sub Woofer ( Sp. off)
P.O.A.
Castle Kendal Mk2
P.O.A.
Castle Richmond.
£84-50
• STEREO HEADPHONES
Celestion 662
On sale
(P/P £ 1 • 50)
Celestion County
P.O.A.
Aiwa HP30.
£15-00
Celestion Ditton 120
£7940 Akai ASE7 . . . . £8.70
Celestion Ditton 130
£100.90 Akai ASEI1
£12.75
Celestion Ditton 150
mesa Akai ASE22+Volume control new
Celestion Ditton 200
£ 89-90
AKG K240 ( Sp. off) . £43-90
Celestion Ditton 300 .
£219-90
Beyer ET1000 . £114.00
Celestion UL6 .
on sale
Beyer DT202/K100.7
£43.50
Celestion UL8
on sale
Beyer 01220.
£24.50
Chartwell LS3/5A. PM110. PM21e. . P.O.A
Beyer 01440.
£24.50
Goodmans XB25
On sale
Beyer 01441.
£31-00
Goodmans XB35, Xb45
On sale
Koss K6A.
£15.75
Goodmans RB18 ( Sp. oft)
£45.00
Koss K6ALC
.
£17-50
Goodmans HE1
t249-90
Koss K145 . . £27.50
Efoodmans HE2
£22290
Koss
Tech/2
£37-00
Goodmans HE3
On sale
Koss Pro 4 Triple A
£39-95
Goodmans RB65 ( Sp. off.) £115.00
Koss Tech VFR
£43-90
Goodmans Achromat Beta
£139-90
Koss HV2A
£22-90
Goodmans Achromat Kappa £259-90
Koss HVIA
£31.90
Goodmans Mini 2 ( Sp off). £ 49-90
Koss HVI LC
£34.90
JR149 ( various finishes to order) £129.90
Koss HVX
£38-90
JR150
£220.00
Koss HVXLC
£41.90
KEF Calinda ( Sp. off)
£168.00
Koss KC180
£12.95
Koss ESP10
£275-00
KEF Reference 101
£162-00
Pioneer Monitor 10
£35.00
KEF Reference 104AB ( Sp. off.) £229-00
KEF Reference 105 Mk2 . .
P.O.A. Pioneer 5E205
£11.50
£18.00
KEF Reference 105 Mk2 Rosewood £760-00 Pioneer 56305
Pioneer SE2
£11.90
KEF Reference 103.2. .
P 0 A.
Pioneer SE4
£17-90
KEF Reference 105.4. .
P CLA.
Pioneer SE6
£22-90
KEF Celeste 4 Black/Brown £115.00
Pioneer SE450
Et 5.00
KEF Concorde 4 Black/Brown £192.50
Pioneer SE550
£21-50
Sennheiser HD224X £35.75
SPECIAL OFFER For Concorde 4 &
Sennheiser H0400
£11.75
Celeste 4. 1set of Grill Cloth FREE
Sennheiser HD414X £19.00
Available in Grey. Beige. Blue. Red
Sennheiser HD222 . . £29.90
and Green.
Sennheiser HD424X £26.50
Sennheiser H0420
£23.50
Marantz 4G ( Sp. off) . . £ 54.00
Sennheiser H0430
£30.50
Marantz Avon . . . . . £44•50
Sennheiser unpopular 2000 £39-90
Monitor Audio MA2. . . On sale
Stan SR5/SRD6SB Electrosta:ic
Monitor Audio MA9. . . . On sale
£91-50
Monitor Audio MAI 6.
.
. On sale
Stan SR44 Electret
£70-00
Monitor Audio MA84 . . . On sale Stan SRX3/SRD6SB £143-00
Monitor Audio MA4
On sale Stan Sigma - SP.D6SB £221-00
Monitor Audio Mini Monitor
Stan Lambda • SPD6S8
£149-90
(Sp. off) £76.00
Wharfedale Isodynarnrc 2
Mordaunt Short Carnival
P.O.A.
(Sp off)
£ 24.90
Mordaunt Short Festival
P.O A.
Mordaunt Short Pageant ( Series)
P O.A.
Mordaunt Short Signifer
• TURNTABLES ( P P £ 350) AND
Teak/Walnut P.O A.
ARMS ( P P £ 1 50)
Pioneer CS333
£48.00
£59-90
ADC LMF 1 ( Sp. off.)
Pioneer CS434
£65.60
£67-50
ADC
LMF2
Pioneer CS535
new
ADC LMG-1 Headshell
£5.00
Pioneer CS636
£112-00
£6.75
ADC LMH•2 Shell
Pioneer SX311E
£79.90
£32.90
ADC ALT•1
Pioneer HPM30
£29-50
Gerrard SP25 Mk6 Chassis
Pioneer CS343, CS444, CS545 . . . .
P.O.A.

£34-00
Thorens 10115 ( automatic) £139.90 Ortofon LM2OH
£47-00
Thorens TD126 Mk 38C
on sale Ortofon LM3OH
Thorens TD160B/C Mk2 £ 89-90 Ortofon FFI OE ( Sp off ) £8.90
Thorens TD160B/C/SME 3009
Orto) on MCI 0 ( Sp off ) £ 37.90
Fitted . . . . . . . . £159.90 Ortofon F15E Mk2
£ 22-00
Thorens TD160BC - 3009 Fixed
Ortofon FF15E Mk2 ( Sp off )£12-50
£149-90 Ortofon M20E Super ( Sp off )
P0 A
£43.90
Toshiba SR430
Toshiba SR270 .
amoo Ortofon M20FL Super ( Sp off )
Toshiba.SRF2250.
£86.00
£51-00
Ortofon VMS20E/2 ( Sp. off ) £24.50
Ortofon MC10 and STM72 (
Sp off )
£54.00
Ortofon MCA10.
f54-00
• CARTRIDGES ( P/P Et - 50)
,Ortofon MC10 & MCAI 0
£88-00
ADC XLM Mk3 Improved . . £36-00 Ortofon MC20
£57-00
£16.25 ADC XLM Super. Case and Headshell Ortofon/SME 30H cart/arm
£33.75
(Sp. off.)
£79.90
ADC VLM Mk3 Improved £24-50 Ortofon Concorde 10
£25-00
ADC ZLM Mk3 Improved £ 55.90 Ortofon Concorde 30 .
£48.00
. £9.25 Satin M117G ( Sp. off ).
£58-90
• TURNTABLE PACKAGES ( P/P ADC GLM30/3
ADC CILM32/3
£13.90 Satin M117Z. .
£38-90
£5•00)
£9.90 Shure M44E . .
£7.90
ADC 1600 ( Sp. off.) . . . . mere ADC OLM34/3
ADC QLM36/3 Improved £19-90 Shure M55E . .
£8.90
ADC 17000 Quartz & XLM/3
£7-90
£99-00 ADC OLM36 Improved. . . . £15.90 Shure M75.65. .
£10-75
Aiwa APE/30
£149-90 Buy an LMG•1 Magnesium Headshell Shure M75B Type 2
£15-25
Aiwa APD50
£249.90 for £ 3.50 with any of above ADC Shure M75ED Type 2
Shure M75EJ Type 2
£12.90
Aiwa AP2100 ( Sp. off). . . . £ 54-50 cartridges saving Et 50
£16-50 Shure M95ED
£19.90
Aiwa AP2300 & Cartridge £99.90 AKG P6E
£13-90
Aiwa AP2400 & Cartridge . £113.50 AKG P7E ( Sp. off) . . £24.75 Shure M95EJ .
AKG
P8E
(
Sp.
off)
.
.
£39.50
Shure
M95HE
£20.25
Aiwa AP2500 ( Sp. off.) . £99-90
£ 57.00 Shure M97ED
£29-90
Aiwa AP2600
£149.90 AKG P8ES
Empire
999REX
.
£6.00
Shure
M97EJ
£22.50
Aiwa AP3000 Linear Track (
Sp. off )
£33.50
£345.00 Empire 2001E . . . £6.90 Shure M97HE .
Shure
V15
Type
3
(
Sp
off)
£46.90
Empire
2000E
IV
£13.90
Aiwa AP206 ex. Cart
£95-00
£ 26.00 Shure V15 Type 4
£54.50
Aiwa AP006 (
SP. off.) . £90947 Empire 2000X
Grado
FCE
+
1
£13.75
P0 A
Shure
V15
Type
3HE
Akai APV10C . £ 54.00
Grado F3E
+
£19.25 Stanton 500E
£1398
Akai APV20C
69.00
£
Grado
F2E
.
.
£29-50
Stanton 500A..
£11.75
Akai APD30C
86.00
£
+
£41.00 Stanton 500EE.
£15.20
Akai APC150C
£131.00 Grado F1
Grado FTE+1.. . . . . £10-75 Stanton 680EE. .
£23.95
Akai APB10C
49-90
£
Goldring
G9001GC
.
£49.00
Stanton
681EEE.
f37.00
Akai APB20C
63.00
£
f59-95
Goldring G900E. . £16.75 Stanton 881S .
Akai APB30C
86.00
£
Goldring 0800. . £5.75 Stanton.681.EES.
£52.00
Akai APQ70C
202.00
£
Goldring 0800E. . £9.50 Ultimo 20A Mk2
£75.50
Akai APQ80C
263-00
£
£45.00
Ultimo
10X
(
Sp.
off.)
.
.
Goldring
G900SE
Mk2
£31
25
BSR BDS95 Module inc cart
£95-00
vseoo Goldring 0110 Stylus £3.10 Ultimo Dynavector 30A
£119-00
Goldring 0110E Stylus £ 5.90 Ultimo 30B.
Harmon Kardon ST7 ( Sp. off )
Ultimo
30C.
£133.00
£255.00 Lentek Pre•amp DIN or Phono
£57.00 Ultimo 208 Mk2
£95.00
Hitachi PS48 Direct Drive (
Sp. off )
£99-90 UAD Pre- amp
f37.543
£89-90 Lentek Entré

Hadcock D Arm Undift p/p free
£76.00
Hadcock Arm & Undift p/p free
£69.90
Hadcock GH228 & Undift p/p free
£59-50
Micro-Seiki MA303 Arm
(Sp. off )
£39.90
SME F3DS Damper £12.00
SME S2 Headshell £5.75
SME 3009 S/2 Oct Head £ 59•50
SME 3009 Fixed Head £55-50
SME Series 3
£96.50
SME Damper F02•00 ( P/P Et)
£19-00
SME CA1 Series 3 Spare Arm/Shell

Hitachi PS58 Direct Drive (
Sp. off )
£115-00
Hitachi HT353 Quartz ( Sp. off )
£99-90
Hitachi HT324 ( Sp. off.) . £49.90
Marantz 6100W ( Sp. off.) £ 57.50
Marantz 6170 . . .
92-00
. £
Pioneer PL100X. . . . . £65-00
Pioneer PL200X, PC110/11 £79.00
Pioneer PL300X, PC150. . £97.50
Pioneer PL400X, PC150
£
£1
17
15
1.
00
00
Pioneer PL600X. . .
Pioneer PL512. 48.90.
. . £
Pioneer PL117D ( Sp. oft) £ 59.90
Pioneer PLL1000 £299-90
Pioneer PL117D & Grado FOE + 1
(Sp. off )72.50
£
Reference Hydraulic, Electronic.
Focus 1
P0 A
Rotel e900 QLM32 ( Sp. off.) £56.00
Sansui SRB200+Cart ( Sp off)
£55.00
Sansui SR222E Mk2 Improved

£ee.50

Sansui FR1080P ( Sp off ) £ 59-00
Sansui SR333E Direct Drive ( Sp off )
£99-90
£1
10
99
9.
.
00
90
Sansui SR838E ( Sp off) £
Sansui FRD3 ( Sp. off.). . . £69-90
Sansui FRD4 .
Sansui FRD5
£ 144.00
Sugden BD2A P&C 8i SAU2 compact
£37-50
Su(g
Sd
penon
BC)i 2A P&C 8i SAU2 Standard
(So off)
39-90
£
Sansui P50
£ 59-90
Free Headshell. belt and QLM36 Mk2
E4 99 if purchased with the Sugden
packages
STD 305 Series
P0 A
Teac TSF15 - AT11 £66-60
Teac TSF30 - AT11 £78.00
Thorens Toi 60$ excl arm £140.00
Thorens 10126 Mk3 BC Series 3S
£295.00
Thorens TD104
£ 86.90
Thorens 10105
104.50
£
Thorens Toi 10 ( manual) £110-00
ALL PRICES

Telephone us to check our latest low price

RACK SYSTEMS
Sansui A40 System Comprising of: A40 Amplifier, P50 Turntable &
Cart. Pair Wharfedale Denton Speakers.
BARGAIN PRICE £149-90
Matching Tuner TOOL £ 55 extra
Carr. & Ins £ 6.50
End of Range Pioneer Systems ( Excluding Speakers)
X55V.
X55H.
X77V.
X77H.
X99V.
X99H
Carr. 8i Ins, on application

£389.00
£379.00
£429.00
£419.00
£539.00
£529-00

Aiwa Rack 2 Comprising of: AP2400 Turntable, AA8300 Amplifier.
AT9300 Tuner. ADM200 Cassette, pair of Wharfedale/Aiwa speakers.
£
&4R
iajoo
k.
Carr. & Ins, on application
Aiwa Micro S System
16- watt 3 piece tuner, amplifier, cassette deck.
£225.00
Carr & Ins. £ 6 50
Sansui Super Compo Series 900
System 1comprising of: C77 Pre- amplifier, 877 Power amplifier. 177
Tuner, FRD3 Direct Drive turntable. 090 Cassette deck. Pair of Sansui
ESP601 Speakers & GX70 Rack.
£580.00
Carr. & Ins, on application
System 2comprising of: C77 Pre•amplifier. 877 Power amplifier. 177
Tuner, FRD3 Direct Drive turntable, D100 Metal cassette deck, pair of
sansui ESP801 speakers & GX70 Rack
£599-00
Carr. & Ins, on application

INCLUDE VAT AT

15%

EFFICIENT

MAIL

ORDER SERVICE

WILMSLOW
o
L°Ell
The firm for Speakers

HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
£8.25
£7.50
£14.95 Celestion G12/501C
£12.95 Celestion G1 2 /8 0CE

£21951 Celestion G12/801C
£25-001 Celestion G1 2 /125CE
£14-95 Celestion G15/10006
£61.25 Celestion G15/100TC

Chartwell CEA205 pairs only
Coles 4001
Coles 3000
HF13001I
HF2000
AB A 10"
030/110

£7.65
f7-65
£12-50

7

Dalesford 050/153
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford

050/200
070/250 .
0100/310 . .
DI 0 tweeter .

Decca London Horn

Elac 8NC298 8".

£11-25
£12-25
£12-25

Fane Classic 55 12"
Fane Classic 80 12"
Fane Classic 85 15"

£25.50
£35.75

Fane Classic 150 15"
Fane Classic 125 18"

£8.45

Fane Classic 175 18"
Fane Guitat 80L 12"

£10-25
£7.50
£7.95
£9.45
£19.50

.

EMI type 350, 13" > 8", 4 ohm.
EMI 14A/770, 14" s9", 8 ohm
Isophpn KKE/8

£8.15
.£8.45
£24-95

Isophon KK10/8 .
Jordan Watts Module. .
Jordan Watts HF kit .
Jordan 50mm unit

£10-50
£24.50
£24.50
£24.50
£9-45

Jordan CB crossover pair
Jordan Mono crossover pair
Kef 127 . .
B200.
B139. .
DN13. .
DN12..

Kef DN22. .
Lowther PM6 .
Lowther PM6 Mk 1
Lowther PM7 . .

£62.00
£94-50

Peerless K010DT.
Peerless DT1OHPC

Fane PA85 12" . .
Fane Bass 100 15"
Fane Crescendo 12E
Fane Crescendo 15E
Fane Crescendo 18E
Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane

Radford 8025 Mk ill.
Radford MD9 . .
Radford MD6 . .
.

Richard Allan CG127 Super . .
Richard Allan HP8B . . .
Richard Allan LP8B . . . .
Richard Allan HP128 . .
Richard Allan 0120
Richard Allan 0130
SEAS H107 .

£25-50
£22.50
£13-50
£29-50
£20-75
£14-50
£33-50
£9.95
£10.75

Motorola Piezo horn 3c

Richard Allan HD12T .
Richard Allan HD15 . .
Richard Allan HD15P .
Richard Allan Atlas 15" .
Richard Allan Atlas 18".

3
>OF

WILMSLOW

The firm for Hi -Fi
5Swan Street.

£43.95
£47.95
£26-25
£27.25
£28.75

£07.00
£6.90
£15.95
£10.90
£3.45
£5.60
£4-55
£5.05

£22-re
rem
f24.95
£48.45
£21.85
£24-45
£24.45
£24-45
£35-10
£35-10
£59-60
£8-50
£12.25
£20-25
£21-75
£29-75
£52-75
£52-75
£77.00
£96-00

Kits include drive units, crossovers. OAF/long
fibre wool. etc for a pair of speakers
Carriage £3-75 unless otherwise stated.
PRACTICAL HI- Fl & AUDIO
PRO9TL ( Rogers) . . . .

£146.00

As above but including tell panels £152-75
Plus a carriage
HI- Fl ANSWERS MONITOR
(Rogers) . . •
HI- Fl NEWS STATE OF THE

.

£ 146.00

ART ( Atkinson) . . . . . £ 185-00
HI-FI NEWS MINILINE (
Atkinson) £49.00
Plus £3 carriage
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE COMPACT
MONITOR ( Colloms) . . . . £ 116.00
Plus a carriage
POPULAR HI- Fl MINI MONITOR
(Colloms). . . . .
POPULAR HI- Fl ROUND SOUND

f71-00

POPULAR HI- Fl ( Jordan) SYSTEM I
£96-00 Plus £3 carriage
PRACTICAL HI- Fl AND AUDIO
BSC3 ( Rogers) . . . .
PRACTICAL HI- Fl AND AUDIO

SPEAKER
KITS
PRICES

PER PAIR - CARRIAGE £3.95

Dalesford System 1

f65.00

MONITOR ( Giles) . . . £ 180-00
PRACTICAL HI- Fl AND AUDIO
TRIANGLE ( Giles) . • • £ 17000
HI-FI NEWS TABOR (
Jones) with
J4 bass units . . . . £ 66-00

£54-00
£57.00

Dalesford System 2
Dalesford System 3

£104-00
£110-00
£142.00
£ 95-00

Dalesford System 4
Dalesford System 5
Dalesford System 6
Goodmans DIN 20 4 ohm

(special offer)
KEF reference 104aB kit £133-00
Plus ES carriage

£27-00

KEF Cantata kit £213.00 plu, £ 5 carnage
LS3 Micro Monotor kit £71-00
Plus £3-75 carriage
Lowther PM6 kit

£ 74-00

(Stephens) including complete
cabinet kit • • . .

.

£ 116.00

Lowther PM8 Mk 1kit
Lowther PM7 kit

£ 122-00
£ 195-00

Peerless
Peerless
Peerless
Peerless

£ 157.00
£ 169.90
£ 59-95
£ 79.95

Radford
Radford
Radford
Radford

1070
1120
2050
2060

Studio 90 kit
£ 181-00
Studio 270 kit . £ 309.00
Monitor 180 kit.
£243.00
Studio 360 kit. . £ 450.00

RAM 50 kit ( makes RAM 100)
Richard Allan Tango Twin kit

£76-25
£ 55.50

Richard Allan Maramba kit
£77-50
Richard Allan Charisma kit . . £ 111-00

HI-FI NEWS TABOR (
Jones) with
H4 bass units . . . £ 70-00

Richard Allan Super Triple kit .
Richard Allan Super Saraband II

WIRELESS WORLD TRANS-

Richard Allan RA8 kit . . . . £ 62.75
Richard Allan RA82 kit . £ 98-75

MISSION LINE KEF ( Bailey) £ 125-00
WIRELESS WORLD TRANSMISSION LINE RADFORD
(Bailey) .
£179.00
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EE70
(Stephens)
s000 Plus
carriage
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EE20
(Stephens) f29-30 Plus £3 carriage
SMART BADGES WITH ABOVE KITS ( to
give that professional touch to your DIY
speakers!)
REPRINTS/CONSTRUCTION
OF ABOVE DESIGNS 10p each

DETAILS

Richard Allan RA82L kit
SEAS 223
SEAS 253
SEAS 403

f102-50
£159-95

£ 108.00
£42.50
£67.00
£ 79.95

SEAS 603

£134.95

Wharfedale Demon XP2 kit £ 31-45
Wharfedale Shelton XP kit . £40-40
Wharfedale Linton XP2 kit . £ 56-20
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 kit . £69.00
WILMSLOW AUDIO EIA1 sub bass
amplifier/crossover kit £37.95
Pkus £ 1 carriage

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
TWEETERS/CROSSOVERS co-so each
SPEAKERS 4".-61" . . . £0-80 each
SPEAKERS 8-40" . . . f1 - 00 each
SPEAKERS 1Z', 1x ..8",
14" ii 9" . . • . f1 - 95 each
SPEAKERS 15"
SPEAKERS 18"

.

£2.95 each
£4.50 each

SPEAKER KITS
£ 1-95 each
SPEAKER KITS . £ 3-95 pair
MAG. DESIGN KITS
unless otherwise stated

. £3-75 pair

ALL PRICES CORRECT AT 1.2.80

. £ 148.50
£ 178-90

SWIFT

£64.75
£66-00
£88-00
£21-75
£13-95
£15-50
£19.75
£26.00
£37-95

£74-50

Motorola Piezo 2" . 6"
Richard Allan HD8T . .
Richard Allan HD1OT .

polar network & crossover
pair £130-00
Tannin DC296 10" . . . £ 107-35
nnnnnn DC316 12" . .
Tannoy DC386 15"

£37-95
£38-50

£94-75
£99.95

Colossus 15E
Colossus 18E
J44 . . . .
J104 .

Goodmans Hifax 50HX
McKenzie C1280Gp .

£8.95

Shackman Electrostatic with

£19-50
£24-50
£23-75
£42-00

£26-25
£39.00
£57-50

£10-95 McKenzie C1280TC
£10-50 McKenzie C1280 bass . .
£13.60 McKenzie GP15 .
£36-95 McKenzie TC15 v.
£14-85 McKenzie C15 bass

Peerless K040MRF

Radford FN8/FN831
Richard Allan CG8T

Fane Guitar 80B/2 12"
Fane Disco 100 12"

Fane J73 .
Fane HPX1/HPX2.
£12.25 Fane HPX3A . .
£13-50 Fane HPX3B .
£27-75 Goodman. 8PA.
£6.75 Goodman. PP12
£9.40 Goodman. D112.
pair £42.00 Goodman. GR12.
£59.00 Goodmans 18P . . .

Kef 8110 .
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef

£12.50
£10.25

£61.95

Decca C0/1000/8
Elac 6NC204 61"

Celestion G18/200
Celestion Powercell 12/150
Celestion Powercell 15/250
Celestion MH1000
Fane Classic 45 12"

1

KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS etc.

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

Audaz H012 .9025
Audaz H011P25EBC
Audaz HD20B25H4
Audaz HD13D34H
Audaz HD24545C
Baker Superb . .
Castle Super 8RS/DD.

Celestion
Celestion
Daleriford
Dalesford

,

Everything in stock for the
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR!
BAF, LONG FIBRE WOOL FOAM,
CROSSOVERS, FELT PANELS,
COMPONENTS, ETC.
LARGE SELECTION OF GRILLE
FABRICS
(Send 22p in stamps for grille fabric
samples)

PRICES CORRECTA T 18.6.79
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%

Send 50p for 1980, 56 page
catalogue ' Choosing a Speaker'
Telephone : Speakers, Mail Order and Export:
0625 529599 Hi Fi: 0625 526213

Wilmslow. Cheshire.
iLMS1.1

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders'

WILMSLOW
The firm for Speakers
Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

FOTRONIX

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
DISCWASHER, ZEROSTAT, GOLD- ENS
Zerostat Anti- Static Pistol . . . . . £6•75 P.&P. 30p
D3 Record Cleaner . . . . .. . . Sp. Offer £5•99 P.&P. 30p
Refills 0.3 Fluid. .
1oz. 99p, 6oz. LEM; 160z. £849 P.&P. 30P
SC- 1 Stylus Cleaner
£3-60 P.&P. 30p
Disc Kit ( Zero Slat. 03, SC- 1, instorage system). £23-95 P.&P. El - 00
Disc Organiser (storage system only for above) £11•95 P.&P. £ 1•00
Z- Track Viscous Pick- Up Arm Damper
£8-99 P.&P. 30p
13-Stat 11 Fibre Turntable Mat
£2-99 P.&P. 30p
VRP Record Protection Sleeves. 10 for
£1-95 P.&P. 30p
Gold Ens Leads ( Post/Packing 30p)
2 Phono- 2 Phono 0 5m. . £5.54)
2 Phono•2 Phono 2m. . . £6-99

2 phono- 2 Phono 1m.
5 DIN 4 Phono 1m .

CASSETTE TAPE BARGAINS

(Post Free)

£1-24
£115
93
£1 • 55

C120
C90
£115
£1-74 £1-35 99 £1-76. £1•51
£1-25 £1-63
£1-99
-

El - 39
£1-40

£1-23 £1-74
El -69 El -78 -

C60
T.D.K. DYNAMIC
SA.
A.D.
SONY HF
FeCrCr02BASF LH•1
Superchreme
MAXELL UL
U0UDXL-1
UDXL-11

£6-25
£8-50
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QUAD EQUIPMENT
QUAD 33, 303, 44. 405 AND ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS
WRITE OR PHONE FOR PRICES AND DELIVERY.

FERROGRAPH DEMAGNETISER

CONNOISSEUR BD101
Belt Drive Turntable in plinth & cover, without arm, ready cut for SME arm
£840 (
Carriage £6-00)
Carriage £ 6•00

T0160 Mk 11 BC, Base Cover, SME cut
£96-95
TD160 Super
£139-95
TD104 inc. Arm, Base, Cover
£89•95
TD105 inc. Arm, Base, Cover
£108-95
TD126 Mk Ill BC inc. Base/Cover-no arm
£209•95
TI3126 Mk III C in Arm/Base, Cover
£255-95
Thorens Conversion Kit-to upgrade T0160
£2540 Post Free

A.D.C. TURNTABLES ( carriage £ 600)
1500FG/OLM34-3
£6840

1600DD/CILM36 3
£87•50

1700DD/XLM 3
£11040

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS
SS- 1. 5- band Graphic Equaliser
£54-95
SS- 110 10- band Graphic Equaliser
£89-95
SS- 2 Mk II 12- band Graphic Equaliser
£135-00
SS- 3 12- band Paragraphic Equaliser
£199-95
SLM-3 Sound Level Meter with Test Record £38-84

(P&P
(P&P
(P&P
(P&P
(P&P

PICK UP ARMS

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR64S
(Silver) Tonearm £229•95'
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT1100
£99-95'
HADCOCK
GH230
P.O.&
GH228 Type E inc. lift . f81-75'
GH228 Super Einc. lift £64•40'
Spare Headshell
£ 5-00
S.M.E. Plate
£3-45
lml. Sulcone Fluid
£2•07
2m1. Silcone Fluid
£3•34
MAYWARE
Formula 4 Mk Ill
£57-50'
£3-83
S.M.E. Adaptor
Thorens 160 Board
£5-75
Spare Headshell
£15-75
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series Ill
£105•29'
SME Series IIIS
£75-30'
Damper for IIIS
£10-20
CA1 Arm for Series Ill . £15•28
3009 II Fixed Head . . . £57•24'
3009 II Detachable . . £62•313'
S2 Headshells
£ 5-62
F0200 Fluid Damper. . £17-38
Damping Fluid Refill . . . £2•80
Reducing Fluid
£1-90
A.D.C.
LMF-1 Fixed Head . . £64-35*
LMF•2 Detachable . . .£69-95*
ALT- 1 Detachable £33-50'
ULTRACRAFT AC30. . . £104-00'
DYNAVECTOR DV505. . £2Z5-00'
'Post: £ 1.00; Other Items 30p

SPECIAL OFFER!

For Tape Heads. Mains powered heavy duty.
£14 50 ( Post 50p)

THORENS TURNTABLES

Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

£340)
£3-00)
£3-00)
£3-00)
£1-00)

Q.E.D. ACCESSORIES
NEW! Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
29-00
£
NEW! Q.E.D. Adjustable Speaker Stands, pair
£25-00
Peak Programme Indicator PP 12
£32-00
Mains Interference Suppressor ( 3 amp) 6/2
£14•50
Mains Interference Suppressor-Heavy Duty ( 6 amp) 6/4 £18•95
Light Switch Suppressor 6/3
£1.75
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/3
£2-45
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way- 18/1
£12•50
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way in line 18/2
13.00
£
Mains Distribution Unit-6 way in line 28/1
£16-00
Suppressed Distribution Unit-4 way, 3 amp- 19/1
18-95
£
6 amp Plugs for Distribution Units-9/3
each -99
Speaker Switching Unit: 2 way-2/2
£7-50
Speaker Control Centre-Screw. 24/1 or DIN, 24/2
£175
Speaker Control Console 8/1
£16-50
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way 01N22/1
£16•95
Tape Switching Unit, 3 way DIN23/1
£21-95
Tape Switching Unit. 2 way Phono 22/2
£21-95
Tape Switching Unit, 3 way Phono 23/2
f29•00
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2
£17•95
Disc Switching Unit 10/1
£10-50
Headphone Adaptor & Control 5/2
£11-95
Headphone Adaptor 2 way 5/3
£8-50
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
£16•95
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
£6-60
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14/2
£ 5-90
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3
£E90
Surround Sound Adaptor- Screw 21/1- DIN 21/2
£22-95
Dust Cover Renovation Kit EL6
4-90
£
Electrolube Tape Head Cleaner Spray
£2-99
Electrolube Record Cleaner Spray
£2•99
42 Strand Speaker Cable 13/6
per metre - 30
79 Strand Speaker Cable 13/8. Black or White ..
per metre -40
P&P on cable- 50p per order. Other items Post Free

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Price correct to Sept. 1980. Whilst every endeavour is made to maintain these prices we
reserve the right to amend as necessary
without notice. E & OE.

NAGAOKA CARTRIDGES WITH
FREE Headshell. This is too good to
miss. See our Cartridge List for
details.

ACCESSORIES

Monitor Audio Sound
Cables:
Flat 3-6m pair
El 4.26
5m pair
£17•37
7.5m pair
£25-30
10m pair
£29-95
Round 5m pa
£16•25
10m pair
£213•37
Mayware Stylus Scale . £3•45
Mayware Protractor
£3-45
Shure Stylus Scale
£4-24
Decca Sweep Arm
£5-59
Decca Record Brush £ 5•52
Monitor Audio Stylift
£5-99
Record Clamps
Monitor Audio 'Pod . . £7-50
Yulon Record Clamp . . £7-50
Metrosound Clamp
£4•50
A.D.C. LMG-1 Headshell . . £4-60
Disk 22 Turntable Mat. .£12•99'
GA. Soundisc. . . . L13-95
Osawa Diskmat 0M-10. £9-00'
Spectra/Dumpa Mat . . . .£18-95'
Nagaoka Headshell Wires:
AG99L-Silver Litz
£3•40
Nagaoka RC 100 Rolling
Record Cleaner
£7-95
Nagaoka RC200
£10•95
Nagaoka Record Sleeves:
Pack of 12
£1-99
Pack of 50
£4•99
Micro Sorber Feet
£9-00
Pixall Roller
£3•50
Pixall Refill
£0-75
Permostat Kit
£4-50
Permostat Refill
£3•50
Permostat Jumbo
Refill
£845
•Postage El - 00. Other items 30p

HEADPHONES
AUDIO TECHNICA
PRICES ON APPLICATION
STAX
SR44
£5840
SR5/SRD6SB
£84143
SRX 3/SRD6SB
£13443
LAMBDA/SRD6SB . .
£153.23
SR SIGMA/SRD6SB. .
£21140
SRDX Engineer

moo

Post 30p

CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI
REPLACEMENT STYLI
£57-14
ADC ZLM
RSZ
£26-53
ADC XLM III
£36-29
RSX
£18-35
£25-04
ADC VLM Ill
RSV
£15-08
£55.00
Decca London Gold
Goldring G900E
£1 5-0140E
75
£9-75
Goldring G9000SE
£19-95
D140SE
£15-99
£30-20
E15-99
Goldring G900S£ II
D140SE
£48-95
£28-95
Goldring G900 ' IGC'
D140 IGC
£10•75
£7-00
Grado FTE+1
FTE/S
£15•25
£9-00
Grado FCE+1
FCE+
£21-25
£12-75
Grado F3E+
F3E+
Grado F2+
£29•50
F2/S
£21-50
Grado Fl +
£45-00
Fl +
£27-25
J.V.C. Z2E
£38-33
Z2E
£19-90
J.V.C. X2
£69•51
X2/X1
£37-50
Nagoaka MP10*
£12-00
N - 10M P
£5•50
£14-50
N-11MP
£7.00
Nagaoka MP11*
£28-00
N-15MP
£22.00
Nagaoka MP15*
£33•00
N-20MP
£25-00
Nagaoka MP20*
£42-00
N-30MP
£35-00
Nagaoka MP3(11*
£68-00
N-50MP
£ 52-00
Nagaoka MP50*
• SPECIAL OFFER ON NAGAOKA MP CARTRIDGES!
All models can be supplied factory- fitted in NAGAOKA Mg 704
Magnesium- Alloy Headshell with Litz wire connectors. No extra
charge.
Offer open while stocks last.
Ortofon SME 30H
Ortofon Concorde 30
Ortofon Concorde 20
Ortofon Concorde 10
Ortofon LM30/H
Ortofon LM20/20H
Ortofon LM15
Ortofon LMIO
Ortofon M20FL Super . .
Ortofon M20E Super
Ortofon VMS10E
Ortofon VMS 20E I
Ortofon VMS30 II
Ortofon F15E II
Ortofon FF15E1
Stanton 881S
Stanton 681EEE
Stanton 680EE
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 500A
Shure M55E
Shure M75-65
Shure M75EJ
Shure M75ED
Shure M95EJ
Shure M95ED
Shure M95HE
Shure M24H Sp. offer .
Shure M97EJ
Shure M97HE
Shure V15 II
Shure V15 III HE
Shure V15 IV
Sonus Gold series II- Blue

£79-95
£53-20
£39-50
£29-50
£46-70
£33-90
£23-75
£17 -35
. £36-60
£31-90
£16-90
£24-95
£34-35
£17-95
£11.90
£59-95
£36-99
£19-95
£13-95
El 2.50
£10-95
£8•40
£7•72
£12•25
£14-25
£12•95
£19-25
£20•25
. £19•95
£22-25
£32-95
£46-00
£51-613
£61-30
£71-50

L3OH
£31-00
CL30
£31-00
CL20
£23-00
CLIO
£11-70
CL30/L3OH . . £31.00
CL20/L2OH . . . £23-00
L15
£15•75
CL10
£11-70
D2OFL Super . .
£25.00
D2OE Super. . . . £21-00
D10E11
£11 -25
020E MkI and II £17-95
015E Mk1 & II . . £11-95
Ortofon D30 II £23-90
NF15E MkI & 11 £8•95
0131
£33-60
D680DEEE . . . . £18•80
0680
£13-99
0510EE
E10-40
D5100E
D5107A £6-60
N55E
£6-29
N75-6
£5-26
N75EJ
£7-35
N75ED
£10-50
N95EJ
£7-75
N95ED
£13-75
N95HE
£14-50
N24H
£15-95
N97EJ
£9-25
N97HE
£19-25
VN35E
£15-99
VN35HE
£17•30
VN45HE
£21-40
Sonos Blue Stylus £35-78

£
8-80

STYLI FOR OLD MODELS AND FOR /8 R.P.M.
Goldring G800 Series: D110SR E3-50: 0110E E6-95, 0110SE E10-50.
Goldring G820 Series: D130SR £ 3.60; 0130E E7-25; 0130SE
£10-50.Goldring D100 Std & 0130 Std.-78 r.p.m. £ 3.50.
Shure: VN15E(V1511) £ 14-99; VN78E ( V15 111) E15•50; VN78 HE ( V15)
IV) £21-75; N44-3 ( 78 for M44- M55( E4•99; N75-3 ( 78 for M75 & V15
II) £4-99; N95-3 £5-35.
ADC: RXL ( XLM II) £ 12.00. RZL ( Super XLM) El 8•25; RVL ( VLM II)
£10 50, R26, El 2-50.
Ortofon 015E Super £ 28 75
( Post 30p)

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
Yamaha MC- 1S
£79-95
Yamaha MC- 1X
£97-00
Yamaha MC- 7
£52-50
Ortofon MC10 Sp. Of .£39-95
Onofon MC20 11
£89•95
MCA- 10 Pre-Amp. . £58-40
STM 72 T/former . . £22-60
Mayware MC- 3L
£49-45
Mayware MC- 2C . . £49-45
Mayware T24 1/former £57-50
Entre -1 Cartridge
P.O A

Post 50P

Satin M1172
£40•95
Satin M117ZE
£49-95
Satin M117G
£61-50
Satin M117S
£98-50
Ultimo Karat Ruby £82-50
Ultimo 10X
£49-50
Ultimo 20A Mk11
£75-00
Fidelity Research
FR1 Mk2
£56-40
FR1 Mk3
£81-52
Lentek Pre- Amp
P.O.A.

SPECIAL OFFER package deal on ENTRE 1 plus LENTEKI

_
AUDIO TECHNICA " SAFETY RAISER"
AT6006 Automatic Arm Lift: £ 9 90. P&P 30p.

YAMAHA
YH100
HP1
HP2
HP3

£4140
£3542
£2547
£17-95

SENNHEISER
HD 400
HD 414X
HD 424X
HD 224X
HD 420
HD 430
KOSS
PRO 4AAA
HVX
HVX/LC ..
P

Genuine article in Maker's Box,

£12•50
£20-95
£29•95
. £37-52
£24-75
£33-95

£160 .

£44-95
£42-00
£45.00

TEST RECORDS
HFS 75, £ 3 45;
Shure TTR115 ERA IV, £ 5.00.

(
P. 8i P. 65p)
Ortofon Direct Cut, £ 11.00,
Shure TTR110. £ 4 25

CRYSTAL CLEAR DIRECT CUT RECORDS
£9 .00 (
Post Free) Catalogue available

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Single Albums £ 14.50! Double Albums £ 22 00. ( Post Free)
List available on request.

T.D.K. HEAD DEMAGNETISER
Cassette Shaped Battery Powered LED Checklight £ 8 99 Post 30p
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AzAT

Competitive prices
Nearest underground tube station-Goodge Street
Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN
01-580 4632/4 lines

HI-FI, VIDEO, T.V. CHOICEST
HI-FI AT KEENEST PRICES
RECEIYERSMINER AMPS
Akai
AAR30
Inquire for
AAR20
Best Prices
Aiwa . . P.O.A.
JVC
RS33L Inquire for Best
Prices.
Pioneer
SX600 .
Inquire for
SX700 .
Best Prices
Sansui
R30
£92.00
R50
£110.00
R70
£138-00
Sony
STRV4L .
£135-00
STR333L . . £98-00
STR343L Inquire
for
Best Prices.
Technics
Inquire for
Yamaha
Best Prices

AMPLIFIERS

JVC
TV3L
£ 54-00
TX1L
£80-00
TX2L
£125-00
TX3L
£89.00
TX4L
£140-00
TX5.
. P.O.A.
Pioneer
TX410L
Inquire for
TX510L
Best
TX710L
Prices
TX7800 . .
£159.00
TX9800
£212.00
1x01 000
£198.00
Sansui
TU217 . £91-00
TU317
£105.00
TU719
£168-00
TU919
£278-00
TUX1 . . P.O.A.
T60.
£66-00
T80.
£96-00
Sony
STA3OL .
£86-00
STJ60 .
£107.00
STJ55 .
£135-00
ST636 . .
£212-00
Technics . . . P.O.A.

P0 A
Akai
Denon
TURNTABLES
£99-00
PMA200
£119-00
PMA400
Akai
. . P.O.A.
£189-00
Aiwa
PMA850
. . P.O.A.
ADC
JVC
AS3
Inquire
1500FG . £73-00
AX1
for
1700
£118.00
AX2
Best
Denon
AX3
Prices
DP3OL
Inquire for
AX4
DP33
Best Prices
Nakamichi
JVC
Inquire
LA11 . £57.00
410
for
420
LA55 . £66-00
610
Best
LF66 . . . £82-00
)
620
Prices
QLA5R . .
£92-00
Pioneer
Micro Seiki
SA410
Inquire
MB10 w/cart.
£55.00
SA510
for
M B14 w/cart.
£65.00
SA610
Best
M B24 w/cart.
£85.00
SA710
Prices
Pioneer
SA7800 . .
£226-00
PL100X . . £59.00
SA8800 . .
£262.00
PL200
£84-00
SA9800 . . . . P.O.A.
PL300 . . P.O.A.
Sansui
PL400 . . P.O.A.
A40
£66-00
PL600 . . . P.O.A.
A60
£92-00
PL1000 . . . P.O.A.
A80 . .
£124-00
Sansui
AU217 Mk 2 £104-00
SR222/11 w/cart.
AU317 Mk 2 £150-00
£66-00
AU719
£238-00
FRD3
£80-00
AU919 . . P.O.A.
FRD4
£119.00
BAF1 . . P.O.A.
FRQ5 . .
£145.00
CAF1 . . P.O.A.
P50 w/cart. . £59.00
Sony
Sony
TAF35
£99-00
PST22
£66-00
TAF30 . £68.00
PSX55
£113-00
TAF40 . £94-00
PSX40
£11 8-00
TA636 . .
£156.00
PS635 . .
£156-00
TAF60 . .
£175-00
Technics
SL1500/10 II
£250.00
Technics
SUZ2
£72-00
SL18001I
Inquire for
SUV2
£97.00
SL16001I
Best Prices
SU8044 . .
£126.00
SL17001I
£192.00
SU9011 . .
£162•00
SLB2
£67.00
SE9021 . .
£197-00
SLB3
£83.00
Yamaha. . . . P. 0.A.
SLD2
£87-00
SLD3
£99-00
SLQ2
£125.00
SLQ3
£145.00
Thorens
TUNERS
TD104 . .
£90.00
TD105 . .
£109-00
Akai
TD106BC/11
£96.00
ATKO2LS
TD115
£141.00
ATKO3L
Inquire
10160 Super
£140.00
ATVO4L
For
TD126/III/C
£262-00
ATS08
Best
1D126/11I/BC
£214.00
Denon
Prices
Please
Inquire
Thorens
TU200
10160 fitted with arm.
TU 300

ARMS & CARTRIDGES

SPEAKERS

Audio Technica
AT1100 . . . P.O.A.
Signet XK50
P. 0.A.
AT605 . .
£13-00
AT606 . . . £15.00
AT620 sp cables
£1 5-00
ATMS
. £11.00
. . £ 5-00
MG10
. . £8-00
MG9
Arm- lift . .
. . £9-50
Denon
DL103
Inquire
DL103D
for
DL103S
Best
AU320
Prices
DL303
HA500 . . . £85-00
Ortofon
Complete range
P.O.A.
SME
300911IS
3009/III
Inquire
3009 Mk 2
for
3009 non DT
Best
Shell S2
Prices
FD200
MAYWARE
Formula 4
Mark Ill. . £57-50

(PAIRS)
Audiomaster
Inquire
for Best Prices.
Full
Range
A.R.
AR9
. P.O.A.
AR90
. P.O.A.
AR18
P.O.A.
AR25
AR91
Inquire
AR92
for
Best
AR93
Prices
AR94

SPECIAL
OFFERS!!
DENON
PMA200
PMA400
PU 200
PU300
JBL
L50
L110
MARANTZ
627Q
1530L
2120
1550L
MICRO SEIKI
DD40
ROTEL
RX603
YAMAHA
CT810
CT1010
AKAI
CS703D
GXC704D
PIONEER
SA606
SA608
SONY
TAF3A
HST89
HST49

£99-00
£119.00
£78-00
£98-00
£330-00
£390.00
£79-00
£90-00
£70-00
£110-00
£170-00
£99.00
£105-00
£149-00
£68.00
£75-00
£69.00
£79-00
£85-00
£130-00
£126.00

SHURE
M75ED . . . £15-00
M75EJ . . . £14.00
M95ED . . . £20.00
M95EJ . . . £17-00
V15MK Ill HE
£40.00
V15MK1V . £ 60.00
M95HE
£25.00
Platter Pad
P 0 A.
Glass Mat . . . P.O.A.

Celestion
D15XR
022
033
0442
JBL
55VX
77XV
99VX

Inquire
for
Best
Prices
£122-00
£166-00
£202-00
Inquire

L110
L50
for Best
Prices
JR
Metro
Inquire
JR149
for
Woofer
Best
JR150
Prices
KIN.
300. . . P.O.A.
331. . . P.O.A.
317. . .
£134.00
Monitor Audio
MA16
Mini Monitor
Inquire
MA9
for
MA6
Best
MA4M K2
MA84
Prices
MA2
Tarmoy
Cambridge
£110-00
Oxford .
£134-00
Ascot
£245-00
Chester .
£245-00
Dorset .
£286.00
Mayfair . .
£327.00
Barkley Mk II . . P.O.A.
Marantz
7 Mk II .
£178-00
HD440 . .
£102-00
HD550 . .
£178.00
4G/3 . . . £73.00
Wharfedale
Chevin XP2 . £34-00
Denton XP2 . £51-00
Shelton XP2 . £66-00
Linton XP2 . £79.00
Glendale XP2 £105.00
Doverdale SP2 £179-00
Teesdale SP2
E20
Inquire
E30
for
E50
Best
E70
Prices
E90. .
£450.00
Laser 200
£154-00
Yamaha
.P.O.A.
615.
. P.O.A,
655.

CASSETTE DECKS
Akai
CSMO1
CSMO2
GX F90
GXM10
GXM30
GXM50
GXF80

£65.00
£82.00
£324.00
£110.00
£148.00
£200.00
£268.00

ORDER
BY
PHONE OR
POST
USE ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD
Delivery charge £ . 00 per item in U.K. Specialists in Export
Credit facilities available
PRICES SUBJECT TO

CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

Aiwa
ADL40 . .
£145.00
AD6700 .
£300.00
ADM100 . £93-00
ADM600 .
£21 5-00
ADM700 .
£259.00
AD690011
£383.00
JVC
KD720 . . £71.00
KDA11
Inquire
KDA22
Bust
KDA33
Prices
Nakamichi
480.
481
482
Inquire
580
581
for
582
Best
670
Prices
680
Pioneer
CTF500
CTF600
Inquire
CTF650
CTF750
for
CTF850
Best
CTF950
Prices
CTF1250
Sansui
090
. £80.00
0100 .
£100-00
SC1300/1330 £132.00
SC330/3330
£186-00
Sony
TCU30 . . £68-00
TCK35 . .
£110-00
TCK45 . .
£142.00
TCK55 Mk II
£125-00
TCU60 . .
£179.00
TCK81 . .
£256.00
Technics
RS673 . .
£199-00
RSM14 . .
£105-00
RSM24 . .
£121.00
RSM45 . .
£1 60.00
REEL TO REEL DECKS
Akai
GX4000D
£.196.00
GX4000DB £229.00
Sony
TC399 £24000
Technics
P.O.A.
Teac
P.O.A.

Buy it with Access

VIDEO
Akai
9700EK
£489-00
9800EK
£510-00
National
7000 . . P 0 A.
WV3300
camera' £659-00
Sony
SLC7
P0 A
SL8080 £450-00
JVC
GC4100EK . P 0.A.
GC4100EK
portable P.O.A.
H.R.4100EK
camera . P OA
AR3320EK
£472.00
HR3660EK
£538.00
HR7700
P.O.A.

Experto
Credite
VIRGIL

BELIEVE THE EXPERT!

Antique
Market
Values

More than ever in these days of high technology, a truly
satisfactory choice of hi-fi can only be made after first
choosing a specialist " hi-fi only" dealer of integrity, who
has carefully selected an extensive and comprehensive
range at all price levels, demonstrated effectively.

We stock • SELECTED items from:
ADCDAivvaDAKGDA&RDARD
Ariston DB & WD Beyer 111 Celef D
Celestion D Chartwell D Decca D
Denon D Dual D Dumpa D Entré D
Eumig D Ferrograph D Fuji D Gale D
Glanz D Grace LI Grado D Hadcock
Harbethp Heybrook [II IMF D Infinity D
JPW D JVC D KEF D Lentek D Linn D
Isobarik D Linn-Sondek D Maxell D
Meridian D Michaelson & Austin 111
Michell D Mission Li Monitor Audio D
Nakamichi EI Nightingale D Optonica
Ortofon D QED 0 QUAD Li Radford D
RAM D Reference cl Revox D Rogers D
Sansui D Satin D Sennheiser D SME D
Spendor D Stanton D Stax D STD D
Sugden D Supex D Swallow CI Syrinx E
Systemdek D Tangent D TDK D Technics
D Trio D UAD D Yamaha D

• OPEN THURSDAYS UNTIL 8 p.m.
• EXTENSIVE FREE PARKING
• SPECIAL DISCS STOCKED
• ALL EQUIPMENT CHECKED BEFORE SALE
• OUR OWN TWO-YEAR LABOUR/PARTS GUARANTEE
• COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS IN THREE
STUDIOS
• ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED

Hampshire
Audio Ltd.
8 ék 12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
Tel: (04215) 2827 Az 65232

A Collector's Guide
new illustrated price guide to the market
values of antiques, comprehensively covering
the following major categories:
urniture, Clocks, Barometers, Glassware,
Silver, Sheffield Plate, Pewter, Copper and
Brass, Pottery and Porcelain, Textiles, Pot-lids,
Fairings, Stevengraphs, Arms and Armour.
tcontains approximately 700 illustrations,
carefully selected to show the development
of each subject and arranged both
chronologically and stylistically. About 5000 current
prices are shown. In each case, a price range is given
based on the average market value in the United
Kingdom and adjusted for regional variations.
Iso included are features on aReview of the
Antiques Market, Directory of Auctioneers, a
Survey of recent publications on Antiques and
other useful books.

Antique Market
Vaktes- Out Now £ 1 . 80
1

A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

I
91

Tite, ottig thin§ um dimwit Li tit",
• CREDIT FACILITIES
(SAME DAY POSSIBLE )

• AFTER SALES SERVICE
• MAIL ORDER

M.111111tIEN

111.111-TV.V11101111NUNINTS

019461528/0331

• EXPORT

CARTRIDGES ( C)/STYLI ( S)
(P & P £ 1.20)

CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS ( TR)
(P & P £ 2.75)
Aurex .
P.O.R
Pioneer CTF600
Aiwa ADM200 £114.00
£101.00
Aiwa ADM100 £80.00
Pioneer CTF850
Akai CSMO2 . . £94-00
£215.00
Akai CSMO1 . £94-00
Rotel RD300 . . £74.90
Rotel RD18F . • £83-00
Akai GXM10 . £129-00
Rotel RD25F. . £99-00
Akai GXM30 £155-00
Akai GXM50 £240-00
Rotel RD1000 £169.90
Revox . ..... P.O.R
Akai 7060. . . £110-00
Sansui
090. . £79.00
Akai 4000D. . £ 189-00
Sansui SC1300 £139-00
Akai 4000DB £250-00
Akai CX6200. £390.00
Sansui SC3300 £189.00
BIC .
P.O R
Sansui D100 £99 - 00
B & 0 .
P.O R.
Sony TCU2. . £92-00
Dual . .
.P.O.R.
Sony TCK35 . £105.00
Ferrograph
.P.O.R.
Sony TCK45 . £142-00
JVC
P.O R.
Tandberg
PO R.
Mitsubishi . . . P.O.R.
Teac
P.O.R.
Nakamichi . . P.O.R.
Technics
P.O.R.
Pioneer CTF500 £82.00
Trio KX550
P.O.R.
Pioneer CTF65C £160.00
Yamaha
P.O.R.

HEADPHONES
(P & P £ 1 - 75)
AKG
P.O.R.
Sennheiser
Koss KbA . . . £15.95
Koss K6ALC . . £16-50
Sennheiser
Koss PRO4AAA £44-00
Micro Seiki . . . P.O. R.
Sennheiser
Pioneer . . P.O.R.
Sansui . . P.O.R.
Sennheiser
Stax . . P.O. R.

HD414
£18-50
HD400
£12-95
H0420
£22-75
HD430
£32-00

TURNTABLES
(P & P £ 2.75)
Akai APB10C . £ 54-00
Akai AP820C £69.00
Aiwa
P.0 R.
ADC 1500/Q34 £67-00
ADC 1600/Q36 £86.00
ADC 1700/XLM
£107-00
Lonnoisseur
P.O.R.
Dual

Garrard

P O.R

GT20( M75ED)£59-00
61250/255 . £52-00
SP25 75/6 . £47.00
DD130/75ED £89-00
DD131 /75ED £89-00
00132/75E0 £99-00
DD450/455 . £67-00
DD0550 . . £102-00
DDQ650 . £114-00
JVC
P O.R.
Lux.
P.O.R
Marantz . P.O.R
Michell . . P.O.R.
Micro Serki . . P.O.R.
Pioneer PL512. £47.00

Pioneer PL200 . £85-00
Pioneer PL300 £103-00
Pioneer PL400 £122-00
Rotel RP1000 £129.90
Rotel RP9400. £149-00
Rotel RP2300 £102-90
Rotel RP300 . £64-00
Rotel RP6400 . £99-90
Sansui SR222/2 £ 63.00
Sony PS333. . £89-00
Sony PSX35 £99.00
Sony PST15. . £75-00
technics . . . .
Thorens TD115 £139.00
Thorens TD104 £89-00
Thorens 10105 £108-00
Thorens TD126B/C
£208
Thorens TD160BC
£95-00
Thorens TD160BC Super
£133-00
Trio KD1033
£47-00
Trio KD2070
me°
Trio 1500.
£59-00
Yamaha
.
P.O. R.

AKG P8ES . . . .
£57.00
AKG P7E. . . . . . £28.00
A/Technica AT145SA
P.O.R.
A/Technica All 555A
P O.R.
ADC XLM Mk 3 . . £
39-oo
ADC VLM Mk 3 . . £28-00
ADC 036 M K3. .
new
Decca Gold
£61-00
Empire
P.O.R.
Grado
P.O.R.
Goldring 6800
£6.88
£5.00
Goldring 6850
Goldring G800E .
£11.00
Goldring G900SE/2 £41-00
JVC
P.O.R.
Mayware
P.O.R.
Ortofon Concord 10 £29-00
Ortofon Concord 20 £39.00
Ortofon Concord 30 £ 52-00
Onof on M20E Super£49-50
Ortofon FF15E/2 . £13-00
Ortofon VMS20E/2 £26.00
Ortofon F15E/2. . . £19.90
Ortofon MC10 . . . £43-50
Pickering V15/AME3
£19.38
Pickering P/ATE .
£12 - 25
Pickering P/AC . .
. £8.20
£9.70
Shure M55E
£15-24
Shure M75/8/2. .
Shure M75G . .
£16.20
£15-50
Shure M75ED. . .
Shure M95ED. . .
£20-30
Shure M75EJ/2. .
£14-20
Shure V15 Mk 3 .
£47-00
£65.00
Shure V15/IV . . .
Shure M95HE. . .
£24.00
£48-00
Stanton 681/EEE.
Stanton 500EE .
£22-50
£31-00
Stanton 680EE . .
Ultimo 20A/2
£68-00
Ultimo 20E1/2. . .
£87.00
Ultimo 10A/10X .
£49.00

[35- OU
£14.00
POR
P.O.R.
P.O R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£3-95
£2-95
£7-87
£11-71
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

£23.00

£16-00
£6.75
£5.86
£8.60
£7.85
£9.75
£13-95
£16-95
£10.10
£20.95
£34-00
£27-00
P.O.R.
. £20-95
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P O.R.

P & P £ 3.95)
Aiwa AF3070
Aiwa AF5600
B & 0
Hitachi
JVC MF33L
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo

£220.00
£350-00
P.O.R
£263-00
£250-00
.P.O.R.
.P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R
P.O.R.

..

National SG3000
Mitsubishi

AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £ 2 50)
Aurex
POR
ADC SS1
£63-00
ADC SS2
£140-00
Akai AM2250 £ 59-00
Akai AMUO1
£71-00
Akai AMUO2 £82-00
Armstrong 621 £121-00
Cambridge P80 P ii R
JVC
POR
Lux
POR
Marantz
P0 R
Mitsubishi
P.O.R.
Quad
POR
Radiord HD250 P 0 R
Pioneer SA408 £55-00
Pioneer SA508 £88-00
Pioneer SA608 £121-00
Revox
POR
Rogers A75 2
PO R
Rotel RA300
£59.90
Rotel RA350
£79-90
Rotel RC1000 £109.90
Rotel RB1 000 £109-90

192

Rotel RA1000 £109.90
Rotel RA414 £79.00
Rotel RE700 £69.00
Rotel RA314 £67-00
Rotel RA714 £109-00
Sony TAF30 . £92-00
Sony TA333 £87-00
Sanyo
P0 R
Sugden A48,2
P0 R
Sansui AU217 1
£110.00
Sansur AU317 £ 165-00
Sansur AU417 £199-00
Sansus A40 £ 65.00
Sansui A60 £ 92.00
Sulu,. A80 £122.00
Technics
PO R
TEAC
PO R
Trio KA405 £ 119-00
Trio KA305 £91-00
Trio KA3700 £75.00
Yamaha A450
P0 R

Please include post and packing
(Send large SAE for brochure and enquirie,i
All prices include VAT at 15% and are subject
to alteration due to Manufacturers increases
Access
Barclaycard
accepted
Clued equipment

A:4k 1
111111fflj

Callers only

11111.1=23122=1111.1
(P & P £1.75)

ADC LMF1
£60-00
ADC ALT £33.00
A Tecitnica
P.O.R.
Connoisseur
SAU2
£ 21-00
SAU4
£46.00
Hadcock
P0 R

Mayware
P0 R
Ortofon
£ 64.00
SME 3009 S2 £67-00
SME 3009 ND £61 - 00
SME Series Ill £109-00
SME FD2000 £24-00
SME Series Ill
£79-00

95 High Street
Wimbledon Village
Lon don S.VV.19
93 Bus route.
Open 9.00 am

5.
30

Pm

TuesdaY/Saturday
Cl osed all day Mond ay
Pr i
ce scorrect at trine of g
oing
to press :Ind subject to variation

TUNERS (T)/RECEIVERS (
R)
(P & P £ 2.75)
Aurex
POR
Akai AT2250L £ 85.00
Akai AA1125 £109-00
Akai AAR3b £117-00
Akai AAR20
new
Akai ATKO2 . £82-00
Aiwa AX7300 £108-00
Aiwa AX7700 £140-00
Armstrong 625 £185.00
Armstrong 626 £213.00
Armstrong 623 £132-00
Armstrong 624 £102-00
Goodmans .
P.O.R.
Harman Kardon . P.O.R
JVC . . . . P.O.R:
Lux. . . . .
P.O.R.
Maranta . . . . P.O.R.
Mitsubishi . . . P.O.R.
Pioneer SX590. £92-00
Pioneer TX408 . £ 55.00
Pioneer TX608 £87-00
Pioneer SX790 £187-00
Pioneer SX690 £153-00
Revox
POR.
Rogers. . . .
. P.O.R.
Rotel RX1000 £139-90

Rote RT1000 £ 89.90
Rote RX304 £95-00
Rote RX504 £ 115-00
Rote RX404 £109-00
Rote RX604 £129.00
Rote RX300 £ 89-90
Rote RT226 £ 65-90
Sanspi TU217 £107-00
Sansui TU317 £118-00
Sansui R30 £ 92-00
Sansui R50 . £110-00
Sansui R70. £139-00
Sansui T60 £69-00
Sony ST515L. . P.0 R.
Sony STA3OL . P.O.R.
Sony STRV3L £145-00
Sugden
P.O.R.
Tandberg
P.O. R.
Technics
P.O.R.
TEAC • . . . P a R
Trio KR3090 £129-00
Trio KT5300 £85-00
Trio KT313L £85.00
Yamaha
P0 R

SPEAKERS ( SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS ( U)
(P & P £ 2.75 each)
Armstrong 602 £179-00
Altec
P.O.R.
Acoustic Research
P.O.R.
& W. • • • • P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio P.O.R.
Chartwell . . • • PO.RCelestion Ditton
121
£70.00
Ditton 322
£240-00
UL6 . . . £139-00
UL8
£169-00
Ditton 33.
£189.00
Ditton 442 £299-00
Ditton 15X R £111.00
Ditton 22. £147.00
County £95-00
Ditton 120 . .
P.O.R.
['eon 150 . . . P.O.R.
Ditton 200 . • . P.O.R.
IMF . . .
POR
Jordan Watts
P O.R.
JBL
P.O.R.
KEF Corelli
£148.00
KEF Calinda £230-00
KEF 104AB £279-00

KEF B139. .
£29-00
KEF B200.
£12-75
KEF B110.
£11-20
KEF DN12 .
. £ 9-50
KEF T27
. . £8.70
KEF 101
£169-00
Kef Celeste 4 . Ll 12-00
Kef Concord 4. £189-00
Kef 104 AB kit £130.00
Kef Cantata kit £199-00
Monitor Audio Stockists
Rogers BBC . P.O.R
Mordaunt Short P.O.R
Peerless
P.0 R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8
£53-00
S/Tripie
£77-00
Tannoy
P0 R
Wharfedale
Denton XP2 £51-00
Linton XP2 £55-00
Glendale XP2
£104-00
Teesdale £145.00
Wharfedale Kits
P.O.R

Limited Quantities
Armstrong 621
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
Aiwa AF5600
Akai AM2250
B & 0
B Master 1900

£115-00
£170-00

risecio

£350.00
£59.00
£219-00

B/Master 2200
£254-00
Celestion 33 £169.00
Celestion 12 £137.00
Goodmans module
80 ( SH) £89.00
Hitachi HA330 £89.00
Hitachi 0560 £119.00
Hitachi 0580 £145.00
JVC KD720 £ 69.00
KEF Calinda £199.00
KEF 104AB rs h) £189
Microseiki
DQX500 £228.00
Panasonic ST2400
£65.00
Rotel RA 414 £79.00

Rote RA 714 £ 109.00
Rote RX304 £95-00
Rote RX404 £109.00
Rote RD 25FD £ 99.00
Rote RT 726 £ 89-00
Rote RX504 £ 115-00
Rote RX604 £ 129-00
Sony TAF30 £92-00
Sony TA333 £87-00
Sony PS333 £ 89-00
Sony TCK35 £105-00
Tandberg TR2025
£139.00
Tandberg
TR2060L £ 259-00
rEAC CX210
f80-00
Teac A3300SX £418-00
Technics RS7500
£199 -00
Technics
SA54.,0 IS H,
£169-00

Ttchn.cs

SA300L
SA400L

£ 169.00
1E199.00

e

monitor,
souna

ILFORD 01-518 0915

• All Prices inclusive of VAT at 15%
•
Two Year Gaurantee
•
Comparator Demonstrations
AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA410
Pioneer SA510
Pioneer SA610
Technics SUZ2
Technics SUV2
Technics SUV4
Technics SUV6
JVC AS5
JVC. New Range
Armstrong. Rotel
Quad-Trio-JVC
Yamaha- Hitachi
Sugden-Revox . .
Technics New Range
RECEIVERS
BEOMASTER 1500
BEOCENTRE 2800
JVC JRS301 SP.
JVC RS7 SP .
Aiwa AX7600.
Aiwa AX7800.
Akai AA1 135 .
Akai AA1125.
Pioneer SX600
Pioneer SX700
Technics SA 101L
Technics SA 202L
Technics SA 3031
Sony-Goodmans
Hitachi-Aiwa.
Yamaha-JVC.
Bang and Olufsen
Technics New Range
Rotel

£59-00

taeoo
tileoo
P.O A.
P 0.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£176.00
£280.00
£235.00
£135.00
£159.00
£248 00
£125.00
£95-00
£99-00
£129-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES/CARTRODC ES
£64.00
Pioneer PL100X
£89.00
Pioneer PL200X
£99-00
Pioneer PL300X
P 0.A.
Technics SLB2
P.O.A.
Technics SLD2.
P.O.A.
Technics SLO2
P.O.A.
JVC OLA5R
P.O.A.
Dual Range
P.O.A.
Bang and Olufsen .
P.O.A.
Sony-Yamaha-JVC-ADC
Thorens-Shure-OrtofonP.O.A.
Revox . . .
P.O.A.
Revoir-510-Entre etc
P.O.A.
SME 3009ND Arm.
£79-00
SME 3009 III arm.S.
P.O.A.
Technics Range
Hi -Fi Racking Systems from
Sony-Rotel-Technics
National-JVC-Pioneer
P 0.A.

•
•
•

TUNERS
Pioneer TX410L
Pioneer TX710L
Technics ST8011L
Technics STS3.
Technics STS7.
JVC New Range
Sony-Sugden.
Trio-Quad-JVC
Yamaha .
Hitachi-Rotel
Technics New Range

£59-00
£122-00
P0 A
P.O A
P.O.A.
.P.O.A.
P 0.A
P.O.A
P.O A
P.O.A
P.O.A

CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CT200
Pioneer CT300
Pioneer CT400
JVC KDA3 .
JVC KD720.
Akai GX4000D
Akai AX4000D8
BEOCORD 5000. . .
Aiwa M100 Low Price
Aiwa M600 .
Aiwa New Range
Hitachi D4OS . .
Hitachi New Range
Sony- Yamaha
Technics. . .
Bang and Olufsen
JVC
Revoir
Nakamichi

£89-00
£109.00
£139.00
£139-00
£74.00
£199-95
£240-00
£299.00
£75.00
£179-00
PO A
£99-00
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A.

SPEAKERS ( pair)
Celestion New Range
Celestion Dillon 15XR
Celestion Dillon 22 . .
Celestion Dillon 33
Celestion 442.
Celestion 551. .
Wharfedale Laser 40
Wharfedale Laser 60
Wharfedale Laser 80
Wharfedale £30
Wharfedale E50
Wharfedale E70
Goodmans X1325.
Goodmans XB35.
Goodmans X845.
Audiomaster
B & W-IMF.
Quad-Lenteck
Monitor Audio
Castle-JR-AR .
Videotone-Spendor
Mordaunt-Short
Bang and Olufsen
Tangent- Mission
5 rare
£0.83
£1 . 37
£1.22
£1.70
£1.36

CASSETTES ( price each)
BASF LEI C90
BASF Super C90 ( SM)
TDK AD C90
TDK SA C90
Maxell UD C90

442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill, Essex IG2 6LL
Monday to Saturday 10.00-1800

ENFIELD 01-363 7981
191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN 2 OQZ
Monday to Saturday 10.00-18.00

(

CARTRIDGES

ADC OLM 32 III
£9.80
ADC QLM 34 III
£10.75
ADC 01.54 36 III
£ 17.55
ADC VLM Ill. . . £25-50
ADC XLM Ill. . £37-25
ADC ZLM . . £ 58-15
AKG P8ES . . £63-00
AKG PBE
.
£ 55-20
AKG P7E.
.
£29-90
AKG P6E
.
£19-75
AKG P6R. . . £15-15
A & R C77 . . .
£14.95
..
£39.90
A & R P78 . . . . . . £69.00
Audio Technica AT11E . . £9-60
Audio Technica AT13Ea . tleao
Audio Technica AT30E.
P.O.A.
Audio Technica Signet
P.O.A.
Dynavector 10X . . . . £ 54-50
Dynavector 20A II. . . £75.90
Dynavector 100R carat £98-70
EEI 300H
£13-95
EEI 400 . . . . . . . £23.00
EEI 500
£45-00
EEI 555 moving coil £98-00
Empire EDR-9 . . . . . P.O.A.
Entré moving coil . .
P.O.A.
Glanz range stocked
P.O.A.
Glanz MFG 11T . . . . . £15-00
Glanz MFG 31E . . . . . £25.00
Glanz MEG 31L . . . . £ 0410
Glanz MFG 51E . . . . . . tux*
Glanz MFG 51L.
£50.00
Glanz 71E
. £72.00
Glanz 711 .
neat
Grado FIE .
P.O.A.
Grado FCE . .
P.O.A.
Grado F3E
P.O.A.
Grado Fl
.
.
P.O.A.
Grado F2
P.O.A.
Mayware MC2C
£49.45
Nagaoka range Stocked
P.O.A.
Ortofon FFUIE Il
.
.£e2s
Ortofon FF15E II
£11-95
Ortofon Fl5E Il . . £17-95
Ortofon VMS20E 11
£ 24.50
Ortofon M20E Super £ 31.50
Ortofon M20FL . £36-50
Ortofon LIV120 . . £33-95
Ortofon LM30 . . . £46-95
Ortofon Concorde 20
f39.50
Ortofon Concorde 30. £ 53-50
Ortofon MC20.
£61.95
Ortofon MC10. . £ 44•00
Ortofon SME3OH ._. £ 79.95
Reference Spectre One
PO A
Shure M44-7
£6-95
Shure M55E
.
£8-40
Shure M75- 6S.
£7.15
Shure M758 II.
£10-05
£12-30
Shure M75EJ II

P.O.A
£115-00
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A

tseoo

£79.00
£99-00
. P.O.A
£266-00
P.O.A
£89.00
£109-00
£128-00
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
PUA
P.0 A
P0 A
10 rate
£0-82
Et - 34
£1-17
£1 -63
£1.33

POSTAGE 76p per ten, 98p per twenty
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTES AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

Shure M75ED 11
Shure M95EJ

£14-35\
£ 13 -1;

Shure M95ED
Shure M95HE
Shure M97HE .
Shure V15 Ill HE
Shure V15 IV.
Sonus Blue Label
Stanton 500A .
Stanton 500EE.
Stanton 681EEE
Stanton 881S
Westrak 501E/501 PH

£19 .35
£ 20.35
£33-95
£47-70
£63-70
£70-80
£ 11-85
£ 15-25
£37-20
£71-80
PO A

STYLI

ADC RSQ 32
£ 8-80
ADC RSQ 34
£ 10-35
ADC RSQ 36
£ 15-60
ADC RSV.
£18-70
ADC RSX
£22-85
ADC RSZ.
£33-25
AKG X8S.
£40-25
AKG X8E
£ 35-15
AKG X7E
£ 16-10
AKG X6E
£10.25
AKG X6R. . . . . £8-30
Audio Technica ATS11E £8-40
Audio Technica ATN13. £14-05
EEI Styli range. .
P.O.
FidelityResearchtransiormersP.O.A
Grado FC stylus.
P.O.A
Grado F3 stylus
P.O.A
Grado Fl stylus
P.O.A
Grado F2 stylus
P.O A
Grado El stylus .
P.0 A
Lentek M.C. head amp
Pn A
Ortofon NF10E 11
£ 5.75
Ortofon NF15E 11
£ 8.00
Ortofon N15E 11
£10.25
Ortofon D2OE 11
£15.00
Ortofon 020E Super £19.75
Ortofon 020FL Super £22-75
Ortofon STM 72 Transf £22.50
Ortofon MCA10
£60-00
Shure N44-7
£4-35
Shure N55E
£ 5-45
Shure N75-6
£4.50
Shure N7513 II
£ 5.15
Shure N75EJ 11
£7-35
Shure N75ED 11
£10-65
Shure N95EJ
£7.80
Shure N95ED
£13-90
Shure N95HE
£14-80
Shure VN35HE
E17.40
Shure VN45HE
£ 24.90
Shure N75.3 ( 78 stylus) £ 5.30
Shure VN78E ( 78 stylus) £16-40
Shure VN478E
£23-25
Shure VN15E (V1511) £15-65
Stanton D5107A £7-55
Stanton D5100EE £ 11.95
Stanton D6800EEE £ 21-60
Stanton 081
£38-60

Prices include V.A.T. at 15%. Postage: Cartridges 25p, Styli 15p ( UK mainland only)
Cassettes Free
N.B. All items are genuine branded products in manufacturers packing.
Prices correct at time of going to press but subject to alteration without notice

Send to:191 Chaseside, Enfield, Middlesex
Please send the following items by return post ( Recorded Delivery)
Qty
Make
Type

•

monitor,
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N
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•

Cost

1enclose a Chegue/Postal Order made payable to A.T LABS for £
Access and Barclaycard No
..
..
( inc postage)
ADDRESS ..
.

TEL 71935

64 chapel st. chorley, lanca shire.
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Classic
400
One of the most beautiful
loudspeakers ever to be
made in the world.
Employs rear facing unit
and horn for corner
reflection and forward
facing unit for ambience
matching. In classically
proportional cabinet size
32" x14 1
/"x 10".
4
(81 x36 x25cm). •

£589.95

per pair inc. V.A.T.

LOVVTHER leadership is sustained in exclusive design principles used by no other loudspeaker
manufacturer in the world. These are based on the use of internal folded horns coupled with remarkable
drive units of our own exclusive design and manufacture. Each model is developed to ideal mathematically
precise specifications best suited to the performance standard required of each of the five models in our
range. Where other loudspeakers so frequently need considerable power in order to be heard at all,
Lowther cari give complete satisfaction from as little as five watts whilst being compatible with almost any
amplifier up to 100 watts output per channel. Outstanding among the current Lowther range is the Classic
400, atwin !inn model uncanny in its realistic response to the entire gamut of sound. That is why Lowther is
for life.
Lowther distribute through approved stockists of the highest integrity. That they stock Lowther guarantees
your satisfaction whatever your transactions with them. Listen to Lowther at any of the dealers listed below.
May we send you literature?

BECKENHAM Hi Fi Connections, 15 Beckenham Rd.
BIRMINGHAM Five Ways Hi Fidelity, 12 Islington Row, Edgbaston
BLACKPOOL F. Benfell, 78 Westfield Rd.
BRADFORD Erricks of Bradford, Fotosonic House, R.awscnSguare
BRIDLINGTON Turner Electrical, King St.
CANTERBURY Canterbury Hi Fi, 1-2 The Friars
CARDIFF Houlden Hi Fi Morgan Arcade
CIRENCESTER TV & Hi Fi Centre, 35 Castle St. ,
COLCHESTER K. A. Cheesman Limited, Shellwell Rd.
CROYDON The Audio Centre, 49 South End

EASTBOURNE Complete Audio Systems, 32 Grove Rd.
FLEET Ken Rose Audio, 283 Fleet Rd.
LINCOLN The Critic's Choice, 64A High St.
LONDON, N.13 Subjective Audio, 59 Grovelands Rd.
MANCHESTER Eulipion Audio, 81 Wilmslow Rd , Rusholme
NEWCASTLE J. & G. Windows, 1-7 Central Arcade
NOTTINGHAM Nick Dakin Ltd., 45 Radforc Rd.
RAYLEIGH, ESSEX Rayleigh Hi Fi. 44A High St.
SHEFFIELD The Audzo Centre, 284 Glossop Rd.
TONBRIDGE St.mdels of Tonbridge 92A High St.

LOWTHER LOUDSPEAKER COMPANY, P.O. BOX 28, BROMLEY, KENT, ENGLAND, Telephone 01-460 5225

WEST MIDLANDS HI FI '80
Presented by

t'UDIflIlD ei

STUDIO

At the Connought Hotel, Tettenhall
Road, Wolverhampton, Friday 14th
November 5.30pm till 8.30pm,
Saturday 15th November 10.30am till
6.30pm, Sunday 16th November
10.30am till 4.30pm.

b.t. Labs
ILFORD 01-518 0915

442-444 Cranbrook Road, Gants Hill, Essex IG2 6LL
Monday to Saturday 10.00-1800

ENFIELD 01-363 7981
191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 00Z
Monday to Saturday 10.00-18.00

Products on demonstration by:
MISSION ELECTRONICS, TRIO,
SANSUI, THORENS, CLEARWATER,
GLANZ, KLIPSCH, LINN PRODUCTS,
NYTECH, AF:tR ( Cambridge),
LENTEK, ARISTON, SUGDEN,
ELITE, MERIDIAN, LUXMAN, DUAL,
SENNHEISER and many others.
For details, send S. A. E. to reeinDif STUDIO
1Old Hall Street, Wolverhampton.
Tel: (0902)771774.

The Cassette Studio, AT Labs
Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex.
* Over 2000 square feet of demonstration space
* One demonstration studio containing the best
of British gear
* Over 20 cassette decks in a unique link- up
through on comparator to allow record/play
comparisons
* More than 80 amplifiers and receivers, 40
pairs of speakers linked for instant demonstration
* 20 pairs of headphones
demonstration— listen without
hassle from our sales staff
'n.

TANDBERG TD20A
"Dependable Performer" HiFi News
July ' 80.
A view we entirely endorse as your
South
of
England
Open
Reel
Specialists.
Also stockists of TEAC, REVOX,
FERROGRAPH, PHILIPS and SONY.

EASTBOURNE

e
c
i
)
e
°°0A-

on permanent
interruption or
e
N.- fi
/4' BAWINGSIDE

e
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AT Labs
442/444

Eastern Avenue Al2
rn

da,Central

One

LONDON

* Easy accessibility
by
car
or
public
transport

Ro.tiebe
sy,

IL FORD

Tel: 31336

Late night demonstrations: Wednesdays 6-9 p.m.
As recommended in Hi Fi Answers, April 79
d Full

credit facilities and mail order available _-_
117-.71" U'2"-[1110
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 17p per word ( private), minimum £ 3.40. Box Nos. 75p extra.
Trade rates 20p per word, minimum £ 4.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in JANUARY issue must reach
these offices by 1st DECEMBER addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall' Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.

Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
( 2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to

Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

TvA 1Amplifier recent service new valves £ 225. Luxman TI 10
tuner £ 175. Will include Fuba 5element aerial modified TDI 60
with Mission arm. FRI Mk2 cartridge and Fidelix Headamp £ 225.
All items perfect will demonstrate. Tel: 01-868 5344.
L.

"The
Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,

all advertisements

by persons who seek to sell

clear.

From

the

above

date,

guide. Plans for 17 different designs. Line source, I.B.,
Horn and Reflex types, for 8"-18" drive units. £3•95

KEF Concerto ( KEF kit 3) speakers, teak cabinets £ 210 or
exchange for KEF reference 101 or Rogers LS3/5A. Tel: Eastleigh

post free ($ 8 overseas).

(0703) 617106.

The Infra- Bass Loudspeaker by G. Holliman.
Full constructional details for versions using 15', 12" and

L.

Wanted quality speakers, and/or amplifier in exchange for
unused Seiko £ 130 Multifunction digital watch, owner suddenly
deceased. Cash adjustment if necessary. Tel: 0656 4264.
L.

goods in the course of business must make that
fact

Build your own P.A., Group and Disco Speakers.
by R. F. C. Stephens. Save money with this practical

consumers

therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

10" drive units. £2.95 post free ($ 6 overseas).

Akai 4000DS Stereo deck with tapes. Fully serviced £ 120. Tel: 01444 7981 evenings or weekends.
L.

The Dalesford Speaker Book, by R. F. C. Stephens.
This book is a must for the keen home constructor.
Latest technology DIY designs.
Plans for 1.8., and
Reflex designs for 10-100 watts. Also unusual centre-

Dual CS506 turntable boxed, as new condition £ 75 ono. Tel:
West Malting 845813.
L.

bass system. £2.20 post free ($ 5 overseas).

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING

KEF 104 abs. Monitor audio stands. Teak. Perfect condition.
£185. Sony TC 377 with dust cover. Little used. Mint. Includes 12
BASF and AGFA tapes. £ 135. Tel: 01-734 5460 daytime.
L.

FOR SALE-private

5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire.
`lb

Bass Loudspeaker-9cu.ft I.B. Cabinet incorporating FANE 18in
Bass drive unit. Power handling 60 watts. £ 75. For details Tel:
Nottingham 383403.
L.

Over 300 A/1 p-s/Used once/. including 35 Klaus. 7 Tomita.
£310. 70 originally boxed BASF tapes, length 1800' and 2400' £ 1-00
each. Plus carriage. 244 Deepdale Road. Preston PRI 6QB.
L.
Quad 22 control unit. 2 Quad II amplifiers, Quad FM mono
tuner. Connoisseur Craftsman III turntable, all in H coil Quad
chairside cabinet £ 110. Also Thorens TD160C turntable fitted with
SME series lit arm and FF15E Mk11 cartridge £ 75. Tel: Castle
Cary 50619 ( evenings).

Stax electrostatic cartridge Demodulator. POD X UAT arm.
Sony belt drive servo rtable. Hinged plinth and cover offers
invited. Sony TC377 ,1- track biased/aligned by Audio T. Agfa
PEM368 and Maxell UDXL £ 120 ono. Tel: Grays Thurrock 0375
4074.
L.

Micro Seiki MBIO, Toshiba SA- 320L Receiver, Toshiba
PC230D cassette, pair Wharfedale Linton XP2. £ 200 ono. 3Tilgate
Mansions, Tilgate Park, Crawley. W.Sussex. Evenings.
L.

Collectors chance- Hi Fi News- Issue one to December 1978
complete ( volume Ito 23) offers'? 4Redding Close, London. NW7.
(Tel: 01-959 6345)..
L.

Quad 33 preamp mint condition and one additional tape and disc
board £ 65. Tel: 01-828 0821 ( Day) 01-205 9583 evenings.

L.

Collectors item, new hand crafted Hi Fi storage cabinet in yew,
103 H 82 W 550 takes 200 records 400 cassettes. £ 750 ono. Tel:
Oxford 730468.
L.
Sugden C5I PSI amplifier combination, very good condition
£220. Satin M11 7G cartridge £ 20. Tel: N. Cooper. Wolverhampton
37058.
L.

L.

Voight Domestic horn fitted Lowther PM4 two available. Contact
Brain Davies with sensible offers Tel: Lingtield 832559.
L.

Quad 405 power amp.. 33 control unit and FM3 tuner, 2 years
old. I year guarantee remaining, boxed, excel cond. £ 260. Tel:

Revox HS77D little used sensible offers to Brian Davies Tel:
Lingfield 832559.
L.

Basildon ( Essex) 286123.

1Pair JR 150 loudspeakers. AT1100 pickup arm. Offers to Mr. V.
Piper Bookham 56196 evenings 6.00 to 9.00 weekends anytime.
Both items in mint condition.
L.

Tannoy LS 15/8 monitor golds. Pair in Lancaster cabinets.
Excellent but too large for current room. £ 250. Shipstone. Tel:
Paddock Wood 5325 office hours.
L.

Renos All 1124 4- track. 32 tapes 7" 8" lOr fair offers considered.
Platt Walton- on- Thames 24913 before 10.30 am after Ilpm or
write 29 Shaldon Way, Waltan-on-Thames, Surrey.
L.

Oliver Crombie

Garrard 401 Turntable SM E 3009/11 detached head plinth cover.
G. Rowe. 98 Boundary Road. London. N22. Tel: 01-889 6457.
L.

DBX 122 noise reduction sstem. Gives 110 dB signal to noise
from your existing tape deck. £ 125 or offers. Kneeling 75b
Broadwalk, London E18.
L.

RECORDS & TAPES
16 & 102 GOLDERS GREEN ROAD NW11

SHEPPARD

LUX steeo tuner amplifier HQ555 FM/AM 5(1/51) watts immaculate condition £ 75 ono. Tel: Byfleet ( Surrey) 46724 evenings.
L.

TEL. POP 455-1078. CLASSICAL 455-0066

Sound oEnqsuui
rtm
a n
ai
n
st
.

FOR THE FINEST SELECTION OF CLASSICAL RECORDS

Loudspeaker
development-made
to
measure- PERIOD
systems.
PROVEN
MORE THAN A DECADE-AMONG THE
FINEST. eg. DOUBLE BASS, 6 way, 120
WPC, £1995 pair, starting at £325 pairWaltham Elites £600 pair. Existing loudspeakers refurbished. Tel. St. Albans 69656.

& TAPES IN NM. LONDON COUPLED WITH BIG
DISCOUNTS ON EVERYTHING. VISIT OUR DISCOUNT

Luxman 1.80V amplifier £ 150. Technics ST3500 tuner £ 100. ('clef
professional speakers ( modified) £ 200 or complete £ 400. All sound.

CLASSICAL RECORD CENTRE. WE ALSO STOCK EVERY
AUDIOPHILE/DIGITAL RECORD ON
PERMANENT

Box no. 0669.

DISCOUNT.
IF YOUR TASTE IS JAZZ. ROCK, DISCO ETC., OUR POP

Nakamichi 680 two speed cassette deck. £450. and Yamaha
GL800 cassette deck. £ 120; both superb. Tel: Yelverton 2323.

ELSEWHERE.
AGAIN EVERYTHING IS AT CUT PRICE.

evenings please.

condition but owner needs space. £ 75 ono. Tel: Oxford 779340.
L.

THE POP SHOP IS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK.

Yamaha TC800G Lcassette deck absolutely mint condition £ 200
including £ 100 worth of tapes. R. Newball. 31 St. Helens Drive,

Radford SC24 SPA50 (
transistor) amplifier excellent condition
sensible offers. Also two Coles 8OHM tweeters. £ 5. Tel:
Guisborough 32279.
L.

Leicester.

L.

Sony G7 professional monitor speakers mint only few months old
£700 ono. Tel: Poynton Cheshire 874856 after 6pm.
L.
B & W DIX16 teak £350 ( pair) Nakamichi 700 II with remote
control £ 425 both items little used in 18 months. Tel: 01-}89 7351.
Kevin.
L.
N1idi-line transmission line speakers ' Hi Fi News' June'80. made
by the designer. £ 110 per pair. Celestion 1300s £5each. Tel: 0782
750254.
L.
Linn/Grace/Super £400 Meridian 10I MC. Meridian 104 tuner
TVA- 1X amplifier £ 700. Pair KEF 105R MKI £490. All 12 months
old little used. Tel: Wadebridge ( Cornwall) 2510.
L.
Dual 701 direct drive turntable. V15 III unused stylus and
Stanton 681
EE £ 150. Technics SA 54600 receiver. 70
watts channel £150. Can demonstrate. Tel: Nailsworth ( o45383)
3587.
L.
Quad 22/11 Stereo control unit, amplifiers. overseas AM IItuner.
Goldring turntable. in cabinet, plus speakers. £ 110. Tel: 01-958
3771.

L.

L.

Meridian 105 & 101 pre- amp £ 500. 11 months old. Yamaha
NSI 000m £ 475. STD 305d SME Ill arm Entre cartridge £ 00. All
boxed and in mint condition. Tel ( after six) 021-742 7284.
L.

JR Super Woofer Yew. £120. Suit small speaker system. See
HEN&RR June. also UAD moving coil pre- amp £ 20. Tel: Hull
492810.
L.
Leak Sandwich loudspeakers, excellent condition. £ 135 pair.
Leak stereo amplifier. tuner. Garrard 301 turntable. Decca FFSS
Mk11 pickup. teak cabinet with record space. £ 85. Tel: Stevenage
51006.
L.
Radford STA 25 with pre- amp £ 250. Lentek transmission line
monitors £ 250. JVC 600 receiver £ 200. JVC 1635 portable cassette
with binaural ' phones £ 130. Tel: Ottery St. Mary 3980.
L.
Bose 181 display. two of. Bose pre- amp 4401. four Bose 90111
speakers £ 2200. Tear reel 10: inch A3340s plus remote £ 485 .
Denton U13.
4 demodulator fldo. JVC SEA47E £ 150. Technics 4
channel audio scope £ 200. Tel: 0326 280470.
L.
Quad 44 preamplifier L160: Cambridge P50 amplifier. £ 60 ( John
Atkinson) NEAL 102 cassette deck. new heads. £ 150 fiver
Humphreys): Hi Fi News Editorial. Tel: 01-686 2599 ext 193. office
hours.

L.

Spendor BC1S walnut almost new. Complete with Spendor
stands. £ 275. Tel: Dorking 87283 after 7pm.
L.

SHOP HAS A HUGE SELECTION INCLUDING A LARGE
RANGE
OF
JAZZ
IMPORTS
UNAVAILABLE

Lowther built X'oigt corner horn with PM2 speaker unit excellent

L.

Quad 33/303FM 3as new, complete with instruction books £ 280.
Ampex semi- pro R- R tape deck £ 85 ono. Will sell separately. Tel:
01-969 4817, demonstration arranged by appointent.
L.

L.

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD.
NETWORKS & COMPONENTS
These have established themselves as to be of the
highest quality and consistency hence are used by
many of the well-known speaker manufacturers
worldwide.
Your guarantee is the Falcon name and/or label on your
networks. These and all other speaker builder requirements are available through selected retail outlets and
our own retail mail order outlet below.
We stock most units by KEF, SonAudax, Peer)ess,
Coles, Celestino, Dalesford, etc. Send large S A.E.
1131,P stamp) for price list PL12. ( Overseas $ 1 bill).
Mail Orders and callers:
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk. NR14 8JP
Telephone: 0508-78272

Build acareer with the leaders in HiFi.
Iaskys are by far the largest and
most successful HiFi retailers in
Europe — and we are still expanding
fast
But despite our size we are truly
HiFi specialists and pride ourselves in
setting exceptional standards of
specialist service — with the expertise
of our sales staff, with our
demonstration facilities, we our
engineers' checks on the products we
sell and with our regional service
departments.
To maintain these standards we
need the very best people. If you are
capable and enthusiastic we agenuine
interest in HiFi we can offer you an
exciting and profitable career with all
the training you need to fulfill your
potential. You could start now in
locations across the country in one
of these capacities:

Sales

Real enthusiasm and knowledge are essential
in giving our customers the expert and friendly
advice they expect Experience in sales would
be an advantage.

Audio/Video Engineers
Experienced and qualified to City and Guilds
222 III for our exemplary regional service
departments.

Systems Make Up
You will be trained to check and set up
equipment so that it leaves the shop in perfect
working order
If you're aHiFi enthusiast and want acareer in
HiFi, not just ajob, why not build it with the
Leaders. Just write to the address below.
Glenys Seaman, L_askys, Hardman House,
The Hyde, London NW9 611

1.11.111.
1101 .
taskys, the retail division of the Ladbroke Group.

Listen to Laskys the leaders in HiFi.

SERVICES
Audio and radio servicing, design, modification, installation. etc.
Will travel. Tel: R. Lucus, Tadworth 2073 ( Surrey).
X.
Cassette Copying. Superb quality one to one copying service.
Ring or write for full details: Gemini Sound. Braeside, London
Road, Binsfield, Bracknell, Berks. Tel: ( 0344) 54935.
B.
Improve the sound of your Nairn. Meridian, Electrocompaniet,
Haile, Quad or other top quality amplifier with our modification
service. Also pre to power amplifier interconnect leads made to
order using high quality cables as featured in Hi Fi Answers, Send
s.a.e. for full details to J. K. Improvements, 5 Honiton Close,
M.
Leigh. Lanes WN7 5QE.

PERMANENT NIGHT WORK
FORA
MECHANICAL TECHNICIAN

CLEAN, CLEAN ! ! ! ! Records cleaned at Rons Records
Cleaning Services on the Keith Monks Record Cleaning Machine.
Shield House 260 Reede Road, Dagenham, Essex. 01-517 1853
(Office hours) ( evenings) 01-593 6033 or 01-304 0570.
M.
PROTECT YOUR VALUABLE RECORDS
Nagaoka Replacement Inner Sleeves No. 102 are specially
treated to prevent the generation of static electricity between
the inner sleeve and the record. Your collection will be kept in
pristine condition, free from dust and you will enjoy the very
best in sound always.
Pack of 12 —£ 1.99 Post Free
Pack of 50 —£ 5.99 Post Free
Pack of 500—£45.00 Post Free
R. A. J. Services, 2Stockwood Rise, Camberley
Surrey GUIS 2EA.

IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION ?
When it comes to HI- F Ieveryone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call at Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect

We need an experienced man or woman to join our busy team working
between Ilpm and 7am, 40 hours per week.
You will' become involved in routine mechanical service and repairs to
automated machinery IC tape copying and recording equipment and will
also handle some project work which involves milling etc.
Qualified to at least ONC level and with a mechanical apprenticeship you
should be able to work on sophisticated machinery without supervision and
must possess agood diagnostic ability. Some electronics knowledge would
be adefinite advantage.
Salary on engagement is £ 117.30 plus 1/3 night shift allowance of £ 39.10
per week. This will increase to £ 120-04 per week plus 1/3 night shift
allowance of £40-01 per week upon completion of 3 months employment.
Generous benefits of service are in operation which include subsidised staff
restaurant, discount staff shop, 25 days holiday in 1981 and annual and
attendance bonuses.

to you — Good, we'll see you soon.
TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • QUAD & ELS SPEAKERS •
RADFORD • MICRO SEIKI • THORENS • ORTOFON •
GRADO • AKG • DECCA • MICRO ACCOUSTICS • REVOX •
TEAC • SMC • KEF • TANNOY • GRIFFIN • KLH.

W. J. TAYLOR (muse LTD.
126-130 HAWTHORN RD. KINGSTANDING,
BIRMINGHAM B4413QA.

11:
021-382 1312

For an early interview, please contact:
Alison Pridham, Personnel Officer, Polygram Record
Walthamstow Avenue, Walthamstow E.4. Tel: 01-527 2300

Operations

Ltd,

polyGram
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HiFi Sews June 1956 to Dec 1977 except Feb 1977. 251 issues, all
earls indexes included. Excellent condition. Cash offers. No
dis 'Sion. Buyer collects. A. H. Latter. 75 Albert Road. Wood
Green. N22.
L.

Radford SC22 2MA25/3. Expensive rebuild ( 1979). High grade
resistors. capacitors, tantalum electrolytics. Computer grade reservoir smoothing capacitors. £360. Pickering XSV3000. £ 30. Tel:
01-688 6397.
L.

Wonderfully natural response over
frequency range from the:-

Sony TCK 5511 cassette new guarantee £ 135. TUA 10 amplifier
excellent. £275. Selling as too large. Tel: Whitstable 0227 265611
after 6pm.
L.

Sugden A481I excellent condition demonstrated Wansted East
London € 140. Tel: 989 9107 evenings.

New X-24

Therein 126 turntable litted with SME III arm. MA 2812 plus
spare arm fitted with EE1500 and dumpa mat £ 170. Tel Ruislip
30410 after 5pm.
L.
Ferrograph 724 4-track stereo recorder 3speeds. 81inch spools.
Overhauled January 1980. f200 ono. Buyer collects. 45a Lulworth
Avenue. Poole. Dorset.
L.
Immaculate Teak Tenney Lancasters 15" monitor golds £ 150.
Tel: 0282 814152 (Colne).
L.
Cad Monitor ( Improved) speakers as new. Demonstration
arranged £ 100 ono pair. Tel: Sunbury-on-Thames 82381 after Nov
1st.
L.

TS- 22

RECORDS FOR SALE

STUDIO FACILITIES

SERVICING

Pair Wharfedale Dovedales, boxed. perfect, £90 ono. Also
Brennel MK6 tape transport in plinth. 3new boiten 4-track heads.
£50: Tel: Lyle. Medway 666631.
L.

Audio repairs by electronic engineer. 30 years' experience.
Extensive facilities, enabling equipment restoration. etc. Quality
valved equipment included. Personal service. Location: Woodford,
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
X.

Top cartridges boxed as new used testing only B & O MMC2OCL
£69. Ortofon SME/30H £65. Shure V15IV £39. Stanton 88IS £59.
Tel Ipswich 54528.
•

ELECTRONIC TIMER

WILMSLOW AUDIO ep
THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS
'For the best prices and largest stocks in
the country, see our full page advertisement in this issue.'

The Esoteric Ear: Britain's first Audiophile Magazine for the true
enthusiast. Available by subscription only, Published Bimonthly,
first issue available November 1980. Send cheque or money order
for £7•80 ( UK 6 issues). Overseas £ 12•00 (6 issues) including
postage, to The Esoteric Ear, P.O. Box 97, Leigh. Lancs WN7 2ND
or send s.a.e, for newsletter and subscription form.
M.

4YNWOOD

Enjoy Studio quality sound with your television; " Sound Bug"
will feed TV sound into your HiFi. £ 12•50 including postage.
Trade supplied Leaflet free. Telesound ( HFI), IPayne Avenue,
Hove BN3 5HB.
A.

LECTRONICS

20 Stourcliffe Avenue,
Bournemouth
Tel: ( 0202) 426299

Remaining stock of glass cased paratracking transcriber turntables for vale with cartridge at £ 125 each, these were £400 each.
Full after sales service, and spares for all Transcriptor products. 19,
Charnwood Street, Sutton in Ashfield Notts.
B.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

Sound News Studios ( Britain's oldest fulltime tape-disc cassette
Transfer Service) offers Studio Facilities mobile recordings for
Societies. Choirs. Bands. Pressings with sleeves of your design:
excellent fund-raiser. 18 Blenheim Road. London. W4. Tel: 01-995
1661.
It.
Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings. Cassettes. Mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio. I3a Hamilton Way.
London N3. Tel: 01-346 0033.
X.
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings. demos, masters.
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. Sae. brochure. IBroomfield
Close, Rydes Hill. Guildford. Tel: 0483 61684.
X.
COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE Stereo and monomasters
and laquer discs from your tapes on our Scully lathe. London
Road, Binsfield. Bracknell. Berkshire. lei: Bracknell 54953.
X.
Warren
Recordings (memebers
A.P.R.S.).
Tape-disc.
demos/discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile. 59 Hendale
Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel: 01-203 0306.
X.
Your tapes to Disc. Mono or stereo cutting. Vinylite pressings:
sleeve labels. Top professional quality. S.a.e. for photo leaflet.
Deroy Records, PO Box 2. Morecambe, Lancs.
X.

FOR SALE-trade

Accurate and reliable ideal for capturing
programmes on your recorder while
absent
details from

Natural and extended transmission line bass,
neutral balance, clear sound.
Smaller sealed enclosure, otherwise identical
to 31 H2 and benefits from the formers' en•
tensive crossover development.
Our smallest model so far. A reliable totally
sealed 2- way stereo speaker system. 10 element crossover

122 Hull Road, Anlaby,
Yorkshire. HU10 6UY
Tel. 0482-656706

Saxe £££'son new classical LPS and sets. You choose, we order.
no minimum quantity. Bargain lists also available. Personal Service
Enquiries to: Record- by- post. 45 Appleton Road Chester.
L.

Ferrograph, Philips, Crundig, and even Vortexion recorders still
serviced with guarantee. Quad equipment in stock. Tel: 01-996
1661.
C.

Spender BCI's teak with Appollo stands £ 190 ono. Quad 33/303
with Monitor Audio sound cables £ 140 ono. Tel: Luton 419669.
L.

full

CLARK SPEAKERS

Sounds of the Steam Locomotive. Over 100 titles on LP cassette.
British and Foreign. Send 10p stamp for lists to Audicord Records.
10 The Chapel. Shilton Road, Barwell. Leicester LE9 8HB.
L.

Reyes A77, half track. Nab adapters with Videosonic PD4 Dolby
unit and 30 tapes. All in superb condition and must be seen. £400
ono. Tel: Rainham 52552.
L.

ADC LME2 carbon fibre arm in original packing. plus two spare
headshells. Little used £40. Tel: Hertford 51538 evenings.
L.

Al - 31H2

the

WANTED
Wharfedale Airedale Enclosure with or without drive units.
Barrett 9Constable Close, London, NWII. Tel: 01-455 3902. L.
Old Lowther PM7 drive unit. Any condition considered. Mr.
Hesketh. Tel . Bolton 22706..
L.
SME 2000 Plinth for Garrard 401. Quad 33/303 sleeve, both
teak, must be good condition. Tel: 0602 384956 evenings.
L.
Wanted Tenney Autograph G.R.F. Moniter gold red units Box
no. 0670 c/o H. F. News.
L.
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... in amidst the drudgery,
treachery, betrayal and
boredom of our existence;
let MUSIC touch your mind.

The Nakamichi 600ZX
because themes no such thing as the perfect cassette.

It applies even to the best of cassettes. If the tape isn't aligned precisely with the heads in your
deck, you get what's known as 'phase error! Blurred unstable sound is the all too familiar result.
At Nakamichi, we've come up with aunique answer which we've incorporated into our 600ZX
range. Ifs called automatic azimuth alignment and it really does the trick. In just afew seconds
it operates avery effective quality control system over any cassette you care to record.
Despite the fact that our decks are the only ones with automatic azimuth we haven't allowed
ourselves to become complacent. So, in the 600ZX series you'll find we've built in awhole range
of advanced features. For example, the 680ZX is the first cassette deck that's able to operate at
half speed yet outperform most conventional decks running at full speed. The improvement
story is the same with all the models. There's adual capstan 4motor transport system that does
away with supply and take-up reel problems. Included too, is user adjustable Dolby calibration,
aremote control facility and many more features that give aperformance only hinted at by the
specification.
Send for the full details or better still hear the 600ZX series at your dealer. We promise you'll
find them perfectly incredible.

!Nakamichi

WHERE CREATIVITY KEEPS PACE WITH TECHNOLOGY.
Natuial Sound Systems. 10 Byron Road. Wealdston. Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7TL

